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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

TUESDAY 8 NOVEMBER 2005

Present Lamont of Lerwick, L Roper, L
Lawson of Blaby, L Sheldon, L
Paul, L Skidelsky, L
Powell of Bayswater, L Wakeham, L (Chairman)

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Nick Starling, Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers and
Mr Justin Jacobs, Head of Liability, Motor and Risk Pricing, Association of British Insurers.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon, and thank you very works by pooling risk; the price you pay in premium
is the risk you bring to the pool and what entitlementsmuch indeed for coming to give evidence at short

notice. This is the start of our inquiry and so we are you want from it. That is a quick tour of our
approach.not perhaps as focused as we might be on all these

matters, as I hope we will be when we have been going
for a little longer. Nevertheless, you are sitting in the Q3 Chairman: Those are very helpful remarks. Of
right places so we know who is who. I am told that I course, our inquiry is about the Government’s policy
have to say to you that it is important that you speak towards risk, but nevertheless the vast experience
up and speak slowly so we get an absolutely accurate your members have got is obviously a very good
report of what you say. We shall go around asking place for us to start. I wondered whether you might
questions, some of which you know of in advance, give us your view of the general eVectiveness of the
and some of which you will not know of because they work undertaken by government in recent years in
will arise out of the discussion. Does either of you handling risk management—how much progress has
want to say anything to start oV with before the been made, in your view, and how far is there still
questioning begins? to go?
Mr Starling: Thank you very much for the welcome, Mr Starling: There are two parts to this question, and
and I apologise for keeping you waiting slightly, but the first is what risks is it appropriate for government
the queues out there are very long, so the warm-up to take in the first place and what the private sector
questions will be particularly appreciated. Would it should cover, and the second is how well does the
help if I made a couple of opening remarks about government handle the risks that it needs to deal
where we are from? with? On the first I think there is always the danger

that government considers it needs to do something
when an event happens, such as a major accident,Q2 Chairman: Absolutely.
when all that may be necessary is to communicateMr Starling: My name is Nick Starling, I am Director
and articulate risk more clearly, rather than doingof General Insurance at the Association of British
anything more. That said, I think there have beenInsurers. The ABI is the trade association for the
improvements in recent years, admittedly from quiteBritish insurance industry, it has about 400 member
a low base, and I think the work on civilcompanies and it covers life and general insurance;
contingencies is quite a good example. There doesmember companies have about 20 per cent of the
seem to have been a shift from the “whatever the costinvestments on the Stock Exchange, so we do speak
we will do something” approach to risk managementreasonably authoritatively on behalf of the industry.
to a better approach, and the Prime Minister’s speechMy opening remarks are really to say that you are
earlier this summer was a good indicator of that. Thetalking about risk, and we think that risk is the great
other helpful recent development has been theenabler. Risk lets you do things that you would not
Hampton review of regulation which is grasping aotherwise be able to do, and if human beings had not
good opportunity for good and sensible risktaken and managed risk we probably would all be
management.sitting shivering in caves as opposed to shivering

outside on the pavement, or maybe we would not
even have come down from the trees in the first place. Q4 Lord Paul: The next question really is because

you will have knowledge from the inside, havingEssentially, insurance has helped manage risk for
about 300 years, but it is part of the risk management worked in the government and also now in insurance.

Are there any significant aspects of governmentprocess, it is not a substitute for it. It basically just
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diYcult for the private sector to step in and therepolicy towards risk management that, in your view,
limit or otherwise have a negative impact upon the might be areas where the government has a role in

helping to facilitate the market.range and quality of private insurance?
Mr Starling: I find this a slightly diYcult question to
answer. There are risks that government does have to Q6 Lord Roper: I wonder if you could just expand
manage, and if it does not manage those overall risks though on the point that you made about the Services
properly then private provision can become more Directive. When are there appropriate occasions for
diYcult or it can become more expensive. Problems the government to make it compulsory for people to
can also arise if government tries to patch on have insurance? Road transport, you accept, is one
insurance as an alternative to risk management. That where it is, but why are some other liabilities that
quite often happens with legislation, and a good people might incur not appropriate?
example is recent legislation on the proposed EU Mr Starling: This might surprise you, but the answer
Services Directive, which is about enabling people to is that there are very few occasions. Insurers like to be
come to this country and provide services like able to sell a product that people want to buy, they do
building or whatever. In this case the legislators in not want to sell a product that people are obliged to
Brussels thought there might be a risk with, say, buy. Generally, the cases where the Government
employing Polish builders to convert your loft, so let insists on compulsory insurance are where there is a
us make sure they have insurance. That is patching liability towards third parties, so it is motor insurance
on insurance as a sort of risk management, instead of and employers’ liability. There are one or two odd
grasping risk management from the first principles. bits and pieces here and there, but those are the two
There are some positive examples of where main ones and, broadly speaking, we prefer it not to
government policy can help, and I am thinking in be compulsory for the reasons I have set out.
terms of road safety, for example, where government
proposals to improve road safety mean that it is Q7 Lord Skidelsky: Does the experience of the
much easier to manage risks in terms of insurance insurance industry suggest that policies and attitudes
and we can all benefit from better and more eVective towards risk management are clear and consistent
insurance provision because the risks are being over the range of government departments?
driven down. Overall you want consistency and Mr Starling: It is well developed and eVective for
consideration from the approach the government some risks but not for others, and I think there is a
takes. subsidiary problem that departments are not always
Lord Skidelsky: Could I ask a supplementary? joined up in terms of their approach to risk. I can give
Chairman: Yes. you a specific example, if you find that helpful. We

think that Defra has given a lot of thought to risk
management, after quite a lot of problems on BSE,Q5 Lord Skidelsky: Could you give me more
foot and mouth and so forth. One of the areas weexamples of risks that government has to manage?
have been specifically discussing with Defra is theYou gave road safety as one, but I wonder whether
issue of flood risk management where, as you know,other sorts of examples occur to you oV the top of
there is an issue about development on floodplainsyour head because one of the issues is that perhaps
and the problem of insuring properties that are builtthe government is too keen to step into the
there. We have actually reached an understandingmanagement of risk business and more of it ought to
with Defra on that whereby, in return for ensuringbe left to private insurance.
that there is insurance provision, they are putting inMr Starling: The road example is a good one because
proper infrastructure and flood prevention measuresbasically, where government is providing overall
and so forth. However, another governmentservices, it has to manage the risk properly in those
department is ODPM, which is not responsible forservices, particularly where the risks are in terms of
flood risks in those areas, and is extremely keen oninjury to third parties, so the road infrastructure is a
development and has often pushed ahead withgood example of that. Government has to manage
developments, say in the Thames Gateway, withoutthe risk of, say, major terrorist events and security
a full analysis of the risks. That is a good example ofrisks overall, but there are quite a lot of areas where
where one government department is very on top ofit can eVectively draw back if the private sector is
it, another is not. Joining up on that sort of riskproviding insurance.
management approach would be very beneficial.Mr Jacobs: To build on that, if it is very diYcult for

the private sector to measure and assess a certain risk,
it might be that the cost of that insurance privately Q8 Lord Powell of Bayswater: Allied to that is the

question is the government suYciently open andbecomes excessive and unaVordable for some people,
which eVectively means you cannot carry out an transparent about the risk? Does it explain risk

adequately to the public? Or do you think it connivesactivity. If risks are very diYcult to measure or have
a very high impact if they occur, then it can be very at obscuring risk? Or does it perhaps go the other
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deal. The main thing is that as information developsway, does it exaggerate risks in your view sometimes?
How does it look from the point of view of the you have to develop your approach, you have to have

the courage to say we did that immediately, we do notinsurance industry? Is the government doing a good
job in this respect or is it failing?—I mean think we need to do it now, we can pull back. I suspect

that some of the food scares have had some of thosegovernment, not the Government.
characteristics and you could have said to people weMr Starling: Broadly speaking I think it could be
know there is a particular risk associated with this,more transparent and better communicated. I have
this is what it is, it is your choice to decide what to do,already said that I think risk management is getting
be responsible citizens and decide on that basis.better, we have moved away a little bit from knee-jerk

reaction, but I think it could be improved. You asked
specifically about government and not the Q10 Chairman: Does the government have a much
Government and I think the regulatory agencies have more diYcult task to get that over than a private
done a little bit better here. I was at HSE so you insurance company? A private insurance company
would expect me to say that, but the Environment says this is the agreement you want if you want to
Agency is another example. Particularly at the top take that risk, yet politicians have got a vastly more
level they are good at taking a goal-setting, principle- diYcult problem to get that balance. It is perfectly
based approach to risk, but the problem tends to arise logical, as you say, but it is not like that when you are
that there is a temptation to go into much more about to be dragged up to the House of Commons to
detailed description about communicating risk, have to defend something.
particularly at middle management levels, and then Mr Starling: I did not say it was necessarily easy.
you get into detailed descriptions of what you should Probably a lot of the risks that we are talking about
and should not do. There is, therefore, some way to are already encompassed in insurance; you and I do
go in terms of setting out the broad principles of risk not know if avian flu will aVect us all and how many
management, the risks to the public that are involved people will die, but if we have a life insurance policy
and then stepping back and saying to the public, here and we die of avian flu then the insurance companies
is what the risks are, this is what we think, it is your will pay out. It might have an eVect on future
choice. We could do with more of that. If I could give premiums but basically it is already in there in the risk
a specific example, the Financial Services Authority assessment.
regulates general insurance; general insurance is a
highly competitive market and we think it should give

Q11 Lord Sheldon: What about new risks? Youclear guidance to the public and then step back, only
mentioned bird flu, but there are also things likeintervening when it is absolutely necessary to act in a
terrorism in certain countries, something that has notparticular area.
happened before. Somebody has to not only take on
that risk but assess the rates, and it is the assessing of

Q9 Lord Powell of Bayswater: If I could just follow the rates that surely is the most diYcult task. How
that up, what you are talking about there is what I does one go about that?
call steady state, it is government assessing risk in a Mr Starling: It can be diYcult to assess rates with
general way. What about crisis risk, whether it is events which are very rare but essentially
salmonella in eggs or avian flu or something? I cannot catastrophic, and there are one or two areas where
make out at the moment whether the government insurance cannot cover it. If there was a radiological
thinks I am at risk of avian flu or not—one attack on the City of London, that is where the
government expert says there is nothing to worry government would have to take over. The insurance
about at all, the next one tells me I could be one of a industry does its best to use the information and
couple of million to die from it. Where do I come assess what there is, and it is prepared to price these
down? Has the government got the capacity to risks. You can buy terrorism insurance. It is what the
explain that sort of risk? market is there to do and it does its best. The more
Mr Starling: There are a number of issues there. First information it has, the better it can do that.
of all it should, as far as possible, try and set out Mr Jacobs: To add to that, there is clearly a role for
properly what the issue is, even if there are unknowns the media in all of this, particularly in terms of the
in it, and there are unknowns in something like avian presentation of the risk. We talked earlier about
flu. If there are things that you can do immediately knee-jerk reactions and clearly when new issues arise,
which are easy and not costly to do then you can take whether it is bird flu, BSE in the past or other issues,
the precautionary principle and do them. With avian it obviously captures the media attention because it is
flu I am struggling to think of what you do in those an important issue and rightly so, but then the
circumstances, but if there is a concern, for example, challenge is how you present that risk which may
that there could be transmission that comes from the exist and compare it to other risks that you may
import of wild birds, it would be very simple just to already be used to. As soon as you leave your house

you are at risk of being run over or indeed even beingstop that import straightaway, it does not cost a great
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Q13 Lord Lawson of Blaby: In your openingin your home you are at risk of an electrical failure,
remarks, which were extremely helpful, you referredfire or anything like that. There is a role that the
to the Prime Minister’s speech in the summer; I takemedia might play in presenting this and helping to
it that you mean his speech to the Institute of Publicincrease understanding rather than create confusion,
Policy Research in May of this year. That is verybut it is a real challenge. In terms of the diVerence
relevant and in a sense that was one of the things thatbetween the insurance market and the government
triggered this inquiry. I would like to ask you aactivity, to some extent the insurance market will
question in a number of parts about that and arisingissue prices and then the customer on the whole has
from that, which I would hope you would answer justa choice as to whether or not they wish to purchase
as much from your experience in government as fromthat insurance at that price, depending on their own
your position as representative of the ABI. If I may,personal assessment of the risks that they face. If you
just for the record, quote the key section of the Primeare the state, then obviously the challenges are
Minister’s speech, where he said: “In my view, we areslightly diVerent because essentially you are going to
in danger of having a wholly disproportionatehave to spend money to bring down that risk, which
attitude to the risks we should expect to run as aobviously has opportunity costs. You are having to
normal part of life. This is putting pressure on policy-raise the money in order to be able to pay for it, which
making, not just in Government but in regulatorymeans you are not spending money in other areas, or
bodies, on local government, public services, inyou are having to regulate and deny people the right
Europe and across parts of the private sector, to actto do things that they may otherwise have wanted to
to eliminate risk in a way that is out of all proportiondo, or you are going to have to tax. None of those
to the potential damage.” “Out of all proportion”things are easy things and whereas with the insurer it
involves, although he says more than that, hugeis more we will set a premium and there is a choice,
economic costs, which he rightly said are double. Iif you are the state then clearly the issues are slightly
would like to ask you, arising from that, first whetherdiVerent and more challenging. There is perhaps a
you think the Prime Minister is talking through hislack of transparency and consistency in whether the
hat, or whether he is onto a good point. Second, if hestate chooses to do something, and if it does choose
is onto a good point, do you not think that really theto do something, whether it is choosing to spend,
answer is for the government not to whinge aboutregulate or tax.
it—and there was something which unkind people
would call whinging in the course of his speech; for
example, he said “We nearly got Sudan B completelyQ12 Lord Powell of Bayswater: To follow that up,
out of proportion” and then he says in another placewhich I think is a very helpful distinction, surely the
“We only narrowly avoided massive expenditure oninsurance industry calmly weighs the risk through its
SARS”. This strikes me, as somebody who has beenactuaries or whatever, they price it. The government
in government, as somewhat rum. When one is inis not just weighing the risk of an event or an epidemic
government one is always exposed to all sorts ofor something, it is weighing political risk as well in
pressures, but what one tries to do is to make aterms of how people are going to react, what the
rational assessment, in the light of the best advice, ofconsequences for government are and all that. That
what the situation is and in this context what the riskssurely needs the government to approach it in a
are, to form a judgment of what it is sensible to dorather diVerent way and from a diVerent perspective,
and then explain to the public why you are doingand that is what governs the transparency or lack of
what you are doing and why you are not doing whatit, you do not want to be caught having concealed a
the media are pressing you to do. Is there notrisk and you do not want to be caught having
something odd about this? The third point is aoverstated a risk. There are very considerable
request, not a question. I would like you to answerdiVerences, therefore, between what the government
these two questions in general terms, but I would likeis doing and what the insurance industry is doing.
you to illustrate your answers by specific pointedMr Jacobs: That is right, and the other thing which
examples.complicates it perhaps is that if you are the state you
Mr Starling: I think you started oV by saying, is heare considering also the wider externalities of the
onto a good point? We think he is, and I suppose Ievent, whereas if you are selling a product the
ought to say that we jointly sponsored the speech heindividual considers their own risk and it is an easier
gave to the IPPR.

thing about how do I feel about this risk and do I
want insurance against it. If you are the state it is not
only the potential impact on one person, but the Q14 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Well done!
impact their actions have on other people, which then Mr Starling: I do appreciate the diYculties. I referred
complicates it because you start getting into earlier to the fact that it is very easy to have a knee-
valuations about diVerent things which are very jerk reaction and it is very easy to lose the approach

you need to take, which is to sit down and say “HowdiYcult to value.
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Mr Starling: What is the precautionary principle? Itmuch do we know about this particular risk? What is
it likely to do, what are the consequences if we allow goes back to what is risk. My judgment of risk is that

it is quite often common sense. Risk is about saying Ithis risk to carry on, and what would it cost to stop
it?” and I do appreciate that in the heat of battle that want to do something, are there problems associated

with doing it and how do I make sure that thoseis not always an easy thing to do. You asked me to
mention something from my own experience, and I problems do not prevent me achieving what I want to

achieve? I agree with you that principle is not a verythink now I am safely out of HSE I will do. This was
just under two years ago when Chinese cockle pickers good word, but if it works properly what it should

mean is that at the moment I do not fully understanddrowned on Morecambe Bay. It was a terrible
tragedy and no one denies that, but they died in the risks; it is perfectly sensible to pause until I do

fully understand them so I know the best waycircumstances which, as far as one can understand,
were foreseeable and preventable—I appreciate this forward. Part of the best way forward has got to be

a cost-benefit analysis because, if you wanted to, youmight come to a court of law. Basically they died
because the tide came up, and it is perfectly possible could eliminate all risks but you would do so at

absolutely vast costs and, frankly, the cost-benefitto see that the tide is coming up. That is a
circumstance where it is very tempting to say this is analysis would not be fulfilled. Are there examples of

government using the precautionary principle andall dreadful, this has all happened, let us close down
the sands, let us stop cockle fishing because it is have they costed it? I am not sure if I can think of any

particular ones at the moment? I do not knowextremely hazardous, but actually what you need to
do is to say this has been a terrible tragedy, we need whether Justin can help me there.

Mr Jacobs: I do not think there are across the piece.to look at why management of the risk did not work
properly, why it broke down, and act accordingly. I Clearly, any individual thing would have its

regulatory impact assessment which would includethink, actually, that is what did happen in these
circumstances, I use this example because I think it some assessment of costs and benefits, but not in

terms of the consistency across the piece.did. There were some sensible suggestions about
regulation of the employers and so forth, but
basically, as I said earlier, this is not changing Q16 Lord Lawson of Blaby: One final
everything, this is managing a known risk. If you did supplementary: you first of all mentioned that the
not take that approach you would end up not sensible thing was to be very cautious and hold your
wanting to do anything, you certainly would not have horses until the risks are fully understood, but I
nuclear power or chemical installations if you were cannot help thinking that the risks are never fully
worried all the time about those existing risks. You understood so you would never allow anything.
then specifically moved on to new risks, and that can Take, for example, genetically modified food. An
be more problematic. There may be circumstances awful lot is understood about it, but to say it is fully
with a new potential risk where you probably do need understood would be an extremely ambitious
to take a precautionary approach—closing borders remark and I doubt whether—you are very young
might be a bit extreme but in terms of particular and we are old—even in your lifetime you could
health measures, providing you have then got the safely say that the risks are fully understood, so you
courage to pull them back when it is no longer would never do anything.
necessary. I think some of the actions around BSE Mr Starling: May I withdraw the word “fully”? I
were like that, where the precautionary principle was think I have said there may be circumstances in
taken, but they might have been sooner in pulling which you hold back until risks are better
back measures when it became apparent that they understood, but not fully understood, and I make
were no longer needed. that clear.

Q15 Lord Lawson of Blaby: You mentioned the Q17 Lord Sheldon: I am concerned about new risks,
precautionary principle. It sounds very grand—in where things are not known, and you have given an
fact if it has a precise and specific meaning, please tell example of bird flu and terrorism. What I am
us—but it seems to me to be just a principle of how interested in is how do you assess the rates of these
to be careful and that is a matter, as I understand it, new risks and how long does it take to assess those
of political judgment. Is there any such thing, in any rates. Meanwhile, those people who want insurance
objective way, as a precautionary principle? As a are in danger, in peril, or whatever it may be. That
rider to that, have you or has anyone in government is a major problem, bearing in mind the amount of
to your knowledge gone out and published the costs terrorism we are seeing and the number of other
of particular measures designed to eliminate risks? things that are happening, some of them on the
Has a cost-benefit analysis been done in a whole horizon, some of them a bit nearer. How do you
range of cases—please give examples—and if it has assess the rates and how long does it take to

assess them?been done, has this been published? If so, where?
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Q19 Chairman: I wonder if I could ask a diVerentMr Starling: If you take the example of bird flu, I
question, which is not about what is the unknown,think there are predictions that there could be
but one might reasonably expect that expenditure on50,000 deaths; in the scheme of things and in terms
risk reduction and safety improvements by the publicof the number of people who die each year, that is
sector, such as the Department for Transport ornot a very great number. As I said earlier, if you
Defra, would result in risk reduction and, hence,have insurance, then you will be covered under
corresponding reductions in insurance premiumsthose circumstances and if you have various other
charged to cover against, say, vehicle damage andforms of insurance—sickness insurance and so
flooding. Is there any evidence of any correlation offorth—you will be covered, so it will not aVect
that sort?existing insurance provision, but it will at some time
Mr Starling: There is. The proposition is absolutelyaVect provision in the future. Broadly speaking, if
right, that if you can reduce risk in particular areasyou have greatly increasing death rates then the cost
then you reduce people’s exposure to risk and there isof future life insurance will go up because there is
a subsequent reduction. We have done quite a lot ofmore to pay out, but how long it takes to establish
work on health and safety risks in this area, where wethat is diYcult to tell. It depends how aggressive the
have a scheme—we call it “Making the Marketillness is and so forth. There will not be an
Work”—whereby if you are a small enterprise andimmediate eVect, however, simply because people
you sign up to a particular health and safety schemeare already covered for that sort of risk and you
oVered by your trade association, then you can gethave to factor in future premiums from
better access to employer’s liability insurance, and indevelopment of that risk.
some cases the premiums have come down—or they
have gone up less would be a more accurate way of
describing it. Certainly, there are circumstances

Q18 Lord Sheldon: But it is to do with these new where that has happened. Road safety is another one
risks where people are not insured and they want to that I have mentioned where premiums are
be insured. The question I am really trying to get competitive and have reacted to improvements in
an answer to is how do you assess people with new road safety.
risks where there is no insurance there, but they Mr Jacobs: To build on that, something that is going

on today is that there is a police blitz againstwant some insurance because it is something they
uninsured drivers, building on some powers passedhave not planned for?
earlier this year in the Serious Organised Crime andMr Starling: I have some diYculty in identifying
Police Act. The police will be stopping suspectedexactly how that would operate and where new risks
uninsured drivers at the roadside and if they arewould come in. Quite a lot of the risks we are talking
uninsured they have the power now to seize thoseabout are risks of, say, death, and in most cases
vehicles. That is an example that will help to bringwhere you have life insurance then that risk is
down the cost of uninsured driving, which will thencovered. There might be one or two exclusions in a
be reflected in insurance premiums. One of the issuespolicy but, broadly speaking, those would not apply
around that in particular is young drivers, whereto future risks.
insurance premiums are high—they are much higherMr Jacobs: Clearly, insurers rely on being able to
than they are for other drivers. There is a good reasonunderstand a risk across a pool, so if it is something
for that: we did a big survey of our members to getthat is new then it might be diYcult in the short term
data on that and the statistics can be quite shocking.to respond. If a new risk is impossible to be able to
For example, a 17 to 18 year old male is 10 times morepredict, that is an example where the private
likely to be killed or seriously injured on the road

industry would find it very diYcult and would start than a 40 year old male, which is clearly significant,
looking at the realms of co-operation there between and a new driver has a 20 per cent chance of having
the state and private insurers. The other thing to an accident in their first year of driving. What we are
add, going back to what we said before, is that saying to the Government in developing proposals is
often, particularly in European legislative proposals, that if they actually targeted measures to improve the
we see that one attempt to try and deal with a new safety record of young drivers, if that then delivered
risk is simply to say it is a new risk, it is unknown, in terms of improved safety records then insurance
so we will cover ourselves by making insurance premiums for young drivers could come down. There
compulsory, but the point we are making in is a virtuous circle then because there would be less
response to that is that that does not work and in insurance evasion because it is aVordable. There is a
practice it might be very diYcult for that insurance clear relationship, therefore, and it is what we can
market to emerge, so by having that sort of help bring to the table, so that if the Government is
requirement you are neither managing the risk nor eVective in bringing down risk, for example for young
ensuring that compensation will be available drivers, the market responds by delivering, where

appropriate, lower premiums.because they might not be able to deliver.
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Mr Starling: I mentioned briefly what insuranceQ20 Lord Paul: Before I ask the question I was going
to ask, let me just give you a specific example. The covers and what it is for, and it is for generally
Olympics: things have to be got ready, of great foreseeable but specifically unforeseeable risks. The
magnitude and on time. The risks are very well- outcome has to be uncertain, there has to be a
known—the construction company to which you means of estimating the risk and classing it and,
have given the contract could go bankrupt and, if obviously, you cannot insure against a fine. For
they do go bankrupt, to try and finish it within the example, you cannot take out insurance in the event
budget will be almost impossible. These are all of being fined for speeding. There are some risks
known risks and the problems are the shortage of which are extremely diYcult to price. I mentioned a
skills which are already known. Let me declare an radiological or nuclear attack on the city. That
interest, I chair the interim Olympic Delivery would be extremely diYcult to price and that is
Committee and this is a dilemma we have. How are where government has to cover it. You cannot cover
we going to cover any risk on that if insurance something which is completely foreseeable, like if
companies are saying we cannot cover it? What can you built a house on a floodplain and it flooded
you do, what can the Government do because they every year, you cannot insure in that area. Broadly
also have a limited amount of money? speaking, those are the sorts of adverse outcomes
Mr Starling: Is it helpful to start by saying what you cannot cover.
insurance can cover? Insurance deals with a situation
where the outcome is uncertain but is generally
foreseeable. For example, there are car accidents Q25 Lord Roper: I wonder if I could go back to
happening all the time, but if it happened to you it something which Lord Sheldon was exploring when
is— he was talking about new kinds of risks for

completely uncertain or potentially catastrophic
events such as, let us say, terrorism or indeed atQ21 Lord Paul: Putting up a building is absolutely
some stage some of the terrorism in Northernforeseeable.
Ireland. Is there, in this context, any specific partMr Starling: Yes. There has to be a means of
government could play, for example in being anestimating that risk and pricing it. It cannot be
ultimate guarantor, and could you give examplescontrary to public policy and so forth, so insurance
where that has happened?companies are good at covering the unforeseeable
Mr Starling: You have the Pool Re system and thatevents which might occur, leading up to construction
is a guarantor of a terrorism risk where, essentially,of the Olympics, and if you have risks which fall
government is a lender of last resort, it does not payoutside that, there are instruments that you can buy
for the risk. You buy into the pool reinsurance,to deal with that, but there may be some
which is terrorism insurance, and it is somethingcircumstances where you cannot.
you can elect to buy into. You contribute towards
the fund and if the fund is exceeded through a majorQ22 Lord Paul: These are not financial risks because
terrorist event, then the government guarantees theeven if you had the money you still have to finish on
payout but then the contributors, or the insurancetime. Do you understand?
companies on behalf of their policyholders, carry onMr Starling: I understand the point but I am not quite
paying in. That is a good example of where the risksure what the particular insurance angle of that is. If
is carried by the private sector but underpinned byyou had a major accident or a fire or something, then
government. Is that a particular example you hadinsurancecomes inandpays it. If youactuallywalkoV
in mind?the job, I am not quite clear whether insurance covers

that particular angle. I apologise if I have not
answeredthequestion.PerhapsIdidnotunderstand it

Q26 Lord Roper: That is one example, but therefully. Insurance can certainly help with the risk
what is happening is that the risk is being carriedmanagement of that, but presumably not all of it.
by government ultimately, is it not?
Mr Starling: No. I do not know how big a fund Pool

Q23 Lord Paul: What we are finding is that insurance Re is at the moment, but let us say, for the sake of
companies are quoting rates that just make the argument, that it is £2 billion. If there is an event
contract impossible. in the City of London where the insurance costs are
Mr Starling: Presumably that means that they are £3 billion, then there is a payout but simply because
finding it very diYcult to price the risk. the government guarantees that extra lending and

then the system has to pay back the government
against it, so the government is not the insurer ofQ24 Lord Paul: Can you explain which sorts of end
last resort in that case, it is simply guaranteeingresult can be insured against and which cannot? Can

youexplainwhy somerisks cannotbe insuredagainst? the lending.
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agreed, that it is something that the governmentQ27 Lord Roper: What you are saying is that the
government is a short term lender to the insurance should look at and possibly consult on to see if they

can be involved in that. The key thing there is thatindustry so that it can meet its claims, but that
ultimately the insurance industry has to repay the it would not in any way reduce the compensation,

it is a more eYcient way of delivering it and wouldgovernment the money that the government has
provided. bring down costs. We think that is the sort of area

where there is real scope for the industry to workMr Starling: That is my understanding of how the
system operates. If a short note on how it operates more closely with the public sector and employers

more directly.would be helpful we can provide that.1

Lord Skidelsky: I wanted to ask about the reduction
of risk; somehow that phrase slightly worries me.Q28 Lord Roper: It would be helpful. Some people
Obviously, insurance only reduces risk, presumably,may think that it is an insurer of last resort.
if it changes behaviour and it becomes more costlyMr Starling: The government has taken on the
to behave in a reckless way, and insuranceflexibility, essentially, as a lender, but we will send
companies often impose conditions of behaviour ona note if that is helpful.
an insurance policy. If you are insured forMr Jacobs: Another example of an area where the
something, why should your behaviour becomeinsurance company does cover the risk but we are
more careful unless it is made so as a condition ofquestioning government over whether it is
the policy? In other words, it could become moresomething where we can find an alternative solution
reckless. I just wanted your views on that—I knowis in employer’s liability insurance. Employer’s
it is a slightly abstract point.liability insurance covers both your standard, if you

like, accident at work, but also what is known as
long tail occupational diseases, diseases that emerge Q29 Lord Lawson of Blaby: It is the moral hazard
many years after an employment period and which, issue really.
by their nature, are very diYcult to predict because Mr Starling: The other side of that is one of the
they depend on improvements in knowledge and remarks I made at the beginning, which is that
awareness about illnesses and changed expectations insurance enables you to take risks which you would
about what people should be entitled to not otherwise consider—for example, you would
compensation for. Insurers find it very diYcult to not drive your car if you knew you were responsible
price for those long tail risks and, as a result, for personal injury liability, it would ruin you, so it
because it is diYcult to price you will find that a does enable you to take risks. I suppose the answer
private company is going to be relatively cautious to that is that there is the moral hazard, I do not
about that, and so it might be that the premiums think I can deny it is there. You can do what you
will be higher than they otherwise would be. We did can to drive that away by rewarding good
some research on this with PWC, about what would behaviour, as with driving, but I suspect there is
happen if you could separate out the products, so always a risk there.
you would have the standard employer’s liability Mr Jacobs: One of the requirements of insurance is
products that covered injuries at work and a obviously that it does not leave a person better oV
separate scheme for looking after the long tail if a bad incident happens than if it did not happen,
occupational diseases, not in any way intended to which is one way of trying to tackle that. The other,
reduce what is payable but a diVerent way of as you say, is to make sure there are certain
operating it to try and see if that would be more conditions around the insurance—for example, if
eYcient and bring down costs. What they found is you leave your front door open the chances are that
that if you could find a way to remove that long tail your insurers are going to question whether they
risk from insurers’ books and instead put it on the ought to be paying out for your burglary. Another
government or on employers as a pool, you could example is if you leave your keys in the car and you
actually save over £1 billion over a 10 year period, walk oV and your car is stolen, then perhaps the
and those savings would be through reductions in insurer will question whether or not that is a
the total amount that employers have to pay for that legitimate claim to pay. The other challenge, which
cover. We are talking to government about that at the insurance industry is trying to meet, is to make
the moment and some organisations already sure their products do include explicit incentives
support this proposal, for example the Employers’ towards good behaviour, and one example I would
Engineering Federation said they thought that give there is a scheme Norwich Union are piloting
would be a good way of making sure that the same at the moment using telematics—technology in
level of insurance compensation is there, but vehicles—and there they are directly trying to give
through a diVerent way that will bring down costs financial incentives to reduce risky behaviour. The
and save employers money. They suggested, and we pilot at the moment is a deal for young drivers, if
1 See supplementary written evidence dated 20 December 2005. they drive between 11.00 pm and 6.00 am they pay
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Mr Jacobs: It might work the other way. It is a verya pound a mile, which is costly, and it helps create
financial incentives. You either take a taxi if you are interesting concept, the question about whether or

not that is a way of helping to understand privategoing out at that time or you do not drive at that
time, and if you are driving at any other time you valuation of life, because clearly the big challenge in

all these areas, as we touched on before, is how youare paying a lot less than you would under the
normal system. That is an example of an insurer try and place values on these things across the piece,

whether it is a type of car or a life. It might vary,actually trying to say we are going to incentivise
certain behaviour if people are willing to take those it might be the case that the social value of life might

be greater than the private valuation of a lifeproducts.
depending on a whole range of things, but it is very
diYcult to draw out from that how you measureQ30 Lord Skidelsky: Let me thank you for that. Do
that and it would clearly vary because you areyou think that the sort of sums for which one can
measuring diVerent things in terms of aninsure one’s life is any indication of the appropriate
individual’s view and preferences for how much theymonetary value that public sector agencies such as
wish to spend now to insure themselves for thethe Department for Transport would place on the
benefit of their family and others in the future,prevention of a fatality, eg the cost-benefit analysis
against the state’s view which is coming at it withof proposed safety projects?
slightly diVerent objectives. I do not think it isMr Starling: Our broad answer to that one would
necessarily any less in terms of valuation, in somebe no because you choose the amount of cover you
cases it may be more.want for life. If I take out life cover I may be

bothered about paying oV my mortgage, paying for
school fees or whatever, so there is an element of Q33 Lord Skidelsky: We have to attach a value to
choice in the cover there, whereas society is externalities.
bothered about externalities like tax income and so Mr Starling: Yes.
forth, so I think they are two diVerent issues that
we are dealing with here. Q34 Lord Powell of Bayswater: Lord Skidelsky has

rather bolted and missed some of the fences on the
Q31 Lord Skidelsky: I did not catch all of that, but course; can I go back to jump number eight? I am
could you just say it again in slightly diVerent quite interested in this idea of whether you think
words? people have a good sense of risk generally? Or do
Mr Starling: You ask if the sort of sum for which they rely too much on government to tell them
one insures one’s life is any indication of the whether they are at risk and point out risk to them?
appropriate market value a public sector agency Or do they rely too much on insurance salesmen to
should apply. If I take out life insurance, I want to convince them about certain risks? What would
make sure of various things: that my mortgage is your general assessment be of people’s ability to
paid oV, that my grieving widow has enough to live calculate risk in a meaningful way?
on, that my children’s university education can be Mr Starling: I think this is an absolutely fascinating
taken care of and various issues like that. I can question because, first of all, I think that people are
choose that, I can choose the level that I want to probably better at managing risk than we often give
insure. Society, when it is determining those sorts of them credit for. We all manage risk as part of our
costs, does not actually know what those individual daily lives—we may not be aware of it, but we do
costs are, but it can actually identify externalities it. I might ask you to paraphrase Molière. Molière’s
like how much the country is losing by my not Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme was amazed to find that
paying taxes or the productivity that I brought. You he had been speaking prose for 40 years, and I
are pricing or measuring two slightly diVerent think, similarly, we have all been risk managers all
things. our lives without necessarily knowing it. People are

better at managing risks, therefore, than they are
often given credit for, but I do not think that peopleQ32 Lord Skidelsky: The public sector would place

a lower value, on the whole, on a fatality. are generally good at probability. In other words
they know the risk itself but do not know about theMr Starling: I do not know the answer to that, it

may or may not, it depends very much what I likelihood of it occurring. And I do not think that
they are good at relative risk, the relative riskchoose to insure. For example, if I did not have a

family, if I did not have a mortgage, if I did not have between diVerent activities. I realise that that is a bit
of a generalisation, but that is my sense. People arechildren, I might not bother at all about life

insurance, which I hope you would not identify as risk averse when there is no cost attached to that
risk aversion. The noble Lord mentioned GM foodsmeaning that my life was not worth anything, it

simply is the value that I place on my life in terms at one stage. The issue on GM foods is that even
with a minuscule risk, it is cost free for people toof people who are aVected by my death.
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opinions. It could be that at the time it is veryavoid it because there is no diVerence in price or
quality. The moment I go into my local Tesco and diYcult to understand where the balance of

opinion lies.find that GM foods are half the price of other foods,
my own internal risk assessment will start to change.
You see people taking this position on mobile Q37 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I guess what I am
phones: people are bombarded with possible risks asking is, is it part of a dependency culture?
about mobile phones, but they feel the benefits Mr Starling: Dependent on government do you
greatly outweigh them. I can give a very good mean?
insurance example, actually, which is that you are Mr Jacobs: I am not sure about that because I think
just as likely to have a fire in your home as suVer that people probably do not trust what government
a burglary—about 600 people are killed each year says anyway. There is a whole range of diVerent
through fire—but you never hear people talking things that people are being bombarded by, and that
about the fear of fire, do you, but people talk about is why it is very diYcult to know where they should
the fear of crime. That is an issue about people’s put their trust.
awareness of relative risks. If I can finish with one Chairman: We have a few more questions to ask
final generalisation, rightly or wrongly people are you. Lord Lawson.
more risk-tolerant when they feel that they can
control that risk, which may explain why they are Q38 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Before I ask the
less risk-tolerant in terms of transport, for example. question, could we just have a note on the slightly
They feel they can control the risk when they are surprising to me statement you made about houses
driving their car, even though the risks are much burning down compared with robberies and break-
greater than going in a train or an aeroplane. There ins? In my experience and in the experience of my
is a series of generalisations there, but that is my friends, many more have had the robberies, break-
assessment. ins or burglaries than have had their houses burn

down, but if you would let us have a note on these
Q35 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I do not think it is statistics, that would be helpful. The question I
possible to answer without generalisations? But you would like to ask you is whether you can identify
do not think there is a general trend for people to any important specific areas in which you consider
be less willing to assess and manage their own risks that government attitudes or the government’s
and more inclined to say the government ought to practical policy operations are unsound or are
look after this one and push it oV to government as significantly at variance with what your industry
they do in many other areas of life? would regard as good practice. As a supplementary
Mr Starling: I suspect that society has become more to that specific thing, from all the research you have
risk-averse, that is probably true. Whether that is done what does your industry think is the risk from
the answer to your proposition I am not entirely passive smoking? That needs to be divided, I
sure, it is a partial answer. suppose, into two parts, passive smoking through

living with a partner who is a heavy smoker or
passive smoking by just going into a restaurantQ36 Lord Powell of Bayswater: It is a partial
where there might be other customers there whoanswer, I agree.
smoke? In order to help you to make the answerMr Jacobs: The other thing is the question of trust
absolutely specific, can you say how much yourof government and comparing that again to the role
industry will be reducing its life assurance premiumsof the media in a way, because if people are
if the proposal that the government is makingconstantly being told that something is high risk
becomes law?there is a question about whether people trust
Mr Starling: First of all, we shall certainly providegovernments or indeed scientific experts, because
the statistics, and the person who provided me withthere is a lot of expectation these days that everyone
the line will have a happy time writing them forhas their own vested interest. Understandably, you
you.2 Secondly, are there specific areas where wecan always find a range of scientific opinion as you
consider government attitudes or perhaps policywould a range of economic opinion, and the
operations are unsound or significantly at variancechallenge for individuals is to understand where the
with what the industry would regard as goodbalance of opinion lies because you might have
practice? I think that targets can be a problem.someone on Newsnight who will represent one
Targets can drive you in odd directions in terms ofextreme, but unless they are told this is one extreme
risk. If I can mention another fire example—and Iopinion but actually the majority of opinion is this,
say up front I am happy to write about it ifyou end up with an individual finding it very diYcult
absolutely necessary—there is, I gather, an overallto judge. One example would be around the MMR,
target to reduce arson across all sectors by 10 perwhere there is clearly scientific consensus, but
2 See supplementary written evidence dated 20 December 2005.naturally you will always find a range of scientific
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Q41 Chairman: Let us try and understand this. Thecent. That is very laudable, it is great, but what has
tended to happen is that the fire authorities have industry has no view about passive smoking and the
concentrated on high volumes where you can get eVect of passive smoking on health. Is that what it
numbers down, and they have concentrated on amounts to, or is it insignificant for insurance
things like arson of vehicles. Whereas they have had purposes, or is it something you have not got
a great success in reducing arson attacks on vehicles, round to?
other figures have started to go up—arson attacks Mr Starling: I am not an expert on this. It obviously
on schools are a particular problem. If you have an has clear views on direct smoking but I genuinely
arson attack on a school, there is a danger to do not know whether it has made any actuarial
property, there is a danger to life, there is a danger assessments on passive smoking.
to children’s education and wider activities. I think
that is a good example where the target has

Q42 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Could you give us aprobably skewed things against good practice. Is
note on passive smoking?that the sort of idea behind your question? I can

probably think of other targets which might do the Mr Starling: Yes. We certainly have not taken any
same thing. You then went on to ask about passive formal position on controls about smoking in the
smoking. I can say quite clearly that the insurance workplace.3
industry does not have a formal position around
passive smoking. I imagine that if we all stopped

Q43 Lord Sheldon: With an insurance claim forsmoking, whether actively or passively, then
death or injury there can be a substantial claimultimately people’s longevity would go up and that
there, but there is also one where there iswould have implications on diVerent insurances. It
compensation in the courts, where matters are takenwould mean that it was more costly to buy your
to court. Can you compare the two kinds oflump sum benefits, but life insurance might be
compensation and insurance and the ones from thecheaper because your chances of dying are lower. I
court which would be one person against anothergenuinely do not have a particular position on this
and another person against another?except that it seems to be the case where, if the risks

are understood and known, they can be very clearly Mr Starling: That partly relates to the answer I gave
set out, and there is a specific set of risks in relation before, in that insurance compensation may be
to people who actually work in pubs and bars and diVerent from other forms of compensation because
are exposed less willingly to smoke, but we do not insurance compensation is partly about what you
have a formal position on that. have bought or what you have asked to be covered

for, as opposed to what the courts think
appropriate. Broadly speaking, it is society throughQ39 Lord Lawson of Blaby: You cannot quantify it.
the courts which puts a value on these sorts ofMr Starling: I am not aware that anyone has
issues, and the insurance companies will basicallyquantified it.
pay what society determines and fix premiums
accordingly.Q40 Lord Roper: You are dealing with general

insurance. Would it be your colleagues who are
dealing with life insurance who might be able to Q44 Chairman: Are there significant diVerences
comment on this? between the industry principles used to assess
Mr Starling: If you take passive smoking in a bar, financial risk and the principles used to assess
it aVects the employer’s liability because people are personal or corporate risk related to health and
exposed to smoke. It aVects some life insurance, it safety at work?
aVects health insurance and it aVects annuities Mr Starling: At a high level, risk management
which you might buy in later life. always operates on the same basis. It is basically
Mr Jacobs: Ultimately, you would probably find

assessing what you want to do, what can go wrongthat the courts would play a role in deciding whether
and then managing the process. In this particularor not they believe that passive smoking is
case there is a clear diVerence between the financialsomething which an employer should be liable for.
consequences of managing financial risk, but thereThat is the direction it is going in. The other thing
are also human consequences in health and safetyabout first party smoking, of course, is that it does,
risks. There is a link because health and safetyagain, highlight the fact that if you choose to smoke
problems lead to financial consequences. At the levelit is, again, an example about how people have
of detail there are diVerences. The principles are thediVerent valuations about risk because the risks of
same but the level of detail is diVerent—if I havechoosing to smoke are quite clear and quite high,
understood the question correctly.but that same person you might find will be very risk
3 See supplementary written evidence dated 20 december 2005.averse in other areas.
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not necessarily included in. You may lose someQ45 Lord Paul: Is the relationship between the
magnitude of compensatory damage awards in earnings if you cannot do lots of things, but there
court cases involving death or injury as a result of may be other things that you do as a hobby that
negligence on the one hand, and the extent to which you can do no longer and therefore the quality of
the victim is covered by life or injury insurance on the rest of your life may be diminished. That is very
the other? Do you think the relationship is much more diYcult, is it, to insure against?
appropriate? Mr Starling: It is indeed, but I had always
Mr Starling: Court cases will take into account understood—and please correct me if I am wrong—
some of the factors I discussed earlier—the that the courts do take some account of that.
externalities and the price society puts on a death or
injury. The courts tend to decide and insurers tend

Q48 Lord Roper: I was not talking about courts, Ito pay on that basis. If you have taken out life or
was pursuing the question about whether in termsinjury insurance yourself then your insurance is
of insurance it tends to concentrate on things whichgoing to partly cover what the court and society

decide, but it has also got this voluntary aspect in are relatively easy to assess, rather than some of
terms of what you have chosen to cover, as I was these others which are qualitative rather than
saying earlier, in terms of your own family quantitative in their nature.
circumstances. The relationship is that Mr Starling: Yes.
compensatory damage awards in court cases Mr Jacobs: It comes down to consumer choice
definitely feed into insurance, but what people really, because you could choose, say, a travel
decide to insure against does not necessarily feed insurance policy that pays a certain amount if you
back into what the court does. I would say at the happen to break a leg, or you could choose one that
outset that what insurance companies want is some oVers an amount that is greater than that if you
parity around what courts award; it is not so much happen to break a leg, and that is eVectively your
the quantum, it is the parity and consistency, and choice in terms of pain, discomfort and quality of
basically they can then base their premiums on what life to you. Equally, when the courts do it they set
society and the courts decide the appropriate general damages to reflect what they call pain and
compensation is. suVering, and there will tend to be guidelines for

that because it is very diYcult to understand how
Q46 Lord Roper: As I understand it, insurance each individual person’s quality of life would be
against injury or illness tends to concentrate on aVected, but you obviously have to make some sort
covering some losses but not others. For example, of a generalisation for that.
it may cover the cost of treatment and care, and loss
of earnings, but not, let us say, the loss of quality

Q49 Lord Roper: Do you think there are aof life involved in, say, the loss of a limb, the
significant number of insurers who, when they areinability to carry out certain pursuits in future. Is

this because the industry feels it impossible to put a taking out insurance against illness or injury, really
money value on such things? If not, is there anything fine tune things to that extent?
you can tell us about how such values might be Mr Jacobs: There are a lot of diVerences in quality
calculated? of products available and diVerences in providers
Mr Starling: This comes back to the point that when who put out products in diVerent parts of the
you are taking out insurance you are choosing the market.
sort of benefits you want to receive, so you can
choose to buy particular benefits. For example, if I

Q50 Lord Lawson of Blaby: It used to be the case—were to break my leg I imagine it would be less
I do not know whether it still is—that for thecostly for all concerned than if David Beckham were

to break his leg, and you insure accordingly. Society standard things which the insurance companies did
might take a view on what the external costs of not oVer, Lloyd’s would quote a premium for it and
breaking your leg are, but as someone who is buying you would always insure with Lloyd’s for some
insurance I will take a view on how my future things. Obviously, you have to put your value on
earnings will be aVected by breaking a leg and so the quality of life because there is no objective value
forth. There is a diVerence, therefore, between on the quality of life, so you put your value and you
society’s evaluation of what is needed and what you say you want this covered, because you are a keen
choose to pay. golfer or whatever it is, and you get a quote for that.

I do not actually see what the issue is here.
Mr Starling: It comes back to the point that you payQ47 Lord Roper: I am trying to make a distinction
for what benefits you want.between loss of earnings, which is probably included

in, and changes in the quality of one’s life which is Lord Lawson of Blaby: That is right.
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and the cost in terms of their own time to deal withQ51 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: I would like to ask
the case, so I suspect that below the oYcial figurestwo questions, if I could, but may I apologise for
there are cases like that which happen. If you are inhaving missed the beginning. First of all, I would
a small company of just 10 people or so, there is alike to ask about the compensation culture and how
huge burden on you to deal with that, so that is onefar, in your view, there is a problem, how far it has
answer to that. One of the big problems with theimpacted on the insurance industry and whether it
compensation system is that the transaction costshas led to a rise in premiums in the area. What do
are extremely high and it is failing the people whoyou think the government should be doing about it
really need compensation. There is no deterrent forand will the Compensation Bill, published last week,
people bringing frivolous cases and when cases starthelp? The second question I would like to ask may
to come through the costs are extremely high inseem very eccentric, but I would like to ask you to
terms of time. We estimate that something like 40just comment on a specific example of a public
per cent of costs are in transactions. It takes, onsector attitude to risk. My family come from
average, about 1,000 days between, say, an injury atScotland and a number of my family are buried in
work and actually getting the claim paid. So wea particular graveyard in the Highlands of Scotland.
think that the Bill is a useful first step, but we feelI went there recently and discovered that the
that the real issue to tackle is making thegravestone had apparently fallen over, but that it
compensation system much more eYcient, makinghad fallen over so that the names were facing
sure that straightforward claims can be dealt withupwards. I was rather puzzled by this and enquired
easily and have some provision in there for deterringabout it; I could not understand how it had fallen
frivolous claims or fraudulent claims. Those arein this direction. I was then informed that the
extremely important things that are needed tocouncil had pulled it down because of the danger
change the system. Your question was specificallythat it might injure someone. I then made enquiries
about graveyards but it is also about risk aversionand found that the council had pulled down
in general. I do bear the scars of graveyards fromgravestones in two cemeteries and that over the
my time at HSE—fortunately not literally. There iswhole country three people had been injured by
a risk, children have been killed by fallingfalling tombstones over a long period of time. They
gravestones, but the problem is that quite a lot ofare going to put up all these stones again over a five
local councils took panic measures, and instead ofyear period, having pulled them down, and I
sitting down and assessing what the risk was andwondered whether you thought that was a rational
managing it, took extreme risk averse action andattitude to risk in this case.
pushed all the stones over. Certainly, my oldMr Starling: I shall enjoy answering that question.
employer fought valiantly against that sort ofFirst of all you asked me whether there is a
reaction, to some extent successfully. That is a verycompensation culture and—I have thought about
good example of risk aversion where risk can bethis for a long time—my considered answer is yes,
managed more eVectively. Swimming pools areno and maybe. If you look at the figures, the
another example where you get some extreme risknumber of cases has actually come down. That is
averse behaviour by local councils—I am not beingcertainly the case in terms of personal injury
unfair to local councils, it is just an example—andcompensation cases, although I am not sure we fully
there are other examples of that sort of behaviour.understand why they have come down. For
I am not sure there is an easy answer to it, otherexample, I expect that 10 years ago that there were
than to educate people better about risk, to makemany more cases of miners being injured, but the
sure the regulators take forward proper, goal-basedindustry has changed and it is certainly the reason
principles and do not take the easy option. I amwhy in a number of cases, they have gone down.
sorry in your particular case that that happened. ItOne of the big issues around this is that because
can be very distressing for relatives when they come.there is a perception of a compensation culture and

that you get things out of the system, people can
play the system in ways that are not necessarily Q52 Chairman: Do you think there is a role for the
visible. Particularly, when I was in my previous job, Government in this, to do anything about it?
people would say to me that someone would be Mr Starling: Yes, there is, obviously, I am just
working for them, they would leave their employ trying to articulate exactly what it is. I mentioned
and then a month later they would get a letter from the Hampton review earlier and I think that in terms
a solicitor saying that he actually left the employ of the whole risk debate the Hampton conclusions
because he had been made ill or injured by the work were extremely important and very compelling, and
and he is going to take you to a tribunal. What I suspect that these conclusions have not yet really
people would say to me is that under those worked through how regulators operate. What
circumstances they quite often paid up because they Hampton was eVectively saying was two things, as

I understand it. First of all he talked in terms ofdid not want the cost in terms of using a solicitor
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things to Europe, by which I assume he meanthaving far fewer regulators and having a more
sensible approach, and that is the structural side, European Union directives in this general area. We
but he was also talking about the behavioural side have not discussed it at all so far, but can you say
of regulation and risk-based regulation. It was something about what you feel about European
described to me as a “dumbbell” approach, if you Union directives in this area? I am reminded of this,
can visualise a dumbbell, which says that the not least by a news item a couple of weeks ago,
regulator puts a great deal of eVort into high level which may or may not be correct, that the European
guidance, setting out what you should achieve. This Union has produced a Working at Height Directive
is how you should reduce risks in a goal-setting, which states that ladders can only be used if the risk
principles-based way. You should then put quite a is very, very low, which has obliged a church in
lot of money into prosecuting people who do it Norfolk, at enormous cost, to employ a firm to erect
wrong, but that middle bit, ordinary life, where we scaVolding in order to change the light bulbs. Could
are carrying on with risks all around us, regulators you say something about the European Union
should pull right back from and let people get on dimension, because it aVects us all?
with it, not be risk averse, not send in the inspectors Mr Starling: I have said this several times, that I
to push down the gravestones and so forth, but pull think that as far as possible risk management should
right back. That implication of Hampton—which is be high level and goal-setting, and what it should
actually quite an important implication—about how concentrate on doing is saying this is what we want
you go about a risk-based approach, means that you to achieve, and basically in that particular case
instead of an inspector just dropping by and having we want you to achieve changing a light bulb safely.
a look to see if there is anything wrong, the There are a lot of ways you can do that and there
inspector only engages when there is a specific may be ways that you can do that which we do not
reason to do so. There is quite an important role for yet know of, and you need to be able to do that.
government in pushing that real risk-based The danger with a lot of approaches is that instead
approach through, and there is some way to go yet. of taking that quite sensible approach it becomes
I mention that our own regulator, the FSA, has highly prescriptive. It is either prescriptive because
some way to go in terms of the way it does its that is how the law is written, or it is prescriptive
financial regulation. Sorry, that was a rather long because people find it diYcult to work out how goal-
answer and I apologise for it, but it is a big setting legislation should work and make it
opportunity. prescriptive, and they come along and say you
Mr Jacobs: I wanted to answer the first part of your should not do that, we want you to use a cherry-
question around the compensation system, if I may. picker or whatever to do it. The danger of European
The Compensation Bill is a good first step, but for legislation is partly because of diVerent systems
the reasons Nick set out there are fundamental elsewhere and partly because the very nature of the
problems with the personal injury compensation way it is negotiated and agreed is that you can end
system because it is failing claimants and it is failing up with quite a prescriptive approach which you
insurance customers. The Compensation Bill is a have then got to fit around the system you have got.
start, but I think if that is the end then the system The Working at Heights Regulations is a classic
will continue to fail. We are saying that we need example and what it should be saying is that if you
fundamental actions to speed up the process and work at height you need to manage the risk, there
promote rehabilitation. Too many people at the are a variety of ways you need to do that and
moment argue over the lump sum cheque at the end. provided they are sensible enough, then that is fine.
What we want to do is make sure that they get There is a danger with that and in the particular case
better, so that rather than just get compensation of insurance we have recently been regulated under
they can get both. We are going to be publishing the European Directive. I do not know if anyone
proposals next month suggesting various changes to around this table has telephoned for an insurance
the Bill, which could actually help reform the

quote, but you will find that as a result of thissystem.
directive a massive amount of information is thrownChairman: That really takes the words out of me. I
at you which you do not want to receive. It iswas going to say I wondered if you could let us have
information which is useful and you might wanta view on the Compensation Bill in writing,4 that
some of it later on, but basically what you want towould be very helpful. Nigel, last question.
know is how much is the insurance going to cost,
what does it cover, what does it not cover, what do

Q53 Lord Lawson of Blaby: This is really a follow- I need to be aware of. Perhaps as part of your
up to what Lord Lamont was asking about. In the fieldwork you can go oV and try getting some
bit from the Prime Minister’s speech which I quoted insurance, and you will find out. That is a good
right at the beginning, he referred among other example of how prescription is aVecting behaviour
4 See supplementary written evidence dated 20 December 2005. in slightly undesirable ways, so we are very
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help emergency services find the vehicles if they havesupportive of Commissioner McCreevy and his
approach to deregulation and better regulation. an accident. There is a potentially strong business

case for that, but clearly the business case acrossMr Jacobs: Two more examples to go with that, one
of which is that there is a tendency in various Europe is not the same as the business case in

diVerent parts of Europe. If you are in northernEuropean Union directives to include a requirement
for compulsory insurance, and in certain respects parts of Sweden and driving down a remote road,

then clearly the business case for that might be quitethat is currently being negotiated. For reasons set
out there are big risks around that, particularly if strong, but if you are in central London the business

case to have the emergency services find you isyou are talking about a service provider. The
consumer always has a choice about whether they presumably weaker, and the idea that you need to

have something like that across Europe is a toughchoose to go for a service provider who says “I have
got an insurance policy and I will show it to you”, one for me to understand and for companies to sell.

Chairman: That is right at the heart of the role ofand it is clear and transparent, or a service provider
who does not. But if you make it a requirement then government in this area and it is a good moment at

which we ought to stop. Thank you very muchyou are removing that choice from consumers and
making them forced to pay that. Equally, you are indeed for coming along and getting us going on this

quite tricky subject that we are right at theputting those costs on those industries which may
not currently require insurance in this country and beginning of, and we are very grateful to you for

getting us started, answering a lot of questions andincreasing their costs, so there is a real issue there.
Another example—to be fair, this is not a directive, agreeing to send us some notes on some of these

other matters that we have requested. Thank youthey are seeking voluntary agreements from the
Commission—is to fit a device in vehicles which will very much indeed.

Supplementary memorandum by Mr Nick Starling, Director of General Insurance,
Association of British Insurers

Pool Re

In 1992 the threat of a sustained IRA bomb campaign on mainland UK and the subsequent reduction in
reinsurance capacity made it clear that UK insurers would only able to oVer commercial terrorism cover on
a restricted basis. As a result, the insurance industry worked with the Department of Trade and Industry to
develop a scheme to enable terrorism cover to remain widely available in the open market.

In 1993 Pool Re was established, to enable insurers to continue terrorism cover in UK. The Government
would act as the “lender of last resort” in the unlikely event that Pool Re would have insuYcient funds to pay
damage claims following a terrorist attack. To date the Government has not been called on.

September 11 demonstrated that the magnitude of a terrorist act could go well beyond what was previously
envisaged. With the nature of September 11 leading to reinsurance problems worldwide, in July 2002, after
consultation with the insurance industry, the Government announced new terrorism insurance
arrangements scheme.

Since then wider “all risks” cover has been available, extended further to include biological, nuclear and
chemical contamination from 1 January 2003, with the terrorism insurance market becoming fully
competitive, as premium rates imposed by Pool Re were lifted.

The maximum liability of individual insurers was capped on a per event/per year basis [previously limited to
£100,000 each for property damage, business interruption] under the commercial insurance policy.

The Scheme Operates as Follows:

— Terrorism insurance is available as an optional add-on to a commercial insurance policy (including
blocks of flats). Cover is on an all-risks basis, including damage caused by fire, explosion,
contamination and impact by aircraft. Computer hacking and viruses are not covered.

— The property insurer must oVer cover if asked by their policyholder. Insurers will set the premium
based on their assessment of the individual risk [ie location, size of business, any relevant risk
management features].

— An individual insurer’s retention [the net amount they will pay] will be based on their market share
of the terrorism insurance market. Each insurer will have its losses capped, both per event and per
annum. See below.
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— The maximum industry retentions per event and per year have risen each year since January 2003.
For 2005 they are: £75 million per event, with an overall limit of £150 million this year.

— So, if there is an individual incident which costs below the per event retention, then each insurer who
covers the properties aVected will be liable for their own retention, which is based on their market
share. Any losses over the per event/per year threshold will reimbursed by Pool Re provided the
Security Services assess that a terrorist event has occurred [with the Government as “lender of last
resort”].

Statistics on Burglaries and Fires

I regret that my statistics were wrong when I answered this question.

In 2004–05 there were 430,000 fires attended by the Fire Service in the UK. 58,000 of these were dwelling fires.
These dwelling fires resulted in 11,500 injuries and 377 deaths (three quarters of all fire deaths—516 in
2004–05). The risk of a household suVering a fire has reduced by less than 5 per cent since 1995.

In 2004–05 there were 321,459 domestic burglaries recorded by the police. The risk of being a victim of
burglary has halved since 1995.

I apologise for inadvertently misleading the Committee. However, my overall point—that fire remains a
serious risk of which people are generally unaware—holds true.

Passive Smoking

For life policies bought by individuals, whether or not they smoke is a significant aspect of risk assessment
and therefore setting of premium levels. People who smoke pay more and therefore have a financial incentive
to stop. When people do stop smoking, insurers also have regard to how long they have stopped.

Passive smoking is not included in risk assessment—as there is no way of quantifying or verifying total
exposure.

For group life policies, smoking is only relevant to premiums of people who are individually underwritten—
for example company executives who earn above the “free cover” limit. Again, passive smoking is not relevant
to the risk assessment.

Theoretically reducing smoking in the workplace could impact on the health of the non-smoking part of the
workforce and ultimately reduce premiums for individuals and companies but we are a long way oV an
evidence base to quantify the practical impact actuarially.

Compensation Bill

I attach the briefing note that we prepared on the Compensation Bill1 ahead of its second reading in the House
of Lords on 28 November. Our main point is that we believe the Bill fails to address the main failings in our
personal injury compensation system: that it takes too long to deliver compensation to claimants; that it
delivers insuYcient care and rehabilitation to accident victims; that too much money is spent on legal costs
that in turn has to be paid for by all insurance customers; and that there are insuYcient penalties for
exaggerating claims.

To tackle these real problems in the compensation system, we published ABI proposals for reforming the
system earlier this week. I attach this recent publication, “Care and Compensation”,2 and would be happy to
discuss this with you if that would be helpful.

I also attach a short guide note, “Living with Risk: Risk Management and Insurance Advice for the Voluntary
and Community Sector”,3 which we published earlier this year. I hope it is of interest to the Committee.

20 December 2005

1 Compensation Bill—ABI Briefing Note http://www.abi.org.uk
2 Care and Compensation, December 2005. Evidence submitted but not printed
3 Living with Risk: Risk Management and Insurance Advice for the Voluntary and Community Sector, July 2005. Evidence submitted

but not printed.
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TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER 2005

Present Paul, L Sheppard of Didgemere, L
Powell of Bayswater, L Skidelsky, L
Roper, L Vallance of Tummel, L
Sheldon, L Wakeham, L (Chairman)

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Rt Hon Des Browne, a Member of the House of Commons, Chief Secretary, HM Treasury,
Sir Brian Bender, Permanent Secretary, Department for Trade and Industry and Mr Brian Glicksman,

Treasury Officer of Accounts, HM Treasury, examined.

Q54 Chairman: Good afternoon; we are very better skills, better leadership and better processes;
there is also strong commitment in departments tograteful to you for coming along. You have some
maintain the momentum of improvement.indication of the sort of questions we are going to
Departments are now in a much better position toask. Chief Secretary, I do not know whether you
manage the really big risks that they face, to supportwould like to say something at the beginning just to
innovation and change and to avoid shocks andopen the proceedings before we start on the
crises. Increasingly, they are able to demonstrate howquestions. If you would, please do.
risk management is contributing to improvedMr Browne: I should. I have some very short opening
delivery of results. Risk-based resource allocation isremarks; I think you will be pleased to hear that they
becoming increasingly common and allows targetingare short. May I just say at the outset that I am
of eVorts where it can most improve outcomes.supported here by Sir Brian Bender, who is the
Indicators suggest that we are now at the forefront,Permanent Secretary at the Department for Trade
along with international comparators from Canada,and Industry and the chairman of the cross-
Australia and New Zealand, in terms of systematicdepartmental group on risk management, not part of
risk management, but there is still much to do. Wethe Treasury team but part of the team that the
need to continue to work towards a governmentTreasury has fielded in this context, and also by Brian
culture where everyone regards themselves as a riskGlicksman, who is the Treasury OYcer of Accounts.
manager and where well-judged risk-taking is widelyI am delighted to be here before you today, delighted
encouraged and is also rewarded. We are thereforeto have been invited to give evidence on a topic which
only part of the way on this journey. We want tois at the centre of the Government’s modernisation
ensure that everyone reaches a good minimumagenda for risk and its management. The basis on
standard and aims for a standard which iswhich I originally agreed to give evidence was to
comparable with the very best organisations. In otherprovide an overview of the Government’s work to
words, we want to reach a situation where we haveimprove our capability to manage risk. This is work
embedded and eVective risk management, wherein progress. I am happy to accept the invitation on
good management of risk is an integral part of thethat basis and I view this engagement and dialogue as
core processes of any organisation, where everyone

being potentially very mutually beneficial. In recent takes responsibility for managing risks and where
years improving risk management has been a priority such practice makes an eVective contribution to
for Government. It is not just about managing risk achieving outcomes. In our view good risk
down, but also about taking on risks in order to management should give confidence to organisations
innovate and to deliver better services and then to achieve high performance. We also need to become
managing the associated risks. The Government’s much better at communicating risk, particularly to
two-year risk programme, which ended in December the public. The Prime Minister highlighted this in his
2004, reported that much progress had been made speech of 26 May and we may come to discuss some
and departments’ self-assessments and the reports of of that speech. As a result, action is being taken
the National Audit OYce and the Committee of forward by the Cabinet OYce. Thank you for
Public Accounts confirm this. Permanent secretaries inviting me to give evidence and, as I said at the
and departmental boards are committed to outset, I welcome the opportunity to discuss with the
improving risk management and good practice is Committee this increasingly important but complex
being identified for sharing across Government subject.
including drawing on the experience of the best in the
private sector. There has been a significant Q55 Chairman: Thank you very much. That
measurable improvement in Government’s statement will be worthy of careful consideration. In

a way, you have partly answered the first questioncapability to manage risk, for example in developing
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list of those projects which are considered missionthat I was going to ask, but I shall nevertheless see
critical is reported on regularly to the Prime Ministerwhether there is anything you want to add to it. It is
and I think departments feel that this is not actuallyquite clear from you that you are telling us that you
an imposition from the centre, but that this actuallyfeel the Government have made good progress in
is something which is really adding value to the wayrecent years on handling risk. Do you think that is
in which they manage large programmes and diYcultbeing followed up in practice, as well as having the
projects. Another example perhaps I might give is thepolicies, and have you any indication, by
establishment of the Civil Contingencies Secretariatinternational comparisons and so on, whether there
in the Cabinet OYce. You can look yourselves on ais more to be done? You say that a great deal more
public website, UK Resilience, which sets out some ofhas to be done, but do you have any feel as to how
the things they have been doing in terms of horizonyou are achieving it compared with other countries?
scanning, for example for risks which cut acrossMr Browne: Trying to encapsulate what our aims are
government departments and which governmentin comparatively short answers is quite diYcult.
departments can then take on board in their ownWhat we are trying to do is to improve the
contingency planning. There is a whole number ofGovernment’s capability to manage the risk and to
things; that sort of practical change has been made inensure that we address risk, both the risk of threat
order to try to help departments manage risk.and the risk of opportunity, in a rationally cost-
Mr Browne: I just want to say, precisely in responseeVective way. There are measures of the progress
to the question you asked, that there is emergingwhich we have made: the final report of the risk
evidence that departments are moving beyond justprogramme for the Prime Minister; the Committee of
awareness of risk, increasingly to using riskPublic Accounts report published in June highlighted
management processes in their decision-making.a measurable improvement across Government.
There are significant areas where we believe there isBoth of these reports and indeed the most recently
more work to be done and I will just run throughpublished document that we have issued, Managing
them quickly to give you a sense of where we believeRisk to the Public–Appraisal Guidance point out that
there is more work to be done. I mentioned betterthere is still much to be done. Indeed in the foreword
anticipation of risk; better management of risk withto this by Nick Stern, who is the head of the
our delivery partners is another area where we believeGovernment’s Economic Service, it says that over
there is more work to be done; further embedding oftime it is hoped that a more complete methodology
risk management in the core processes ofwill emerge, building on the extensive academic
Government including, behind all of this, of course,research that is currently under way. So we do
creating a culture of leadership for delivery andrecognise that there is much more to do. The Prime
reform. We think that we need to improve our abilityMinister addressed this issue shortly after the last
to open and continue dialogue with the public on riskelection in order to generate the momentum in this
issues, to build confidence and trust. There is muchGovernment for that progress and indeed Sir Brian
work still to be done.Bender was invited to establish a sub-group on risk to

report on progress annually to the Civil Service
Management Board and to address the remaining Q56 Chairman: May I just make sure I understand
key challenges. I have a note of what we believe those the way you are answering, and this might be my
key challenges are, but maybe we could hold that for ignorance? There are, perfectly sensibly, the traYc
another part of our discussion. There is still work to lights spotting things which might be going wrong
be done in anticipation of the risk and early action to and therefore avoiding the risk of diYculties and cost
tackle it right across the board. overruns and so on. There is also another view about
Mr Glicksman: Would it be helpful if I gave an risk, which is that there is an element of risk in every
example of one or two of the things that we have done transaction or everything that you do in life, and
which we feel have been making a bit of an impact? there is a judgment as to how far it is right for
One of them, for example, which you may have heard Government to take a risk in whatever they are doing
of before, is that the OYce of Government and how far they have just to be absolutely sure they
Commerce has introduced a system of gateway avoid it. How does that fit into this work?
reviews, whereby each major project and programme Sir Brian Bender: As you say, it breaks down to a
now has to go through a peer review at several stages number of diVerent dimensions. One is where the
in its development and its implementation. So it is a Government have decided on a policy, they are
very short sharp review which comes up with just a seeking to deliver it, whether it is a new project or
very simple traYc light system, “This project is red, whatever, and it was your first example: do we have
amber or green” and these reports go back to the mechanisms in process from the beginning to
project. Projects which are in a state of red have to be monitor how we are doing against the delivery of that
drawn to the attention of the Permanent Secretary, project or programme and proper risk management

techniques? The OYce of Government Commercethe Accounting OYcer, in the relevant department. A
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ought to go through of identifying your risks,Gateway programme is one technique that
departments are using and my feeling across assessing your risks, managing your risks,

monitoring them, communicating about your risks toGovernment is we are getting much better at that.
The second area is one that was referred to earlier: the public and to people that you deal with and

learning as you go along. This is the basic frameworkwhen new policies are being decided, or new delivery,
are we able to create a culture of risk-taking and of standards which they had before us in some of

these other countries and which we have largelyinnovation to get the best answer? There, I think,
there are some good practice examples, but we have followed as well. Within departments we have tried to

promulgate this relatively straightforward messagequite a way to go. The third element is indeed the area
you were just asking about, around whether there are of how they ought to be looking at the risks and we

have developed it as well, so that departments nowrisks which the nation actually should not run and
how we are doing in relation to contingency planning put this in the context of the environment in which

they are working, the partners they are working with,against those. There is the work that Mr Glicksman
described of the Civil Contingencies Secretariat, the external things that are going on outside; we were

talking before about horizon scanning and so on. I dohorizon-scanning work across Government, looking
at some of the issues which may come up across think we have largely caught up with these other

countries.Government. Whether it is avian influenza, the
current issue, or terrorism or whatever, or, in the case Mr Browne: Brian was referring to the second edition,
of my own department, planning for potential issues 2004, of the Orange Book. We had an Orange Book
around winter fuel supplies, do we have the right which was a far less formal document than the
communications and practices in place to manage international comparators had. They had much more
those risks and/or should we be making further formal structures, but we have formalised that quite
public investment to mitigate those risks in advance? significantly in the 2004 edition of the Orange Book
There, there are the economic appraisal techniques to and we in the Treasury are currently working with the
which Treasury colleagues can refer to help us; there British Standards Institute to see whether it is
are also quite powerful lessons from previous inquiry possible or desirable to produce a standard which
reports to guide us on how to be better prepared for would apply across all sectors of the economy
the future. including Government in relation to risk

management. So we have done a significant amount
to formalise these structures from the AustraliansQ57 Lord Sheldon: I understand that Canada,
and the New Zealanders in particular.Australia and New Zealand have set standards of risk
Sir Brian Bender: One of the diYculties of addressingmanagement well ahead of us. What lessons have we
this issue is to get the right balance between structureslearned from what they are doing? Are we in touch
and culture. At heart, this needs to involve culturewith the eVorts which they are making to deal with
change in departments and if we err too far in settingthis?
structures, we will get into a tick-box approach as weMr Glicksman: Certainly Australia and New Zealand
would call it, where we can sit in our departments andand then shortly afterwards Canada did produce
tick that we have done this or that, but actually,formal standards for risk management some time
whether we are really thinking about risk, how toahead of us and they did start to think about the
manage it eVectively and proactively, is anotherconcept of risk management some time ahead of us in
matter. Part of the exercise we are going through atthis country at government level, though in the
the moment is getting that balance right and it is veryprivate sector some companies in this country were as
much on Permanent Secretaries’ agendas and onadvanced as anybody. Since then, we have made a lot
departmental Management Board agendas in theof progress. We have produced within the Treasury,
right sort of a way now, though we still have a way toa document which we refer to colloquially as the
go in getting it really embedded in all ourOrange Book, which is about management of risk
departments.principles and practice and which we feel is probably

as developed as any set of standards anywhere else in
the world at government level and which we have Q59 Lord Roper: Chief Secretary, in your
promulgated quite widely amongst government introductory remarks you referred to the Prime
departments. We would probably feel that these days Minister’s speech of 26 May. In that, he suggested
we were up with the front runners. that “ . . . we are in danger of developing a wholly

disproportionate attitude to risks” and went on to
say that this is putting pressure on policy-makers “toQ58 Lord Sheldon: What have we learned from
act to eliminate risk in a way that is out of allthem?
proportion to the potential damage”, encouragingMr Glicksman: In terms of standards and the
risk averseness to a greater extent. I wonder whetherstructured way of looking at the risk management

process, the standards set out the stages that you you could give us any significant examples of
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regulation, as a result of which there was quite a lotparticular parts of Government which have taken a
clearly disproportionate attitude to risk. of criticism afterwards that it had deprived children

of having more adventure holidays. I do not thinkMr Browne: I am not in a position to provide any
that he was actually saying it was wrong; I did notexamples to you at the moment, but I do think that
read his speech as saying it was wrong. What he wasthe speech which the Prime Minister was making was
saying, however, was that we need to consider ratherto encourage what I think he entitled a common-
carefully when we respond to a particular incident,sense culture, as opposed to a compensation culture.
whether we are over-reacting or not. Coming back toPart of what was underlying that speech was that the
the cultural question of whether the Civil Service isevidence in fact suggests that there has not been an
risk averse, we certainly operate, as civil servants, inincrease in personal injury claims, for example. I
a climate where, if we, say, take a calculated risk andremember doing a significant amount of work about
get nine things right and one thing wrong, we arethis myself in the context of the concern that there
more likely in the media and, dare I say it, in thiswas about employers’ liability compulsory insurance,
Palace, to be criticised for the one thing wrong thanif I remember correctly it would have been in the
the nine things right, whereas those of your lordshipssummer of 2004 when I was the Minister for Work,
who are, or have been, operating in the private sectorand, contrary to the public view and the view indeed
would think actually that nine out of 10 was maybethat was being expressed quite vociferously by the
not risk-taking enough in terms of potential rewards.Association of British Insurers, there had not been a
I think the risk:reward ratio in the public sector is notsignificant increase in the number of claims against
the same as the risk:reward ratio in the private sector.employers arising from accidents, but there was a
We are not incentivised to take well-managed risks,perception that there had been. As a matter of fact,
particularly where taxpayers’ money is concerned,what there had been was an increase in the amount by
and there are all sorts of very good reasons for that.which each individual claim had been settled, rather
That is another aspect of the cultural environment inthan an increase in the value of the individual claims,
which we operate.which was of course having an eVect on the insurance

market. A perception was growing that there had
been a market failure in this insurance, simply

Q61 Chairman: Is it not a big challenge to thebecause of the compensation culture that the market
Government to change that, in so far as anybody iswas unable to address. The Better Regulation task
able to do it? You absolutely identify what a lot of usforce produced a report entitled Better Routes to
have been hearing.Redress in May 2004, which presented evidence that
Mr Browne: I think it is. May I just come back to thatpersonal injury claims had fallen from about 600,000
specific question? I was not able to answer preciselyin 2002–03 to about 560,000. What the Prime
the question I was asked, which I thought was aboutMinister was doing in his speech was addressing this
civil servants, but I have been referred of course to theincreasing perception and dealing with an important
speech which the Prime Minister himself gave.aspect of our communication of the facts to those
Although these are not strictly answers to where civilwhom this culture was beginning to aVect.
servants have behaved in a risk-averse fashion, the
speech itself does give two risible examples of risk
aversion. One is a local authority which removedQ60 Lord Roper: I felt he was saying that he was

concerned that the Civil Service policy-makers were hanging baskets because they had a fear that the
hanging baskets would fall on somebody; the otherrisk averse anyhow and that there was a tendency to

make them even more risk averse. I wonder whether one relates to a village in the Cotswolds—I am not
sure who did this, whether this was a localyou can give us any examples of what he was referring

to in suggesting that. community council or some other body—which
apparently pulled up a see-saw because the adviceSir Brian Bender: First of all, I do not think he had
they were getting was that they were in danger ofparticular cases in mind. There are obviously cases
falling foul of an EU directive on playgroundwhich are occasionally thrown out in the media,
equipment for outside use, despite the fact that nothough many of them are issues where Government
accidents had occurred in respect of the see-saw andactually responded to media pressures in the first
indeed nobody had reported anybody being struckplace. Did he mention the Lyme Regis boating
by a falling basket. Sir Brian identifies one piece ofaccident? There is the sort of area where there has
legislation which has been criticised as being anbeen an incident, and the Lyme Regis boating
example of risk aversion and of course there was thedisaster may be one such case, where some people
Lyme Bay tragedy which was a terrible tragedy andhave been killed, in this case children on an adventure
then the legislation was brought into place which wastrip, and the question that then arises is whether there

is a call for regulation to address those issues in called the Activity Centres Young Persons Safety Act
of 1995. As a consequence of that legislation, severalfuture. In the event, in that particular case, the

Government responded by setting up some hundred centres were closed down because those who
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Mr Browne: My reading of the speech was that thisran those centres felt that the compliance cost of that
new regulation was going to be prohibitive1. Then of was a cause for concern for the future, but rooted in
course we all remember the response to the the reality of the way in which these perceptions were
Dangerous Dogs Act, and to some degree we live developing. The other point, of course, which is
with that still. Those are examples which may be worth making although it is pretty straightforward, is
historical and I apologise for not being able to find that anything which puts a disproportionate cost on
more recent ones. They may be historical, but those business is to be avoided. Our aim is not to put
are the sorts of examples which I think the Prime unnecessary burdens on business or regulate the
Minister was addressing. Precisely to address that impact assessment. We ought to try to quantify
diYcult issue, we have of course brought forward the the costs of regulation on business and then apply the
Compensation Bill which has a number of objectives. appropriate test of proportionality and aVordability
One is to limit the reach of and the work of what are to those costs. I did not understand the Prime
known as claims farmers, but who call themselves Minister’s speech to be giving a number of examples.
claims management companies, and to clarify the The Prime Minister was, in that part of the speech, as
existing common law on negligence, particularly in he has repeatedly done and indeed as the Chancellor
relation to people who volunteer to work with young has done, pointing to the globalised competitive
people or work in a voluntary capacity, to clarify that environment that we live in and saying that if we do
so that we do not get into just the situation where not adopt a similar approach to some of these issues
people are given the sort of advice which caused these as some of our competitors do, then of necessity we
activity centres to be closed down. I practised law for shall be putting a disproportionate cost on business.
a period of time before I became a full-time politician
and did some significant amount of work in this area

Q63 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Regulatory impactI have to say, contributing to whatever was the
assessments are quite good at assessing costs, but notcompensation culture at the time because of the
always lost opportunities. Would this come undernature of the work that I did. My contribution to this
lost opportunities?debate is that it is not always the fault of those who
Sir Brian Bender: May I add two points to the Chieflegislate. It is sometimes the risk aversion which that
Secretary’s responses so far? The first is to refer thethen generates in other people, and particularly in
Committee to the announcements made at the time ofthose who are giving legal advice to people who are
the Budget earlier this year which put great emphasiscarrying out activities, which generates the
on risk-based regulation, risk-based inspection andconsequences. I have absolutely no doubt that there
for all departments to come forward with bothwas no reason in the directive to take up a see-saw. I
simplification plans for simplifying their existinghave absolutely no doubt that hanging baskets were
stock of regulation and an intensive worknot representing a risk to the public which would

have caused the local authority to be sued. However, programme to reduce the administrative burdens on
the fact of the matter is that they employ legal businesses. So that is a cross-Whitehall programme,
advisers and those legal advisers tend to be risk coordinated and led from the Cabinet OYce. The
averse. second is perhaps some objective data, which is that

the OECD has ranked this country first in the G7 and
second across the OECD in a category described as

Q62 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Leaving the hanging liberal product market regulation. So their objective
baskets behind, but staying with the Prime Minister’s assessment is that there is a positive business
speech for a moment, it also suggested that regulation regulatory environment. However, that said,
to limit risks can impose a costly burden on business, particularly in my own department, we are very
particularly on smaller firms, the SMEs, and that if conscious of what business is saying to us about
we went too far, we could, for instance, “ . . . lose out

regulatory burdens and, looking forwards, we really
in business to China and India who are prepared to

have to make sure this is not acting as a drag on
accept the risks”. Is there evidence of such lost

opportunity or on enterprise in this country.business or is this just a concern for the future? In any
event, is this a factor which is routinely taken into
account in regulatory impact assessments and if not, Q64 Lord Paul: How much weight should risk
why not? management procedures place on public attitude and
1 The remarks about the Activity Centres Young Persons Safety perceptions about risk? Is it largely an issue of how

Act of 1995 were drawn from comments in a speech made by Sir the public should be educated about risk, or are there
Paul Judge to the RSA on 26 September 2005. It should be noted

lessons that policy-makers could learn from publicthat: (a) Sir Paul’s comments do not reflect Government policy;
and (b) the Adventure Activities Licensing Authority disputes attitudes and responses to risk? If the latter, by what
the factual accuracy of Sir Paul’s comments. DfES will provide means can people’s attitude best be determined and,a statement of Government policy on this area in its written
evidence to the inquiry. as appropriate, reflected in public policy?
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to me that that is an area which is enormously fruitfulMr Browne: My answer to that is that the weight that
we should attach to the public attitudes and potentially for Government or risk-takers in the

communication of information and that is why thisperceptions in any given risk assessment depends
ultimately upon the subject and the nature of the appraisal guidance has quite significant advice with

regard to engagement with the public. Then, there isdecision. That is why we try not to be prescriptive in
the advice that we give, but we try to educate people further advice about review and appraisal of

decisions once they are taken to see to what extent theas to the skills that are necessary in order to carry out
this work. We do not give specific guidance; we tend decision-making and the actual application of the

policy have been successful in helping the public toto view public attitudes. What we encourage them to
do is to view public attitudes and perceptions as an understand the true nature of the risks. I am at a

slight disadvantage here because the aspect of thisingredient of an overall economic appraisal. Apart
from anything else, the process of risk assessment is work which had to do with engaging with the media

which was referred to in the Prime Minister’s speecha process of education and communication with the
public, because public attitudes in some areas are too, was being taken forward through the Cabinet

OYce and I do not have specific information to givebased on ignorance or false information or, God
forbid, unreliable media reporting of where risks you. I am sure you will be speaking to the Cabinet

OYce and they will be able to assist you with theiractually lie and what the dangers are of individual
risks. That is why in June 2005 we published this work.
document to which I have already made reference, Chairman: Within that answer there are many of the
Managing Risk to the Public-Appraisal Guidance. It is issues which we shall be exploring in the next few
output from the Government’s risk programme weeks.
launched by the Prime Minister and work which my
predecessor led and it has a number of objectives

Q66 Lord Skidelsky: I wonder if I could really startwhich are designed to put the component elements to
with a prelude, which was suggested by an earlierthis mix of ingredients for economic appraisal. We
comment by Sir Brian Bender, when you said that thetry not to be prescriptive. What we try to do is
third aspect of this subject of risk is whether there aredevelop the skills in those who have to make these
risks which the nation should not run and you gavejudgments and, in the way in which they take forward
an example of security against terrorism. Of course,the work, describe to them the component elements
one cannot actually avoid those risks entirely: theof the structure and hope that they will be able
best one can do is to minimise them. Then there is thedevelop that in that way.
question of how much minimisation one should be
striving for. In these matters, there is nearly always a

Q65 Lord Paul: How much of this risk can be trade-oV between security and liberty. Another
reduced by better education and better training? example which occurs to me is passive smoking. One

can get probabilities about the risks, but one cannotMr Browne: Public opinion and public perception of
risk is an important element in the appraisal, but measure liberty. That is the question, because risks to

liberty, if you like, cannot be quantified in the samethere is no doubt that the work which has been done
today shows that the public’s perception of risk is way as risks to security, or having a road accident,

can be. It has to be a matter of political judgment, hasaVected by factors; some of them are a reflection of
their actual ignorance. People’s awareness and their it not? To believe that one can have figures on both

sides of the ledger and then take a scientific view is aexperience and understanding of the risk are
significant elements of the perception that they have complete illusion. That is a prelude which leads into

the next question but I wonder if you could possiblyof the risk. Although the level of fear they have and
whether they think it will be applied or manifest in an say something about that.
equitable fashion is another area which causes them Mr Browne: I would not disagree with any of those
to change their perception. The public also, for observations. Obviously there are risks, the reduction
inexplicable reasons but understandable reasons, of which, or the engagement with which do have an
think that if they are in control, they are safer. For eVect on people’s liberties. It is undoubtedly the case
example, the public think that if they are driving the that in certain areas the public would be prepared to
car they are safer than if they are travelling in a train, give up a part of their liberty in order to get a degree
whereas the statistical evidence suggests the very of, for example, security. There is no question about
opposite. It is perhaps intuitive, but to those who that. In a sense, as I understood your question, you
understand the evidence counter-intuitive. Their were saying that these political questions are not
view and their view of the nature of the risk and the capable of being reduced to the sort of quantification
risk that they are at are also a function of who they that we may well want to apply to other issues of

public policy. I hasten to add that we apply thosebelieve is managing the risk and whether they think
they trust that person. Your question is a very valuations to other issues of public policy in order to

get consistency and proportionality, not to generatediYcult question to answer precisely, but it does seem
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show how far there is a consistency acrosssome sort of value on, for example, a life or to give
people some assessment of what the Government departments in monetary valuations of life and

individual well-being, for example in the context ofwould be prepared to spend to value a life. That may
come into the decision and discussion, but the policy decision, that have consequences for death,

accident or disablement rates?principal purpose of them is to get some degree of
consistency. I am not arguing here, and none of us is Mr Browne: I have already shared with you some of

my background. I am well aware that we have a long-saying, that we can reduce all of these issues of risk,
some of which you rightly identify as being in the established history in the common law of this

country, which has served us very well, of legalpolitical domain, to useful tools of that nature. The
whole thrust of our engagement with this issue is not frameworks which aVect the management of risks

well beyond Government. We may come to discussjust to get civil servants engaged in risk assessment
and risk management, but to get ministers engaged in some of them in more detail, but in general what these

legal frameworks require is that some test ofrisk assessment and risk management and that may
be one of the areas where we need to do more work; proportionality applies; the costs of risk reduction

are justified by the benefits essentially. What weindeed we are formulating some plans from the
Treasury and from the centre in the Cabinet OYce sought to do as part of the framework of assessment

was to take advantage of techniques which have beenfor engaging with ministers appropriately, so we have
confidence that ministers understand and can engage developed, not only here but internationally, to try to

inject that degree of consistency and proportionalityproperly with what the Civil Service is doing in this
very complex area, so that they can apply or into policy-making by developing cost benefit

analysis techniques. Of necessity, those tools requireunderstand the consequences of the political
judgments which they make about policy in the an exercise of judgment, but then can help the

exercise of judgment. Calculations are made in acontext of risk. If we wanted, in the area that you are
attracting me into, to find tools that would help us to number of diVerent ways, but among others they are

made in a way that is designed to reduce the costmake the sort of consistent judgments that we need to
benefit analysis to a monetary value on one side of themake as Government, then we can move away from
scale. We have, among other things, or people havethe monetary assessment that you referred to, into
in the past, asked members of the public what theirthe area which we use more in public health, which is
willingness to pay would be in order to achieve athe quality adjusted life years process. I have no
particular degree of security and from thatdoubt that that would be a helpful tool once
information a technique has developed of a valuationperfected, because it is a helpful tool in just the sort
for preventing fatality, an inference to be drawn fromof area that you are talking about in relation to
that. I have already given you the caveat in that,decisions about smoking. That is a far more helpful
because the danger is that if people do nottool in terms of trying to get a degree of consistency,
understand the context of that and why it is done,but you are absolutely right, there are some risks. The
then they immediately just equate the one figure withnature of the risk is such, the consequences are such
the value of life and ask why the Government will notthat the public’s view is that these are risks that they
do or why their local authority will not do somethingshould not face and they look to their politicians to
because it comes below the figure at which you saymake decisions in order to minimise or eliminate
the cost benefit analysis falls. It is not really as simplethose risks. Then, of course, there is a negotiation and
as that: it is about endeavouring to get some sort ofengagement with public, a representative democracy
consistency across a whole range of diVerent policieselement, as to the point at which you can draw the
which are not easy to match with each other. Now theline in terms of asking those very same people who
Department of Health, as a matter of fact, uses aask you to protect them to give up something of what
diVerent measure in the UK. They use qualitythey have in order to provide that protection.
adjusted life years as a measure of well-being and IChairman: That was Lord Skidelsky’s preliminary
am informed, although I have never actually donequestion.
this myself, that these are estimated by assigning a
weight to every life year on a scale where one

Q67 Lord Skidelsky: It leads quite well into my represents full health and zero represents death.
oYcial question. Would you please comment on Various survey methods are used to determine the
whether, and if so how best, appropriate monetary weights for particular health issues. There are other
values can be estimated and attached to risk-related tools which can do that. Brian Glicksman may be
factors? It would be helpful, if you would comment able to go into some of the more technical questions
briefly on the main alternative approaches to doing that you asked about past experience.
this. Also, is it appropriate and practical to use non- Mr Glicksman: I do not know how much detail the
monetary measures? That does relate perhaps to Committee wants to go into, because it is a fairly
what you were talking about. Have there been any technical subject and the economists could talk for

hours on this.cross-departmental reviews or audits that would
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Mr Browne: We will certainly explore that and ifQ68 Chairman: If it is going to be a long technical
detail, it might be just possible to send us a note. Do that work is ongoing, we shall make sure that you

are aware of it.you think that might be more helpful?
Mr Glicksman: Yes, we could write to you.2 Chairman: It is right at the heart of what we are

doing.

Q69 Chairman: Do not let me stop you saying
something, if you want to. Q71 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: I was going to
Mr Glicksman: Maybe I can just make the point that ask a supplementary, which runs right through a lot
for many, many years now, probably 20 years or of the comments you have made this afternoon.
more, some government departments’ economic Without making a speech to you, certainly my
advisers have supported research on questions like experience of God knows how many decades in
how much it would it be justifiable for the taxpayer industry is that much more time is now spent
to spend on things like reducing the risk of fatality discussing, at board meetings and outside board
on the roads, or the risk of a serious injury or a meetings, at management meetings, whether you
slight injury and so on. Academic work has been want risks and truly understanding risks. A lot of
done on this and other countries have also done that is from legislation, a lot of it is by examples,
similar work. It appears that it is possible to develop but we still have a long way to go as we have seen
answers to those sorts of questions which are from some of the recent commercial issues on
credible and reasonable for decision-taking. The accounting. Do you consider that good progress is
Department for Transport has done this for many being made in that area by you? There is obviously
years; other departments have done it too like the a lot more to be done.
Health and Safety Executive, the Environment Sir Brian Bender: Do I understand you to be asking
Agency and so on and have come up with broadly whether departments are having similar discussions?
comparable figures for use in that sort of question.
There are other areas, and the Department of
Health is perhaps in the lead here, where the Q72 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: Also, I see, for
question that they are asking is a slightly diVerent example, that your department in particular is one
one. It is not a question of preventing a fatality, it which is setting the tone for the debate in industry.
is a question of improving somebody’s quality of life Sir Brian Bender: Perhaps I might answer that in
for a year or two, or three or four, at a certain level two parts. First of all, within departments are we
and how much it is worth spending on that facing discussions of the same parallel sort, the sort
compared with some other health interventions. that you described in the private sector? Yes. Boards
They have found, through surveys and so on, that do discuss. The DTI board, for example, each
a better way to approach it is not through assigning month has a list of the top 10 threats with arrows
a monetary value, but trying to understand the showing whether they have moved up, down or
trade-oVs that the public feel between these diVerent sideways and if they are moving in the wrong
sorts of health treatments and the sorts of impacts direction, we spend a few minutes discussing what
that they have on people in terms of improving the is happening and what we should do about it. It is
quality of their life for a year or two years. This part of the life blood now in many departments in
document to which the Chief Secretary was referring that sort of a way. Within the DTI, looking
is a layman’s guide, with brief descriptions, to how outwards, part of our approach towards regulation
these things can be done, which we in the Treasury is indeed just that sort of thing. For example, the
encourage departments to use to try to achieve a Companies Bill, which has just recently been
degree of consistency in the decisions which are introduced, is very much looking at how to get the
taken across Government. balance right, to have a lighter regulation approach

towards company law, recognising that actually in
this country we have a comparative advantage inQ70 Chairman: Again, maybe this could be part of
our corporate governance framework. Nonetheless,the note, but as I understand it, the Department of
are there ways in which we can make that smarterHealth itself is actually conducting some research
regulation? It is part of the thinking and theinto whether or not it is possible that the quality of
approach should be across Government to use,life assessment ought to be capable of converting
referring back to an earlier question, the regulatoryitself into a monetary value in order to get more
impact assessment process to do that in aconsistency. I am not trying to catch anybody out,
proactive way.I am just interested in it and if you were to give us
Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: Which can of coursea note of what is going on, we should be interested
mean a regulatory cost as we have heard, but it canin just that exercise.3

also make business think about things they should2 See supplementary evidence dated 15 December 2005.
3 See supplementary evidence dated 15 December 2005. be thinking about anyway.
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governments. It is a long haul, as you say, and some ofQ73 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I do not begin to
understand thenext twoquestions onour list and Iam the points I referred to earlier about the measures and

activities announced in budget 2005 are part of that.not absolutely convinced of their relevance to such a
broad-based inquiry. I should like to leave them to There is a strong push from the centre, from both the

Prime Minister and the Chancellor, to do this better,more intelligent members of the Committee and move
on to thenext one. Howmuch tension is therebetween but it isnot easyand indeed, coming back to the earlier

question fromLord Shepherd of Didgemere, there areour more positive attitude towards addressing risk
and the drag eVect from Brussels where the culture areas within DTI’s own portfolio where actually we

want employers to think about some of theseems to be a good deal more risk averse, as both Sir
Brian and I know from direct experience in the past. Is employment rights issues and think more carefully.

Theminimumwage, for example,was controversial inthis a real handicap for government policy? How do
you counteract the drag from Brussels when you are some parts when it was introduced, but did actually

have a significant number of benefits. Getting thistrying to engender a much bolder approach to risk, as
the Prime Minister’s speech suggests? balance right between regulating where there is a

perceived need to establish some right, doing it in aSir Brian Bender: I should love to be able to say that
the position has been totally transformed since your proper light touch way with no unnecessary burden

and simplifying, wherever possible, is part of theday. I do think, however, that we have made some
progress in trying togetamorerisk-basedapproachto activity and it is a long haul process because it also

involves culture change.EU measures and a more risk-based approach to EU
regulations, but we still have a long way to go. We are Mr Browne: May I just say from my experience of the

machinery of Government, that I think it is to yourtrying to use our current EU Presidency to promote
more of a risk-based approach to EU rule-making, disadvantage that John Hutton moved when he did,

for the very obvious reason that you missed theimproving the impact assessments at European
level—which at the time you and I were working opportunity tobeable tohaveadiscussionorevidence

session with him, because he moved just at the wrongtogetheronsome of these issues hadavery longway to
go; it has made progress in those areas now, but it has time. I am sure that when his successor is appointed,

his successor will also do this. He was very engaged, infurther to go—and also getting the Commission to
look at the stock of existing regulation and either the context of the machinery of Government, in the

process for the clearance of policy and otherwise, inseeingwhether theycanbesimplified—Commissioner
Verheugen did come out with a package a few weeks ensuring that a focus on deregulation and minimising

regulation was kept. It was a significant challenge forago of five or six dozen which could be simplified—
and/or whether they can be implemented in a more him and I am sure that he would have shared that with

you. He had very clear objectives, however, and had arisk-based way. This is a continuing task, where we
make slow and reasonably steady progress, but have a significant degree of support from the Prime Minister

and from the Chancellor, both of whom have madeway to go.
complementary and quite important speeches.
Arguably the most important speeches which wereQ74 Lord Powell of Bayswater: It does raise
made immediately after the election were both in thisquestions about consistency across government
area and had a significantdegree of support. My otherpolicy, does it not? To take one very current example,
recent experience in dealing directly with thethis is Enterprise Week in Britain and 5,000 events are
Commission, under Commissioner Verheugen, is thatbeing organised to encourage new entrepreneurs to
that part of the Commission is engaged on this issue.come forwardand what characterises entrepreneurs is
We have seen some of the fruits of their labour and wereadiness to take risk. Yet, at the same time, other
have seen their ability to reduce a legislativepartsofGovernmentarehaving to promoteandapply
programme quite significantly by assessing the eVectrisk-averse policies which some of them have pushed
of the regulation, as well as identifying regulationsfor in Brussels, in terms of regulations. Yes, of course
which are ripe for repeal, but there is a significantyou have talked about the need to reduce regulation
degree more work to be done. We have set ourselvesand so did previous governments, but there is still an
the objective of one in one out and there will beawful lot of it about. How do you achieve consistency
legislation in the next session, as I understand it. It isacross government policy in these circumstances?
planned at least that there will be a bid for regulation

Sir Brian Bender: I do not know whether the legislation in the next session which will create a
Committee is having a session with the CabinetOYce. mechanism for dealing with this very issue. The

Cabinet OYce are more appropriately the people to
Q75 Chairman: Yes, we are. talk over the detail of that than I am.
Sir Brian Bender: The Cabinet OYce, with Treasury
support and indeed DTI support, are in the leadon the Q76 Chairman: I am not sure I am the most
approach to better regulation, continuing the work appropriate person to ask the next question, as,

lookingaround, Iamtheonlypersonaroundherewhothat was started many years ago under diVerent
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road death, a road accident which leads to a death? Iwas a member of the last Government. The question
is: how serious a problem in the past has been the lack understand that the present figure from the

Department for Transport is £1.3 million and theof transparency in handling risk-related problems by
government departments? What practical measures Treasury think that the budget cannot spend more

than £150,000. I recall, going back a very long time, inhave been put in place in recent years to ensure more
openness in relation to public discussions concerning the early 1950s, a figure of £2,000 to £3,000 was

mentioned as being the amount of money that shouldrisk? Is there progress on that and what is the role of
the media in this context? be spent on improving the roads to prevent a road

death. I found it horrendous that such a small amountMr Browne: If you will excuse me, I will not rise to the
bait of trying to quantify how serious a problem lack of money was being considered. These various figures

lead one to ask now how one comes to an assessmentof transparency may have been in the past, given that
you were around in Government then and I was not of this. Can you say something about that?
and I have no benchmark against which to measure it. Mr Glicksman: I do not know about the figures going
What I shall say to you is that we have taken several back to the 1950s, but certainly for the last 20 or 30
steps to improve transparency and in the Prime years, the Department for Transport has been doing
Minister’s speech, which is beginning to dominate this research in this areaand so have academicbodies. The
session, he gave three examples. He gave the example most recent research they did, which I think is
of theNational InstituteofClinicalExcellence,NICE, reported in this document here, was in the late 1990s
which has established a citizens’ council to discuss and it did come up with a figure around the one you
value judgments underlying medical decisions. He quoted, £1.2 to £1.3 million, something like that,
gave the example of the Environment Agency, which which wason the basis of studies theyhad doneasking
has an ongoing public discussion about flood risk and people questions through surveys about their
coastal defences and the new genetic knowledge parks willingness to pay—that is the technical term for these
have been charged with engaging the public properly surveys, willingness-to-pay surveys—to reduce the
in discussions about the benefits of their research. risk of certain types of events, such as fatalities and
Other examples I could give are the Monetary Policy serious injuries, happening. Itmight seem strange that
Committee and the Food Standards Agency, which you can go out and ask people in the street what they
are examples to a lot of us and are holding their board are willing to pay and come up with a figure like that,
meetings in public, which is a degree of transparency but actually you come up with a bit of a range. The
in an area of great concern to the public which I am range is somewhere around £1 to £1.5 million, so that
certain has given a significant degree of reassurance to is quite a big range; there is a 50% range there.
them. More generally, there is now considerably more
openness than there was in the past. We have a

Q78 Lord Sheldon: How is this arrived at?Freedom of Information Act now fully in force which
Mr Glicksman: It is done through structured surveys. Iallows people an opportunity to get access to
am not an economist myself, so I cannot give you ainformation which they would not have had before
precise detail, but it is done through structuredand increases the degree of transparency. May I duck
surveys and it is also complemented by looking atout of the last part of the question because the work in
things that people do in their own lives. For example,relation to the media was being carried forward by my
whenpeoplehavechoiceswhichtheyareable tomake,Cabinet colleague John Hutton, who was part way
like, for example, buying a car with added safetythrough a process of engagement with the media? I
features but at a higher price, what proportion ofthink he had engaged with the principal players in the
people actually go for the car with the added safetyelectronicmedia,buthadnotyet spokento theprinted
features? You can derive implicit valuations from themedia. I amnot ina position to giveyouanassessment
behaviourofpeopleofhowtheyvalue thereducedriskof that, other than to say that I think the media are a
of a fatality or the reduced risk of a serious accidentsignificant player in this. One just needs to look at the
and so on. These studies have been done around theway in which they handled the issue of an influenza
world actually; it is not just in this country that theseepidemic recently to see how significantly they can
things have been done. You do get diVerent figures inshape thepublic’s responseand they intendsometimes
diVerent countries. I understand that in the Unitedto shape the public agencies’ response to these issues.
States they come up with rather higher figures than weChairman: One of the last things I ever did when I was
come up with and there might be perfectly validat thePressComplaints Commissionwas to seek,with
economic reasons why that is so. It is a wealthierthe Royal Society, to try to get the media to report
country, for example.Also, in this countryyou tend toscientific progress in a more accurate way than they
come up with diVerent figures depending on the typedid. It is all part of this process.
of fatality that you are thinking about and, in
particular, again it is quoted in our guidance here, theQ77 LordSheldon: I just want togoback to oneof the
public have a particular fear of certain types of death,questions which we did not ask. I find it an important

question. How much should we spend on preventing a cancer for example, and it appears through these
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Q81 Lord Roper: You mentioned that in fact asurveys, that people are willing to pay more to reduce
the risk of a death from cancer than they are to reduce number of bodies, andyouquoted one or twoof them,

hadworkedoutrathermoreeVectiveways todealwiththe risk of other types of death. In fact, the Health and
Safety Executive do use a higher figure for the cost this, but within this framework. Would that be

something on which you might be able to send us abenefit analyses where they are dealing with things
which might cause cancer, because of this evidence further note?4

Mr Glicksman: Yes, certainly.that the public appears to be willing to pay more to
reduce the risk of fatality in that area.

Q82 Lord Vallance of Tummel: The Treasury’s
appraisal guidance also states “ . . . that the state mayQ79 Chairman: Chief Secretary, I just wondered
bepreparedtospendorregulatemore topreventharmwhether there was anything more you wanted to say
to children” as opposed to adults. What is happeningbefore you went and I wanted to have a minute to say
in practice there? Is the state willing to spend more tothank you to you.
this end? How does it evaluate that? What is theMr Browne: Nothing. If there is a minute left and you
justification for one premium in favour of a particularwantaminute to thank me, I shall giveyou theminute.
category of people as opposed to any other? Are anyChairman: I hope your colleagues will stay. We have a
other such premia being applied or considered?few more questions to ask, but I am very grateful to
Mr Glicksman: The guidance document has that in.you for coming and the Committee is much
What it is doing really is providing departments with

appreciative of it. Thank you very much indeed. the flexibility to take judgments which are related to
their particular circumstances and there are good
economic reasons why one might want to apply aQ80 Lord Roper: Reference has been made to the
higher figure in relation to children: they do not haveTreasury Appraisal Guidance and in that, there is a
the same opportunity as adults to take decisions onreference to the Health and Safety Executive’s use of
their own behalf and so on, various reasons which arethe notion of risk being “as low as reasonably
set out in the appraisal guidance. As to whether anypracticable”, for which I gather the acronym ALARP
government department has actually done that, I amis sometimes used, with this being interpreted on the
afraid I cannot actually give you an answer to that; Ibasis of the 1949 court judgment as meaning that
do not actually know. Our guidance document wasmoney should be spent on safety unless the
published in June this year. We have not yet done anyexpenditure is in gross disproportion to the risk. Is
follow-upto that; itwasonly fourorfivemonthsago. Ithat a really useful operational basis for decision-
cannot actually tell you whether, in practice, anybodymaking? It certainly, in some people’s view, sounds
has taken advantage of the flexibility that documentrather vague. Is any attempt being made to provide a
gives them.rather more eVective mechanism for decision-
Sir Brian Bender: My experience of working in Deframaking?
alongside theFoodStandardsAgency isnot thatmoreMr Glicksman: This concept has been incorporated
was invested to save lives where children wereinto legislation for many years now, although I gather
concerned, but rather that a more precautionaryits derivation was, as you described, from a 1949 court
approach was taken, a more risk-averse approach.judgment. Regulators such as the HSE and indeed
For example, when the BSE crisis happened back inother regulators in their areas who have similar types
1996, one of the central questions was whether it wasof concepts but maybe with diVerent names and
safe to feed beef to children. In one or two of the moreslightly diVerent backgrounds, like the National
recent food scares, the Food Standards Agency hasRadiological Protection Board and the Environment
been very careful to be clear what issues would arise inAgency, have taken these general principles and have
relation to feeding the particular food to smallactually developed them into quite sophisticated tools
children. I have not myself seen evidence of a diVerentfor taking decisions in the areas for which they are
investment cost, but I have seen evidence of aresponsible. This has been supported by court cases in
segmented approach which says we need to be clear insome instances. I think in fact, rather than being an
risk communication for the very sorts of reasons thatunhelpful term, the degree of flexibility which you
Brian Glicksman described.have through concepts like this of “reasonably

practicable” or “as low as reasonably achievable”,
Q83 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Are there any otherwhich is another one in the radiological protection
premium categories, apart from children?field, gives a necessary degree of flexibility and allows
Mr Glicksman: That is the only one we refer to in ourregulators and those with responsibility for
guidance, but the guidance is only guidance. Ifenforcement the opportunity to apply a test of
departments felt that they were dealing withproportionality to what they are doing, rather than
something where it was legitimate to take a slightlyhaving to be constrained by a very precise legal
4 See supplementary evidence dated 15 December 2005.requirement.
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department and ministers had, was that actually thatdiVerent approach, then we are always open to them
coming to us and discussing it with us. That is the only might not be the right answer, because if there were

cases where the evidence showed no harm, then inone mentioned in the guidance.
those particular cases, the Government should
authorise case by case. That was a practical example

Q84 Lord Paul: The “precautionary principle” seems which, to my recollection, was quite well received by
vague and unhelpful. Has anybody in Government or commentators. It was a practical example of trying to
outside ever produced a clear definition of how to apply the precautionary principle in a pretty
implement this principle? Is it not just a get-out clause contentious area.
thatallowspolicy-makers tousewidelyvaryingvalues
in the light of other considerations, for instance Q85 Lord Skidelsky: In response to your initial reply,
political or financial? surely the criteria for applying the precautionary
Mr Glicksman: Underlying the precautionary principle cannot just be irreversible harm. If the risk is
principle, there is a perfectly valid message that where minuscule, then one would not want to apply the
there is a risk of serious or irreversibleharm andwhere precautionary principle. Surely, on the other side, it
the science is uncertain, that is not an excuse for doing has to be if the risk is uncertain and then one can make
nothing, but it may be necessary in those a case for applying the precautionary principle—the
circumstances to err on the side of caution while more risk of a catastrophic event or something like that.
evidence is being gathered. Of course each case has to Mr Glicksman: I think the way we interpret the
be looked at individually, so it is a very simple thought precautionary principle, the action we should take
really and one which I think most people would would still need to be proportionate, but it comes in
recognise and accept. When you are faced with an when the science is uncertain: what is then
individual case,youhave to lookat iton itsmerits; you proportionate when the science is uncertain? You
cannot just go to a precautionary principle and then have to make a further judgment over and above what
say that the precautionary principle tells you to do you would normally do in your cost benefit analysis.
this. In the Treasury, we have a document we call the
Green Book, to which this one we keep referring to is

Q86 Chairman: There is a feeling that some of thesean annex, which goes into more details about
things are very widely interpreted. I quote a note Iappraisal and evaluation and it does explicitly allow
have in front of me on whether or not this is realistic.departments to take precautionary action to mitigate
“‘Gross disproportionate’ has been interpreted asperceived risks.
widely as ‘cost must not exceed benefit’ through toSir Brian Bender: May I perhaps give you one
‘cost must not exceed 10 times the benefit’”. Iexample, again from my last department, where we
understand that is something which goes on in thetried to apply it? It was the issue of genetically
railway industry. There are some worries about usmodified crops, where we faced a situation of
getting a grip on how these things are interpreted.considerable public concern, no evidence however of
That is my concern.public health harm and applications were beginning
Mr Glicksman: Were those quotes from court cases?to come forward, either for importation or for growth

of these crops in the United Kingdom. What the
Q87 Chairman: It was just what I was told about thedepartment did, under Margaret Beckett, was set up
way things are viewed. There is a wide variation in thethree or four parallel streams of activity. One was a
way “gross disproportionate” is viewed among thosepublic debate, the second was a study led by the Royal
responsible for safety on the railways and others.Society of the science, the third was a study of the cost
Sir Brian Bender: Brian has referred to the Treasury’sand benefits and the fourth was some controlled field
Green Book, which is the attempt to set a framework.scale tests of particular genetically modified crops
The other attempt to provide a framework in the areaalongside standard crops. These were all brought
of scientific development are guidelines by thetogether and then, early in 2004, Margaret Beckett
Government’s ChiefScientific Adviser,5 which, again,made a Parliamentary Statement giving the
are intended toapplyacrossWhitehall todepartmentsconclusions drawn and stating the Government’s
in addressing some of these areas of uncertainty, to trypolicy. She based that policy on saying that the
to coordinate a little bit.Government would take a precautionary evidence-

based approach, making the protection of human
Q88 Lord Skidelsky: There is one question I did nothealth and the environment the top priority; as a
ask. What, if any, special considerations apply whenresult, there would be case by case assessment.
applying the risk of a catastrophic event, such as aPerhaps coming back to your question, there were
major terrorist action or anavianflupandemic or, onesome among the pressure groups who said that a
could say, catastrophic climate change? What isprecautionary approach should mean you never let
catastrophic? Catastrophic action need not bethem in, because that is the only precaution you can
5 Guidelines on Scientific Analysis in Policy Making, October 2005take. The basis of the studies and the evidence that the
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confidence through training and practice; react withirreversible, of course. People get over epidemics,
speed and certainty, if there is an emergency orwhereas as a nuclear disaster would be irreversible. It
escalating crisis, by applying well-rehearsed crisisis just to reinforce what My Lord Chairman said, that
management procedures; explain policies, plans andthe precautionary principle, catastrophic events,
practice by communicating—as we have seen withuncertainty, are all vague terms and do they actually
avian influenza inthe last fewweeks,aswehave seen ingive any useful guidance for policy beyond making a
any crisis, the public communication of it and thejudgment in the end which is, to go back to the original
communication between interested parties arepoint I made, essentially a political judgment?
enormously diYcult and important; respect localSir Brian Bender: There is a question of political
knowledge, it cannot all be done from headquarters;judgment in these issues;my interpretationofyouruse
apply risk assessment and cost benefit analysis withinof the word catastrophic would be something that
an appropriate economic model; use data andprobablymayormaynotbe lowishriskbut is certainly
information management systems which conform tohigh impact. The question then is what actions, in
good practice; have the right legislative frameworkterms of minimising the risk of it happening and
beforehand rather than finding out in the middle ofmitigating the eVect if it does happen, the public
war that you need to change the law; base policyauthorities should take. The Civil Contingencies
decisions onbest available science. Hedrew that list ofSecretariat was referred to earlier and they lead work
nine lessons up in the light of foot and mouth, buton this across Government, set up in 2001 in the light
actually I think you can apply them pretty well to anyof experience on BSE, on the fuel crisis, on foot-and-
crisis which is potentially catastrophic, whether it ismouth disease, to try to improve the Government’s
irreversible or not. You certainly could apply it inhorizon scanning and contingency planning around
terms of the planning for a possible influenzathese issues and lots of rehearsal work to prepare for
pandemic.potential crises and what we would do in those
Chairman: That is a good moment to draw this sessioncircumstances and learning lessons from previous to a close. May I say thank you to both of you for

issues. The other bible I have, perhaps because of my coming along. You have added enormously to our
ownexperience,whichIkeepclose tohand is thatafter knowledge of the subject. We are clearer at the end
the foot-and-mouth disease outbreak, the than wewere at the beginning,of that I amcertain, but
Government asked Dr Iain Anderson to do a lessons- I am not sure whether we have got fully to the
learned inquiry,an independent inquiry,wherehewas grassroots. We asked you to give us a number of
asked in eVect to show 20:20 hindsight and say things. I wonder whether you could look at the
“Knowing what we now know, what are the lessons questions and answers as a whole and ask yourselves
for the future?”. He produced a long and hard-hitting whether you got the messages across that you wanted
report, but there was one page of it in particular which to get across, as to exactly how the Government are
had nine major lessons and, as he put it to me handling it and whether the questions elicited the
afterwards, if you crack these you can save the world. correct answers. It has been a very useful session and
They are these: maintain vigilance, internationally, we are very grateful to you for your contributions. I
nationally, locally; be prepared, comprehensive should like to thank you very much indeed. With that

we shall close the session.contingency planning with mutual trust and

Supplementary memorandum by HM Treasury

Q68.

The government’s approach to putting a monetary value on a life has been set out in the Treasury’s guidance:
Managing Risks to the Public: Appraisal Guidance. This is a supplement to Treasury economic appraisal
guidance—“The Green Book”. Chapter 4 of this guidance discusses the appraisal of costs and benefits. The
guidance stresses that in cost benefit analysis the most appropriate willingness to pay values should only be
used as benchmarks, and, where appropriate, researched. For example, one benchmark in use is derived
from research for DfT, which suggests a valuation range for preventing an accidental fatality (VPF) of
£1–1.5 million (in 2002 prices).

Similar values were elicited in alternative scenarios for rail transport, domestic fires and public fires. The
guidance concludes that it may be appropriate to consider this range in the context of similar scenarios
involving accidental and near immediate loss of life (but it would not be appropriate to use this range for a
specific, known individual). The guidance also suggests that it would be appropriate to carry out bespoke
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studies to elicit values for other specific contexts, or to use the results of other WTP studies, in the following
circumstances:

— where the cost of research is likely to be proportionate to the scale of the benefits that may be
achievable;

— where it is likely to improve the evidence base, and hence the decisions to be taken. For instance, if
the context is markedly diVerent from other situations that have already been analysed; and

— where the results of the research could be used in other circumstances, which collectively would
justify the research expense.

Q.70.

The Department of Health, through the NHS R&D National Coordinating Centre for Research Methodology
and The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, have commissioned two projects into the
feasibility of converting quality of life years (QALY), or other measures of health gains, into a monetary value.

The major project, into the societal value of health gains (RM03/JH12/CD), will provide an assessment of the
feasibility of deriving estimates of willingness-to-pay based values of an extra QALY from a personal
(consumer) perspective, but is not due to be completed until September 2007.

A shorter project, estimating a Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) based monetary value of a QALY from existing
revealed preference and contingent valuation studies to prevent injuries and/or fatalities (RM03/JH13/CD),
was submitted as a report to the NHS R&D National Co-ordinating Centre for Research Methodology in
January 2005, but has still to be published by them. The authors independently submitted the paper to the
Journal of Health Economics in August 2005 and it is currently under peer review.

The draft report presents five broad methodologies for estimating the value of a QALY based on the existing
literature on revealed-preference-based and contingent-valuation-based values for health and safety. Until
cleared by peer review and published it is not possible to draw firm conclusions from this report. However,
the authors at the University of Newcastle are content to discuss preliminary results with interested parties.
The commissioning briefs and project outlines, which provide some further details of these projects, can be
found on the website of the Department of Public Health and Epidemiology at University of Birmingham:
WTP Research

Q81.

HSE considers that duties to ensure health and safety so far as is reasonably practicable (“SFAIRP”) and
duties to reduce risks as low as reasonably practicable (“ALARP”) call for the same set of tests to be applied.

HSE has published “Reducing Risks, Protecting People—HSE’s decision making process” (R2P2). It is aimed
primarily at stakeholders who want to know more about HSE’s philosophy in the regulation of health and
safety. It is a further development of ideas previously contained in the 1988 Tolerability of Risks from Nuclear
Power Stations (TOR) document. HSE takes some of the key concepts from R2P2 and applies them when
evaluating ALARP decision-making by duty holders; it does this to fill in some of the detail needed to make
judgements in practice, which are not covered by the 1949 Edwards v The National Coal Board case. This
high-level document sets out the principles of risk tolerability, proportionality, cost-benefit considerations,
gross disproportion, the precautionary principle, risk aversion to large consequences, etc for all
“stakeholders”, including the public and HSE inspectors.

In contrast, HSE operational guidance on ALARP—the ALARP trilogy—was published at the end of 2001
(ALARP trilogy). The “ALARP trilogy” is intended as more detailed information and attempts to provide
further insight and background into the principles set out in R2P2. The “ALARP trilogy” essentially sets out
HSE’s policy on taking measures “so far is as is reasonably practicable” (SFAIRP)—demonstrating risk
ALARP in terms intended to provide more specific assistance (“guidance”) to HSE inspectors. Beyond the
trilogy, there is further, even more detailed, guidance for inspectors in the various areas of major accident risk
assessment, including oVshore and COMAH (Control of Major Accident Hazards). COMAH applies mainly
to the chemical industry, but also to some storage activities, explosives and nuclear sites, and other industries
where threshold quantities of dangerous substances identified in the Regulations are kept or used.

15 December 2005
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Present Kingsdown, L Powell of Bayswater, L
Lamont of Lerwick, L Sheldon, L
Lawson of Blaby, L Sheppard of Didgemere, L
Layard, L Vallance of Tummel, L
MacDonald of Tradeston, L Wakeham, L (Chairman)
Paul, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Howell James, Permanent Secretary, Government Communications,
Mr Anthony Zacharzewski, Head of Private Sector Inspection Team in the Better Regulation Executive,

Cabinet Office and Mr Roger Hargreaves, Deputy Director at the Civil Contingencies Secretariat,
examined.

Q89 Chairman: Good afternoon and thank you very five key principles which we try and encourage
communicators and colleagues to deploy: opennessmuch for coming to talk to us. We have got a whole

series of questions which you know about. Do you and transparency in regard to everything that they
do; engagement, particularly with the public butwant to say anything before we start?

Mr James: No, I am perfectly happy to go straight in, equally with the media and other mechanisms for
communicating; proportionality in our response toif that suits you.
anything; ensuring that what we do is evidence-
based, and making sure that where we can we give

Q90 Chairman: That is fine. If I may start the responsibility and choice to the public and to those
questioning, let me ask you this: what are the main who may be aVected by risk. So we are involved, I
achievements, from a Cabinet OYce perspective, of think, in embedding those principles across
the Government’s Risk Programme in recent years? government and ensuring they are reflected in terms
What do you think are the main challenges that of communications activity. Indeed we set up a sub-
remain? group of David Omand’s committee that looked at
Mr James: In terms of the main challenges on the risk (which then became the responsibility of Brian
Risk Programme in totality, obviously you heard Bender who you heard from last week). This was a
from the Treasury last week and they, as you know, cross-government group of directors of comms
are in the lead on this issue, so I refer to the challenges chaired by Lucian Hudson (who used to be the
that they highlighted. From our perspective, director of Communications at Defra and is now at
obviously, we would be very happy to talk about the the Department for Constitutional AVairs) to ensure
role of the Civil Contingencies Secretariat and that best practice in risk communication actually
Roger’s activity there, and identifying a better happens across the piece. So that has been my main
process of management across government part in that, but it may be that Roger would like to
assessments and the communications issues that flow talk a little bit about the Civil Contingencies
out of that. My role, in terms of risk assessment, falls Secretariat’s role as well.
under a catch-all responsibility for communications.
So, as probably with anyone with comms in their

Q91 Chairman: It would be nice to hear from himtitle, you tend to get landed with everything that the
but can I, just before that, ask you a supplementarygovernment needs to communicate in one way or the
to what you said? You have the overview of it. Whatother. I do not profess to be a risk communications
would you think, if you were asked, were the mainexpert, but I am obviously concerned that
achievements in getting the message over and whatcommunications practice across government is
do you think are the challenges left?operated to the best level and that within that we

communicate about risk issues and our approach to Mr James: The main achievement, I think, if it does
not sound too civil-servanty, is actually getting somerisk in an eVective way. So, in the sense that the

Cabinet OYce and my role as communicator has a guidelines out that all departments have signed up to
and are, I think, responding to. Therefore, they havepurpose, we have set out a pretty good set of risk

communications guidelines; why it is important for a clear steer from the centre and they have a set of
objectives about better communication in this area,colleagues across departments and central

government to communicate about risk eVectively which I think they are following and on which the
feedback I get from Lucian Hudson’s group is thatand understand more about the public’s and the

media’s reaction to risk. As you are aware, we set out they refer to often, and so therefore that works. I
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Mr James: A lot of this is to do with culture. I thinkthink we can only really look at it in terms of
that the Strategy Unit Report, which led to Davidindividual activity, and there I suppose most vividly
Omand’s cross-departmental steering group thatat the moment we have had a certain amount of
looked at a number of risk issues, was about trying tocommunications activity on Avian Flu and on
raise government’s game and focus both seniorpandemic flu. I would say that the principles of
oYcials and Ministers on the issues around riskopenness and transparency and on seeking to engage
planning and risk communication. I think they go inwith audiences have been followed in that regard. So
tandem. So my sense is that we have, as a result ofI think some progress has been made if we test our
that Strategy Unit work, addressed both strands ofprinciples against a real situation.
work. What Roger said about how that has beenMr Hargreaves: Just to oVer a specific example, we
translated into legislation which has changed the wayhave taken, in relation to civil contingencies, this idea
in which risk is assessed and risk is planned rightthat we should be making every eVort to improve the
across the nation, and in the way in which we nowway we handle risks and, looking at it from the very
look at the general principles of communicating risk,specific issue of how we handle the risk of
I think we did respond to the Strategy Unit’s sort ofemergencies, what we have established in the
flagging of where the gaps were previously. I think itSecretariat, working with all departments, is a
was both in terms of substance and presentation.framework for assessing risk and getting a common,

national picture to share at a UK Government level,
Q93 Lord Lawson of Blaby: That is all very well inat a regional level with devolved administrations and
general terms, but I think what would be helpful to usat the local level of the risks that communities and
is if you could give us specific, concrete examples ofregions and the country as a whole faces from
what has been achieved, not so much in theemergencies. We have developed quite a
communication field but, as I say, in the actual risksophisticated system led by the Secretariat with a
criteria you use in taking government decisions.common framework for assessing risk deployed at all
Mr Hargreaves: I can give you a very specific examplelevels. We have enshrined that framework in law in
in relation to the risk of emergencies. Knowing thatthe Civil Contingencies Act. So we have said that in
we had to develop a framework for assessing riskrelation to emergencies it is a legal obligation for
because it was a duty under the Civil Contingencieslocal responders to assess risk and, not only to assess
Act meant that we needed to develop a cross-that risk, use it to develop emergency plans, business
governmental approach that we could share with allcontinuity plans and, also, pass that information on
organisations whether in central government or atto the public so they can contribute to the mitigation
the local level, and we published guidance under theand management of that risk. So it is a very tangible
Act which has a long chapter which details exactlyexample of how we put the principles in the Strategy
how people must go about the risk assessmentUnit’s original report into practice and, also, the
process to fulfil their responsibilities under the Act.commitment is such that we are willing enshrine them

in law. It has made a real tangible diVerence to
Q94 Lord Lawson of Blaby: So that is for civilimproving the way we handle emergencies locally,
contingencies. Are you aware that that has been doneregionally and at a UK level.
across the board for all areas of government policy
where assessment of risk comes in?
Mr Hargreaves: Each area will have a slightly

Q92 Lord Lawson of Blaby: I realise, Mr James, that diVerent approach to risk. We do know that not
your responsibility is communication, and obviously every area will follow the same approach because risk
communication is always important, and particularly is quite a diverse thing. I can really only talk with
important in issues such as this, which gets the press authority about emergency preparedness and the
and the media generally into a lather of nonsense very emergency response side of things, but certainly the
frequently. Nevertheless, I think some of us are work that we have done has drawn on work done by
slightly concerned that the November 2002 Strategy other government departments.
Unit Report (which Lord MacDonald played such a

The Committee suspended from 15.50pm to 15.58 pm fordistinguished part in bringing to bear) is really more
a division in the Houseabout communication than it is about the real issue,

which should be establishing principles for consistent Mr James: We were failing to address Lord Lawson’s
policy-making. I would like, as a follow-up, to ask concerns about wider risk analysis across government.
you what progress you or your colleagues can I had a word with a colleague from the Treasury (I
specifically tell us has been made in identifying and think some of this may have been covered by the Chief
making publicly known hard criteria for assessing Secretary last week) in terms of the Orange Book that

the Treasury publishes about consistent riskrisk across the board.
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very careful about this area; they still operate in amanagement analysis across government departments
and projects, and the Green Book that looks at cross- regulated environment and they do give due weight

to the range of voices and issues that arise aroundgovernment cost-benefit analysis, both of which are
driven out of the Treasury and create a consistent set risk areas, and they have rather good guidelines in

this matter. Roger Harrabin, who was the BBC’sof criteria for government activity. The other
element, in terms of programme risk, is the OGC’s health correspondent, wrote a report for the Kings

Fund about risk communication and how the mediawork, where they have introduced these Gateway
reviews so that at the beginning of a major project they cover risk issues, and he set out some criteria which

are very thorough and very eVective. I think inreview it, they assess its scale, its complexity, its cost
and the people involved and then they apply a regular principle they are signed up to by all broadcasters.

So my sense is that it is not that the spirit is notand rigorous analysis as the project goes through to
mitigate any risk as it develops. So I think there are willing on the broadcasting side to listen to all voices

and the range of voices and give due weight to them.such things, and I think Des Browne covered some of
this last week in his evidence to you. We had this dialogue with the Chief Medical OYcer

present and the Chief Scientific Adviser and their
concern tended to derive from what they saw as realQ95 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Are you satisfied with
balance as opposed to symbolic balance, and theythe way this is working out in practice, or do you
were concerned that one rogue voice in any debatethink there is more to be done?
will tend to get an equal share of airtime toMr James: It goes, really, beyond my remit, so I
established medical or scientific knowledge orwould not like to commit the Treasury to a position
practice. For the viewer or listener it is very hard towhich I am not entirely privy to. My sense, certainly
assess whether the one rogue voice which gets his orof the OGC, in terms of the Gateway reviews, is that
her seven minutes followed by the six or sevenboth the OGC and the Treasury feel that that has
minutes of the established and well-understoodbeen an incredibly useful and beneficial initiative to
dominant view was actually playing it fair. That ledmanage and focus on risk projects.
to quite an interesting discussion. I did not sense
that the broadcasters were resistant to not wanting

Q96 Lord MacDonald of Tradeston: The Prime to reflect that kind of nuance, but they recognised—
Minister, in his speech on risk in May, referred to as did we, I think—that they need to represent all
the responsibility of the media. I suppose it might the views and journalism is, by its nature, a sceptical
have been in his mind the kind of media pressure profession and that they will always apply a degree
that built up over very expensive investments in of scepticism to what government is saying.
railway safety, for instance, during the 1997 to 2001
government period, where there were others who

Q97 Lord MacDonald of Tradeston: Were thereargued that such moneys might be better spent on
other particular issues in recent years that causedroad safety rather than rail safety, for instance. I
the Government any alarm in the reporting of risk?suppose you could argue that that pressure from the

media is a bit unbalanced, but on the other hand I Mr James: The Chief Medical OYcer was concerned
about MMR. The rogue voice and the balanceam sure the media would counter that it perhaps led

to some much needed reform and exposure of bad between an accepted position and an individual who
was arguing against it was something that he feltpractice. If the media is to be more responsible, how

do you achieve this? Have you made any progress very keenly about. There have been other issues—
mobile ’phone masts—around there where it is hardyourself, for instance, in discussions with editors, or

have any of your colleagues been involved in to pin precise scientific evidence and you will find a
range of views. Understandably, broadcasters lookdiscussions for any future action?

Mr James: John Hutton was charged with engaging for certainty. Scientists will often say there is no
certainty; there is a range of views, and they do notin a dialogue around risk reporting with the main

media outlets. He succeeded in having meetings with want to be pinned, and in that reporting, therefore,
we have to rely on the good sense of the public toall of the main broadcasters but the meeting with

the national newspaper editors organised by the discern and to make a choice about what they
choose to believe and what they choose to retain andNational Newspaper Editors’ Society,

unfortunately, came a week after he moved to how they act on that information. It is not precise.
I do not feel that with the broadcasters, certainly,DWP, so it never happened. In terms of the

conversation with the broadcasters, we did open, I we have a kind of institutional problem where they
are not listening and they are not prepared to enterthought, quite a useful dialogue with the key editors

at ITV News, ITN, at the BBC and Sky around the into a dialogue and they do not see that they have
some responsibility to reflect a proper range of viewsguidelines that they use. Clearly, in my judgment,

and in most of our judgments, the broadcasters are around these issues.
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Q101 Chairman: The second question is whether theQ98 Chairman: When I was at the Press
Complaints Commission I did some work with the meeting with the editors is going to be reinstated.

Mr James: I hope so. It will depend on the appetite ofRoyal Society on just this issue and there is a whole
series of questions that the Royal Society produced the Minister who takes over, but I imagine it will

be, yes.which scientists should ask themselves before they
make any announcement about anything that goes
wrong: to what extent has their discovery been peer- Q102 Lord Lawson of Blaby: You kept saying in
reviewed—and all sorts of things of that kind— your original answer that you had no great problem
bearing in mind that most medical advances are with the broadcasters. We infer from that that you do
slight. Anybody who comes along and says they feel you have a great problem with the press.
have got a great breakthrough in something, the Mr James: I think they are more of a challenge.
journalists ought to be pretty sceptical to start oV
with. It may be right but there has to be scepticism.

Q103 Lord Layard: I want to pursue a little more onThere are a whole lot of things that not only
the BBC, because the relationship between them andscientists should ask themselves but journalists
the Government is diVerent from everybody else. Ishould ask the questions. What I do not notice very
must say I have some problem with the BBC in termsoften is the journalist asking the right sort of
of the lack of clarity, often, of their statisticalquestions of the guy who is exaggerating the risk. I
statements—and I am not talking now about ajust wondered to what extent it is actually getting
controversial area but just the wrong impressionthrough.
given. One small number compared with another isMr James: There is a link precisely between what you
not given as a small number compared with the otheridentify, my Lord Chairman, and Roger Harrabin’s
small number but “a 25 per cent increase” orguidelines, which is a list of questions and cross-
something like this. I also wonder whether the factschecks that he believes any journalist doing reports in
are always correctly reported; it is not always clear tothis area needs at-hand. If you are interested in them
me that they are. I have always been very impressedI can get you a set of them. As ever, in practice (and
by the Economist who have a system of double-I defer to my Lord Lord MacDonald here)
checking all material there. I would be interested tojournalism can be an imprecise science when done at
know whether the BBC have, or whether you thinkthe run. Often these things break in a way which does
they should be asked to have, a system of double-not allow newsrooms to do as much research or to get
checking of all scripted remarks that are of atheir hands on information as quickly as possible.
statistical nature. It is so easy to get them wrongSometimes government can be at fault; we will hang
and mislead.back about fielding a spokesman until we are
Mr James: I would not like you to give the impressionabsolutely sure of all the facts and all the figures, and
that newsrooms across the nation’s broadcasters arein not providing a spokesperson that leaves the
not regularly ’phoned up by press oYcers fromairways clear for other voices, which sometimes can
government departments with vigorous exchanges ofconfuse. My advice to colleagues is if we can field
views about what has been broadcast. That goes onsomeone to talk about issues we should do so as
all the time. I think what I was trying to communicatequickly as we can with as much accuracy as possible
was a sense of: do the senior editors engage in thisto get the information out there. Increasingly, of
debate in a constructive way; are they interested incourse, people now rely on their own direct access to
having this dialogue; do they dismiss it out of hand orwebsites and other sources of information to
do they not accept that there are nuances andcorroborate what they hear through broadcasters or
diYculties here to find a balance to communicate theread in the press. In that sense now the broadcasters
truth of the level of risk or concern to the public? Ithemselves and journalists in the print media realise
think all of the broadcasters we met were consciousthere is a sort of check-and-balance on what they can
of their responsibility in that regard, and althoughput out there.
they recognised they were not perfect and they did
not get it right all the time (and certainly I recogniseQ99 Chairman: You said you have got some
that as do my colleagues in departments) the spirit isbriefings that are put out.
willing and they are trying to get things right. They doMr James: Roger Harrabin’s guidelines on the BBC
not come at things with a particular axe to grind, theyfor risk programme—
would claim, and where errors are made I think they
are reasonably responsive in terms of trying toQ100 Chairman: That would be very helpful.
correct them. What processes the BBC has aboutMr James: I will happily share that.1
double-checking facts and stats I am not aware of.

1 Report for the King’s Fund by Roger Harrabin dated September We are not pressing them to do anything diVerently,2003. The guidance for journalists on reporting risk related
issues can be found at page 39. at the moment.
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how we judge that, I think, is certainly partly to doQ104 Lord Layard: Could it be a suitable issue for
the BBC Charter review? with media coverage and partly to do with the

government’s own timetable in terms of identifyingMr James: That would be a matter for the DCMS and
for Ministers, but I would be surprised if that level of policies or activities that it has to undertake—

ordering stocks of vaccine, setting in train guidelinesdetail in terms of output was considered, but it
might be. or activities within the health service. All of that

would spur the need to communicate what we are
doing and why we are doing it. Equally, back throughQ105 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Enoch Powell used to
Members of Parliament, through Ministers,say that for governments to complain about the press
constituencies and others, the feedback comes intowas like a sea captain complaining about the sea; it is
government about the public mood in that regard. Isomething that governments have to live with and
keenly feel that the public want to be at the heart ofthey have to get things right despite that. Would
what we are doing. Certainly in terms of the risk workyou agree?
we do I think they are a key target; we should not justMr James: Yes.
always aim at the media or at printing leaflets; weChairman: We must move on, otherwise we might get
have to think more strategically and moreinto reminiscent mood and that may not be the most
thoughtfully about how we do this stuV.productive way of using the afternoon.

Q107 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: Can we probe aQ106 Lord Kingsdown: You touched on this in your
little bit about maybe your personal views on theopening remarks, I think, and that is contact with the
subject of public and risk? What is your judgment ofpublic. To what extent is that important in this
how good the balance is between the sense of risk andcontext, and how much weight should risk
probability that the public have that you have to dealassessment procedures place on public attitudes and
with? Are they out of touch?perceptions about risk? Are we going to listen to the
Mr James: I think it is variable. There is quite a goodpublic on this? Should we? The opposite to this, of
passage—I do not want to read a great slug of it tocourse, is how far does the public need to be better
you but I can refer you to it—in the Communicatinginformed or better educated about risk? Or is it more
Risk guidelines that the Cabinet OYce produced as aimportant that policy-makers should learn more
result of the work that was done earlier. They talkfrom the public? How can we exploit better
here about: “There are a number of frameworks ofcommunication with the public, perhaps both ways?
understanding how attitudes to risk vary acrossMr James: I think this is at the heart of the challenge
society. One framework uses cultural theory tofor responsible and well-managed government
identify four basic attitudes or world views to risk.”communications in the round, not just around risk.
The first group are called “Fatalists”, who “tend toOne of my aspirations in this job I am doing is to try
see life as capricious and attempts at control asand put the public at the heart of the communications
futile”; “Individualists see personal choice andstrategies in every department, and to think through
initiative as paramount”; “Hierarchists want well-how they reach the public and those aVected by
established rules and procedures to regulate risks”,policies and communicate those policies eVectively
and “Egalitarians tend to see the balance of nature asand meaningfully these days. What we see, as you are
fragile and strongly fear risks to the environment, theall aware, is a changing media landscape where
collective good and future generations.” So you cannewspapers are finding it harder and harder to find
self-nominate, so to speak, as to one’s view. There istheir markets because of news coming at us from the
a range of diVerent responses to it, and I thinkbroadcasters—radio and television—the internet and
government communications has to consider all ofeven from sources such as mobile ’phones. So how
those and find a path between them. Have I coveredyou get to people, how you reach the public, how you
that, Roger, or are there other things?reach the public with your message as un-

intermediated as possible is, I think, one of the big Mr Hargreaves: The other point worth mentioning is
that in some respects people have a much better sensechallenges for government comms in the round. So I

think it is a very important area. With regard to risk, of risk and probability than government and in other
respects less of a sense. By that I mean thatspecifically, I think we try and take account of the

public’s view and create communication strategies government looks at risk in aggregate; it looks at big
numbers, it looks at the population as a whole.that are proportionate and relevant to their concerns

without unnecessarily alarming people or Whilst a certain number of people who drive cars are
involved in accidents, a proportion of that numbercommunicating with them at a moment that is

premature or irrelevant. So we try and judge our will be people driving late or driving drunk. If you are
someone who does not like to drive late and does notcommunication strategies around when there is a

rising tide of concern or interest in something, and drive drunk and always drives cautiously you might
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Q109 Lord MacDonald of Tradeston: Can I come inassume that your level of risk is diVerent to that
aggregate average level of risk, and quite reasonably with a specific here? There have been, obviously,

concerns about dirty bombs and low-levelso. An individual is likely in some respects to have a
much better understanding of their own personal risk radioactivity being released. Have you got enough

information into the public domain so that peoplethan does the government. On the flip side, there are
certain kinds of risks which the public understands would know how to respond to that? Would they

respond with panic, thinking they might dieless well because it simply does not access the same
kind of information. It is interesting when we look at suddenly? Would they look back at Chernobyl and

see that, perhaps, only a few dozen people had diedsome of the academic analysis of this that they talk
about heuristics; the aVect heuristic, which is the over a couple of decades? Where has been the attempt

at public education there? There is, obviously,sense that individuals make judgments about risk on
the way they feel; whether they feel generally reasonably well-defined science now which has been

around for most of the last century, so has there beenscared—some things scare them more than others.
They do not have a very detailed analytical approach an attempt to put that into the public domain for

people to make up their own minds about the levelto personal risk. There is also what academics term
the availability heuristic which is the sense that of risk?

Mr James: The most comprehensive communicationpeople are more aware of risks which are more
apparent. So, for example, parents are often about preparing for emergencies of any kind, which

would include a catastrophic incident of the kind youincreasingly worried about child abduction despite
the fact that child abduction rates have remained identify or a natural disaster, was a booklet called

Preparing for Emergencies which was circulated to 20roughly the same for the last 40 years, but because it
is more visible and there is more media reporting of million households last summer (summer a year ago).

That was a comprehensive, cross-governmentit people’s concern about it increases. So there is an
issue where the government has a better sense initiative to make sure that all homes had access to

information about what they should do in any ofbecause it has got the aggregate picture and an
individual is less well-placed because they rely on these circumstances: key ’phone numbers, key

contacts—how they feel about something or the images that
they receive.

Q110 Lord MacDonald of Tradeston: That was
simply “Stay in and turn on”, was it not?Q108 Chairman: That is very interesting. You give
Mr James: “Go in; Stay in; Tune in”.all that range of options on how people feel. When

you produced that document that you waved at us
earlier on, which lot of individuals did you follow in Q111 Lord MacDonald of Tradeston: If you want
drawing up that set of policies? What does the concerned citizens, sentient beings, who can make
government do? I can see, from a communications their own decisions, should that kind of evidence not
point of view, you have to recognise there are going be made more readily available to them so that they
to be people reacting to whatever the government can make their own judgments about how they
does in all sorts of diVerent ways, depending on, you respond?
say, personal choice, or whatever it is. However, the Mr Hargreaves: To a large extent it is. We would
government has to make some policies. Does the always say that where there is a specific threat or
government make policies on the basis of what hazard to the public we would issue a warning, and
people think about it or on some more objective certainly we do. The fact is with so many emergencies
criteria? they diVer in their characters, so to put out a single

piece of advice which covers every conceivableMr Hargreaves: I think it is important to distinguish
between the way individual members of the public, possibility is something which is very diYcult. We

would be asking members of the public to wadewho have a very mixed bag of knowledge about risk,
view risk and how professional risk-assessors view through reams and reams of information and, also,

to make judgments themselves. “I hear from therisk. What we do is provide a framework for those
professional risk-assessors, who have access to much radio there has been a dirty bomb attack. What

judgment should I, as an individual, make about themore evidence, gather it together and take it through
a process where they form their own views and they direction the wind is blowing or the size of the bomb,

or all kinds of other things?” It makes much moreshare it with fellow risk professionals and form a
common perception of the risk that they face. So it is sense in that kind of circumstance to leave the

responsibility with the emergency services but to havea much more detailed process that risk-assessment
professionals would go through in the context to a background campaign which says: “Go in; Stay in;

Tune in. Listen to the advice of the emergencywhich we are referring. That reduces the impact of
individual perspectives on this. services. Here are basic precautions you can make.”
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hazards—and another group which brings togetherSo a background campaign allied with targeted
information in relation to specific, identified assessed those departments and agencies with an interest in

threats. They generate their picture of the risks thatrisks is the most sensible, proportionate way we
would tend to go about it. the country faces, they feed that into another group,

and that is our ministerial committee that looks
across the picture of security and resilience. TheyQ112 Lord Powell of Bayswater: Could I follow up
agree a common view of risks that the country faceson that point before I ask my question? Do you think
and then that is cascaded back out to all departments.there is a risk the other way? Are we getting a trend
So we have a very tight system for pulling in all thewhere the government is pouring out so much
expertise within departments on risk, centralising itinformation about risk of every sort that people stop
and pushing it back out as a common picture. That isbeing self-reliant; they think risk is something the
an example of how good we are getting atgovernment takes on its shoulders for them; they
communicating risk across government and makingconsequently make inadequate provision for it
sure everyone has a common picture or commonthemselves and generally become less responsible
understanding.citizens because once again nanny state is doing it all

for them? Do you detect any trend in that direction?
Or do you think it is a danger? Q114 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: I think you have
Mr James: I think it would be a danger. We have been partly touched on the next question, which is about
quite proportionate in the sort of risks that we catastrophic events, such as Avian Flu, such as a
communicate about, and we aim for pertinence and nuclear accident. Bearing in mind that what we are
relevance in terms of timing and trying to read public talking about here is risk communication (your
mood and expectation. There is inevitably more phrase—not just “communication” but “risk
availability of information through websites on what communication”), in general terms, in principle, are
to do in the circumstances of a terrorist attack now there special issues that arise in relation to these
than there was before, but I hope we are not events? Presumably there is (1) the probability before
overloading the system and I am not conscious that the event and then there is (2) specific advice about
we are. what to do after the event. Is there more to it than

that?
Mr James: That is a succinct way of summarising it.Q113 Lord Powell of Bayswater: So far you have

been talking about communicating from government There is a lot of information now available to the
public about what to do if there was another terroristto the public and outside, but what about

communication within government? Do you think incident, and it is available on the UK Resilience
website, part of the Cabinet OYce website, and it isthere is suYcient communication and consistency

within government in dealing with risk and available through the Home OYce website. Our
approach in terms of public communication is tocommunicating risk?

Mr James: I do, and I think that was spurred by the keep people alert but not alarmed (– is the phrase). I
think, in the main, I am satisfied that we have putwork that David Omand did which involved a broad

cross-section of permanent secretaries, that led that enough information out there for people to be able to
take intelligent decisions and respond, and to bework, drew up the risk guidelines which were

inherited as a kind of ongoing and embedding reassured that government is doing all that it should
in terms of planning and the linkages between theexercise by Sir Brian Bender. You will have heard

from him last week about all the work he is involved Metropolitan Police, the emergency services, central
government and others to rehearse some of thesein in ensuring that that happens. Across the piece, in

terms of risk to projects, risk to activity, risk to events, to test them to make sure that those systems
work properly so that when a disastrous and hideouspolicy-making and risk to the public in terms of these

broader, more visible activities, I do think (it is hard event actually occurs those processes kick in and
work in a reasonably well-oiled way. I personally felt,for me to speak because I was not there) there has

been an improvement, as far as I can discern, in terms on 7 July, that the speed and eVectiveness with which
the emergency services responded, the availability ofof departments engaging with each other and the

Cabinet OYce acting as a stimulus to ensuring that information from central government and from the
emergency services to all those who might have beenthat cross-government communication liaison

actually happens. aVected by those events, the appearance by early
afternoon of a press conference that featured a wholeMr Hargreaves: I can give a specific example of that in

relation to the risk of emergencies. We have a system range of people from London Underground, the
emergency services—ambulance and health service—whereby we have two groups, one which brings

together those departments with an interest in risks in terms of meeting the public demand for
information and reassurance, all of that set a moodwhich are non-malicious—what we would call
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claims are going down, but the problem lies in thewhich enabled London to get back on its feet much
more quickly, perhaps, than people might have perception of a compensation culture that people are

then acting upon.expected. So I think eVective communication,
properly rehearsed, properly managed, is a huge Mr James: In the speech the Prime Minister
point of reassurance to people that however ghastly highlighted that often very vivid actions to gain
what is happening or is being reported on television compensation get a lot of media coverage as it starts,
and radio is, and patently is, that they feel there is a but actually the final result of such cases is rarely
responsible structure that is still being sustained and reported if they do not result in a big payout. I think
is communicating with them, engaging them and there is a perception issue rather than necessarily a
reassuring them. Those are the principles. We try to growing trend in this area. As Anthony says, the
apply the broad principles I talked about earlier, DCA and the Health & Safety Executive have got a
which are openness and transparency, speed to get joint working group of cross-government
information and messages out, and making people communicators who are looking at how they can
available for programmes. We set up, on 7 July, address and deal with the way in which the media
almost immediately, a 24-hour news co-ordination reflects some of these things so that we can get a bit
centre which operated on behalf of COBR and was a more of a real picture out there.
one point of contact for all journalists and which
took all the media bids for any spokespeople of

Q116 Lord Vallance of Tummel: If this is a matter ofgovernment that were demanded. I hope, in co-
perception rather than reality, is there any need toordinating and pulling all that together we managed
have legislation in this area? Or is the Lordto represent a coherent and reassuring presence to
Chancellor barking up the wrong tree.the public.
Mr James: That might be one for the Lord Chancellor
when you hear his evidence.

Q115 Lord Vallance of Tummel: If we go back to the
Prime Minister’s speech in May, for a moment, you

Q117 Chairman: I do not think you ought to answerreferred to a compensation culture, with the
that question! There is a question here, and it is a bitimplication that perhaps people routinely seek
unfair because we did not ask the Chief Secretarycompensation irrespective of whether they
when he came last week. He quite reasonably said:themselves may be, in part, to blame for the incident,
“Look, a lot of these regulations do not have the fearor indeed it might just be bad luck. Is this a real
in them that is justified and therefore schoolteachersproblem, with some statistical evidence backing it up,
stop doing things they might do because they haveor is it just an issue of perception and
perceived the legislation to be more damaging ormiscommunication? In either event, what should or
worrying to them than it is”. The question we shouldcould the government do besides its dialogue with
have said is, there must be some responsibility withinmedia?
government not to produce legislation that makesMr James: I am going to refer that to the Better
people end up by being misled into doing thingsRegulation Executive.
which are unwise.Mr Zacharzewski: I think the perception of the
Mr Zacharzewski: I think there is a responsibility oncompensation culture is probably of greater import
government and on regulators—the government inthan any compensation culture itself. I know the
the wider sense—to ensure that people understandCommittee is speaking to the Lord Chancellor in the
what is required of them under the regulations and sonear future, and it is his department that have been
they do not err on either side—either being over-doing work on identifying whether a compensation
cautious or doing things that the regulations forbid.culture exists. Certainly, working with the regulators,
Certainly the Hampton Review, which I worked onthey have said that the cases where there is adverse
when I was in the Treasury and part of my role is nowmedia publicity on a health and safety issue or on an
to implement, was very strong on the need for betterenvironmental issue are often areas where they have
advice services and more tailored advice services, sono concerns at all or where they have very few
that rather than producing a leaflet which people mayconcerns and where oYcials, or people who run
not read or producing a website that people may notbusinesses or who run schools, are taking on
have access to, regulators really think about thethemselves a fear of what a regulator or what a
interactions that they have with businesses and otherlitigator might do to them if some adverse event were
people aVected by the regulations, to ensure thatto come up. The work I have seen, and again the
there is a proper understanding of whatDepartment for Constitutional AVairs will be able to
proportionate action and response to the regulationreply in more detail, has suggested that there is
is and of what the regulator expects to see. Certainlynothing that could be called a serious compensation

culture problem. Some claims are going up, some that ties in very closely with the openness and the
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taking up those reports and what are the maintransparency that are in the Strategy Unit’s report,
referred to earlier. challenges ahead?

Mr Zacharzewski: Quite a lot of progress has been
made in the six or seven months since the BudgetQ118 Lord Lawson of Blaby: There is still a
announcements on March 6. If I can take the tworesponsibility on government to have a cull of these
reports in turn, Less is More had two main elementssorts of requirements, even if there is not an increase
to it. The first was a simplification programme whichin the compensation culture. Let me give you an
the Better Regulation Executive would deliverexample: one of my sons is a schoolmaster and if he
through departments’ annual simplification reports,is going to take any of his pupils on a school trip he
showing what legislation could be removed, whathas to fill in a multi-page risk assessment form, which
could be simplified, and the measures they have takenis such a bore that there are fewer school trips as a
to advance cultural change in their organisations.result. It may well be that there are not many cases of
The Better Regulation Executive is working nowcompensation—not many, but on the increase—
with all the departments to get the first round of thosebeing paid to children who have gone on a school trip
reports out, and I know that the deadline for them isand maybe had a slight accident. But he has to assess
September 2006 but we are hoping that some may bethe risk. What is the risk of the child crossing the
ready a little before that. The second half of the Lessroad? He has to fill that in. It is an absurdity. Is there
is More report was the Administrative Burdensnot a case for not introducing new legislation, as my
Reduction Programme, based on the model that hasLord Lord Vallance said, but just having a cull of
been going for some years now in the Netherlandsthese absurd requirements?
and, also, in Denmark, whereby a measurementMr Zacharzewski: I think that is a very separate issue
exercise of the administrative burdens imposed byfrom the one of the compensation culture.
legislation was to be undertaken. That is now very
much under way and we expect that early in the New

Q119 Lord Lawson of Blaby: It is not an important Year a quantum will be announced at the end of that
issue which needs to be addressed? process and targets set for its reduction. That is on
Mr Zacharzewski: It is most certainly an important the Less is More side. On the Hampton side of the
issue and I think the Better Regulation Executive sees house, which is my own area, Hampton was, of
it as a very important issue that does need to be course, not so much about the specifics of legislation
addressed. Your Lordships would not expect me to as about the way in which it was enforced further
get into detail on the education side of things—it is down the chain; it was about doing the right thing
not my area of expertise—but certainly the and behaving in a risk-appropriate and
simplification elements of the BRTF’s Less is More

proportionate way. So quite a lot of that work isreport were concentrated on those sorts of issues; on
almost an evangelism—going out to regulators andissues where disproportionate responses have grown
going out to the people who are enforcing regulationsup, either in response to regulations which are quite
and talking to them about the principles and aboutloosely worded and people are interpreting at the
what this means for them. Certainly we have beenextreme, or regulations which have been superseded
doing a lot of that both at national and local level.or which seem no longer relevant to the way in which
However, in terms of crystallising those principles,the country or businesses work. The particular issue
which are good principles but quite broadlyof school trips may come back to the Lyme Regis
expressed, into actual practices on the ground, wecanoeing disaster (I forget the year but I think it was
have created a group called the Local Authority1985) which led to the creation of the Adventure
Better Regulation Group (referred to in theActivities Licensing Authority. That was one of the
Hampton report as the National Regulatory Forum)regulators that the Hampton report recommended be
and that has drawn up a replacement for the existingmerged into the Health & Safety Executive to allow
1998 enforcement concordat, which I understand thethe Health & Safety Executive to take a broader,
group is going to call the Regulatory Compliancemore risk-based assessment of where the issues and
Code. That contains—perhaps this is the best way ofwhere the dangers lie in those sorts of areas.2
phrasing it—an interpretation of the Hampton
principles into things that can be used by regulators

Q120 Lord Paul: The Prime Minister, in his speech themselves as tools for driving practice and driving
in May, said the government would be implementing change in practice.
the recommendation of the Arculus and Hampton
reviews and, also, those of the Better Regulation

Q121 Lord Paul: Some people are getting a feelingTaskforce. What progress has been made so far in
that too many rules and too many regulations are2 This was part of a wider programme to merge 31 regulators

into seven. confusing more than solving the problem.
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with or overlap other parts of regulationMr Zacharzewski: I think it is certainly true there are
diVerent reviews. We are talking about two now and administered by their department. Of course,

overall—and this is something that has been part ofthere are other reviews going on in Defra and in other
parts of the regulatory sphere. I think the diVerence, the risk regulatory impact assessment process for

some years—they have the responsibility to produceperhaps, between them and the Hampton and the
BRTF reports is that, rather than saying: “Things thought-through regulation that has a cost-benefit

analysis that works and where people have thoughtmust change in this particular direction”, the Arculus
report sets up a process whereby there is a continuing about the consequences of bringing this regulation

forward. If anyone is important in this it is surely thepressure on regulations and the Hampton report sets
out a set of principles. People have said to me that the regulators because they have to take the principles

and take the general action that the centre is puttingprinciples are very apple pie—that they are principles
with which no one could possibly disagree. I think on them and turn it into something that they can use.

I think we will fail if the BRE is seen to be pushing aone of their strengths is they are principles with which
no one could possibly disagree, and the task of the set of principles or the compliance code through

departments on to regulators and it being somethingBetter Regulation Executive, which we are eagerly
taking on, is to ensure that as well as not disagreeing that is imposed from the centre. I should hope that

the regulators would feel a sense of ownership of theirwith them they actually follow them. That, for us, is
the importance of these reviews; they are not a tick- interpretation of the rules and a sense of ownership of

the whole agenda of modern regulation. I wasbox list that comes out of thin air, they are more
about setting, hopefully, a 5, 10, 15-year government speaking, before coming to this place, at the

Environment Agency’s annual conference and thereagenda and principles for the future.
was strong support for the modern regulation agenda
and a form of the modern regulation agenda that the

Q122 Lord Layard: We have been talking mainly Environment Agency themselves had built up around
about central government. How far do you think the Hampton principles. I think the final point is that
better regulation also depends on action by the we need consistent engagement from all stakeholders
regulators and other bodies? What would you say but, particularly, perhaps, businesses, not just to say
about their role? “This is wrong”; “This is bad” or “This needs to be
Mr Zacharzewski: I think certainly it is something changed” but to involve themselves in consultations
where we have to share the workload. I do not think often on matters of, perhaps, considerable detail to
the Better Regulation Executive can be, or would participate in discussion across participating
want to be, a super-regulator or a regulator of reference groups and to work hard themselves to try
regulators, second-guessing the opinions of people and build a trusting and open relationship between
who have great expertise in their field. I think the themselves and the diVerent emanations of
centre of government has a role in setting the lead, government that they have dealings with.
and the Hampton and Arculus reports were good
examples of that, then taking that forward into clear

Q123 Lord Sheldon: Getting agreed views acrossguidance and giving support to departments on
government departments is not always easy. It is verycommon eVorts from the centre, whether it is the
often rather diYcult. In the case of risk assessment, IAdministrative Burdens Reduction Programme or
would have thought it was one of those areas wherewhether it is simplification plans or whether it is the
agreement was diYcult to achieve. How does theslightly softer cultural stuV around Hampton.
Better Regulation Executive overcome the problemsHowever, I think the centre also needs to have the
of getting risk communication across?ability to think about the theory of regulation and

think about the generalities of the way in which Mr Zacharzewski: I should draw a distinction
between risk communication, which I will turn toregulation happens and the processes through which

it happens and how that can be improved. So I think Howell to answer about, and the principles of risk
assessment set out in the Better Regulation agenda.that is a clear and very definite role for the centre, and

it is traditionally a role that one would expect an You are right to say that it is never easy to get
agreement from departments on things. I would beorganisation like the Cabinet OYce to take on. I

think departments are very important. Obviously, deceiving the Committee if I said there was never a
wrinkle and everyone was completely agreed. Indepartments and Ministers within them are the prime

font of most UK-sourced regulation, and I think it is relation to the Hampton and Arculus Reports and
the BRTF principles more generally though, I thinkimportant for them to keep the full range of the

regulation they have in view so that when a new everyone is signed up to them, not merely because the
Prime Minister and the Chancellor have shown veryproposal comes in they can see how it fits into the

general pattern and there is not a reinventing of the strong support, though they have, but partly because
they so clearly flow through from the work thatwheel or an introduction of regulations that conflict
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the incorrect assumptions? That is the first point. Thepeople have been doing for some years on risk
second is the blame culture. Should ministers notflowing out of the 2002 Strategy Unit report and
attack the blame culture?through the work of some of the more forward

thinking regulators like the Health and Safety
Q125 Chairman: Perhaps you would prefer to giveExecutive and the Environment Agency. The ground
us a written reply because we are going to have tohad been prepared some way in advance of the
vote.Hampton Report so it did not come as a complete
Mr James: I am going to agree with Lord Layardbolt from the blue. I think the Better Regulation
because he is absolutely right. We have to put factsExecutive has a challenge for the future, which is to
into the public domain so that people can have a realensure that the agreement on the principles that
test against the risks that they run. The truth is, ofstarted this process is carried through into coherent
course, that evocative and powerful pictures of anand cohesive action by all parts of government, even
incident or of grieving relatives will always outweighas the principles devolve into individual regulators
dry statistical presentation, and that is theand individual departments and that is certainly
Government’s challenge. I do not shy from it, but Isomething that we are looking to do. We are looking
think it will always prove challenging to get thatto support the departments in taking these principles
balance into the public’s mind.forward but also to challenge them and to make sure

that they stay firm and true to the principles that were
Q126 Chairman: Is there a conflict between EU andset out at the start of the process.
UK legislation? It may be you could send us a note on
that because I think we have got to vote. Do you
think you could do that?Q124 Lord Sheldon: When was the Better
Mr James: Yes.3Regulation Executive set up?
Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. YouMr Zacharzewski: On 9 May.
have been very helpful to us and we will pursue theseLord Layard: Public perceptions are that things have
matters further in due course.got worse. You gave another example of mentally ill

people committing homicide and the extraordinary
3 The Treasury subsequently comments as follows: The answer isdistortion of private behaviour, how parents look

that there is little conflict. Although the UK has variousafter their children, and the extraordinary distortion
responsibilities under EU law, most EU regulations and

of public expenditure on mental health based on directives are framed in such a way that member states can
choose their own approach to enforcement. Our duty is to ensureincorrect perceptions. Is it not the responsibility of
that sanctions for breach of Community obligations aregovernment to educate the public on what the true “eVective, proportionate and dissuasive”, which allows the UK
to pursue a risk based approach.facts are about these things rather than to respond to
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Memorandum by Professor John Broome, University of Oxford

The Value of Risk: A Note Prepared For The Economic Affairs Committee of The House of Lords

1. I work on the theory of value. I therefore do not say what decisions a government ought to make about
risk; that is a matter for the proper working of democratic processes. Nor do I say how those processes ought
to work; that is a matter for political philosophy. Instead I can oVer an account of the value (the goodness or
badness) of risky activities. I hope this account will make a diVerence indirectly, by influencing the judgements
of value that are made by the politicians and voters who participate in the democratic process.

2. The principal harms caused by risky activities are deaths and injuries. These befall a relatively small number
of people—the unlucky ones. The risk itself is born by a much larger number of people, most of whom will
not in the end be killed or injured. The risk may cause other sorts of harm, such as the pain of anxiety, to all
this larger number. But these harms are comparatively minor, and even when aggregated over the much larger
number of people who suVer them, they are unlikely to be as important as the deaths and injuries. It is therefore
the deaths and injuries that we principally need to value.

3. At the time we have to make a decision about a risky activity, we do not know how many deaths and injuries
will result from it, nor which particular people will be killed or injured. But expected utility theory is a very
well-grounded account of how we should cope with our ignorance. It tells us that the value of the activity is
the expectation of the utility of its possible outcomes. That is to say, we take each of the activity’s possible
outcomes—a bridge built but Joanna killed and Aziz’s arm broken; a bridge built but Ariel and Janet both
killed and Norman and Susan both blinded; a bridge built and no one harmed; and so on—and we assign each
of these outcomes a utility and a probability. Then we take the weighted average of these utilities, weighted
by the probabilities of the respective outcomes. This weighted average is the expectation of utility, and it is the
activity’s value according to the theory. (I have to speak of the “utility” of each event, rather than its “value”
because expected utility theory makes a diVerence between these things. This is its way of recognizing the
badness of risk itself. It is safe to ignore this technicality here.)

4. Understood as part of a theory of value, expected utility theory is very well grounded. We should reject any
method of valuation that is inconsistent with it. However, willingness to pay, the dominant method in
economics, is indeed inconsistent with it.

5. The method of willingness to pay is unable to assign any utility to the various particular events that may
result from a risky activity. It cannot assign a utility to Joanna’s death, for example. When some activity harms
a person, it values the harm by what the person would be willing to pay to avoid it, or by what she would be
willing to accept as adequate compensation for suVering it. When the harm is the person’s death, this method
does not give a sensible result. Practitioners of willingness to pay therefore insist, contrary to what I have said,
that they should value only risks rather than the actual deaths and injuries that result from risky activities.
They are prepared to speak of the value of a “statistical life”, as they call it, but they treat it as simply a
convenient way of describing what is really the value of risk.

6. Their method is inconsistent with expected utility theory for the following reason. Consider the amount of
money a person would be willing to pay to reduce her risk of dying by a particular small amount—say by one
chance in 10 thousand. The greater the overall risk of death the person is bearing, the greater this amount of
money will be. So according to the willingness to pay method, the value of reducing a person’s risk varies with
the level of risk she bears. But expected utility is a linear function of probability, so according to expected
utility theory, the value of reducing a person’s risk is constant; it does not vary in this way.
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7. There is a simple explanation of why a person’s willingness to pay to reduce her risk of dying increases as
the risk itself increases. A person does not benefit much from money if she does not live to spend it. So the
greater is her risk of dying, the less is the value of money to her. The true value of reducing risk is constant,
as expected utility theory says, but the person’s willingness to pay money to reduce risk is not constant, because
the value of money to her varies.

8. The varying value of money is a pervasive problem for the willingness to pay method. Ignoring it leads to
many errors. Here is one that arises from ignoring the eVect of a person’s wealth on the value of money to her.
The value of a statistical life used by the Department for Transport is based on the arithmetic average of the
individuals’ willingnesses to pay to reduce their risk of dying.1 Arithmetic averaging gives too much weight to
richer people, for whom the value of money is less.

9. Here is an error that arises from ignoring the eVect of a person’s level of risk on the value of money to her.
The National Radiological Protection Board attached a much higher value to reducing the risk of people who
bear a higher level of risk than to reducing the risk of those who bear a lower level.2 Its reason was explicitly
that the former group are willing to pay more money to reduce their risk. I have explained that this is so only
because money has less value to them. So the NRPB ought not to have assigned a higher value to reducing
the risk to members of this group, at least not on these grounds.

10. Willingness to pay can be corrected to allow for the varying value of money. It may even be possible to
make it consistent with expected uility theory. But rather than tinkering with willingness to pay, we would do
better to start again from a diVerent direction. The principal harms caused by risky activities are not the risk
itself, but the deaths and injuries that will result. We should therefore start by valuing those. Then, to value
the risk, we should apply expected utility theory.

11. We therefore need to evaluate the harm that is done a person by her early death. This is not a particularly
arcane or disturbing task. The harm is the diVerence in value between the shorter life the person lives and the
longer one she would have lived. So we need to assign values to lives of diVerent lengths; this is a task for the
theory of value. We should not suppose that the harm done by shortening a person’s life is somehow
incommensurable with the ordinary good things of life. Indeed, I think a shorter life is less good than a longer
one just because it contains fewer of the ordinary good things. The values of lives and the values of other good
things can therefore be measured in common units. The choice of units is a matter of convenience. Money
could serve, for instance.

12. Many health economists and public health analysts already value lives routinely in much the way I am
suggesting. Instead of willingness to pay, they use “quality-adjusted life years” to measure the harm done by
death and injury. Their particular measure is unsuitable for applications outside health-care because it takes
account only of a person’s state of health. We need to take account of all aspects of her wellbeing. Ideally, we
should perhaps use wellbeing-adjusted life years as a measure of the harm done by death. At least this unit,
unlike money, has the same value for everyone. Using simple life years would be a start.

13. For cost-benefit analysis and other purposes, we shall need to establish a conversion rate between
whatever unit we adopt and money. Willingness to pay may be useful at this point. But it may well be more
important to have a uniform rate across diVerent sorts of activity than for this rate to be exactly correct. So
a good start would be to use the rate that is implicit in, say, the health service.

November 2006

1 D. O’Reilly and K. McMahon, Valuation of the Reduction in Risk of Road Accidents, Department of Transport, 1992.
2 M.J. Clark, A. B. Fleishman and G. A. M. Webb, Optimization of the Radiological Protection of the Public, NRPB-R120 (1981).
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Professor John Broome, Oxford University, examined.

Q126 Chairman: Good afternoon. We are extremely two can be brought together by making suYcient
significant adjustments on both sides; but the startinggrateful to you for coming along to help us with our

inquiry. I have to say, at least as far as the Chairman points are very diVerent, and now I will give some
examples of that. I mentioned two on my paper but Iis concerned, I found your paper taxed me somewhat

in trying to understand it, but that is not any fault of thought I would start with one that is familiar to this
Committee, since it spent time on investigating thethe paper, it is the fault of my capacity to understand

some of these things. But we are extremely grateful to valuation of climate change. According to my default
position, a year of life to an Indian is equally asyou for coming along and for the paper that you have

submitted in advance. Is there anything that you valuable as a year of life to an American. That means,
not exactly but roughly, the life of an Indian is aboutwant to say before we start asking you questions? I

have to tell you, as to every witness, to speak up and as valuable as the life of an American. That is the
point from which I would start in making judgmentsto speak relatively slowly, so that we get an accurate

picture. You are extremely welcome and if you want about the harms that are done by global warming.
Global warming will kill lots of people; how do weto say something to start with, please do so now.

Professor Broome: Thank you. Let me say, I was very judge the value of that? I think we should do it
starting from that position. I think you know that thehonoured to be invited. Since I gather you have all

had the opportunity to look at my note, perhaps 1995 report of the Inter-Governmental Panel on
Climate Change told us that willingness to paythere is no point in my labouring what I said there,

and no doubt what I think will come out in the indicated that the value of an American was
somewhere between 10 and 20 times the value of anquestions.
Indian, so that is a very big diVerence. I think they are
roughly equal in value; the default position,Q127 Chairman: That is certainly what we hope and
willingness to pay, is that one is 10 or 20 times asI am sure it will. If I may start? You suggest in your
valuable as the other. I have a domestic examplebackground note that the method of valuing human
too—and this was on the paper I gave you, but I thinklife according to “willingness to pay” is flawed and
I should mention it again. When the Department forthat policy decisions should instead be based on
Transport sets a value on a human life its method of“well-being adjusted life years”. Can you give us an
calculating the value implicitly makes the assumptionindication of how significant the flaws in the
I have described, that £1 to one person is equally aswillingness to pay method are in practical
valuable as £1 to somebody else. That is implicit in itscircumstances? In other words, is it likely to give very
way of calculating the value of a human life. It is notmisleading valuations of life, or is it a theoretically
very diYcult to put into the calculation that theflawed but practically useful method?
Department for Transport does the diVerentProfessor Broome: Thank you. I think the flaws are
assumption that each person’s life is as valuable tosignificant, and I will give some examples in a
that person as anyone else’s life is to her—to put inmoment. Perhaps I should just make a general
the assumption that is mine, that the default value forremark about what I see as the crucial diVerence
anybody’s life is the same. If you put in that defaultbetween the way I think it should be done and the
assumption and start from the very same data as thewillingness to pay approach to doing things? It is to
Department for Transport uses on individuals’do with what we think of as constant across people.
willingnesses to pay, so you start from the sameWhen we are making valuations—judgments about
individual willingnesses to pay but you put themthe value of things—what we think has the same
together—you aggregate them or average them—value to each person. The default view that is implicit
using my assumption, you will come out with a veryin willingness to pay is that money has the same value
diVerent overall value for a person’s life—quite a lotto everybody—£1 to one person has the same value
lower, as it happens. I think that the method of theas £1 to somebody else. My proposal is that we think
Department for Transport is overvaluing our livesdiVerently from that and instead we assume—this is
because implicitly what it is doing is supposing thata default only and it will need some corrections—that
money to a rich person is equally as valuable asas a default we should think that a year of life has the
money to a poor person, which in eVect overvaluessame value to one person as it has to anybody else. I
the money to a rich person and hence the life of a richdo not think that this is exactly right, I think there
person. A rich person, when she is willing to pay towould need to be corrections, but I think it is nearer
reduce risk to her life, is using her money and thatto the truth than the starting point of willingness to
money is overvalued by the implicit method of thepay, which thinks that money has the same value to
Department of Transport. So by a simplediVerent people. Willingness to pay can be adjusted,

just as my proposal can be adjusted, and in fact the recalculation, nothing more, one would come out
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expert in this at all but I think it is unlikely to dependwith a diVerent answer from that. I will not give any
more examples, there is one more in the paper, but entirely on income, although it may depend partly

on income.may I just make one more point? I want to
emphasise—and this arises out of the example I have
just given—that the point is not the units in which we Q131 Chairman: But surely Lord Kingsdown is right
make valuations; I am not complaining about using in this sense—at least it seems to me—a person who
money to make valuations at all. As long as we are is dead is dead, and whatever one says about it that is
dealing with values that are commensurable—they it, but it is the people who are left behind and if, for
can be put on the same scale—it does not matter what example, a high earning barrister is killed, then the
units we measure them in. We might as well use widow has a considerable amount of problems that
money or alternatively we might use some other arise because the breadwinner has gone. Put it the
unit—that does not matter at all. The important other way around and it is the wife who is killed and
thing is the starting point of our valuations: do we the man is still capable of earning the high living.
think money is equally valuable to each person or do Surely there must be a diVerence between the two
we think that a period of life is equally as valuable to even if they are the same age? How does that come
each person? I am in favour of the second. into your calculations?

Professor Broome: I am not sure what the attitude of
the courts is; I am not sure what they are really tryingQ128 Chairman: Therefore, on that basis the life of

a young person would presumably be more valuable to get at. Are they trying to judge how much the
person who has died has lost by her death or are theythan the life of an old person—somebody 20 and

somebody 80—you would value it on that basis? trying to judge what the survivors have lost? Who is
being compensated? Is it the person who has diedProfessor Broome: Yes, I would. I think that a young

person loses more by her death than an older who is being compensated through her estate, or is it
the survivors? That makes a diVerence.person—generally, because it depends how many

years she has ahead of her. But on the whole young
people have more years ahead of them than older Q132 Lord Kingsdown: His estate should be
people so death is worse for a young person than it is compensated for his loss of expectation with the
for an older person. result, of course, that the enhancement of the estate

is the benefit to the surviving members of his family.
Professor Broome: So the aim is to compensate theQ129 Lord Kingsdown: Might I ask a supplementary

on this? In my day at the Bar, if you had an action on person who has died rather than the survivors? Of
course, it may be that the eVect is to compensate thebehalf of the survivor of somebody who was killed in

an accident, one of the things you would claim for survivors and it clearly makes a diVerence to the
survivors whether the person was earning a lot ofwas damages for loss of expectation of life of the

deceased, and this, as far as I recollect, varied with the money.
number of the years to go, and I am not sure that it
did not vary too with the standard of living of the Q133 Lord Skidelsky: You were suggesting that you
dead person. Is this close to what you are telling us? would like to suppose that a period of life has the
Does it even still go on? I do not know. same value to everyone rather than that money has
Professor Broome: And I do not know either. I am the same value. But that is purely a quantitative
nervous about the idea of the standard of living of the measure. What about the quality of life? What I am
dead person, if this means the income of the dead suggesting is that some lives of 50 years may have
person. You can see why I am nervous. I do think more value in terms of quality of experience than lives
that some people lead better lives than other people, of 70. How do you allow for that?
that is to say the value to them of their lives is actually Professor Broome: I do agree. I only oVered this as a
greater than the value to other people of their lives, default, with the idea that this is closer to the truth
but I am nervous of thinking that what determines than the other thing. But I do think that ideally it
that is the income of the person. would be correct to adjust for quality. The model I

have in mind is what health economists do, in
particular the public health people in the WorldQ130 Lord Kingsdown: It certainly did in those days

because I can recollect a case where special tax Health Organisation, say. They adjust for what they
think of as the quality of the person’s life, so whencounsel had to be brought in to assist in the quantum

because the dead person was a very big earner. they look at the benefit of saving somebody’s life they
do not simply take the number of years, they take theProfessor Broome: I am not happy with that, and you

can see why. I think it is how good the life is that number of years adjusted for their quality. I think
that is right. The only thing is I think they have toomatters. I do not mean how good it is for the rest of

us to have this person around, but how good the life narrow an idea of quality because they only think in
terms of the person’s health. It seems to me that theis for that person herself. I do not claim to be an
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willingness to pay to reduce her risk, but I am not sureperson’s health might very well be the most
important element in the quality of her life but it is which is the more preferable basis, as a matter of fact.

I think maybe individual willingness to pay is usefulprobably not everything.
in finding this figure that we are talking about, the
money value of a year of life, but just to begin with I

Q134 Lord Sheldon: You quite rightly were talking do not see any harm in using the health service’s
about the railway accidents and there is clearly an value.
overvaluation of the need to avoid that. They are
prepared to spend so much more on saving a very few

Q135 Lord Layard: Could I follow that up? Thelives there than they are elsewhere. What you did
issue obviously is how you compare injury withmention was the “well-adjusted life years” and it is
death. If I am not wrong, I think the way that thevery hard to put a monetary value on well-adjusted
health economists do it is normally either by askinglife years, and you do need a monetary value because
what kind of gambles you are willing to take, andif you are going to avoid risk you are going to have to
figure it out that way, or what combinations of lengthspend some money on avoiding that risk. How do
of life would compensate you for injury. These areyou move from well-adjusted life years to putting
usually done on people who have never been injured;monetary value on it?
the general population are asked how we would doProfessor Broome: That is a very crucial problem.
this kind of comparison. Are you happy with that atPerhaps I can say first of all, though, that I think we
all or do you not think, for example, that to ask thecan go quite a long way without facing that problem,
same person how they would value an injury asbecause there is a lot to be gained by achieving
opposed to death might actually throw more light onconsistency among the diVerent branches of the
to the ratio of these things? Or what do you thinkgovernment: that is to say, having diVerent branches
about actually trying to directly measure the suVeringof government assigning the same value to life years.
which is experienced by people who are injured?There is a great deal to be gained from that, which
Professor Broome: Can I say at the start that I think ofcan be gained even before we have decided what that
getting this precise value of, say, how bad it is to bevalue ideally ought to be. So I think we can achieve a
missing an arm seems to be a matter of detail becauselot by looking at the railways and saying that what
it is a matter of; should we put it 0.7 of a healthy lifethe railways are spending is 20 times as much per life
year or 0.9 of a healthy life year—something like that.year as what the health service is spending, say. That
It is a matter of diVerences of 10, 20 per cent, 30, 40means we can save more life years by taking money
per cent even, whereas what I am trying to get acrossout of the railways and putting it into the health
is that we should start with the idea that what isservice. You can get more life years just by doing that,
equally valuable to people is living periods of life, andand you can tell that is so even without having a
this is a very radically diVerent way of valuing frommoney value for a life year. However, we do also need
using the value of money. That was just a preface. Doa money value for a life year because, as you say, the
I like the way they are doing it? Well, no, it is notbenefits in saving of life have to be balanced against
perfect. You pointed out one diYculty, that they docosts in many cases, and also there are other benefits
often ask people who have had no experience offrom things we do besides saving lives. Other things
living in these states, but actually they do also askwe do make lives better, but not by saving them, so
people who do have experience of living in thesewe need to be able to compare those things together,
states and they get diVerent answers. Sometimes theyand that means we do need a money value for a life
ask nurses and they get diVerent answers from theyear. Here is a suggestion of how we start. We think
answers they get if they ask doctors, because nursesof what you might call the public willingness to pay
know more about what it is like to live with an illnessfor life years. The public is spending money on the
than the doctors do. So you can converge on somehealth service keeping people alive and also
sort of a reasonable value, it seems to me. But I alsoimproving their lives, and I think that NIHCE,
would be very happy with your suggestion, which isNational Institute for Health and Clinical
just to try and find out how bad it is by seeing how aExcellence, actually knows how much roughly is
person’s life goes in those circumstances. That seemsbeing spent in the health service to add another year
quite reasonable. There is one thing I am quiteof life to a person; it is somewhere between £20,000
anxious to say.and £30,000 as I understand it. So this is what the

health service is willing to pay to keep a person alive
for another year—it is the valuation of the most Q136 Chairman: Please say it.
expensive life year that the health service is willing to Professor Broome: It came up with your first follow-up
pay for, somewhere between £20,000 and £30,000. question, which was about the value of lives of people
That is a public willingness to pay; it is a willingness of diVerent ages. I think, by and large, older people’s
to pay that has worked its way out through the lives are less valuable than younger people’s lives.

That is a remark about value or goodness; how goodpolitical system. It is not the same as an individual
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him or her and therefore he or she was moreit is to continue living or how bad it is to die. But
when we come to make decisions about savings lives, knowledgeable, might be therefore more valuable.
either decisions about how to reduce risk to people’s Professor Broome: True, yes. Perhaps this is a remark I
lives or, more concretely, decisions in the health should have made, and this is a preface to everything
service about which sorts of treatments are going to really. What I have been concentrating on is the value
be developed, which sorts are not going to be to the person of having her life saved. A couple of
developed, a diVerent question arises, and that is times something else has come up, which is the value
fairness. Fairness, I think, is very important in to other people of having a person’s life saved, and

for sure there is that too. I take it that that isdecision-making about matters of life and death; it is
something that is more straightforwardly within thea consideration of equal importance to value. So just
domain of the ordinary methods of economics.because I think that an older person’s life is generally
People are able to produce: some of them do it byless valuable than a younger person’s, it does not
knowledge, they invent things and those aremean I think that if, say, there is a liver available and
economically valuable, and other people do otherit can go to either a younger person or an older
sorts of work. Of course, a very important value thatperson, it automatically should go to a younger
a lot of people have for others is simply that they areperson, because I think the older person also has a
loved and it is a loss to members of the family ifclaim to have her life saved. We all, if we need a liver
somebody dies. There are those values. I have notand there is a liver available for us, have some sort of
been trying to talk about them.a claim to this liver to save our lives, and it is not
Chairman: This may show my lack of understandingtreating that claim properly or seriously enough just
of what you have been saying and my own stupidity,to override it by giving the liver directly to the
but I fully understand the argument that to eachyounger person. So fairness is very important too;
person, whatever his station in life, his life can be asvalue is not the only thing.
valuable to him, and as far as he is concerned that is
even. One may be a millionaire and the other a

Q137 Lord Skidelsky: You are introducing an pauper; his life is important to him and you would
ethical consideration there, fairness, but there are value it. But what we are then looking at and what
many others you could introduce. Maybe intelligence governments are looking at is what society is
or knowledge would have a higher ethical value than prepared to pay to extend somebody else’s life. It is
fairness. I think you get into lots of debates on ethics how society values the life of somebody, and you
if you go down that road, but I daresay they are make the point that the health people seem to be
unavoidable. working at a figure between £20,000 and £30,000 a
Professor Broome: Yes. Let me say, I think we are year, or whatever the figure is. I can understand how
doing ethics; that is what we are doing here. We are society can say, “If we can keep him going at that sort
thinking about the values of things, and that is of rate, we ought to be able to aVord it. If it is more
ethics—the value of people. We cannot avoid doing than that we have to make some pretty tough
ethical things. I do see your point, but what I say is decisions on whether we can aVord it.” I can see that,
there are two important ethical considerations: but it seems to me it is not his value of a life that is in
goodness—the value of what you do—and fairness the end important, it is what society is prepared to
on the other hand. That is two and there may be pay.
others. I had not thought about the value of Lord Layard: What is implicit in what you have said
knowledge; it had never occurred to me. A lot of in answer to the previous question is that people are
people say knowledge is valuable, so conceivably you basically paid for what they have contributed to
might parlay that into an argument that says the life society, so that in the end you cannot go down the
of a knowledgeable person is more valuable than the line and saying, “How much did society lose?”
life of a non-knowledgeable one. It had never because society was paying the person as much as he
occurred to me to try and do that. I think that in so was contributing to them. So in the end it is always
far as we think of knowledge as valuable we mean the back to the person.
accumulation of knowledge in the community rather
than just having people about who have a lot of

Q139 Lord Sheldon: It is more than that, is it not?knowledge. So I do not think I could go through that
Take car accidents: it may be you would spend moreparlaying, but if it could be done then I think it needs
money on avoiding car accidents in Oxford than youto be taken into account. As I say, we are doing ethics
would spend on avoiding car accidents in Bradford,so every ethical consideration should count.
for example. But this is not the way that we feel as
individuals; we feel that one individual’s life is as

Q138 Lord Roper: But if economists do think about important as another’s, and to start to discriminate in
investment in human capital, then to some extent this way may be theoretically right but it is ethically

quite wrong.some person who had had quite a lot of investment in
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Professor Broome: No. Society has wider concernsProfessor Broome: Discriminating between older and
younger people are you talking about? Because than the family. Society is thinking not just of this
remember the default that I am insisting on—this is particular person but of all the other people who are
what I think is right—is that a period of each person’s likely to be captured as a result. The family is
life is equally as valuable as anyone else’s. So I am probably not thinking of all those people so they are
agreeing with you about that. valuing diVerent things.

Q140 Lord Sheldon: “Women and children first” has
Q143 Lord Paul: I want to ask a supplementarysomething to be said for it.
question. If you start valuing based on knowledge orProfessor Broome: I have not answered your original
on skills, would it not be a dilemma if two people arequestion.
drowning? Do we need to ask them who has theLord Sheldon: It was just about the car accidents in
better knowledge or better skill because you can onlyOxford as against the car accidents in Bradford, for
save one?example, trying to spend a bit more money on
Professor Broome: I do not think so. I am notavoiding the one and rather less on the other one.
recommending valuing people with more knowledge
more than people with less knowledge. The questionQ141 Lord Skidelsky: Because they are cleverer in
came up. I was wondering whether some argumentOxford than in Bradford!
might be developed to that eVect. I do not think thatProfessor Broome: That is the idea? I do not think that.
is going to be successful, so I am against it myself; II could think of some grounds on which it was
agree with you.appropriate to spend more money in one city than

another: if it turned out, say, that it was younger
people who were being killed in one city than the Q144 Lord Paul: Do you think it would be
other. But I think this is very unlikely to be the case, reasonable for policy makers to place diVerent values
so I doubt if there is ever going to be a real case for on the loss of a life according to the circumstances in
doing this. But you asked me a question, you said which the loss occurs? Let me give you an example. If
that I seemed to be shifting—at times I was talking

people are more fearful of death from cancer thanabout what it is worth for a society to save a person
from a road accident, should this be reflected in theand then just recently I insisted that I am talking
life values used in relevant cost-benefit analyses, withabout what it is worth to the person to be saved. It is
perhaps a higher life value used in the assessment of,my assumption that those are the same things. My
say, nuclear waste disposal plans, in comparison withassumption is that society is made up of people and
the life value used in an assessment of road transportharm to society is harm to people. So if one person
plans? Or should life values be applied in a uniformloses part of her life, that is a loss to her, and also a
manner across diVerent policy areas?loss to society. We are simply the people; society is
Professor Broome: It must be true that there are betterthe people, a loss to one of us is a loss to the society.
and worse ways of dying; some ways of dying areSo that is why I am saying that what we should be
more painful than others, some are more terrifyingconcerned about is the harm that is done to the
than others. It is worse to die as a result of an injusticeperson herself when her life is lost. It is in no conflict
than it is to die as a result of a pure accident, and sowith saying that we are interested in the value to
on. So there are certainly better and worse ways ofsociety of a life lost, because society is just made up
dying. If the cancer victim, say, lives a period of a yearof people.
suVering before she dies, then that bad year is
something to be added to the harm that has beenQ142 Chairman: Can I pursue it this way? Let us
done her as well as the harm that has been done bytake somebody who is taken hostage and there is a
the death itself. So, I would never deny that the wayvalue put on their life and they say, “If you give us a
of dying matters; it has a diVerent value. However, Iransom,” of whatever it is, “we will release them,” I
think that most often the main harm that a personfeel that if you are a member of the family and close
suVers when she dies is the loss of the rest of her life.to them your temptation to feel that society should
I suspect, if she has many years of life ahead of her,find the money to pay for them is probably diVerent
for most people the loss of all those years is morefrom the view that would be taken across society to
important than the suVering or injustice that is donesay, “If you go down this road, we are going to have
her at the time she dies, since dying does not often lastso many more hostage takers it is going to be an
for very long. So although I think ways of dying is anabsolutely disastrous policy,” and governments and
important consideration and may often need to bepeople have resisted that for those reasons. I am
taken into account, my guess is that it is a relativelytrying to test your argument that it is the same value
minor consideration compared with the actual lossto the people as to society generally, and I think in

that case it could not be. of life.
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Chairman: If I may say so, you are skating aroundQ145 Lord Roper: We have talked a good deal
already about the diVerences in age of people at some of these questions of age and normal span in the

House of Lords with great delicacy!death, but I wonder if we could come to a rather more
practical issue because if one does have two people at
diVerent ages would you make the calculation purely Q147 Lord Skidelsky: Following directly on from
by scaling it arithmetically or would you have some what our Chairman said—and maybe I should not
other form of adjustment, and would you be working say this in our Chamber—what worries me a bit
it against any expectancy of life at any particular age? about your argument is that you seem to be attaching
What sort of formula would you recommend to us? a very high ethical value to longevity and I simply do
Professor Broome: This is the time to admit that I have not attach such a high value to it, and that seems to
been oversimplifying a lot. I have said that what a be the fault in this whole approach to the subject. I
person loses by her death is the years of life which she just do not think there is a high ethical value in
loses. Perhaps I need to say something more accurate survival for its own sake. It seems to me that it is what
now. What a person loses by her death is the you do with your life that is important, and it is not
diVerence between the value of the short life that she the ordinary things or the multiplication of the
does lead and the value of the longer life that she ordinary things but the presence of the extraordinary
would have led. If, for simplicity, you suppose that things. I do not want to get into an argument on that,
the value of the life is simply the total goodness of all but I want to ask you about the precautionary
the years that are in the life then that diVerence is the principle, both about its usefulness and its scope. Can
years that she loses. But that may not be correct, it it ever be more than just a vague and apparently
may be that the value of her life is not just an commonsense notion that policy makers should
arithmetical sum of the total years that go into it, it exercise caution when outcomes are highly uncertain
could be, for instance, that there is what one might but potentially catastrophic or potentially grave?
call a natural span of life, shall I say, and living And is that not likely to lead to excessive caution?
beyond the natural span we might think of as a bonus Then is that its only sphere of application because it
and not so important in adding value to the life as could be reduced to something more precise. Does
living up to the natural span. So it was the precautionary principle have any application
oversimplification to suggest that always years of life where both the seriousness and probability are
have the same value. Even if their quality is the same known?
their value actually might turn out to be diVerent. So, Professor Broome: In the note that I sent you I nailed
no, I would not do it just by simple arithmetic. But I my colours to the mast of expected utility theory. I
still think that the main consideration is how many think that expected utility theory gives us the right
years of life a person has ahead of her; that is what she way to value actions and events whose outcomes are
principally loses. uncertain. My instinct was to think that that was

inconsistent with admitting such a thing as the
precautionary principle. I thought that what we hadQ146 Lord Roper: But you do believe that at least
to do when we were valuing risky activities, such astheoretically it is possible to develop a formula which
letting global warming rip, was to try and look at theyou could apply in making these sorts of
various things that might happen, try and assigncalculations?
probabilities to those, try and assign values to thoseProfessor Broome: Yes. The World Health
and calculate the expectation of value in the way thatOrganisation already has a formula that it does
expected utility theory says. So if there is a smallapply. Just in case you are interested I looked up the
chance of a total disaster then you need to work outvalue that the WHO puts on deaths by road
how bad the total disaster is, and look at how smallaccidents. The point is that the WHO is already doing
that chance is, and just multiply the badness of thethe sorts of things that we are talking about—it is
disaster by the chance. I thought that left no room forvaluing the harm done by road accidents. This is not
a precautionary principle.all that meaningful but I thought I would just give

you the number in case you happened to be
interested, and this is its figure for the world for 1990. Q148 Lord Skidelsky: Suppose you have no
The WHO says that the harm done by road accidents information about the magnitude of the chance, you
in the world in 1990 was 34,317,000 DALYs. A just do not know? You do about death.
DALY is a Disability Adjusted Life Year, and it is the Professor Broome: We expected utility theorists have
unit that the WHO uses for measuring what it calls an answer to that, which is that, even if you do not
the burden of disease, and in this case the burden of have a good basis for the forming of your
road accidents. If you want to know for each person, probabilities, nevertheless, in order to act coherently
we each lost on average 0.0065 DALYs in 1990 on in the world, you have to have a probability. So you
average as a result of road accidents. So it can be have to get one in the very best way you can. The very

best way may be pretty insubstantial; there may bedone.
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This is how I think we should be making decisions, sovery little information. I do not think there is ever
likely to be no information. Take a question like how my answer will come from that. What I think is that

expected utility theory gives you the right theory oflikely is it that climate change will extinguish life on
earth? It is not that we have no information, we have value: that is to say, it tells you the goodness and

badness of uncertain things that we might do. It alsosome idea of the mechanisms whereby there might be
a runaway greenhouse eVect. We do not know very is often thought to give you a theory about how

people ought to behave, but one thing is very wellmuch about the chances of those things happening
but at least we know where to look, so we do have known and that is that people do not behave in

conformity with expected utility theory. We do notsome beginning, at any rate. This is what I thought
initially: what we have to do is make the best do the things that this theory says we should be doing

in our behaviour with respect to risk. From my pointjudgments we can on the basis of whatever limited
information we have. But since you sent me this of view I think that means that we behave wrongly or

irrationally in respect of risk, because I think thisquestion—I am sorry to say I had not thought about
this before—I did wonder whether what I have just theory tells us the way we should behave. One of the

things well tested by evidence from psychologists issaid is quite correct, because expected utility theory
does leave quite a lot of room for diVerences in the that we are really bad at thinking about small risks in

ordinary run-of-the-mill things. We do not do it at allway one judges probability. It thinks that two equally
rational and well-informed people might end up well, so that our behaviour in respect of small risks

often shows up inconsistencies; it is irrational, as Imaking diVerent probability judgments about the
same event, so I do not think that there is a fixed think of it. And it could well be irrational in a way

that would count as excessive risk aversion. Here is amapping that goes from what information we have to
probabilities. People can do that diVerently and that way in which somebody might be excessively worried

about the risk of a child getting injured on a schoolleaves room for a precautionary principle, I think.
Suppose it is the case that the harm done by trip. Suppose that she worries about the one in a

million chance of this happening, to about the sameunderestimating a particular probability would be
enormously much greater than the harm done by degree as she would worry about a one in 10,000

chance of this happening. Then there is somethingoverestimating. Suppose this is a probability of the
extinction of life on earth, shall we say? You do not irrational in her worry because a one in a million

chance is one-hundredth as bad as a one in 10,000want to underestimate that one. That, it seems to me,
could give a reason for being cautious in the chance. She should not be worrying about it roughly

equally, and if she is, that is a way that, from my pointdetermination of that probability. I may say this is
just speculation on my part. This is a speculation of view, we can pin the charge of excessive

risk–aversion on her. So that is one way of doing it.about what theory might conclude if one did the
theory and I have not done the theory and I rather
expect that there are a lot of people who have done Q151 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Can I just
the theory. So you should not think that what I have follow up on that and ask about your view, Professor
said really has any weight behind it; it is just Broome, of the rationality of government decisions
speculation. But it seems possible to me that there is here? Are there any striking political anomalies in
room for a precautionary principle. public spending in relation to risk and death that you

would particularly put a figure on? I think of the 30
people per year, let us say, who would die on theQ149 Lord Skidelsky: The tendency of your remarks

is to narrow the scope of the precautionary principle. railways against 3,000 on the roads. Which examples
would you foreground for us?Professor Broome: Yes, I think that is true.
Professor Broome: I am in no better position to
provide examples than any other reader of aQ150 Lord Kingsdown: The Prime Minister’s speech
newspaper, but it seems to me that there arein May suggested that people are becoming
examples. One of them is how much we spend forexcessively risk averse and that this is driving policy
safety on the railways and on aeroplanes as well. Iand everyday life in undesirable directions. Do you
think that those count as public irrationality. Ithink that this kind of conclusion can ever be more
paused a lot before saying that, because it makes methan just opinion? For example, is there any practical
nervous to assert it, but prima facie shall I say, I thinkway in which we could measure trends in risk
they are examples of public irrationality, yes.aversion among the public? Is there a reasonable

benchmark against which we in our report can make
judgments about whether risk aversion is in some Q152 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: In the question

of road versus rail there seems to be a psychology atsense excessive? One feels that it is, but is it?
Professor Broome: Again, I am going to tell you the work in people in that they feel they are in control of a

car but the train is a public vehicle and therefore thereanswer that comes from expected utility theory. I
hope you will forgive me for this, I am a theoretician. should be a greater sense of public responsibility for
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individuals, but it aZicts the political process as well.its safety. Is there anything in moral philosophy
The political process is often forced to makewhich gives us any insights into the way that society
decisions between values that are not commensurateshould look at those risks and the risks perhaps to
with each other, like Habeas Corpus on the one handother almost intangibles, like liberty, that people
and threats from terrorists on the other hand. Thewould want to take into account: the liberty to smoke
position may turn out to be, when there is a choicein a public place, the liberty for people to avoid that
like that, that it is not the case that that is the betterpublic place if they think people are going to be
thing to do and it is not the case that this is the bettersmoking. How important is it to try and reduce all
thing to do. So at that point the people who have torisks, the risks of terrorist attacks for instance? It is a
make those decisions—you—cannot expect peoplevery crude equation but there are probably as many
who deliver conclusions about value to tell you whatpeople die on British roads each year as died in Ulster
you ought to do. Within the theory of value there isover 30 years. Other factors come in about public
not going to be anything that says, “This is the rightorder and moral questions as well, but what do you
thing to do or this is the right thing to do,” because itthink moral philosophy tells us about all of that?
is simply not the case that this is better than that orProfessor Broome: Thank you for asking that question
that is better than this. We have to recognise that thatbecause it gives me the opportunity of saying
happens.something very important which pulls in the opposite

direction to some of the things that I have been
saying. I think one thing that moral philosophers are Q153 Chairman: We are nearly to the end of our
mostly agreed about is that some values are time, but before we go I wonder if you would like to
incommensurable with other values. Not all values extend that answer to where we should weigh the
can be measured on the same scale. This has not come interests of future generations? What balance should
up so far because, as it happens, I think that the value we put there—the things we have touched on, climate
of extending life can be measured on the same scale change and so on?
as the good things that you find in life: having fun, Professor Broome: I do not think there is any
making discoveries and so on. All those things, which incommensurability there. I think a year of life in 100
are the ordinary good things of life, I think are years’ time is exactly as valuable as a year of life now.
perfectly well commensurable with the value of Sorry, I overstated. From the beginning I have said
extending our lives, and that is why this matter of roughly as valuable, this is the default, but the mere
incommensurability has not come up. But, on the fact that it is in the future does not make it any less
other hand, I do think there are many values that are valuable.
not commensurable with things like having fun. For
example, our rights before justice, it seems to me

Q154 Lord Sheldon: If you are spending money forHabeas Corpus, for example. I cannot imagine
the future, how do you decide who is going to pay forfinding a way in which the right of Habeas Corpus
that? Some future generation can put something in itcould be made commensurable with the value of
for that?having fun. I think these are two things that cannot
Professor Broome: So the question is what sort of

be put together on the same scale. That poses a real public debt is it appropriate to build up to be covered
problem in decision-making. It poses a problem in by the people in the future?
decision-making for individuals, I think, too, because
often we as individuals encounter incommensurable

Q155 Lord Sheldon: Correct.values in our lives. A common example is choices of
Professor Broome: I think that is going beyond what acareer. DiVerent careers you might go into may
theory of value can say. I am talking about how theembody very, very diVerent values. One career may
good to one person can be balanced against the goodbe a way of achieving excitement and enjoyment in
to another person in the judgment of overalllife, another one might be a way of discovering a lot
goodness. When there is a question of paying it seemsof things or something like that. Can we put the value
to me that issues of fairness are likely to arise. As Iof discovering a lot of things against the value of
said earlier, I think those are important and not whathaving a lot of fun? I think probably not; I think
I am talking about in the case of value. It isthose are incommensurable values. So careers are
presumably fair for future generations, if they can, tovery often incommensurable. But we have to make
pay for the saving of their own lives rather than havedecisions between careers. Those will often be
us pay for them.decisions where it is not true that if you take this

career you are doing the best thing, and it is not true
that if you take that career you are doing the best Q156 Lord Sheldon: But it is a risk, it may not
thing, so you cannot make the decision on the happen. There may not be a danger so they have to
grounds of a correct judgment about which is the best pay for something that we anticipated might be a

danger.thing to do. That is a problem that aZicts
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then it needs to be discounted for the probability ofProfessor Broome: Yes. What I said was the mere fact
that it is in 100 years’ time does not make it any less our not getting it.
valuable, but there is the possibility that the thing
that we are trying to value will not exist. It is not just Q157 Chairman: I think on that note, if I may say so,

we will say to you how much we appreciate youthat the world might come to an end before then, but
we may just not know what will be the eVects of the coming, how much we appreciate the frankness and

the helpfulness with which you have answered ourvarious things that we do, whether they have
stabilised or not in 100 years’ time. There is a very questions. It is a big subject and we are very grateful

to you for the way you have helped us during the lastgood reason for discounting values in the future if it
is risky that those values will take place, which again hour or so. Thank you very much indeed, we are very

grateful to you.is what expected utility theory says: you take the
value of the thing, you multiply it by the probability Professor Broome: Thank you all very much for your

questions; it made me think about things that I hadof its occurring and that tells you what needs to be
taken into account. If we might not get this benefit not thought about for a while.

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr John Kay, examined.

Q158 Chairman: Good afternoon, and thank you sorts of mistake; and, secondly, once
we know we make these sorts of mistake whatvery much for coming along to help us with our

inquiry into government policy on risk. You are an should we do about it? The answer to neither of
these questions is at all straightforward. In the caseold hand at talking to Select Committees, so I do

not need to tell you too much about it, but I am of this Muller-Lyer illusion the best explanation I
have seen as to why we make that kind of error isbidden to tell you that if you speak up and speak

relatively slowly we will get an accurate record of to do with the way we think about perspective and
foreshortening, and you know how if you look at awhat you have to say. Before we start to ask the

questions, is there anything that you want to say by painting that has perspective two lines that are in
fact the same length in the painting do look to youway of opening?
in the painting as if they have diVerent lengths, andMr Kay: If I could take a minute or two, Chairman,
indeed they are meant to look as though they havethank you. I guess the reason I am here is that at
diVerent lengths, and that is the way we see two-the moment one of my projects is to write a book
dimensional representations of three-dimensionalabout risk and decision-making of risk, and one or
reality. That is a very tricky and complicatedtwo of your members know about that and I think
process and we know it was not until the 16thprocured this invitation. Given that, there are many
century that painters got hold of the tricks which wethings that I could spend time talking to you about,
employ visually in order to make that kind of thingbut the one which I thought it might be useful for
work. So what is happening here is that you lookme to introduce as a subject would be something
at this very artificial problem and you naturallythat has particularly concerned me recently, which
supply a context to it, and as it happens the contextis why we make, as individuals, cognitive errors, or
which you supply to it in that particular case turnsat least what appear to be cognitive errors. The area
out to be a rather misleading one. But it is notthat has been most extensively studied by
necessarily generally a misleading one, and this ispsychologists and others is that of optical illusions;
what we discover in relation to a lot of these kindthis certainly has a very long history. If Parliament
of cognitive mistakes. There is another set of testswere perhaps better adapted to modern technology

I might have brought one or two along to show you, which is called the Wason Test, in which people are
faced with a rather silly problem about whatbut one you will almost certainly have seen before

is what is called the Muller-Lyer illusion, which is numbers and objects and so on are on cards, and it
turns out that almost nobody can do this problem.100 years’ old and where you compare two lines and

there is a certain amount of context to the two lines, What then happens is that people who are doing
these experiments give a context to the problem andand although the two lines are the same length one

of them looks longer than the other. The striking instead of it being an abstract problem about cards
and numbers they make it a real problem, and thenthing about an illusion like that is that even after it

has been explained to you and even after you have most people can do it, although it is exactly the same
problem. You can experiment with diVerentmeasured the two lines it still goes on looking to you

as though one of the lines is longer than the other. contexts of the same problem and some of these
contexts make people find the problem easier andA whole variety of problems of that kind pose for

me two questions: one is, why do we make these some of them make it hard. In other words, we tend
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that you cannot make yourself see the linesto think about problems not as abstractions but in
context, and this happens to us rather a lot. So there diVerently, even after you have realised that you

have made a mistake, you realise that you cannotare reasons why we make these kinds of mistakes.
What we are doing is we look at problems in the knock people on the head and tell them to rewire

themselves because that is how they really feel; theseround, in their totality and sometimes when there
are rather artificial simplifications of these realities feelings are perfectly genuine. Let me finish, if I

may, with one or two practical applications of howwe make mistakes. The second question I raised was
now that we know we make these mistakes, what this operates in relation to some of the issues I know

you have been concerned with. One of these, forshould we do about it? If you take that Muller-Lyer
optical illusion you might start by taking the view, example, is the MMR vaccine and the rational story

there is pretty clear. But I have very intelligent,“Gosh, my intuitive judgment of distances is very
bad, I should not rely on my intuition, I should go statistically trained friends who say to me things

like, “If I gave my child that vaccine and he or shearound with a measuring rod.” But if you start
thinking about it you should soon realise that if you suVered afterwards I would never forgive myself and

I am not willing to do it.” These are people whodid not rely on your intuition to judge distances you
would not be able to live; you would never be able know and understand the evidence, and I think they

are actually saying something perfectly sensible, orto drive a car or do anything like that. In fact we
have to rely on our intuition and our intuition is at any rate perfectly understandable. Regret is a

terribly powerful emotion in human decision-actually very good. If you think of the calculations
that you are implicitly doing when you see someone making and it is a terribly powerful emotion for

good reason—that is the way in which we learnwalking towards you and you estimate how fast they
are going and how tall they are, that is actually very from our mistakes. So what people are saying is

something they genuinely feel and really would feelcomplicated. It is very hard to devise a computer
that is as good at doing these kind of things as a if these kind of events occurred. So I think we

cannot bang people on the head and tell them, “Dothree or four year old child. We are good at doing
these things; evolution has made us good at doing not be silly,” and you ought to rewire the way they

think, that is the way we are wired. Another issuethese things, it is just that sometimes in a particular
context we make mistakes. So the answer, when we with which I know you will be concerned in this

Committee—and you may have been discussing it alearn we make these mistakes is what we should do
is not reform our lives, reform the way we think bit earlier—is that of global warming. We keep

hearing from scientists there is a consensus aboutabout these problems, it is simply to say sometimes
we make these kinds of mistakes and we need to this. If you ask what the consensus is it seems to me

the uncertainties about it all are so large that youwatch out for situations in which we do. So what I
am going to argue in the course of this book is that could not possibly talk about a consensus. What

there is a consensus on, I think, is a consensus aboutwe have in our minds a model of rational decision-
making in which we define our objectives, and telling a kind of story, about an alarmist narrative.

It is not a consensus about particular facts. That isattach probabilities to the alternatives in the light of
these objectives. That is a model of rational instructive for me because it tells us that even people

who trained as scientists do not very easily think indecision-making which we all think we ought to do
but mostly we do not do, and particularly not in terms of numbers and probability distributions.

They cling to stories and that is the way theyimportant personal decisions. What I want to
suggest is actually that this departure from so-called proceed and that is the way they live their lives. As

an economist I used to suVer from a kind of physicsreality is fine, there is nothing wrong with it, and
we actually come to lots of our decisions by seeing envy, but I have come to realise that as an economist

I was probably better trained to thinkpatterns in the way things operate, by telling each
other stories rather than thinking about probability dispassionately about controversial issues than I

would have been if I had been a physicist. I havedistributions, by making ethical judgments, by
making decisions about what we think about other also come to think very diVerently about financial

services because I used to teach students that theypeople and so on, and these are the ways that
human beings cope with rather complex worlds, had to maximise something called subjective

expected utility, which is the basis of most financialcomplex worlds that we cannot possibly know all
that we might like to know and need to know about. market theory, because if they did not do that

people would devise schemes that would makeAnd we apply rules that have a kind of evolutionary
rationality; they generally work for us but money out of them. I have now come to realise that,

yes, that is absolutely right and that is exactly whatsometimes we find ourselves in situations in which
they do not, and that is the sort of thing that these happens, and an awful lot of what happens in the

financial services business is that people do deviseMuller-Lyer illusions and these optical illusions
actually pick up. When you learn from that illusion mechanisms that make money at the expense of
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government, “You must make rational decisions,”what appear to be people’s irrationality. To go back
to what has been perhaps the most complex and or “We encourage you to make rational decisions,”
controversial political issue of our time—when I or just to say, “We will ask you and recommend you
started thinking about these issues—it was all make rational decisions,” but that we ought to be
during the preparations to the Iraq war, and I found realistic enough to know that the actual process on
I struggled with what I thought about that because which they will make the decisions is much more
I could see a whole variety of considerations on complicated than that, in the way that you have
various sides, and working through what the expressed it?
consequences of that kind of intervention would be Mr Kay: It is a question that absolutely gets to the
was extremely complicated and ultimately heart of the matter because where I have come to is
unknowable. I came to realise that if you are to believe that we have this model of rational
thinking about it in the ways in which I now want decision-making, which we believe is the ideal and
the most powerful way for me of thinking about it the gold standard that we all ought to aspire to even
was to say: this was going to unleash a very if we do not quite make it there. But actually we
complicated and very diYcult to manage situation cannot make decisions that way. It is not just that
whose eVects were entirely unpredictable, were the we do not, but that we cannot and we should not
people in charge of this situation people whom I because the world is actually too complex and too
would trust to handle situations that had that uncertain and our interpretations of it are
character? And if I posed the question to myself in subjective. Actually if we keep trying to knock our
that way the answer to me was entirely clear and the decision-making into that kind of rational model—
answer was no. That formed my views on the Iraq and that is a lot of what we do, what we are forced
war and I think what has happened after the Iraq to do as a Minister or as Parliament when you are
war has not only confirmed for me that that making public sector decisions, actually what you
judgment was right but that that approach to are doing is concealing, often even from yourselves,
thinking about it, which is that you cannot decide the real ways in which these decisions are being
it simply on the grounds of ethics, you cannot decide made. So what I would like us to do is to understand
it simply on the grounds of patterns, you certainly the processes better by which we really make
cannot decide it simply on the grounds of decisions and understand better from that some of
probabilistic assessment of the consequences, but

the mistakes to which that leads us.are the people who are handling the situation the
Chairman: Let me go back on to the script again.kind of people you would like to handle this sort of

situation for you is the right way of looking at it,
and it takes you to an answer and it takes you to a Q160 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: In fact you tee
straightforward answer. So that is my overall theme, it up very well because at the IPPR earlier this year
which is that we make decisions in many and the Prime Minister suggested that the compensation
complicated ways that have a kind of evolutionary culture which had developed in Britain was in part,
rationality, and we go on making them in these ways at least, the responsibility of the media—and I speak
because they kind of work for us; we are wired to as an ex-media man—and I would append to that,
make these decisions in these kinds of ways. That how much is it the responsibility of politicians? The
means we make mistakes but we cannot deal with way you are analysing there begged us to move to
these mistakes by knocking people on the head and the next stage, which is to say, “Yes, all of this is
saying, “Do not be silly, you ought to make some normal, all these human fallibilities can be
decisions in some diVerent ways.” It will not work. understood and taught”. But how then are we
What we need to do is to train ourselves to manage institutionalised through the media, through
these things more sensibly. politics, through the Stock Exchange? Is that not

where we should begin to look for a tougher-minded
analysis of the roles that these institutions play? NotQ159 Chairman: I cannot help asking this question,
just the media, which is normally blamed, becausewhich is entirely unscripted, but it seems, listening
if you take the media you could say very crudely—to you, and saying, here we are, a Select Committee
for instance, Denis Thatcher always referred to theof the House of Lords, that we have a role, which
BBC as “The Lefties”. You can take the rightwingis to write a report in which we are going to give
press and when I read it I think, you would have tosome guidance—whether they take any notice or not
be a paranoid depressive to take this in every day.is for the government—as to how they ought to
On the other hand, the politicians are not free of itmake decisions about risk factors in our society in
because it is their business to try and use theseall sorts of diVerent ways. You have given a very
human frailties to get people over to their side. Soclear and, if I may say so, a very compelling analysis
how do we tackle the institutions and educate theof how in the world it happens. But does that mean

that we are not supposed, therefore, to say to public who in the end surely have to be the arbiters
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aspect of this and there should be some way ofin the rationalities that their collective decisions
can bring? getting the probabilities of the situation into the

public area so that they know that the risk factorsMr Kay: I think there are three or four issues there.
that are involved are not as great as perhaps theThe compensation culture issue, as I see it, is a little
media are showing. How can this be done?bit of a distraction. That, it seems to me, arises

largely from a modern world in which we have less Mr Kay: I think it would be better if people
understood the probabilities but what I was sayingsolidarity as a basis for social support and more

assertion of individual rights, which tends to have earlier that we find probabilities hard, part of the
reason I think is that there really are not that manythe corollary that you can only, as it were, have your

misfortunes relieved if you can find someone else to situations in which having a knowledge of
probabilities is terribly useful and that is becauseblame for these misfortunes, so that it becomes

terribly important to find someone else to blame. I there really are not that many situations where you
can actually define probability distributions orthink the other part of what we have in mind there

is when I was talking earlier I said people find identify frequencies. We can train people to
understand more often how stories are misleadingprobability distributions very hard to deal with. It

is one of the oddities both that people find the rather and one or two stories do not demonstrate that
these events are likely to happen to you. But if wesimple mathematics involved very hard, and that it

was not really until the 18th century that people think about the ways in which we are hard wired,
that people worry more about risks that they candiscovered this rather elementary branch of

mathematics, even though it looks as though it is see or that are obvious than risks that are in some
broad sense statistical seems to me rather natural.very fundamental. It is not something that naturally

fits our way of thinking; we are much more inclined Flying is obviously dangerous and the fact that
because it is obviously dangerous we have takento think in terms of stories, and of course what the

media do is write stories and they fashion the stories enormous steps to reduce the risks associated with
flying to very small proportions. That does not stopabout which we actually normally do in fact proceed

in life. I used the global warming example to say people from worrying about flying and I do not
think there is anything you can do that is going tohow even people who are scientifically trained tend

to think in stories rather than in quantitative terms. achieve that. Indeed, the fact that people worry
about this unsafe process has achieved its result byTurning to politicians and what role do they play in

this? Something that underpins almost everything I making us take these kinds of precautions. So I do
not think we should simply say that if peoplehave tried to say is that the world is enormously

complicated and enormously uncertain. Any model understood probability theory a bit better all of this
would disappear. In fact in some ways we rely onis a ludicrous oversimplification of the world and

there are lots of things, not only that we do not probability theory too much. The financial sector
does a lot of risk management by relation to whatknow but that we cannot know, however much we

try to do. One of the things it seems to me that it calls value at risk modelling, in which people
develop models that have probabilistic assessmentspoliticians do more and more is claim to have

certainties of a kind that could not possibly exist of identifiable risks which are managed through
these kinds of risk matrices. The only eVect of that,and if politicians said a bit more often—or indeed

in some cases at all—“I do not know” or “We made I think, is the kind of things that are likely to cause
crises in the financial sector—and there will bean understandable mistake on that point” or “We

used the best information to get at this point” you things that will cause crises in the financial sector—
will not be the things that are in these modelswould get people into the process of understanding

that they cannot have the kind of certainties for because these are the things that people have
provided against. The crises we will observe willwhich all of us rather naturally crave.
come from things that are not in the models, of
which there are lots. So I think too much confidence

Q161 Lord Sheldon: Going on to the question is actually misleading; people build these models
about the media reports, they do dominate the and think that they have built the models that
arguments much more than they have ever done in actually describe the world but only describe a bit of
the past. There was a period when a number of the world. So, yes, people should learn more about
newspapers would come out with these extreme probabilities, but let us not attach too much
cases but government did not take as much notice significance to it.
of them as they seem to do now, and that is one of
the big changes. You mentioned the MMR
inoculation and that is one of them. The media talk Q162 Lord Sheldon: We have the question of the

railway accidents where 11 people were killed andabout scandals or pseudo scandals and they tend to
adjust government’s decision-making when they enormous sums of money have been spent there and

yet 3,000 people have died in road accidents and theshould not. Probability, of course, is the important
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journalists it might be that people should be moreamount of money in proportion is nowhere near the
same. There is a feeling that you are trying to satisfy tough-minded and stoical. We are looking for some

kind of rational intervention here which says, “Wepublic opinion rather than deal with the
underlying cause. will give you an objective view of whether there is

or is not a compensation culture.” Is that asking tooMr Kay: I think that is right and you are trying to
satisfy public opinion and we should be trying to do much or does it necessarily have to be seen through

the prisms of these institutions, whether they aretwo things. On the one hand one is to educate public
opinion to understand that one conspicuous rail political or media?

Mr Kay: I think we have to see everything throughaccident does not mean that railways are
substantially unsafe. But there really are reasons prisms. What is behind your question is the idea that

there is a kind of rationality and objectivity behindwhy people worry about these particular kinds of
accidents, which are quite strange but they are very which if only we worked hard enough at it we could

describe precisely all these phenomena that we aredeep-rooted. People worry a lot more about
accidents over which they believe they have no concerned about and worried about, and I think

there really is not. On the other hand, having takencontrol than the ones over which they think they
have some control, which seems to be why people that kind of almost post-modernist view of problem

solving, I want to acknowledge that although thereare more worried about the road and rail accidents
than they are about car accidents, which they is no one right way of making decisions in a

uncertain world, there are many wrong ones. I doimagine to some degree rightly, they influence
themselves. And that is the other side of it. We need not want to espouse pure relativism, or say that

anything goes.to understand the reasons for it and that people’s
fears are real even if in some sense they are irrational
in the sense given by a particular normative theory. Q165 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: But the Prime

Minister suggests that there appears to be a
compensation culture and that is probably theQ163 Lord Skidelsky: I wanted to ask you a

question arising from statistical inference. You perceived wisdom now, but you are saying that there
is no proof that that is true?really implied and said that we should have better

probabilities but basically people do not make their Mr Kay: I am not sure what he means by
compensation culture. I think there are about halfestimates of risk very much on these. But it seems to

me that when newspapers give hugely exaggerated a dozen things built up in that. What people must
often mean by the compensation culture is the ideaprobabilities—or rather present statistics in a certain

kind of way—that they actually increase the public that if anything happens to you it must be someone
else’s fault and they ought to be punished and madealarm very unduly, and in that sense people do take

statistics seriously. If you do X, your risk of Y being to compensate you in return for it. The idea that an
awful lot of bad things happen in the world that arebad happening to you increases by 30 per cent; that

could be either something you need not take any not really anybody’s fault is something that needs
to be repeated over and over again, and I thinkaccount of whatsoever or something you should be

very serious about. Is there a code of good practice people with a lot more stoicism and perhaps a lot
more religious faith believed that until relativelythat one would like journalists to use in their use

and employment of statistics? recently.
Mr Kay: I think there probably is. I think it would
help a lot actually if people who write these things Q166 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: But is it
had better or indeed had some—training in quantifiable?
statistics, which mostly in fact they do not. It is Mr Kay: No, an awful lot of things are not
astonishing to me how few people in fact do. I quantifiable, and what is behind this desire for
realised when I was ill a few years ago and started rationality and objectivity is a belief that everything
asking doctors probabilistic questions I learnt after is quantifiable if only we worked at it hard enough,
a little that they simply did not understand the and it really is not the case. One of the simplest ways
questions which I was posing and that, it seemed to or arguing against rationality is to point to some of
me, is rather disturbing. the failures of artificial intelligence, that 50 years

ago people assumed that computerised chess players
would take over the world or take over chess atQ164 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: On the

question of the compensation culture, is it not in least, because this is in principle a completely
soluble analytic problem. But actually even in chesssome ways, though, a construct that for the liberal

media there is a compensation culture, which may with a limited defined number of legal rules, with a
completely specified problem, it is still sowell be a good thing because it is the individual

getting their rights perhaps from exploitative complicated that even the best computers that
people have been able to construct are only as goodemployers or whatever? For the rightwing populist
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the oratorical way of explaining why they haveas the best human chess players. And that is not an
accident; they are as good as the best human chess come to a decision that is not necessarily totally

rational. Or not?players because what we have done really is to train
them to play like human chess players, which is as Mr Kay: I see what you are saying but I do not

think so. I think the precautionary principle is verymuch about recognising patterns and the like as it
is about number crunching analysis. frequently used as roughly if you do not know the

consequences of something you should not do it,
and since the nature of the world I have describedQ167 Lord Layard: I wanted to ask you about the
is one in which you cannot know the consequencebalance between liberty and protection against risk.
of most things then the result of the precautionaryDo you think that there is a drift going on in our
principle interpreted that way would be that you dosociety to sacrifice liberty too much in order to
not do anything. What is also in your question, if Ireduce risk?
can interpret you, is the idea that people in a lot ofMr Kay: I am not sure the question whether that
these areas say, “We have knowledge about thedrift is too much is one that really you ought to be
world that is not dreamt of in your philosophy, asasking me. Although I may have a personal opinion.
it were, that there are things we might be able toI do think some of the problems that we have in this
know other than through the conventional tenets ofarea arise from a belief in a world of certainty that
rational thinking and decision-making.” One of thecannot actually exist; again, that if we worked hard
important things I want to say is I actually believeat it, we could find ways of defining the problem,
that is true, and I think the pattern recognition andways of analysing the problem, the ways of
the making judgments about people, the applyingresponding to the problem that would eliminate
ethical principles and so on does in fact encapsulaterisk, but that the world is necessarily uncertain,
a lot of real knowledge. A problem we have at thethere are lots of things about the world that we
moment is that because we think rational decision-cannot and will not know, and that in consequence
making model based is the gold standard we tendpeople will be subject to risks and accidents and
to say everything else is intuition and flaky, and amisfortunes that are not anybody’s fault. As I said
lot of it is not. Much of it is but a lot of it is not.a moment or two ago, this is something we do need

to say a lot more often. I think I blame politicians
a lot more than I blame the media for proclaiming Q171 Lord Skidelsky: I think I know the answer
certainties that are in fact impossible. you will give me to the question I am going to ask.

Mr Kay: You usually do!
Q168 Lord Roper: One of the other phrases that is
used a lot is the so-called precautionary principle. Q172 Lord Skidelsky: In safety investment
Do you feel that there are any firm analytical decision-making the Treasury and the Health and
foundations that would permit the precautionary Safety Executive both advocate the use of the
principle to be used in a focused and consistent ALARP principle, keeping risk “as low as
manner? reasonably practicable”, which prescribes that a
Mr Kay: No, I think precautionary principle is one safety improvement should be undertaken only if
of these kind of vague phrases which crumbles when the cost of doing so is not grossly disproportionate
you try to put your hands on it. to the resulting risk reduction. Do you regard this

as a piece of vague waZe?
Mr Kay: I think you have teed it up in a way thatQ169 Lord Roper: Is there a problem that people
admits only one answer and it is certainly the answerusing it and talking about it tends to lead them to
that I would give. Obviously the spirit of theact with excess caution?
principle says that we should look at the cost ofMr Kay: The way it seems to be interpreted seems
doing these things, which is clearly right. The oneto be particularly adverse to new risks at the expense
that says “reasonably practicable” is eitherof risks which are already there in the environment,
meaningless or is designed not to limit in any wayand have been there a long time. It is one of a
the scope for administrative discretion which is, Inumber of phrases—you are conscious of a number
think, in reality the way in which it is used.of others—that are used in this kind of loose and

woolly way.
Q173 Lord Roper: Is it a simplification of what
might be more fashionably dressed up byQ170 Chairman: Is it not inherent, though, in the

analysis that you have been giving? You have been economists as cost benefit analysis?
Mr Kay: Cost benefit analysis is a similar structuresaying there are rational decisions to be made but

human beings do not operate like that—your friend but cost benefit analysis assumes that you can
ultimately quantify everything if you try hardwho will not have the jab for his children and so

on—and then the precautionary principle become enough, so even the value of the Norman churches
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Q176 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: You suggestedor whatever goes into the equation. I was hearing
that the compensation culture was not quantifiable soJohn Broome talk about incommensurability just as
I suspect I know your answer to this one. Is there anyI came in: there are some things that are genuinely
practical way then, if society is said to be becomingincommensurable and there are some things that are
more risk averse, for that risk aversion be in any waygenuinely non-quantifiable, although the question,
measurable or could we judge it in any way to be“If it was going to cost £2 billion is it sensible to
excessive in the context of political decision-making?preserve this particular Norman church?” is one
Mr Kay: I do not know that society is becoming morewhich, it seems to me, is entirely reasonable to pose.
risk averse. I am much impressed by the kind of
metaphor of the risk thermostat that says we all have
a kind of certain tolerance for risk, and therefore

Q174 Lord Kingsdown: I believe that government whatever the level of risk in the environment in which
departments, like the Department for Transport or we operate we turn up or down the level of risk
Defra currently use “willingness to pay” methods to precautions we take to match that environment,
obtain monetary values of safety in their investment which is perhaps the explanation. I am not sure how
decision-making. Do you approve of this? Should it good these statistics are but it is claimed that the
spread to other departments? deaths from accidents in Britain have remained
Mr Kay: I am very sceptical about the value we get constant as a percentage of all deaths for several
from people’s answers to purely hypothetical centuries because the nature of the risks change but
questions of these kinds, although I would not rule the overall ways in which we handle them actually do
out occasional surveys of this kind, and I think it not. So I am not sure I share your premise that society
might be interesting to look at what they come up has become more risk averse. What I suspect is right
with, especially where the numbers are much larger is that is—I am not sure this is even true when you
or much smaller than you might have expected, press it—that society talks in even more silly ways
which does happen in some cases. But the notion about risk than it used to, and I think part of the
that it should be a widely or a universally advocated reason is the tendency of people, politicians—as I
technique of decision-making seems to me a product mentioned earlier—and business consultants on the
of a frame of thinking I was criticising earlier, that other hand to proclaim a lot more certainties about
says we can build a quantitative rational model of the world than there actually can ever be.
anything if only we actually try hard enough, and
to realise that a lot of problems really cannot be

Q177 Lord Layard: Coming back to theframed like that.
compensation culture, has it grown? If we have
evidence that the payouts in compensation have been
rising over time, as I suppose is probably the case,

Q175 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: But some can. that could either be something to do with the way
If you take optimism bias, I am pretty sure that you judges react or it may be to do with the way in which

victims behave, or it could be due to the responsibilitycan work out on average what that optimism bias is
or otherwise of the agents who are thought to causeon projects, public and private, and then you can
the injury, or it could be due to some technologicalbuild in compensating mechanisms into public policy
change that makes bigger damages possible. Do youdecision-making, can you not?
not think that it is likely that, if there has been a bigMr Kay: I am not sure you can because optimism
explosion in compensation payments, part of it isbias is a product of the environment in which people
down to the attitude of the victims?operate. If you start scaling all projects down to allow
Mr Kay: Without having done research on thatfor optimism bias, which is what people do, then
myself I would attribute it primarily to, as you said,people simply scale up what it is they are projecting
the attitude of the victims; that in most previousin order to compensate for that. I remember asking
history people accepted that terrible things happenedmyself one day in my business why it was that we sold
in the world from time to time and they accepted thatpeople models for investment appraisal that we built
with resignation. Now they are less inclined to do so.for them but we never actually used them to make our

own decisions about investment, and the key to that,
I suddenly realised, was the odd case in which we did Q178 Chairman: We are getting towards the end but
it, which was something like renting a new property can I ask the last question, which is the obvious one
or did we lease some equipment rather than buy it— and a way to end. Do you think that government has
which were the odd cases where you could actually anything to learn from the private sector in how it
define the cash flows with suYcient precision—that should arrange its aVairs in relation to risk?
the model was actually useful. But the vast majority Mr Kay: I think government is probably the largest
of investment decisions you actually had to make on locus in our economy of the game of pretending that

decisions are being made according to what I havemuch more qualitative grounds.
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to learn in that sense but government, I think, isdescribed as this rational decision-making model,
while in fact they are being made in diVerent ways doing a lot of damage to the ways in which we think

about these sorts of issues.and on diVerent criteria, and the pretence that they
are being made rationally in that sense both conceals Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. It has been

both an enjoyable and informative session, if I maythe real decision-making process and in some ways
makes the underlying real decision-making process say so, and thank you for coming. The opening was

very interesting and you answered our questions withworse. You see the same thing in large corporations
as well, but I think government is probably the worst equal enthusiasm and information, and we are very

grateful to you.example. So I am not sure that government has much
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Present Lamont of Lerwick, L Sheldon, L
Lawson of Blaby, L Sheppard of Didgemere, L
Layard, L Skidelsky, L
Macdonald of Tradeston, L Vallance of Tummel, L
Paul, L Wakeham, L
Roper, L (Chairman)

Examination of Witness

Witness: Rt Hon Lord Falconer of Thoroton QC, a Member of the House of Lords, Lord Chancellor
and Secretary of State for Constitutional Affairs, examined.

Q179 Chairman: Lord Chancellor, may I first of all human rights area as well. But in terms of the
Department it is the human rights, civil liberties andwelcome you very much indeed and thank you for
compensation culture bit that is the one we are mostagreeing to come to this Committee. Indeed, you and
focusing on, though plainly we are involved in theI had a discussion in which you said you would come,
broader picture of risk management as well.and we are delighted that you are here. In some ways,

as a matter of fact, you are partly responsible because
it was your speech and the Prime Minister’s speech in

Q180 Chairman: Thank you very much. Let me startMay which very much focused us on this particular
oV right away then on the human rights question. Iissue. Of course, our main interest in all of this is what
would be interested in hearing how you take accountgovernment policy should be towards risk. We
of the issues of human rights and civil liberties whenunderstand, of course, that government has an
formulating legislation and what are the formaleducative role in trying to persuade public opinion
procedures, if any, through which these issues arebut the thing we are really trying to get to the bottom
addressed when the impact of legislation is

of is whether government decisions are made on the
considered?

basis of a reasonably scientific assessment of risk or
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The Human Rights Actwhether they are, in a way, the result of pressures
requires the Minister, when promoting a Bill, to

from public opinion rather than what they want to
certify, if it does, that it complies with the Human

do. So far—and this is my personal feeling—we seem Rights Convention. The consequence of there being
to end up trails where we get to the end of a discussion that formal procedure is that it has to be looked at by
and we get something which is called the the relevant Minister; oYcials in the Department will
precautionary principle, which we do not think has address the issue, does it comply with the law? They
much of a meaning so far—or at least I do not—or will take appropriate advice, either from within their
not unreasonable costs is another one that comes out. Department or from outside as appropriate. The
Nevertheless, I wonder if you would like to say mechanism is a formalistic legal one; it is a good
something before we start? mechanism, I think, because it forces each
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Nothing of any substance, Department in relation to each piece of legislation to
simply to say this. My and the DCA’s main interest ask itself: does it oVend against any of the human
with regard to risk management is the work we are rights formulated in the European Convention on
doing on the compensation culture issues, which is Human Rights? There are various internal formal
what I think myself and the Prime Minister were procedures that have to be gone through in each
addressing in part at the speeches we made at department. It is a process whereby in relation to, for
University College, but there are much, much wider example, addressing terrorist legislation, it is not just
issues on risk as well, and I assume that in the course done on the basis of—if I can put it this way—pure
of your inquiry you have heard from the Treasury, politics, but there is a framework or a template which
the OYce of Government Commerce and people like has to be applied to see whether or not the particular
that who are addressing the Treasury and the wider piece of legislation meets minimum standards in
government’s attempts to identify how risk more relation to human rights or civil liberties.
generally should be addressed. I am more than happy
to answer any questions that you feel have not been
adequately answered yet on that. I am also happy to Q181 Lord Lawson of Blaby: May I just follow that?
answer issues that connect in with risk, human rights You gave what you yourself said was a legalistic
and civil liberties because there is an element in answer and this is a legalistic matter. If instead of

talking about human rights and civil liberties we hadrelation to addressing risk now which touches on the
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we need to think how we could do that better.asked you about individual freedom and individual
responsibility how would you change your answer? Inevitably the sort of procedure that I identified at

the beginning, if you are looking to see whether theLord Falconer of Thoroton: I would answer in this way:
it has to satisfy the Human Rights Convention before Convention is complied with, is a legalistic way of

looking at it, and you often need to look at it slightlythe Minister can certify. The fact that it satisfies the
Human Rights Convention does not necessarily more broadly than that to take into account other

changes that are to be made, and I think we need tomean that it is the right answer on individual
freedom. Is there a formal process in government think how we look at the cumulative impact better

than we do at the moment. In relation to the secondwhereby, when asked the question, “Does it infringe
against individual freedom more than necessary?” part of the question, I think the consultation

processes are generally pretty good. There is the Jointanswer: no, there is not any formal process in
government by which that is looked at, but that will Committee on Human Rights, there is the

requirement for the certificate, and there is a veryalmost invariably be a purely political question.
active human rights lobby in this country which looks
very carefully and closely at most issues. From timeQ182 Lord Lawson of Blaby: And the same with
to time things will get missed which have more of anindividual responsibility?
impact than people expect, but I think that is not asLord Falconer of Thoroton: When you say “individual
a result of the failure of the processes, it is more to do,responsibility”?
I suspect, with the huge load of legislation that
currently tends to go through Parliament, and quiteQ183 Lord Lawson of Blaby: The extent to which
frequently there is so much of it that the significanceindividuals should take responsibility for assessing
of bits and pieces of it gets lost.risk and the extent to which government has to take

that responsibility from them on their behalf?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I pause slightly in relation Q186 Lord Paul: Lord Chancellor, the Prime
to that because I am sure the Committee has seen all Minister’s speech has been referred to here. In his
the various documents about how risk should be speech the Prime Minister’s suggested that people are
assessed. In reality how risk should be assessed will be becoming excessively risk averse and that this is
done in a diVerent way where the issue is: what are the driving the policy in undesirable directions. Do you
circumstances in which the Health and Safety think it can just be a judgment, or is there something
Executive should require people to wear goggles more to it? For example, is there any practical way in
when doing particular sorts of commercial activity? which we could measure trends in risk aversion
That is one question on risk. Another question on among the public, or is there a reasonable benchmark
risk is how many days should you detain a suspect in against which we could make judgments about
order to try to reduce the risk of terrorist outrages? In whether risk aversion is in some sense excessive?
relation to the second it becomes a much, much more Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The Prime Minister in his
political issue than in relation to the first where a speech made the point that people do appear to be
more objective approach could be taken. becoming more risk averse and he gave reasons in

relation to it. In relation to those reasons they tend to
Q184 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Lord be—and I am the same—picking examples of where
Chancellor, do you have any sense that the individual people are more risk averse than they were in the past
pieces of legislation may be introduced without and saying that that indicates a trend in society. I
suYcient regard to the cumulative impact of the noticed that the Lord Chief Justice gave some
legislation on civil liberties? And to follow up your evidence to a Select Committee1 and he made the
previous answers, how eVective then are the existing point that he is the Chairman of the Governors of a
procedures for public consultation in cases where the school; he is a healthy man of 60-something who can
policy changes might have a significant negative swim and when he went to the school he was told that
impact on civil liberties? he could not use the swimming pool because he was
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Could you give me the last not a boy at the school and there was no lifeguard
part again? service in the school, so the school was not prepared

to take the risk of having him swimming. Another
example is, when I was at school one day a weekQ185 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: With the
during the summer all the boys in the school were toldexisting procedures for public consultations, in cases
to go oV on a bike ride with a picnic and had to go aswhere the intended changes have a potentially
far away from the school as they possibly could. Thesignificant negative impact on civil liberties how
suggestion that that would still be lawful is regardedeVective are these existing procedures?

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: In relation to the as absurd by that school now, on the basis of how
cumulative impact, I think from time to time we do 1 House of Commons Constitutional AVairs Select Committee,

6 December 2005not focus enough on the cumulative impact. I think
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in the evidence, I found very hard to follow, whichcould you possibly have all of those schoolchildren
running around on bicycles without knowing where was that there is certain legislation which, in his view,

he thought that lawyers were giving their clients,they were? So most of the evidence about risk
aversion tends to be that sort of story rather than schools and so on, an overcautious judgment as to

what was restrictive in the legislation, what the risksstatistics. Some work has been done particularly in
relation to the volunteering stuV, the assertion being were, and he felt that the government had no

responsibility for that misinterpretation. Some of thethat too many organisations are now not prepared to
do particular things, or people are not prepared to legislation is creating this.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think it is inevitable thatvolunteer because the risks are too great. The Home
OYce had a citizenship survey; it surveyed voluntary if you have so much legislation it is bound to lead to

the position where there are misunderstandingsorganisations and people who volunteered. More
than a quarter of the individuals surveyed said that about what legislation may mean. The best example

of that, I think, is things like data protection wherethey were worried about risk issues. When you
translate that figure2 into individuals who might you very, very frequently find public organisations

not prepared to give information which they shouldvolunteer, that is a million people who do actually
volunteer who are worried in volunteering about the give, for example to avoid crime or to reduce risk.

Because they do not fully understand, because it isfact that it may be unduly risky for them. That is only
talking to people who do volunteer; goodness knows complicatedly drafted, what the legislation says, they

then do not give it because they are very worriedwhat the position is about those who do not. You
cannot draw too much from those statistics but those about litigation. In those areas I am sure the

government has a responsibility to try as much as itare the only statistics I am aware of which go beyond
the sort of anecdote that I have just referred to about can to set out the interpretation of what they said.
saying that society is becoming more risk averse.
Everybody believes, I think, that it is becoming more The Committee suspended from 15.53 pm to 16.04 pm
risk averse and the sorts of anecdotes that one tells for a division in the House
and experiences oneself tend to confirm that.

Q189 Chairman: Welcome back.
Q187 Chairman: But do you also agree that it would Lord Falconer of Thoroton: May I correct the first
be a helpful development of government policy if one error I made? I gave you some statistics which I
could lessen the number of these sorts of cases, so you described as being the Home OYce statistics; they
could say it is only half a million people who are were in fact statistics from a Volunteering England
worried or there are two million now doing it? survey commissioned by the Home OYce, so I
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, I certainly agree with apologise for that.
that, but is one trying to make them bolder about
taking risks or is one trying to make them have a Q190 Chairman: Thank you for that correction.
proper understanding about what the risk is? So, in Lord Falconer of Thoroton: One of the great mistakes
relation to school trips, it is commonly said the of having breaks, of course one thinks of particularly
number of school trips is not as it should be because worthless thoughts that one wants to give voice to. I
schools are too worried about having large insurance gave the example of data protection where there is a
claims made against them. Is the role of government problem about clarity. That in part, I suspect, came
to say, “Be bolder”, or is the role of government, as I from the diYculty of transposing European
believe it is, to say, “Be realistic about what the risk legislation into a UK statute, and I think one of the
is”? I think government should be saying, “Be things that most reduces risk or reduces a
realistic about what the risk is. Take sensible compensation culture is where there is clarity about
precautions. There is a risk but you can manage it.” the law. One of the things that we absolutely need to
We should not be saying to people, “Take more do is to ensure, irrespective of what compromise or
risks”. We should be saying, “The risk is much less slightly unclear deal may have been done to produce
than you think.” When I am talking about the risk a directive, when it comes to transposing the
there the risk I am talking about is the risk of you legislation into UK law it is absolutely vital that as a
getting it wrong or being sued or some accident government and as a legislature we ensure that all of
occurring. the unclarities are got rid of, but not in such a way

that you take the most risk-free position as far as the
European legislation is concerned. You areQ188 Chairman: There is a case, and this came up.
frequently in Europe—and I am sure you will haveAnd be cautious in the answer because the Chief
had experience of this when you were a Minister,Secretary gave us an answer which, if you look back
similarly the noble Lord Lawson and the noble Lord

2 That figure refers to the one in 20 individuals surveyed who said Lamont—and deals will be done in which you thinkthey had considered stopping volunteering because of concern
about risk and liability you have, as it were, preserved your position. When
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cause chemically, that is an issue where it will be dealtwe started in government it was very often the
position that when you had done a deal to preserve with almost exclusively on a quite objective expert

basis as opposed to passive smoking, where there is ayour position you were then advised to transpose into
legislation in such a way that you removed all risk of much, much stronger political issue.
not complying with whatever had been agreed, by
then legislating in such a way that gave away the Q194 Lord Skidelsky: A last question, if I may? A
whole position. So one has to be clear what one is political philosopher would be rather disturbed by an
transposing and it has to be clear that you do not give answer which seems to suggest no ground of principle
away that which you had negotiated in the course of for deciding on the degree to which the state can
negotiations, and Europe into UK is one of the areas intervene or interfere with individual liberties.
where there is often a lack of clarity. Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I do not think he would
Chairman: That is a very valuable point. Lord actually, would he?
Skidelsky.

Q195 Lord Skidelsky: I would have thought that
Q191 Lord Skidelsky: I want to revert to the you would.
question which is so helpfully on your paper listed as Lord Falconer of Thoroton: You will know better than
number three because we had already got to number I in relation to that, so I apologise for questioning
four! It is really asking a question as a philosopher that. But in relation to passive smoking, assuming it
rather than as a lawyer, and that is, under what is something that requires primary legislation, the
circumstances, in your view, should government be government must propose a particular solution that
prepared to override individual freedom to choose in can broadly command popular support, popular
order to achieve a reduction in social risk? Would the support as represented or not in the House of
grounds have to do with some defect in individual Commons and the House of Lords. So you need some
judgment or with the gravity of the risk that is being degree of aggregated support before you could
postulated, or a mixture of both? I do not want the infringe on people’s liberties to that extent.
legal answer to that but I would like to have your
view on that. Q196 Chairman: But is that for their benefit or for
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The way you pose it it is an the benefit of the people with whom they come in
almost impossible question to answer. Questions like contact, taking passive smoking?
smoking and the extent to which you ban smoking is Lord Falconer of Thoroton: When you say “for their
a government or a legislature making a judgment benefit”?
about the gravity of the risk, the extent to which the
risk is known, the extent to which individuals can Q197 Chairman: The argument that we had when I
protect themselves against risk, the extent to which was in the House of Commons was over when
those who could reasonably be expected by the State seatbelts came in. There were various people who
not to be able to look after themselves, for example said that it is clearly beneficial to society that people
children, for example those who are disabled, for should be made to wear seatbelts because of the
example those who are forced by economic savings in the National Health, because they will not
circumstances to work in environments where they be so much in hospital and incurring so much cost
may come across smoking, all of those four issues are when they have an accident. This was one of the
relevant in making the decision. There is no right or arguments. There was a counter argument that came
wrong answer. Probably the most important element along which said that this is ridiculous because more
in it, though, is what is the overall view of the public people will be killed and it will save on pensions.
in relation to a particular issue as to the extent to Whose benefit is it?
which people should be deprived of the opportunity Lord Falconer of Thoroton: We are talking in one sense
of taking that risk. at cross-purposes. It would be perfectly possible to

lay down a template which took into account the
Q192 Lord Skidelsky: So where you draw the line is extent to which risk could be avoided, the extent to
really a matter of political judgment, you are saying? which, if risk is not legislated against, costs to the
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: In an issue like? country are X, harm likely to be done to the number

of people, et cetera, and how they quote technical
approach and objective approach to risk, and thereQ193 Lord Skidelsky: Passive smoking.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It is, but that is an issue in must at least be that examination in relation to
practically every risk issue. But is it not the case thatrespect of which the public have, to a greater or lesser

degree, an informed view. In relation to precise issues in relation to the passive smoking issue, the 90-day
detention issue, whatever conclusion you reach inof health and safety, to what extent should you

prevent the temperature in a particular factory going relation to the objective assessment of risk as
applying your Treasury guidelines or your experts onabove a particular level because of the risk it might
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if she tries to help somebody to their feet withoutrisk guidelines, there are a number of issues that will
always be political and that is an unavoidable and getting assistance first.
probably right conclusion to reach in a democracy
such as ours? Q200 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: If I could just go

back to one of the points Lord Lawson first raised? If
we are talking about self-regarding actions ratherQ198 Lord Lawson of Blaby: I think you are right
than actions that aVect other people, are we not inthat many of these, the most interesting ones
danger of losing sight totally of the concept ofprobably, are political decisions, like passive
responsibility for oneself? Whereas human rights cansmoking. But I think lying behind Lord Skidelsky’s
attempt to be codified in law, the whole concept ofquestion was that he was perhaps slightly surprised
responsibility cannot be, and therefore there is anthat you gave an answer which suggested that this
imbalance really.was not a matter of principle, there was no matter of
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: But how many things areprinciple here, it was simply a matter of where the
actually self-regarding?majority opinion lay.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: No. To be fair, I gave three
Q201 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: Do we need to haveor four factors that I thought had to be weighed in the
notices everywhere saying, “Slippery surface, pleasebalance, but I said that probably the most important
be careful”?factor in relation to something like passive smoking
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: If the surface is slippery.is broadly what is the view of the public. Not as a

popular issue, but you have to reach a conclusion
Q202 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: You keep your eyesthat is acceptable broadly to the public. If you had
open. There are so many notices everywhere saying,banned smoking in 1930, would that have
“Slippery surface, please be careful”, or, worst of all,commanded any public support? I suspect not.
“Danger! Men at work”.Chairman: We will move on. Lord Lamont.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I do not think the problem
is there are too many notices saying, “Slippery

Q199 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: Going back to the surface, be careful”. I think the problem is that the
Prime Minister’s IPPR speech and possibly your moment somebody suVers any injury people will
own, and the conclusion that the public are becoming instantly believe that all that they face is expensive
more risk averse, do you think there is any way in litigation, so they will settle early. The consequences
which this could be regarded in a more positive light, are that insurance premiums are too expensive and
possibly the result of aZuence, people being better everything becomes more expensive, but I do not
informed or generally more interested in health and think that that leads to the conclusion that one
safety, or is that just a naı̈ve thought? should not take sensible precautions. I am rather
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think there are factors surprised by the example you have given of a self-
like greater aZuence; there are factors about a much regarding activity. I thought what you meant was
better informed public; there are factors like people things that are entirely private, because plenty of

things are entirely private and you should be left toare much, much more aware than they used to be that
get on with it if it does not harm anybody else. Butparticular things can be avoided. As, for example,
that is probably not the position in relation to, forhealth care improves in hospitals, it is entirely
example, the eVects of alcohol, the eVects of druglegitimate that people expect higher standards of
addiction where they will impact on other people,their medical attendance when they go to hospital,
they will cost the state money in dealing with theand therefore as doctors become, in a number of
consequences.cases, much more able to avoid risk, so they should

be taking those steps to avoid risk. So there are big,
positive elements in relation to it. But the diYculty is, Q203 Lord Roper: We have already looked at some
and the question that the Prime Minister is posing in of the statistics in the area of risk aversion and there is
his IPPR speech, has it gone too far? He quotes the obviously some amount of overlap between statistics
example that Baroness Neuberger quotes in her about risk aversion and statistics about
book, and I think it goes along the lines of when compensation culture, but in your speech at the IPPR
somebody falls over in an old people’s home a care and your evidence to the Commons Constitutional
assistant is not allowed to try to help the person to his AVairs Committee in October you suggested that the
or her feet until they have either the help from developing compensation culture had led to a
somebody else or a hoist to help them. That feels reduction in the number of school trips and that local
barmy to any reasonable person; that is taking the authorities have closed beaches and parks to avoid
risk too far. You do not get around that by saying potential compensation claims. We were wondering
that the good side of it is that the care assistant now whether these sorts of judgments, which you made in

the speech, are based on anecdotal evidence from theknows that he or she is more likely to do her back in
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have?3 It will not provide the sort of statistic that themedia or whether there has been any statistical
analysis on the number of school trips or indeed of Lord Roper was asking about but it will provide what

statistics there are.park closures?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: They are not based upon a
statistical analysis in the sense that I cannot tell you

Q207 Chairman: It would help us to form a view.there were X number of parks open last year and
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I do not know if you havethere are only X minus Y this year. Nor can I give you
read the Better Regulation Task Force report but ita figure for the number of school trips less this year
overlaps quite a lot of the material there, where theythan last year; indeed, the number may be the same.
are saying—and we agree with this—that the numberAll that one can ever do in this area is identify specific
of claims is not going up, as far as one can see, but theexamples of where a particular school trip has not
perception of there being a compensation culture istaken place or a volunteer who has not volunteered
spreading and it is having a deleterious eVect on aor a particular body that cannot find volunteers to do
large number of worthwhile activities.things. So it is an anecdotal judgmental issue rather

than a statistical one.

Q208 Lord Vallance of Tummel: In earlier questions
you laid a lot of stress on the view of the public andQ204 Lord Roper: Would it not perhaps be
the view of the public is clearly going to beworthwhile our approaching the Local Government
significantly aVected by the media. I wonder whetherAssociation or one of the bodies which is in touch
you feel that the media are capable of or actually givewith local authorities and finding if they have any
a reasonable and balanced view of the interpretationstatistics?
of statistics in relation to risk and safety? And, if not,Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It would be well worth
whether there is anything practical one can do aboutyour doing that and I think you would find that they
it, perhaps by some form of voluntary code ofhave anecdotes and they also have some surveys
practice?about the extent to which people perceive the risk to
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Sometimes they do andbe greater, and I think you would also find that they
sometimes they do not; I do not think you can sayhave statistics about increases in insurance
that there is a complete answer to it. I think thepremiums; but they probably do not have the sort of
important thing is the circumstance in which the riskstatistics that I think you are referring to.
first comes to light. If the risk comes to light in the
midst of a surprising and untoward event, then you

Q205 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: The next point very rarely get the public getting a completely
we want to raise is really a supplement to that. Given balanced view about what has happened. So, for
the standard of the analysis or reporting back in the example, a lot of the beef problems came from the
first place perhaps it is not a sensible question, but for thing coming out in a way where it was being driven
example on the number of school trips there are entirely by sudden revelations about people suddenly
plenty of other reasons other than the compensation maybe getting BSE. If the way that government
which will aVect that. handles the release of information is to, at the earliest
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, indeed. There may be possible stage, produce material about what a risk is,
issues, for example, about the willingness of teachers and that material is produced when there is no great
to work the longer hours that it would require; it scandal, no great disaster that has struck, people
might have something to do with expenditure in would tend to find that quite dull, but it would very
particular schools. Question: do we think that there much reduce the sorts of things that occur when it
is a restriction on activity because of a misplaced fear occurs in the context of a disaster. The most obvious
of being sued and having to pay an undue amount, ie example I can think of is the rail industry where there
undue to the risk that you are undertaking? I think occurred in a comparatively short period of time a
there is and I think it spreads not just to schools but whole series of utterly tragic rail disasters. In seeking
to leisure activities and to business as well. for there to be debate about rail safety it is very, very

hard to criticise the media at that particular stage for
saying they reported the way that that occurred in anQ206 Chairman: In your answer to Lord Roper a
untoward way because, inevitably, the reporting wasminute ago you said this is something that we could
driven by the events that had occurred, and quiteask them about. But would I not be reasonable if I
rightly so. If, on the other hand, the risks had beensaid to you, is this not something that the government
earlier identified and the public had been aware ofought to be finding out about?
them, it would have both driven the policy and, ILord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, indeed, and I was not
suspect, driven the communication of the risk muchin any way suggesting that we should not have done;
better as well.I was trying to indicate what we had already found
3 See supplementary evidence dated 2 March 2006.out. Do you want me to provide all the material I
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a tiny part of the issue, however well justified. SoQ209 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Like passive
smoking. what is the most important thing you are going to do

to address this? One thing you suggested, which ILord Falconer of Thoroton: Like passive smoking? It is
diYcult because in a sense that is an issue where I do thought was very interesting, is that you might take a

look again at the way in which European legislationnot think the problem for one moment has been
people not being properly informed about the risks. is translated into UK law, and it is certainly the

case—I remember from my own days as a Minister—There is neither a media nor a public feeding frenzy
issue about that at all at the moment, driven by the that these European Union directives, which were

usually in rather general terms, were translated intoparticular facts; it is much more a political issue.
law very diVerently by the diVerent Member States,
and we were the most assiduous in dotting every “i”Q210 Lord Layard: Could we ask you about what
and crossing every “t” and as a result havingguidance, if any, is given to local authorities and
legislation which was far more voluminous and farother similar bodies when they have to deal with these
more restrictive than any other member country incompensation related issues, and are they meant to be
the community. So let me, as my secondary question,carrying out some kind of balancing operation
ask you what you are going to do about that?whereby they balance the possible costs of death and
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Your first question, youinjury claims against the costs of trying to escape
have been complaining, “Minister, you have beenfrom them? Do they get any guidance on that in cases
saying to me about all this compensation culture,where there is risk of death or injury, or should they
what is the government going to do about it?” Weget more guidance than they do now?
have set out broadly the areas of policy we need toLord Falconer of Thoroton: I cannot tell you what the
address and they are broadly, without going into thespecific guidance to local authorities is. I will not go
detail (although I can if you want me to): betterthrough it now but I can give you a list of all the
public awareness of precisely what the risk is if youpublications published by central government setting
are a business or a voluntary organisation or a schoolabout how to approach risk, and we have set out
or a public sector body. People need to know that thefrom time to time principles on how to approach it. I
risk of being sued is not as great as they think. Betterdo not know what the answer to it is, whether or not
risk management and negotiating with insurancecentral government has provided local government
companies to try to reduce insurance premiums onwith specific advice on that. I suspect the answer is
the basis that people know better what the risks are.that they have not beyond the document of which I
Regulation of claims farmers, which I think iswill give you details. Whether the LGA have
important. Stopping, in so far as we can,provided advice I am not sure; again, I suspect they
inappropriate advertising, to reduce as much ashave not but have relied on central government
possible a false sense that for every injury somebodygeneral publications.
is going to pay. Encouraging rehabilitation from
injuries to reduce claims as much as possible. ClarityQ211 Lord Lawson of Blaby: If I can go back just for
in the law as much as possible, so that people shoulda moment to one thing you said and then come on to
know, whether they are employers or people at risk ofmy question. You said that you thought with passive
being claimed, where they stand in relation to it.smoking that the public were not unaware of the
There is no one single answer to it, but the morerisks. I think the public are extremely ill informed
accurate a perception people have of what their riskabout precisely what the risk is, whether the risk is a
of being sued, is the less there will be a compensationsubstantial risk, whether it is a medium risk or
culture. Separately from all of that, you also need awhether it is a trivial risk. I think that there is very
court system that responds accurately and cheaply tolittle accurate public awareness. But what you have
individual claims because one of the great problemsbeen indicating in a number of your answers is a
is, if I am going to be sued by somebody because thegeneral concern about an increasingly risk averse
court process, people believe, is so complex, I mightculture, which was really the jumping oV point of this
just as well settle rather than wait for the answer atinquiry in the Prime Minister’s speech where he said
the end of the court system, which gives people anthat. But it is still not clear to me. One of the most
incentive to sue. So there is a range of issues; I do notimportant things, having identified the problem, is
think there is one simple answer.what the government is going to do about it. I know

that you have produced this Compensation Bill, that
is still going through the House, is it not? Q213 Lord Lawson of Blaby: On the EU?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes. Lord Falconer of Thoroton: On the EU, over the years

that we have been in government I completely agree
with you that in a time gone by we were much tooQ212 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Where you have
eager to dot every “i” and cross every “t”; we are nowcertain restrictions on improper practices by claims

farmers, or whatever they are called. But that is only much better at making sure that whilst we give eVect
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is something which is influenced by the media, and doto what has been agreed at European level accurately,
we do not do it in a gold-plated way and we do not do we not, therefore, all have an interest in them

observing a standard?it in such a way that you go way over the top simply
to avoid a tiny risk of being brought before the Lord Falconer of Thoroton: We do and some
European Court. I think the position has changed organisations do have guidance about how statistics
from what it was in the past. which might impact on the public’s perception of risk

are reported; the BBC, I think, has some guidelines in
relation to it, and we should encourage organisationsQ214 Lord Lawson of Blaby: But it is still a problem,
to have guidelines as much as possible. But, in reality,you were indicating earlier?
if we are going to reduce misreporting of things thenLord Falconer of Thoroton: Data protection is the
as far as government is concerned, and I think as farexample I gave, which was 1998, when I think a more
as other organisations are concerned, it comes backrisk-averse approach was adopted within
to what I said before, that the earlier and the fullergovernment.
you describe what the risks are the less likely it is
going to be that there are misrepresentations aboutQ215 Lord Sheldon: How far has the compensation
what the position is. So, yes, let us do all we can toculture actually reduced the levels of risk? There is of
encourage media organisations to be responsiblecourse the involvement of lawyers who charge very
about it, but one has to be realistic. MMR is a goodconsiderable fees and this must frighten oV anybody
example, where there were heartrending stories aboutwho has some doubt as to the level of risk that they
children suVering severe injury, could youare undertaking. So is the compensation culture
realistically expect, in the print media, for that to bereducing the level of risk?
reported in such a way that every report of thatLord Falconer of Thoroton: I think it is most certainly,
contained a summary of the precise evidence of whatyes, because I think, irrespective of the accuracy of an
the risk was? You could not, I think. So the earlier theallegation made against an individual company or
stage at which you indicate what the risks are, the lessvoluntary sector organisation, the costs of simply
vulnerable you are—although not completelyfighting oV the allegation are so huge in many cases
invulnerable—to particular stories driving thethat people, fearful of being sued, even if they are in
whole thing.the right, reduce and reduce and reduce the risks that
Lord Layard: Is it conceivable that the governmentthey take.
would take some initiative, a debate about a code of
practice? I do think that there is a responsibility onQ216 Lord Sheldon: So we are in a safer country at
journalists not to say post hoc proctor hoc, to writethe moment?
stories that are based on post hoc proctor hoc type ofLord Falconer of Thoroton: Are we in a safer country
argumentation when there is plenty of evidence.if certain sorts of activity are curtailed, if enterprise is

reduced, if the number of school trips is reduced, if
the extent to which people are prepared to, as it were, Q219 Chairman: Can I put the question another way
take children in the course of their education on because I spent seven, eight years as Chairman of the
things that would help them, does that make us Press Complaints Commission? There is a code
ultimately a safer country? I am not sure, in the which the newspaper industry has signed up to, which
long run. is in part about producing accurate information but

it requires somebody to complain when there is
Q217 Lord Layard: Can I go back to the media something inaccurate in the Press. If the
question because a lot of this does go back to the way government’s statistics are misquoted and
in which the public perceives these risks, which does misprinted, then it seems to me the government is the
go back then to how the data is presented in the body that should say to the newspapers, “These facts
media. We have seen extraordinarily bad reporting of are wrong”, or complain to the Press Complaints
scientific findings; one finding out of 100 finds Commission.
something. Lord Falconer of Thoroton: My own feeling—and I
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: MMR, for example. had not thought about it until Richard raised it—the

idea, for example, of the government saying, “We are
so fed up with the way that crime statistics areQ218 Lord Layard: MMR is one. Is it not worth

thinking about some sort of code of practice for the reported that we are now going to provoke a debate
about a code of conduct in relation to the accuratereporting of statistical questions, both scientific and

frequency of accidents of diVerent kinds, and so on, reporting of statistics,” I think we would sink like a
stone at that particular point. It does not feel realisticso that the public has a better understanding of what

is going on? Crime is a very good example because as a way forward. It is, I suspect, for individual
bodies to complain if they think that statistics areyou think that crime is going up and it is in fact going

down. So the business of how perceptions are formed being misreported to the relevant bodies, but it also
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Lord Falconer of Thoroton: What is the position of thehas to be a recognition that, whatever code of
media in reporting, “It is suggested that thisconduct you have, the earlier you get the material out
particular drug has this particular side eVect,” andthere the less likely you are to be misreported in the
there is a legitimate debate about whether it is or it isend.
not? I do not see how you could prevent anybody
reporting that. There will be certain cases where the
post hoc proctor hoc approach is plainly wrong, where
research shows that there is a one in 57 billion chance

Q220 Lord Skidelsky: Just following this up very this might happen and yet the media report it as being
quickly—and this is something of which our there is almost certainly a connection here; but that is
Chairman has had great experience—the Press a rare case where the error is so glaring and
Complaints Commission is not actually equipped to misrepresentation is so bad. It does not feel practical
adjudicate complaints of a statistical nature unless or possible to have an independent statistical body
there is something so very, very obviously wrong that that would rule on the way that the media have used
it amounts to wilful deception. I think that is the case, particular statistics.
and therefore if there is an independent body that is Chairman: I think we have come to a satisfactory
charged with looking at the way that statistics are conclusion here if I may say so because you have
treated in the media—and I think there is a good case given us very good answers to a whole range of
for it—then it has to be equipped with statisticians to questions. We are very grateful to you for coming
understand, or it has to have recourse to them. It is and for the way you have answered the questions.

Thank you very much indeed.something worth considering.

Supplementary letter from the Rt Hon Lord Falconer of Thoroton

When I gave evidence to the Lords Economic AVairs Committee, I undertook to provide you with material
I had relating to statistics. I attach the information,1 together with some research on risk which you may
find helpful:

— Figures from the Compensation Recovery Unit showing the number of accident claims made
between 2000 and 2005.

— “What are we scared of?” The value of risk in designing public space—CABE Space.

— Getting a grip—Risk, risk management and volunteering—Volunteering England.

— Reasonable Care?—Risk, risk management and volunteering in England—Volunteering England.

— Research into residential opportunities available for young people through schools—Department
for Education and Skills.

— Sensible risk management—research to date—Health and Safety Executive.

My Department has also commissioned research into the eVects of advertising in respect of compensation
claims for personal injuries. We intend to publish later this month and I will ensure a copy is sent to you.

I am also aware of research underway in the following areas:

— a third report from Volunteering England involving case studies of organisations’ experiences and
practice of risk and risk management;

— work, commissioned by the Health and Safety Executive on disproportionate decision making; and

— a survey being commissioned by the Department for Education and Skills which will map how
schools manage risk outside the classroom and their perception of how much activity other schools
undertake.

If any of these are published before the conclusion of the Committee’s inquiry, I will ensure you receive a copy.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton

2nd March 2006

1 All documents received but not printed.
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Vinson, L

Joint Memorandum by the Health and Safety Executive and Health and Safety Commission

1. Summary

1.1 This submission gives a brief overview of our approach to risk management. Given the nature of our work,
a risk-based approach is central to all that we do.

1.2 We believe that risk is ubiquitous and that any attempt to eliminate it altogether is unrealistic and harmful.
Rather HSC and HSE want to see risk managed responsibly so that people’s health and safety is properly
protected.

1.3 Sections 3 to 5 briefly summarise our overall approach to risk-based decision making. We believe it
important that our approach is both robust and transparent. To this end we published “Reducing Risks,
Protecting People—a guide to HSE’s decision making process” in 2001. This memorandum provides a short
overview, as well as identifying where further information is available.

1.4 Our concern about the eVect of excessive risk aversion is addressed in section 6. Excessive risk aversion
and unnecessary bureaucracy limit opportunities, hamper innovation and make our aim of controlling serious
risks more diYcult to achieve. We are taking action, in concert with a range of partners to redress the balance
so that the focus is directed firmly upon serious risks, not trivia and unnecessary paperwork.

2. Introduction

2.1 The independent enforcement of health and safety has been a feature of the regulatory system in Great
Britain for more than 150 years. The modern system owes its origins to the Robens Committee of Inquiry and
the subsequent passing of the Health and Safety at Work Etc Act 1974. This established HSC and HSE as two
separate non-Departmental Public Bodies accountable to the Secretary of State. It also confirmed an
important role for Local Authorities in health and safety enforcement.

2.2 HSC has overall responsibility for policy on health and safety, and advises Ministers on relevant standards
and regulations. It also conducts research and provides information and advice. The Chair and members of
the Commission are appointed by the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions following consultation,
advertisement and open competition.

2.3 HSE advises and assists HSC and has a statutory responsibility to make adequate arrangements for the
enforcement of the Act and other relevant statutory provisions in Great Britain. Since the establishment of
the Executive, enforcement activities have been shared between HSE and 2nd tier Local Authorities. HSE has
responsibility for enforcement in some premises (eg factories, construction sites, Crown premises), whilst local
authorities have responsibility in others (eg oYces, shops and warehouses). Enforcement of the Act is carried
out in accordance with the Enforcement Policy Statement (www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/hsc15.pdf), set by HSC
after full consultation with stakeholders.

2.4 Although legislative responsibility for occupational health and safety is reserved to Westminster, health
more generally has been devolved to the Scottish Parliament and Welsh Assembly. HSE has evolved its
structure to enable the development of close working relationships with the devolved administrations.

2.5 HSE has mechanisms for managing its own business risks within the context of overall corporate
governance. If helpful to the committee we can provide details of these arrangements, however they are not
addressed in this submission.
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3. The Ubiquity of Risk

3.1 Risk is an unavoidable part of life and work. It is not possible, or indeed desirable, to reduce all risk to
zero. Seeking to do so constrains business eYciency and innovation, limits personal freedoms, and gives
sensible risk management a bad name. However it is possible, and very desirable, to manage risks in a
proportionate and responsible manner. The sensible management of work-related risk is what both HSC and
HSE want to see.

4. Our Decision-Making Process

4.1 We believe it is important that there is transparency about the way that government makes decisions on
risk. Therefore in 2001, following wide consultation, HSE published “Reducing Risks Protecting People—
HSE’s decision-making process”. The document sets out the overall framework for decision making by HSE
and is intended to ensure consistency and coherence across the full range of risks falling within the scope of
the Health and Safety at Work etc Act. The document, which has become known as R2P2, has been recognised
internationally as a foremost authority on risk-based decision making. It is available on our web site at: http://
www.hse.gov.uk/risk/raindex.htm

4.2 “Reducing Risks, Protecting People” identifies the 6 stages of HSC/HSE decision making:

— Stage 1: Deciding whether the issue is primarily one for HSC/E;

— Stage 2: Defining and characterising the issue;

— Stage 3: Examining the options available for addressing the issue, and their merits;

— Stage 4: Adopting a course of action for addressing the issue;

— Stage 5: Implementing the decision; and

— Stage 6: Evaluating the eVectiveness of actions.

4.3 At the heart of this 6 stage process are the principles identified below.

Good Practice Guidance

4.4 The development, agreement and sharing of good practice, enables individual employers to identify
suitable risk controls, without having to work them out from first principles. There is no compulsion to follow
such good practice, and this is made clear in every piece of our guidance; however in many cases it provides
an easy option.

Reasonable Practicability

4.5 The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 (HSW Act) and its relevant statutory provisions are based
upon the principle of reasonable practicability: employers and other duty holders are required to manage risks
so far as is reasonable practicability.

4.6 The concept of reasonable practicability was defined in Edwards v National Coal Board, [1949] 1 All ER
743 as:

“‘Reasonably practicable’ is a narrower term than ‘physically possible’ . . . a computation must be
made by the owner in which the quantum of risk is placed on one scale and the sacrifice involved in the
measures necessary for averting the risk (whether in money, time or trouble) is placed in the other, and
that, if it be shown that there is a gross disproportion between them—the risk being insignificant in
relation to the sacrifice—the defendants discharge the onus on them.”

4.7 Therefore in our decision making process we consider:

— The trade-oVs between costs and benefits—a comparison of the benefits of any risk reduction
measures with their cost. The requirement for proportionality in good regulation means that duty-
holders should not expend significant resources to achieve only minimal improvements; and

— The tolerability of the risk—what level of risk does society expect given the benefits generated by
undertaking the hazardous activity which, necessarily, involves taking some risk.
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Uncertainty

4.8 HSC and HSE recognise that risk based decision making will always involve some degree of uncertainty
and judgement. We address uncertainty by adopting an approach consistent with the European Commission’s
Communication on the Precautionary Principle, which was ensorsed by EU Heads of Government in
December 2000. In practice, this means that we err on the side of health and safety where there is significant
uncertainty or ambiguity. However we develop policy and practice to be flexible and adaptable, allowing for
adjustment as more evidence is established and uncertainties are reduced.

5. Cross-Government Cooperation

5.1 The overall approach to risk assessment and risk management, outlined above, has been widely shared
across government. It was the basis of extensive collaboration with HM Treasury during the Risk Handling
Improvement Programme and was influential upon the recent Treasury publication “Managing risks to the
general public: appraisal guidance”, which supplements “Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government”
(The “Green Book”).

6. Sensible Risk Management—Actions to Ensure Balance

6.1 HSC and HSE are concerned about instances where organisations take decisions that are excessively risk
averse and/or involve unnecessary bureaucracy. Whilst a degree of risk aversion, proportionate to the level of
risk, is very healthy, real problems develop when this balance gets lost.

6.2 HSE’s mission is to protect people’s health and safety by ensuring that risks arising from work are
properly controlled. These risks change as the nature of work changes. HSE regulates a very wide spectrum
of risks, from nuclear power stations and high hazard chemical plants through to the diVerent risks found in
oYce work. We do not want to see time and resources diverted away from tackling serious risks onto trivial
risks that could not realistically result in significant harm or on paperwork that does not make a diVerence in
practice.

6.3 We believe that excessive risk aversion causes damage in three ways:

6.3.1 It damages organisational eYciency and limits room for innovation in both the private and public
sectors. It has the potential to erode the competence and confidence of managers.

6.3.2 It limits personal freedoms and opportunities to learn and develop, particularly where children’s
freedom to play is concerned.

6.3.3 It tarnishes the reputation of “health and safety” and makes it harder to get action taken to control
the risks that cause significant harm and suVering.

6.4 We have identified three types of story on excessive risk aversion:

6.4.1 First there are examples where an excessively risk averse decision has indeed been taken by a manager,
organisation or individual, often with the best of intentions. They may believe that the measures are
required to protect the organisation or themselves from compensation claims, prosecution under
health and safety legislation or some other form of sanction. The belief may be derived from media
stories, overly cautious advice from a health and safety professional or indeed insuYciently clear
guidance from the regulator—HSE or its Local Authority partners. We have commissioned research
to better identify the specific sources.

6.4.2 Second we regularly come across stories of excessive risk aversion or form-filling that when checked
have no basis in fact whatsoever. Urban myths may be very eVective in building belief in a
compensation culture—or an overly zealous regulatory system and regulator. In practice they prove
very diYcult to stop.

6.4.3 Third there appear to be increasing instances where relatively minor health and safety issues are
reported as the primary reason for an unpopular decision, whilst significant other factors, including
finance are not mentioned. Closure of leisure facilities is a typical example.

6.5 We believe that it is vital that we better understand the reasons behind such excessive risk aversion if we
are to be eVective in tackling the issue. Therefore we have commissioned research to investigate further the
root causes of excessive risk aversion and unnecessary bureaucracy.

6.6 Greenstreet Berman Ltd have been contracted to conduct the research, which began in October 2005 and
is due to deliver its final report in March 2006. Fieldwork is being undertaken at the time of writing. This
research will provide important evidence to, enable us (and our partners in the health and safety system) to
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better target actions against excessive risk aversion. We would be happy to share findings of the research with
the Committee when available.

6.7 We are working with our partners and stakeholders to take forward a “sensible risk campaign”. This
provides a significant contribution to the wider debate across government for which the Prime Minister called
in May 2005. It aims to develop understanding for what is meant by sensible health and safety—managing
risk, rather than trying to eliminate it.

6.8 The campaign was launched on 13 July 2005 in the House of Lords by the Minister with responsibility for
health and safety, the Chair of the Health and Safety Commission and the Deputy Director General of HSE.
It is due to conclude in the spring with the agreement of a set of principles of sensible risk management,
together with the launch of revised guidance. Some of the actions to which we have already committed, such
as the simplification of key guidance and reduction in paperwork required of business are outlined in HSE’s
draft simplification plan, published at:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/consult/condocs/simplification.htm

7. Conclusion

7.1 HSC and HSE’s approach to risk-based policy making and intervention is central to our work. In the
interests of transparency we published a detailed description of our decision making process in 2001. This has
been influential in helping to shape cross-government approaches to management of risk.

7.2 We have concerns that some organisations are driven to be excessively risk averse, whilst others do too
little to manage serious risks. We are working with partners to ensure there is greater focus on managing risk
in a proportionate manner that focuses attention where it is most needed.

January 2006

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Bill Callaghan, Chair of the Health and Safety Commission, and Mr Geoffrey Podger,
Chief Executive of the Health and Safety Executive, examined.

Q221 Chairman: Welcome and thank you very area, saying, “I hereby invoke the precautionary
principle”. As I understand the precautionarymuch for coming. You know what we are about. It

is an inquiry into the government’s policy on risk. principle—I think you will be aware of the number
of definitions that have come from the RioYou will see the words “precautionary principle”

come into the questions quite often. Is there declaration and so on—we are talking about the
possibility of harm and also scientific uncertainty.anything either of you wants to say before we start

or do we go straight into questions? In the vast bulk of the cases that we deal with we
know the facts. People fall oV ladders or getMr Callaghan: I would just emphasise that we have

been thinking about risk for a long time but, more knocked down by forklift trucks with depressing
regularity. It is not as if we are dealing withimportantly, we have been applying these concepts

in practice for a long time with some success, but uncertainty. I know about the wider debate on the
precautionary principle but I am not conscious thatwe would be very happy to explore these issues with

you in more detail. that is something that we have invoked in our
decision making procedures.

Q222 Chairman: With your great experience of
these things, how should the precautionary principle Q223 Chairman: Would that mean that you cannot

envisage the circumstances where you might wantbe applied in practice? In particular, how do we
avoid the problem that the precautionary principle to invoke that principle or it just happens that you

have not?may eVectively be used as an excuse for what in your
written evidence you refer to as “excessive risk Mr Callaghan: We have been thinking about

nanotechnology, as many other institutions have,aversion”? Could you give us any specific examples
of instances in which the use of the precautionary working with the Royal Society and others. This is

a classic case where public acceptance of newprinciple has been clearly beneficial in formulating
or applying policy? technology is contingent upon some understanding

that the risks are being adequately controlled. ToMr Callaghan: We have been thinking about this
and consulting colleagues. I am not sure that we the best of my knowledge, we cannot see for

example on nanotechnology that there is a need athave applied the precautionary principle as such in
our decision making. I cannot recall any particular the moment for any new regulations per se. We
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Q226 Lord Sheldon: There is the question of howthink at the moment the existing measures are
suYcient. That is an area where possibly one might you set a value on death or an injury. They do vary

very widely. If you take a rail accident, it isthink one might have to be cautious but this is an
area where I would see the precautionary principle enormously expensive in terms of compensation. If

you take ordinary road accidents, they cost muchas giving a spur to the need to find out more
information. We happen to be a risk based regulator less. There seems to be nothing binding these

various assessments together. How can we produceand obviously that depends on having the
information. some sort of figure which looks at them and says,

“This is the value and cost to the community of an
accident or death” and brings them into some sort

Q224 Chairman: What about something like GM of alignment with each other?
crops? Would that be an area this would apply to? Mr Callaghan: You will be aware of the work that
Mr Podger: Perhaps I should answer, having been is done led by the Department of Transport on
previously involved with the European Food Safety calculating the value of a preventable fatality. I see
Authority before I took up this job at the end of this more in terms of not so much the cost of a
November. There is no doubt at all, as you have human life—one might say one can never put a
identified, that it is precisely in areas like GMOs or monetary cost on that—but what is the cost of
biotechnology that people seek to invoke the safety improvements that would prevent fatalities. It
precautionary principle. I think it is fair to say, both is impossible to come up with one number which is
from my own involvement in the area and the going to be consistent across the whole piece. To the
involvement of other European agencies I am aware best of our knowledge, our understanding is that
of, that the general view would be taken that there society does attach diVerent values to diVerent
was a suYcient information base from which to activities.
draw normal conclusions. Therefore, the diYculty
of the precautionary principle is that on the one

Q227 Lord Sheldon: If you have a death orhand it is advocated often by people who do not like
accident, you can say, “This is the amount of moneythe consequences of applying the existing
that should be spent to prevent that death orknowledge; on the other hand, to be equally frank,
accident”. Of course it does not apply over theI do not think any of us, including the HSE, could
range. Should we not get greater consistency here?rule out a situation where we really did have a new
Mr Callaghan: I would argue that we need greaterhazard and did not have any degree of scientific
transparency. Our job as a Commission is to adviseknowledge on which to do any meaningful
ministers and, through them, Parliament on safetycalculations. It is in that scenario, it seems to me,
and we aim to be a good regulator, making sure thatthat we would become interested in the
our regulatory impact assessments are transparent

precautionary principle. so that there is a clear delineation of the costs and
benefits. Ultimately, it is for Parliament to decide if
this particular safety improvement is worth it. OurQ225 Lord Lawson of Blaby: The problem in
job is to expose the underlying rationale. It doespractice is because it is diYcult to attach any clear
appear that the public attach a diVerent value tomeaning to it. I see you nod. In your written
activities that they actively control, such as drivingevidence, you have a section dealing with this. “In
their car, from activities where they buy a ticket,practice, this means that we err on the side of health
whether on a train, an aeroplane or a coach.and safety where there is significant uncertainty or

ambiguity.” This is your interpretation of the
precautionary principle as it appears in European Q228 Lord Lawson of Blaby: While we are dealing
legislation. There are very many instances where with these various concepts which are bandied
there is a degree of uncertainty. How much about, in addition to the precautionary principle
uncertainty is significant? In practical, policy terms, there are two others. There is ALARP—as low as
it seems to me it is extremely diYcult to attach any reasonably practicable—and also something which
meaning to the phrase at all. is written into your tolerability of risk framework,
Mr Podger: I think it is very important also to the gross disproportion of risk. Could you please
understand that with the precautionary principle, if enlighten us by defining very clearly what these two
we were to invoke it and decide what it meant, you concepts mean in practice?
would still have a judgment call. It does not provide Mr Callaghan: I would regard the concept of
an algorithm which will get you to a conclusion. reasonable practicability as one of the central
You still have very much to form a conclusion on elements of the health and safety system in Great
what you know, what is feared, how long it would Britain. It is written into the 1974 Act which puts a
take to get better scientific information and how duty on employers to safeguard the health, safety

and welfare of their employees so far as ismuch it would cost.
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exactly what Bill Callaghan was saying in relationreasonably practicable. If there were not such a
phrase, there would be an absolute duty on to ALARP applies also here. There is properly often

quite lengthy discussion with the people who are theemployers. I think most people would agree that if
there was such an absolute duty on employers that duty holders who have responsibility to reach a

conclusion of reasonable practicability. Therefore,would be inflexible and would certainly lead to
excessive risk aversion and that would be damaging we take a pragmatic view. We do not take an

excessively legalistic one. If people are willing toto the economy. This has to be seen in terms of a
qualifier, in terms of a duty on employers. I would engage in a proper analysis that usually resolves

matters.regard it as a very important part of our health and
safety system. Mr Callaghan: I am not aware that employers are

regularly having recourse to the courts to test this
concept.Q229 Lord Lawson of Blaby: I was not questioning

the concept so much as the definition. Do you leave
this to be defined by the courts? Q231 Chairman: In the rail industry, for example,

are there not disproportionate ways in which theseMr Callaghan: It stems from a very important
judgment from 1948, Edwards v The Coal Board things are assessed? As I understand it, the costs

must not exceed the benefits and in other cases thewhich set out the legal interpretation. Reasonably
practicable is a narrower term than physically costs must not exceed 10 times the benefit. Is that

something that rings any bells with you?possible and it must be shown as a gross
disproportion between the risk and the costs. In my Mr Callaghan: Lord Macdonald will understand we

had many discussions in the rail industry over thisexperience, we have a very good understanding with
employers and employees in diVerent sectors about concept. I think the rail industry was one where we

found it diYcult in an industry which had a verywhat reasonably practicable means. To take the
work at height regulations, the recent new rules-based culture to get them to engage on what

we thought should be a risk-based culture. Thereregulations, we spent a lot of time talking to
employers, workers and unions in the construction were many misunderstandings about reasonable

practicability in the rail industry. Many thought thisindustry, building up an understanding about the
reasonably practicable measures that could gave us a green light to impose any safety measure

whatsoever without any qualification; whereas, as Iimplement these regulations. This is an iterative
process. One of the strengths of our system is the tried to explain, in the legal basis this in one sense

qualifies the absolute duty on employers. I think weopen process of consultation where we build an
understanding on what are sometimes quite did have some diYculties in establishing an

understanding of reasonable practicability in the railcontentious issues about what is reasonably
practicable. I would encourage your Committee if industry.
you have not already done so to speak to some of
the employers and employee representatives with Q232 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I want to ask
whom we deal. I am aware of the evidence that has about international experience in comparison with
been put to you which comes from a rather ours and the methods used in other countries for
theoretical base but in terms of the practical issues assessing death and injury values. Is there any sort
that employers, employees and we have to deal with of European or international consensus? Do we
there is a broad understanding of what these regard ourselves as being at the high end of
terms mean. standards in these matters? Do we have something

to learn from some other countries?
Mr Callaghan: In terms of our performance, ourQ230 Lord Lawson of Blaby: You have said on a

number of occasions that you have a clear health and safety record is one of the best in Europe.
I think that reflects our risk-based approach. It givesunderstanding of what reasonably practicable

means but do you have a similarly clear some flexibility to deal with changing technologies
and so on. In terms of how we compare with otherunderstanding of what gross disproportion means

and, if so, could you share it with us? countries and the technical issues of assessing costs
and so on, I think we are about mid-range.Mr Podger: The definition we use is the one in

Edwards v The National Coal Board of 1949, which Mr Podger: We are in the middle. I do not know
whether we regard that as a virtue or not. Thewe can make available to you if you do not already

have it. In a nutshell, what it would mean is that the average cost per fatality goes up to two million in
the United States. We are at one million althoughperson responsible for whatever is in question will

have to make whatever change is required unless the that is subject to variation, depending on the nature
of the fatality. We have Sweden at 0.8 and Finland,risk is considered insignificant in relation to the

sacrifice they have to make. That is the legal Germany, Australia, the Netherlands and
Switzerland between 0.7 and 0.5. There are regulardefinition very clearly, but it is also right to say that
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equally relevant, there are indications that peoplediscussions in which we certainly do engage over the
methodology used in these cases. The honest truth find this level of risk unacceptable. It is a judgment.

It certainly is not quantifiable. There is no way youis that these models are very helpful in informing
the debate but they are not usually determining. For can absolutely that you have it right. From previous

experience, I personally think that if you are reallythat reason, issues about diVerent levels used in
these equations, provided they are clearly stated and determined—which you may quite legitimately be—

to discover what public opinion is on the matter,transparent, tend not to be the most significant
factor at the end of the day. Our view is very you should be very wary of simply relying on

interest groups who quite legitimately express theirstrongly is that we should make very clear what we
have done and why, but equally make clear that it view which might not be typical at all. You do then

need to do some more specific polling with acan only be a model. It does not necessarily mean
that the final decision can be immediately drawn recognised polling authority. That is the only way

you will get at least a contrast to the view of specificfrom that model.
interest groups.
Mr Callaghan: Let us take a very tricky issue thatQ233 Lord Powell of Bayswater: There is nothing
we have had to deal with: automatic train protectionmuch to learn in your view from the experience or
and the Cullen recommendation that there shouldpractice of others?
be by 2010 the introduction of the system ofMr Podger: We all live in hope. We all hope that
automatic train control. We consulted the railpeople will find improved models particularly which
industry and the normal interest groups but we alsothe public identify with more, because one of the
engaged in a widespread consultative exerciseissues with models is precisely that they are
through focus groups, through engaging people whomeaningful to people to whom quantification is
were not the usual suspects in this, to come up withmeaningful, but there is a lot of evidence suggesting
a more nuanced view. I would very much take thethat quite large proportions of the population do
point that it is incumbent upon us to make sure thatnot find quantification meaningful in this kind of
we are not just listening to the normal lobby groups.context. I do not say that in criticism; it is an
One of the strengths of the Commission as anobjective fact which the literature well establishes.
independent body is that it can see through some of
the special interest pleadings.

Q234 Lord Skidelsky: In your written evidence,
page three, you say that in your decision-making

Q235 Lord Skidelsky: You mentioned the wordyou consider the tolerability of risk. That is,
“polling” and you mentioned focus groups. What“. . . what level of risk does society expect given the
polling do you do?benefits generated by undertaking the hazardous
Mr Podger: I was talking on the basis of my previousactivity . . .”. It is the word “society” that always
experience, having recently arrived at HSE, but I amsticks in my gullet a bit because it is one of those
very happy to oVer an example which builds onimprecise words. What in this context does
what the Committee has already been discussing. In“society” mean? How do you get to know what
the area of biotechnology the UK Food Standardssociety thinks? How do you avoid the problem of
Agency, when I was chief executive, did not merelyself-selection when you test for opinion? How do
take the views of interest groups which tended to beyou avoid the opinion about tolerability of risk
hostile because they were opposed in principle asbeing monopolised by people who have special
they were quite entitled to be. But we also didinterests in the topic, by quantifiers, by lobbies, by
polling which was based on first of all asking peoplethe media? Therefore, is it not a meaningless phrase
what their concerns were about food safety withoutother than saying that the tolerability of risk is
prompting them, which produced very few peopledefined by us with a number of other groups who
who were concerned about biotechnology. We thenare particularly interested in a topic and “society”
oVered the prompt of biotechnology, at which pointis a redundant word?
the figure leapt. There are certain conclusions youMr Podger: There is fairness in what you say and I
can then draw about this as to what people arehave no interest in seeking to dispute that. The
really concerned about and what they feel theypractical reality is that what you normally find is
should be concerned about. All you can do is trythat diVerent sectors have historically been
and put all these sources of information togetherregulated at diVerent levels of risk. The issue then
and be open about them but also make a judgment.becomes whether those intimately involved—who as

you rightly suggest may have all manner of vested Mr Callaghan: Can I give you one example from the
health and safety field, which is carbon monoxideinterests—find that level to be continually

applicable or not. There is also a wider question poisoning? We took an opinion poll to find out what
people thought of this risk. What we found was thatwhich is as to whether, within a broader framework

of public opinion or political opinion, which is the public overestimated the risk of carbon
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indicators and this is only one way of doing it, butmonoxide poisoning. In other words, they estimated
that the risk was much greater than it was. We took it is not faultless. It does lend itself to artificial views

as QALYs lend themselves. If you ask an 18 yearthat work into account in developing the regime for
domestic gas safety, which is one of our old what he thinks of the quality of life of any of

us in this room, it is probable that they will take theresponsibilities. There are some interesting issues
here. Do you say that the public is wrong to hold view that it is not worth much. Perhaps as we grow

older we now take a rather diVerent view. One canthese views? It seems rather dangerous to say that
somehow the public are not entitled to hold see all these factors do somewhat complicate the

views people may express in perfectly legitimateparticular views on risk. It is partly our job as an
open, transparent regulator to help improve and polling.
inform the debate but what I am very wary about
is imposing an expert view because as soon as you Q238 Lord Layard: In cost benefit analyses of the
do that people are going to recoil. These are cost of safety in safety projects, I believe that the
undoubtedly diYcult issues. I cannot pretend we value is independent of age, number of dependents
always get it right but I think one has to have public and so on. Is that realistic? Should more weight, for
confidence in the system. example, be attached to child safety? Secondly,

should there also be a distinction between voluntary
undertaking of risk and involuntary, a distinctionQ236 Lord Roper: Government departments such
between driving and pollution, say?as the Department for Transport and Defra
Mr Callaghan: Where children are at risk we wouldcurrently use willingness to pay to obtain monetary
perhaps look for higher standards of protection forvalues for safety in their own departments for their
people who cannot look after themselves. Thatinvestment decision making. Do you think this is an
would be understood. I would find it quite diYcultappropriate method and should it be used by other
for any of the safety measures that we aregovernment departments and agencies such as the
recommending to ministers to say that somehowNHS if there was a certain consistency across
one could put a diVerent value on lives. It might begovernment?
impossible anyway because I am not sure we wouldMr Podger: Willingness to pay strikes me as one of
be able to get to fine enough detail to say, “Thisseveral techniques which it is perfectly legitimate to
measure aVects so many children or so many peopleuse. I would not say that I think it has an over-
over 70” or whatever it happens to be. As a matterarching legitimacy. The diYculty in my view with
of pure expediency, it is better to use an averagewillingness to pay is not dissimilar to the diYculty
figure. That is not to say that there are certainyou get from quality of life indicators, which no
categories—pregnant women, for example, anddoubt you have also been involved in, particularly
young children—who require special measures.the Health Service indicators. That is, in a sense,

you are either asking people how much they would
be prepared to pay without requiring them to do so, Q239 Lord Layard: What about the voluntary/
in which case inherently you get people saying what involuntary distinction?
they think they should say as opposed to what they Mr Callaghan: That is one of the interesting issues
feel; or else you are imposing a rather artificial in our society. People perhaps demand higher
situation in which you put a charge in for safety, standards of protection when they are a passenger,
but then you have to accept that everyone believes consumer or worker, but in their leisure activities
everything should be safe anyway, so it is all they take risks. It is something that possibly has
meaningless. Therefore, our view would be it is a been much discussed in this House. If people want
legitimate thing to attempt and use as a model but to swim in Hampstead Pond early on a cold winter’s
we would not see it as a unique guide and it does morning, it is entirely up to them and nothing
have these risks. whatsoever to do with the Health and Safety

Commission and Executive. Where people are at
work and where the employer has a clear duty ofQ237 Lord Roper: You would suggest that maybe
care, that seems to be something else. It is one ofeven those departments which use it should
the paradoxes in our society that people are on theprobably use other models as well and not get
one hand engaging in more risky endeavours and onthemselves into a situation where they are too
the other hand seeking greater protection at workhooked on one particular model?
and as consumers.Mr Podger: If I were to agree with that, my career

would come to a very quick end! Everyone has these
diYculties and is aware of them. One would assume Q240 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: In dealing with

industry and trade unions do you find the interesttherefore that those who do use these indicators
have their own reasons for using them. I suspect in this whole subject is better informed than if you

go back 30 years when it was not very wellthey take the view that they need a range of
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Mr Callaghan: With 410 local authorities comparedinformed? The attitudes were good but it now seems
much better informed, partly as a result of your own with one HSE, the problem about achieving

consistency is obviously greater, although notactivities.
impossible. It behoves us to build a better dialogueMr Callaghan: As a result of the work of the
with local authorities. We have opened up our ownCommission and the Executive, yes, I think people
resources and our intranet so that local authorityare better informed. In certain sectors we have built
inspectors can have access to the tools that we useup a very good understanding. I was going to say
to ensure consistency and enforcement. We are verysectors like steel, coal and manufacturing but one of
aware of the provenance of the Hampton Reviewthe facets of our society is that we have fewer coal
of regulation. We are very much engaged with localmines, steel mills and so on. I would say there was
authorities and HSE colleagues in trying to developless of an understanding, let us say, in the service
a consistent approach, particularly to largesector over the more tricky issue of occupational
employers who will have operations across thehealth. That is one of the challenges we face in terms
whole of the country and many local authorities. Aof the hazards that people face at work. In terms of
consistent approach is one that we ought to be ablethe number of days lost each year—28 million
to deliver.working days due to ill health, only seven million

days because of accidents at work—the issue of
occupational health is not perhaps as well Q243 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: I would not
understood. This is because the interventions that necessarily accept that one ought to have a uniform
we and employers can take are not very standard in all local authorities. I should have
straightforward. It is pretty easy to see whether a thought in some ways it is quite a good thing that
machine is guarded; it is less easy to see whether that local authorities should be accountable to diVerent
job is being done in a way that is not going to cause standards. On this question about evaluations being
stress or cause people to have a bad back. There are done by local authorities themselves, I came across
diVerent degrees of understanding. what may seem a rather eccentric example some

time ago of a situation where a local authority in
Scotland had hauled down a lot of gravestones in

Q241 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: If I have this cemeteries because of the risks of gravestones falling
right, are you having to cope with an old fashioned on children. This struck me as (a) quite remote and
definition of industry? Retailing and warehousing (b) parents have a responsibility to keep their
are now probably bigger employers than a lot of the children from playing in graveyards. Is there some
things you have to deal with. national data about this or is that just something
Mr Callaghan: The Commission’s responsibility is that local authorities decide to do on their own?
for both the HSE, of which GeoVrey is the chief Mr Callaghan: That particular local authority—I
executive, and also local authorities. The can think of some in England as well—did decide to
relationship between the Commission and the do something on its own. I wrote to local authorities
Executive is not the same as that between the because I was very concerned when I read reports
Commission and the world of local government. We of local authorities indiscriminately knocking down
were discussing that with senior figures in the local gravestones. I wondered whether this was
government world only yesterday. Local authorities addressing a real risk. There have been instances
who enforce health and safety law need to give where children have been killed or injured with
higher priority to this. Environmental health oYcers falling gravestones but—I am happy to let your
are a bit of a Cinderella area in the world of local Committee see the text of my letter—I was urging
government and, compared with other areas of a proportionate approach on local authorities.
environmental health protection, health and safety
come quite low down in the list of priorities. I would Q244 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: What led you to
like to see local authorities doing more. One of my do this?
goals is to build a better partnership between Mr Callaghan: I was concerned.
ourselves and the 410 unitary and district authorities
who enforce health and safety law in Great Britain.

Q245 Lord Lamont of Lerwick: Where did you hear
about it?

Q242 Chairman: Is there a problem in that area in Mr Callaghan: In the local press. When I read that
the way that local authorities interpret some of the the HSE had ordered these gravestones to be
regulations, an inconsistency between one local knocked down when this was not the case, we
authority and another? We have had some people thought we had to take some action. There is a
here talking to us who have rather hinted that that number of organisations involved and they do have
is the case, that there is not a consistent some standards themselves for gravestones. It is a

fact that modern gravestones do topple over but Iinterpretation and that produces some problems.
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rather small sector so one has to be wary aboutthink we need a more sensible, proportionate
approach. drawing precise figures, but we have fatality rates of

20 per 100,000 plus compared with an averageMr Podger: This action was originally taken after
three children were crushed to death in separate across the whole country of one per 100,000. We

have construction which used to be six per 100,000incidents, so it really was not inventing a diYculty
where there was not one. now down to below four per 100,000, but it is still

much higher than the average. I know people are
concerned about excessive risk aversion and thatQ246 Lord Skidelsky: In that local authority?
somehow principles of ALARP are imposingMr Podger: No, throughout the country. The
burdens on industry. We would be very happy if alldiYculty is that there are variations and it is part of
our duty holders got up to the minimum levelsthe system that local authorities do have a degree of
which are implied in the legal obligation becauselocal discretion. Equally, the downside is that in this
there are many sectors where the levels of safety arekind of situation people may misunderstand the
unsatisfactory. One has to ask why is it then inmessage one is trying to send or may over-react. It
particular sectors we have marked variations inis a problem that we and local authority colleagues
performance so in a particular sector one companyare aware of. It is not easy to solve without
has a much worse record than the others. As a riskcompromising people’s independence to a degree
based regulator, I think there is a duty on thewhich is not desirable. It is a diYcult issue of
Executive to make sure that we are targeting ourbalance.
resources where we can have the biggest impact but
there are marked variations in safety performance

Q247 Lord Layard: There have been traditionally and part of our job is to make sure that we find the
diVerent degrees of risk accepted in diVerent right ways of addressing those.
industries. Either there is public money involved,
spent in diVerent industries, or there is one common

Q248 Lord Layard: There are two concepts ofregulator imposing regulations in the name of the
parity. One is achieving the same average accidentpublic at a cost to the shareholders, again probably
rate, which is not really appropriate. The parity ideaa fairly widely dispersed group of people who have
which I had in mind was that the seriousnessinvested in diVerent industries. Is it right to accept
attaching to an accident should be the same in eachthese traditions when there is a common pot which
industry, but the risk of the activity has to beis financing these diVerent traditions? Is not the
balanced against the cost of preventing it to makereason for having a Health and Safety Executive to
any diVerence in the industry.try and introduce more rationality into the way in
Mr Podger: The responsibility we feel quite stronglywhich the common pots are being used? I can see
is the need to challenge past practice, which answersthat the political operation of changing things is
part of your question because HSE consists ofnever easy but against that is there not an
various inspectorates which were brought together.underlying obligation on the Executive to try to
It is not the case—I am sorry if I gave thatintroduce an element of parity across the board? In
impression—that we simply accept the status quoso far as public opinion is generating these diVerent
and live with it. One of the ways we do that is welevels of tolerance, if that is based on
move our inspectors from one area to anothermisinformation or failure to perceive the numerical
precisely to try and challenge the existing culture.reality, is there not an obligation on the Executive
There are dangers, for example, in the nuclear areato publicise some of these numbers?
where inherently we have a relatively small but ableMr Callaghan: It depends what your comparator is.
core of nuclear inspectors and there are dangers ifLet us take this issue about road versus rail which
you do not import staV with new ideas. You mayhas been much discussed. I would say that the better
lose something of the element of challenge. Wecomparison was between diVerent modes of public
certainly accept that. It is very diYcult to seek totransport, so one is comparing air transport with
standardise exactly risk in all areas. If we went downbus transport and with rail transport. If you look at
that route, it would not be the most helpful thingthe figures there about the rate of accidents, they are
for us to do in terms of helping our fellow man. Werather similar. There is a marked diVerence between
do more with the pragmatic approach, addressingthat group of public transport operators and car
things as we find them and seeking to improve themtravel and, going further, motorcycle travel, but in
in practical ways but also bearing in mind the riskterms of public transport there are similar levels of
and not overdoing it.rather good safety between coach transport, bus

transport, rail transport and air transport. One
might look at this in diVerent ways. Across the piece Q249 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Could I take

you back to the area of local government? We havewe see certain sectors such as waste disposal with
alarmingly high rates of fatal accidents. This is a heard in discussions of a compensation culture and
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or measure whether the pragmatism, the sensible,that successful claims might be falling but the
evidence is that risk aversion is increasing. You well balanced approach that you have at a

Commission and an Executive level, is carried outtalked about the dialogue that you had with local
government but do you think there is need for on the factory floor and on the oYce floor? How do

you judge the inspectorate, because that is where thefurther, perhaps stronger guidance on that? What
are the present procedures? Do they have to carry costs and benefits lie? It is the interface between the

inspectorate and industry.out cost benefit analysis or death and injury
evaluation when they assess the policies that they Mr Callaghan: The key responsibility lies with
are implementing? managers. The fundamental insight of the Robens
Mr Callaghan: What I have been trying to do with Report and the 1974 Act was that the responsibility
my Minister, Lord Hunt of Kings Heath, is to try for managing the risks lies with those who create
to stimulate a debate on what we call sensible risk them. The term self-regulation is often used to
management. When I hear stories of schools having describe it but the key responsibility is on those who
to fill in 21 pages of risk assessment before a school are managing and working. With 1,500 inspectors
form can go to the Science Museum, it does seem in HSE, 1,100 or so inspectors in the local authority
excessive. What we are trying to do is to provide world, there is no way that we could visit every
guidance which is a bit more straightforward, workplace. Neither would it be desirable because we
parsimonious and user friendly and perhaps for us have to remember the fundamental duty and
to be a little clearer on what we expect. The responsibility lie with the duty holders, those who
language of risk assessment which is potentially very create the risks. Perhaps we can address the issues
helpful can become very cumbersome. For many about consistency which are important but the key
activities, we are not looking for local authorities or responsibility does lie with the duty holders and a
others to do an ab initio sort of risk assessment. lot of our activity as a Commission is not just
There ought to be enough on the stocks for people sending out the inspectors with hobnail boots,
to take pretty straightforward decisions. Somewhere which is one image; it is working with duty holders
along the line—I hope it is not us—for one reason to improve understanding, to try to instil a concept
or another people are worried about the fear of of leadership from the boardroom—the best run
litigation even though there is no evidence to suggest companies regard health and safety as core issues on
there has been a growth in claims. Nevertheless, boardroom agendas—and also a concept of worker
there is a perception there is a risk of litigation and involvement at the shop floor. There is a role for the
people are driven into activities which are, to my inspectorate to make sure that standards are being
mind, risk averse. maintained but there is no way with these limited

resources that we can ever be sitting behind the
shoulder of every duty holder in the country. WeQ250 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Has the
do aim to make sure that these policies are appliedMinister agreed that you should have this role but
consistently by our field force.that you should take a positive role? How far into

the process are you in contacting and advising local
government? Q253 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Can you, in a
Mr Callaghan: It is very much agreed that this is nutshell, address the second part of my question,
work we should be taking forward. With Lord Hunt which is how do you judge the performance of the
we launched a debate in the House last summer and inspectorate in fulfilling your policies?
I hope there will be some fruits of this work in the Mr Callaghan: I have PSA targets which are shared
not too distant future, including new guidance from with DWP and I have to report to my Minister on
ourselves on risk assessment. these Public Service Agreement targets. Whereas

five or 10 years ago we would have counted the
Q251 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: That has not number of inspection visits or the number of pieces
gone out yet? of paper that are produced, we now look at
Mr Callaghan: It has not, but I hope that will be outcomes and what is happening in the real world to
available soon. health and safety performance. That, in one sense, is

the basis on which the Executive and local
authorities are working to the Commission to tryQ252 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Can I bring you
and achieve those outcomes. In recent years we haveback to the factory floor or the call oYce floor or
been trying to make sure that people are thinkingthe oYce floor for the moment? Let us suppose that
in terms of all the things that inspectors do, whichthe approach of the Commission and the Executive
is not just inspecting, but all the interventions weis sensible, pragmatic and well balanced and their
make. What is the most eVective way of achievingpolicies are too. The application of those policies for
improvements in health and safety? That is thethe most part takes place through the HSE inspector

or through local authorities. Are you able to assess ultimate test.
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make. Inherently, it will appeal to those who areQ254 Lord Paul: Can I move to the risks involved
in passive smoking? Your written evidence refers to most vulnerable because they are most in need of

money but they then become exposed to this riskserious and trivial risks. How clear is the evidence
in the case of passive smoking? from which the rest of us are shielded. I appreciate

there may be diVerent views on this, but our viewMr Callaghan: I gave evidence to a House of
Commons committee on this at the end of last year. is very much that that is the proper framework with

which we should conduct ourselves, which is quiteThe issue of passive smoking is one where the
Department of Health is in the lead. What I said to diVerent from saying that where people inherently

have to take risks, even after you have taken all thethe select committee was that there are many risks
facing, for example, bar workers. This is the group precautions you reasonably can, that may also be

reflected in remuneration. We certainly do not likeof workers perhaps most aVected by this. One of the
reasons why the Commission favours a universal the idea of trading oV basic safety against more

money.ban is that we think that is what makes most sense
in terms of regulatory simplicity. We think trying to
divide bars between food and non-food introduces Q258 Lord Skidelsky: You are then ignoring the
an element of regulatory complexity and indeed inherent diVerences and attitudes towards risk that
would divert resources away from some of the other people have. They may agree on the facts but they
issues that face workers in pubs and clubs such as may have a diVerent attitude to the risks.
violence and manual handling. The arguments in Mr Podger: Speaking as someone who has had a lot
terms of regulatory simplicity for a blanket ban are of experience of dealing with complaints after things
very strong indeed. have gone wrong, people are happy to accept risks

unless they occur. I would be very unconvinced that
people were able to make informed decisions if oneQ255 Lord Paul: Would it be a really serious risk
were to go down this route. What would happen isor a trivial risk on a scale of one to ten?
that they would be subject to significant financialMr Callaghan: I refer to the Scientific Committee on
pressures. It would be the most vulnerable whoTobacco and Health and the evidence they have
would be tempted towards this kind of option. Theyprepared is pretty clear. The Chief Medical OYcer
and possibly people more generally would be ratherregards this as an important public health issue.
horrified when these actual results occurred and
some of them had to suVer the injury whichQ256 Lord Roper: In so far as passive smoking
would follow.aVects people who are working in institutions for

which you have particular responsibility, that will
Q259 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: I rememberapply just as much in private clubs as it will in pubs,
from my shop steward days in industry that it waswill it?
possible to negotiate danger money. Is that noMr Callaghan: Yes.
longer a practice?
Mr Callaghan: I am fairly confident that the TUC

Q257 Lord Skidelsky: In financial markets the and unions would not support that concept,
concept of a risk premium is very familiar. The although I agree that the concept of danger money
greater the risk of you losing your money, the more did exist in the past.
you charge for lending it. I wonder if that can be
applied to any of the areas you are concerned in?

The Committee suspended from 4.33pm to 4.42pmFor example, how much more would people
for a division in the Houseworking with smokers want to go on working with

Chairman: I made the mistake of stopping Lordthem than they get at the moment? Has anyone tried
Lawson.to do that kind of inquiry? It seems to me that at

least one should look at that rather than say, just for
regulatory simplicity, one should have a total ban. Q260 Lord Lawson of Blaby: I was stopped by the

bell! May I follow up the issue that has been raisedMr Podger: The honest answer to this line of
inquiry, which I noticed got some extra publicity on by Lord Paul and Lord Skidelsky about passive

smoking, because it does seem to me to illustrate aSaturday in The Times, is that we do not take this
as the proper starting point. Our view is that people lot of more general issues as well as being of interest

in itself. I think I am right in saying that when youshould have working conditions in which risks are
controlled as reasonably as practicable. That is not approached this you were concerned with the

Government’s original proposals because they wereabsolute. None of us can aspire to that. We find
rather repugnant the idea that people should have complex and you thought a total ban would be so

much simpler. It certainly is, I am sure. That is nota choice between having that level of safety or
alternatively be paid more and not have it, not least the only yardstick, there are other yardsticks about

choice, freedom, diversity and so on. Also, anotherbecause it is a very diYcult choice for people to
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operating there are various diVerences and I wantissue which Mr Callaghan mentioned was that in
people’s leisure activities it is acceptable to them, to ask what inter-departmental consultations have

taken place on this question of assessing the risks ofacceptable to you and acceptable publicly that there
is not such a rigorous standard as there is in the death and injury?

Mr Callaghan: There is an inter-departmental groupwork environment. I suppose that is because people
choose their leisure activities, and this relates to that looks at this but oYcials in HSC obviously talk

widely to colleagues across government. There arewhat Lord Lamont was saying earlier about where
there is a choice, choosing to drive a car and so on. a number of government publications including I

think it is called the Green Book, which theThey choose their leisure activities and they
certainly can choose. At the present time some Treasury have produced and to which HSC oYcials

contribute. There is a lot of inter-departmentalrestaurants allow smoking, some restaurants do not
allow smoking at all, so you can choose which one consultation on this issue.
you can go to. Is it not much the same for the
employee? If you are a waiter, you can decide Q263 Lord Sheldon: Are we getting to anywhere
whether you want to take a job at a restaurant near some sort of consistency?
where smoking is permitted, or you can decide that Mr Podger: It is probably best to say there is an
no, you do not want to take that risk, you would ongoing dialogue, to be honest with you. As I
rather go where it is a no-smoking restaurant, so indicated before, consistency is rather diYcult in this
you do that. In the modern era, the employee, the area because it is not obvious there is a perfect
worker or whoever has a similar choice to the solution. It is much more about, and it seems to me,
consumer, so I cannot see why there should be this continuing the dialogue as to the various models
considerable diVerence, why that choice is not available, how they could be improved, what their
acceptable and in an issue like this the risk—it is public acceptability is and the rest. Certainly, there
arguable this is what it is, but everybody knows it are attempts, not least by the Government
is a very small and remote risk—is not a high risk Economic Service, whom I should mention as we
activity. So what is the case? have an economist sitting behind me, who have also
Mr Callaghan: The issue would be, it is more or less made further eVorts to hold a dialogue on this issue.
theoretically, how much choice a relatively low paid It would be wrong for us to imply to you that this
bar worker would have. I hesitate to comment on would lead to the answer which solves all problems.
this because this has been introduced under public
health legislation and not under health and safety Q264 Chairman: Would it be helpful if there was
legislation. In one sense, the Department of Health more consistency? Is it a desirable objective or do
are in the lead on this. Our role then would be to you think it does not matter?
make sure that we have a proportionate Mr Podger: What I think is very desirable is that
enforcement regime and I am not sure that workers, people should share experiences, that is the key
but this is only a purely personal view, in eVect, thing, and understand better both the advantages
would have that much choice but that is given their and disadvantages that people have found with
relative skills and status. various ways of proceeding. We do try and tap into

this through the inter-departmental arrangements
that Bill Callaghan has described.Q261 Lord Lawson of Blaby: They have a choice

when they decide what line of business and what line
of trade they wish to go in, and they have a choice Q265 Lord Roper: As you said earlier, there should
within the trade. be more transparency because presumably if there
Mr Callaghan: How much real choice there is in the were more transparency and people were able to see
labour market is perhaps for others to debate. As I this variation, this might lead to some pressure for
said, this measure has been introduced under public people to converge towards some common values?
health legislation. I think it is diYcult to explain to Mr Podger: Or, at the very least, external critique
people why it is, as it were, more acceptable to be which, as you say, we would consider very desirable.
exposed to tobacco smoking in one pub and not I think external critique is good, it is good for us,
in another. it is good more generally in this area. It is a way of
Lord Lawson of Blaby: I must say I do not quite testing what people find acceptable, what people
understand the answer, but I do not want to hog the find believable, what they do not and what ways
questioning because we might have another vote they would like us to proceed. We would welcome
soon. that.

Q266 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Could you say a wordQ262 Lord Sheldon: The question that I asked
earlier on about the values of death and injury as a about this old nugget about 30 lives in a single

accident versus 30 lives in a lot of separate accidents.result of taking excessive risks: in various ways of
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planning. I think it has come out rather well inObviously, you would have to look at the odds in
the press.diVerent situations, but could you say a word about

(a) how that should be evaluated and (b) how you
think it is regarded by the public? Q268 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I want to come
Mr Callaghan: I do think the public look, as it were, back to your comments about British industry. I
at individual risks and consequences. I do not find wondered whether you encountered the view in your
it surprising that events which may have very small contact with industry that excessive caution in the
risks, which nevertheless when something adverse health and safety area put British industry at a
does happen has great consequences, and the public significant competitive disadvantage or was that not
are more concerned about those. I do not know if really an issue?
it is wise to mention Buncefield or not, luckily no- Mr Callaghan: Certainly, I have heard that and
one was killed there and very few people were Digby Jones has bent my ear sometimes. I have to

say that I do not think industry gains competitiveinjured. One can understand the concern, I have to
success through low health and safety standards.say talking to the local MP about that event. I do

not think it is irrational for the public to be worried
about consequences on that scale. I know there is a Q269 Lord Powell of Bayswater: That was not the
lot of talk about media amplification of risks and so question.
on but where an event happens such as the Mr Callaghan: Those companies who are hanging
Ladbroke Grove train crash or the Piper Alpha oil on because they got poor health and safety
disaster I think there is great concern, and I see standards, in one sense, that is—
nothing surprising about that.

Q270 Lord Powell of Bayswater: They are having to
apply the regulations but nonetheless might feel theyQ267 Chairman: If you start from a proposition
were excessively burdensome in practice and did putwhere one wants a rational deployment of resources
them at a competitive disadvantage. Have youthen one hopes that one can have as much rational
found that has been a view expressed to youdecision-making as is possible and some of these big
frequently?events tend to make decision-making that much
Mr Callaghan: I think, for the most part, I wouldmore diYcult. Do you look upon the media as
say large corporations recognise that integral tosomebody who helps or hinders in this matter and
good management in general is good health andwhat role do you have in trying to improve the way
safety. Those companies which get it wrong havethe media produce their reports? Do you brief them
bolt-on health and safety as an extra. The conceptor do you talk to them?
of risk assessment, following Turnbull, is pretty well

Mr Callaghan: Obviously we try and be open and established and most businesses recognise that
transparent with the media. By the way, I am not health and safety is one of the most key risks to be
one who thinks automatically that the media get it managed. There is a trickier issue in addressing
wrong. I rather worry about any organisation like small firms, and I would say one of our big
HSC, or other government body, trying to dictate challenges is to try and reach small firms. Obviously
to the media what they should write and what they there are many more of them to reach, so it is not
should not. I think what we hope to do is to try and as easy as addressing the Chairman and Chief
get an understanding with key journalists but Executive of ICI or AstraZeneca. To be honest, they
ultimately there are editorial judgments to be made. do not naturally come knocking on our door
In terms of this debate about consistency, we are looking for help and support. I think it is incumbent
looking at a range of diVerent risks. There are the upon us to find ways of reaching small firms and we
events which happen, not too frequently but people are putting a lot of eVort into providing advice and
fall oV ladders quite regularly—the consequences information to small firms in a way which is free
are not on the scale of Flixborough or Piper from the fear of enforcement, so we are using in one
Alpha—and then you have got those events which sense an agency once removed from HSC to provide
are very, very rare but the consequences are great. that information. There is an exciting new project
I am afraid it is quite diYcult to have a calculus that starting next month called Workplace Health
joins those two. We would hope that the media do Connect which has that aim in mind. I would say
report these exactly. We try to brief them and I the small firms market was the one really we have
think we have a role, particularly in briefing to crack and I do not think we have done as much
specialist correspondents but, ultimately, they have as perhaps we should have.
to be the judges and one cannot dictate their source. Mr Podger: I think all regulators have that problem.
Looking at Buncefield, most recently, I thought they The small firms sector is inherently diYcult because
covered the issues there pretty well, including the often the businesses require all of the propriety, they

are in a financially diYcult position. Also, there isrelationship between our regime and land use
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most expensive system. The subsequenta strong commercial incentive on large firms to
themselves invest heavily in health and safety, and development about what is now called the European

Train Management System is something which thethey do. Many of them have excellent systems,
which they have created under no pressure from Commission has decided is not something that they

could recommend to ministers on health and safetyourselves at all, and indeed we may enter into a
dialogue with them and discover they are better at grounds.
it than we are. With a small firm, it is more diYcult
and I think we have to accept that. It is about trying Q272 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Is not the comparison
to find things which are user-friendly, which that has to be made with road safety, and is the
absolutely pare down to the minimum what people question not that the cost of a fatality prevented, on
really need to do. That is a continual challenge to the information we have, is 10 times that of an
us as it is to other regulators. accident prevented on the road, per life?
Mr Callaghan: We err on the side of putting out too Mr Callaghan: I would say the proper comparator
much information and perhaps a more is between rail safety and coach safety, travel by bus
parsimonious approach would have been more and coach and air safety. I do not think you would
eVective. find anyone in the airline industry saying that

somehow improvements in safety were grossly
disproportionate. I think the public, when they buyQ271 Lord Lawson of Blaby: At an early stage we
a ticket, would expect high degrees of safety. I havewere trying to search for a meaning that was rather
to say looking at some of the incidents that I haveclear in defining the gross disproportion test. May
had to deal with—Southall, Ladbroke Grove andI try and assist you by taking a specific case. I think
Potters Bar—these were all preventable incidents. IMr Callaghan may have mentioned, or one of you
have to say, this is my personal view, those incidentsmentioned it earlier, the Train Protection Warning
did great damage to the railway and one mightSystem on the railways. The requirement is that
argue did great financial damage to Railtrack, andshould be there. Many people have said that this
they have not really recovered from that. In termsreally should fall foul of the gross disproportion test
of what you need not to do to run an eYcient publicbecause the expenditure is grossly disproportionate
transport system, the TWPS is a very essentialto the benefits that would arise out of it. Would you
feature. I do not think you will find anyone in theaccept that is so?
rail industry now saying that this was a mistake.Mr Callaghan: On the train protection and warning

system, I would not accept that. Suspecting you
Q273 Lord Lawson of Blaby: But you wouldmight ask this question, I have looked at a Network
oppose ATP?Rail press release where they talk about Network
Mr Callaghan: We did not recommend ATP in theRail scooping a top honour and innovation reward.
late 1990s and although Cullen recommended theIt says, “Network Rail won the top award for the
full scale European system, we recognised that thenetwork-wide implementation of the train
2010 deadline was not practicable. That is why weprotection and warning system.” It was described
sat down and talked with the industry about whatelsewhere by Network Rail as “One of the biggest
would be a realistic timetable for the introduction ofimprovements in rail safety since the introduction of
the European system. The technology, by the way, isthe automatic warning system”. Talking to people
not yet proven and the next step in this—and wein the rail industry now, I do not think anyone
would be happy to give you further information—would say that this was disproportionate. The
is the testing of this system on the Cambrian lineexcessive numbers of signals passed at danger, that
which Network Rail have agreed to do in 2008. Wewe saw around 1999, which TPWS is addressing, the
think that makes sense on a step-by-step approach.fact that those numbers have come down has helped
It would be wrong to say that we have mandatedimprove public confidence in the railway. I have to
safety improvements at any cost on the rail industry.say Network Rail, in contrast to Railtrack as was,
Undoubtedly, there was a cost in terms of TPWSis managing this risk and also the risk of broken
but the rail industry bore the cost of not managingrails in a much better way. The Commission
the risks and the impact of Hatfield, Potters Bar,recommended to ministers in 1999 the introduction
Southall and Ladbroke Grove did great damage toof the train protection and warning system, we did
the British rail industry. They were all preventablenot recommend to ministers the introduction of
incidents.what was called “Automatic train protection” which

was at that time the British Rail system for full
automatic train protection. The train protection and Q274 Lord Roper: One is therefore—when
warning system mitigates the eVects of trains that considering the choice of an allocation of resources,
pass through a red light but it is not a complete one which will reduce loss of life in public transport

and the other which will prevent loss of life inautomatic system. We did not go for, as it were, the
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on our behalf. I am not conscious that we are goldprivate transport—not just considering the rate of
return on those investments in terms of lives saved, plating. I do not think there is a big European

problem. What is clear is there is a single Europeanyou are suggesting that loss of life in public
transport has an economic impact on the public product market and a single European labour

market. I do not think it is wrong, therefore, to betransport system as a whole and therefore the
investment has some of its return in ensuring greater on a level playing field in terms of labour standards.
public confidence in public transport, and that is
how it is recovered. That is perhaps important. Q277 Chairman: I wonder if you think it would be
Mr Callaghan: Indeed, I think most people in the helpful to us if you were to let us have a note on
rail industry would say, as most people in the airline just this area of regulatory creep and the points that
industry would say, confidence in safety is a given, Lord Lawson was asking about, because I think it is
you cannot run public transport without that. quite an important area which we are interested in.

Mr Callaghan: I would be happy to do that.1

Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: This is merely a sideQ275 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Related to your
comment which you can rule out of order, if youcommissioned research into the causes of excessive
like, Chairman.risk aversion and unnecessary bureaucracy, we
Chairman: I would never do that.would be very interested to see the result of that

research as soon as it is available. It is very relevant
Q278 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: That is theto our inquiry. Is there not a sense in which,
Train Protection Warning System has been in playemerging from the answers that you have given,
long before privatisation and long before the recentmaybe you are one of the sources of excessive risk
tragedies. I was a non-executive on British Railaversion? There seems to be asymmetry in your
when the Clapham incident happened and that wasanswer. When you judge the risk to be greater than
a big part of the debate at the time. For thethe public judge it, you seek to impose your view.
professionals who had been there, man and boy,However, when the public think, and you quoted
including the then Chairman, they did notcarbon monoxide and there are many others, the
understand why it was being stopped. It was just arisk is greater than you know it to be, nevertheless
question of Treasury allocation. I better be carefulyou go with the public, you say you would not wish
what I say with two Chancellors from that periodto overrule the public. The total amount of
present, so I had better withdraw that. It is not aprotection must, by definition, be considerably
recent debate. Events have clarified the debategreater than it should be.
somewhat in the last couple of years.Mr Callaghan: I do not think we have slavishly
Mr Callaghan: We knew the plans for TWPS havefollowed in that way. It is one of the factors we take
been on the stocks for a long time, and we are ratherinto account, as it were, in people and also
frustrated that they had not got anywhere.politicians accepting the recommendations which we

put forward. I think it is possible that yes, we might
Q279 Lord Vallance of Tummel: In paragraph 2.5be part of the problem and we want to be part of
of your report you said “HSE has mechanisms forthe solution. I think sometimes what we say is used
managing its own business risks. . .”. Is that whereby others and amplified. The Better Regulation
you set your own level of risk aversion? Is thatTaskforce looked at this in their report on what they
where you avoid regulatory creep?called—a horrible term—regulatory creep. But
Mr Podger: We do have a corporate risk registeroften we find guidance which is published by us, not
which goes through all the things we do, part ofregulations but guidance, is then taken as the rule
which, I may say, is about error on either side inof law and then people add to it, industry bodies
relation to regulatory creep, and that is somethingthemselves then gold plate it, and all of a sudden
that we regularly monitor and update. We do seekwe find what we thought was a straightforward and
to subject ourselves to a similar regime as we imposeproportionate measure suddenly is seen as excessive.
on others.I think we recognise we have got to play a part in
Chairman: A last question: Lord Vinson, who is notgetting some of these key messages across.
a member of the Committee, but used to be a
distinguished member of the Committee, would likeQ276 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Is there a particular
to ask a question, and he is fully entitled.problem with the European Union legislation in

these areas, whether through the legislation itself or
Q280 Lord Vinson: It may have been yourthrough the gold plating that is subsequently
predecessor’s regime but it was about five years agoapplied?
when HSC brought a case against a policeman whoMr Callaghan: I do not think we gold plate
had run across an asbestos roof while chasing aEuropean regulations although I think others,
1 See supplementary evidence dated 15 February 2006.insurers and other industry bodies, may gold plate
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has said. I can assure the Committee that we do veryconvict. When this reached the courts, the judge said
carefully follow all the guidelines on prosecution,that this case should never have been brought. Do
including liaison with the Crown Prosecutionyou think bringing a prosecution of that sort
Service and so on. I do not think one can ever ruleenhanced or damaged the reputation of your body?
out a case coming to court which then elicits thisMr Callaghan: Undoubtedly, it received a lot of
kind of view. There may be considerable diYcultiesadverse comment. I think HSE, as a prosecuting
reaching such judgments if there is an injured party.authority, has to assess each case on its merits. The
Certainly, it is not the object of HSE in any way topolice are covered by the Health and Safety at Work
seek to impede the police, far from it. All I can doAct, and I think what the Executive have to do is to
is assure you categorically that first, we do indeedensure that they are applying consistent principles. I
consider these cases very carefully, not onlyhave to say the Commission’s role is to set the broad
internally but with the appropriate prosecutingpolicy, and we set out an enforcement policy which
authorities; but secondly, it is right to leave on theHSE and local authorities should follow. It is not
record that there are very diYcult casesmy role to say to the Executive prosecute or layoV;
occasionally. I respect the judiciary’s comments but,those are judgments which are taken by HSE and
nevertheless, I do not try and hide from you thatquite properly. I have heard nothing to suggest that
these can be very diYcult decisions involving partiesthere was any degree of inconsistent judgment here
who also have interests which perhaps should haveand I understand this case was considered at the
been thought of.highest levels in government, indeed by the Attorney

General. HSE, as a prosecuting authority, has to
Q282 Lord Vinson: If it is any comfort to you, yourtake these decisions. I am convinced in that
recent publication on out of work has got a footnoteparticular case it took those in line with the
at the bottom that this “(. . . need not necessarilyCommission’s enforcement policy.
apply to policemen on duty)”. I hope that is a
comfort.

Q281 Lord Vinson: It was not the judge’s view, who Mr Podger: Also perhaps some learning.
said, “It never should have been brought”. I think Chairman: I think that is a good moment to stop.
a lot of people felt that it made the HSE a bit of a Thank you very much indeed for coming. Thank
laughing stock rather by over-egging the pudding. I you very much for answering the questions and
am sure in retrospect you might consider it making the comments you have, which we found
diVerently. As a general member of the public, I do very helpful indeed. We much appreciate the trouble
not think we have had many of that sort of you have taken beforehand and the way you have
absurdities since. I do not think it did the whole answered the questions here today. On reflection, if
concept of safety regulation any good by pursuing you think there is anything that you did not say
that particular one and I am very glad to see it has which you wished you had said or if there is
not happened subsequently, or anything along anything further—there is one thing we asked you
those lines. for—but if there is anything else you feel you want
Mr Podger: I should say, for the record, that I to put in writing, it would be helpful to us if you
represent HSE here, but it was indeed well before were able to do that. On that basis, we will say

thank you very much and call the meeting to an end.my time. Clearly, the outcome was as Bill Callaghan

Supplementary memorandum by Health and Safety Commission and Health and Safety Executive

re Q277 (uncorrected evidence) Chairman; I wonder whether you think it would be helpful if you were to let us
have a note on just this area of Regulatory creep . . .

The issue of Regulatory creep was explored in the Better Regulation Task Force (BRTF) report published
21 October 2004. In its comments to BRTF during the preparation of the report, HSE addressed the issue of
goal-setting regulation and the notion that it often leads to regulatory creep. Particular reference was made
to the Report of the Robens’ Committee (HMSO 1972, Cmnd 5034) which led to the Health and Safety at
Work Act. This is the primary legislation enforced by HSE and its Local Authority partners in the area of
worker protection. Although the report was written over 33 years ago, the rationale is as valid today as it
was then.

For example Robens said that:

“Regulations which lay down precise methods of compliance have an intrinsic rigidity, and their
details my be quickly overtaken by new technological developments. On the other hand, lack of
precision creates uncertainty. This is a problem to which our attention was repeatedly drawn during
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the course of the Inquiry. The need is to reconcile flexibility with precision. We believe that, wherever
practicable, regulations should be confined to statements of broad requirements in terms of the
objectives to be achieved. Methods of meeting the requirements may often be highly technical and
subject to frequent change in the light of new knowledge. They should, therefore, appear separately
in a form which enables them to be readily modified”

And the report goes on to conclude:

“We need a more self-regulating system of provision for safety and health. The traditional approach
based on ever increasing, detailed statutory regulation is outdated, over-complex and inadequate.
Reform should be aimed at creating the conditions for more eVective self-regulation by employers
and workpeople jointly.”

In its widely consulted upon and publicised “Strategy for workplace health and safety in Great Britain to 2010
and beyond”

(http://www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/hsc/strategy2010.pdf), HSC commits to being more robust in countering
“those who are over-zealous in applying health and safety and those who cannot recognise the appropriate
balance between risk and benefits”. This derives from HSE’s experience and other evidence that many
instances of alleged excessive zeal are not related to our regulations or actions at all but reflect advice from
certain other parties who take an excessively risk averse line.

HSE and HSC still hold with the view that goal-setting regulation backed up by well focused and readily
understandable, good quality guidance and advice based on established good practice, is the best means of
achieving sensible and proportionate regulation. Furthermore, it is the means by which those responsible can
become competent and confident in managing risk to an acceptable and sustainable level of performance.

15 February 2006
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Present Layard, L Sheldon, L
Macdonald of Tradeston, L Sheppard of Didgemere, L
Paul, L Vallance of Tummel, L
Powell of Bayswater, L Wakeham, L (Chairman)
Roper, L

Memorandum by the Department of Health

Introduction

1. The Department of Health welcomes the House of Lord’s Economic AVairs Committee into the
Government’s policy on the management of risk. This is an area of increasing public importance and one
where the Department has taken a keen interest in recent years.

2. In the context of public health, we understand that the Committee is interested in a range of issues related
to risk assessment and management. The Committee has indicated that this includes the appropriate use of
the precautionary principle, the balance between regulation and individual liberty, the impact of scientific
uncertainty on policy decisions, the appropriate methods of valuing human life and health, attitudes towards
risk among the public, and the influence of the media on public perceptions of risk.

3. We note that the Committee would like to hear the Department’s views on the relevance, application and
impact of these issues in specific cases related to public health, such as the impact of passive smoking, the
debate over the MMR vaccine, restrictions on the treatment of particular groups of patients (for instance, the
elderly, the obese and smokers) and changes in the arrangements for hospital cleaning.

4. The following memorandum seeks to address the issues raised by the Committee as set out in paragraph 2
above by:

— highlighting previous work by the Department on risk;

— giving examples of where the Department has used risk assessment and management in the
development and implementation of policies; and

— drawing attention to the Department’s approach to managing risks to its business.

Department of Health’s Work on Risk in the Field of Public Health

5. The Department has a longstanding interest in generic risk issues. The Department published its
Communicating about risks to public health—Pointers to good practice in 1998. This is still a key document
in this field (A copy is attached at Annex A).1 It aims to:

— Help identify issues likely to raise risk communication challenges, so that eVort can be concentrated
on those cases likely to need most care;

— To provide general guidance about risk communication strategies; and

— To suggest forms or further analysis and sources of assistance.

Precautionary Principle

6. The Committee has asked specifically about the precautionary principle. The reference definition of the
“precautionary principle” is generally taken from the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development of
1992, which states that “where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty
shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-eVective measures to prevent environmental degradation”.
Although this definition is couched in terms of avoiding environmental harm, it can be applied to scenarios
involving wider potential threats to human health. The Department has continued also to encourage debate
about the use of the precautionary principle.

1 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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7. A recent example of the Department’s involvement in work on the precautionary principle has been our
collaboration with the World Health Organisation (WHO) in relation to the environment and health.
The WHO Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health in June 2004 reaYrmed the importance of
the precautionary principle as a risk management tool. WHO recommend that it: “should be applied where
the possibility of serious or irreversible damage to health or the environment has been identified and where
scientific evaluation, based on available data, proves inconclusive for assessing the existence of risk and its
level but is deemed to be suYcient to warrant passing from inactivity to policy alternatives”.

8. The Department supports the use of precaution where there is significant uncertainty about health
outcomes and the WHO paper provides a useful contribution to the debate.

Balance between Regulation and Civil Liberty

9. Civil liberty encompasses the freedom to take part in modifying government policy. An example of how
the Department of Health has sought to balance regulation and civil liberty has been through the public
consultation in formulating the Choosing Health? White Paper in early 2004. In parallel with the Choosing
Health? consultation, the Department carried out two separate consultations on physical activity and diet
through the Choosing Activity and Choosing a Better Diet consultations respectively.

10. The Choosing Health? consultation attracted 2,230 submissions (by post or email). Whilst Choosing
Activity resulted in 283 responses, and Choosing a Better Diet had 218 responses. This demonstrates the
exceptional level of interest that currently exists in improving health and reflects a strong desire for action on
major policy issues.

The Impact of Scientific Uncertainty on Policy Decisions

Creutzfeld-Jakob Disease (CJD)

11. An example of where scientific uncertainty has had a significant impact on the development of policy is
in the field of Creutzfelt Jakob disease (CJD). CJD is a fatal neurological disease that exists in a number of
diVerent forms. Compared to other communicable diseases, where we understand much about the generic
biological characteristics of the causative agents (bacteria and viruses), CJD poses a very diVerent type of
problem for those responsible for trying to protect public health.

12. The causative agent (an abnormal form of prion protein) is resistant to normal methods of surgical
instrument decontamination and sterilisation; and it was known that classical CJD had previously been
transmitted from person to person via medical procedures. Therefore, the Department has had for some years
precautionary measures in place to prevent secondary transmission between patients, such as
recommendations to dispose of neurosurgical instruments used on patients known to have or suspected of
having CJD.

13. In 1996, a new form of the disease—variant CJD (vCJD)—was identified. A striking feature of the disease
was that it aVected a much younger age group. The precise mechanisms that trigger the development of vCJD
remain unclear, but it appears that exposure to the abnormal protein from bovine products contaminated with
the BSE agent has been the primary cause. There continues to be much scientific uncertainty about vCJD. In
addition, this form of CJD has a diVerent pathology to that of the previously recognised forms and so raised
the possibility of the potential for transmission from person to person through blood transfusion.

14. The Department therefore considered and implemented precautionary measures to minimise the potential
risk of vCJD transmission via this route. These measures were based on the limited new evidence available at
the time, namely that abnormal prion protein had been found in the lymphoreticular tissues of patients with
clinical vCJD or who subsequently developed vCJD (lymphoreticular tissues include tonsils, appendix, spleen,
lymph nodes).

15. The Department has taken an incremental approach to managing this potential risk. Wider measures have
been implemented, and certain existing measures tightened, as new scientific data have become available which
have improved or changed our understanding of the nature of the risk. At each stage, risk assessment has
underpinned the Department of Health’s risk reduction strategy. The approach of the Department’s analysts
has been to utilise the available data (often very limited) to model a range of scenarios. The majority of these
risk assessments are in the public domain, with the remainder expected to be published shortly.
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16. The Department’s policy response to the threat posed by vCJD to the UK Blood supply was reviewed in
an independent editorial published in The Lancet in 2004 (Annex B:2 Transfusion transmission of vCJD: a
crisis avoided? (2004), The Lancet 364, Issue 9433, Pages 477-479. Copy attached as a separate pdf file). The
editorial comments on the strategy of measured application of the precautionary principle in circumstances of
significant scientific uncertainty, using an approach which balanced public health protection against potential
negative eVects of the policies.

Mobile Phones

17. A further example of perceived uncertainty and risk is the public concern about the use of mobile phones,
particularly given the increasing number of the population who are mobile phone users—and the percentage
of these who are children. The Department commissioned an inquiry, headed by Sir William Stewart FRS and
previous Government Chief Scientist to review the evidence and advise on the risks. A summary of this work
is included as a case study at Annex C.

The Appropriate Methods of Valuing Human Life and Health

18. The Department has not itself put a monetary value on human life and health. We have a budget for the
NHS and we spend it so as to maximise the health of the population (and to reduce inequalities). However,
we do measure health using non-monetary measures.

19. We measure health in QALYs (quality-adjusted life-years) gained. In the case of the regulatory impact
assessments (RIAs) that the Department has published in the area of tobacco control, the eVects of anti-
smoking measures have usually been expressed in terms of money and lives saved—see for example the RIA
(2004) for point of sale advertising: http://www.dh.gov.uk/assetRoot/04/10/09/85/04100985.pdf

Value of a life-year gained
20. More recently in the RIA for Choosing Health? (2004), life-years gained were valued at £30,000 per year.
The values used in this example were taken from the work of the Department for Transport, and were based
on the value of reducing mortality risks as expressed by a representative sample of the public.

21. We know that other Departments have also undertaken studies to find out the values that the public attach
to reduced risks—eg a study undertaken by DEFRA on valuing the health benefits associated with reductions
in air pollution. This work concluded that gaining a year of life in normal health by reducing air pollution at
a cost to the UK of less than £29,000 would be regarded as a gain at reasonable cost.

22. The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) use a threshold for assessing the cost-
eVectiveness of treatments of around £25,000 to £35,000—this is set out in an article published in the British
Medical Journal (Rawlins, R.D. and Culyer, A.J. (2004) National Institute for Clinical Excellence and its
value judgements. BMJ 329, 224–226). NICE and the NHS Research Methodology Programme have jointly
commissioned research to assess the value that the public attaches to increases in longevity and quality of life
(ie QALYs gained)—to provide a firmer footing for NICE’s threshold. (See paragraph 35 below for further
information about NICE).

Attitudes Towards Risk Among the Public and the Influence of the Media

23. In addition to the examples of public attitudes towards health risks given elsewhere in this document, the
Committee may wish to know that the Department commissioned a research project on the public
understanding and perception of risk in the context of health issues. The three health risks considered in this
project—air pollution, mobile phones and the MMR vaccine—were chosen to reflect divergent risk
characteristics. The overall conclusion of the report was that the Department emerges as a trustworthy source
of information on health issues, and that this trust seems to be enhanced when people have the opportunity
to interact with its experts on health risks. The full report is available on the Department’s internet web-site
(www.dh.gov.uk/policyandguidance/healthandsocialcaretopics).

2 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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Specific Cases Related to Public Health

24. The Committee asked specifically about passive smoking, MMR vaccine, restrictions on treatment, and
changes in arrangements for hospital cleaning.

25. MMR vaccine was introduced in the UK in 1988 and led to the lowest ever measles, mumps and rubella
disease levels. However, following publication of a paper by Dr Wakefield and colleagues in the Lancet in 1998
suggesting a possible link between MMR and autism controversy over the safety of this vaccine began. This
was due to adverse publicity on the safety of MMR vaccine which resulted in a fall in MMR uptake and
parental confidence in the vaccine. Since then a number of researchers (nationally and internationally) have
looked at this issue and there is a wealth of evidence confirming a lack of a causal association between MMR
and autism. However, the public perception remained for a long time that there was a risk to their children,
with some parents choosing to give single measles, mumps and rubella vaccines instead of MMR.

26. The Department undertook a wide-ranging and comprehensive information programme to provide
parents and health professionals with evidence-based advice. Parental confidence in MMR is now returning
and we are seeing an increase in MMR vaccination rates.

27. Hospital cleanliness is linked in the public mind to the risk of acquiring an infection, although there is
limited evidence to support this. The Department has developed a comprehensive programme of work to both
allay public concerns and to minimise any actual risk.

28. The 1998 White Paper Smoking Kills stated that passive smoking—breathing in other people’s tobacco
smoke—also kills. While most non-smokers are not exposed to levels of passive smoke suYcient for them to
incur significant extra risk, many thousands are, such as those living with smokers or working in particularly
smoky atmospheres for long periods of time. Non-smokers and smokers need to be made aware of the true
risks. Several hundred people a year in the UK are estimated to die from lung cancer brought about by passive
smoking. Passive smoking almost certainly also contributes to deaths from heart disease—an even bigger killer
than lung cancer. Passive smoking, even in low levels, can cause illness.

29. Recognising the risks to health of passive smoking, the Government’s objectives are to:

— reduce the risk to health from exposure to secondhand smoke;

— recognise a person’s right to be protected from harm and to enjoy smoke-free air;

— increase the benefits of smokefree enclosed public places and workplaces for people trying to give up
smoking so that they can succeed in an environment where social pressures to smoke are reduced;
and

— save thousands of lives over the next decade by reducing overall smoking rates.

30. Further information on MMR vaccine, hospital cleaning and passive smoking is provided in Annexes D,
E and F

31. Regarding “restrictions on treatment”, there is no Department of Health policy on restricting eligibility
for treatment of groups such as the elderly, the obese or smokers. Decisions over the need for treatment are
made at a local level based on clinical judgement. The Department is encouraging the NHS to improve access
for at risk groups, such as those with long term conditions, through improved care in primary and
community settings.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT
OF POLICY

National Expert Panel on New and Emerging Infections

32. The Department set up a National Expert Panel on New and Emerging Infections (NEPNEI) in 2003
whose principal responsibility is to identify emerging and potential infectious threats to public health both
nationally and internationally. At its November 2005 meeting, the Panel discussed a report on “Developing
a framework for assessing the risk to UK human health from new and emerging infections”.

33. The aim of the framework is to develop a systematic, objective and transparent approach for assessing the
risk to the UK population from new and emerging infections, to identify gaps in knowledge and to promote
risk informed decision making. The threat from infectious diseases continues to be an important policy area—
for example, since the 1970’s over 30 previously unknown infectious diseases have emerged, and the potential
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threat to this country from a novel disease in another part of the world needs to be assessed so that informed
policy decisions can be made.

34. The Panel supported the framework concept and agreed that that it should be piloted over the next six
months.

National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE)

35. The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) is an exemplar of an organisation that
explicitly weighs the benefits of health interventions against any harmful eVects and considers cost-
eVectiveness. NICE is the independent organisation responsible for providing national guidance on the
promotion of good health and the prevention and treatment of ill health. NICE deals with scientific
uncertainty about the evidence on interventions by adhering to procedures that minimise the risk of error in
guidance or guidance that is inappropriate. Key features of these procedures are robust methods for
appraising evidence, the use of independent experts, stakeholder involvement, transparency of process, and
mechanisms for appeal and review. As a further safeguard in the process of guidance development, NICE also
takes account of social value judgements reflecting ethical principles, preferences, culture and aspirations that
should underpin the nature and extent of care provided by the NHS.

Managing Risks to the Department’s Business

36. As the Committee will know, the Civil Service Management Board has formed a risk sub group (CSMB
sub group), to oversee continuing work in Government Departments to improve and embed risk management.
The CSMB sub group has asked Departments to make yearly reports using “self-assessment framework”
prepared by the Treasury; these reports also cover additional areas ad hoc eg:

— key causes for any variation and for good and/or weaker performance;

— key issues not currently being addressed; and

— continued progress against “key issues” set by the CSMB sub group.

Risk management in the Department of Health

37. The Department of Health’s Departmental Board committee structure includes a Risk Improvement
Group (RIG) that supports the Board in its management of strategic risks and reports to the Board through
the Corporate Management Committee. The members include representatives from the Department’s group
business teams. RIG meets, on average, every two to three months. It has overseen work to improve the
management of risks across the Department’s work, initially based on the Treasury-led two-year programme
and developing from that.

Departmental Risk Register

38. The Board’s Audit Committee and the full Departmental Board review a high-level risk register on a
quarterly basis. This provides the vehicle to report significant risks to the Departmental Board, for any
necessary action. The register provides the following information for each identified risk:

— brief description of the risk;

— impact/likelihood assessments in the three areas (delivery risk, financial risk, and reputational risk)
and overall; and

— brief description of mitigation plans.

Treasury-led self-assessments of risk management capability

39. All main Government Departments are now required to prepare yearly self-assessments of their capacity
to manage risk. While the fact that these are self-assessments means that comparisons between Departments
are not straightforward, there is greater reason to think that the changes over time for the Department’s own
scoring is meaningful.

40. This has shown substantial improvement since the start of the risk improvement programme, now three
years ago. The raw self-assessment score (scored 1–5, on each of seven factors) has risen from 10 to 24 over
the period, and the latest assessment (as at June 2005) reported the Department’s capability as:

Level 3 (Implemented in all key areas)
Leadership
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Risk strategy and policies
People
Processes
Risk handling.

Level 4 (Embedded and improving)
Partnerships
Outcomes.

Conclusion

41. The Department welcomes the appropriate use of risk assessment and risk management in the
development of policy. The explicit use of risk assessment supports the development of sound policies in often
challenging areas, for example, where there are scientific uncertainties. It also encourages us to be open and
consultative in the development of policy, and to acknowledge that decisions will need to be reviewed in the
light of emerging evidence.

42. The examples given in this memorandum illustrate some of the divergent and challenging policy issues
that the Department of Health deals with; and demonstrates that the use of risk assessment is embedded in
our policy making process.

43. We do of course continue to want to learn more and to develop our skills in how to make best use of risk
assessment tools and look forward to the outcome of the Committee’s deliberations.

January 2006

Annex C

CASE STUDY ON MOBILE PHONES AND HEALTH

Issue

1. At the end of 1998 there was a sustained media campaign about concerns for the health of mobile phone
users—allegations of brain cancer, headaches and other symptoms. At that time there was no consistent
scientific evidence that exposure to radiofrequency radiation from mobile phones caused any harm directly,
although heating eVects at very high intensities of these radiations (eg microwave cookery) were well known.
However, there was insuYcient scientific evidence that exposure was harmless. Thus, with already 10 million
UK mobile phone users at that time, any deleterious health eVects, even if very small, could have a significant
impact on public health.

2. Reports early in 1999 of a new study demonstrating a biological eVect in volunteers exposed to mobile
phone signals generated further public interest. This was reported in various ways in the media and led Health
Ministers to conclude that the advice provided by the National Radiological Protection Board on
electromagnetic radiation (EMF) in general, did not allay either the media interest or public concern.

Need for Further Independent Scientific Advice

3. The Public Health Minister, then Tessa Jowell MP, asked the Chairman of the National Radiological
Protection Board to set up an independent group that could focus on providing rapid and robust scientific
advice on the issues of any health eVects from mobile telephony —both the mobile phone handsets and the
base station transmitters.

4. The Independent Expert Group on mobile phones was set up in April 1999, under the chairmanship of Sir
William Stewart, “to consider present concerns about the possible health eVects from the use of mobile phones,
base stations and transmitters. To conduct a rigorous assessment of existing research and to give advice based
on the present state of knowledge. To make recommendations on further work that should be carried out to
improve the basis for sound advice.”

5. The Group included experts in the relevant disciplines and two lay people. Government observers attended
the meetings. The group advertised for any contributions to the evidence they considered, asked for
presentations from individuals and groups, both scientific and pressure groups/interested parties. They also
held meetings around the UK to hear people’s views. From the public meetings it became apparent that,
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although the prime target for concern in the original media campaigns had been the mobile phones, public
concern was about the exposure from the base station transmitter masts to which the public were
“involuntarily” exposed.

Acceptability of Advice

6. The Group reported in May 2000. Largely due to the Group’s modus operandi and obvious independence,
their conclusions and recommendations were welcomed as robust and sound by Government, media and
public alike. The Group’s report provided a comprehensive review of the scientific information available,
pointed to current uncertainties and also gave more than 30 detailed recommendations. The overarching
recommendation was to adopt a precautionary approach to the use of mobile phone technologies until much
more detailed and scientifically robust information on any health eVects became available.

Steps Taken

7. The recommendations of the Stewart report impacted upon a number of government departments, which
had to be well co-ordinated for the Government’s response at the time of publication of the report.

8. The precautionary approach has been adopted and most of the recommendations have been implemented.
Key actions have been:

Limiting public exposure—industry implemented international guidelines on public exposure;

Measurement of exposure—audit of base stations by Radiocommunications Agency, standardised
exposure from phones;

Reduce scientific uncertainty—set up a £7 million research programme funded jointly by government
and industry;

More public involvement—greater consultation on planning applications for base stations; and

Advice to the public—Health Departments’ information leaflets. Web information.

Public Advice

9. The leaflets that were published in December 2000 by Health Departments were supplied to shops, libraries,
and GP surgeries. Two leaflets were produced, one on mobile phone handsets and one on base stations. About
12 million leaflets have been distributed so far. The leaflets specifically point out the technology, the
independent assessment of the evidence and the scientific uncertainties and the precautionary advice.

Subsequent Developments

10. National media stories continued though at a lower intensity. One story about the lack of availability of
leaflets in shops in December 2001 led to SofS writing to retail outlets encouraging distribution. Individual
campaigns about base station mast planning applications continue to get local media coverage. The major
concern from the public and from specific pressure groups is the involuntary exposure to radiation from the
base stations. The Stewart report and its conclusions often get cited—usually correctly. The Health Protection
Agency (formerly the National Radiological Protection Board) staV rely heavily on Stewart and subsequent
reports to convey the best scientific. There is continued interest in the report as shown by its website still
receiving 20,000 hits per month.

Acceptability of Independent Advice and Research

11. The existence of the Stewart report, the public advice in the leaflets and the ongoing research programme
have provided a platform of current advice and activity which has received general public acceptance. This is
primarily due to the very clearly demonstrated independence of the advice and mobile phones and health
research programme management. However, this needs to be maintained to take account of publication of
new research both nationally and internationally.
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In Retrospect

12. The use of an independent expert group to provide a robust review and recommendations was key to the
acceptability of current advice. The leaflets have provided a prime example of where being open about current
uncertainties can assist with improving public knowledge and providing informed options for choice.

13. There could have been a risk of an ill-considered co-ordinated cross-government response to the report
given the number of interested Government Departments. However this risk had been reduced considerably
by government oYcials being observers on the committee and an eVective inter-departmental network (of
oYcials) already being existence covering non-ionising radiation (mobile phones, power lines etc) and health
issues to co-ordinate cross-government policy. Such networks are essential for horizon scanning and cross-
government policy work.

Annex D

CASE STUDY ON MEASLES, MUMPS AND RUBELLA CHILDHOOD VACCINATION (MMR)

Introduction

1. Following the introduction of MMR vaccine in 1988, the incidence of measles, mumps and rubella diseases
fell dramatically and have remained low.

2. However, following the publication of a paper by Dr Wakefield and colleagues in the Lancet in 1998
suggesting a link between MMR and autism led to adverse publicity on the safety of MMR vaccine. This
caused great anxiety to parents and resulted in a fall in the confidence of MMR and vaccine uptake levels.

3. This issue was almost unique to the UK, with dramatic falls in uptake of MMR not being encountered in
other countries.

4. A large number of studies, in the UK and abroad, have looked at this issue and do not support a causal
association between MMR and autism.

5. The issue of MMR and autism no longer features strongly in the media. From current tracking studies,
parental confidence in MMR is returning.

6. Our monthly sentinel scheme data, collected at 16 months, shows routine MMR coverage at 24 months to
be the highest since reporting started in March 2002. London has recorded the largest increase. The Health
Protection Agency predicts further increases should follow early next year. We are encouraged by these trends,
which suggest a positive recovery in routine MMR coverage and reflects a combination of increased public
confidence and the continuing hard work of the primary care sector.

The Appropriate Use of the Precautionary Principle

7. The wealth of available scientific evidence confirms no causal association between MMR and autism.

8. There is no scientific evidence that single vaccines are in any way safer than the combined MMR vaccine,
and there is no evidence to suggest the appropriate delay between singles vaccine being given. However it is
known that giving single vaccines will put children at unnecessary risk as they will be not be fully protected
until the vaccination course if complete, which could be for a long period of time.

9. It is known that not oVering any protection against measles, mumps and rubella will mean that the rates
of these diseases, and their consequences, will increase.

The Balance between Regulation and Civil Liberty

10. In line with all vaccination policy, MMR immunisation is voluntary. The risk and benefits of
immunisation are available and fully explained to parents such that an informed decision can be made on
whether to immunise their children or not.

11. MMR is recommended as it is the best way to protect children against measles, mumps and rubella
diseases. Children’s health would be put at unnecessary risk if single vaccines were given instead of MMR.
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The Impact of Scientific Uncertainty on Policy Decisions

12. Prior to introduction of any vaccine, a vaccine must be shown to satisfy the requirements of safety,
eVectiveness and high quality. Post licensing monitoring is carried out to demonstrate safety, and identify and
quantify any adverse reactions that do occur. With regards to MMR, there is a wealth of information
supporting its safety, both nationally and internationally. MMR has been used in the US for over 30 years
and in the UK since 1988. MMR is recommended in over 100 countries in the world.

Methods of Valuing Human Life and Health

13. Since the introduction of MMR, levels of measles, mumps and rubella have fallen to their lowest levels.
Prior to MMR, there were more than 500,000 cases of measles. Now we see less than 200 confirmed cases of
measles per year. The last death from acute measles in the UK was in 1992.

Public Attitudes Towards Risk

14. The Department of Health has been tracking parental attitudes and experiences of immunisation since
1991 through bi-annual surveys. A paper summarising this work has recently been published (pdf of article
attached).

15. Through this work, we know a great deal about parental attitudes to immunisation. We know that the
vast majority of parents want to immunise their children. For example, almost all (over 90 per cent) continue
to have their children immunised.

16. We also know through this work that reported links between MMR, autism and Crohn’s Disease did
aVect parental confidence in the vaccine. Parental decision-making on MMR vaccination is influenced by:

— The views of other parents and others in their social network;

— The views of the health practitioners they meet and the resources they receive from them on MMR
(including NHS Immunisation Information materials);

— The news coverage they watch, listen and read and the spokes people whose views are expressed via
the media; we know many parents do not drill beneath the media;

— Other available information and evidence (for example online provision).

17. Results of DH research on the communication of risk have included the following points:

— Understand your diVerent audiences and direct information accordingly;

— Use multiple methods and outlets for communication;

— Make videos freely available and advertise their availability;

— Produce key information in diVerent languages;

— Provide summaries of basic facts and then secondary or separate sources to provide more detailed
information.

Influence of the Media of Public Attitudes Towards Risk

18. The perceived risk associated with MMR led to a high media profile since 1998:

— This had a negative impact on parental perception of the safety of MMR irrespective of whether the
media coverage is positive or negative;

— The MMR controversy has become a self perpetuating phenomenon as parents who know nothing
of its origins conclude that there can be “no smoke without fire”;

— Where people have become entrenched in their views anything that is seen as coming from
“government” is regarded as biased and not to be trusted;

— We regularly conduct surveys of parents attitudes to immunisation and experience of the service
oVered.
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19. As a result of the negative media publicity, rates of MMR uptake in England by the second birthday fell
from 92 per cent in 1996/1997 to 80 per cent in 2002-03. There are large regional variations with particularly
low rates in London (Source: Department of Health Statistics Division). Local outbreaks of measles have been
seen in areas where MMR uptake has been low for long periods of time.

20. The influence of media on the public’s perception of risk and MMR has been examined in two recent
studies.

1. Risk Literacy and the Public. MMR, Air Pollution and Mobile Phones. Final Report, For the Department of
Health January 2003 by Professor Judith Petts, Centre for Environmental Research and Training The University of
Birmingham (http://www.dh.gov.uk/assetRoot/04/07/40/99/04074099.pdf)

“The media have been a particularly important, largely negative, source of information. This is particularly
the case in relation to MMR, where it has been the only source of information on the alternative expert views
about the link between MMR and autism. The information and style of presentation served to cast doubts in
people’s minds and challenged important parental decisions (and responsibilities), particularly where a child
had already received MMR”.

2. Towards a better map: science, the public and the media published by the Economic and Social Research Council.
(http://www.esrcsocietytoday.ac.uk/ESRCInfoCentre/Images/Mapdocfinal—tcm6-5505.pdf)

“The survey confirmed that the news media play a key role in informing the way people understand issues such
as the controversy around MMR. While Wakefield’s claims are of legitimate public interest, our report shows
that research questioning the safety of something that is widely used should be approached with caution, both
by scientists and journalists. This is especially the case where any decline in confidence can have serious
consequences for public health. The research also has implications for the debate about fairness in journalism,
suggesting that legal definitions of impartiality in broadcast journalism should not be interpreted in a
simplistic fashion.”

Turning the Problem Round

21. This issue was almost unique to the UK, with dramatic falls in uptake of MMR not being encountered in
other countries.

22. An information programme was put in place with the aim of providing parents and health professionals
with evidence-based advice to respond to their anxieties. As part of this programme, a number of activities
were done (summarised in Appendix A). These activities included provision of a MMR information packs for
health professionals and parents and launching of a MMR specific website reviewing all the available scientific
evidence surrounding this issue (“MMRthefacts”). This website has the option for parents and health
professionals to e-mail the DH with questions. The information pack and website have proven to be extremely
useful. WHO has this website listed as one of their recommended sites, and the BMJ made “MMRthefacts”
website of the week, when it was launched in September 2002. In summary:

— Information has been provided in a step wise manner so that both parent and health professionals
can access information at a level determined by their own information needs;

— A wide range of information resources are produced such as leaflets, factsheets, videos, CD ROMs
and an interactive website (refer to Annex );3

— OYcials regularly speak at seminars with health professionals and parents;

— All immunisation information is being produced in twenty diVerent community languages and is
placed on the web as each translation is completed; and

— All information is freely available from a variety of diVerent sources.

3 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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Annex E

CASE STUDY ON HOSPITAL CLEANLINESS

1. Patients expect hospitals to be clean. A clean hospital provides the right setting for good patient care
practice, and can make a diVerence to how patients feel about the NHS.

2. Hospital cleanliness has continued to gain prominence since the launch of the NHS Plan, which introduced
new investment to support immediate improvements to cleanliness and the quality of the patient environment,
and to ensure that higher standards were maintained in future years.

The Appropriate Use of the Precautionary Principle

3. The Department of Health’s policy on hospital cleanliness recognises the public’s concerns. To allay these,
and to support the NHS in minimising actual risk, a comprehensive programme of work has been developed.
This includes:

— Setting clear standards, which are monitored by the Healthcare Commission;

— Increased investment;

— Giving ward sisters and matrons greater control over the cleanliness and appearance of their wards;

— Inspecting hospitals;

— Researching alternative cleaning and monitoring technologies; and

— Awareness campaigns.

4. In addition, a range of guidance has been produced to support the NHS in improving hospital cleanliness
and lowering rates of infection. This includes guidance on contracting for cleaning to help trusts decide how
to invest in cleanliness—and how to make sure that investment delivers real improvements in standards. The
principal documents are listed below.

The Balance Between Regulation and Civil Liberty

5. NHS organisations have a responsibility to patients, staV and visitors to ensure high standards of
cleanliness are maintained. However, patients, staV and visitors also have individual responsibilities in this
area. The Matron’s Charter makes clear that cleanliness is everyone’s responsibility, not just the cleaners.

6. We are not complacent, and know that standards of cleanliness and infection control can be improved. We
will use the draft Health Bill to ensure that best practice becomes part of the NHS working culture. This Bill
will enable the Secretary of State to issue a code of practice on the prevention and control of healthcare
associated infections, and give the Healthcare Commission the power to issue an improvement order to NHS
bodies failing to comply with the code. We believe that introducing these measures will increase public
confidence in the NHS.

The Impact of Scientific Uncertainty on Policy Decisions

7. Although common sense suggests that there may be an association between cleanliness and rates of
infection, there is limited evidence to support this. Whilst cleanliness undoubtedly contributes to infection
control, preventing infection requires more than simple cleanliness. We are working to improve both
cleanliness and infection control and have research programmes to improve our knowledge.

Public Attitudes/Influence of Media

8. Hospital cleanliness is closely linked in the public mind to the risk of acquiring an infection. The media
continue to foster the belief that dirty hospitals cause healthcare associated infections, particularly MRSA
infections, which can be fatal. The media focus on MRSA in particular has increased public anxiety about the
risks of going into hospital. Over the last 18 months, the media has sponsored a number of surveys of MRSA
in hospitals by Chemsol. The methods used in these surveys have been discredited as not being capable of
identifying MRSA.

9. The Department’s communications team and colleagues at the Health Protection Agency brief the media to
explain the science and our programme and aim to increase understanding of the issues. This work is proving
beneficial and will continue.
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Annex F

Secondhand Smoke

1. Secondhand smoke is known to cause a range of fatal conditions eg lung cancer, heart disease. The UK’s
advisory committee SCOTH has reviewed the evidence in reports published in 1998 and in 2004. Estimates of
the number of deaths from secondhand smoke are diYcult to produce and vary according to the assumptions
made in producing them. SCOTH have stated that at the very least several hundred. Figures published in a
paper in the British Medical Journal in March 2005 suggested over 11,000 deaths a year in the UK. An
estimated 95 per cent of deaths from secondhand smoke are due to exposure in the home.

2. There is therefore evidence that reducing people’s exposure to secondhand smoke has a substantial
health benefit.

A. the appropriate use of the precautionary principle

B. the balance between regulation and civil liberty

3. In every jurisdiction policy-makers will need to decide how best to respond to this evidence. Balancing civil
liberties against the health risks. In the 1998 White Paper Smoking Kills the policy response was not to legislate
but to encourage voluntary change and a code of practice. By the time of the 2004 public health White Paper
Choosing Health, public attitudes had moved in favour of more restrictions and the experience of successful
legislation in other countries, eg Ireland in March 2004, resulted in a commitment to regulate through
legislation.

4. Percentage of people in England agreeing that smoking should be restricted in certain places (1997
compared with 2004):

1997 2004

At work 84% 88%
In restaurants 85% 91%
In pubs 51% 65%
In other public places 85% 93%

C. the impact of scientific uncertainty on policy decisions

D. methods of valuing human life and health;

5. In the policy area of secondhand smoke there is little scientific uncertainty among the expert community
that secondhand smoke kills. However, most of the tobacco industry, and often groups funded by the tobacco
industry, do not accept the expert scientific consensus: even as the evidence base has accumulated over
recent years.

6. It is not the change of scientific certainty that has aVected policy decisions in this area: rather the change
of public attitudes—often driven by the superficial impact of secondhand smoke eg stinging eyes, smelly
clothes—and the experience of other jurisdictions, that has lead to a diVerent policy response.

7. The economic case, in terms of lives saved from smoking bans, is clear. The partial Regulatory Impact
Assessment, published alongside the Health Bill 2004, sets out the relative costs and benefits of diVerent policy
options from voluntary action through to a complete ban. This showed that the benefits would maximised in
reduced deaths from smoking and secondhand smoke by a complete ban. (Copy attached, key table at
paragraph 44.)
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E. public attitudes towards risk; and

F. influence of the media of public attitudes towards risk.

8. Public attitudes towards, and understanding of, the health risks of secondhand smoke are tracked through
a published annual survey of Smoking-related Behaviour and Attitudes.

9. Knowledge of the risks was linked to socio-economic status, with, for example, people in non-manual
groups more aware that people in manual groups. In addition ex-smokers and never smokers report higher
awareness than smokers. Among smokers, heavy smokers are least likely to say that secondhand smoke
increase the risk of health conditions. Overall, those in younger age groups (under 45) and those who had never
smoked are more likely to know about the eVects of secondhand smoke on both adults and children.

10. Overall awareness has stayed stable over recent years—apart from a significant increase in the awarenss
of the risk of heart disease from secondhand smoke between 2003 and 2004.

11. However public attitudes towards supporting more restrictions on smoking in public places have changed,
as set out above, with a substantial increase in the number of people supporting restrictions over recent years.

12. The media has an important role in communicating both the health risks of secondhand smoke and the
impact of legislation in other countries. The government can also communicate, through paid-for advertising
campaigns, the health risks of secondhand smoke. This is especially important as the vast majority of exposure
to secondhand smoke takes place in private spaces where regulation would not apply. In these circumstances
education campaigns can increase the number of people who ensure that their homes are smokefree by
providing the public with the evidence of harm from secondhand smoke.

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Caroline Flint, a Member of the House of Commons, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State
for Public Health, Mr Gerard Hetherington, Head of Health Protection Division and Dr Bill Kirkup,

Acting Deputy Chief Medical Officer, Department of Health

Q283 Chairman: Good afternoon and thank you proved diYcult to pin down what is really meant by
the precautionary principle and how it is applied.very much for coming to give evidence. I gather

your team has changed a bit; you are very fortunate You, in your evidence, actually say what you mean
by it anyway, although I was reading a book overto have competent people at all these levels that you

can produce. Would you like to start by introducing the weekend on the legal decisions in the European
Court and they seem to have a whole variety ofyour team and making any remarks you want to at

the beginning? interpretations which they put on it. Nevertheless,
you kindly say what you think. There have beenCaroline Flint: Thank you very much for inviting me

here this afternoon. This is Dr Bill Kirkup, who is suggestions to us that it is so vague as to be almost
meaningless, as well as useless in practical terms. Onthe Acting Deputy Chief Medical OYce. He

particularly will be able to assist on some of the a separate but related report, you seem to come
down in your written evidence to saying, inissues around safety of medicines and other areas in

terms of NICE and practice in relation to weighing particular in relation to the MMR vaccine, that risk
is what is perceived by the public as a risk, ratherup risks against delivery. Mr Gerard Hetherington,

with whom I work in terms of health protection, than something that can be objectively assessed or
particularly in relation to some of the issues around, even measured and then addressed accordingly. So
for example, vCJD, issues around vaccinations and taking those two points together, it would
what have you, will be able to assist me on that sometimes appear extremely diYcult to arrive at and
front, should I need it. I was not necessarily going then maintain a consistent government policy on
to make any opening remarks. I thought it probably assessing and managing risk. That was just a
best just to get into questions. thought that I had as to what has gone on so far

and I am not expecting you to comment directly,
but that is certainly in the back of some of ourQ284 Chairman: Before I start the questioning, I
minds. May I start therefore by asking you awonder whether I could just say something which
question? Your written evidence suggests youhas been exercising us a bit. I am not expecting you
support the use of the so-called precautionaryto answer this directly, but in the course of your
principle in cases where there is “significantanswers it may help you to see where we are coming
uncertainty about health outcomes”. Can you givefrom. In the evidence the Committee has so far

taken in the course of this inquiry, it sometimes has us some specific examples of instances in which the
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fresh frozen plasma for the youngest recipients withuse of the precautionary principle has been clearly
most life years to lose, that appeared to be costbeneficial in formulating or applying policy? In such
eVective against the benchmark that is currentlycases, has any attempt been made to calculate the
used of around £25,000 to £35,000 per year. Moreimplicit valuations of life associated with the policy
recently, we have been looking at calculations tomeasures? How do the figures compare with the
apply to certain groups of adults with chronictypical £25,000 to £35,000 life year values cited in
conditions requiring high usage of FFP; so we areyour evidence?
looking to extend imports to these groups as well.Caroline Flint: The points you raised in your initial
I suppose the picture I am trying to draw here isremarks are very important to this whole debate and
one, firstly, of how we cannot ignore suggestionsin dealing with this area I have to say that there is
that there are risks to public health, but we try tonot an exact precise journey in order to make
address that in a way which takes the largestdecisions. Starting with the precautionary principle,
amount of evidence we have and make decisionsthe dilemma which faces us is the amount of
based on that, but also constantly to review and beknowledge we have about levels of risk and
open to adjusting our position based on moreseriousness and, in terms of my area, the evidence as it comes forward. Another example

consequences for public health and, given what can could be the issue of mobile phone use. Clearly, and
be a limited amount of evidence and information, I know this from the Parliamentary Questions I get
the decision to do something. Behind that is an and letters I get not just about mobile phone use but
understanding that even where there are issues also location of mobile phone masts, there is
around complexity, about the level of evidence and obviously a certain degree of concern within the
uncertainties, that should not lead to a situation public about this issue. In order to deal with that,
where, in government, we are paralysed from doing Sir William Stewart was asked to head up an
anything because these are diYcult areas and independent inquiry and that has actually acted as a
judgments have to be taken. For example, at the cornerstone for further policy development as more
moment we have a certain amount of evidence in information has come to the fore. Also importantly,
terms of avian flu and the possibility of that linked to the second part of your question, is that
developing into a situation where we have a at the same time, dealing with facts as far as we
pandemic flu crisis, so we are using the evidence, know, we always have to be understanding and

sensitive to the public’s perception of risk. Clearlywhich is obviously increasing day by day, to inform
in these areas, whilst we may not be able to appeaseour planning and the actions we need to take.
everybody in terms of their understanding of theAnother example, in relation to variant CJD, is that
risk and their concerns, certainly by going throughwe have gone from a situation where relatively little
these processes, certainly by the use, for example,was known about the dangers of transmission but
Sir William Stewart and his independent review ofwe have taken an attitude, based on some evidence,
mobile phone use, they all help to demonstrate thatthat we should take a precautionary approach to
an informed process is happening, which isminimise the impact of spread through the
transparent, open to new information so that we canpopulation. That is a good example of where, as
make some of the best judgments. I am happy tomore evidence has come forward, more knowledge
provide for the Committee an interesting article inhas been gained about how it can be transmitted,
the British Medical Journal on communication andwe have adapted the policy each step of the way.
miscommunication of risk, understanding UKIn more recent times that has meant, for example,
parents’ attitudes to the combined MMRapproaching people who have donated blood and vaccination.1 In summary, some of the points it

identifying the recipients of the blood. We do not raises are very pertinent to this in that it says that
know necessarily whether some of those people are the size of the risk does not necessarily relate to the
going to develop vCJD, but we are taking a controversy it causes. That is the world in which we
precautionary principle in our approach to those work as well, which is not always easy and is quite
people. This raises a lot of issues about information diYcult in terms of the real risks. There are other
to individuals, about discussing with them the risks areas of child health which are far higher risks than
and impact on their lives. Whilst I am on the issue vaccination in terms of MMR, but actually the
of vCJD, an example of where we did try to look problem is that the parents do not perceive that as
at using the issue of quality adjusted life years: when a higher risk, for example car accidents involving
we were considering whether to import fresh frozen children against the risks associated with

vaccination programmes, which are much lower.plasma from the United States, we considered the
cost against the life years which might be saved. In

Q285 Chairman: I assume that means that whereorder to do that, our experts looked at issues around
you think there is a risk which the public does notthe possible prevalence of the disease amongst UK
recognise as a risk, you make policy decisions on thedonors, we looked at a range of scenarios and in
1 http://bmj.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/bmj;327/7417/725some scenarios, for example on the importing of
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NHS research methodology programme, to seeassumption that your view of it is a reasonable one
and that precaution should be taken. I see how you whether there is a more appropriate method for

finding such values, particularly in terms of ado it for MMR: the public demand it. In other cases
where the public is not demanding it, you have a healthcare context. I understand that is due to be

completed by autumn 2007.responsibility to do something.
Caroline Flint: Clearly there are examples where
certain risks might not be uppermost in the public’s Q287 Lord Paul: Do you have a list of the factors
mind, but we have a responsibility, based on what which you will use in determining a meaningful
we know in relation to those risks and probabilities, value?
to address those issues and do something about Dr Kirkup: We do not normally draw up a list in
them. Whether it is safety on our roads, whether it rank order, because NICE is probably the biggest
is in relation to certain criminal activities, we cannot users of the quality adjusted life year approach and
just be led by what the public decide is risk, but we they are at great pains to point out that this is only
can be informed by their concern about risk in a part of the judgment which they apply to
addressing some of those issues and gaining more introducing a new technology or a new drug. There
public confidence. are other considerations like equity and fairness for

example. They have resisted the notion that they
should draw up a league table and where a drug orQ286 Lord Paul: May I go back to the written
a technology ranked on the league table wouldevidence? It refers to the money value of a QALY,
determine whether it was approved or not. Theyquality adjusted life year, derived from the
reserve the right to build in more to theirDepartment for Transport’s value of a prevented
assessments and recommendations.fatality. It refers also to work recently

commissioned by NICE and your Department to
estimate a money value of a QALY. Could you Q288 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: May I ask you
comment both on why the transport VPF is an about the so-called compensation culture? Does that
appropriate basis for deriving values for healthcare inhibit the introduction of risky but potentially
and why the Department of Health has not beneficial new drugs or other forms of medical
previously sought money values? treatment? Conversely, does it lead to too many
Caroline Flint: The Department of Health has diagnostic tests being conducted, mainly to protect
previously issued guidance on money values. In doctors from being sued and perhaps a reluctance
1995, we issued the publication policy appraisal on to perform surgery on high-risk patients?
health and this publication suggested that the Caroline Flint: The compensation should not
QALY might be in the region of £20,000 to £27,000 influence the development of drugs. The
at 1990 prices. You are right that we have worked introduction of new drug treatments should be
alongside the value of saving statistical life as used based on an assessment of the risk to the patient
by the Department of Transport at the time. We are rather than the risk to the doctor and that should
working at the moment with NICE to do some be the starting point. All eVective drugs in some way
further research on whether or not there is a more or another can carry some risk to a patient. That is
meaningful value in relation to the QALY in why we may have organisations such as NICE and
relation to health. Having said that, in terms of the the regulatory bodies for medicines approving a
comparison with the Department for Transport particular drug. That does not take out of the
there is not an exact science in this area. We are equation the importance of the clinician prescribing
asking people to put a price on saving a year of their the drug to their individual patient, where they will
life and, on one level, I am not sure whether have to take into consideration a whole number of
necessarily there is a huge range of diVerence in other issues in terms of whether that person is on
terms of people’s attitudes to what that price should other medication, whether they have any other
be for a life if they happen to be knocked down by underlying ill health issues or may be allergic in
a car, or for a life if they happen to contract cancer. some way. Obviously that goes on thousands of
Likewise, in terms of the other issues which aVect times a day in our NHS service. The danger of
people, how they are going to live their life defensive medicine, where medical practitioners will
afterwards, what the impact might be someone, for be working in a way so as to avoid a future
example, who is knocked down by a car may find possibility of court proceedings, is not something we
themselves disabled for the rest of their lives. There endorse and it does not lead our strategy on drug
is a whole number of factors coming into play for appraisal and approval. It is something we should
the individual but also the impact of how they are be conscious of and be aware of, if there is any sign
going to live the rest of their life and the impact on of that happening within the system. That is why it
their families as well. We are working with NICE. is important that there are clinical governance issues

within hospitals and trusts. That is why it isThey have commissioned research, together with the
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amongst patients to some of these infections. Iimportant we have a process in terms of patients
being able to find out more information about the should not want to give the impression to all of you

that I am not taking the issue of cleanlinessrisks which are possible, but also where they can
seek to complain as well. It is one of the reasons seriously, but a number of other factors are at play

here which have to be addressed in terms of the waywhy we have established the NHS redress scheme,
which is an alternative to a process of litigation. It procedures are carried out but also the public’s

awareness of their contribution to preventingis not trying to avoid responsibility: it is trying to
create a system in which life is not risk-free but we infections. One of the issues which hospitals have

been asked to identify is the issue of whetherare able to determine between negligence and issues
which are far more complicated than that, which infection actually happens within the hospital or

whether it is actually brought into hospital in theneed to be dealt with, and also, importantly,
improve the service for future patients and others. first place to give us a better knowledge of what is

going on too. That is important. Having met nurses
and others in my own constituency who have told

Q289 Lord Powell of Bayswater: Could we come me that this is not something which has just
back to some of the specific medical evidence, happened, it has been around for a long time, the
particularly MRSA and other hospital acquired very fact that we are more clearly identifying it as
infections? If you read the newspapers, you get the a problem and trying to do something about it both
impression that most members of the public think runs the risk of heightened public consciousness
they are more likely to get ill than get better if they about it and therefore fear about it, but if we do
go to hospital, but your written evidence rather not do that, we shall not be able to have successful
plays down the link between hospital cleanliness and approaches to dealing with it. In relation to the
MRSA. You say that it “is closely linked in the rates, my understanding is that the prevalent rates
public mind to the risk of acquiring an infection”, of hospital acquired infection are similar in all
although there is limited evidence to support this. If developed countries at between five per cent and ten
it is not hospital cleanliness, what is it? Why is it per cent. In the UK the last figure was nine per cent;
that countries like France seem to suVer from it in France they have produced a range of between
much less, or do they just conceal it? six to ten per cent. So in answer to your question,
Caroline Flint: As we try to suggest in our written I am not sure whether that does put us way behind
evidence, there are some issues around hospital France in relation to that. The MRSA rate as a
acquired infections which are misinterpreted by the percentage of all Staph aureus infection has clearly
public. I am not suggesting for one minute that there been a concern for some years and then there are
is no issue around cleanliness in our hospitals; there other issues as well around antibiotic resistance. It
obviously is. That is why the measures which have is a complex area, but that should not force us into a
been put in place, for example the Health Bill going situation of not trying to tackle some of these issues.
through Parliament at the moment, a statutory code Dr Kirkup: The reported rates will depend on the
for trusts and how they operate in relation to overall rate of infection in patients who are
MRSA, the Matron’s Charter, the need for better undergoing healthcare and will also depend on how
hygiene in hospitals, are all important. Also there many of those infectious agents are MRSA bacteria,
are some other aspects which we have to recognise which depends on the prevalence in the population.
too in relation to how we prevent these infections Then it will depend on whether the reporting system
taking a hold. Some of that is to do with in-hospital reports the number of isolations of that agent all
cleanliness, but there are other issues around together, or only the ones in which it is actually
transmission of infection from one person to causing an illness. Sometimes you can get very large
another. This is why public awareness, around basic diVerences in reporting rates because one country
things such as washing hands and people who bring will only report septicaemia due to MRSA, for
infections into a hospital environment, is important example, whereas another country will be reporting
too and why any politician who has been to a every single time it isolates an MRSA bacterium. It
hospital has to be careful when they walk around is very diYcult to make international comparisons.
and suddenly shake hands with everyone and they
have not used the necessary surgical antiseptic
outside the ward. There are some other issues Q290 Lord Powell of Bayswater: Is this not

essentially a case where, to use the Minister’s ownaround modern healthcare in relation to these
infections too. We have an increasingly vulnerable words, “the size of the risk does not relate to the

controversy it causes”?and elderly patient population. Thanks to advances
in surgery, people survive serious illnesses. We have, Caroline Flint: It is a diYcult one in these areas, yes.

Interestingly, people can focus in, for example, onbecause technology allows it to happen, increased
use of catheters, replacement joints and, as a result the cleanliness issue. I am not disputing that that is

an issue and trusts do have to be accountable forof cancer chemotherapy, we have reduced immunity
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clear policy on that front, it is not, I would suggest,the way they run things; nothing is going to upset
families’ confidence more than going into a hospital beyond the bounds of what they are able to do to

identify where there seems to be rather high rates ofand finding it is dirty. It does not inspire you,
whether or not you get an infection at the end of it. antibiotic prescribing compared with other practices

in their area. The other aspect of this is in hospitals.However, there is an issue here about context,
because I should be worried if, for example, the What we have done centrally is fund a specific

pharmacist post in each trust, with that person beingfocus was on one aspect of this important issue to
the detriment of people taking responsibility for able, in the nicest possible way, clinically to

challenge some of the prescribing which might beother aspects that they need to attend to. I was at
a hospital in Scarborough last year and met with going on and to be able to monitor eVectively what
some staV at that hospital and one of the ward sort of antibiotics are being prescribed and for what
sisters was talking to me about how much diYculty purpose. As part of this we also provide guidance
she had with visitors to patients. She was saying that to GPs too. It is about all health professionals,
there were too many visitors around, they were whether they are GPs or nurses, because obviously
bringing children in, possibly with colds and what we are trying to develop the opportunities for nurses
have you, to visit grandma or grandad, or prescribing in future as well, constantly updating
something like this. She was saying that she had a and understanding the risks that they may be
situation where she was trying to be more open with contributing to through over-prescribing of
families, but at the same time there was this risk as antibiotics. Key to that as well is public information
well. My view was with her, that what that hospital around where antibiotics have a purpose and, to be
needed to do and was trying to do was actually honest, where they do not: it is reassurance that it
engage the visitors of patients about their is not the right drug for you, there are other things
responsibility in this area as well. The other side of you can do that can better serve you in terms of
it is also the way in which we tackle the issue of dealing with your illness at a particular time. Those
drugs and the amount of antibiotics people take and are four areas where we are trying to tackle this
building up these problems for the future. There is problem because antibiotics are a finite resource and
no doubt that the rates of MRSA went up in the they do need to be conserved. If the end result is
early 1990s because of new strains which were that we contribute to the lack of eVectiveness, that
emerging and which were resistant. is not going to bode well for anybody.

Q291 Lord Roper: That follows very well into the Q292 Lord Roper: Is there any way of modelling
next question. I should like you to say something the balance between costs now and benefits of
about how serious a threat the development of maintaining eVectiveness in the future?
resistance to antibiotics is? While it may well pose Dr Kirkup: I am not aware of any approach that
some risks in the short term, there may well be can do that. The diYculty is that we lack a certain
possibly bigger risks in the future. How does one amount of evidence on how rapid are the changes
really do the trade-oV between the current situation the bacteria can go through. It is eVectively an
and the future, taking into account both the risks evolutionary process: the more challenges to their
for the future generation against the benefit to survival there are around in the environment, the
people today of using certain antibiotics and more pressure there is on them to evolve to meet
therefore the costs across a period of time? those challenges. We do not have a suYciently
Caroline Flint: You are absolutely right: the issues detailed knowledge of how rapidly they are likely to
around antibiotic resistance pose challenges both in be able to do that in the future, faced with drugs
the short and the long term. As Public Health not yet developed, to be able to model the sort of
Minister, part of my job is to tackle prevention, so work you are thinking of.
that we do not have as many people turning up at
GPs’ surgeries demanding antibiotics as the panacea

Q293 Lord Roper: So this is an area where you areto the problem they have. I do have to say, to be
applying the precautionary principle, is it?fair to Jo and Joanne public on that front, we also
Dr Kirkup: It is an area where the precautionaryrequire GPs not just to feel that they can get
principle would certainly come into play. The onlysomeone out of their surgery by just doing a scrip
other thing I was going to mention is that we havefor antibiotics; that is very important. We have

taken certain actions in a number of areas: firstly, a certain amount of influence over what happens in
hospitals and in the primary care setting, all ofthat primary care trusts have a clear prescribing

policy which does look into and take into account which the Minister has set out for you very fully. At
the risk of being slightly provocative, there are otherwhat sort of drugs are being prescribed and for what

purpose. There is a cost issue there, but there is also areas of antibiotic prescribing which are very
relevant to the introduction of antibiotic resistance,a clinical eVectiveness issue and if they do have a
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discussion with older people about the risks to them,especially around farming and veterinary practices,
and we do not have any influence there. but in itself their age should not be a barrier to

drugs and other issues. It works the other way as
well, if you look at issues around screening forQ294 Chairman: When you are talking about
breast cancer. In some cases mammography clearlyfuture generations, it seems to me, though I do not
does not really work amongst younger women butknow, if a doctor says to you that if you take this
has more of an impact in women over 50. It is notfor this tiny trivial thing you might develop an
always true that procedures cannot happen becauseimmunity and when you are seriously ill in 10 or 15
you are older, as certain procedures are actually notyears’ time, it might do you a bit of harm and it will
cost eVective and clinically eVective if you arenot be eVective then, whether that is a real message
younger. I understand that there are three ways inthat people would take. If you say to them that
which age in years is taken into account infuture generations may not be able to get the
judgments which NICE makes. First, NICE countsbenefits, then somebody will say it is time you
an extra year of life regardless of the age of thedeveloped something that will by that time. I should
beneficiary; so an extra year to a 20-year-old is equalhave thought that the self-interest element of it was
to an extra year to a 70-year-old in their costquite eVective.
eVective analysis. Second, NICE counts ten extraCaroline Flint: That is a good point, but in relation
years of life as twice as valuable as five extra years,to the discussion between doctors and their patients,
so that is a key part of the definition of eVectiveness:the point is actually not prescribing when it is not
the number of life years gained together withnecessary for the illness the person in front of you
improvements in quality of life. Third, they do takehas. Rather than getting into that discussion which,
into account that some treatments are not asif you come in on a Monday morning to your
eVective in certain age groups and that can be adoctor’s, might be a rather nice debate, the
treatment for older people or younger people.important thing is the best course of treatment for

the problem of the person in front of you. The worry
has been that too often antibiotics have been Q297 Lord Paul: For the comfort of some of us,
prescribed for the wrong purposes, but it is a fair can you define what old age is?
point that we have to engage people’s self-interest. Caroline Flint: As old as you feel.
In a world in which people are living longer it is a
bit diYcult to talk to a 20-year-old about the sort Q298 Lord Layard: We are not talking about the
of drugs they may need when they are 70 or 80 and treatment of an individual, we are talking about
there is still an issue around engagement, about averages. Some diseases presumably typically accrue
being able to have a quality of life that can respond to people who are already fairly old and therefore
to drugs which are not aVected by over-use earlier likely to die, within some not hugely long period, of
on in their lives. something else later or even the same thing, some

of which are more likely to accrue to younger
Q295 Chairman: Message understood in the House people. So when the QALY methodology is being
of Lords! applied, it does presumably mean that the average
Caroline Flint: Do not accept any antibiotics. age of people who happen to have the particular

treatment does become a factor in deciding whether
the treatment is justified. If it is something which isQ296 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: The next

question seems more appropriate for the House of tending to occur quite near the point of death
anyway, the number of QALYs that can generate isLords than the House of Commons! It is a question

of priorities really within public health. Do you smaller. Is that right?
Caroline Flint: I am not trying to dispute that agethink age of the patient is a consideration in

deciding what expensive treatment he or she should is taken into account, but the clinician, in making
an assessment, will look at someone of 75 who is inbe oVered?

Caroline Flint: Age in itself should not be a barrier good health, but there might be another 75-year-old
for whom there are other issues present in terms ofbut it would be naı̈ve and not honest to suggest that

age should not be an issue which might have to be their ill-health which have to be taken into account.
If they are taking a number of drugs for othertaken into account on clinical grounds. There may

be issues in an older person which depend on what aspects of ill-health, then that could have an impact
on any particular drug for something which has justother illnesses they have, what other medication

they are already receiving and therefore the impact, been identified and needs to be dealt with. In that
context always, and to be honest this is whatever agefor example, a drug or a procedure may possibly

have by creating a short-term benefit but actually you are, is the discussion which needs to take place
between the clinician and their patient as to the risksdestabilising in other ways. So there are challenges

for clinicians in having to engage in an open involved, about the impact on their life of an
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a year from second-hand smoke in the home. Weoperation and possible outcomes, or of use of
certain drugs, so that they too can make an have tried, in determining public policy in this area,

to weigh up a number of factors. First of all is theinformed choice about what they feel is best for
them. clinical evidence, the medical evidence, the scientific

evidence of the dangers of second-hand smoke butDr Kirkup: As far as the QALY methodology is
concerned, the cost benefit approach, the point is alongside that is a change in public awareness and

desire for restrictions on smoking in public placesabsolutely right that a patient who is younger and
who gains added life years is likely, just through the which was very much featured in our paper on

choosing health and has been informed by a hugefact that they are younger and the force of mortality
is less at younger ages, to gain more life years. NICE amount of debate on this issue over the last six

months. It is clearly the case that, in relation tohas resisted taking an approach which explicitly
divides people up into age sub-groups and sees deaths from smoking and second-hand smoke, the

most serious aspect of that is smoking in the home.whether treatment meets the cost benefit criteria in
a younger group but not in an older group because Ninety-five per cent of deaths are related to smoking

in the home and we also did some survey work onof its principle of equity, which it also wants to hold
to. It is right as far as the methodology is concerned. adults smoking in the family car in the presence of

children; depressingly, we found that a large number
of parents were still smoking in that confinedQ299 Lord Layard: They take an average over
atmosphere in front of children. There are clearlythose who are likely to have particular QALY.
some issues for children. The Chief Medical OYcerDr Kirkup: Yes.
has indicated this in terms of the physiology of
children and their lung development and so forthQ300 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: It may also be
and the dangers on that front. Our policies at thea question of priorities in terms of research and so
moment, and we have the Health Bill coming backon, because there are some diseases which are
to Parliament shortly, have looked clearly at somebecoming more prevalent nowadays because people
of the medical risks from second-hand smoke, butare living longer.
also at what the public are saying about the freedomCaroline Flint: And it raises new challenges.
not to be exposed to second-hand smoke. Some of
that is for health reasons, some for other reasons as

Q301 Lord Vallance of Tummel: May I bring you well; people just do not like going out and being in
to a specific risk to public health and that is passive a smoky atmosphere. I have to say, whatever
smoking? In your written evidence, you suggest that happens in relation to the Health Bill in terms of
“passive smoking, even in low levels, can cause restricting and banning smoking in public places, we
illness”. Could you expand on that? Could you give shall continue to have to work on the issue of
us an indication of the magnitude of the health risk? awareness of the dangers of smoking in the home,
Is this a minor or a major risk to the public? Does it particularly in front of older relatives and younger
vary according to diVerent ages? Are children more relatives in the family; we shall have to continue to
susceptible than others? Are we talking about risks work on improving the outcomes in those areas.
mainly associated with the home or with the work Another area we need to work on improving is
place? obviously in relation to pregnancy, pregnant mums
Caroline Flint: The Scientific Committee on and those who continue to smoke in those
Tobacco and Health, SCOTH, published an situations, and look at the reasons for that.
updated review of evidence in relation to second-
hand smoke in 2004 and in relation to an increased

Q302 Lord Layard: May I ask you about therisk of ill-health linked to second-hand smoke. In
personal freedom aspect involved in it? The medicaladults, lung cancer is up 24 per cent; an increased
profession appears to support the proposal for arisk of heart disease is up 25 per cent and the risk
universal ban on smoking in public places, but someof heart disease increases substantially even at low
people would think that this is a restriction oflevels of exposure to second-hand smoke. In
personal freedom and ask where this would lead, ifchildren, they identified an increased risk of
you followed it through logically. For example, youpneumonia and bronchitis, asthma attacks, middle
might be able to argue that the use of cars shouldear disease, decreased lung function and sudden
be banned in areas where public transport isinfant death syndrome as a result of exposure to
available since cars are imposing risks on non-carsecond-hand smoke. The BMJ published estimates
users, pedestrians, people who inhale exhaust fumesof deaths from second-hand smoke based on a study
and so on. How would you think about thereport by Professor Jamrozik. He estimated in 2005
appropriate balance between the public health and617 deaths from second-hand smoke at work, in
safety on the one side and personal freedom? Whererelation to the home, between the ages 20 to 64

2,700 deaths and over 65 that rose to 8,000 deaths would be the limit in applying this logic?
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Caroline Flint: First of all, it is very important, whenCaroline Flint: I have been involved in a very
interesting debate on these issues in the last six discussing avian flu, to be clear about what these
months in particular and smoking in and of itself is diVerent flus actually mean. Bird flu is something
not an illegal activity. The context therefore of our which is passed between birds and, as we know and
restrictions and banning in diVerent places is that as has been indicated in the recent reports in
this is not an illegal activity. Having said that Turkey, bird-to-human transmission has occurred.
though, there are issues around what you personally That is very diVerent from the scenario which we
decide to do to yourself as against the impact you are trying to prepare for, which would be a
may have on other people. Over the last six months pandemic, where it would be person-to-person
organisations like the National Asthma Campaign transmission, which would create a huge set of
have said that there are people with respiratory challenges and potentially very serious outcomes for
problems and asthma who are actually prevented our population. The other issue here is in terms of
from going out, whether it is to pubs or shopping preventative measures. We cannot create a vaccine
places, because of smoke in the atmosphere. So to prevent people getting the pandemic flu in
there is a balance here between what individuals are advance of that actual process starting, which is one
entitled to do to themselves and the restrictions that of the reasons why we are working at the moment
should apply where their activity actually aVects with drug companies to discuss the issues about how
other people; that is where we have been trying to we prepare for the development of the vaccine, how
look at some of these issues and some of the we create the capacity within the pharmaceutical
balances. Within this discussion are, for example, industry to prepare vaccines, not just for us,
those employees who work in places and are remember, but worldwide and also, importantly,
exposed to second-hand smoke and the choices they how we develop some of the research that is
have. I feel that our Health Bill took us a long way necessary now. It is one of the reasons why we are
forward in recognising that we could have a certain looking at diVerent research projects and proposals
amount of choice, whilst recognising the impact on around how quickly we can develop a vaccine, even
other people of other people’s choices. There is if we do not know the exact strain that we shall have
clearly a view within Parliament that there should to deal with at the given moment in time. We have
be an option for that to be taken further, hence we provided sleeping contracts with the vaccine
are having a free vote on these issues. There is a industry to purchase this advanced capacity so that
balance here. On the issue of cars, I could probably we can have access to supplies of vaccine against the
make an argument about certain benefits of having pandemic strain when it becomes available. In terms
a car which I should probably find a bit hard to of preparation in relation, for example, to the anti-
make about the benefits of smoking. One could also viral Tamiflu, this in itself is not a prevention, but
look at the fact that in many town centres, there are it is hoped that it might contribute to minimising
restrictions on cars and a preference for pedestrians the impact of the flu on people who require it. It is
or public transport. It would not be quite as clear to help in that situation by trying to lessen the
cut to suggest that policy measures are not being severity and reduce the impact, but it is a diYcult
taken and implemented, for example to restrict cars area: we cannot fashion a vaccine until we know
in certain places. We cannot compare like with like, what the strain is. What we are trying to do through
but these are diYcult issues and, as I have said the pandemic flu strategy, which has to be
before, whilst we have considerable evidence about constantly reinforced by new information as it
the dangers of smoking to individuals who smoke, becomes available, is identify on the health front
we are building more information about the what capacity will be necessary, how many doses we
evidence of the impact on those who do not smoke. would want, how we would contain the situation,
Within this debate there is also an issue around what money we would put into the possible
where we are going in terms of public opinion on countries in which the source base might occur to
other issues which are not necessarily just purely minimise impact and, eVectively, as much as we
related to health. possibly can, be in control of the situation which is

exceedingly diYcult. At the moment, outlined in the
pandemic flu plan, we are planning to stockpileQ303 Lord Sheldon: There is the fear that bird flu
antiviral drugs to treat 25 per cent of the populationmay transmit from person to person. This is the fear
and, as and when a vaccine is developed, to providebehind all of this and it is something which
doses for the whole population and that may involveobviously concerns us all. If this were to happen,
two doses.many more drugs would be required at considerably
Mr Hetherington: Your question referred togreater cost than at the present time and the cost of
preventative drugs and, as the Minister has said, inpreventative drugs must also be taken into account.
the absence of a vaccine, the preventative measureHow do you decide on the cost-benefit relationship,

if this were to happen? is antiviral drugs. These can be used in two ways:
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money to deal with that in the light of a possiblethe stockpile of drugs for treatment, so assume 25
epidemic of a very large kind?per cent of people become ill with the pandemic
Caroline Flint: If a pandemic emerged and we werevirus and they would be given a treatment course of
in a person-to-person situation, the priorityantivirals very quickly to lessen the symptoms. It
obviously then is in terms of the antivirals for peopledoes not cure pandemic flu; it reduces the severity
who contract the pandemic flu strain to lessen theand duration of the illness and will reduce
severity. We do not know whether the issue thatadmissions to hospital and therefore deaths. The
Gerard raised about some work which is lookingother use of antiviral drugs, which is often
into the H5N1 would work, but, as a precaution,commented on in the press, is that they might be
possibly also for those workers who are most likelyused prophylactically. That is diVerent from our
to come into contact with the flu and those who arestrategy and there are several reasons why we have
most essential in terms of keeping them standing onnot gone for prophylactic use, not least because the
their feet to deal with a crisis. The important issueprotection only lasts for as long as the drug is taken.
there, which is what we are trying to plan for at theFor treatment you would take two tablets a day for
moment, is our ability once the strain is identifiedfive days, that is a treatment course; prophylaxis
to get on with producing the vaccine, which couldrequires a tablet to be taken every day almost
take four to six months and there is no magic bulletindefinitely. You can imagine that for the whole
on this to be honest. Until we know what form thepopulation to take a tablet every day for the
strain takes, we cannot provide a vaccine. That isduration of a pandemic lasting 14 weeks, we are
why there is a whole number of other issues that wetalking about an absolutely massive amount of
are working with the World Health Organisationdrugs at a huge cost. So that is not part of our plan.
and others on, through the European Union as well.We are planning to treat people with antivirals when
My colleague Rosie Winterton was in Beijing lastthey become ill and we are constantly reviewing how
week at a conference to address also what we couldquickly we shall need to do that. It is potentially a
be doing to contain a pandemic and support thosetreatment strategy, but we are looking at some new
countries where it is most likely to emerge in the firstmodelling work done on the possible benefits of
instance, in some respects to buy some time in ordertreating close contacts, family contacts of people
to get some of the other measures into place. Thewho become ill with pandemic flu to try to control
work we are doing at the moment is substantially inthe outbreak, slow it down. Our strategy is
terms of funding research projects which can lookessentially one of treatment, but we do keep options
at how we could speed up the development ofunder review for the possible wider of antiviral
vaccines and providing the sleeping contracts for the

drugs. May I go on to talk a little bit more about vaccine with the pharmaceutical industry, so that we
vaccine? We do not have a pandemic vaccine and can get them to develop the capacity now. That is
we will not have one until the strain is identified. a risk we are taking; we are paying for this in
There has again been some suggestion that we advance of anything happening but, let us face it, if
should use a vaccine for the avian flu virus which is we do not do those things and it hits us and we have
H5N1 and that it would be reasonable to vaccinate not done it, that has to be a price worth paying. In
the whole population with that. Obviously there this very diYcult area is how we take on board
would be cost implications. We would require two everything we are learning about avian flu to inform
doses of vaccine to be given three weeks apart, what other measures we need to take. It is diYcult
vaccination of the whole population would indeed to put a price on the cost of the prevention in terms
be expensive and of course there could be no of a pandemic flu vaccine because we do not know
guarantee that that would match the pandemic what that vaccine is yet. The intention is to try to
strain. On the balance of risk our best judgment is create that opportunity to develop that as quickly
that it is worthwhile investing in a limited stockpile as possible; our intention then would be for every
of vaccine against H5N1, two to three million doses, person in the population to have access to that
which would be suYcient to treat healthcare vaccine. I understand that would involve at least
workers and some vulnerable groups and we keep two doses.
that under review in the light of modelling evidence.
The reason we chose healthcare workers is because

Q305 Lord Sheldon: You seem to draw a distinctionthey are at greater risk because they would actually
between avian flu and bird flu.be dealing with people who were presenting in
Caroline Flint: No; no. Avian flu and bird flu are onehospital with the illness.
and the same. Where I am drawing the distinction is
between avian flu and a pandemic flu. Avian flu is

Q304 Lord Sheldon: At what stage would a person- where flu is passed bird-to-bird or bird-to-human,
to-person infection change the attitude that you had and in the cases in Turkey and in other parts of the

world where this has occurred clearly there areto the expenditure of very substantial sums of
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Q307 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: May I askissues around where people have been living in
about the death rates for avian flu? At the momentextremely close proximity to birds, often in their
they can be about 50 per cent and that is perhapsown homes. Clearly that is something that we are
too high because of under-reporting and so on, butworking with. We have our own people go out to
when you get to pandemic flu, figures being quotedthese countries and work with the World Health
are one to two and a half per cent, so I wonderedOrganisation and others. The pandemic flu is when
how much statistical certainty there is that thereavian flu takes a jump and what you then have is
would be this dramatic reduction. Is it stillperson-to-person infection, in the same way as
conceivable that you could have very high deathseasonal flu and other infections can be passed on.
rates, up in the 20, 30, 40 per cent, 50 per cent even,That creates a totally diVerent issue where the
for pandemic flu as well? Is there any medical reasonspread within the population can be enormous and
why that should not be the case?it could be passed on in such a way that the risks
Mr Hetherington: If you are seeking a medicalextend beyond those at the moment who appear to
reason, I may have to go to Dr Kirkup, but withbe vulnerable because of their proximity to these
the current avian flu in the Far East and morebirds and suddenly is passed on in such a way that
recently in Europe, there have been 150 cases andsomeone who has no proximity to these birds is
just over half of those have proved fatal. It is partlysuddenly vulnerable to this strain because it has
to do with reporting and in some countries in thebeen passed through the human chain.
Far East we do not have very reliable evidence
about how many cases have not been picked up.
There is the extraordinarily close proximity of the

Q306 Lord Vallance of Tummel: If you were talking people to the infected animals. It is very diVerent
about an epidemic amongst cattle or sheep or from the kind of lifestyle in the West. There has
whatever, one of the first things that would happen been a range of statistical models for the pandemic
would be a restriction on the movement. Is there flu and the death rates are in the range of about
ever a set of circumstances when you are looking three and a half per cent in the current modelling
at a pandemic where a government would consider which, worldwide, could produce 40 to 50 million
restriction upon movement of individual human deaths, or in the United Kingdom that might be
beings? 750,000. I am hoping that Dr Kirkup can explain
Caroline Flint: We are looking at lots of diVerent the medical aspects of that.
scenarios where we might have to think about those Dr Kirkup: I shall try; thank you. The estimates are
issues and not so long ago we had, for example, a based on previous evidence of what has happened

in influenza pandemics and the scientific rationaletable-top exercise with our European colleagues,
appears to be, if I can put it in anthropomorphictrying to work out what should happen if a
terms, that the virus has to trade oV some of itspandemic emerged, what sort of things should take
lethality for transmissibility. When it is veryplace. Certainly one issue might be in terms of mass
untransmissible, when transmissibility requires verygatherings and so forth where that might be
close contact with birds, it can be highly lethal, butnecessary. If I am correct on this, when there was a
if it wants to spread rapidly from person to person,recent issue around Defra identifying the bird
it cannot do that simultaneously and be very lethalquarantine situation, there was a move for bird
at the same time. That is very anthropomorphic butshows, for example, to be cancelled and of course
it summarises the evolutionary position.there have been issues in the last six months around

discussions about whether chickens should be free
range or should be housed. That is an area where I Q308 Chairman: New drugs are subject to a
understand Defra keeps constantly under review rigorous process of trials before they are allowed to
what is important. If there were a pandemic, the role be given to patients, but new surgical procedures do
of the public in reducing the transmission of the flu not appear to be subject to the same degree of
to wider groups of people is going to be very control. Are the controls on drugs too tight, or are
important and we are working, at the moment, on the controls on surgery too loose? Or are they
looking at the sort of issues, the sort of public diVerent, but both about right? How do you reach
information we should put out to people as well your conclusions on that?
about what precautionary measures they could take. Caroline Flint: On drugs, the approaches that we
It is also one of the reasons why my right hon. have today to drug development involve very much
Friend, the Secretary of State, is heading up a cross- an integrated programme of non-clinical testing and
government ministerial committee on this, because clinical trials and they have been built up over the
clearly there are implications beyond health for how last 30 years using a rational and scientific base. In
this might aVect the country, the economy and how relation to that as well, the Clinical Trials Directive

underpins this policy throughout the Europeanpeople are running their lives.
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existing technology; they do not require somethingUnion. I would suggest that the standard base on
new which requires a licence or appraisal. That is,which we operate has grown stronger beyond just
to a certain extent, true of drugs as well and in eithernational concerns to European and international
case the backup mechanism is that this should beconcerns too. There is a diVerent process in terms
notified to the clinical governance committee in theof surgical procedures. I understand that there are
trust and if the practitioner requires significantthree strands to that: an assessment of the safety of
additional skills to be able to carry out the treatmentinterventions; an approval process for new
that they do not have, the clinical governanceinterventions; the patient consent to processes,
committee has the power to suspend them fromwhich is an important part of engagement with
doing that procedure until they have the appropriateindividuals. NICE assess interventional, which
education and training to be able to use it safely.includes surgical, procedures for their safety and

eYcacy and issues guidance under its interventional
procedures programme. That provides information

Q309 Lord Paul: Whether travelling by road, rail,about the safety of interventional procedures used
air or sea, one has enough information to be able tofor diagnosis or treatment and also says whether
decide what risks are involved. But when you submit

they work well enough for routine use or special yourself to medical care and treatment, the risks
arrangements. In relation to what happens in involved are arguably much more complex and
hospitals, there is a requirement that medical opaque. How well do you think the public
practitioners must seek approval to undertake any understand the health risks that they face?
new procedure from their NHS trust’s clinical Caroline Flint: Compared with years gone by, there
governance committee. That is quite important certainly is more information available to the public
because a surgeon could go to an international in terms of the information on performance of
conference or read a paper and think something hospitals and trusts. More detail about individual
sounds interesting and they fancy trying that out. clinicians is available and more information, for
There may be no good reason why that should not example on statistical success rates of diVerent forms
happen, but there needs to be a capture of what is of treatment. Certainly we are living in a world where
going on in our hospitals and that is where the there is more information available, but having more
trust’s clinical governance committee is very information is just one part of it. People’s confidence
important. That should look, not necessarily for in navigating their way through information is an
new procedures because it may already be an entirely diVerent issue, especially where there might
identified procedure, at whether that practitioner be a number of diVerent reports on the internet or in
has carried out this procedure before and that is an the media which might concern people or give people
important part of this. You can have a lot of cause to query whether what they are being oVered is
procedures surgically, but in the process of the right treatment or service and they might want
providing those services you also want to know at something else. We are in a diVerent world to where
what point the person doing them is. Where that we were before and to a certain extent the deference
happens, the chair of the clinical governance which was applied by the public to health
committee needs to notify the procedure to NICE professionals has been replaced by more of a
through the intervention procedures programme confidence in actually knowing something about
and check out whether the procedure is already your own health and wanting to make decisions
listed by them or not. There are diVerent controls about your own health and the choices about your
over drug development and surgical procedures, but own health based on good information. Clearly it is
they are probably appropriate in terms of their use not as easy in relation to information about rail
and protection for patients. crashes or aircraft crashes, because basically the
Dr Kirkup: I should say there was less material statistical information on the likelihood and
diVerence between the two situations than it might probability if you travel so many miles by air in any
look. If you want to introduce a new drug, it has to one year of being in an air crash is not really relevant
be licensed, which is predominantly a check on its to whom you are as a person. You can be sitting next
safety. If you want to use a new bit of equipment, to a hundred other people on that plane, all from
that has to be licensed as well as being safe for use, diVerent backgrounds, all with diVerent concerns,
so there is not really a diVerence at that stage. In but it does not matter; you have all travelled on that
either case, if it will have significant eVects on plane, the plane is going down. It sounds very
clinical practice and expenditure in the health depressing I am afraid to say, but there we go. When
service, then it will be subjected to a NICE it comes to health it is somewhat diVerent because
appraisal, regardless of whether it is a drug or a whilst NICE and others can assess the risks of certain
surgical procedure. The slight diVerence that applies drugs and certain treatments, it cannot provide for
is that it is easier for some surgical procedures to the individual person who is going to be the recipient

of that drug or treatment. That is why the role of theslip under the radar because they can be done with
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answers this afternoon, the answer is probably yes.clinician in exploring what the risks are to that
individual, understanding the drug or treatment that Do you think medical professionals sometimes
they are suggesting and having a meaningful inadvertently contribute to this by talking about risk
conversation so that the patient can make some in relative rather than absolute terms, by saying the
informed decisions, is very important in all of this risk is doubled or halved and not saying it starts from
and important too, for example, when we come to a very low base line? Secondly, you did send us a
quality of life issues, is what the individual wants to paper about your policy on communication, which
decide for themselves, which could be whether or not was very good, but how is it actually working in
they may live longer and the circumstances under practice?
which they may live longer and so forth. There are Caroline Flint: On the first point, yes, as a lay person
some issues there. There is no easy way in health. It in the Department of Health I am constantly asking
always has to come back to the individual patient, clinicians to explain to me in plain English exactly
their circumstances, their needs, what else is what they are talking about. It is important because
happening to them in terms of their health, their your point is well made. If the base line risk is very
ability to cope with the intervention or the drug that low, even if it is doubled that might be pretty
they might be prescribed, but that should not be a meaningless in terms of the actual outcomes on the
reason that we should not attempt to get involved in a population. So language is key in all of this and
conversation about risks and about what is involved having more meaningful discussions with people
with those who want it, but there may also be those about what that actually means in a real sense is quite
individuals who actually do not want it and that is important here. Sometimes visually painting a
another scenario where people just actually want the picture of what that actually means can be helpful.
doctor or the consultant to make the choice for them Likewise, in terms of talking about what you can say
in certain circumstances. That may change though in to someone, one way of saying it is that if they have
terms of the ongoing patient/doctor relationship and this treatment, they will die in five years. Another way
clinicians should be open to that and should never of saying it to people is that if they have this
close a door on having more extensive conversations treatment, they will live another five years. This
with their patients or for that matter their families. whole communication aspect is very important.
This area probably has improved quite a lot from Going back to what I was saying earlier, it has been
where it was in the past, when basically you were told recognised in all sorts of ways that communication is
what was going to happen to you and that was very much part of what is important about the
about it. bedside manner in relation to dealing with patients in

a positive way which actually gets the patient
involved in making choices, but also thinking aboutQ310 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Minister, as
themselves and what they can do about things. I haveyou will know, the Department for Transport and the
to say in terms of public health that I am very keenrail industry value the prevention of minor injuries
that clinicians, when they are providing the drugs, getprincipally on the basis of the public’s willingness to
engaged in discussions about what measures anpay for a reduction in the risk of suVering such an

injury. The resulting monetary value turns out to be individual could take to help themselves, to prevent
much greater than the medical costs of treating the them coming back into hospital again. There is a
injuries concerned. Is that appropriate? changing landscape in relation to these sorts of
Caroline Flint: The short answer is that treatment discussions. In terms of the Department and how it is
costs are not necessarily the appropriate basis for working, we have done a lot more, whether it is on the
decisions about prevention, because an awful lot of website or through leaflets we provide to the public,
other things are happening. There is an issue about also in terms of the training we do and guidance we
what the medical costs might be, but there are other provide to health professionals, to give them better
impacts on somebody’s life in terms of the pain and advice and backup in materials and confidence to
suVering they have had, grief that might be involved discuss these issues with their patients and others.
and so forth. Really a short answer is just to say that This is important and it is also an issue for science
if the value put on of £30,000 does not actually equate across the piece. In my old job at the Home OYce,
to the cost of the medication, or if the treatment costs where I dealt particularly with issues around animal
much less than that, it is not worth doing. It does not rights extremism, it seemed to me that one of the
fully take into account the perception of the person issues there in terms of the science side of it was that
about what it means to them and the impact on actually science and research were not that good at
their lives. explaining why animal experiments were necessary.

When you think about the impact of not using
animals in terms of drugs and tackling issues aroundQ311 Lord Powell of Bayswater: Do you think that
disease and conditions, if you actually presented thatthe media exaggerate, distort the perception of risk

that the public have? I guess from some of the to the public in a better way, they might have more
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more controversial. If we take the issue around theunderstanding. Nobody really necessarily wants to
do these things with animals, but there is a need to do MMR vaccine, we had on one side overwhelmingly a
them and they are done in a way in which we weight of evidence from a very broad cross-section in
probably have the best protected welfare of animals terms of the medical and scientific community and
in the world. Communication is very important for international organisations, which were saying that
those involved in science, particularly when dealing the MMR vaccine was safe, and a very small number
with lay people but also to a certain extent in of those within the science and medical community
countering the way the media approach these issues. who were saying it was not. The problem with that is
Whilst we cannot control the media we can try to that whether that is in a newspaper or whether that is
influence sometimes and we have to think of other on TV in an interview, that imbalance is not actually
ways to reassure the public through other mediums always presented. So if you watch a television
and other means of communication to get our point programme, we did not have a debate with 95 per
across. cent of people in the debate saying it is safe and five
Dr Kirkup: Just building on what you said, if I may per cent saying it is unsafe. We usually had Dr
for a moment, picking up the earlier—points about Wakefield, who is a big proponent, arguing about
communication of risk needing to be done in an what he felt, which was that the vaccine was unsafe,
individual context, an overall risk will be an amalgam against one other individual. So when you are
of lots of diVerent individual risks which might be receiving that, what you have is an imbalance going
widely diVerent from the final mean figure. This is on there between what looks like one health
also something that we have seen being built into professional against another. In terms of receiving
medical education. For instance, the medical schools that information, you are then weighing it up on an
are assessed on something called the Tomorrow’s equal basis. In articles as well, where you might have
Doctors process by the General Medical Council at one spokesman, the case for the defence and the case
the moment and part of that is about understanding for the prosecution, one against one. Those are issues
and communicating risks, and medical students where we do not always, and there are exceptions, get
being able to demonstrate that they can communicate a balanced presentation of the case. Having said that,
risks. The GMC have also built it into their Duties of we shall try and we do try through what we do in the
a Doctor, so any registered doctor would need to be Department to engage as much as we can with health
able to demonstrate that they can understand and correspondents and journalists who specialise in this
communicate risks. Modernising Medical Careers area. I have to say that it is sometimes the journalists
has also brought a new approach to the first two years who do not specialise in these areas who are more of
after qualification of a doctor. In the past that was a problem. We try to do as much as we can to provide
typically a time when they were pitched into a clinical information, be as open as we can and also make
environment for real for the first time, but this is also judgments about putting information into the public
focusing on some of these other techniques like domain. I do think that is important too. Having said
communication skills and emotional understanding that, we cannot control the media, so we have to find
of patients that were under-represented in the past. other ways in which we can demonstrate the value of

our case, the credibility of our case and, importantly,
work to change the situation. That is helped by peerQ312 Chairman: The heart of that in a way is
review; it is helped by acknowledged, trusted sourceswhether you think the media itself is going to
backing us up on these issues. I am pleased to say, insensationalise, produce a report on something which
so far as the MMR vaccine is concerned, that theis not as balanced as you would like it to be. Do you
rates are now up. That is welcome and they are up,find the media helpful? Or do you think they need to
particularly in London, where there werelearn some tricks as well?
considerable concerns, which is to be welcomed. I canCaroline Flint: There are certain aspects of the media
just give you an example this week of a story onwhich I find extremely helpful. For example, my main
vaccines which hit the papers. There were storiesportfolio in the Department of Public Health is in
about the fact that another vaccine was going to berelation to tackling issues around alcohol, obesity,
provided to the under-twos to prevent seasonal flu insmoking, what have you, and the added value I get
the older population. The issue around that vaccinefrom newspapers, magazines, television actually
is something which is being looked at by one of thepromoting healthy eating, warning about the dangers
sub-committees of the vaccination expert groupof smoking, alcohol, is very important. To be honest,
which we have, but it is a discussion issue and nobodyin terms of the amount of spend we get out of that, it
has made a decision about that whatsoever. These areis very important, but also because it is from sources
the diYculties. As part of freedom of information, aswhich people access more every day than they
part of being transparent, the minutes of that sub-necessarily do the DH website or a leaflet. It is a
committee were provided, it is one of the issues theydouble-edged sword though because on the other side

of it is where we have had the issues that clearly are are looking at, but the double-edged sword is when
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are emerging because resistance to antibiotics isthat is taken up and it is suggested somehow that we
are going to be starting to vaccinate under-twos with developing? Is there a linkage here or not?

Mr Hetherington: The expert committee on new andthis vaccine. I am glad to put on the record that no
decision has been made about that whatsoever, but emerging infections is a very wide group which

includes the chairs of a number of the Department’sthis is something we have to deal with. We cannot
wring our hands about it and moan about it, we just expert committees, one of which is the standing

advisory committee on antimicroviral resistance. It ishave to find better ways of making sure we have good
relationships with patients and the public and that called a panel and it includes all the chairs of many of

the Department’s other expert committees. Its brief isthey trust our system. That is why we have systems
for trying to forecast issues on the horizon in terms of a very broad one. It looks at all kinds of emerging

infections, including zoonoses, infections coming tomedicine and infection and disease and where
problems will emerge. This is why we have our aVect humans from the animal side. It does not have

a particular remit on antimicroviral resistance, othernetwork of expert groups and others to demonstrate
that we have a rigorous robust system based on than that very broad view. It is certainly integrated

with other work on antimicrobial resistance throughscience and evidence, addressing these issues and
going through a process by which, at the end of the SACAR.
day, ministers can make decisions which can carry
public support with them. Q314 Lord Roper: That might in turn give you more

information and help you to make more rational
decisions in this area.Q313 Lord Roper: When I was talking to you about

resistance to antibiotics earlier I should perhaps have Mr Hetherington: Indeed part of the purpose of the
panel is to make just those kinds of connections.referred to paragraphs 33 to 34 of your own written

evidence where you talk about a national expert Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I am most
grateful to you and your colleagues for coming alongpanel on new and emerging infections. How far does

that interact with the question of resistance to and you have answered a great many of our questions
and been very helpful. Thank you very much indeed.antibiotics? Is one of the reasons why these infections
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Layard, L Sheppard of Didgemere, L
Macdonald of Tradeston, L Vallance of Tummel, L
Paul, L Wakeham, L (Chairman)

Memorandum by the Rail Safety and Standards Board

1. Introduction

1.1 The Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the
committee in its consideration of Government Policy on the Management of Risk. The questions posed by the
committee are significant to the safety of the railway and more generally to its sustainable development. They
raise issues to which the railway industry has given much consideration. On behalf of its members, RSSB is
managing a programme of work in the field of decision-making, the content of which is relevant to the
Committee’s investigation.

1.2 In February 2005, as part of this programme, we published the document “How Safe is Safe Enough?”,
provided at Appendix A1. This document provides an overview of how the companies that make up the
mainline railway take decisions that aVect safety. It considers a wide range of circumstances, from major
strategic decisions that involve political and economic considerations, through the investment and
management decisions of a single railway company, to the day-to-day decisions taken by front line staV.

1.3 Further work has been undertaken since the publication of “How Safe is Safe Enough?”. We have
published this morning (31 January 2006) an industry discussion document “Valuing Safety”, provided at
Appendix B.2 This document considers decisions that have an impact on safety, and makes proposals as to
how we can ensure that such decisions are proportionate and appropriately reflect the values of the people
who are aVected by them.

1.4 In responding to the questions we have provided a cross-reference to the relevant sections in our appended
documents. These documents are the outputs of research conducted on behalf of RSSB.

1.5 We have taken account of wider rail industry opinion in our response.

2. By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined and, where
appropriate, incorporated into public policy?

2.1 We refer the committee to Appendix B, which describes the approaches that are applied, or are being
developed, in the railway industry. This involves:

— The use of a value of preventing a statistical fatality (VPF), which represents in generic terms the
value placed on safety by society. The transport industry uses the “willingness to pay” approach
(WTP) to do this, resulting in a “baseline value” VPF. Currently this reference value is taken from
the Department for Transport Highways Economic Note 1, which gives a value of £1.5 million.
Pages 8–10 of Appendix B provide further detail;

— Qualifying that “baseline value” for specific types of risk. With this aim, a “societal concerns” model
is currently under development by RSSB. Early results are encouraging and indicate that the model
can assist the railway in determining the magnitude and nature of public concern and hence where
companies should focus their eVorts. Further detail on the model and its potential use in qualifying
the baseline value is provided in pages 12–15 of Appendix B;

— Targeted Engagement. For specific and limited areas of public concern it may be desirable to
supplement the previous approaches. The railway seeks to do this by engaging with the aVected or
concerned parties in order to establish a desirable resolution; pages 16–17 of Appendix B cover this
in detail.

1 Evidence received but not printed.
2 Evidence received but not printed.
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3. Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical
to use non-monetary measures of well-being? What is the scope for other methods of public consultation, in order to
determine public attitudes to risk?

3.1 RSSB believes that appropriate monetary values can be estimated and that it is important to do so in order
to deliver a proportionate response to risk. We refer the committee to pages 8 to 10 of Appendix B for further
detail on the derivation and use of the VPF, which is itself a monetary value. We also refer the committee to
pages 12 and 15 of Appendix B for information on the societal concerns model, although here the link to a
monetary value is at present less certain. We believe that this model can be developed to the point where it can
provide qualitative indication as to the relative values attached to diVerent types of risk (such as accidents with
diVerent causes, or diVerent types of victim). It is conceivable that the model could be taken a stage further,
to produce quantified advice in the form of numerical modifiers to the VPF; however we are as yet less
confident that this could be achieved.

3.2 Monetary measures will always be a major driver of decisions, but other factors will also be important:
if, for example, they result in an adverse reputational eVect, which in the long-term could impinge on the
commercial performance of companies or the esteem in which government is held. Non-monetary
considerations are discussed on page 10 of Appendix A.

3.3 The willingness to pay approach to deriving a reference value for the VPF, and the societal concerns
model, both incorporate public consultation; together, they should serve to ensure a proportionate response
is made to most rail related risk. However, as discussed in Appendix B (pages 16 and 17), there are likely to
be a limited number of occasions upon which it is important to consult on specific issues through targeted
engagement. RSSB is carrying out research to determine when this is necessary and how best to do it, building
on practical experience in cases such as the volume of train horns and the closure of level crossings.
3.4 One specific area where the rail industry is currently seeking resolution is whether the monetary value
placed on risk should take into account the behaviour of the aVected party. There are grounds for thinking
that diVerent categories of rail accident victims might be regarded diVerently by the general public: for
example, greater weight may be given to measures to prevent young children straying onto tracks, while there
may be less sympathy for adults killed or injured while trespassing or with criminal intent.

4 Is it possible to identify fundamental principles that should be applied across the public sector, and are the same
principles equally applicable to the private sector?

4.1 Appendix A (pages 5 to 10) discusses a number of fundamental principles that are applied by the rail
industry when it takes decisions. They include:

— Legal duties, both civil and criminal, including the key principles of reasonable practicability and
duty of care;

— Ethical responsibilities, including taking account of the values expressed by society, and;

— Commercial considerations including the economic impact of accidents.

4.2 Pages 12 to 17 of Appendix A provide an initial overview of a framework that RSSB is developing which
will assist the rail industry in appropriately applying these principles.

4.3 A further principle is applied in limited circumstances. We believe the precautionary principle applies
where a good level of understanding of risk cannot be achieved (see page 21 of Appendix A). However, unlike
new technologies such as GM foods and nano-technology, the risk presented by the operation of the railway is
generally well understood and robust methods exist to evaluate and respond to it. The precautionary principle
therefore has limited application in the railway context.

4.4 It is not apparent that there should be any distinction between the public and private sectors in respect of
the principles to be applied. The application of the civil common law duty of care enshrined in criminal law
in the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, determines the core principles of safety risk management and does
not distinguish between the public and private sectors, save in the diminishing circumstances where Crown
immunity applies. There are, however, diVerences in what drives decision-making in the public sector
(delivering value for public money) and private sector (delivering shareholder value); and there are diVerences
in funding mechanisms. As a result, decisions are often made in a diVerent context; and safety may be seen
diVerently and valued diVerently across the two sectors. The railway industry is unusual in that it is a hybrid
of public and private sectors, which adds complexity to the circumstances in which decisions are made. This
mix of private and public sector interest may lead to a misunderstanding of motives where these sectors
interface.
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5. Is there sufficient consistency and coherence in the application of risk assessment and management policies across
government departments and agencies?

5.1 Not always. One particular challenge for the rail industry is the diVerent approaches used by agencies
responsible for road and rail transport. This becomes a significant problem at the road/rail interface. For
example, the accident at Great Heck, Yorkshire, in which a car was driven oV a motorway into the path of a
passenger train causing several fatalities, highlighted the diVerence of approach of the highways agency,
responsible for road barriers, and the rail industry. Similar considerations apply to level crossings: accidents
at level crossings represent a substantial proportion of railway accident risk; but, seen as road accidents, they
are a very small fraction of a much larger total. One consequence of this disparity is the danger of
inappropriate and costly risk controls having to be implemented on the railway because risks are not
controlled to a comparable extent on the roads.

6. How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments?

6.1 This is not an uncommon situation and is often exacerbated by the nature of media reporting on risk. The
key challenges for the railway industry—and, we would suggest, for government—are to achieve a better
alignment between the public’s perception and the actual risk, and to respond objectively to the public’s
informed opinion (using the approaches described in Appendix B).

6.2 Reflecting the nature of the railway as a subsidised, public service industry, any safety enhancements
beyond those suggested by the approaches covered in Appendix B would generally be a matter for political
consideration; and any necessary additional funding is often made available by central government. This
principle has already been demonstrated in the case of the implementation of the train protection and warning
system (TPWS) and the withdrawal of Mark 1 rolling stock (an older form of rolling stock which failed to
satisfy a number of modern safety standards in a number of areas). Both of these enhancements would have
been diYcult to justify in terms of the ideas covered in Appendix B, but were mandated by regulation.

7. How should policy deal with risks that are unknown or poorly understood, such as those associated with new
technologies?

7.1 Unlike emerging industries such as GM foods and nano-technology, the risk associated with the railway
is generally well understood. The various types of risk are represented within a “cause-consequence” model,
known as the Safety Risk Model, which is managed by RSSB.

7.2 When new technologies are contemplated for railway application they are subject to a rigorous evaluation
and approval process. It is incumbent on duty holders to take reasonable action to reduce risk, whilst ensuring
that the development of these technologies is not hampered by excessive risk aversion. The safety risk model
can assist this process by addressing “What if?” questions: the likely performance of the new technologies can
be built in to the model, which can then assess the impact on risk. For example, when the Train Protection
and Warning System (TPWS) was developed, a range of studies was undertaken to identify the impact of the
system on the level of safety risk.

8. How should policy balance the health and safety interests of the current population against those of future
generations?

8.1 In the railway context, we do not believe there is any inherent reason why these aims should be in conflict.
The railway has seen a general improvement in safety since the earliest days as new, safer technologies and
practices have been developed and refined. This is an on-going process that continues today and will in turn
benefit future generations. The contribution of the railway to the social and economic development of the UK
is well recognised and the existence of a railway that is aVordable and safe is an important factor in the
development of sustainable transport.

8.2 A sustainable future for the railway could be jeopardised if we pursue safety measures that are beyond
what is reasonably practicable, thus diverting funds away from other investments. RSSB and its members are
seeking to address this issue through the work outlined in Appendices A and B. This contributes to the
sustainable development of the railway by ensuring that decisions are proportionate, rational and defensible.
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9. Are there any particular or unusual problems arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks?

9.1 Currently the safety risk model estimates that a fatal train accident as a result of a collision derailment or
fire occurs once every 1.5 years and the average number of deaths in such accidents is 4.1 per year. The work
described in Appendix B is aimed at determining the extent to which such accidents attract special concerns
on the part of the general public, compared with accidents that have lower individual consequence but occur
more frequently.

24 January 2006

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Aidan Nelson, Director, Policy and Strategic Initiatives, Mrs Shamit Gaiger, Acting
Head of Safety Policy, and Mr Andrew Sharpe, Head of Research and Development, Rail Safety and

Standards Board, examined.

Q315 Chairman: Good afternoon. Thank you very Q317 Chairman: You are not really able to help us
very much on that? It is helpful, what you said.much for coming along to help us with our inquiry
Mr Nelson: For our own work on understanding theinto the Government’s policy on risk. I am told to
costs of accidents, we need to learn more in this areatell everybody when they come that not only are
and are planning on working with those in the railthey welcome but also that if they would speak up
industry who deal with insurance claims to establishand speak relatively slowly then we are more likely
what we can learn.to get an accurate transcript of what you say, which

is very valuable to us. Do you want to say anything
before we start, or do you want to go straight into Q318 Lord Sheldon: I understand that your view is
questions? that safety improvements can be undertaken if they
Mr Nelson: I will introduce my colleagues, just are not too disproportionate to the risks that they
briefly. I am Aidan Nelson, Director of Policy and are trying to reduce. That is a very vague sort of
Strategic Initiatives at the Rail Safety and Standards assessment. Can you make this a little clearer: how
Board, which is the industry safety body. To my are you going to assess the risk, how are you going
right I have Andrew Sharpe, who is the Head of our to assess the cost of overcoming that risk?
Research and Development Department, and to my Mr Nelson: The costs of dealing with safety are but
left Mrs Shamit Gaiger, who is the Acting Head of one of the costs of business, and decisions which
our Safety Policy Department. aVect safety have to be taken in the context of wider

business decisions. The costs to a business are not
just those in terms of perhaps the delay to trains, orQ316 Chairman: Thank you very much. I think
the damage to rolling-stock, they are the costs thatwhat you are about is featured indirectly in quite a
spread out through attitudes towards the railway,number of the papers and things that we have asked
and so on. The important thing is that you examineabout. I wonder then if I may start and ask you a
the full balance of cost in relation to what you arequestion about what we perceive to be the
trying to mitigate, and some of it is aboutwidespread concern that has been expressed about
understanding how people perceive the railway, howthe development of a so-called compensation
people understand risks, the extent to which they areculture, in which individuals are encouraged to seek
in dread of them. When you weigh all those thingslegal redress for even minor injuries and mishaps. I
in relation to the wider business, I think you comewonder how far you think this has been a problem
up with a balanced decision, and it is aboutfor the rail industry, particularly in cases of
proportionate decisions and clearly it is not aboutaccidents occurring in stations and on platforms?
spending grossly disproportionately to deal with aMr Nelson: I think that we are aware that the
risk; it is about being in the proportionate territory.number of assaults upon staV has increased; that is

a function of the industry encouraging a more open
approach to reporting them. What we do not have Q319 Lord Sheldon: Are you saying that it should
is an understanding of the extent to which that, or be proportionate to people’s view of the extent of
other factors, has led to settlements of a particular the risk rather than the actual risk itself, because
nature and of a particular number. Clearly, when frequently people can have an exaggerated view of
one looks at the cost of accidents, it is important to this?
understand all of the costs, including those related Mr Nelson: Given the way we have been taking this
to the payment of insurance claims in a variety of through research, I would ask my colleague,

Andrew Sharpe, to respond to that question.circumstances.
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believe there is a justification for requiring a test ofMr Sharpe: I think the question of proportion and
perhaps of the public perception of risk is one that gross disproportion. The law, the Health and Safety

at Work Act, requires that the duty holder shouldis worth examining. What certainly we would not
say is that if there is public perception of risk being reduce the risks so far as is reasonably practicable.

We believe that requires the duty holder to considerhigher than it is in fact, we would not suggest that
the response to that should be to treat that risk as the balance between risk and the cost and, more

generally, the sacrifice of averting that risk and toif it were as high as the public believed it to be.
Rather, if there is a misperception of the level of ensure that balance is proportionate. But we do not

believe there should be a test of gross disproportion.risk, that is really a question for providing better
information to the public so that they are better
informed about what the level of risk is. If the Q322 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Can I ask
perception is of a high level of risk, that does not about a specific concern of travellers, which must be
mean that we should respond to it as that high very much in your priorities at the moment. You
perception. What we believe it is appropriate to do, will have seen the concern of Londoners about the
though, is to look at how people value reductions safety of stations, and that has been highlighted
in risk, and they may value a reduction in risk rather particularly by the Evening Standard. How do you
diVerently depending on the context in which that respond to that and how do you apply your test of
risk occurs. There, it would not be appropriate to proportionality or gross disproportion to a problem
talk about misperceptions of risk, because there it such as the dangers faced in railway stations?
is a question of what value people attach to it. We Mr Nelson: The issue of personal security, whether
think it is legitimate to understand the values that it is of staV or the public, has risen significantly up
members of the public bring to bear on the question the agenda of the rail industry, and seeking small-
of risk and how risk is reduced and then factor that scale investments to achieve secure stations awards,
into the way in which decisions are made. the funding of the British Transport Police, have all

been resolved. It has not been a question of gross
disproportion, it has been what the things are thatQ320 Lord Sheldon: Does that mean that you look
it is right to do, and they have been done and theyat what people’s perceptions of risk are, take all
are being done.assessment of risk, and find something between

the two?
Mr Sharpe: No, it does not. If we ask members of Q323 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: How do you
the public how much risk they believe is attached to frame that debate, and do you say “X number of
rail transport, what is the risk of a train accident, people have been injured, or even murdered, and
then the answer on average is higher than the facts. therefore we recommend that a proportionate
In other words, the public believe the risk to be amount might be in this given range”?
higher than actually it is. We would certainly not Mr Nelson: So far as the Rail Safety and Standards
suggest that should mean there should be a higher Board is concerned, we have produced significant
level of investment than the actual level of risk evidence of the scale of the problem, where it is, to
would justify. We would not suggest that investment help the industry tackle the issue. We have debated
policy should be steered by how high or low people with industry in the context of the Strategic Safety
perceive risk to be. What we would suggest though, Plan for the industry, which takes on priorities in
if I may say so, is that if people believe that, for a this area, and there is evidence from company safety
particular kind of risk, such as being killed in a train plans that actions are being taken to generate more
accident, it is more valuable to reduce that risk than secure stations. What that is not doing is leading to
another kind of risk, such as the risk to a trespasser a decision that it is reasonable to put staV back at
on the railway, then that diVerence in value which all stations, it is about what are the right control
is attached to risk is something which it is legitimate measures and, as far as I can see, there has not been
to feed into decision-making as a factor. a view that we are in other than the proportionate

territory.
Q321 Chairman: Listening to your answer, I could
follow it in the sense that you were talking about Q324 Lord Layard: When you say that evidence is

used, actually do you have evidence, experimentalproportionate costs, but you talk about gross
proportion. What does the ‘gross’ mean, in that or whatever, of what the eVect is of diVerent levels

of expenditure on risks to the public?circumstance?
Mr Sharpe: The test of gross disproportion is Mr Nelson: We have evidence that in certain areas

the level of risk to the public of assault is less thansomething which we believe is ambiguous and
imprecise. I think those are the words that the in other areas. We have the ability to look at what

controls have been applied on a local or a system-Committee has used in its question. We would
actually go further than that and say that we do not wide basis, for example, in Scotland, the extent to
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That is where we seek to be. Perhaps Andrew couldwhich close-circuit television has been fitted, on a
campaign basis. It is possible to see that various amplify a little.
control measures have an impact. Mr Sharpe: I think, in trying to achieve what we

have just described, we would start from the
observation that a duty holder, under the law, isQ325 Lord Layard: Can I move on. Another of
required to reduce risks so far as is reasonablythese phrases which have been causing us some
practicable. The word ‘reasonable’ is in there and,problem is the precautionary principle. Can you tell
as is often the case with the law in this country, whatus of any cases where that principle has been used
is reasonable is not defined. It is a question of whatin developing policy on the railway? If it has been
a reasonable person, an average person perhaps,used, can you explain how it was defined, why it was
might think was the right thing to do. Given that isapplied and how it influenced the policy outcome?
the legal driver for everything we are doing inIf it has not been used, can you envisage
reducing the risk, then the duty holder has to satisfycircumstances in which it would be a relevant
himself that his own actions are reasonable, and ofguideline or helpful in any way?
course he might have to satisfy a regulator, theMr Nelson: We understand the precautionary
prosecuting authority, perhaps even a court,principle being invoked in areas of scientific
ultimately, that what he has done is reasonable. Inuncertainty. That does not really characterise where
those circumstances, given that the concept ofwe are with an engineered railway system developed
reasonableness goes back in law to what the man,over 150, 170 years. I do not see it as directly

relevant to the work we do. Certainly it is not a or woman, in the street would think, then it would
phrase which, in the work that we have been doing seem sensible that we tried to assist duty holders, to
on safety decisions, has risen to the top of people’s assist the industry, in understanding what the public
vocabulary. believe to be reasonable in a range of diVerent

circumstances, so that can be an ingredient of
decision-making. That is what we are doing in theQ326 Lord Vallance of Tummel: This may be
work that is headed ‘societal concerns’. But, as wereturning to an earlier theme but in your written
said before, perhaps a better phrase could be found.evidence you say that you are developing models for

decision-making which incorporate societal
concerns about hazards and risks and this will help Q327 Lord Vallance of Tummel: I am not sure I
you to set priorities for the industry’s Strategic could fully understand the diVerence between
Safety Plan. Can you tell us what you mean by societal concerns and societal values or quite how
societal concern and is this diVerent from public you would establish what societal values are.
perception of risk, which we were talking about Leaving that to one side, the burden of my question
earlier, or is it anything more than media and

was whether, in the economic decisions andpolitical reaction to large-scale accidents, such as
allocation of resources to safety, you should bethose at Ladbroke Grove or Hatfield? If so, should
driven by major accidents rather than a series of lesssuch reactions to large-scale accidents be a major
significant ones? How does that reflect society’sdriving force in rational economic decisions
values?concerning the allocation of resources to safety
Mr Sharpe: The research that we are doing isimprovement?
intended to address exactly that question, so that weMr Nelson: I think that, where does ‘societal
would put to members of the public a range ofconcerns’ come from, it comes from, as I see it, the
accidents, and other situations in which people canHSE’s Reducing Risks, Protecting People document
be killed or injured, and they could range fromand it has a degree of currency and certainly it has
suicide, and wilful trespass of adults, through tobeen much discussed. We find the phrase not to our
accidents at stations and also train accidents, inliking, and it is not a proven better alternative but
which people are killed. What we are seeking to getperhaps ‘society’s values’ is a better way of
from that engagement with members of the publicapproaching it. We do not buy into, by ‘societal
is how important they believe it should be to reduceconcerns’, what is in the Daily Mail or the Daily
the risk to the victims of those diVerent types ofMirror, or any other newspaper, on a particular day.
accident. Whilst the answers diVerent people give toWhat we seek to do is ensure that we stand back
those questions might be diVerent, I think we canand look at everything and look to demonstrate that
see intuitively that there could be diVerent valuesthe decisions are well-grounded, that they are
placed on reducing the risk to people who have putproportionate, that they are reasonable and that
themselves at risk, to some extent, as opposed towhat we aim to achieve is decisions which are robust
those who are behaving responsibly, having boughtto criticism, in either direction, from those who feel
a service, bought a ticket. We are trying to get atwe have not gone far enough and those who may

feel that we have gone too far, in proposing that. the question of how important is it to anyone, as a
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described as an intermittent form of ATP, a single-member of the public, that risk should be reduced
point form of ATP, called the Train Protectionin those diVerent circumstances.
Warning System, and that was being developed and
a regulation was brought forward. The regulation,

Q328 Lord Lawson of Blaby: May I start by I think, has to be seen in the context of it being
apologising both to the Lord Chairman and to you made in the aftermath of the Ladbroke Grove
for arriving late. It is my wife’s birthday today, accident. I think also we have learned a lot in the
which we decided to celebrate with a family years since about the capabilities of the TPWS
luncheon which, I am afraid, was not entirely system and we have suggested to our safety
compatible with the starting time of this Committee. regulator that, by extending the requirement to fit
May I preface my question by saying, it may be Train Protection Warning System beyond junctions
presumptuous of me to say, this is our starting- at which there is a possibility of conflict to certain
point, certainly my starting-point, and I do not speed restrictions and other features on the railway,
think I am alone, that this whole area of risk is an we have actually reduced the overall benefit that we
important area where we have a prejudice in favour would have got just by using the system as it was
of there being a degree of rationality in approaching designed. Clearly, extending the fit beyond that for
the issue. I myself do not believe, much as one which it was designed had a cost, which put the cost
would like it, that there is a science which will be of achieving the risk reduction, and it is a very
expressed in mathematical formulae which will tell substantial risk reduction, somewhere in the region
you what to do in every circumstance. Nevertheless, of 85 per cent less risk as a result of Signals Passed
there remains this prejudice in favour of rationality, At Danger, through the Train Protection Warning
which means, I suppose, a rational weighing up of System and other initiatives, than we had shortly
the risks in a whole range of diVerent areas and, after Ladbroke Grove. There is a lot being done, it
equally, a rational assessment of the risks in your is a very positive step forward and what we are
particular area. I could not ask you about the risks trying to do now is bring a little bit of rationality
in diVerent areas but I will ask you about your own. on to the margins of where the system is required
I was struck by the fact that in your written evidence to be fitted. In terms of Mark 1 Rolling-Stock, yes,
you say, in 6.2, the last sentence: “Both of these there were risks of overriding, yes, there have been
enhancements would have been diYcult to justify in fatalities, but in reality what we saw was this
terms of the ideas covered in Appendix B, but were mechanism of time-limiting the Mark 1 Rolling-
mandated by regulation.” I understand perfectly Stock merely accelerating the process of replacing
well that you say, if the Government thinks suburban rolling-stock, principally, in a process
something ridiculous should be done and if they are which was completed towards the end of last year.
prepared to finance it, okay. Nevertheless, this is a I think you have to look at the wider reasons as to
departure from the rationality which you believe is why modern rolling-stock is desirable over what was
enshrined in your Appendix B, and I am prepared there before, from the 1960s, and so on, in
to go along with that. I think it is extremely sensible, determining whether it was a good public policy
so this is, prima facie, something which is really decision to invest in the railway in that way. If you
rather silly. I would ask you both to comment on look at it from safety alone, it was not a
that and also to give me your answer to the question proportionate response to eliminate Mark 1
of what you are doing to prevent these silly Rolling-Stock, as required by those regulations.
requirements being imposed upon you, because the Mr Sharpe: I wonder if I might add to that, just
fact that the Government, at the taxpayers’ expense, briefly, by observing that the sort of research work
is prepared to pronounce them may give you some that we are reporting on here is, as the Committee
comfort but it does not mean they are not silly? will have noted, work in progress. It is part of a
Mr Nelson: In responding on the two systems, I programme of work that we initiated a couple of
think it is also important that we introduce the years ago now. The reason that we initiated it is in
position which was reached on the Automatic Train response to observations almost precisely of the
Protection system, perhaps 10 or 12 years ago, kind which Lord Lawson made, which is that, over
where the safety regulator of the industry and the the last decade or so perhaps, the rail industry, and
Secretary of State concluded together that it was with that I include the relevant parts of government
not reasonable to respond to the Hidden and the regulatory community, has been through a
recommendation with Automatic Train Protection. series of diVerent phases in which, for one reason or
What the industry started to do then was run a another, there has been a great deal of pressure on
programme to identify lower-cost ways of reducing safety, or there has been a great deal of pressure on
the risk of train collisions, and other accidents, as a the economics of the industry, and this tends to go
result of Signals Passed At Danger. One of the from one phase to another over a period of time.

We found that a matter of some concern because,systems which were developed was what might be
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should be investment can take place in terms ofwhatever level you are at in the industry, it is very
diYcult indeed to manage within that changing control measures, then there is an area where you

can do targeted engagement with society toenvironment of priorities. The work that we are
describing here was an attempt to achieve some understand what is the value which society attaches

to those specific risk issues. In terms of TPWS andstability in that environment and to do so, we hope,
with the consent and engagement of all parties who Mark 1 Rolling Stock, we see that as above the

framework because it is beyond what is reasonablyare involved in the diVerent levels of decision, so
that includes people within the industry who make practicable, so it is not part of the framework. We

would not have said that this is the right way to putfront-line decisions, it includes the corporate
decisions and it includes also those that involve the control measures. This is, of course, something that

should be done through a dialogue; take it a stepregulatory community. We would like to see, as a
result of this, a greater uniformity and a greater further. The targeted engagement should be used

where specific high level policy issue within thestability of the approach to safety and to the value
of risk, as it relates to the railway. reasonable practicability framework should apply.

Mr Sharpe: I think also, just on a historical basis,Mrs Gaiger: We would like to separate two issues
here, one which is about communications and the of course, the work that we are doing now was not

done at the time when those particular decisionsother one which is about safety investment. When
we are talking about safety investment, in terms of were made and, to some extent, those kinds of high

level decisions have been an input to our attemptincremental reduction of risk, then we should look
to have a proportionate investment, in terms of to try to clarify and stabilise the way in which both

regulatory and industry decisions are made and thesafety, benefit and sacrifice; and balance the two so
that they are equal. When we are talking about criteria which are applied to them. We would hope

that, in future, if there is a general level of buy-inthings like knee-jerk reactions, these are things
which we are trying to avoid, by establishing this to the sorts of principles that we have put forward

then they will be recognised in making decisions.programme, by having done this research, and
building the confidence and a consistency across the That does not mean, of course, that they could not

be overridden, but at least everyone would beindustry, so that we are not only confident in how
we make the decision and the process in which we speaking the same language, and if there was going

to be an overriding of these principles, that wouldare taking the decision but also in the value that we
put into safety benefits. There is also an issue of be conscious and it would be transparent.
communication and other things to be done, in Mr Nelson: A key part of our programme is that we
order to avoid what you are describing, and this is have a think tank which supports us on a lot of what
about dealing with public perceptions and how they we are doing and we have both the OYce of Rail
perceive risk on the railway. This is a diVerent issue. Regulation, as the economic regulator, and the

HSE, as the current safety regulator, represented on
that body, inside the programme. They are working

Q329 Lord Lawson of Blaby: May I just try to be with us, they do not agree necessarily with all we
clear, because we are simple-minded folk, the peer say but certainly they are working with us and
in the street, if you like, trying to hack a way, a clear understanding our thinking.
pathway, through this jungle of jargon and technical
terms, which is very diYcult for us, but we try. I
want to ask you, are you saying, first, that what you Q330 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: First of all, may
set out in Appendix B, and which was overridden I say that I find it very hard to be objective on the
in these cases, is something which you still adhere subject because I have been discussing it since the
to, or which you think it was right to be overridden? moment I was born probably, because my father
If you think that, in fact, it did adopt a most was on the railways for 50 years and my brother 49
intelligent, rational, commonsense approach to the years, so between them they have got plenty of
problems with which you are faced on the railways ASLEF service. I think a lot of the statements made
and that it should not have been overridden, what in public look quite diVerent, to my knowledge, also
are you doing to prevent this sort of thing from from my own experience as a non-executive on the
happening in the future? railways, from the experience within the railways as

a railwayman. One of the things I found strangeMrs Gaiger: The framework in which these decisions
were made was not reasonably practicable, so they about that industry was that most people, like

yourself, have been on the railways for a very longwere, if you want, above what is ‘as low as is
reasonably practicable’, so they are outside the time, I do not count 12 years as being very long, in

that context, and that is why I pick on our mainValuing Safety framework that we have put in
Appendix B. What we have suggested in Appendix speaker. If we can pick up a couple of points, some

of the points we have not touched on are that weB is, when there are circumstances, and there could
be circumstances, where there is a public policy that note generally that the things which get the publicity
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proportionate and an industry programme whichare the major accidents, and so on, but suicides are
deals with that. Then you can move through otherthings which aVect employees particularly quite a
issues and what you will find is that the principallot. Also some of the other issues with employees: I
risk of a catastrophic train accident today isthink the number of railwaymen killed is greater
colliding with a road vehicle on a level-crossing.than the number of public killed on the railways; it
That has moved right up the agenda, it is right there,used to be. I do not know; I hope it has improved.
but it is an area where making the idiot-proof level-Moving on to another part, a diVerent question on
crossing is remarkably expensive. It is often theour list which we have not covered, which is
complete abolition of a level-crossing and putting inquestion number six, there has been a great deal of
a bridge, which on a safety risk basis you will notstatement about the legal responsibilities of senior
justify but you may justify on the basis of the valuemanagement on the railways and the eVect of sub-
it gives to a town for being united and not dividedcontracting on that, although probably that has
either side of a railway; it frees up a town, it willchanged with the quite diVerent rules that have been
create a bypass, or whatever. It is rarely on a safetyintroduced in the last year or so. Do you want to
basis. However, what we do know, because there arecomment on any of that motley group of questions?
certain classes of railway-crossing where we have aMr Nelson: If I can take the question five points and
higher than average risk and there the focus ofdo it from a perspective of only 33 years on the
action and what is reasonable to upgrade them, werailway, yes, there is a vast range of circumstances
have got a structured programme which looks at allin which people lose their lives on the railway; by
of the risks from passengers, through the workforce,far the largest is suicide. Dealing with suicide is a
the risk of the public causing a catastrophic accidentdilemma, because if you publicise the fact that it is
and then through various types of harm tosuccessful you are in danger of getting copycats. So
themselves. One of the things that is coming out ofa lot of the work that the industry does in this area
this is that we are encountering very diVerentis deliberately below the line, done very quietly and
attitudes towards those who put themselves wilfullyit is done by engagement between the industry and
at risk, those whom society sees as ill, because of thethe health providers where there are particular black
suicidal tendencies, and those where they see the railspots. With 190, 200 suicides a year, we do have
industry as culpable. The extent to which the risk isquite a lot of data as to where they occur, and there
solely in the control of the rail industry or, if we takeare some, which are near mental health facilities,
level-crossings, where it can be managed only by thewhere you can intervene. It is also possible to
eVective interaction of the highways authority, thoseintervene if you train the staV on stations properly
that police the railways and the education of theand what we are talking about there is doing what
user, we have got to be in the round. I think, in thatis reasonable, what is likely to be productive that we
sense, that we have a structured approach to lookingcan do. The most productive thing often is getting
at the risks, and, from what we are doing in thethem back into the medical facility from whence
research, I think we are starting to form some ideasthey came, because once the moment is no more it
around the very diVerent attitudes that there are inmay well be a suicide avoided. There are some big
society towards particular sets of consequences. Incosts to the industry, in terms of disruption from
terms of question six and the responsibility ofthese events, or the prospect of these events, and
managers in the industry, I think that health andthat is why the industry looks a bit in the round,
safety law makes it very clear about the client’sfrom the risk to the staV, the trauma to train-
responsibility for his contractors and, in turn,drivers, the consequences and its general duties. You
through them the sub-contractors. In terms ofmove through adult trespassers, around 50 a year,
personal duties, as opposed to corporate duties, Imost of them wilfully taking short-cuts, mostly
take the view that anyone who is in breach of awilfully endangering themselves. That is a very
personal statutory duty should be considered asdiVerent mindset from someone who sets out with
someone who might be prosecuted. I do not focus

the intent of killing themselves and the control solely on senior managers in the rail industry, I
measures are diVerent and the industry has targeted think it is a general principle that needs to be taken
programmes to ensure that it counters that. The forward. If you are in breach of a personal duty for
same approach applies to children, but clearly there which you are responsible, you should accept the
is a higher expectation, particularly in local consequences of creating that breach.
communities, when children are killed, and you can
see work that is done both on the basis of educating
and of engineering. It is diYcult, but we are always Q331 Lord Paul: In the rail safety cost-benefit
doing it in the context that one of the key attributes analysis, for some time the rail industry employed
of a railway is that you can board a train from a two diVerent Values for the Prevention of a
platform; there is an open space between people and Statistical Fatality. One, which was equal to the

figures used by the Department of Transport inthe operation of a railway; again, it is what is
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of case studies. What it came up with was a viewrespect of roads, was for passengers falling oV
that adult wilful risk-running was perhaps at a lowerplatforms or other similar accidents. The other,
level but that other issues, and the Channel Tunnelroughly three times the roads figure, was for major
was being constructed at the time, the concept of arail accidents or accidents over which passengers
fire in the Channel Tunnel was seen as havingcould be regarded as having no control. Why was
potentially particularly a high consequence ofthis distinction made and should it be maintained?
dread, and values out as far as £10 million wereMr Nelson: Given that we were talking about the
discussed in that context. What that led to, in turn,public organisation which was publicly-funded, I
was discussions with a number of academics andthink it is worth looking at the history here. What
other industries and it resulted in the adoption ofhappened after the Clapham accident in 1988 and
decision rules, that were by then that we would usethe subsequent Hidden inquiry report was that
the base Department for Transport figure ofBritish Rail compiled a list of safety initiatives, they
£750,000 as one, and that we would inflate the valuetrawled far and wide and they determined that they
of preventing fatality from the original £2 million toneeded to evaluate them and they evaluated them
£2.3 million for train accident avoidance for wheremaking use of historic accident data. It took into
the risk of fatality was high. That was the regimeaccount what the railway saw as its losses from
which was in place at the point at which the industryaccidents, asset damage, costs of disruption,
was being restructured for privatisation. You caninvestigation, litigation, etc., and in some way it
see then, through to current prices, how the basewanted to add it to the direct human safety impacts
value of preventing a fatality was still there and itof fatalities and injuries. Out of this they ended up
came through originally the British Rail Safety Plan,with a range of initiatives for the very wide range
then the rail industry Safety Plan, but enshrinedof costs per prevented fatality. What they did then
within various safety cases, and that is how we gotwas enter into a discussion with the then Minister
to where we were. What we have been describingof Transport, and at the end of 1991 there was a
today is that we believe there is a continuum aroundprovisional decision which led to British Rail
a point. I do not have a view as to whether inflatingapproving all safety proposals where the cost
that £2 million up to current prices is therepresenting fatality was less than £1 million. The
appropriate figure. We need to do more work tosecond stage of that was, at that time and at those
establish that and that is at the heart of what we areprices, that the cost per preventing a fatality of
doing around value and safety.between £1 million and £2 million should be
Mr Sharpe: I will add to that perhaps in terms ofcarefully scrutinised and approved if the analysis
the specifics of multifatality accidents, as opposed toshowed the case to be robust, and that at above £2
a similar number of people killed in accidents whichmillion—clearly this is the area where we gain an
involve one fatality at a time. I think it is fair to sayAutomatic Train Protection—we should not be
we would not seek to single out that distinction asaVorded priority and they should not proceed unless
a reason for having a higher value for preventingthere are other, significant reasons for their
fatality or a lower one. What we are seeking to doprogression. There were certain legislative
is a more rounded, a more holistic investigation ofrequirements which had to be satisfied and there
the issues so that we can determine which, if any,were others which were matters of public policy.
factors in the description of an accident or scenarioWhen you got to the £2 million threshold it
would cause us to believe that the public, reasonablehappened to be that picked up 92 per cent of the
people, valued the reduction of risk higher or lower.benefit which could have been achieved by pursuing
We certainly would not single that one out and I

a whole range of initiatives, and there was a clear think it is also worth just observing that it is
diminishing return when you got out beyond the £2 probably quite important to be confident that we
million. What you had then was those figures sitting have found the real reasons for any diVerentiation in
alongside what was the 1990 figure, of roundly value. Is it a question of multifatality in one accident
£600,000 of the value of preventing a statistical versus single fatality, or is it a question of the types
fatality on the roads. There was work undertaken of cause which lead to diVerent kinds of accident,
then, I believe by the University of East Anglia, in or is it a question of the extent to which the victims
1992-93, or thereabouts, to investigate public have put themselves at risk. Of course, it may be
perception and the acceptability of particular risks that there are correlations between those diVerent
and advise on the application of the results of the kinds of variable and we need to make sure that we
safety decision rules that British Rail had developed. separate those out when we are assessing whether to
It was at this point that the research indicated that put diVerent values on diVerent kinds of risk.
British Rail should consider other factors, dread,
familiarity and the number of people exposed. That Q332 Chairman: It seemed to me that you gave a
led then to a methodology based on the University very good answer to the first part of Lord Paul’s

question, that a wider distinction was made, but youof East Anglia work and it was applied to a number
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is applied in a roads context then a similar value canwere a little bit more vague as to whether it should
be maintained or not. My deduction from it is that be applied in a rail context. That seems to me to be

a good starting-point but I am not sure it is the rightyou would be surprised if there was a real
justification for it being maintained, or have I got end point, because the duty holders in the industry

might wish to modify the amount that it isyou wrong?
appropriate to spend in diVerent circumstancesMr Sharpe: I think what we are saying is that the
because it is felt reasonable to do so. I go back toquestion is part of a set of questions that we are
that point because, the law being based on what isseeking to examine with our research. This
reasonably practicable, we have to work out whatparticular question was focused on the distinction
we believe it is reasonable to do and what decisionsbetween multifatality accidents and single fatality
would be robust to criticism from diVerentaccidents. We would say that there is perhaps a
directions. Such a modification of what we, therange of other distinctions that it is worth
industry, or indeed government, are prepared toexamining, such as has a person put themselves at
invest to reduce safety risk, of course, in principle,risk as an adult trespasser, someone perhaps who
could be up or down. Examples that we have given,was crossing the railways as a short-cut, that sort of
if they involve trespass, so an adult trespasserthing, as opposed to someone who has bought and
choosing to cross the railway, might involve apaid for a ticket and is behaving in a thoroughly
downward adjustment—would it be reasonable toresponsible way. That is one example of the kind of
spend as much to try to protect that person fromdistinction we might make, in addition to things
the risk that he is undergoing as it is to spend aslike, is it multifatality or a single fatality. We would
much on protecting either a train passenger or, forseek to broaden the question to examine which of
that matter, a responsible car-driver. We are askingthose factors seem to lead to a diVerent valuation
that kind of question. There is no assumption herein the minds of the general public and then apply
that it is an upward ratchet, it is a question ofthat to decision-making.
understanding rationally what is reasonable and
then building that into, I agree, a framework where

Q333 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: If I may say we seek to have some commonality, as a starting-
so, that seems almost the approach of an observer point, with other modes of transport.
rather than a participant. Rather than a holistic
observational approach, would it not be better to

Q334 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: You do accepttry to go for, initially at least, a more rational,
that there is very powerful emotional pressure here,quantitative approach? The quantities here are quite
both on the public and on the media and on thestark in their diVerence. You might be talking about
politicians, indeed when there is multifatality on the30 deaths in collisions per year on the railways, in
rail as opposed to deaths on the road? Again, is thatsome years perhaps none, whereas you might be
perhaps a perception that you could frame better solooking at 3,000 dead on the roads. The rationale
that we could have a more rational debate about it?that somehow people are in control of their fate on

the roads really does not stand up when you think Mr Sharpe: I think that another side to what we
need to do, and indeed the industry has alreadyof the very large number of children, for instance,

who are killed on the roads. There is something else recognised this, is to improve the way that we
communicate with the public about risk. We haveat work here and I am not sure that we are getting

to the bottom of it. If you think, as experts in this done surveys which ask the public what they think
about safety on the railways and it is noticeable, firstfield, that there is an unacceptable diVerence in the

amounts of money which have to be spent to of all, that if you ask what people’s concerns are
about the railways, then actually safety does notprevent accidents on rail as against road, do you

have a duty to speak up and challenge that, to figure too highly in that. So generally it is reckoned
to be quite a safe mode of transport, which of courseeducate the public in what the dilemmas might be

and what their misperceptions might be? I do not is true. On the other hand, if you ask people what
level of risk they believe applies, how frequent arefeel that I am getting a clear lead from what you

are saying? train accidents, how many people are killed in train
accidents, then the average answer that you get isMr Sharpe: I believe that, in fact, we are challenging
higher than the facts. So it is an exaggeration in thethis, because it is the nature of the work that we are
public mind as to the level of risk. I think it isdoing that we are seeking to achieve a common
reasonable to think that the industry, and perhapsunderstanding amongst those people who might be
indeed regulators, could do something about that,involved in decisions, which includes those in the
communicate better what the facts are, so that whenregulatory community as well as the industry, as to

what value should be placed on reducing risk. I do the public voice their views about railway safety it
is on the basis of better information. That said, ofnot think there is any diYculty with starting from

the point of view which says if the value of a fatality course, it is not just a question of telling people
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Mr Sharpe: I think it may be worth just addingabout the numbers. Actually the numbers are not
everything. We also need to demonstrate that safety though that, in terms of our attempts to understand

the views of the public on such matters, we do findis being well managed, it is about how things are
done as well as how many are or are not killed. that can be quite stabilising when compared with the

views as expressed in the media. I think it is
important, at times, at least, to draw that distinctionQ335 Chairman: You can come at this in various
between media views, which of course will followways and, basically, the facts that you have been
editorial policies of various kinds, and so forth, andputting to us, the question then arises as to why the
public views, when one actually asks the public,media and politicians pay much more attention to
rather than depending on the media. I believe thatrail safety compared with that on the roads. Why
is an important distinction to make.do you think they do that?
Lord Lawson of Blaby: That was an important pointMr Nelson: I think part of it is that, generally, we
you have just made, because I think that this wholeall drive cars and how often have we been told that
issue is bedevilled by a degree of spinelessness onit is always the other person’s fault that your car is
the part of governments and maybe within the raildamaged in an accident and that somehow we
authorities and other authorities of one kind andbelieve we put on a sort of shield of invincibility
another. It is not just the news headlines, it is thewhen we get behind the wheel. I think we see that
fact that television is an important factor in our livesidea that you are in control of yourself and in
and a major rail crash produces a great lot ofcontrol of your environment when you are on the
pictures which make very good television, which isroad played against “We trusted the railway to carry
entirely a pictorial medium, there is very little elseus safely from A to B.” That is the most rational
but pictures on television, whereas for the roadargument, to me. It is infuriating, when we are in
accidents dotted around the place obviously there isthe industry, that, however you try to get across the
not the big picture there. When you come to thefact that the railways are safe, you get concerns, for
public at least—the distinction you are drawing—ifexample, about the way in which the industry was
there is any evidence of the public deciding not toprivatised floating out, that “It’s not what it was,”
travel by rail because they think it is not safe, let usexpecting something diVerent. The political
know. But I am not aware of such evidence, so thedimension which surrounded railways for quite a
public is a great deal more sensible than arelong time comes into play within it. There is an
governments, and maybe the rail authorities.attraction to the railways. I do not know whether it
Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: That is not true in theis because boys used to have train sets, or what, but
short term.there is a feeling that the railway is part of the fabric

that comes into how people talk about the railway
vis-à-vis their experience on the road. They accept Q337 Lord Lawson of Blaby: I wonder what your

observations are about that?delay on the roads with far less concern than they
accept relatively short delays on the railway, not just Mr Sharpe: My only observation would be that the

grounding of the law in what is reasonable and whatin terms of safety, but expectations show through.
reasonable people think has proven to be quite
helpful, when we do research, actually to ask people,Q336 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: There is a
and, indeed, whilst they may read the newspapersdisproportionate public reaction when there is a rail
and watch the television, they may believe some ofcrash and you get the headlines, and so on, and you
it, generally they do not believe all of it.see where that has tremendous eVects on the

industry, and you can see by the demand statistics
which follow a pattern thereafter, but also on the Q338 Lord Layard: Obviously, when you are

comparing modes of transport, comparative risk ismanagement themselves. I must admit, I am talking
slightly out of date, but when we were privatised, a factor. How should one measure comparative risk

on diVerent modes of transport? Would it be riskwhen we were publicly-owned, the eVect on the
Board, at Board meetings, of such an event, multiple per passenger mile or per passenger hour, and what

is your opinion about the significance of thosedeaths, and so on, you could almost cut it with a
knife for several months afterwards. It was not indicators, or even perhaps risk per trip? Which

modes of comparison do you think are the mostbecause everybody was frightened they would be
charged with manslaughter, or something, but just relevant?

Mr Nelson: Firstly, looking at a journey from ana sense of a complete disproportionate response by
the Board, so it is not only about newspapers, it is origin to destination, generally we are looking at a

multimodal journey, a walk to the train, a train toeven within the industry itself, it is like a shudder
going through the whole of the industry. the airport, the airport and perhaps a taxi at the

other end, or a bus to the train, and so on. You haveMr Nelson: Yes, I think, with hindsight, the response
to Hatfield is seen in that light. to look at it in the round. In terms of the statistics
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need a 50 per cent smoking/non-smoking split, thatthat are available, what we find most helpful is to
look at the relative safety of the diVerent transport is not what you want.
modes on a ‘distance travelled’ basis. We have a Lord Lawson of Blaby: You could have a smoking
fairly extensive written rationale for that. In the ghetto, could you not?
interests of time, perhaps I can send you that rather
than go through it now.

Q342 Chairman: Whether the decision is right orLord Layard: That would be very helpful; thank
wrong, it does seem to have been taken onyou.
commercial grounds, not on health grounds?
Mr Nelson: Yes.

Q339 Lord Vallance of Tummel: In some Chairman: I think we have covered 11 and 12 too.
circumstances, risk reduction can be achieved only
at the cost of significant restrictions on individual
liberties. How relevant is this in the case of the Q343 Lord Lawson of Blaby: We cannot pursue this
decision to introduce a complete ban on smoking in because of the money; it is costs, is it not? The
trains? Why was the ban introduced, given that answer to 12 is the costs, is it not?
smoking in separate compartments, at least on the Mr Nelson: There is a series of reasons. If you go
face of it, would impose little or no risk or back to the decision which was taken around the
inconvenience to other passengers, or was the time of privatisation, it was that the costs were
introduction of the ban connected with concerns disproportionate to the benefit. If you are going to
over, say, legal actions by rail staV working on introduce Automatic Train Protection, you need to
trains? introduce a form that does not reduce the capacity
Mr Nelson: So far as I am aware, all of the decisions of your railway, and the best way to do that is to
about there being no smoking on trains have been introduce it when you need to renew the signalling
taken for broader commercial reasons. They have equipment. Therefore, it is a long-term project and
been taken as a result of the research that individual it is not something that is capable of a big bang
companies have undertaken. It is true that smoking solution, if you do not wish to lose utility on the
accommodation was often underutilised in railway. Also, with the Train Protection and
comparison with non-smoking accommodation. Warning System having given us a very large
Certainly, as a traveller on the East Coast Main proportion of the benefit that one would get from
Line between York and London each day, I prefer ATP—
the fact that all the seats are available for me, as
opposed to only some of them, because I am

Q344 Lord Lawson of Blaby: Can I ask just one,asthmatic, I do not smoke and I have always fought
quick, follow-up question to that. Obviously, youclear of it. As an individual I welcome the policy,
look around the world. Are there any countriesbut I do believe that it was for the wider commercial
which you think do this better than we do?reasons of each business that they have chosen to
Mr Nelson: There are countries which have builtgo that way.
new, high-speed lines, which have been designed to
operate in an ATP-fitted environment from theQ340 Lord Vallance of Tummel: It gives confidence?
start. There are others which have grafted variousMr Nelson: Yes.
forms of ATP onto the existing network. One of theLord Lawson of Blaby: Does not that suggest
key issues is the extent to which the network isthough that they just got their proportions wrong?
utilised before you graft it on, because on a veryLord Sheppard of Didgemere: There is nothing
heavily-traYcked railway you risk losing capacityillegal about not smoking in a smoking
with some of the lesser forms of ATP.compartment.

Q345 Lord Lawson of Blaby: I understand thatQ341 Lord Lawson of Blaby: No, but a non-smoker
there are conflicting considerations, there alwaysdoes not like to be in a smoking compartment. I
are, but, looking at the diVerent ways in whichunderstand that. What you are saying, it seems to
diVerent countries have approached it, is there anyme, is that they have just got their proportions
country where you think maybe it would be sensiblewrong. The proportions between non-smoking
for us to go the way they have gone?compartments and smoking compartments were
Mr Nelson: I think the route of doing it when youwrong. It does not suggest they should all be non-
upgrade the railway of a particular geography is thesmoking?
best way of doing it. If you are not building newMr Nelson: You were actually moving into the open-
lines, it is the only way of doing it. I do not supportplan vehicles with air-conditioning. I think you are
the approach of overlaying ATP on existingdealing in whole vehicles, which is quite a large

component of the train, sometimes, and you do not signalling on a blanket basis, because I think it
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that and were there any lessons which should bedestroys the utility of the railway. If other countries
are able to do that, I think it must be because they learned from that for the future?
have not got the density of traYc in relation to the Mr Nelson: I was not party to that decision-making
capacity of the railway that we have here. They are process within what was Railtrack at the time.
one of the most densely-travelled railways, Perhaps we could ask our colleagues in Railtrack to
traYcked railways, in Europe. provide some information on this.

Q346 Lord Vallance of Tummel: In your experience, Q349 Lord Layard: Was your Board involved in
do you think there is any diVerence in attitude any advice on what should be done on transport?
towards risk as between private ownership of the Mr Nelson: We did not exist at the time. We came
railways and public ownership, and, if so, why into existence on 1 April 2003.
would that be? Lord Layard: Whatever the equivalent was.
Mr Nelson: I do not think there is, in that I do not
think the moment I went from working for British

Q350 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: With noRail to a private company made any diVerence in
corporate memory?how I thought about risk. I think what does make a
Mr Nelson: We have a corporate memory whichdiVerence is the timeframe in which we are thinking
takes us back through Railway Safety to the S&SD.about risk, which is about how everything else has
As I say, I was not involved in those decisions.moved on in one’s life and the experiences one has.

I think that the debate which British Rail had, for
example, about how it was going to deal with the

Q351 Chairman: If you could give us a paper as tosafety improvements, post-Clapham, was very
how that was done, that would be very helpful?rational, it took account of the particular funding
Mr Nelson: We will do our best to co-ordinate that.that was available, the safety benefit, and it was a

public body being in government and it worked out
a national answer. That answer, which was a Q352 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: I was going to
function of a point in time, was transposed into, for ask about the change which took place recently as
example, a Railtrack safety case, accepted by the a result of the tragedies at Hatfield and at
HSE, of the two values, and that then was driven Paddington, with your own responsibility becoming
through, in a very diVerent environment from the quite independent, if you want, or more
one in which the concepts had been created in the independent. Do you consider that some of the
first place. advantages of that worked out there is great

impartiality on the safety activity of the railways?
Mr Nelson: I think that the role of the Rail SafetyQ347 Lord Vallance of Tummel: The attitudes are
and Standards Board is best discharged where wethe same but the availability of capital to do things
are of the industry but not a part of any one player,might be diVerent?
in that the risks that we have been talking aboutMrs Gaiger: A private company can pass the costs
today are often not within a single party’s control,to the customer because the customer is willing to
there are controls either side of an interface betweenpay: and it is his choice. It is slightly diVerent in our
the wheel and the rail, for example. Actually havingenvironment to pass these costs on. If you take, for
the body that works with the industry, with theexample, the food industry, if you want to buy
supplier community and has all parts of the industryapples which are wrapped, because you perceive
represented on its Board I think provides a betterthem to be better quality, organic, for whatever
body, in terms of developing the industry’sreason, then the supplier can pass this cost back to
capability to take rational, proportionate decisionsthe customer and suggest that, “If you want to buy
and to have the confidence in taking such decisions.this, you will have to pay extra.” We cannot do that

in our environment, that is a big diVerence.
Mr Nelson: It is significantly diVerent. I think that Q353 Lord Lawson of Blaby: You said earlier that
we might talk of a privatised railway; we have a very the biggest risk now, which is moving up your
large component of public funding in a railway

agenda, is accidents on level-crossings and youwhich is operated by a number of private
talked about the diYculty of having fool-prooforganisations.
level-crossings and so on. Of course, the main issue
would seem to a layman to be not so much the type
of level-crossing but the amount of traYc. A level-Q348 Lord Layard: I want to ask about the
crossing in a rural area where there is one train aextraordinary slowing down of the railway after the
day is not a big risk. I did not see this in yourHatfield disaster. Can you explain to us what the

pattern of decision-making was which produced evidence. Maybe it is there; if so forgive me. But is
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Q355 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Can youthere a level of traYc at which you say there should
quantify at all the diVerence between casualtiesnot be a level-crossing any more, there should be a
caused by infrastructure failure, mechanical failure,bridge, or whatever, and if so what is that level?
and those caused by human factors?Mr Nelson: There is a threshold within sort of the
Mr Nelson: We can take you into the root causes ofhierarchy of level-crossings, in that the most secure
accidents and take you through the extent to whichlevel-crossings are those with full barriers and
there are human factors rather than simply point tosubject to human surveillance, either by someone in
engineering failure, for example.a cabin there or by CCTV. There are occasions,

when the use of a road historically has been covered
Q356 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Does onewith an automatic half-barrier, for example, that the
outweigh the other?

levels of traYc and the train movements leads you Mr Nelson: Yes. The contribution of the people in
towards upgrading that individual crossing. the equation, managing the layered controls of

railway safety, is often the dominant factor.
Chairman: On that human note, I think it remains

Q354 Lord Lawson of Blaby: At what point do you for me to thank you very much for coming. We have
say there should not be a level-crossing, that there covered a thorough range of subjects and we are
should be a bridge, or whatever? most grateful to you for the papers you sent in
Mr Nelson: I think that is a matter of public policy advance, which were very helpful, and for the way
based on the delay that it will accept to travellers you have answered our questions. Thank you very

much.on the roads.

Supplementary memorandum by Mr Aidan Nelson, Rail Safety and Standards Board

Supplemental Information

Further to the oral evidence given by RSSB on 31 January 2006, I enclose (see below) a paper setting out the
arguments as to why distance travelled is the basis on which comparative analysis of transport risks should
be undertaken. The material contained within the attachment to this letter is derived from the annual safety
performance reports produced by RSSB.

We update our comparative analysis annually and anticipate that the 2005 Annual Safety Performance Report
will be published on the RSSB website on or about 11 May 2006. If it would be of value we would be happy
to make available a paper copy of this report.

In so far as the rationale for the post Hatfield speed restrictions is concerned, I have put the Committee’s
request to colleagues in Network Rail.

Question 9

Is risk per passenger-mile or risk per passenger-hour the more appropriate indicator of the risk associated with
any particular mode of transport? What information do you have about the relative significance of these two
risk indicators? Would risk per trip, or some other indicator, be a fairer way of comparing the safety of
diVerent transport modes?

To have meaning, the comparison basis needs to be appropriate to the matter at issue. For the passenger, who
may be faced with a choice of transport modes for the same journey, the risk per unit distance will be more
relevant. eg fatalities per billion passenger km. What a potential traveller wants to know is how safe is it to
travel from A to B irrespective of the characteristics of the transport mode and how long it takes.

The use of a per passenger journey measure does not enable a long journey to be compared with a short journey
ie. the average journey by train will be significantly longer than the average journey by car.

The use of per passenger hour is a measure of the exposure time ie for a journey of the same distance with the
same rate of fatalities per km, a fast mode of transport would have a much higher rate of fatalities per hour
(same fatalities/less exposed hours) than a slower one (same fatalities/more exposed hours). This makes the
two modes diYcult to compare meaningfully.
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While the per passenger km is the generally accepted measure and is very good for comparing the majority of
transport modes, the relative ranking of air travel can vary considerably depending on the measure used. This
arises because the characteristics of air travel are such that they tend to be very long distance with the majority
of accidents occurring during take oV and landing. This produces diVerent results when using diVerent metrics,
with lower fatalities per passenger km compared with per passenger journey.

It is worth noting that it is easy to change between diVerent metrics, where the average journey length and
average speed of the transport type is known.

In our Annual Safety Performance reports we compare rail travel with other modes on the basis of fatalities
per billion passenger km, but to ensure we understand the profile of relative ranking we also include
comparisons in terms of fatalities per journey and fatalities per billion passenger journeys, as shown in Table
1 below taken from the 2004 report. The table shows clearly the change in the relative ranking of air travel for
the reasons discussed above.

Table 1

UK PASSENGER FATALITIES BY ALTERNATIVE COMPARISON BASES (DfT INFORMATION)

Per billion passenger km Per billion passenger journeys Per billion passenger hours

Air 0.004 Bus or coach 2.5 Air 2
Water 0.27 Rail 9.3 Water 6
Bus or coach 0.26 Air 10 Bus or coach 6
Rail 0.40 Water 11 Rail 20
Van 1.0 Van 21 Van 44
Car 2.7 Car 37 Car 109
Pedal cycle 25 Foot 45 Foot 190
Foot 42 Pedal cycle 93 Pedal cycle 290
Motor cycle/moped 114 Motor cycle/moped 1,965 Motor cycle/moped 4,897

Note: Air, rail, water: average rates 1994–2003. Bus or coach: average rate 1999–2003.
Motor cycle/moped are two wheeled motor vehicles (TWMV).

Source: DfT figures updated to 2003, available upon request.

20 March 2006

Further supplementary memorandum by Mr Aidan Nelson, Rail Safety and Standards Board

Further to the oral evidence given by RSSB on 31 January 2006 and my letter of 20 March 2006, I set out below
information received from Network Rail relating to the rationale for the post Hatfield speed restrictions:

“As you know, since the Hatfield accident in 2000 there have been a number of very significant
changes. Not least has been the replacement of Railtrack by Network Rail after the period of
‘Railway Administration’ and the significant lapse of time. One of the consequences is that all of the
Executives and senior managers directly involved in the pattern of decision making concerning the
‘slow down’ of the railway after Hatfield have left the company, in many cases several years ago.

However a number of Parliamentary inquiries were held into the consequences of Hatfield and these
covered a number of the questions posed by the recent House of Lords Economic AVairs
Committee hearing.

Details of these Parliamentary inquiries can be found at the following website addresses:

Environment Transport and Regional Affairs Select Committee

Rail Investment: Renewal, Maintenance and Development of the National Rail Network (2001)
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200001/cmselect/cmenvtra /18/1805.htm
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Transport, Local Government and the Regions Select Committee

Passenger Rail Franchising and the Future of Railway Infrastructure (2002)
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200102/croselect/cmtlgr/23 9/23905.htm

Transport Committee

The Future of the Railway (2004)
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200304/cmselect/cmtran/1 45/145.pdf

Public Accounts Committee

Network Rail: Making a Fresh Start (2005)
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200405/cmselect/cmpubac c/556/556.pdf”

28 March 2006
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TUESDAY 14 FEBRUARY 2006

Present Macdonald of Tradeston, L Skidelsky, L
Roper, L Vallance of Tummel, L
Sheldon, L Wakeham, L
Sheppard of Didgemere, L (Chairman)

Memorandum by Professor Andrew Evans, Imperial College London

1 Introduction

This paper reviews a number of issues related to transport safety, with a focus on links between rail and road
safety. The principal aim is to assist the Committee by covering some ground that might not be covered by
other submissions. Section 2 briefly reviews accidental fatalities in general; Section 3 considers the valuation
of preventing fatalities (VPF); Section 4 looks at evidence on the costs of preventing fatalities by road and rail
safety measures, including the rail Train Protection and Warning System (TPWS); Section 5 comments on the
phrases “as low as reasonably practicable” (ALARP) and “gross disproportion”; Section 6 considers the wider
non-direct eVects of accidents; Section 7 considers other interactions between rail and road safety.

The paper is written in a personal capacity.

2 Accidental Fatalities

Table 1 gives estimates of the numbers of accidental deaths per year over the 11 years 1993–2003. The figures
should be regarded as approximate rather than precise, because they are assembled from diVerent and not fully
compatible sources. There were about 12,000 accidental fatalities per year in that period, which is about 2%
of all deaths.

Table 1

ACCIDENTAL DEATHS: GREAT BRITAIN: 1993–2003

Place Average number Percent of all
of deaths per year accidental deaths

At home 3,665 30.7
At work 261 2.2
Transport

Road 3,538 29.7
Rail excluding trespassers 41 0.3
Rail trespassers 133 1.1
Air 30 0.2
Water 4 0.0

All transport 3,746 31.4
Others (by subtraction) 4,249 35.6
All 11,920 100.0

Notes: Air and water fatalities are for UK-registered craft anywhere in the world; other data are for Great
Britain. Suicides are excluded.

Sources: Assembled by the writer using data from OYce of National Statistics, Scottish Executive,
Department for Transport, Health and Safety Executive

The two large groups of accidental fatalities are in the home and in transport, each accounting for just over
30% of the total. However, the age distributions of these two groups are very diVerent: the proportion of
relatively young people dying in transport accidents is much higher than in accidents in the home.
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Transport deaths are dominated by road accidents. The next largest group is railway trespassers. It is possible
that some of the deaths to trespassers that are recorded in the oYcial statistics as being accidental were in fact
suicides, because deaths with open verdicts are classified in the oYcial statistics as being accidental. Most of
the aviation fatalities in 1993-2003 were in private flying. There were no major UK shipping accidents in
the period.
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Figure 1 shows the trends in the main classes of accidental fatalities since 1968. The number of accidental
deaths per year has fallen by about 35% since 1970, with most of the main groups contributing to this fall.
However, there has been little change in the numbers in the last decade.

3 Value of Preventing a Fatality (VPF)

The Department for Transport and its predecessors has published a value of preventing a fatality (VPF) on
the roads annually since 1969, and occasionally since 1952. There are also parallel values for the prevention
of injuries, though these are not discussed in this note. The purpose was originally to provide a means of
valuing the benefits of accident savings in cost benefit analyses of proposed highway schemes: one of the first
was an appraisal of the original section of the M1 motorway by the then Road Research Laboratory published
in 1960.1 The values have also come to be used in the appraisal of road safety measures, and more recently
also in the appraisal of rail safety measures. The government’s present formal position is that the same value
should be applied to all modes of transport.

Figure 2 plots the roads VPF since 1952 at constant 2004 prices; the original current prices are re-valued using
the Retail Prices Index. The vertical axis has a logarithmic scale: this foreshortens the large real increases that
have been made to the VPF, but it brings out the pattern of changes over time. It can be seen that the pattern
is one of occasional sharp upward jumps at particular dates, together with gentle upward slopes between the
jumps. The jumps represent the eVects of changes in the principles and methods of estimating the VPF; the
gentle slopes represent the eVect of indexing the VPFs to GDP per head, which rises faster than prices. The
most recent non-routine jump was in 1998, when the value was raised by 10% following new research.2 The

1 Coburn, T M, M E Beesley and D J Reynolds (1960). The London-Birmingham Motorway: traYc and economics. Road Research
Technical Paper 46, HMSO, London.

2 Chilton, S, J Covey, L Hopkins, M Jones-Lee, G Loomes, N Pidgeon, and A Spencer (1998). New research on the valuation of
preventing fatal road accident casualties. In DETR (ed): Road accidents Great Britain 1997, 28–33. The Stationery OYce, London.
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last important change was made in 1987, when the “willingness-to-pay” principle was adopted, and the VPF
was set at £500,000 in current prices, following both research in the UK and a review of the literature.3
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Table 2 gives the numerical VPFs for selected years both in current and 2004 prices. The value has dramatically
increased over the long term: the 2004 value is 37 times greater than the 1952 value in real terms. This is due
to a combination of changes in methods and increases in real income.

Table 2

VALUE OF PREVENTING A ROAD FATALITY: SELECTED YEARS: 1952–2004

Year Value at Value at 2004 Index at 2004
current prices prices prices

(2004 % 100)

1952 £2,000 £37,500 2.7
1963 £7,880 £107,500 7.8
1971 £18,420 £169,700 12.3
1978 £89,300 £333,400 24.1
1987 £500,000 £916,100 66.2
2004 £1,384,500 £1,384,500 100.0

Source: assembled by writer, mainly from oYcial documents

Transport safety measures generally reduce risks by small amounts to a large number of people. It may be
possible to estimate reasonably well how many fatalities and injuries specific safety measures may save, but it
is not generally possible either before or after implementation to identify which particular people have been
saved from death or injury. This means that inter-personal equity is not so salient an issue in transport safety
as it might be in other fields of risk appraisal. It is perhaps partly for this reason that only a single VPF covering
all fatalities has been developed for road safety.

3 Dalvi, M Q (1988). The value of life and safety: a search for a consensus estimate. Department of Transport, London.
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The use of VPFs for appraising rail safety raises new questions about whether there should be a single VPF
for deaths in diVerent circumstances. In particular, it raises the question of whether the prevention of fatalities
to trespassers should be valued at the same level as non-trespasser fatalities.

The writer is a user rather than a producer of VPFs. As a user, he believes that VPFs are indispensable as a
guide to arriving at coherent safety policies that take both costs and benefits into account. However, he agrees
with the view that they should not be compelling, and that in particular cases there may be good reasons for
overriding them.

4 Cost of Preventing Fatalities

Setting a VPF does not necessarily mean that it will be applied in practice: it may be that the marginal cost of
adopted safety measures diVers one way or the other from the VPF. Obviously marginal costs vary between
safety measures, but there is evidence that on the whole the cost of adopted road safety measures tends to be
less than the VPF, whereas the cost of adopted rail safety measures is in some cases greater.

4.1 Road safety measures

To the best of the writer’s knowledge, there is no readily available comprehensive public set of data on the
cost of preventing fatalities in adopted road safety measures. However, there are numerous references to the
eVectiveness of individual measures, particularly in local authority road safety reports.

The most recent occasion that the writer had reason to search for such references was in a review for a
European Conference of Ministers of Transport seminar on the Economic Evaluation of Road Safety
Measures in 2000.4 This review found both specific examples and general statements that the marginal costs
of preventing fatalities on the road tended to be low. For example, the Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions stated in 1997 that:

“The Department has monitored the introduction of recent local safety schemes and this is one of
the few areas where expenditure is underpinned by a considerable amount of knowledge about costs
and benefits. Clear benefits can be shown, with the first-year rate of return of these schemes typically
in excess of 150%.”5

Such returns imply that, even if the average project produced benefits over a period of only six or seven years,
the value of the accident savings would be 10 times the cost. Alternatively, this is equivalent to saying that
the de facto valuation of fatalities and injuries is only one tenth of the nominal values of preventing fatalities
and injuries.

One might expect that over time the marginal cost of preventing accidents would gradually rise, as the most
beneficial schemes were implemented first. However, the writer is not aware of evidence of this.

A more recent and well documented example of a road safety measure is that of speed enforcement cameras.
The Department of Transport’s four-year evaluation report was published in December 2005. The summary
on the Department’s website says:

“There was a positive cost-benefit of around 2.7:1. In the fourth year, the benefits to society from
the avoided injuries were in excess of £258 million compared to enforcement costs of around £96
million.”

4 Evans, A W (2000). The economic appraisal of road traYc safety measures in Great Britain. Paper for ECMT Round Table 117, Paris
26–27 October.

5 Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (1997). Road safety strategy: current problems and future options. DETR,
London, oaragrpah 34(i).
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This is not as good a return as from the local safety schemes quoted above, but it still implies that the cost of
preventing the fatalities is less than 40% of the VPF.

4.2 Rail safety measures

The writer is also not aware of published estimates of the benefits of implemented rail safety schemes, apart
from the well documented case of the Train Protection and Warning System, which is discussed below.

One might expect that the cost of preventing fatalities on the railways would be closer to, or greater than, the
VPF because one interpretation of the requirement that risks shall be as low as reasonably practicable (the
“ALARP principle”) is that all safety measures for which the cost of preventing fatalities is less than the VPF
must be implemented. The railways are likely to err on the side of safety in implementing this. We return to
ALARP in Section 5.

4.3 The Train Protection and Warning System (TPWS)

The Committee has already heard much evidence on the Train Protection and Warning System. This case is
interesting because it highlights clearly a dilemma in making decisions about certain public transport system
safety measures: implementing them may be expensive and appear to be poor value for money; not
implementing them means accepting avoidable fatalities that would be virtually certain to occur, and which
are the direct responsibility of the operators.

Table 3

FATAL TRAIN COLLISIONS, DERAILMENTS AND OVERRUNS: NATIONAL RAIL SYSTEM:
1967–2005

Number of accidents Accidents per billion train-km

Train- Conflicting Conflicting
km movement Other Not movement Other Not

Period (billion) SPADs ATP-P ATP-P All SPADs ATP-P ATP-P All

1967–1971 2.25 2 7 16 25 0.9 3.1 7.1 11.1
1972–1976 2.18 2 5 7 14 0.9 2.3 3.2 6.4
1977–1981 2.13 2 3 5 10 0.9 1.4 2.4 4.7
1982–1986 1.99 2 1 8 11 1.0 0.5 4.0 5.5
1987–1991 2.15 3 1 6 10 1.4 0.5 2.8 4.7
1992–1996 2.13 2 0 4 6 0.9 0 1.9 2.8
1997–2001 2.46 2 0 1 3 0.8 0 0.4 1.2
2002–2005 2.12 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.5 0.5

1967–2005 17.41 15 17 48 80 0.9 1.0 2.8 4.6

Note: this table excludes collisions between trains and road vehicles

Abbreviations: SPAD % Signal passed at danger; ATP-P % Automatic Train Protection-Preventable

Source: assembled by writer from HM Railway Inspectorate reports

Table 3 gives data on fatal train collisions, derailments and overruns on the national railway system over the
long term. The central panel gives the numbers of accidents; the right hand panel gives accidents per billion
train-km. The table includes most of the serious well known accidents as well as some less well known ones,
though it may be noted that train collisions, derailments and overruns account for only a minority of all
railway fatalities, most of which occur in non-high-profile accidents, such as people being struck by trains.

The extreme right-hand column of Table 3 clearly indicates the remarkable reduction in fatal accident rates
achieved over the long term, first by British Rail and then continued in the privatised era, notwithstanding the
serious accidents of recent years. However, the left-hand columns of each panel show that one type of
accident—those caused by trains passing signals at danger protecting conflicting movements—had been
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remarkably persistent over three decades up to the late 1990s, at about two fatal accidents in five years, or one
fatal accident per billion train-km. It was this class of accident that TPWS was aimed at—and, although the
numbers are too small for firm statistical conclusions yet, it appears so far to have been successful. Therefore
TPWS was an eVective solution to a known and persistent problem.

The most interesting data known to the writer on the costs of TPWS are quoted in the House of Commons
Transport Committee report of 2004 on The Future of the Railway.6 The relevant passage is:

“Mr Armitt, Chief executive of Network Rail, told us that the cost of TPWS was £575 million. He
said that ‘the original proposal would have saved approximately 60 lives over 25 years and the
consequence of what we have done, the full implementation, is 65 lives over 25 years. The extra five
lives have cost the diVerence between £190 million, which was the original estimate, and £575 million
[ie £385 million]’” (paragraph 199).

The writer here assumes that Mr Armitt was referring to what the railways label “equivalent fatalities”, which
are a weighted combination of fatalities and injuries; otherwise his fatality savings appear to be on the high
side. On this assumption, and if discounting over time is disregarded, we may divide the costs by the numbers
of fatalities to provide an upper estimate of the cost per fatality prevented. These average costs are £8.8 million
per fatality prevented for the whole project, £3.2 million for the first 60 equivalent fatalities, and £77 million
for the last five equivalent fatalities. These average costs of preventing fatalities will all be somewhat too high,
because, as noted in section 5 below, the prevention of accidents has other benefits besides savings in casualties,
and the value of these other benefits should be subtracted from the costs before dividing by the numbers saved
casualties. The 2003 VPF was £1.3 million. Given the context and the dilemma outlined above, one could make
a case for implementing TPWS in its original form on the basis of Mr Armitt’s data, but not in its full form.

5 ALARP and Gross Disproportion

Discussions on how to interpret “as low as reasonably practicable” and “gross disproportion” quickly enter
legal territory. The writer is not a lawyer, and makes only a few points.

The writer accepts the principle of linking the definition of what reasonably practicable to the value of
preventing fatalities (VPF) and injuries. In that case, a safety measure is regarded as reasonably practicable
if its cost of preventing fatalities (CPF) is less than or equal to its VPF. That is broadly the definition adopted
by the railways. However, in the case of roads it is clear from section 4.1 that there are many possible road
safety measures for which the CPF is less than the VPF, but which are not implemented. It follows that either
the ALARP principle is not applied to roads, or else that road authorities adopt a diVerent definition of
reasonable practicability.

On gross disproportion, the writer agrees with the Rail Safety and Standards Board in their discussion
document Valuing Safety7 that:

“If we have correctly weighed the safety benefits … there can be no justification for demanding that
duty-holders take action disproportionate to its benefits, and even less for the much-quoted
requirement that it should be ‘grossly disproportionate’” (page 3).

It may be useful to observe that the valuations of preventing fatalities current at about the time of the Edwards
v National Coal Board “gross disproportion” judgement in 1949 were very much lower in real terms than they
are today. As shown in Table 1, the first roads VPF published for 1952 by Reynolds8 was of £2,000—
admittedly described as a minimum—which is equivalent to £37,500 at 2004 prices and 1/37th of the 2004 VPF.
The amount of compensation paid to the widow of the miner in the Edwards v National Coal Board case after
her successful appeal was £984 at 1948 prices, equivalent to £23,000 at 2004 prices. If the judgement is
interpreted as requiring that safety managers spend much more than sums such as these on preventing
fatalities, it is clear that subsequent generations are already implementing that requirement.

6 The Future of the Railway, House of Commons Transport Committee. Seventh Report of Session 2003–04, HC 145–1.
7 Rail Safety and Standards Board (2006). Valuing safety: RSSB Discussion paper, January.
8 Reynolds, D J (1956). The cost of road accidents. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A (General), 119(4), 393–408.
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6 Wider Effects of Accidents

In addition to casualties, accidents cause damage, disruption and investigation costs. All these direct eVects
have costs, and the benefits of reducing accidents include avoiding these costs. These benefits should obviously
be included in safety appraisals.

It is also possible that accidents may have wider eVects than these direct eVects. The two obvious
possibilities are:

(1) the public might change their behaviour and perhaps cease to use a transport system that had had
an accident; and

(2) one or more of the involved organisations (operators, government, regulators) might make decisions
that they would not make except in the aftermath of an accident.

Both of these could have costs that would be avoided if the accident had been avoided in the first place.
Therefore, it is arguable that the benefits of avoiding accidents should include the avoidance of these
indirect costs.

On (1), this argument appears to be correct. However, the writer is aware of only one railway or road accident
in which there is good evidence of a public reaction of this kind. This was the Kings Cross Underground station
fire of November 1987. In that case, London Underground lost an average of 5% of its patronage over a period
of two years after the accident before patronage returned to normal. This loss of patronage has costs both to
the operator and to would-be passengers who adopt a diVerent pattern of travel from that which they would
otherwise choose. The writer has estimated that these losses were of the same order of magnitude as those of
the casualties, as valued using the oYcial VPF. It is also reasonable to argue that such reactions by the public
are more likely in the case of high-profile large accidents than lower-profile smaller accidents, and that
therefore the indirect costs of the former are proportionately greater. That constitutes the best general
argument known to writer for giving the avoidance of large accidents proportionately greater value than the
avoidance of small ones. However, the writer is not aware of any similar documented reaction by rail users to
large accidents on the main line railway.

The parallel argument (2) on reactions to accidents by organisations is less convincing. This is because
organisations’ decisions after accidents are within their own control, unlike the reactions of the public.
Therefore the accidents themselves cannot be said to determine what organisations do afterwards. The most
spectacular example of an organisational reaction is that of Railtrack imposing numerous rail speed
restrictions after the Hatfield derailment of October 2000. The costs of these speed restrictions to Railtrack,
to the train operators and to the public are sometimes regarded as an indirect cost of the Hatfield accident.
This seems incorrect. In so far as the speed restrictions were necessary, they are attributable not to the accident
itself but to the general state of the track at the time, and to Railtrack’s knowledge of the state of track.

7 Other Interactions Between Rail and Road Safety

Road and rail safety measures have other interactions besides possibly being in competition for funds and
sharing the same VPF. The modes are complementary in that most rail journeys also require road stages by
which passengers travel to and from stations. The modes are competitive to some degree in that for some
journeys travellers have a choice between travelling by car or rail. The writer has recently completed a research
project funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council in which the eVects on safety of
some of these interactions are investigated. This section presents some of the results.

7.1 “Whole journey” risks of journeys for which national rail is the main mode

Table 4 gives information on journeys for which the main mode is national rail, based on the National Travel
Survey. The survey asks respondents to keep diaries of their travel over a period of one week, including a
specified sample of walk journeys of 50 yards or more. Multi-modal journeys are divided into “stages”, and
the main mode of such journeys is defined to be the mode with the longest stage. Journeys for which rail is the
main mode have an average of 2.8 stages.
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Table 4

FATALITIES PER BILLION PASSENGER-JOURNEYS WITH NATIONAL RAIL AS MAIN MODE,
INCLUDING ACCESS STAGES: 2003

Transport mode Average Fatalities per billion passenger- Fatalities per billion passenger
distance per kilometres journeys with rail as main mode
rail journey

Passengers Others All Passengers Others All

Main mode

National rail 44.74 0.28 0.46 0.74 12.5 20.4 32.9

Access modes

Second national rail 0.36 0.28 0.46 0.74 0.1 0.2 0.3
Air 0.03 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0
LUL, Light rail 1.34 0.38 0 0.38 0.5 0 0.5
Car or taxi 2.22 2.70 0.87 3.57 6.0 1.9 7.9
Bus or coach 0.73 0.27 1.44 1.71 0.2 1.0 1.2
Bicycle 0.06 25.3 0.59 25.89 1.4 0.0 1.4
Walk 0.91 41.7 0 41.7 37.7 0 37.7

Total 50.38 58.4 23.6 82.0

Sources:

Distances travelled: National Travel Survey 1999-2001

Fatality rates: Assembled from data of Department of Transport, RSSB, HM Railway Inspectorate

The first row in Table 4 gives data related to the main rail mode itself; the remaining rows are related to the
other stages of rail journeys. The average distance travelled on the main rail mode is 44.7 km; the average
distance travelled in accessing the rail system is 5.6 km. Of this access distance, an average of 0.9 km is walking.
This accounts for about 5% of all walking nationally.

The central panel of table 4 give fatalities per passenger-km on the various modes, first to passengers
themselves and then to others, such as pedestrians in the case of road journeys. For passengers themselves the
ratios of fatalities per km for rail: car: walking are about 1: 10: 150. The final panel gives the “whole journey”
fatalities per rail journey, obtained by combining the distances travelled with fatalities per km. It can be seen
that for passengers, only about 21% of the whole journey risk is on the rail system itself; about 65% is in
walking to and from stations. When risks to others are included, about 40% of the risk is on the rail system
itself. The conclusion is that the most eYcient way of improving the safety of rail journeys may be to adopt
measures other than on the rail system itself.

7.2 Effects of rail safety measures funded by passengers

If rail safety measures are funded by passengers through higher fares, they can be expected to induce some rail
travellers to switch to travelling by car. The “whole journey” risks of the induced car journeys are greater than
those of the rail journeys they replace, even when the access risk of rail journeys is included. Therefore it is
possible in principle that the implementation of a rail safety measure could have the unintended eVect of
worsening overall safety, because the risks from the induced car travel might outweigh the reduced risks on
the railway. We have investigated this possibility using a model for rail-car switching based on national Travel
Survey data. Our conclusions are that for any reasonably sensible rail safety measure, that is one for which
the safety benefits are reasonably related to the costs, the safety eVects of mode switching would be small.
Therefore most of the intended safety benefits would be achieved. For high-cost rail system safety measures
funded by passengers, it is possible that the intended rail safety benefits could be approximately
counterbalanced by the adverse eVects of mode switching.

7 February 2006
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Professor Andrew Evans, Imperial College London, examined.

Q357 Chairman: Professor Evans, we are delighted have diVerent values. That is for casualties; there
might be some diVerences in the valuation ofto see you and we are most grateful to you for coming

to give us some help with our inquiry. I know you preventing accidents which involve other losses
beside casualties like disruption and damage etwant to get away, so if it comes to the point where you

have really got to go, just give us a signal and we will cetera; you may have a diVerent average package for
the diVerent modes, but I think the casualtiescompletely understand. We are going to try and ask

our questions in as short and succinct manner as we themselves would be the same. However, the one
qualification I would also make to that is that youcan, and I have no doubt you will give us clear and

short answers if that is possible. might have diVerent values in diVerent contexts, and
the one that is most persuasive to me, which hasProfessor Evans: I will do my best, My Lord

Chairman. been eVectively put on the table lately by the Rail
Safety and Standards Board, is the valuation of
trespasser casualties. It seems quite reasonable toQ358 Chairman: Thank you very much. I am told
argue that they should not be valued at zero, butto say to all our witnesses, speak up and speak
there should be a lower valuation for preventingslowly, if that is not a contradiction of what I said
them than, as it were, law-abiding citizens.earlier, in order that we can hear what you are going
Chairman: That is very helpful and very clear. Lordto tell us. If I may start, willingness-to-pay values
Macdonald.of safety have been used for some time now in both

road and rail safety project appraisal, and I gather
they are recommended by the Treasury. What we Q360 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Professor

Evans, if you have an evidence-based framework forwould really like to know is whether you think in
principle this method is appropriate, and if this the amount of money spent on safety in transport

and that can be oVered to politicians and oYcials inmethod is used should then the same values be
applied to all transport modes, or are there good the public sector, to what extent do you think those

politicians should allow pressures, either from thereasons for using diVerent values in diVerent
contexts? public, from the media or from other politicians to

influence investment patterns? Do you think theyProfessor Evans: I think that willingness-to-pay is an
appropriate method for valuing the prevention of should stand by the evidence-based framework,

backed by experts perhaps like yourself?casualties, and the main reason for that is that it is
consistent with the principles under which other Professor Evans: In short, yes, they should. We

should remember that willingness-to-pay is publicattributes are valued in economic appraisal, so I am
quite content with that. The only qualification I preferences, they are elicited in a fairly controlled

manner rather than in the somewhat chaotic mannerwould make is that I am not personally a direct
researcher into establishing these values; I rely on they might be elicited in the newspapers after an

accident, but essentially willingness-to-pay meansother people’s results and I rely on assessments by
colleagues who I, as it were, respect as to the that you are trying to base your valuations on the

preferences of the public, so in that sense the publicreliability of the conclusions. In a sense, therefore,
it is slightly second-hand for me, but subject to what preferences are counted and they are indeed the

basis on which we are doing it. As far as the mediamy colleagues say I think it is an appropriate
principle. are concerned, in my view measuring column inches

is not a very good basis for making policies, though
it may be diYcult to avoid that, because the media,Q359 Chairman: Then the question about using
particularly newspapers, it seems to me, publishdiVerent values in diVerent contexts.
what is newsworthy and, in particular, newsworthyProfessor Evans: One general point is that I am
events are events that happen quite rarely andreluctant to give diVerent values in diVerent
therefore get undue attention. I say undue—fromcontexts, because I am very conscious that, if you
the newspapers’ point of view it is perfectly sensibledo adopt diVerent values, whatever safety resources
attention, but from the point of view of policy-you deploy you will not minimise the number of
making you have to take the rarity of the events intodeaths by having diVerent values, and if you are not
account.going to minimise the number of deaths you need

quite strong reasons not to do so. My view is that I
cannot see any general reasons for valuing casualties Q361 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: But you will

understand the pressure that elected politicians arediVerently on the diVerent modes. There might be
some specific reasons, but generally I do not think under when they are accused of not listening to what

the public wants and its preference in terms ofthere is any reason for saying rail and road should
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answer to that question, but there seems prettyinvestment in the area of safety. Can you think,
therefore, of a better mechanism that would help conclusive evidence that there are many safety

measures which could be implemented at a cost ofthem defend their evidence-based framework?
Should they be more prominent, more familiar, less than £1.4 million which are not undertaken, so

that is the short answer. Why are things notmore accessible before the accident happens so that
people can rely on it more? undertaken? I would say, in the short run, budget

constraints with the safety authorities, particularlyProfessor Evans: I cannot think of any other way of
doing it. In some ways the trouble is that people are local authorities; secondly, also in the short run,

staYng constraints, because a lot of road safetynot interested in this sort of material until an
accident happens, but the more the bodies involved measures are quite staV-intensive and even if you

had a lot more money you could not use that in thecan be explicit about what their criteria are, the
more defensible the position is after an event. short run because the staYng levels are determined

by the sorts of monies that have been available at
present. With some road safety measures you runQ362 Lord Skidelsky: Could I ask a
into public acceptability issues. For example, thesupplementary? Your written evidence suggests that
evidence seems to be that by having morethe subjective value people attach rises with real
enforcement cameras we could reduce road risks atincome. Why should that be? I could think of a lot
a cost of less than £1.4 million per preventedof general reasons, but I wonder what you think?
fatality. But there is a lot of discussion aboutProfessor Evans: I would expect that, simply because
whether the public will accept more safety cameras.the valuation of many things goes up with real
Those three, therefore, are the general reasons. Theincome, people can aVord to spend more on safety.
last question, should not something be done, I think
there is a good case on those grounds to allocateQ363 Lord Skidelsky: They can aVord to spend
more resources to road safety, and that has been themore on safety, but this is the value they attach to
case and continues to be the case for some time. Thisa life going up. Why should the willingness-to-pay
is an interesting question, whether it should be upgo up with real income? I can see why the figure
to the point where the costs of preventing fatalitieswould go up with nominal income, but I wonder
equal the value of preventing fatalities because ofwhy with real income?
public sector budget constraints. In general, we doProfessor Evans: I am not clear what you are getting
not spend up to the level where costs equal benefitsat, I am afraid.
because we have budget constraints and also
because there is opportunity cost to public funds. ItQ364 Lord Skidelsky: Why do richer people value
costs more than a pound to raise a pound oftheir lives more than poorer people?
public money.Professor Evans: Because they can aVord to spend

more.
Q367 Lord Sheldon: Surely, if you were to spend

Q365 Lord Skidelsky: Proportionately more. the £1.4 million for the 3,000 people who die every
Professor Evans: Yes, I would say proportionately year, how much would you reduce the number of
more. We are not talking about lives now, we are accidents by? The trouble is, you do not know just
talking about spending on reducing risk by small where to spend this money. It is a bit diYcult to see
amounts, and I would say if you have got more to how these figures are worked out.
spend you can reduce your risk pretty eVectively if Professor Evans: I do not know the answer, but I
you can aVord it. think we would reduce it pretty substantially but not

to zero—obviously not to zero. I cannot give you a
figure oV the top of my head but one could reduceQ366 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: Can we stay on
it over time by a substantial proportion.the subject of costs and what some of the costs

mean? Your written evidence implies that the
Department for Transport values the prevention of Q368 Lord Sheldon: Of course, the more money
a statistical road fatality at some £1.4 million. What you spend, the more likely you are to reduce
actually does that mean? Does it mean that all road accidents.
safety improvements that involve a cost per fatality Professor Evans: Indeed.
prevented of less than £1.4 million are actually
undertaken, and if not why not et cetera et cetera?
Professor Evans: We do not have comprehensive, Q369 Lord Sheldon: But knowing in advance where

that money should be spent is to know in advancesystematic information about the costs of adopted
road safety measures. We have quite a lot of rather where those accidents are going to occur, which is

much more diYcult. It is very much a theoreticalpiecemeal kind of evidence, of which I quoted a little
bit in my evidence, so we cannot say definitely the exercise, is it not?
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at more radical options, even though they mightProfessor Evans: One is reliant essentially on past
experience as to where accidents happen and what impinge on individual freedoms—such as banning

motorcycles or whatever?the eVects are. I am thinking in particular, when I
say the costs are below the value, of local road Professor Evans: I do not think there are any obvious
safety engineering measures, and there is quite a lot policy implications of that drop. I do not think you
of experience of them. It is that experience of the can say that because we have not had a reduction
past that gives us an estimate of what the benefits in the last decade that somehow we have fallen
will be. Safety enforcement cameras would be behind and therefore we should do more than we
another example; we have got quite a bit of otherwise would. On your last point, as I have tried
experience and they are pretty good value for to indicate before, I do not think we are at the stage
money. of diminishing returns with regard to safety

measures, certainly on the roads and possibly on the
railways as well. What is eYcient is always changingQ370 Lord Skidelsky: Professor Evans, your
with technology as well—things that are nowwritten evidence says that the cost of adopted road
thinkable were not thinkable 20 years ago. I wouldsafety measures is less than the VPF, whereas the
not favour the sorts of draconian bans that havecost of rail safety measures is greater. Does that
been mentioned, largely because for road safety it issuggest an inconsistency in applying the principles
necessary to get the public on side because, in theof risk assessment across diVerent transport sectors
end, we do not wish to criminalise many otherwiseand, to go on from that, does it suggest that too
law-abiding citizens, and therefore what the publicmuch is being spent on rail safety?
will accept is quite a limitation in road safety.Professor Evans: I think it certainly implies an
Banning using the car to drive to work, for example,inconsistency, although I could qualify that by
if the public transport was a good alternative, is notsaying the inconsistency is less than it was because
a way forward. If you want to reduce road use—it is only in the last decade or so—a bit more than
and there may sometimes be a case for that anda decade—that the railways have appealed to a
safety may be part of that case, but only part of it—value of preventing fatalities at all, so they are at
then pricing seems to be the obvious mechanism,least anchored together now in a way that they were
which is very much on the agenda. One of thenot. We are in a position where on the whole in road
reasons why cost-benefit appraisal is used a lot insafety the value of preventing fatalities is treated as
transport is that you do rely on valuations of thea maximum, we would not do any safety measures
users to quite a high degree—in other words, youthat cost more than that, whereas on the rail it tends
do not try and second-guess the users, but to get theto be regarded as a minimum—if we can save a life

by that we must do it and we might do a bit more users to act eYciently you need the right price.
than that. There is an inconsistency, therefore, in
general attitude there. As I have said, we could

Q373 Lord Vallance of Tummel: How would thatusefully spend more resources on road safety, but it
impact on motorcycles, which are perhaps theis another question whether it should come from rail
highest risk form of transport? They are at thesafety measures, which I am less sure about.
moment exempt from such pricing.
Professor Evans: From the safety point of view that

Q371 Lord Skidelsky: Do you think the was a questionable decision and it is certainly true
inconsistency is a cultural one, the attitude to the that motorcycles have risks per kilometre that are
motor car as opposed to the railway service? far higher than any other mode of transport. If we
Professor Evans: I think I probably would, yes. If had not invented them it is questionable whether we
you raise the question later I shall come back to it,

would, but we have and they are very useful forbut there is a long tradition on the railways,
some people, so again I do not think I would banparticularly in certain sorts of accidents, of taking
them.the view that if you can do something you should

do something.
Q374 Lord Roper: As far as diminishing returns on
rail are concerned, your written evidence suggestsQ372 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Looking again at
that the cost for each prevented fatality associatedyour written evidence, Figure 1, we can see over a
with the introduction of the Train Protection and30 year period there is a steep decline in accidental
Warning System (TPWS) is significantly higher thanfatalities and then, perhaps rather perversely, over
the value placed on a prevented fatality in normalthe last ten years, when there has been an
safety investment assessments. Does this imply thatunprecedented interest in health and safety, the
the decision to introduce TPWS is inconsistent withtrend has flattened out. What do you think of the
the normal rail safety assessment guidelines, orpublic policy implications of this and has the law of

diminishing returns set in, or should we be looking could you say something about the other benefits of
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Protection—it did not resist it—in November 1988,introducing TPWS and reducing accidents which
presumably justify it? really as soon as it became a practicable possibility,

and essentially for the same grounds as later TPWSProfessor Evans: One needs to distinguish between
was approved. It was a known risk, you had aTPWS as implemented and TPWS as originally
technical solution, we are a responsible operator,proposed. I drew attention to that distinction by
therefore we should install the safety measure. Thatquoting the House of Commons evidence that they
was essentially the line of argument, but there is nohad received from Mr Armitt, the Chief Executive
reference to costs in that argument as I have justof Network Rail, where the original proposal for the
said it. It was in those circumstances that the BritishTrain Protection and Warning System had a cost of
Railways Board ordered equipment for the Chilternpreventing fatalities that was almost certainly less
and Great Western lines in order to develop it to athan £3 million, when you take the other benefits of
working level for the whole network. So in the latepreventing train collisions into account. At the time
Eighties and earlier Nineties they were very keen onalso, I should say, the railways valuation of a
it. What made them change their minds, as they didprevented fatality was higher than the £1.4 million
in the end, was that (a) they got more reliableit now is, so at the time with the lower initial cost
estimates of cost than they previously had, and itthe Train Protection and Warning System was
turned out to be pretty high, and (b) they had morewithin shouting distance, shall we say, of the oYcial
reliable estimates than they previously had of howvaluation; in that sense it was not wildly out of line.
many lives it could be expected to save, and whenI would also say that TPWS is a very clear case. Its
they divided the latter into the former they got acharacteristics are—again as I have tried to indicate
very high figure which they felt they could notin my written evidence—that there was a known and
justify. They felt you could spend better safetypersistent risk. The data on the kind of accidents
resources, even within the railways, and save morethat would be prevented by TPWS are remarkably
lives in other ways. One of the British Railwaysclear—they were risks that went on and on, not very
Board’s last acts before it handed over to Railtrackfrequent but very persistent. Until Automatic Train
in March 1994 was to advise the Secretary of StateProtection came along there was no technical
against network-wide installation of ATP. Theysolution to it, but then suddenly we had a technical
were convinced by the argument, but it was stillsolution and in the case of TPWS quite a cost-
against their nature in a way as a responsibleeVective one as well, and there was also a clear
railway operator. Just to complete the story, whenrailway responsibility there, because if ever there
the Secretary of State received that recommendationwas a class of accident that was not the victim’s
he referred it to the Health and Safety Executivefault, it was that one. The situation is you have a
who were the safety regulators, and they in turn saidknown risk, you can do something about it, it is the
that they considered it to be not reasonablyrailways’ responsibility. Back to your question
practicable by their normal criteria. I have forgottenabout accountability, there is a very strong tradition
the exact wording, but it was something like that.in that situation of saying you should do it and that
The Secretary of State concurred with that decision,was a very strong argument. In that situation,
so it was in the end a collective decision not to dotherefore, given the original costs, it seems a good
it, essentially on the grounds of cost and with TPWSbuy and so that would be a case where I think I
being developed as a cheaper alternative. They didwould have exercised political judgment—if it had
decide against it, therefore, but in a sensebeen my responsibility—in favour of it. That is an
reluctantly. Part of the reason for that is that theexample of a situation where, as it were, you should
train drivers were driving very safely. It is becausehave discretion, you should not regard the values as
they were so good at obeying red signals that you gotgospel. The further expenditure for the last five
so little return on devices to help them. On thefatalities which I mentioned, I do not know how
question of the change of heart about TPWS, I saidthat happened and obviously the case for that is a
there is a much stronger case because the cost islot weaker.
lower—or at least in the original form it was—but I
think once it is mandated it is not in the interest of

Q375 Lord Sheldon: The rail industry was opposed anybody in the railway community to say we do not
to Automatic Train Protection but it welcomed the want it, because it does save them from accidents that
Train Protection and Warning System. Was it they really do not want. Likewise, the public will also
because it was cheaper? welcome it provided that the taxpayer is paying for it
Professor Evans: The tone of the description of and it does not aVect the fares.
resolute resistance is slightly in error. It is not true
to say that the British Railways Board, which was Q376 Chairman: The last question we have got is, in
the key body at the time, was resolutely resistant. In your view, how should the safety levels on diVerent
fact, the history is that the British Railways Board transport modes be compared: risk per passenger-

mile, risk per passenger-hour or risk per journey, thecommitted itself to installing Automatic Train
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and they repeated the study after Ladbroke Grove.three options we have got down here? How would
you do the comparison? They found that people were willing to pay slightly

more when Ladbroke Grove was in people’s minds,Professor Evans: The answer to that is it depends on
but negligibly more, not much more. The answerthe purpose for which you are doing the comparison,
was the same even then.and I will try and give some illustrations. I have used

all three of those measures for diVerent purposes and
I might try and use some illustrations. I gave an Q378 Lord Skidelsky: So the culture should not be
example of the access risk in my written evidence of constrained on safety measures?
rail journeys and I tried to show that in fact the access Professor Evans: If you rely on willingness-to-pay I
risk of rail journeys is bigger than the risk on the train agree with you.
journey itself, and for that purpose I was using per
journey as the divisor and I think it is appropriate Q379 Lord Skidelsky: Just one last question, to go
because there are two accesses, one at each end, and back to the assumption that as societies become
that is independent of the length of the rail journey. wealthier they become more risk averse, which
Within that calculation I used walking kilometres seems to be the common view. If you believe, as the
and driving kilometres as measuring the risk in the Prime Minister seems to, that we are in danger of
access process, so I combined journeys and becoming excessively risk averse—that would be the
kilometres or miles covered in I hope a sensible way. tenor of his big speech last year—how does the
For some other purposes I think risks per hour are Government act to counter this natural tendency
very interesting, and one of the purposes for which towards increasing risk aversion, if it believes that
they are very interesting is that you can calculate that is not a healthy development? By reducing the
passenger risk per hour as the Department for volume of safety regulation as the natural risk
Transport does and as I have done. One of the uses of aversion increases? I know it is not a question one
that measure is that you can compare travelling per can answer quickly, but do you think there is a
hour with doing other things per hour, which you danger that we are becoming too risk averse?
cannot on any other measure, but I did not produce Professor Evans: I think there is a possible danger
any results of doing that in my written evidence that we are putting too much weight in some areas
because I have not got anything that I regard as and not enough in other areas. One thing that I had
suYciently up-to-date. When I last did it, one of the not thought about that struck me as I prepared the
interesting findings was that, for most people who do graph in Figure 1, which is the graph of trends in
not do exotic things like risky sports, travel is the accidental death, I suspect that most of the deaths
most risky thing you do, especially travel as a in that graph are actually in private arenas rather
pedestrian. We all do it, and there are very few than public arenas—the two big groups are roads,
activities that have a higher risk per hour. That seems which is a mixture of public and private, and at
interesting to me and it is another reason for devoting home which is almost entirely private. I suspect that
resources to road safety. a lot of the large “Other” group is also largely
Chairman: Thank you very much. Lord Skidelsky. private, sporting accidents and that kind of thing.

Therefore, in a way, a lot of what this risk
regulation is about is attacking a rather narrow fieldQ377 Lord Skidelsky: Two quick ones, if we have
of total deaths.got time, My Lord Chairman. I just want to go back

to the willingness-to-pay methodology. Would you
say that the value attached to preventing fatal Q380 Lord Sheldon: I am just looking at table 4 in
accidents as measured by willingness-to-pay is less your report and I am looking at the access modes.
for road transport than for rail transport? It seems that walking is the most dangerous of all

the access modes.Professor Evans: The only piece of evidence that I am
aware of, and it is very specific evidence, has Professor Evans: Absolutely, apart from

motorcycling, which is not in that table.actually been prepared by your Specialist Adviser,
who did a study—he can correct me if I am wrong Motorcycling is even worse, but I have omitted it

from the table because it is not much used in accessafter I have left the room—for the Health and
Safety Executive and, essentially, in a more careful to rail journeys. One of the surprising things about

this piece of work we did is the amount of walkingway than I can describe tried to ask people that very
question: “are you willing to pay more to prevent that is associated with rail journeys, something I had

not guessed. My estimate is that 5 per cent of allan accident as a railway passenger than you are as
a road user?” And the answer to that was “no, we walking is to and from mainline railway stations,

and probably another 5 per cent is to and fromare not”. They got the same value. They even
repeated it, very interestingly. The first study was underground stations, because they are about the

same number of journeys. So that accounts for a lotdone in 1998, which was about halfway between the
Southall and the Ladbroke Grove railway accidents, of walking, and that is why it is important in that
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We are most grateful to you for that and we aretable, it is about a kilometre for every rail journey.
Motorcycling has got higher risks, but there is a grateful to you for coming. You have been very

helpful to us and you have been spot-on some ofgreat deal less of it associated with rail journeys.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. You have these areas we are most concerned about. Thank

you very much indeed.answered a lot of questions in jolly quick time.

Examination of Witness

Witness: Professor Sir Richard Peto, University of Oxford, examined.

Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. You although not in this country, and that passive
exposure to cigarette smoke in variousknow the routine pretty well, I guess, and your

expertise is going to be, I am sure, very helpful to circumstances must be producing some risk. That is
definite, and the threshold arguments are oftenus in our study of these questions of risk. I am told

to remind everybody who comes to be a witness to politically motivated inventions which do not have
much scientific plausibility. I am sorry not to bespeak up and to speak slowly and clearly so that we

get an accurate report of what you have to say. You more helpful; you want numbers and I could give
you numbers by direct extrapolation, but what doesknow something of the questions, but if I may I will

ask Lord Macdonald if he would like to start. one make of them? These hazards cannot be directly
measured.

Q381 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Sir Richard, I
Q382 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: If you havewanted to start by asking if you could give us your
such a large sample of people dying of lung cancer,assessment of the health risks associated with
would it be possible to interview them about theirpassive smoking in the home or at work and in other
personal circumstances in a way that would allowpublic places. It would be helpful if you could give
you to deduce whether they had frequented bars orus an indication of both absolute and relative
had a smoky home or whatever?magnitudes of the health risks and also the degree
Professor Sir Richard Peto: This has been done.of uncertainty attached to the available statistical
People who persistently smoke cigarettes have aboutevidence.
20 times the lung cancer risk of those who neverProfessor Sir Richard Peto: I am sorry, I know that
smoke; that is a 2000 per cent excess. The exposureis what you would like to be given, but the point
that one would get when breathing other people’sis that these risks are small and diYcult to measure
smoke obviously depends on the circumstances, butdirectly. What is clear is that cigarette smoke itself
even heavy exposure would be something like oneis far and away the most important cause of human
per cent of what a smoker gets, maybe in othercancer in the world—that is, cigarette smoke taken
circumstances 0.1 per cent, so you would expect ifin by the smoker—and passive smoking, exposure
there was proportionality to get something up toto other people’s smoke, must cause some risk of
about a 20 per cent excess. That is what you see indeath from the same diseases. Measuring that risk
the average of all the studies, and people havereliably and directly is diYcult. You can do it
pointed to the uncertainties in this evidence—itindirectly by suggesting approximate
could under-estimate the real hazards, or it couldproportionality of hazard to exposure, but the
over-estimate the real hazards. It is however,assumptions become almost untestable. The
roughly what you would expect from simplearguments that have been forward for the various
proportionality.thresholds, that there is some dose below which

there is absolutely no risk, have no scientific
plausibility. They have come up a lot of times Q383 Lord Skidelsky: 2000 as opposed to 20.

Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes. You would expectbecause, as you know, when there is the statement
“there is some risk” then there is political pressure an excess of a few per cent, or several per cent. The

one thing that is often left out of this is that theseto get rid of that risk, so it would be very convenient
if one could be told that there was no risk, and so are the excesses for lifelong non-smokers. Smokers

who have stopped, who have given up smoking,various implausible models involving thresholds got
proposed. There is going to be some risk and there have much less lung cancer risk next year than they

would have had if they had not stopped, but theyis always going to be quite a lot of uncertainty about
the magnitude of that risk, I am sorry. What is still have a lot more risk of lung cancer than if they

had never smoked. A lot of the cells in their lungsdefinite is that cigarette smoke is causing about
100,000 deaths a year in this country, and a few will be altered part-way towards cancer for the rest

of their life, and if they are lucky then they will livemillion deaths a year worldwide, that this number
of deaths is still increasing in some other countries, out the rest of their life and none of those cells will
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smoking of any sort, then when you come to dealsuVer that final step. Those people would probably
be at greater risk of damage from breathing other with the question of passive smoking you would be

sceptical about any of the evidence that is producedpeople’s smoke than lifelong non-smokers would be,
because lifelong non-smokers are going to have so on either side, further than you have indicated.
few cells that are at risk of that final step. But, of Professor Sir Richard Peto: I think there has got to be
course, when studying people who have smoked for some risk. The extent to which active smoking is
10 years or 20 years and then stopped, it is very causing cancer, heart disease and lung cancer is
diYcult to work out exactly what their risk would enormous. There is about a 50 per cent chance that
be without passive smoking, so it is diYcult to do a smoker who carries on smoking will eventually be
reliable epidemiological studies of them. So, people killed by this, and that is definite. When you place the
have done epidemiological studies of lifelong non- same mix of chemicals, more or less, in to the general
smokers because it is a cleaner comparison. It is air, it must cause some risks, so I think the statement
however, the ex-smokers, those who have stopped, that there is some risk to non-smokers is well-
who are probably going to suVer the greatest founded; you would have to use the most
absolute risk as a result of exposure to other extraordinary, implausible metaphysical arguments
people’s smoke, at least in terms of cancer. to argue for threshold doses below which there is zero

risk, especially in a world where there are a lot of ex-
smokers whose lungs are already well oV any zero onQ384 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: I am just trying
the dose response relationship. The definiteto see if you can break it down into categories.
statement is that some people are killed by breathingPresumably, non-smoking shepherds would be much
other people’s smoke, and then there is reasonablehealthier than non-smoking traYc wardens.
uncertainty about the number killed. I am sorry—Professor Sir Richard Peto: There probably would not
there is bound to be wide uncertainty when you arebe a very big diVerence. The amount of exposure
trying to measure risks like this. There is, however, afrom cigarette smoke is so much greater than the
rather odd finding, which seems to come upamount that you would get from the ambient air
repeatedly, of quite a marked excess of mortalityoutside in the city, certainly nowadays, that there is
from heart disease among those exposed to othernot so much diVerence between non-smokers in
people’s smoke. This is odd because the hazard isurban and rural populations. There are some
much bigger than you would expect fromdiVerences, but they are really quite small.
extrapolation from the hazards faced by smokers. It
is not impossible, but it is odd, and in the case of heartQ385 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: What I was
disease, the apparent risks in passively exposed non-heading towards is the suspicion that the next way
smokers are bigger than one would have expected. Itthis is taking us might be the banning of smoking in
is possible, however, that there are paradoxical dosethe home, and I wondered what evidence you would
response relationships, with rather substantial risksbring forward that would allow that debate to take
at low doses. To take an extreme example, if yousome sensible form.
plotted the probability of sneezing against the dose ofProfessor Sir Richard Peto: I do not want to be cast in
smoke, smokers on the whole do not makethe role of advocating banning smoking in public
themselves sneeze but they can quite easily make non-places or in private places. What I am concerned with
smokers sneeze. This example shows that there can beis that enormous risks should be taken seriously, like
a medical eVect with a very odd dose responsethe extent to which smokers kill themselves—there is
relationship. It is not impossible, therefore, thatabout a 50 per cent chance that a person who smokes
passive smoking produces a substantial risk of heartcigarettes and continues to do so will be killed by
disease, and if that were so then it would represent atobacco, which is vastly greater than almost any
really substantial public health hazard. There isother risks around. It is the relative importance of
argument as to whether such a hazard is real, andthis that I somehow want to get across. But, we are
there is still reasonable disagreement about this, butconcentrating now, because this is your task, on the
I do not think there is reasonable disagreement witheVects of breathing other people’s smoke, although
the statement that smokers do kill some non-the main way smokers kill people is by killing
smokers.themselves, not by killing other people—they are a

lot better at killing themselves than they are at killing
other people. Q387 Lord Skidelsky: I just want to ask a

supplementary. You would be reluctant then to
commit yourself to a statement such as that in firstQ386 Chairman: It is very diYcult, but the message
report of the Select Committee on Health: “It isI am getting is that when you look at the evidence that
currently estimated that second-hand smokingis put forward by the tobacco companies to say there
causes at least 12,000 deaths each year in the Unitedis not any serious evidence, or when you get evidence

put forward by people who are totally opposed to Kingdom . . .”, which was repeated by the Secretary
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causing death from heart disease rather than causingof State on the Today programme this morning. The
way the legislation and the case are being presented is death from lung cancer. Studies have been done, as
much more definite than the statement you have you suggested, on lung cancer patients, asking what
just made. they smoke, how they lived—and those studies
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes. That is the indicate in aggregate, roughly the sort of risk that you
approximate number that you would get if you take might expect from extrapolation of the risks among
the excess of heart disease deaths that is observed smokers. On heart disease, similar studies indicate
among people exposed to other people’s smoke. If risks from passive exposure that are a lot bigger than
you take the heart disease risk as real, then you could would be expected from extrapolation downwards
get estimates like the one you quoted, and there is from the eVects of smoking on the smoker. Nobody
argument as to whether the heart disease risk is real has really argued the studies away, yet everybody
or not. I do not know, and you have a very diYcult feels uncomfortable with the conclusion, unless it
job in deciding what rules to enact. I was asked in the could be better understood. Another problem in
papers you sent me whether regulations on passive studying heart disease rather than lung cancer is that
smoking or breathing other people’s smoke should be whereas lung cancer is quite a rare disease in non-
promulgated because they would reduce the number smokers, heart disease is quite common and has
of people who choose to continue smoking many diVerent causes. If you just try and compare
themselves. I do not want to argue for or against any people getting heart attacks with others, then you do
rule, but there does seem to be a consensus that it find an excess of people exposed to other people’s
would aVect the number of people who choose to smoke, but it is very diYcult to interpret this reliably.
smoke. If that were not the case, then the tobacco I do not think—and I could go into this if you want—
industry would not be so concerned about it, and the that the suggestion by the tobacco industry that there
strength of their concern does indicate that their is no risk is plausible, but there is a wide range of
reckoning is that it would decrease the number of estimates coming from other sources.
people who continue to smoke. If that is the case then
one side-eVect of such regulations would be to avoid
quite a number of premature deaths, but I do not Q390 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: In addition to
want to distort the direct science of what breathing the debate that has taken place on passive smoking,
other people’s smoke does for the non-smoker or, there has also been a debate at various times about
more importantly, the ex-smoker on account of that. such things as traYc exhaust. Given that it is diYcult
If, however, you are making regulations, then to measure the eVects of passive smoking impact on
probably you should bear in mind both the direct and non-smokers, it is probably equally diYcult to
the indirect eVect of those regulations; it would be measure the impact of exhaust systems, but do you
irresponsible not to do so. want to comment on those two debates that have

occurred at various times in the last years?
Professor Sir Richard Peto: In terms of generalQ388 Lord Roper: Sir Richard, you have from time
pollution it has been possible to demonstrate theto time used the word extrapolation as a way of
hazards of persistent exposure to coal smoke,getting to these sorts of estimates of risk. I think I
because there have been lots of cases where thefollow what you mean by that, but I wonder if you
hazard has been so extreme that it has been reallycould restate what you would be extrapolating from
clearly demonstrable; it is more diYcult with traYcand what the process would be.
exhausts because whole populations in an area of aProfessor Sir Richard Peto: Extrapolation is the

common-sense idea that if you get about one per cent city are exposed to them and the main concern about
as much exposure then you might get about one per traYc exhausts is not that they are going to cause
cent as much risk, or something of that order of cancer in the non-smoker, but they are going to make
magnitude. Obviously, the dose response the risks bigger in the smoker. That is very diYcult to
relationship does not have to be a straight line, and to measure because there are variations in the way
the extent that it is not a straight line then those people smoke and the intensity with which they
answers might be wrong, they could be too high or smoke their cigarettes can also produce diVerences in
too low. risk, so the main concern about traYc exhausts is not

whether they kill non-smokers but whether they
increase the risk among smokers, as radon hasQ389 Lord Roper: But numbers like the 12,000 are
recently been shown to do. Radon as a pollutant ofnumbers which have arisen . . .
the domestic environment, of houses, increases theProfessor Sir Richard Peto: That particular number
extent to which cigarettes kill people, it multiplies upcame from another source. The trouble is that
the risks of smoking, and the concern is that some ofbecause these risks are small they are diYcult to
these other sources of pollution might do the same. Inmeasure, for obvious reasons. In many populations

the main way cigarette smoke kills smokers is by the case of radon, the hazard happened to be
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Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes.measurable because technically it was relatively easy
to measure persistent diVerences in exposure.

Q394 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: Has there
subsequently been evidence of reductions in theQ391 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: Going back to related illnesses that were causing the concern?

passive smoking as such, does it matter if one cannot Professor Sir Richard Peto: I am sorry, I have just got
measure the impact of a regulation? If, for example, no useful information to answer that. I have read
the eVect is that it stops parents smoking at home in popular articles suggesting that, yes, exposure was
front of their children, it most probably helps, does reduced—the trouble with current levels of exposure
it? to lead is that we are a lot too close to the levels of
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Does it matter if one lead in the blood that do have measurable eVects on
cannot measure it? I am sorry, I do not quite follow human intelligence. We are within a factor or two of
the question. levels that would actually have measurable eVects.

But, although the eVects on intelligence of current
exposure levels might not be measurable, this is oneQ392 Lord Sheppard of Didgemere: The policy can
of the exposures where we do not have any kind ofstill be right even if, when you got down to it, one
comfortable safety margin. Nobody, if one had amight even be accused of exaggerating the impact
choice based purely on toxicology, would want to beof it?
as near as we are to a level of blood exposure that hasProfessor Sir Richard Peto: The main thing that
measurable eVects on intelligence.parents smoking definitely does is that it encourages

the kids to smoke. Kids who live with parents who
Q395 Lord Skidelsky: This is really the follow-up tosmoke are more likely to smoke themselves and,
Lord Sheppard’s question: recent research, based ontherefore, are more likely to get killed by smoking;
evidence from America, appears to suggest that a banthere is an association of the smoking habits of the
on smoking in public places might actually increaseparents with the smoking habits of the children when
smoking in the home, which is much the mostthe children reach adult life. When considering the
important source of the danger of passive smoking.hazards for smokers, we now know that cigarette
Does one then, by passing legislation, run the risk ofsmoke is an extraordinary mix of toxic chemicals and
simply transferring the habit and its eVects from a lesswhat is really surprising when you look at the
dangerous place to a more dangerous one?pharmacology of cigarette smoke is that half of all
Professor Sir Richard Peto: I am sorry, I am muchsmokers do not get killed by it. That is really the
more of a student of the consequences of smokingsurprising thing: there are thousands of chemicals
than of the causes of smoking, and I do not knowthat have been identified in cigarette smoke, you
whether that statement is true or not. This is not anbreathe them in and you get an increased risk of
area that I have studied, I am sorry, as to howcancer of the mouth, throat, oesophagus and lungs;
regulations on smoking in public places would aVectthey go to the edge of the lungs and cause emphysema
the extent to which people smoke at home.and then they go around the body and you finish up

with mutagens damaging all the cells of the body that
Q396 Lord Skidelsky: It is a question aboutare exposed to these chemicals. Eventually they get
consequences rather than causes because legislationconcentrated in the urine, in the bladder, causing a
may have these unintended consequences.risk of cancer of the bladder, and even after the
Professor Sir Richard Peto: I stand informed. If yousmoker passes urine the urine is mutagenic to
say it does then . . .cultured cells in the laboratory. It is really surprising

that more than half of all smokers are not killed by
Q397 Lord Skidelsky: I am quoting a study. I have atheir habit. I notice that in their evidence to this
supplementary to that—or would you like to say anycommittee the tobacco manufacturers described the
more about that?cellular repair systems trying to repair the damage
Professor Sir Richard Peto: No, not really. The keydone by chemicals; it is remarkable how well they
thing about smoking in the home is (a) the parents, orwork, given this permanently mutagenic fluid in
whoever it is in the home, have a fair chance of killingwhich the smokers’ cells live all the time, yet you
themselves and (b) they have a fair chance of makingfinish up with only half of the smokers getting killed
it more likely that the kids start to smoke.by it.

Q398 Lord Skidelsky: The argument is that the eVect
Q393 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: A quick follow- of passive smoking is much greater in the home than
up on exhaust fumes. About 30 years ago there was in a more public place because of the proximity of
public concern about lead in exhaust fumes and contact between the smoker and the non-smoker, and

it is the continuity of contact as well as the proximity.action was taken.
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Professor Sir Richard Peto: Tobacco smoke is far andProfessor Sir Richard Peto: I do not know what eVect
such legislation would have on where people smoke. away the most important cause of human cancer in

the world, and chronic exposure to it, even at lowOne thing is that people addicted to nicotine seem to
need is to get their blood levels up to a certain level, levels, is going to produce some increase in the risk

of developing cancer, not only among lifelong non-and I am not sure that what they have been doing
during the day would have very much carry-over smokers but also, more importantly, among ex-

smokers, who are well oV the zero on a dose-eVect as to what they were doing in the evening, but
I do not know. response curve.

Q403 Lord Skidelsky: You may not want to giveQ399 Lord Skidelsky: Thank you. If I could ask a
your opinion on legislation, but would you say thatsupplementary, it is really more of a technical one. In
the risk justified the legislation which is now beingthe evidence we received from the Imperial Tobacco
proposed, or some legislation that may be moreCompany—
proportionate to the risks?Professor Sir Richard Peto: I was sent a copy of it
Professor Sir Richard Peto: I am sorry, I am notlast week.
trying to be evasive, but when we document the
extent to which smokers kill themselves, I do not try
to say what laws should or should not be madeQ400 Lord Skidelsky: It is paragraph 9, page 2.
about what smokers themselves do. I think tryingYou have the sentence: “For example, if
to get evidence as to what hazards are is not theinvestigators were unable to achieve statistical
same as proposing legislation.significance at the standard 95 per cent confidence

level to confirm their a priori hypotheses, they
merely lowered the confidence level to 90 per cent.” Q404 Lord Skidelsky: But legislation should be
Is it the case that by lowering the confidence level based on some measure of hazards. That is the basis
you increase the probability of accepting the wrong of all—
hypothesis as correct? If that is so, then one may be Professor Sir Richard Peto: We know this is the most
sceptical about the science. serious of all human carcinogens. In terms of
Professor Sir Richard Peto: I think this is a caricature numbers of deaths, just lung cancer alone is causing
of what has actually gone on. Yes, certainly, as you about one million deaths a year worldwide and
know, you are going to get people who are smoking kills a lot more people by other diseases
enthusiastic about tobacco control wanting to have than by lung cancer. This is the most serious of all
studies demonstrating the hazards of passive human carcinogens. It has to be causing some risk.
smoking and, as a result, you will get some claims Whatever risk it is causing, there is going to be
that are not justified. It is when you look at the uncertainty about it. It is diYcult to measure small
totality of the evidence and try to get all of the risks reliably, particularly on heart disease and
evidence together, and try to assess the extent to particularly in people who are ex-smokers and have
which selective publication of positive results could some substantial exposure previously. But,
cause problems, then I think you do get a consistent environmental tobacco smoke has to be causing
picture that there is some excess risk of lung cancer some risk. In this country alone, we are talking
among those who are exposed to passive smoking, about 100,000 deaths a year from smoking—
from other people’s smoke, on a regular long term actually, it used to be more than 100,000. These are
basis. The comment by the tobacco manufacturers really big numbers. Trying to minimise exposure or
is okay as a comment on some particular studies, to limit exposure to such agents seems attractive to
but it is not okay as a comment on the totality of many people. The fact that it is diYcult to measure
the evidence. When you start putting the data from these low risks is always going to be the case.
several dozen studies together, the fact that one or Whatever those risks are, it is going to be diYcult
other of them individually claims significance or not to measure them.
is just point-scoring, and that is what this is, it is
just point-scoring. Q405 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Sir Richard, I

wonder if I may change the subject a little bit
because you have already answered the question IQ401 Lord Skidelsky: Could I draw you out on one
was going to ask on smoking en passant. Could wefurther thing. You have been unwilling to quantify
move on to hospital acquired infections.the risks from passive smoking.
Professor Sir Richard Peto: I have been fairly uselessProfessor Sir Richard Peto: Yes.
on the previous questions and I am probably going
to be even more useless on this.

Q402 Lord Skidelsky: You say there is an increase Lord Vallance of Tummel: That is fine. Do not think
that because you are being useless it is not helpful.in risk but you do not know how much it is.
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hospital acquired infections” and that “progress inChairman: You may take some comfort from the
fact that with some people who are very assertive preventing and reducing the number of infections

acquired while in hospital . . . continues to beabout what they believe we are not very convinced
they are right either. We think you are more likely constrained by lack of data”. Looking at this more

generally, could you give us your views about theto be right if you are somebody who shows a little
doubt about something. quality of data collection and statistical analysis

provided within the National Health Service? Does
current statistical practice within the NHSQ406 Lord Vallance of Tummel: If you shed doubt
adequately support health care risk assessments andon an area where there is apparent clarity before,
cost-benefit analysis? If not, do you have anythat may be very useful indeed. Media reports have
suggestions as to what could be done to improve thehighlighted the risks of contracting MRSA.
situation?Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes.
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Are all the statistics
gathered that could possibly be useful? I amQ407 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Do you have an
speaking now as a professor of medical statistics,assessment of the scale of this problem in the UK
and if you send everybody who is supposed to beversus, say, other European countries? Do you think
treating patients and running around wards chasingthe media reports are accurately conveying the scale
statistics—more and more and more statistics—youof the problem or are they exaggerating it?
may not be doing patients a favour. There are thingsProfessor Sir Richard Peto: I am sorry, I can only
which are worth recording and there are some thingsmake an uninformed comment. I suspect that there
which are not. There is one thing that can be doneis a considerable exaggeration. And, very often,
to reduce hospital acquired infections however, andwhen things are actually going quite well in this
that is at the time of surgery. There are cases wherecountry in terms of medical benefits, it gets
surgeons definitely choose not to use prophylacticrepresented otherwise. We have the best decrease in
antibiotics (just antibiotics in case the patient getsthe world in lung cancer mortality, and we have the
an infection) because they are afraid of encouragingbest decrease in the world in breast cancer mortality,
the emergence of resistant strains. But I think thatbut these do not get emphasised. You are always
one could reduce peri-operative infection rates bytold how bad things are. In some respects we do very
the use of prophylactic antibiotics. Experts dowell but this does not come across. There is a
disagree as to whether this is an appropriatetendency, it seems to me, to seek fault in the hospital
strategy. My view, however, is that at least we knowsystem. The hazards of infections acquired in
that prophylactic antibiotics can help protect thehospital causing the death of patients who otherwise
individual undergoing surgery, and the futurewould have had some chance of a reasonable life, it
hazards are somewhat theoretical, although thereseems to me, have probably been exaggerated. My
are some clear examples of antibiotic resistanceimpression on reading about them is that they
emerging.probably have been, but that really is not a serious

scientific comment.

Q411 Lord Roper: Would it be worthwhile for us
Q408 Lord Vallance of Tummel: Are you aware of to invest more in statistical analysis and data
any international comparisons between the UK and collection?
other countries? Professor Sir Richard Peto: I think you have to be
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Not serious ones, but that very particular as to what it is you are going to do.
does not mean that there have not been any. I am If you lay down blanket rules about needing more
sorry, I just cannot help you. and more and more information about this and that,

and people have to run around completing tables
Q409 Lord Vallance of Tummel: This could be and filling in forms, then this may not be helpful to
helpful. You are really saying— eVective patient care. There are times when things
Professor Sir Richard Peto: I am talking about my go wrong and they need to be recognised, and there
ignorance. I am not saying it is not known. I am are times when the collection of routine statistics
saying that I do not know it. helps with this. But you have to be quite careful

when you try to insist on the collection of additional
statistics. I would like to make one point aboutQ410 Lord Roper: The same problem may arise on
statistics in this country, if I may. Over the last halfthis question, as this is one, more generally, on
century, until the last few years, we have had amethodology. A report by the National Audit
tradition of medical statistics being fairly freelyOYce, Improving Patient Care by Reducing the Risk
available to bona fide medical researchers to helpof Hospital Acquired Infection published in 2002,
them do studies and to understand the causes ofsuggested “there has been limited progress in

improving information on the extent and costs of diseases. Concerns, mostly within the last ten years,
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talking as somebody who had discovered quite a lotover personal privacy have now produced a
situation where really serious studies cannot be of things from the collection and appropriate use of

routine statistical information.done; where they are so impeded by data protection
regulation which really is not of benefit to anybody, Chairman: All right. We have one or two more

questions, and we should get on.that serious damage is caused to medical research
that could save lives. I think it would be very useful
if there were to be a serious reduction in the extent Q415 Lord Sheldon: In talking about distortion by
of the control of the use of personal data for medical the media of medical risks, there is the example, of
research by bona fide medical researchers. We have course, of the MMR vaccine.
reached a situation where great damage is done to Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes.
serious research. It is, of course, very diYcult to
point to specific examples of where research would Q416 Lord Sheldon: How are we going to get a
have been done but was not, because you do not balanced picture of the risks involved here?
know what would have been discovered, but we can Professor Sir Richard Peto: So far there seems to be
look at some things that were discovered in the past no evidence of any risks involved, and yet that has
and realise that they would not be able to be not stopped it being a major scare. That is an
discovered now. For example, the hazards of extraordinary example because there is no good
German measles in pregnant women were evidence of any such risks, yet it just runs and runs.
discovered, among other things, by an inquiry where
they took the records of women who had applied

Q417 Lord Sheldon: Should the health carefor sick leave for measles or whooping cough or
professionals not get involved with this with theGerman measles and who then applied for
media?maternity support later on, and then went back and
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes, but then the mediatried to interview them to find out which of the
will try to get a “balanced” view by findingchildren had any disabilities and to relate that to the
somebody who says it might be dangerous. This isillness that the mother had suVered. This inquiry
one of the prices of having a free press, that theyconfirmed that it was specifically German measles,
print whatever rubbish they like in circumstancesnot ordinary measles and not chicken pox, which
like this. In this case, to be fair to the media, therewas producing blindness and brain damage, and, as
was an eminent professor making the claim, so theya result, pregnant women were protected. You could
are bound to report it, but it is an absurd story. Itnot do that now: it would be using records for
is an absurd episode, taken as a whole. I do notpurposes for which they were not obtained. And, the
really blame the media for it, it is just one of thesequestion is just: why not?
things that happens, and more such things will
happen again and again.

Q412 Chairman: This strikes me as being
important. Q418 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: As a
Professor Sir Richard Peto: This is something which supplementary to that, if we take the role played by
would be a really important area for concern. politicians—which can sometimes seem political or
Chairman: The law about unintended consequences innumerate or cynical—they perhaps have a greater
of increased privacy produces this problem. Has duty of responsibility than the press. Is there a way
there been anything published on that? Is there any in which medical professionals could try to add
documentation or article we could read? It is really more weight and evidence to the kind of debates
quite interesting. that are held in Parliament and to influence the

politicians perhaps to be better informed and more
Q413 Lord Roper: It has come up in recent responsible?
legislation, I think. We did debate it in the House. Professor Sir Richard Peto: I do not know of any
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Yes. obvious steps, I am sorry. My main concern, still,

is with the extent to which people are getting killed
by tobacco in this country. I am sorry to come backQ414 Lord Roper: If Professor Peto has some other

sources, that would be very helpful. to it, but it is such an absurd situation, where you
have 100,000 deaths a year in this country alone.Professor Sir Richard Peto: Perhaps I could answer

that in writing subsequently or I could refer to the However, this country has done a lot better than
many other countries. Indeed, we have a very nicearticle written by the late Professor Sir Richard Doll

in 2001 in the British Medical Journal on the subject. control group just across the Channel in France,
where the French delayed about 20 or 30 yearsIt was a brief article and he argued very strongly

that, for moral reasons, the amount of restriction on longer than we did before trying to take tobacco
seriously. The result was a really marked contrast inthe collection of medical statistics has now reached

a situation which he described as immoral. He was lung cancer trends between France and Britain.
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be of a reasonable quality of life?”. The use ofQ419 Chairman: I wonder if I could press you on
a bit with another side to our interest: How serious quality adjusted life years tries to avoid exactly the
is the threat to antibiotic resistance? problem that you raised. Avoiding the death of a
Professor Sir Richard Peto: Certainly there are 20-year old not only gains a lot more years of life
bacteria that are diYcult to treat and in some cases than avoiding the death of an 80-year old, but in
this has been produced by widespread use of general those years will tend to be of better quality,
antibiotics, but, overall, there is the most human life being what it is. Attempting to quantify
extraordinary decrease in mortality from infections. this is a sensible way of trying to proceed.
My colleague Dr Gary Whitlock has recently
produced a graph describing the patterns of
mortality in Britian, running back to 1838, when

Q421 Lord Skidelsky: As a supplementary, onestatistics first began to be collected. Because of
does not want to carry that to any extreme, likepublic health measures between 1850 and 1950 the
weighting IQ, for example? I just wonder what thedeath rates kept on dropping and dropping until the
measures of quality are or are they mainly physicalmiddle of the 20th century, at which point eVective
attributes and some alertness?drugs came in, since when the residual risks of death
Professor Sir Richard Peto: You can do thefrom infection have kept on dropping. For example,
calculations with and without allowance for whetherthe probability of a five year old dying before age
people are desperately miserable. If you just try to15 is now only about one-third what it was 150 years
look overall, either globally or in particularago when some of the portraits in this committee
countries, then in general the treatments that avoidroom were painted. In looking at what is wrong, it
death are those that produce big gains in terms ofis really worth remembering what we are getting
quality adjusted life years. The one mis-match isright. We have had the most extraordinary
that if you do not put in some measure of the qualityreductions in the probabilities of death in infancy,
of life, then you underrate the relevance of musculo-death in childhood, death in early adult life and
skeletal disease and you underrate the relevance ofdeath in middle age in this country. There have been
various mental conditions. Roughly speakingextraordinary changes over the last 100 years, and
perspectives based on what is most important inlargely favourable. So when we do talk about the
terms of quality adjusted life years, either globallyuse of antibiotics and the encouragement of
or in particular countries, come out roughly likeantibiotic resistance, remember that many people—
perspectives based on what is most important inI, for one—have had their lives saved by antibiotics.

That is the main thing. They do work, but they do terms of prevention of premature death. These two
not work if they are not used. The damage that they approaches match pretty well the things to which
do is a small fraction of the good that they do. you would give priority. There are two things that

do come out diVerently, however: mental illness gets
seen as very much more important if you allow

Q420 Lord Macdonald of Tradeston: In order to quality and also musculo-skeletal diseases get made
inform decisions about the allocation of limited

relatively very much more important—although,resources, the Department of Health and NICE
actually, mental illness does cause quite a numberemployed “quality adjusted life years”. In doing
of deaths worldwide. There are about one millionthat, the gain to a 75-year old is treated the same
deaths from suicide each year. In this country,as the benefit to, say, a 20-year old: giving an extra
suicide deaths outnumber traYc deaths. Suicide is ayear to a patient in very poor health is seen as
somewhat preventable cause of death: there areyielding the same benefit as giving an extra year to
things one will do to reduce the likelihood of peoplea person with normal health. Does that seem logical
dying by suicide. Returning to the main question,and appropriate?
you can assess cost-eVectiveness in various ways. ItProfessor Sir Richard Peto: That is exactly what it
is surprising how robust the conclusions are. Theavoids doing. The use of quality adjusted life years
approximate conclusion is that, apart fromtries to give years diVerent values, depending on
musculo-skeletal disease and mental illness, thehow healthy the person is. If a person is not in good
things that are cost-eVective for avoiding prematurehealth, then a year of life not in good health is given
death are in general, much the same as the thingssomewhat less value than a year in good health.
that are cost-eVective for gaining quality adjustedThere is a discount, in that benefit in the distant
life years. Any such measure is imperfect. It has tofuture gets weighted somewhat less than benefit in
depend on human judgment about the things youthe immediate future. That is arguable: you get
really value and the things you do not. But, use ofmuch the same conclusions, however, with or
quality adjusted life years does not seem to producewithout discounting. I think it is reasonable to try
conclusions that seem to me widely wrong, into say, “How many extra years are you gaining by

this treatment, and, of those years, how many will general, about the relative importance of things.
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our general inquiry. We are very grateful to you forQ422 Chairman: I think we ought to bring it to a
close there. On behalf of the Committee, may I what you have said and the way in which you

answered the questions. Thank you very muchthank you very much indeed for coming along, and,
if I may say so, setting a good example by indicating indeed.

Professor Sir Richard Peto: Thank you for thethere was some degree of uncertainty in some of the
things we are looking into. That is helpful to us in opportunity.
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Written Evidence
Letter from Mr David Weir, Director, Industry Projects, Association of Train Operating Companies

I enclose the submission of the Association of Train Operating Companies in response to the Call for Evidence
to the Committee’s inquiry into risk policy.

ATOC is the oYcial voice of the passenger rail industry. The operation of passenger rail services encapsulates
a balance between public safety, worker safety and other public policy factors. ATOC has therefore invested
in strategic analysis of this area.

ATOC welcomes the Committee’s review. Its submissions focus upon risk policy relevant to health safety and
security and, in summary, are that:

— Government policy does (as canvassed by the inquiry remit) have the potential for material
improvement in terms of cohesion and consistency in areas that impact health, safety and security;

(2.1)

— There is currently:

— No cohesive policy framework for taking decisions involving a mix of public safety and other
public policy factors. This has understandably led to the worker safety framework of the Health
and Safety at Work Act being progressively extended beyond its intended design (where it has
been a success) into policy areas where it has limitations. (3.2 to 3.11)

— A lack of consistent analysis and application on issues of corporate and personal criminal
liability. (3.12 to 3.14)

— There is a sense of polarisation in the debate about policy issues relating to safety. However the
interests of stakeholder groups should objectively be reconcilable. Resolution would have significant
safety, societal and economic benefit. (4.1 to 4.3)

A number of measures are respectfully proposed for the Committee’s consideration. ATOC submits that these
have the potential together to clarify understanding and to help build a consensus on the approach to those
areas of risk policy involving public safety and other public interests. (4.4 to 4.7)

We hope that the views expressed are of interest and assistance to the inquiry. I confirm that ATOC would
welcome the opportunity to provide any further input felt to be helpful to the Select Committee.

30 January 2006

Memorandum by Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC)

1 Introduction

1.1 This document is submitted on behalf of the Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC). ATOC
welcomes the Select Committees’ inquiry into Government policy on the management of risk and the
opportunity to submit evidence. It is committed to constructive participation in the maturing debate on all
related aspects of public and worker safety. ATOC has, for example, recently been closely involved in
discussions concerning the relationship of economic and safety regulation as part of the Government’s Rail
Review, now enacted through The Railways Act 2005 including the transfer of safety policy and enforcement
to the OYce of Rail Regulation.

1.2 ATOC appreciates that a review of policy on the management of risk could extend to risks other than
health, safety and security. The latter is the focus of this response however because ATOC understands it to
be the primary area for scrutiny for the inquiry. It is also an area in which ATOC has had extensive
involvement over an extended period. The operation of passenger rail services encapsulates a balance between
public safety, worker safety and other public policy factors. ATOC has therefore invested in strategic analysis
of this area.

1.3 It summarises the conclusions of that analysis below and hopes that this is helpful.

1.4 In essence ATOC submits that:

(a) The perception of polarisation of interests in the debate on these issues is unhelpful as the relevant
policy imperatives are reconcilable by a structured approach.

(b) The potential exists for a combination of measures, each readily implementable, which would
together achieve significant safety, public policy, and economic benefits.
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2 Current Position

2.1 Government policy does not currently reflect a consistent approach to issues that impact health safety and
security. In particular:

(a) There is an absence of analysis on overarching objectives, philosophies and eVects.

(b) Consequently diVerent workstreams, although individually well-intended, will generate diVerent
approaches or messages, sometimes in parallel.1

(c) There is lack of alignment between the legislative, policy and implementation/enforcement levels.

(d) The resulting inconsistencies lead to sub-optimal outcomes in both safety and economic terms.

3 Causes

3.1 ATOC submits that the current position has two main underlying causes:

(a) The absence of a cohesive policy or legislative framework for the taking of decisions involve a mix
of public safety and other public policy factors.

This has led to the worker safety framework of the Health & Safety at Work etc Act (“HSWA”) being
progressively stretched beyond its intended design (where it has been a success) into policy areas
where it has limitations.

(b) Lack of consistent analysis and application on issues of corporate and personal liability.

Policy and Legislative Framework

3.2 The evolution of the HSWA regime into issues of public safety and wider public policy had the following
key stages:

(a) In the early 1970’s a committee chaired by Lord Robens was asked to prepare a report on the “safety
and health of persons in the course of their employment (other than transport workers whilst directly
engaged in transport operations).” In addition consideration was to be given to whether steps were
needed to “safeguard members of the public from hazards… arising in connection with activities in
industrial and commercial premises and construction sites”.

(b) Robens recommended measures that led to the current legislative health and safety regime but
specifically recommended that those structures and principles should not be used to make “macro”
decisions on public safety. However they have come to be so by evolution in the absence of an
obvious alternative policy framework.

(c) In producing its tolerability of risk (TOR) model for use in the nuclear industry in the 1980’s the
HSC/E moved squarely into the sphere of policy decisions on public safety. Given the implications
of a major nuclear accident and the absence of an alternative evaluation framework, it is quite
understandable that it did so. If a nuclear facility fails badly then the safety consequences are of
course potentially catastrophic including widespread fatalities and serious injuries among the
workforce and public on a long-lasting scale. However, there are other significant risks including:
widespread environmental damage; damage to the national economy; population shift; potential
public disorder etc. The TOR model in eVect encompasses safety and non-safety factors, using a
single safety-related tool based upon reasonable practicability to assess the combination.

(d) The TOR Model was subsequently applied to other areas of safety decision and this development
was then formalised by the HSC publication “Reducing Risks, Protecting People” (known as R2P2)
in 2001.

(e) the concept of “reasonable practicability” underpins the TOR/R2P2 approach to decisions involving
combined issues of public safety and wider public policy issues. The meaning of reasonable
practicability has however developed beyond its natural English meaning through the adoption of
the concept of gross disproportion. This causes distortions in risk policy and is commented on
further below.

(f) The policy model used in TOR and R2P2 and does not itself have statutory force and has not (so
far as we are aware) been examined by the Courts. It is a statement of current regulatory approach
and policy.

1 For example the separate, but interdependent, debates on corporate manslaughter, directors duties, proposed HSE revisions to S37
HSWA dealing with individual liability, but in parallel the encouragement of “no blame” cultures, or the policy enhancements being
made in the civil context in the Compensation Bill.
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Reasonable Practicability

3.3 The Robens report itself did not mention reasonable practicability. The phrase had however been used
historically over many years in safety legislation and it was adopted in the HSWA legislation as the key part
of the general duties. Crucially however it was not defined.

3.4 In essence:

(a) Because reasonable practicability was not defined the guidance upon its meaning has drawn upon
case law that pre-dates the HSWA.

(b) A “gross disproportion” approach dating from a civil law case in 19492 involving a workforce
accident in a coal mine was adopted. Although subsequent cases adopted the language of
proportionality3, the earlier gross disproportion test was adopted in post HSWA regulatory
language and publications—including TOR and R2P2.

(c) Gross disproportion can be attractively described as “a bias in favour of safety”.4 However, less
attractive is the corollary that steps must be taken even though they are objectively disproportionate.
Also, under the HSWA the criminal burden of proof is reversed. The duty holder must prove that it
did everything other than steps that are grossly disproportionate.

(d) The concept of reasonable practicability therefore made a radical journey. It started as a phrase used
in prescriptive legislation reported mainly in the context of civil damages actions. It was adopted into
legislation intended primarily for work place use and from there was expanded into the national
policy frameworks used to evaluate public safety and other wider public policy interests. The
regulatory interpretation of it is in a form that ostensibly requires measures beyond those that are
objectively proportionate. The approach therefore shapes behaviours and judgements in a wide
range of contexts, from public swimming baths, to level crossings, from mountain activity centres to
schools and hospitals.

(e) Reasonable practicability is consequently not an academic issue. It aVects the way Society functions.
It is rightly here to stay but can it be improved?

Voluntary risk taking

3.5 Both the HSWA and case law on reasonable practicability are silent on voluntary risk takers ie those who
expose themselves directly to harm by careless or wilful actions. The diYculty, particularly in the public safety
context, is that this covers a wide range of behaviour. A wandering young child unaware of danger lies at one
end of that spectrum. At the other extreme are, for example, vandals killed whilst trying to derail a high speed
train by placing objects on the line. Between the two lie many permutations of behaviour by people of diVerent
ages and mental capacity.

3.6 Clearly the HSWA and the reasonable practicability test cannot, and do not, take a simplistic approach
that any voluntary risk taking by an individual absolves a duty holder of responsibility. That would leave
vulnerable many individuals who deserve protection. But how then should these issues feature in an evaluation
of safety or public policy?

3.7 Some guidance can be found in the case of Hampstead Heath Swimming Club -v- Corporation of London
and HSE.5 Adult swimmers wished to continue to swim in open air ponds on Hampstead Heath. The
Corporation of London, upon advice, felt that it might be exposed to potential prosecution and consequently
banned swimming. In overruling that ban the Court held that any risk to adult swimmers (where there were
no hidden dangers) was generated by the decision to swim and not by the conduct of an undertaking. The
judgment applied to the HSWA the earlier ruling of House of Lords in Tomlinson -v- Congleton Borough
Council.6 The case held that:

(a) Safety law (in that case the HSWA) should always be evaluated in its factual context.

(b) Voluntary risk taking has to be taken into account as part of that context.

(c) Public policy requires a balance between individual freedom of action and control measures. A “grey
and dull safety regime”7 involving overly restrictive control measures must be avoided.

2 Edwards v The National Coal Board [1949] 1 All E.R. p 743.
3 particularly the House of Lords in Marshall -v- Gotham Co Ltd [1954] AC page 360.
4 Para 25 of HSE Publication “Principles and Guidance to Assist HSE in its Judgements”.
5 [2005] EWHC 713.
6 (2003) UKHL 47.
7 Per Lord HoVman.
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3.8 The case did not expressly deal with non-adult risk takers nor with a situation where there is hidden
danger. The public policy message in Tomlinson and Hampstead is clear but the current analysis of reasonable
practicability is silent on the implications of that message.

What Problems Result?

3.9 Uncertainty around gross disproportion and voluntary risk taking is unhelpful in practice. Duty holders
whose activities involve the public are uncertain as to how far they should go. Should a swimming pool allow
armbands in the deep end? Should a cycling charity insist on helmets/high visibility clothing/padding? Should
swimmers be allowed to swim backstroke in pools out of concern for others? Does a water company have to
wheelclamp a water bowser providing emergency supplies to prevent vandals moving it and hurting themselves
in the process?8 Should conkers be allowed in the playground?

3.10 Safety itself is undermined if there is no widespread perception that the law is getting the balance right
in some of the safety decisions that are being taken.

3.11 The HSE has rightly dis-associated itself from some of the “killjoy” examples reported in the press and
stressed the need for balance, saying, for example (in the context of paddling pool use):

“Sensible health and safety is about managing risks, not eliminating them all. HSE is not in the
business of stamping out simple pleasures wherever they appear and at whatever cost. We recognise
the benefits to children’s development of play, which necessarily involves some risk, and this
shouldn’t be sacrificed in the pursuit of the unachievable goal of absolute safety”9

The conundrum is recognised by all therefore but there is no general consensus on its cause or solution.

Corporate and Personal Liability

3.12 There is currently:

(a) confusion of corporate and individual criminal liability;

(b) a lack of clarity on the threshold level of conduct by individuals that should attract criminal sanction
in the safety context;

(c) some individuals who are genuinely deserving of punishment going un-pursued leading to public loss
of confidence in the system;

(d) a lack of analysis as to whether the legal threshold should be consistent or inconsistent between
diVerent levels of responsibility;10

(e) a consequent focus on the status of the person carrying out the action rather than upon the level of
conduct that it is sought to encourage or discourage by policy or regulatory intervention; and

(f) consequent confusion in the minds of individuals on the level of their own personal exposure leading
to collective and single risk averse behaviour;11

3.13 A number of rulings were made about corporate and individual liability in the recent Hatfield
prosecutions. The rulings included clarification on the level of conduct by individuals capable of being held
criminal under the HSWA. The ruling set the standard of criminal liability at a relatively high level—ie the
failing had to be quite significant before liability was triggered. However this does not reflect general
perception within society or within industry. Many individuals in fact fear being held to account for an
inadvertent error or a reasonable exercise of value judgement. There may well also be a small minority who
do not fear punishment suYciently.

3.14 This perception gap is unhelpful in both cases.

8 This situation arose in a 2002 prosecution.
9 HSE Press Release 6 January 2005.
10 ie should a senior manager be subject to the same or a diVerent level of legal duty as a shop floor worker? If diVerent what is the rationale

for that diVerence, where in the level of hierarchy does the duty step up and how does that impact the balance between blame and no-
blame cultural approaches?

11 The risk in this context being the perceived risk of individual exposure—the hazard—and the probability of that occurring. Individuals
at the moment are unclear on both elements so their weighting on both is often out of alignment with the desired level—either—in many
cases—being inappropriately over cautious or in a minority of others not suYciently fearful of sanction.
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4 Potential Solutions

4.1 The debate around safety and public policy is perceived to have become polarised. The conventional view
is of business or other large interests on one side of the debate with victims, unions and lobby groups on the
other and of their positions being irreconcilable.

4.2 However the positions of all parties are reconcilable. All responsible parties want:

(a) Certainty of policy and application.

(b) EVective safety management.

(c) A balance achieved between all relevant policy factors in a way that has a broad base of societal
acceptance.

(d) Enforcement action/punishment occurring where it is justified but dealt with in a measured and
consistent way.

(e) The avoidance of actions that discourage beneficial activity or impose pressure or punishment where
it is not objectively justified.

4.3 The perception of “zero-sum” is therefore incorrect. A solution is achievable by disaggregating the causes
identified above and then implementing a number of measures. A solution would have significant safety,
societal and economic benefits in terms of:

(a) consistency of application;

resulting over time in

(b) more informed public, media and political responses to risk issues;

(c) less uncertainty for business (and Government) so avoidance of conscious or unconscious risk
pricing;

(d) reduction in other ineYcient and risk averse behaviours.

Suggested Measures

4.4 In relation to the policy/legislative framework it is respectfully submitted that:

(a) Recognition is needed:

(i) of the uses but also the policy boundaries of the HSWA regime as formulated;

(ii) that the HSWA was drafted and designed to deal with the duty holder’s own decision making
processes, worker issues and upon public safety issues immediately deriving from workplaces;

(iii) of the ongoing vital role that it has to play and the need to update it to be fit for purpose to
achieve that (see below);

(iv) that the HSWA is there to regulate the duty holder and his safety decisions and actions within
the boundaries set but it is not designed or structured to set those societal boundaries
themselves;12

(b) the HSWA itself should be amended (by secondary legislation under S15(1) HSWA) to include a
clarificatory definition of reasonable practicability based upon proportionality and a balancing of
other factors including the degree of voluntary risk taking.

A draft clarificatory definition is set out below for discussion.

(a) An action or other measure is reasonably practicable if it is:

(i) Physically possible by reference to current technical knowledge and invention.

(ii) Proportionate to the risk in question.

12 For example, on the recent Buncefield oil depot fire, the HSWA—and linked regulation—provides a structure to analyse the adequacy
of the site operators’ safety management. However It has no policy dimension to evaluate or balance the societal benefits and
disbenefits of siting of equivalent facilities near other business, transport links, housing etc or alternatively in remote locations.
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(b) Whether an action or other measure is proportionate to the risk in question shall be established by
reference to all relevant factors including (but not limited to):

(i) the nature of the hazard concerned;

(ii) the likelihood of that hazard occurring;

(iii) the scale of the potential impact in terms of the degree of harm and the numbers of individuals
who might foreseeably be aVected;

(iv) the cost, time and diYculty involved;

(v) the reasonable behaviour to be expected (by reference to their age and physical and mental
capacity) of individuals who are foreseeably at risk of harm;

(vi) Any relevant legislative or regulatory provision;

(vii) Any prescriptive requirement imposed in relation to the control of the hazard in question;

(viii) Any relevant policy guidance provided by a regulatory body with relevant jurisdiction in
relation to the hazard in question

(ix) Whether the action or other measure might prevent a desirable activity from taking place (either
at all, to a particular extent, or in a particular way) or might discourage persons from
undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.13

(c) A forum for tackling diYcult societal risk issues would help lead, respond to and inform public
opinion on risk issues. The National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) in the diVerent, but
critically sensitive, area of medical treatment provides a comparator.

4.5 The issues around corporate and individual liability could be addressed by:

(a) Consistent recognition—in both policy and enforcement—of the distinctions between the criminal
liability of organisations and that of individuals.

(b) Greater clarity upon the degree of fault required for:

(i) Corporate criminal liability (essentially based upon diVerent formulations of system failure).

(ii) Individual criminal liability. In particular whether it is intended to punish inadvertent error/
minor fault/value judgment. If that is intended this would drive risk aversion. Alternatively
should the bar be set at the level of “culpable fault”—a level below gross negligence but still in
essence constituting unreasonable behaviour when objectively viewed.

(c) In terms of individual criminal liability, whether the legal test is the same or diVerent at diVerent
levels of an organisation. Logically the test should be consistent but if it is not, then the law needs
to be clear as to the rationale and what level in practice the change occurs.

(d) Within corporate liability the position of parent companies also needs to be addressed as uncertainty
will aVect investment and inward investment. There is a distinction between the obligation to have
overall systems (parent) from obligation to deliver the outputs of those systems (operational
subsidiary).

(e) Ensuring that implementation/enforcement behaviours by regulatory agencies are consistent with
the legislative and policy intent. In particular make it clear to individuals at all levels that honest and
reasonable value judgements will not be punished but genuinely culpable failure will be so. Ensure
that the prosecutions brought and secured reflect this distinction.

(f) Avoidance of unnecessarily protracted process. Criminal and regulatory investigation in the UK is
significantly more extended than in many other jurisdictions and the investigative process itself
drives risk aversion.

4.6 It would also assist if there were overarching policy objectives at a Governmental level which set out the
need to address safety issues eVectively but within a policy framework that addressed societal and economic
eVectiveness.

4.7 It would also be helpful for Government to have mechanisms to identify workstreams that impacted each
other or the policy objectives in order that they can be looked at together.

30 January 2006

13 This wording in (ix) is taken from the current draft Compensation Bill which in the civil law context seeks to take account of societal
context and societal impact when looking at whether a precaution or step should be taken.
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE OF RESPONSES TO POINTS RAISED IN THE Call FOR EVIDENCE

4.8 The table below summarises ATOC’s position in relation to the eight questions raised in the Call for
Evidence.

Issues Raised ATOC’s Summary Response

By what practical means can the preferences The question raises three issues:
and attitudes of the population towards risk be (a) An apparent dichotomy between public
determined and, where appropriate, intolerance of perceived failings aVecting
incorporated into public policy? safety or security on one hand and a

growing public unease of freedoms being
eroded.

It is submitted that this is largely attributable to
the factors identified above and the incomplete
policy framework or structures to deal with risk
issues.
(b) The level of awareness of risk as a concept

and whether that is in any way consistent
between diVerent population groups.

Many expressed attitudes to risk issues appear
to be largely instinctive/intuitive. There is also
academic evidence suggesting that public
responses to risk issues can sometimes vary
according to the level—or lack—of trust and
respect held of the duty holder carrying out the
activity.
A consistent policy approach could potentially
improve the level of public debate and
understanding of risk over time.
(c) How that awareness and the public

preferences based upon it—instinctive or
analytical—can be captured and used in
policy formulation.

ATOC refers to the separate submission made
by the Rail Safety and Standards Board
(RSSB) which summarises work done
collectively by rail industry on models to
capture and inform public preference.

Can appropriate monetary values be estimated Yes. Values are an essential input to decision
and attached to risk-related factors? making by public or private bodies within the
Is it appropriate and practical to use non- parameters of tolerability set by society. They
monetary measures of well-being? should not however be the sole determinant.
What is the scope for other methods of public ATOC refers to the separate submission made
consultation, in order to determine public by the Rail Safety and Standards Board
attitudes to risk? (RSSB) which summarises work done

collectively by rail industry on models for
eVective risk valuation. This work is ongoing.

Is it possible to identify fundamental principles A consistent policy framework is required.
that should be applied across the public sector, ATOC refers to the analysis in parts 1–4 of this
and are the same principles equally applicable Submission.
to the private sector? A distinction is required between

(a) the governmental/regulatory role of setting
societal parameters for economic or other
activities—balancing individual freedoms,
all policy factors relevant to the activity
and proportionate protection and
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(b) the legal duty of both public sector and
private sector organisations to deliver
eVective safety management within those
parameters.

Is there suYcient consistency and coherence in Not currently—ATOC refers to the analysis at
the application of risk assessment and parts 1–4 of this submission
management policies across government
departments and agencies?

How should policy deal with cases where public Policy could only do so eVectively if there is in
perceptions of risks diverge significantly from existence a set of overarching policy objectives
expert assessments? against which the public good in a particular

case can be evaluated.
Ideally the level and content of public and
media interaction with risk issues could be
raised over time by consistent approaches.
Comparisons between coverage of risk issues
in say 1998–99 and in 2004–05 indicates a
greater sophistication—albeit not consistent—
in the level of overall debate and awareness of
some of the wider policy issues.

How should policy deal with risks that are ATOC refers to the separate submission made
unknown or poorly understood, such as those by the Rail Safety and Standards Board
associated with new technologies? (RSSB) which summarises work done

collectively by rail industry.

How should policy balance the health and Policy should logically be equitable between
safety interests of the current population diVerent generations and should not involve
against those of future generations? decisions which will prefer the interests or well-

being of any one generation over another.
This is arguably an example of the type of
overarching policy objective that would be
useful as a reference point.

Are there any particular or unusual problems Media and public reaction to high profile
arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks? catastrophic events leading to loss of life or

injury is undoubtedly diVerent to lower profile
but attritional events that in combination may
result in the same, or significantly greater,
losses.
ATOC refers to the separate submission made
by the Rail Safety and Standards Board
(RSSB) which summarises work done
collectively by rail industry in understanding
the causes and practical impacts of this
acknowledged reality.

Memorandum by Birmingham City Council

Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk related factors?

It is possible to put a value on some. However many are extremely subjective and produce inconsistent values
which can/do undermine the risk process. We tried having values attached to our definitions of risk impact
but this did not work in practice when we wanted the methodology to be applied strategically, operationally
and to projects.
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Is it possible to identify fundamental principles that apply across the public sector and can they be applied to the private
sector too?

The principles of risk management in their current form have their origins in the private sector. The
fundamental principles are the same for both public and private sector, but what is likely to be diVerent is the
type of risk faced and the level of risk appetite. Generally I would say the public sector is risk averse compared
to the private sector. The main purpose we use risk management for is to help achieve the Council’s objectives,
this can be universally applied, I would have thought, as it works at all levels.

Is there sufficient consistency and coherence in the application of risk assessment and management across Government
departments and agencies?

We have looked at various examples eg the Treasury risk management model, the NHS model, Audit
Commission guidance, CIPFA guidance etc, to pull together our risk management policies. Most were similar
except that the NHS model was a bottom-up approach, whereas we have adopted a top-down approach to
embed risk management. If government were to “impose” one on the public sector it would certainly stop us
all re-inventing the wheel and spending vast amounts of money with consultants.

February 2006

Memorandum by the Conferderation of British Industry

Introduction

1. The CBI believes that eVective assessment and management of risk is fundamental to securing an
appropriate regulatory environment, which in itself is a key factor in determining the eYcient operation of
markets and promoting UK competitiveness.

2. This submission sets out the CBI’s view of risk and regulation, how the government assesses and manages
risk and the consequences for business that result.

Attitudes to risk in the public and private sectors

3. The government is on record as saying it wishes to operate a risk-based approach to regulation. The CBI
supports this approach as it can help to ensure that regulation is well-targeted and focused on tackling
persistent oVenders rather than burdening genuinely responsible businesses.

4. Yet fundamentally, there are diVerent cultural approaches to risk in the public and private sectors. The
public sector is constitutionally risk-averse whereas the private sector has risk as its raison d’être.

5. Bridging this gap is critical for a risk-based approach to regulation to work eVectively. Government needs
to be able to make judgements on an acceptable level of risk in order to set an appropriate regulatory
framework and then assess and manage risk if regulation is to be enforced proportionately. The key to this is
embedding a culture and understanding of risk in those setting and enforcing regulation.

6. Finally, there must be the political will to sustain a risk-based approach. Inherent in a risk-based approach
is an acceptance that from time to time, things will go wrong. In a scenario where a situation arises, for
whatever reason, at a company that has been considered “low risk” and has not been inspected for some time
as a consequence, then there will inevitably be public pressure on the government to “do something”. There
must be suYcient political will to see through a risk-based approach.

Assessment and Management of Risk: Implications for Business

7. The government’s ability to assess and manage risk has implications for determining the public policy
environment in which business operates. Examples of this include:

— A desire to over-regulate at the expense of allowing well-managed risk stifles innovation and
enterprise. At its extreme, the result is homogenous products and services as there is no incentive to
take risks, innovate and diVerentiate, which ultimately leads to a reduction in competition and
consumer choice.

— If the pendulum of regulation swings too far, the result is a shift from caveat emptor to caveat
vendor, with consumers unwilling to take responsibility for their own decisions and wishing to be
insulated from the consequences of those decisions.
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8. Once in operation, a risk-based approach to regulation has direct consequences for business. A logical
consequence of a more risk-based approach to inspection is that it will create “winners” and “losers” within
the business community. Those businesses that experience a higher rate of inspection, as a result of their poorer
record of compliance, will not immediately see a risk-based approach as beneficial.

The government’s approach to managing risk and regulation

9. Key tests of how successful the government is in its approach to managing risk and regulation include:

— Is it consistent in its approach?

— Is it proportionate and genuinely risk-based?

— Are guidelines clear for business to understand and comply with?

10. The Hampton Review Report and the Better Regulation Task Force “Less is More” report both
emphasise the principle that where an issue is already addressed satisfactorily by voluntary means or existing
legislation there should not be a need for further legislation. Two recent examples of where business thinks
this principle is not being adhered to (and hence risk not being well assessed or managed) include:

Smoking Ban in the workplace

11. The Government’s White Paper “Choosing Health: making healthy choices easier”, included aims to draw
up detailed legislation regarding smoke-free public places.

12. The CBI is concerned that the Government is not sticking to its commitment to better regulation when
making proposals to introduce a ban for smoking in public places that includes workplaces where the public
does not typically have access.

13. The vast majority of such workplaces already have policies on passive smoking in place. These policies
usually give priority to the needs of non-smokers who do not wish to breathe tobacco smoke and have been
developed in consultation with employees. Non-smoking is regarded as the norm in enclosed workplaces and
special provision is made for smoking, rather than the reverse.

14. As a 2003 National Statistics report suggests, half of respondents already say that their workplace is
completely smoke free with a further 38 per cent indicating that smoking is restricted.

15. Building on this voluntary approach would be in line with the Government’s commitment to regulate only
where there is risk. The CBI believes that the Government’s proposals do not distinguish between public places
where there is a need for clear legislative signals to be given on the health risks of smoking and second hand
smoke, and workplaces where the public do not typically have access and where employers have already
addressed smoking issues.

Corporate Manslaughter

16. The CBI has welcomed the fact that the draft Corporate Manslaughter Bill is aimed at corporations rather
than individuals, because directors and individuals are already subject to existing company and health and
safety laws. An individual whose acts or omissions are judged to be suYciently serious and causative of a death
will also be potentially liable for a separate oVence under existing law of gross negligence manslaughter.

17. Recognising that existing health and safety legislation already provides for unlimited financial penalties,
the primary additional sanction included in the draft Bill is the ability to stigmatise a company with the label
of having committed ‘corporate manslaughter’ with its major eVect on corporate reputation. There is a real
danger that those organisations that take their corporate reputation seriously will become risk averse, whilst
those with little invested in brand and reputation will remain unchanged by the proposals. The result is poor
targeting of regulation that fails to address the actual risk.

February 2006

Memorandum by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport

1. The Committee indicated that it wished to examine DCMS policy towards risk in relation to the
liberalisation of the licensing laws. Subsequently it also asked for details of risk policy relating to Sport, the
Olympics and the role of the Media.
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Implementation of the Licensing Act 2003: Key Risks

Public Health

2. In developing its policies regarding the reform of the licensing laws, the Government considered the
potential risks to public health of extending licensing hours during which alcohol could be purchased. Some
commentators argued that increasing licensing hours would inevitably lead to an increase in consumption of
alcohol and this in turn, must inevitably lead to increases in alcohol-related disease. The Government took
the view that research suggested that issues relating to consumption levels were in fact far more complicated.

3. In 1988, all day opening of public houses from Monday to Saturday had been introduced by the then
Government. In each of the next five years, per capita consumption of alcohol had decreased. This was not
a beneficial eVect of longer licensing hours, but did show that increasing hours did not necessarily lead to
increased consumption. Most research suggested that the fall at that time was more directly related to the
changing state of the economy. Other research had shown that consumption was more related to levels of
disposable income and price.

4. More importantly, the Government recognised that licensing laws were primarily concerned with the
control of access to licensed premises and the management of conduct and consumption there. Accordingly,
it was possible through licensing law to deny access to individuals who were already drunk and to create
oVences of permitting drunkenness on the premises and of selling alcohol to people that were already drunk.
However, prior to the Licensing Act 2003 individuals could already drink for 24 hours a day away from
licensed premises after purchasing alcohol from oV-licences. The Government therefore decided that public
health needed to be addressed through action under the Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategy, which was being
developed in parallel with licensing reform policies.

5. Risks to public health relating to alcohol misuse are being addressed through the Alcohol Harm Reduction
Strategy, which was published in March 2004. The Strategy is being implemented jointly by the Home OYce
and the Department of Health in close consultation with the DCMS. In particular, the Strategy focuses on
the need for improved public education about alcohol, better education in schools about alcohol misuse and
early intervention either in a criminal justice or health context for those suVering the consequences of
alcohol misuse.

6. While the decision not to include public health as a licensing objective was generally accepted by Parliament
during the Parliamentary stages of the Licensing Bill, the issue became contentious in early 2005 following a
media campaign against the Licensing Act.

7. Some commentators alleged that if the Licensing Act 2003 was implemented, it would lead to vast increases
in consumption, binge drinking, alcohol-related disease and public drunkenness. The Government was also
accused of ignoring the views of health professionals about these issues.

8. The Government rebutted the campaign by pointing to its policies under the Alcohol Harm Reduction
Strategy and publishing a consultation document entitled “Drinking Responsibly”. Proposals in this
document are currently before Parliament as part of the measures included in the Violent Crime Reduction
Bill (for example, Alcohol Disorder Zones).

9. The monitoring and evaluation of the Licensing Act 2003 will include ongoing monitoring public health
data about consumption levels, binge drinking and alcohol-related disease.

Alcohol-related violence and disorder

10. From the publication of the White Paper in April 2000, the Government has recognised the importance
of balancing greater flexibility and freedom for the hospitality, leisure and retail industries with tougher and
uncompromising powers to control the minority of premises that, through poor practice and irresponsibility,
contribute to levels of alcohol-related violence and disorder.

11. The Government considers that the Licensing Act 2003 has established a framework that provides a
sensible balance. Since 2001, it has brought into force a range of powers which better control irresponsible
behaviour by the industry that can contribute to crime and disorder. Examples of the powers introduced are:

— Police powers to close licensed premises instantly for up to 24 hours where there is disorder,
imminent disorder or noise nuisance emanating from the premises.

— Closure powers where either unlicensed sales of alcohol are taking place or sales are taking place in
breach of licence conditions.

— Graduated sanctions following reviews of licences.
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12. In particular, the review sanctions replace the “all or nothing” sanction of revocation which magistrates
had been reluctant to use. These sanctions also, for the first time, are capable of hitting the profits of
commercial enterprises. The old enforcement regime primarily addressed misbehaviour of individuals,
normally the staV of licensed premises. This enabled businesses to replace oVending staV but continue policies
that were damaging to the community. The new arrangements would put the profits of businesses engaging
in irresponsible behaviour at serious and immediate risk.

13. These tougher and uncompromising powers are balanced in the Licensing Act 2003 by the abolition of
fixed closing times and some of the old restrictions, which prevented certain types of business competing in
the night-time economy.

14. The Government also believes that removing fixed closing times, often at artificially early times, will be
beneficial to the prevention of crime and disorder. For many years, peaks of disorder were occurring when
large numbers of consumers were simultaneously put onto the streets. Friction, conflict and disorder tended
to occur at places where these large numbers queued either for late night food or transport. Flexible opening
times should permit a more gradual dispersal of consumers from town and city centres and reduce flashpoints.

15. The DCMS, working closely with the Local Government Association, ACPO, the Home OYce and the
ODPM, has already begun a detailed programme of monitoring and evaluation of the first year of operation
of the new licensing regime. This will assess whether the predicted benefits of the new regime are occurring.
The initial signs are good, with police and local authorities reporting that the night-time economy is either no
worse or in some cases quieter than the period before the Act came into eVect. But much of this evidence is
currently anecdotal and the Government considers that it is too early yet to draw conclusions.

16. The Government has said publicly that if the new arrangements are not working as predicted, it will
change them.

17. With regard to the risks to alcohol-related crime and disorder, the Government also recognised from the
outset that there was a failure under the old licensing laws to enforce the law eVectively. Accordingly,
throughout 2004 and 2005, the DCMS working closely with the LGA, ACPO and the Home OYce, has
invested considerable resource in ensuring that enforcement agencies fully understand the scope of their new
powers and share best practice in this area.

Protection of Children from Harm

18. Licensing reform policy also had two central objectives in regards to children. The first was a desire to
encourage the development within the hospitality industry of more family-friendly premises. This was seen
as not only important for the promotion of tourism, but also because the presence of families was seen to
encourage a more sensible approach to drinking. This was coupled with clear guidance to licensing authorities
on how to consider the suitability of premises for children and where access should be restricted. Attempts in
1994 to increase the access of children, through the introduction of children’s certificates, had failed because
of their unpopularity with the industry. The reforms were an attempt to improve the position.

19. The second aim was to close the loopholes of previous law in relation the consumption of alcohol by
children on licensed premises, and to toughen the powers which addressed underage sales. Previously, the
consumption of alcohol by minors was only unlawful in the “bar area” of licensed premises, while exemptions
applied to premises such as boats. This is no longer the case and all parts of all licensed premises will be subject
to the same prohibitions. Furthermore, penalties for underage sales were not seen as providing a strong
enough deterrent and undermined police eVorts to address the problem.

20. The Government sought to manage and control the inherent risks by introducing a range of new measures.
Examples include:

— Increasing the penalties for the oVences selling alcohol to children and permitting consumption of
alcohol by children on licensed premises.

— Making it an oVence to allow any person under 16 to be present in licensed premises used exclusively
or primarily for the sale of alcohol unless accompanied by an adult; and or to allow any person under
16 to be present on such licensed premises between the hours of midnight and 5.00am whether
accompanied or by an adult or not.

— Empowering the courts to declare personal licences suspended or forfeit on first conviction rather
than second conviction as under the old licensing regime.

— Giving bodies responsible for the welfare of children the right to make representations (and seek
reviews) about applications for licences.
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21. The operation of the Act and its impact on purchase and consumption by underage children will be
carefully monitored by the DCMS, working closely with the Department of Health, throughout the first year
of operation of the Act and its success will then be evaluated. DCMS and Home OYce are engaged in a
sustained initiative with industry to address sales to children. This includes working with representatives of
the main supermarket retailers to eliminate all underage sales by November 2006.

22. The DCMS also works closely with the Home OYce and the Department of Health on the implementation
of the Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategy.

Resources

23. The Government’s policy is that licensing authorities’ costs of administration, inspection and enforcement
under the new regime should not be met by the taxpayer, but should be met through fees by those engaging
in licensable activities. A key risk is that the fee levels, set by the Secretary of State, are insuYcient to achieve
this end.

24. The fees set by the Secretary of State are based on predictive estimates of activity under the new regime.
However, the Government recognises the diYculty of costing such a large scale operation in advance of actual
practice. To mitigate this risk, the Secretary of State appointed an independent fees panel, under the
chairmanship of Sir Les Elton, to acquire evidence of costs during the transitional period and the first year of
the Act’s full operation, and to make recommendations on future fee levels.

25. The independent fees panel has already published an interim report and will publish its final report and
recommendations later in the year.

Steering the reforms

26. The management of the programme of projects which has implemented the Licensing Act 2003 had to
carefully integrated into a range of related Government policies. These include:

— ODPM policies relating to the development of the night-time economy and on “Safer, Cleaner,
Greener” town and city centres.

— Home OYce policies on public order, alcohol-related crime and anti-social behaviour.

— Alcohol Misuse Enforcement Campaigns.

— Department of Health policies on responsible drinking and public health.

— The Government’s Respect agenda.

27. During the 2003 Act’s transitional period a Top Level Group, chaired by the DCMS Permanent Secretary
and comprising the relevant Government Departments, the Local Government Association and the
Association of Chief OYcers of Police, has met regularly to ensure that these related policies are fully
integrated and eVective.

28. A High Level Group, chaired by the Licensing Minister and comprising key stakeholders, including the
police, local authorities, the industry and voluntary groups, has co-ordinated the programme of projects
required to deliver the transitional arrangements and implementation of the Act in November 2005.

29. An Advisory Group, chaired by DCMS oYcials, and comprising a much wider group of stakeholders
including, industry, local authorities, magistrates, courts’ administration, the police and performers’
representatives, has also monitored progress and provided advice to Ministers.

30. These arrangements for steering the implementation of the Act have been crucial to the management and
control of emerging risks.

Sport—Key Risks

31. The key risks relating to Sport are safety at Sports Grounds and the Protection of Children.

Safety at Sports Grounds

32. The Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport has a power, under the Safety of Sports Grounds Act
1975, to designate open air sports grounds with accommodation for over 5,000 spectators where Premier and
Football Leagues matches are played and for over 10,000 where rugby, cricket and other football matches are
played. Designation requires a safety certificate to be issued and enforced at designated grounds.

33. The Fire Safety and Safety of Places of Sport Act 1987 introduced safety certification of permanent stands
able to accommodate, under cover, at least 500 spectators (so called regulated stands) at sports grounds not
designated under the 1975 Act.
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34. Responsibility for issuing and enforcing safety certificates relating to sports grounds rests with the local
authority, in consultation with police authorities and, where it is not itself that authority, the fire and buildings
authorities. Safety certificates should contain those terms and conditions that local authorities consider
necessary or expedient to secure the reasonable safety of spectators at sports grounds when it is being used for
the activities specified in the certificate.

Child Protection in Sport

35. The Child Protection in Sport Unit (CPSU) was established in 2001 by the national Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) and Sport England to implement the National Action Plan for
Child Protection in Sport 2000. It has achieved a great deal towards its mission to safeguard the welfare of
children and young people under 18 in sport.

36. Since 2001 it has ensured that all funded bodies in England have child protection policies in place. Since
the Bichard Review recommendations of June 2004, the Sports National Governing Bodies require enhanced
Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) checks to be carried out for all their qualified coaches working with children.
As part of this strategy, they are working towards ensuring that all oYcials and coaches working with children
have undergone these checks.

37. The CPSU also gives guidance to all organisations, both in the private and public sector, who provide
activities to children.

Olympics—Key Risks

38. DCMS is establishing a Non-departmental public body to deliver the Games. This is the Olympic Delivery
Authority (ODA).

39. The ODA will come into being when enabled by the Olympic Bill, now progressing through Parliament.
The forecast date for the ODA to come into existence as a legal entity is 1st April 2006.

40. In formulating the risk management policy for the Olympic Games, DCMS is considering the following
(sometimes competing) factors:

— Where the expertise should best rest throughout the entire client—supplier chain for delivering the
Games, in order to best manage, shrink and mitigate the envisaged risks.

— Making the trade-oV between the client retaining the risk, or the supply chain bearing it. In some
cases the client will obtain best value for money by retaining the risk, as the cost premiums associated
with risk transfer can be significant. In other cases, risk can be assessed with some clarity and
transferred at a premium that represents good value for money.

— Whether it is reasonable for the supply chain to bear the risk. In the case of the Olympics, which is
a high value project with a fixed deadline, it would be challenging to imagine that the supply chain
would be willing or able to take on the financial risk associated with non-delivery or late delivery.

— What conditions of contract best support the principles of good risk management practice, and
support the broad aims of good project management. We are discussing the use of the New
Engineering Contract 3, recently released and also recently endorsed by the OGC.

— What procurement approach best enables good risk management. For example early supplier
involvement is widely seen as a way of minimising risk, and two-stage tender processes enable the
client and supply chain to shape the design and understand the risk profile more thoroughly.

41. Depending on these factors, and the way they interact, there then follows more detailed considerations
about the size of the respective organisations in government, in the ODA and in the supply chain.

42. Security planning and budgeting for 2012 has been robust, detailed and meticulous. We will of course keep
this under review over the next six years informed by advice from the Home OYce, the Metropolitan Police
Service and our security services since we cannot know what the security situation will be like in 2012.

43. The Home OYce has overall responsibility for security issues and they are co-ordinating activity across
government and relevant agencies to ensure that security issues are taken into account at the earliest stage.
Appropriate risk assessment and management processes will form an integral part of the development of
detailed plans.

44. The following six months will see the development of a balanced risk management strategy for the delivery
of the Games.
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Media—Key Risks

45. The Committee has previously questioned whether the media give disproportionate publicity to those
presenting the most pessimistic assessment of risk, and has asked how the Government handles such coverage.

46. As far as newspapers and magazines are concerned, the Government strongly believes that a press free of
state intervention is fundamental to democracy. It would not, therefore, seek to interfere in any way in what
a newspaper or magazine chooses to publish, though they will of course frequently seek to ensure that the
Government view is heard. This does not mean that the press may print just what they like. They are, of course,
governed by the same laws that govern us all. But editors go further, and sign up to a voluntary Code of
Practice. The Code’s first two clauses are on accuracy, and right to reply. However, newspapers remain free
to present the news in a partisan way.

47. The broadcast media are subject to statutory regulation and operate under a duty of impartiality and
accuracy in news reporting. Given the importance of free media, this regulation is undertaken independently
by Ofcom or, in the case of the BBC, the BBC Governors. As the Ofcom Programme Code makes clear, the
requirement is for “due” impartiality and accuracy, so this does not mean that an equal division of time has
to be given to every view, or that every argument and every facet of every argument has to be represented. In
weighing up what is required by “due impartiality” broadcasters will benefit from information from public
authorities to help them assess the appropriate weighting to be given to diVerent views, given the limits to
which the media can themselves assess, for example, the merits of diVerent views in scientific debates.

February 2006

Memorandum by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

INQUIRY INTO GOVERNMENT POLICY ON THE MANAGEMENT OF RISK—SAFETY OF
GENETICALLY MODIFIED (GM) FOOD AND THE DEBATE ON GM CROPS

Background

1. We understand the Committee is inquiring into Government policy on risk, and in particular on the
appropriate balance between reducing the risks people encounter in various aspects of life and the costs
involved in achieving those risk reductions, focusing on a number of specific areas, including food safety. In
this context, we understand the Committee is interested in a range of issues related to risk assessment and
management, including the appropriate use of the precautionary principle, appropriate methods of valuing
human life and health, attitudes to risk among the public, the influence of the media on public perceptions of
risk, and policy consistency. The Committee has asked to receive written evidence on the relevance,
application and impact of these issues in specific cases related to food safety, particularly with respect to the
debate over genetically modified (GM) crops.

Responsibility for the Safety of GM Food

2. In the European Union decisions of the safety of GM food and feed is taken at Community level. No food
which contains genetically modified organisms (GMOs) or has been derived from GMOs may be imported or
marketed in the EU without prior approval. The current procedures for evaluation and authorisation of GM
foods is laid down in regulation (EC) 1829/2003 on GM food and feed, which came into force in April 2004.
The safety assessments are carried out by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) against the criteria in
the regulation. The final decision is made by member states on the basis of the advice from EFSA. The
independent Food Standards Agency (FSA) is the responsible UK authority for evaluating the safety of GM
foods under the relevant European Union legislation. Defra has no role in the safety assessment of GM food.
Defra does have a role in assessing and managing the environmental risk of the deliberate release of GMOs
into the environment under Directive 2001/18/EC, for example the cultivation of GM crops. However we
understand this is outside the scope of the current Inquiry.

How is risk assessment and management carried out?

3. This issue will be covered in the memorandum submitted by the FSA, but essentially the EU approvals
regime for GM food is risk based. A company seeking approval has to provide suYcient information about
the GM food or food product to enable EFSA to assess the risk to human health from the proposed use. Any
consent issued can include conditions and there are requirements for post market monitoring by the consent
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holder. Consents can be amended or revoked on the basis of new information about the safety of the product.
In addition the EU traceability and labelling regulation requires all GM foods and food products to be labelled
and traced at every stage of placing on the market. This gives consumers choice.

How is the precautionary principle used?

What are the methods for valuing human life and health?

4. For GM foods, these are matters for the FSA.

What is the public’s attitude to risk from GMOs?

5. In May 2002 the Government accepted a recommendation by the Agriculture and Environment
Biotechnology Commission (AEBC) to hold a public debate and examination of the issues before decisions
were taken on the commercialisation of GM crops. The GM dialogue had three elements;

— The public debate, a series of meetings and discussions co-ordinated by the independent GM public
debate steering board.

— A review of the scientific issues lead by the Government’s Chief Scientist, Defra’s Chief Scientist and
the FSA, supported by an independent GM Science Review Panel.

— A study into the overall costs and benefits of GM crops carried out by the Government’s Strategy
Unit at the Cabinet OYce.

Full details of all the elements of the GM debate and the Government response are available at http://
www.defra.gov.uk/environment/gm/debate/index.htm. The findings of the public debate broadly reflected the
current state of public opinion on GM foods and crops. People were generally uneasy about GM crops and
food, and there was little support for early commercialisation of GM crops in this country. As the Secretary
of State said in her statement on GM policy on 9 March 2004 “people already engaged with the issues were
generally more hostile. Those not so engaged were more open-minded, anxious to know more, but still very
cautious and it was suggested that as they learned more their hostility deepened.” The GM debate also
confirmed that people’s attitudes towards GM crops are shaped by a complex range of issues and concerns
and that to some extent GM crops have become a focus for much wider concerns.

What influence does the media have on the public’s perceptions of GM risk?

6. In general, media coverage of GM issues is limited to reporting stories about the safety of GM foods and
crops. A few national daily newspapers always give space to GM, notably the Daily Mail, the Guardian and
the Independent. Generally broadcast media do not cover GM stories, with the exception of the BBC Radio
4 programme Farming Today, which reports almost every development. Therefore large sectors of the public
are not exposed to media reporting of GM issues. The public debate found that the public do not depend on
the media or Government but take information from pressure groups, industry, academics and politicians,
from non-governmental and campaign organisations, from friends and relatives and from first hand
observations of the world.

How do you maintain policy consistency?

How does policy deal with risks that are unknown?

How does policy balance health and safety interests of the current population against those of future generations?

7. In relation to GM foods these are matters for the FSA.

January 2006

Memorandum by the Department for Education and Skills

The Committee asked for evidence about specific cases related to child safety in the context of education-
related activities such as visits organised by schools. This forms Section 1 of this Memorandum (paras 1–21).
Section 2 leads on List 99 issues, whilst also giving background on other DfES policy areas in which risk is
managed together with a generic overall view.
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Section 1

Schools in England

1. Safety management is about achieving a balance between going ahead with worthwhile activities, and
reducing the risks involved to an acceptable level. Indeed, we believe that sensible risk reduction enables
worthwhile activity to be undertaken in the first place. When people criticise current safety measures, they tend
to say either that there are insuYcient precautions against serious risks, or that there are excessive precautions
against minor risks. A few critics have made that second kind of allegation on the subject of keeping school
pupils reasonably safe from accidental injuries. We agree that getting the balance right involves some eVort.
It is relatively straightforward to understand why we must put major resources into planning for a serious risk
that arises frequently, and why we need only devote minimal resources to a minor risk. It is more diYcult to
decide on the right level of planning for risks which occur much less often but cause serious harm on the rare
occasions when they do occur. It is vital to get the balance right when it is children and young people who are
at risk; in particular when the Government requires parents to hand over their children into the care of others
for compulsory education.

2. The Government believes that schools overall are good at maintaining a sensible balance—doing enough
to keep pupils reasonably safe from serious injury, while still enabling pupils to experience a wide range of
educational activities and to learn how to manage risk in their future lives. This is particularly important for
activities outside the classroom, where pupils can encounter more serious hazards but also have unrivalled
opportunities for learning. Pupils gain many educational benefits from education outside the classroom:
sensible and proportionate management of risk enables pupils to take part in such activities by reducing the
risks from hazards that are either integral to the planned activities or incidental to where they take place. We
are confident that education outside the classroom is thriving, and we want to encourage schools to continue
and build on their positive record.

3. This evidence follows our recent response to the Report on Education Outside the Classroom by the
Commons Education and Skills Select Committee, which detailed a range of current work including our
forthcoming Manifesto on Education Outside the Classroom. While not repeating that response in full, this
Memorandum touches on the key points relevant to safety.

Manifesto on Education Outside the Classroom

4. We announced the Manifesto on 15 February 2005 and we hope to launch in Spring 2006 after our
consultation is concluded. Like the successful Music Manifesto, it is intended to be a “movement”, or joint
undertaking which many stakeholders create and to which anyone, including providers, charities, schools and
local authorities can sign up. The key aim is to provide all children and young people with a wide range of
high quality out-of-classroom learning experiences, enabled by sensible risk management: the Manifesto will
remind schools of key safety points. We also plan to update our existing and widely-used visits safety guidance
with brief guidance to schools and local authorities on how to treat staV fairly during investigations into any
rare incident of serious injury to a pupil on a visit. We shall also add advice on taking pupils with special
educational needs or disabilities on oV-site visits, reflecting the DfES aim to ensure that all pupils have equal
access to this kind of experience.

Inspecting the safety of Adventure Activities: an example of successful risk management

5. The Adventure Activities Licensing Authority (AALA) inspects the safety of higher-hazard activities for
under-18s outside the care of their parents. Firms which sell these facilities to schools or other youth groups
must in law meet the safety standards set by the AALA; so must local authorities, whether or not a charge is
made. We introduced AALA inspections to assure these standards in response to the Lyme Bay canoeing
tragedy in which four sixth formers died. The main reasons for making these safety inspections mandatory
are that:

[a] the Government obliges parents to give their children from age 5 to 16 to the care of schools for
compulsory education;

[b] parents understandably want a high level of assurance that their child will be returned to them
without serious harm at the end of the school day;

[c] societal concern, such as that felt by parents about children in the care of schools, is recognised as a
justification for regulating safety by the Health and Safety Executive in its account of its decision-
making process in Reducing Risks Protecting People, published in 2001. This is linked to the public’s
lesser tolerance of risk when not in control oneself—the Committee has already heard references in
oral evidence to society appearing to tolerate road risk more than rail risk for that sort of reason.
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6. Oral evidence to this inquiry has referred briefly to criticisms of Government policy for ensuring the safety
of adventure activities for young people. These originated in a lecture given by Sir Paul Judge at the Royal
Society of Arts in September 2005. We do not accept these criticisms. The Department believes there is no
evidence of unintended consequences for adventure firms from compliance with the safety standards.
Estimates in 1995 of numbers of centres to which the new safety standards would apply varied from 1,200 to
5,000. In the event, the first figure was fairly accurate. Some 1,050 operators currently meet the safety
standard—an increase of about 200 since it began. The Department is clear that the assurance provided by
AALA safety inspections revived youth adventure in the later 1990s after the Lyme Bay incident and has since
encouraged the development of such activities. The quantity of provision of youth adventure is currently
stable at a much higher level than before. As at January 2006 the licensing authority estimates that some 7,000
inspections have enabled some 20 million activity days of stimulating and safe adventure (climbing, caving,
waterborne and trekking instruction and leadership) to be provided for young people since the scheme began
in 1996. The Commons Education Committee in 1995 in its Second Report, “Safety in Outdoor Education
Centres”, said: “The great majority of evidence received supported the statutory regulation of centres” and
“We welcome the Government’s support for the Activity Centres (Young Persons’ Safety) Bill, which we
believe is an appropriate and eVective measure for reducing the risks of accidents to children and young people
undertaking adventurous activities”.

7. Significant numbers of providers made improvements in the early years from 1996 in order to meet AALA’s
safety standards, and a small number still have their licence renewals refused pending further improvements.
DfES and the Licensing Authority share a strong belief that the earlier existence of the licensing operation
would have prevented the Lyme Bay incident: the company would simply not have been allowed to trade to
schools.

8. In this specialist field of adventure the conscious overcoming of natural hazards and the reduction of risk
to an acceptable level (rather than its cancellation or avoidance) is the nature of the game. We do not agree
with the Inquiry’s reference to “inevitable risk”. A high-hazard activity can become low risk through proper
management; a relatively low-hazard activity can be high-risk without proper management. It is active
management of safety that makes the significant diVerence.

Pupil Safety on Educational Visits

9. Educational visits of a less naturally hazardous nature—the huge majority—are also thriving. These are
mainly cultural and sporting activities. They carry their own risks, of course, and these are safely managed by
thousands of teachers and other school staV for curricular purposes. While millions of pupils take part in such
activities every year, the chances of a serious incident are very low indeed—about 0.5 in a million. We know
of only 26 accidental deaths of pupils from schools in England since 1997. (All but one of them occurred on
out of classroom activities, only one of those—the recent tragic death of a 14 year old pupil whilst caving with
his school in North Yorkshire—on a higher-hazard activity.)

10. Taking advice from the Health and Safety Executive, we issued the national safety guidelines—Health and
Safety of Pupils on Educational Visits: A Good Practice Guide (HASPEV)—in 1998 and supplemented this
in 2002 (see also paragraph 4). We have distributed 185,000 copies of HASPEV on request. We advise schools
their first recourse is to their employer’s advice. We know that local authorities and schools adopt or adapt
our national guidelines. Other guidelines are also issued, for example, by school staV unions to their members
and by the Health and Safety Executive. This reflects a healthy range of opinion though, in fact, there is much
accord. The fine detail may vary but the bottom line of sensible risk management, from which springs all good
practice, is the same. We were pleased to see the Association of British Insurers confirms our view of the
benefits of safety management in education, in its oral evidence to the Inquiry.

11. Our own guidelines are based upon material contributed by expert partners and reflect consensus in the
field, so there is little chance of misinterpretation. There may be some room for debate—for example as to
whether schools should send risk assessments to all parents as part of the parental consent process before a
visit, or whether summary information can suYce—but that reflects the fact that good practice can vary and
still be good practice.
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Involving Pupils in Risk Management on Visits

12. We also encourage schools to involve pupils when staV are assessing the risks of a visit. Risk-aware pupils
are safer pupils. The Department in 2002 suggested in guidance how a number of points about risk assessment,
which schools must teach as part of the National Curriculum, can be learned in the planning of an educational
visit. Here is one example of how pupils can use information to assess immediate and cumulative risk:

“On a field studies visit involving a beach survey pupils are asked to make a risk assessment of the
area they will study taking into account the tidal range. They are then asked to say what diVerences
they would have to allow for if the tides are spring tides rather than neaps (neap tides) and how a
strong onshore wind might aVect the wave height and their subsequent area of safe operation.”

(Source: Standards for LEAs in Overseeing Educational Visits DfES 2002.)

It is less likely that a child would learn such risk management on a family outing, since most parents would
lack such specialist knowledge.

New safety badges will save schools a lot of work

13. Schools normally liaise direct with venues which they visit, but many contract with commercial tour
operators and other bodies for farther-flung visits at home or abroad. Andrew Adonis recently asked these
firms to work together in establishing a “family” of safety accreditation schemes based on independent
inspection. The Educational Visits Advisory Council (EVAC) is working with the School Travel Forum, the
Outdoor Education Advisers’ Panel, the British Activity Holidays Association, the Royal Geographical
Society and others in preparing sector-specific schemes (for example, for cultural visits and for overseas treks)
which will link to one another. This will save schools a lot of work. We in DfES will publicise the new badges.
Schools will be able to recognise them —as they do the familiar logo of the Adventure Activities Licensing
Authority—and so derive assurance of proper risk management. We expect progress reports on these new
safety badges in the Spring.

Training of School Staff in Visits Supervision

14. Risk management underpins and enables education outside the classroom. The training programme for
Educational Visits Co-ordinators in schools received some £3.5 million from the DfES as pump-priming
funding and has made significant progress since 2002. The Outdoor Education Advisers’ Panel, with DfES
support, is now taking forward a training programme for all school staV who take pupils out on educational
visits (this is additional to the badges schemes referred to in paragraph 13.)

Fables and Facts about Educational Visits

15. We have seen occasional stories alleging less than good practice in isolated instances. When we trace one
of these back to its origin, it usually turns out to have much less substance than it had acquired in the re-telling,
and sometimes none at all. For example, a report a few years ago estimated—speculatively—that local
authorities nationally had paid something in the order of £200 million in one year for compensation to
members of the public injured by “trips and slips” on public highways. A summary in the report then wrongly
attributed this estimate to “local/ education [sic] authorities”, which another author mis-quoted further as a
firm figure attributed to “schools”. So a new urban myth was born, which has since been repeated in newspaper
reports and in speeches by members of Parliament on both sides of the House, fuelling myths of a
compensation culture. In fact, insurers who deal with local authorities say that education claims are a tiny
percentage of public liability costs; schools tell us that such claims are not a significant issue for them.

16. Therefore, we urge public commentators to be careful about uncritically accepting anecdotes. We should
focus instead on facts about well-managed activity and sensible good practice. That is why, as Andrew Adonis
underlined at the Risk and Redress conference on 17 November, this Department supports the work taking
place across Government, led by the Department for Constitutional AVairs, to improve the compensation
system for those with a valid claim, while encouraging local authorities and others not to settle civil claims
out of court where they believe a claim is unjustified. This work will help to disprove myths about what critics
call a “compensation culture”—myths not supported by evidence such as public liability claims going down
(by 9.5 per cent in the year to March 2004).

17. The Government wants a common-sense culture, and there is positive evidence that schools have this
already. Andrew Adonis told the Risk and Redress conference about the myriad activities that one school in
London had safely undertaken in a two to three week period involving a poetry residential visit, technology
construction, adventure activities including physically disabled pupils, a visit to battlefields in Belgium, table
tennis at national level, and a band performance at a music festival. A study carried out in 2,500 schools in
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summer 2005 found that over 20 per cent of primaries and nearly 70 per cent of secondaries undertake field
trips beyond what is required by the curriculum. A recent survey of 900 school respondents found that most
schools oVer more ambitious residential opportunities (99 per cent of secondaries and 86 per cent of
primaries). As school staV become more competent and confident, we expect that all schools will become more
pro-active in managing risks and so be more ambitious. The factual evidence shows that future growth will
begin from an already high base. To reinforce this, we are commissioning a new survey which, among other
things, will map not only how schools manage risk outside the classroom, but also their perception of how
much activity other schools undertake. The results of this survey should help to give us a firm evidence base.

Proportionate Risk Management

18. Government guidance says that safety measures should be proportionate to the risks involved, and
reminds managers to focus on significant risks, not on the trivial. Schools must do what they reasonably can
to prevent any serious accident but, of course, no-one can give an assurance of absolute safety and we do not
expect schools to prevent every minor mishap. Schools must record the key points of risk assessments: we have
helped them to make that task straightforward. As the forthcoming Manifesto for Education Outside the
Classroom will remind them, we promote three simple standard forms: one to record the risk assessment,
another to gain parental consent, and the third to obtain employer approval of less routine, more ambitious
excursions. Some local authorities carry lists of approved venues which their schools may visit without any
further generic risk assessment, but we do not think such a list would be appropriate at national level. We can
however signal schools in the direction of tour and coach operators which hold recognised badges of safety.

19. We inform schools of the minimum that they must or should do: no-one in our schools would want to
waste valuable time or scarce resources on doing more than they need to. Employers and managers should
therefore welcome it when staV contribute ideas for more eYcient ways to achieve an adequate level of safety;
we would expect senior staV to contribute in this way to improving procedures where they work. We think
that Educational Visits Co-ordinators in schools and Outdoor Education Advisers in local authorities should
challenge each other where they think risk management is excessive (or indeed not enough). As for the
precautionary principle, which focuses on the possibility of risk where scientific evidence is greatly lacking and
there is good reason to suppose serious harm may occur, no such concerns are a direct risk-management
priority for DfES as regards education outside the classroom. Overall, we believe that schools managers and
staV are good at doing enough without doing too much—hence the continuing high level of activities, and
the good safety record: of about seven million pupils in England, the huge majority go on educational visits
without harm.

The Law Protects Staff who Follow Guidance and Take Care

20. Very rarely has a pupil has been injured or worse. Since 1997, a handful of teachers have been criminally
convicted of involuntary manslaughter (involving neglect) or of breaches of safety law where a pupil died of
accidental injuries on a visit. But the law protects school staV who follow their employer’s good practice
guidelines and take reasonable care—actions they will want to take anyway, to keep their pupils safe. To help
reassure school staV, the DfES is preparing new guidelines for local authorities and schools on how to treat
staV fairly in investigating a pupil injury. These will be available once the Manifesto for Education Outside
the Classroom is in place. One union, NASUWT, has since the 1980s advised members against taking part in
visits. We understand that NASUWT is likely to proVer more positive advice in the light of DfES’s planned
guidance; we are very pleased about this.

Encouraging Self-Regulation

21. We continue to support the adventure industry’s eVorts towards voluntary safety inspections that would
complement statutory inspections by the Adventure Activities Licensing Authority across all youth adventure
including school-led self-provision. This is now in preparation with the Adventure Activities Industry
Advisory Committee in the lead. In longer time, and in the interest of better regulation, the Government will
consider the future of statutory inspections in the light of what we hope will be the complementary
scheme’s success.

Section 2

DfES and Risk management: the Wider Picture

22. As well as pupil safety on educational visits, which the Committee particularly asked about, we take this
opportunity to mention policy on risk management overall and our recent work on a number of other child
safety issues.
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Safeguarding Children

23. We co-ordinate Government policies on how children should be safeguarded from abuse and neglect, and
how their welfare should be promoted. We have built this into the responsibilities of local authorities, police,
health bodies, educational institutions and others at local level. The establishment of the Criminal Records
Bureau has brought about a step change in child protection arrangements from the situation in place just five
years ago. Criminal record checks show the full criminal record of potential employees, including all
convictions and cautions. Abuse and neglect can be reduced, and their impact minimised, if those who come
into contact with children and families are alert for warning signs and take action including sharing their
concerns and relevant information.

Barring unsuitable people from working with children

24. The Department has the power to bar someone from working with children. We hold two relevant
exclusionary lists: List 99 and the Protection of Children Act list (This list was formerly held by DoH). The
purpose of the two lists is to safeguard children and young people from contact with people who are considered
unsuitable because the individual presents a risk to their safety or welfare. The two lists form only a part of
the full range of checks available to employers to determine the suitability of an individual for work with
children. In particular criminal records checks made through the Criminal Records Bureau show the full
criminal record of potential employees, including all convictions and cautions (as mentioned in paragraph 23).

Protection of Children Act

25. All child-care organisations (as defined) have in certain cases a statutory duty to refer individuals working
in child care positions (as defined) who have harmed a child or placed a child at risk of harm. The Act also
permits other organisations to refer names for possible inclusion in the PoCA list. All decisions are taken by
expert oYcials on behalf of the SoS.

List 99

26. Individuals are considered for List 99 after being referred to us by the police or by employers (who have
a statutory duty to do so in certain cases). Individuals may also be considered for inclusion if the case comes
to the Department’s attention by other means. In some cases inclusion in the list is automatic. All decisions
are taken in the Secretary of State’s name, but the majority of decisions are taken by oYcials.

Review of the List 99 decision making process and policy implications

27. Following the recent review of the List 99 decision-making processes and policy implications, the
Secretary of State announced to the House of Commons on Thursday 19 January, that it is proposed to
transfer to a statutory body the decision-making powers currently residing with the Secretary of State, in
respect of the combined list replacing List 99 and POCA under the new VBS. However, this is a measure
requiring primary legislation. More immediately, we will establish an expert panel made up of eminent and
respected experts, for example in policing, child protection and education, who will advise on all List 99
decisions referred to the Secretary of State. Without fettering her discretion, it is envisaged that the Secretary
of State will follow the panel’s advice in all cases.

Anti-Bullying

28. DfES anti-bullying initiatives support schools in keeping pupils safe. The Anti-Bullying Charter for
Action launched in 2003, distributed to all schools in England in early 2004, and re-issued in November 2005,
aims to help schools reduce and respond to bullying. Schools that sign the Charter are making a public
commitment to tackling bullying and sending a clear message to all pupils and parents that such behaviour
will not be tolerated. The Make The DiVerence series of Ministerial conferences 2003–04 and the DfES
guidance Don’t SuVer in Silence have shared leading practice amongst schools and local authorities. Current
work on advice on countering racist bullying, and forthcoming advice on countering homophobic bullying,
both highlighted in the recent White Paper, oVer further support to schools in areas that they often find
particularly challenging.

Childcare

29. Children’s services for vulnerable groups, such as disabled children and those who are looked after, are
covered by the children’s national minimum standards (NMS). These apply to regulated settings such as
children’s homes. They seek to ensure positive welfare, health & safety and education outcomes for children
and young people. The children’s homes NMS, for example, includes seeking to ensure that children and
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young people are provided with ample opportunities to participate in a range of appropriate leisure activities,
and that suYcient financial resources are allocated to fund leisure activities and visits. All supervised and
unsupervised activities must, of course, be risk-assessed.

30. A review of NMS for children’s social services has begun. This includes a public consultation and will
consider what changes are needed to allow the Commission for Social Care Inspection (CSCI) to act more
responsively and to target their activity where they can be most eVective in raising standards of service for
improving the outcomes of children and young people and protecting and safeguarding their wellbeing. The
review considers changes to regulation and inspection in line with the Government’s ten principles of
inspection. It will also ensure recent legislative changes and changes in practice are properly reflected in the
standards and that issues brought to our attention by providers and inspectors, including anomalies, are
addressed. Stage one of the review considers ways of working that will allow CSCI to undertake inspections
that are proportionate to risk. Stage two will address existing anomalies and reflect changes in legislation and
practice whilst addressing the need to focus on the Every Child Matters outcomes. Implementation of findings
is proposed for 2008.

31. Ofsted’s functions of regulation and inspection manage risks in (mainly private and voluntary sector)
childcare provision by applying standards of operation through registration and encouraging higher quality
through inspection. The standards themselves, as set by the Government, imply and, for some types of
childcare expressly require, that individual providers should conduct risk assessments in their day to day
operation of childcare facilities. There is a Childcare Bill currently before Parliament which, if enacted, is likely
to lead to new standards for childcare providers. These new standards, which will be subject to consultation,
may place less emphasis on providers meeting specified health and safety requirements and more emphasis on
them conducting proper risk assessments to secure better outcomes for children.

Risk Education in the Curriculum

32. There is scope within the non-statutory framework for Personal Social and Health Education to explore
risk. At Key Stage 2, pupils are asked to “recognise the diVerent risks in diVerent situations”. At Key Stage
3 pupils are asked to “recognise and manage risk and make safer choices”. To help improve the quality of
PSHE we funded the development of a PSHE certificate for teachers. We made up to 2,000 places available
for teachers this year and last year. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority has also made available a
package of guidance for teachers of PSHE. This will help teachers plan lessons, set learning objectives and
assess pupil progress. In 2000, we also issued Safety Education: Guidance for Schools which helps teachers to
explore generic knowledge and skills including risk assessment which they can transfer to diVerent contexts.

Work Experience Placements

33. When school pupils are placed with an employer for work experience, the receiving employer is mainly
responsible for managing pupils’ health and safety. Schools also have legal responsibilities to vet the
placement. The HSE encourages schools to have formal written agreements with employers. Schools must
ensure that pupils are prepared and briefed generally on health and safety at work; and that they understand
how to identify hazards and the kind of measures that can be put in place to reduce the risk of injury or
accident. DfES has produced guidance for schools and employers.

Workplace Visits

34. When organising workplace visits, schools retain the primary duty of care. However, the workplace
employer is also responsible for students when they are on their premises or site or in any other situation where
they have duties under health and safety legislation and codes of practice. The Educational Visits Co-
ordinator in the school should be involved in advising on the health and safety arrangements for workplace
visits.

Premises and School Security

35. We encourage schools to manage the risks of damage to premises, including by fire. We have consulted
on improving schools insurance and are considering the findings. We produced Can you see what they see? (a
video for schools on preventing intrusion), School Security: Dealing with Troublemakers (a booklet, with the
Home OYce), and Improving Security in Schools.

36. We set legal requirements for the safety of premises in all schools maintained by local education
authorities, in addition to the requirements on all employers to ensure that employees and others aVected by
their undertaking are reasonably safe. Since 2001, all building work in schools has been subject to approval
under the Building Regulations.
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37. We recently consulted on new draft guidance on fire safety in schools, Designing and Managing Against
the Risk of Fire in Schools, to be produced with the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister—who are currently
reviewing fire safety aspects of the Building Regulations, including those relating to schools. The guidance will
advise on property protection as well as on life safety issues, and promote the value of using risk assessments
for determining what fire alarm and detection systems measures to use, and whether or not to install sprinklers.
We expect to publish the guidance this summer.

Emergency Planning for Schools & Others

38. We have produced website guidance for schools when they draw up an emergency plan. We liaise regularly
with the Civil Contingencies Secretariat in Cabinet OYce (who gave oral evidence to the Inquiry) on
contingency planning against, for example, the risk of a “flu pandemic” and its eVect on DfES’s sectors.

Risk Management within DfES—An Overall View of How it Works

39. In line with HM Treasury and OGC risk management best practice, those people within DfES who deliver
and implement policy are responsible for managing the risks of failing to deliver—to time, quality or price. The
Department uses programme and project management (PPM) as the framework within which policy should be
delivered. The major areas of policy work in the Department are managed in programmes which focus on
delivery of the overall strategy and of PSA targets. Risk management is seen as an integral part of this
framework and people who are delivering policy must consider and manage the risks concerned. The
Department’s Centre of Excellence in PPM arranges training for managers and staV in PPM and risk
management, and provides consultancy advice for people running its delivery programmes and projects.

40. A focus on key risks to the Department as a whole is given by the Risk Committee, which includes Director
Generals across the Department. The Committee assesses the most diYcult risks to the Department in terms
of delivery, operation and reputation. These are reported to the Secretary of State by the Permanent Secretary
in the Departments’ Risk Register every quarter.

41. This system of risk management is subject to scrutiny by the Department’s Audit Committee, which is
chaired by one of the Board’s non-executive members (with a background in financial services) and which has
a majority of independent external members (such as a private sector finance director and a senior accountant
from the Audit Commission). The NAO also attend the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee provides
assurance that the approach to corporate risk management meets the standards that should be expected.

42. Day-to-day, quality assuring risk management is undertaken primarily by the Department’s Internal
Audit Service. Also, individual DfES-led ICT-enabled, procurement and acquisition programmes and
projects are subject to quality assurance using the OGC Gateway(tm) Review Process and/or independent
programme/project health-checks.

February 2006

Memorandum by the Department for Transport

Introduction

1. The management of risk is central to all activities of the Department for Transport (DfT). It is used to focus
internal management on priority areas, and in the governance of all projects and programmes. In this field,
one of the Department’s most important priorities is to protect the travelling public from the risk of
terrorist attack.

2. Rather than summarise all these activities, this memorandum focuses on the role of risk in improving
transport safety, which we understand from the Committee’s Clerk is where the Committee’s main interest
lies. The memorandum considers the relationship between public perceptions of risk and safety regulation,
outlines the main methods of transposing this relationship into objective criteria, and outlines where safety
regulatory responsibilities for the diVerent modes lie. It draws largely on examples in the area of road safety
to illustrate the principles.

Perception and Tolerability

3. The use of risk assessment techniques is an established, but continuously developing, tool in safety
assessment, management and regulation in all transport modes.

4. Absolute safety, completely free of risk, is impossible—there is inherent risk in moving people and
machines at speed. The objective of transport safety policy and regulation is to identify and understand risks,
and seek to reduce both their probability and their impact to the lowest practicable level.
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5. Defining what is acceptable requires a mix of subjective and objective considerations. Fundamentally, the
question is: what level of risk is tolerable? Safety can always be improved, but there comes a point at which
the cost, whether financial or in terms of convenience, becomes disproportionate. People value speed and are
prepared to tolerate risks to attain it. They are aware of the risks, but want to know that the compromise is
a reasonable one, and that the risks are ones that they are prepared to tolerate. Furthermore, national and
global economies are dependent on the eYcient movement of goods and people by road, rail, air and sea. Both
quality of life and prosperity require risks to be taken.

6. Levels and perceptions of risk can evolve over time. With technological advances, machines and systems
can be made safer at lower cost. For example, through development of their structure and shape, and by
devices such as safety belts and air-bags, modern cars protect both occupants and pedestrians in the event of
a collision far more eVectively than older models. Electronic control of brakes means that cars can stop in a
shorter distance and without the driver losing control, so that accidents are less likely. By such developments
both the impact and the probability of the risk of collisions is reduced, and people generally consider that the
extra cost is worthwhile. Thus public opinion continuously develops too, so that a risk that might once have
been tolerated no longer is.

7. When public opinion moves in this way, regulation may not be necessary, since, as in the cases of air-bags
and anti-skid brakes, the market responds: features which were once expensive optional extras for luxury cars
become mainstream as customers demand that they come as standard on mass market cars. Airlines frequently
apply standards higher than those set by regulators because of the risk to their business of a poor safety record.

8. Development in public opinion is clearly demonstrated by changes in attitudes to drink-driving. Evidence
of the eVect of alcohol on a person’s ability to drive, and controlled research into the eVects of diVerent levels
of alcohol on people’s actions, made it possible to set levels of alcohol in blood at which the relatively low risk
was considered to be tolerable. At the time, there was considerable resistance from many drivers to drink-
driving restrictions. The policy response therefore was not simply to regulate and enforce through
breathalysers and other testing methods, but also to tackle public opinion so that the risk of drink-driving
would be reduced by people choosing not to do it, regardless of potential legal sanction. This has been achieved
by publicity campaigns which aimed at raising awareness of the eVects of alcohol, so that attitudes and
behaviour changed. Analysis of the impact of adverts, and analysis of which sectors of the driving public posed
the greatest risk, enabled the campaign to evolve and to be targeted to gain maximum overall risk reduction.

9. Today, drink-driving is widely accepted as anti-social, and public debate centres on whether the maximum
permitted alcohol level should be reduced. There is considerable evidence of the eVects of lower levels to
inform any policy decision either to change or retain existing limits, but such a decision has to take account
of public tolerance of abstinence.

10. Similarly, evidence of the impact of diVerent speeds on the severity of road accidents is plentiful, and
informs decisions on speed limits and their enforcement. The Department has set road safety targets based on
this and other evidence and seeks to reduce the risks of excess speed by various means, including enforcement
by safety cameras. Public attitudes to safety cameras range from the outright hostile from some motorists and
sectors of the media to pressure for their wider use, particularly from local residents on busy roads or “rat-
runs”. Through the THINK! campaign, DfT is also using publicity to change attitudes to speed so that the
public perception of what is acceptable behaviour will also change.

11. Further information on the Government’s road safety policy and approach, including a more detailed
account of the use of publicity in the THINK! campaigns, and the ways in which the Department monitors
changes in public attitudes, is given in Annex A.

12. Public opinion is generally based on perceptions rather than the sophisticated techniques of safety experts.
But that does not mean that it has no validity. Many factors influence what people think. Research shows that
people and the media focus on rare, but generally more serious incidents which involve mass casualties, such
as a rail or air crash (or indeed a multiple motorway pile-up), but tend to underestimate the likelihood of
comparatively frequent and seemingly everyday risk, such as road accidents which produce over 3,000 deaths
a year in this country. This phenomenon has been studied, but still is not well understood. Various
explanations have been put forward, such as whether people feel in control. The diVerent perception is likely
to be connected with the much greater visual and emotional shock of a rare catastrophic event, as opposed to
a relatively common event such as a road crash in which casualties are usually limited. The media certainly
pay far more attention to rail and air accidents, which provide opportunities for photographic and TV
coverage. But even air near-misses and rail incidents (eg level-crossing incidents) in which there are no serious
injuries to passengers get considerable publicity. Thus people appear to be more prepared to accept the
generally higher risk posed by road travel over that of rail or air where the potentially greater severity of a
catastrophic incident gives rise to more concern despite the very low likelihood of such an incident occurring.
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Responsibilities for Transport Safety Regulation

13. Increasingly, transport safety standards are set at the international level. In aviation and shipping this has
been the case for some time because both modes are inherently global in their coverage. More recently, safety
standards for all transport modes in Europe have tended to be set at the EU level, in particular technical
standards for products sold on the internal market. While this takes away some national control, it generally
serves to improve overall standards, and by standardising equipment across the European market helps to
bring down the costs of improving safety. The approach of the DfT and other transport safety regulatory
bodies to international negotiations on safety is to promote best practice based on evidence, and the use of
risk assessment to identify priorities and lead to international rules which are appropriate and proportionate.

14. Statutory responsibilities for safety vary between modes. In very broad terms the Secretary of State for
Transport has responsibility for safety policy for roads and shipping (exercised through the central
Department and its agencies). He shares responsibilities for aviation with the Civil Aviation Authority. For
rail the Health and Safety Commission/Executive (HSC/E) are the sole safety regulator (this role is expected
to transfer to the OYce of Rail Regulation on 1 April 2006), while the Secretary of State is accountable to
Parliament and makes regulations on their advice. Annex C sets out the respective roles in more detail,
including the roles of local authorities and the devolved administrations in respect of roads.

15. DfT also houses the three accident investigation branches for rail, air and maritime transport. Their
separation from the regulators helps to ensure that any contribution that the regulatory system might have
made to an accident is subjected to independent scrutiny. They conduct no-blame investigations, which
reduces the risk that anyone fearing prosecution might decline to provide evidence which might help prevent
a repeat incident.

Risk Appraisal Techniques

16. The Department has direct involvement in assessing and managing road safety and (through the Maritime
and Coastguard Agency) maritime risks. The expertise in aviation rests with the Civil Aviation Authority and
in rail with the HSC/E. DiVerent techniques are appropriate in diVerent circumstances, depending on various
factors such as the potential for catastrophe, the likelihood of accidents occurring and the degree of hard,
quantitative evidence available. Three common methods are worthy of note.

ALARP—risk as low as reasonably practicable

17. The principle that risk should be managed to make it as low as reasonably practicable is central to the
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974, and is the basis for rail safety regulation. The principles are well
established and widely applied. Where risk levels are so low that they barely add to the background level of
risk to which everyone is exposed, and it is necessary only to maintain assurance that risk remains at that level,
then the general approach taken is that no detailed working is necessary to demonstrate ALARP; in most
instances, compliance with industry good practice represents compliance with the ALARP test. At the other
extreme, where risk levels are unacceptable, the risk cannot be justified save in extraordinary circumstances
and remedial action has to be taken regardless of cost, or the activity must be terminated. In the middle, which
is where most transport activity takes place, society tolerates risk in order to secure benefits, but the operator
must show that risks are controlled so that they are as low as reasonably practicable.

18. In the Great Britain rail industry, ALARP is demonstrated through safety cases. All duty holders
(broadly, rail operators and maintenance and renewal companies) have to have a safety case which sets out
their approach to managing risk in accordance with the ALARP principle, and all new investment proposals
similarly need a safety case to demonstrate how they will achieve ALARP. A safety case is generally supported
by cost benefit analysis. The duty holders undertake the safety cases in accordance with guidance issued by
the HSE.

CBA—cost-benefit analysis

19. Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a standard means of weighing up costs and benefits. All known costs and
benefits are included, with future costs and benefits discounted so that they can be compared fairly with current
costs and benefits. Non-financial costs and benefits are given financial values wherever possible. These vary
in robustness depending on the degree of evidence supporting them. Safety benefits are based on the number
of occurrences of incidents that a measure can be expected to prevent, and the statistical value of fatalities and
injuries avoided. There is always some uncertainty, and any safety appraisal is subject to the random nature
of events. Like all appraisal techniques, CBA informs decisions. Decision-takers need to understand the
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limitations of the appraisal’s robustness and to know what additional, non-monetised, costs and benefits
should be taken into account.

20. COBA is a cost-benefit analysis software package developed by the Department to use as part of the DfT’s
standard methodology for appraising highway schemes. COBA is used as part of the NATA process.

NATA—New Approach to Appraisal

21. NATA is the specific cost-benefit appraisal process employed by the Department. It is an integrated multi-
modal process which identifies the problems, devises the options and assesses which option is best overall. It
assesses the positive and negative impacts of all scheme proposals against the Government’s five objectives
for transport policy, namely environmental protection, sustainable economic activity and value for money,
improving safety, improving access to facilities for those without a car, and ensuring that all decisions are
taken in the context of the Government’s integrated transport policy.

22. NATA and the methodology for establishing valuations of the benefits of preventing road accidents and
casualties are explained in more detail in Annex B.

Conclusion

23. Generally, these techniques seek to quantify the safety benefit that a given measure will bring about.
Research enables the values used in them to reflect developing public attitudes to risk. The techniques
continuously evolve and develop to improve their accuracy. But it is not always possible to be precise or certain
about the degree of casualty reduction directly attributable to a specific intervention considered in isolation.
The use of publicity campaigns to change public behaviour is an example. In such cases changes in skills,
knowledge, awareness and understanding over time can be monitored and measured by social research. While
improvements in behaviour can thereby be shown, it is not possible to put definite values on the improvements
that can be attributed to specific publicity measures.

24. Despite their shortcomings, by providing a structured analysis of risks, and by quantifying costs and
benefits for diVerent ways of approaching a given problem on a comparable basis, these techniques give
decision-takers a robust basis for assessing the pros and cons of diVerent potential answers to that problem.

25. They also serve the valuable purpose of helping decision-takers to be confident that the regulatory process
is protecting the public without imposing disproportionate costs. This can be of particular value in cases where
the public response to a catastrophe can lead to pressure for over-regulation, or to calls for expenditure to be
made which could have a higher safety benefit elsewhere. Such pressure may also come from pressure groups
and/or the media. If regulators and ministers are to demonstrate why such measures would be counter-
productive, they need objective appraisal to provide the evidence, and to help to maintain the balance between
properly responding to public concern and resisting pressures for disproportionate measures.

January 2006

Annex A

THE GOVERNMENT’S ROAD SAFETY APPROACH

The Strategy

1. The Government’s road safety strategy—Tomorrow’s roads—safer for everyone (DfT 2000) set a
framework for improving road safety for the next 10 years based on an assessment of the scale of the problem,
likely future trends and the policy tools available to address them. These targets focus on reducing casualties
and are to achieve, by 2010 and compared with the average for 1994–98:

— a 40 per cent overall reduction in the number of people killed or seriously injured;

— a 50 per cent reduction in the number of children (aged 0–15 inclusive) killed or seriously injured; and

— a 10 per cent reduction in the rate of slight injuries measured per 100 million vehicle kilometres.

2. The development of the targets was based on an assessment of road safety performance over time, projected
trends and the identification of target areas/groups requiring remedial measures and the policy tools that could
be implemented eVectively, within the time scale, to achieve the reductions.
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3. In 2002 a further target was introduced, to secure a greater reduction in the overall number of road
casualties in disadvantaged communities than in other areas. The aim of this latter target was to reduce the
level of health inequalities between disadvantaged and better-oV (as measured by the index of multiple
deprivation) areas of the country in terms of their road safety record.

4. In 2004 the first three year review of the road safety strategy was published. In 2006–07 we are scheduled
to undertake the second three year review. This will assess how far we have gone to achieving the targets and
what remains to be done and identify key areas for action to deliver the targets.

5. To achieve the road safety targets while promoting healthy and sustainable modes of transport, evidence
suggests that it is necessary to take a range of complementary approaches, including: infrastructure and
environmental improvements, vehicle improvements, education of all road users, legislative changes and
eVective enforcement of the law. Not all such measures may have quantifiable casualty savings.

6. For many interventions the outcomes and impacts may be measured in terms of casualty reductions, eg
the impact of traYc calming on casualty numbers. In this way the safety benefits of certain approaches are
quantified and such estimates are used by, for example, local highway authorities in their allocation of funds.

7. DfT provides annually updated estimates the values for prevention of road casualties and road accidents
for use in the appraisal of road schemes. HEN1 (see Annex B).

8. There are some types of intervention where the objective is to improve road safety but where it is diYcult
to be precise or certain about the degree of casualty reduction directly attributable to the intervention
considered in isolation. In cases such as educational or publicity campaigns it is diYcult to directly attribute
casualty reductions to a specific intervention and therefore other measures, such as changes in skills,
knowledge, awareness and understanding may be used or more qualitative measures may be recorded.
However, educational and publicity campaigns play a vital role in securing beneficial changes in road user
behaviour, which have undoubtedly helped to reduce casualties.

9. In addition many road safety interventions have wider objectives and impacts. For example, in the
neighbourhood road safety initiative the road safety objectives include partnership working in areas of
deprivation targeted for urban renewal to improve the safety and quality of life in such communities.

10. In road safety we generally assess the evidence on the scale of the risk being faced by road users and then
make as certain as possible that any measures implemented will reduce overall risk without increasing the risk
for any sub-group. There are a number of examples:

— The recent four year report on the evaluation of the impact of the national safety camera programme
showed that vehicle speeds were down; accidents, casualties and deaths were down; there was a
positive cost benefit associated with the programme; and the public supported the use of safety
cameras for targeted enforcement.

— Alerting people to the risks on the road is done both by population-wide approaches and targeted
approaches. The latter includes educational/training interventions aimed at pre-drivers, novice
drivers and oVenders. For drivers in general, adverts such as that informing drivers of the risk of
killing a child pedestrian at 20, 30 and 40mph have the objective of informing drivers of the risks
other road users face.

— As a result of research on the risks of drivers and front car passengers being killed by unrestrained
rear seat passengers and evidence on car occupants attitudes to rear seat belt wearing, various hard-
hitting information and publicity campaigns have been produced. The outcome of such campaigns
and other enforcement eVorts is reflected in the relatively high seat belt wearing rates in the UK.

— In the area of medical- and health-related impairment, decisions are taken to allow people to drive
whom we know to present some potential risk, and the research is there to judge what level of risk
can be “tolerated”. Two research reports have been completed on this: “The Role of risk analysis in
the evaluation of fitness to drive” (Report no 40), and “Risk analysis and fitness to drive: an
evaluation of sensitivity analysis” ( Report No 41). Work is also underway on the risk of acute
vascular events and on seizures.

The THINK! Campaign—the Influence of the Media on Public Perceptions of Risk

11. Communication is one tool available to policy for dealing with public perceptions and clarifying
misunderstandings associated with risk. For the Department for Transport’s work in road safety, the THINK!
publicity campaign has been working in partnership with road safety enforcement since 2000 to tackle public
perceptions of risk and provide them with a more realistic appreciation of road risk specifically. The campaign
provides road users with simple steps they can take to reduce the risk of death and injury to themselves and
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others to help meet the DfT’s objectives of reducing the number of adult road deaths and serious injuries by
40 per cent, and child deaths and serious injuries by 50 per cent between 2000 and 2010.

12. Extensive market research is undertaken with stakeholders and the general public to inform the direction
of the THINK! campaign. Audience segmentation, tracking, opinion surveys and qualitative research have
helped to identify and measure key public attitudes towards risk across all road safety issues and help shape
and evaluate the communication strategy to challenge these attitudes. Communications activity is strategically
planned using a mix of channels including advertising, public relations and partnership marketing.

13. The campaign often raises people’s sense of risk, but only in combination with a clear call to action
involving a small behaviour change which is proven to reduce risk, hence problem and solution are presented
together. For example, the THINK! Drink Drive campaign discourages drivers from attempting to calculate
their safe alcohol limit. The Christmas campaign in 2005 made specific use of public relations within the
national and regional media, launching with interviews with the Secretary of State for Transport outside one
of the nation’s best loved public houses, the “Rover’s Return”. This activity resulted in coverage running
throughout the day of the launch on TV and Radio news programmes, seven national broadsheets and
tabloids plus well over 100 articles in regional papers.

14. Research shows that individuals and the media focus on and remember rare and severe examples of
catastrophe and tend to underestimate the likelihood of comparatively frequent and seemingly everyday risk,
which is why people often profess to being more worried about getting in a plane than a car. The THINK!
campaign works with the diVerent media channels to highlight the day to day risks involved in being on the
roads and the best ways in which to avoid them. For example, the THINK! Speed campaign provides a highly
visual example of the potentially fatal consequences of driving just a few miles over the limit in a 30 mph zone.
By using a paid-for media campaign to highlight this message to the public, there is a greater certainty that
the right message will reach the right audiences. Tracking results show that the speed considered acceptable
by drivers in a 30mph zone has dropped from an average response of 33.2mph in 2001 to 30.85mph in
February 2005.

Annex B

TRANSPORT INVESTMENT APPRAISAL AND THE VALUATION OF THE BENEFITS OF
PREVENTING ROAD ACCIDENTS

NATA—New Approach To Appraisal

1. NATA (New Approach To Appraisal) is the specific cost-benefit appraisal process that the Department
uses for identifying all the positive and negative impacts that a proposal transport investment may have.
Under NATA these impacts are considered in terms of whether they are beneficial or adverse in terms of the
government’s five objectives for transport policy. The five objectives are:

— Environment—to protect the built and natural environment.

— Safety—to improve safety.

— Economy—to support sustainable activity and get good value for money.

— Accessibility—to improve access to facilities for those without a car and to reduce severance.

— Integration—to ensure that all decisions are taken in the context of the Government’s integrated
transport policy.

NATA is the basis for:

— appraisal of multi-modal studies;

— appraisal of Highways Agency road schemes and Local Transport Plans major road and public
transport schemes;

— the appraisal criteria for major rail projects;

— the project appraisal framework for seaports; and

— the appraisal process employed during the development of the Government’s airports strategy.

2. Casualties diVer according to the severity of injuries sustained:

— Fatal.

— Serious injury.

— Slight injury.
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Accidents are classified according to the most seriously injured casualty.

3. Standard procedures exist for forecasting changes in the number of accidents and casualties and the accident
reduction benefits arising from changes to a road network. Accidents on rail are extremely rare.

4. For most road improvement schemes, accident forecasts can be generated using the methods and accident
rates contained in the COBA User Manual (DMRB Volume 13) and embodied in the COBA software. The
techniques used to measure the change in the number of accidents (with diVering degrees of severity) are based
on established parameters for the number of personal injury accidents (pia) per million vehicle-kms on
diVerent types of roads. As the number of vehicle-kms on the network changes resulting from the introduction
of an intervention, so the number of accidents will also alter.

5. The Department publishes default accident rates based on historical data for:

— Proportion of personal injury accidents that are of diVerent severities.

— Numbers of casualties of diVerent severities per pia.

— Numbers of damage only accidents per pia.

Accidents rates are declining over time, and this trend is assumed to continue.

6. Allowances are also made for damage to property, insurance administration, police time with an allowance
for damage only accidents. Accident rates vary by road type, speed limit and type of junction where applicable.

7. Application of the COBA methodology will provide estimates of the change in the numbers of road
accidents and of the monetised present value of accident reduction benefits. These values are reported in the
Appraisal Summary Table (AST), for all options whether they include road or public transport components
or combinations of the two. This will ensure consistent comparison of impacts between options.

8. The AST provides a one page summary of the main impacts of each option which enables decision makers
to balance the often conflicting impacts on the Government’s objectives and so helps them to make a
judgement as to the value for money of the option.

Valuation of the Benefits of Prevention of Road Accidents and Casualties

9. The Department estimates the values for prevention of road casualties and road accidents for use in the
appraisal of road schemes by both the Department and other highway authorities. The methodology is
described in Highways Economics Note no. 1 (HEN1), which is updated annually. The estimates do not
represent actual costs incurred as a result of road accidents but rather they are the cost-benefit values and
represent the benefits which would be obtained by the prevention of road accidents.

Casualties

10. The valuation of both fatal and non-fatal casualties is based on a consistent willingness to pay (WTP)
approach. This approach encompasses all aspects of the valuation of casualties; these are:

— Loss of output due to injury—calculated as the present value of the expected loss of earnings plus
any non-wage payments (NI contributions, etc) paid by the employer.

— Ambulance costs and the costs of hospital treatment.

— Human costs, based on WTP values, which represent pain, grief and suVering to the casualty,
relatives and friends, and, for fatal casualties, the intrinsic loss of enjoyment of life over and above
the consumption of goods and services.

11. Economists have attempted to identify the value of preventing a fatality through WTP surveys. These
surveys typically involve questions such as:

— Contingent valuations (CV): an example of this type of survey question would involve asking
respondents how much they would pay for a safety feature that would reduce their own annual risk
of fatality, from, eg 8 in 100,000 to 4 in 100,000, assuming that other’s safety is unaVected.

— Standard gambles (SG): an example could be asking respondents to indicate the probabilities they
would find acceptable if, after a road accident, they had the option to choose between a treatment
with an imperfect but certain outcome, and one that is uncertain, either bringing them back to
normal health or causing death.

From responses to such questions as these, the implied valuation that people put on preventing a fatality can
be calculated. It cannot be too highly stressed that this valuation is not intended to imply how much a person’s
life is worth. It is a statistical means of representing for appraisal purposes the value to be attributed to a small
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reduction in the risk that would result in the saving of a life of an unknown individual, and a best possible
attempt to mirror in the appraisal the risk of death, or injury, that people as a whole are prepared to take in
return for the benefit gained.

Accidents

12. The prevention of an injury accident is greater than the value of the corresponding casualty for two
reasons. The first is that an injury accident is classified according to the most severe casualty but will on
average involve more than one casualty, (in 2004 a fatal accident on average involved 1.08 fatalities, 0.37
serious casualties and 0.54 slight casualties). The second reason is that there are some costs which are part of
the valuation of an injury accident but which are not specific to casualties. These are costs of damage to
vehicles and property, the costs of police and the administrative costs of accident insurance.

13. HEN1 provides estimates of both casualty related costs and accident related costs broken down into the
various elements. The total value of prevention of an accident is the aggregate of both sets of values. The
estimates in HEN1 are also disaggregated by road type—built-up roads, non built-up roads and motorways,
and by daylight and hours of darkness. A built-up road is defined as roads, other than motorways, with speed
limits of 40mph or less, whilst non built-up roads are classed as roads, other than motorways, with speed limits
greater than 40mph.

14. In addition to values for the prevention of injury accidents, HEN1 also provides estimates for damage-
only accidents. Damage-only accidents are not comprehensively reported to the police and as such there is no
reliable information on their number. Instead HEN1 estimates the value of prevention of accidents, including
damage-only accidents, using an average accident value per injury accident. These values include an allowance
for damage-only accidents assuming an average of 17.7 damage-only accidents for every injury accident on
built-up roads, 7.8 on non built-up roads and 7.6 on motorways.

Annex C

Responsibilities for Transport Safety Regulation

Air

1. The Civil Aviation Act 1982 lays on the Secretary of State and the CAA complementary duties in relation
to the regulation of aviation safety. The Secretary of State for Transport is responsible for encouraging
measures for promoting safety in the use of civil aircraft; ensuring that international obligations are fulfilled;
issuing permits to foreign registered aircraft; and appointing inspectors to carry out air accident investigations.
The CAA’s responsibilities under the Act include advising the Secretary of State on all civil aviation safety
matters, and carrying out all related regulatory activities, including enforcing legislation on behalf of
Ministers. CAA implements standards that meet, and generally exceed, those set by the International Civil
Aviation Organisation and which to a large extent have been harmonised across Europe. In addition,
European legislation now sets common European aviation safety standards and a European Aviation Safety
Agency has been allocated a number of regulatory tasks, with an associated revision in the CAA’s
responsibilities.

2. It is for the CAA to identify potential threats and seek appropriate improvements, advising the Secretary
of State on any over-arching policy matters. This balance of duties has worked well and the UK air transport
industry has a good record with accidents kept low despite the rapid rise in traYc levels over the past two
decades. The CAA has used risk-based approaches to safety regulation for a considerable time.

Maritime

3. The Maritime and Coastguard Agency, which is an agency of the Department for Transport, is responsible
throughout the UK for implementing the Government’s maritime safety and marine environmental protection
policy. The Secretary of State for Transport is responsible for the policy framework in which the Agency
operates; for determining its strategic objectives; for allocating its resources; and for setting its annual
performance targets.

4. The MCA works to prevent the loss of lives at the coast and at sea, to ensure that ships are safe, and to
prevent coastal pollution. That includes co-ordinating search and rescue at sea and checking that UK ships,
and non-UK ships calling at UK ports, comply with international and domestic safety rules as appropriate.
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5. Significant financial and human resources are engaged in responding to accidents, mainly involving leisure
craft and fishing vessels. DfT and the MCA are working to shift that emphasis into identifying how best to
stop situations developing through targeted education, advice and other initiatives. Prevention is better than
cure. Merchant shipping is a global industry. Shipping safety and marine environmental regulations flow from
the United Nations (principally the International Maritime Organisation) and the European Union. Using
risk assessment to identify priorities, we work internationally to influence safety regulation so that it is
appropriate and proportionate. The Agency led the adoption of the IMO standard for judging maritime
transport safety, Formal Safety Assessment, implemented in 2002. The Agency adopts good central
government advice on appraisal, management of risk and value for money balance, and much of the Agency’s
work is risk based.

6. The MCA has established a robust statistical base to support its data gathering and analysis. This database
has helped MCA to understand the pattern of maritime deaths and injuries, which has led to the identification
of priority areas for prevention activity and for more eVective targeting of inspections of both UK-registered
ships (flag State inspections), and foreign vessels visiting our ports (port State inspections) within the context
of a regional port State inspection regime.

Rail

7. The Secretary of State for Transport is accountable to Parliament for safety on the railways. He is
responsible for making any rail safety regulations, acting on the advice of the Health & Safety Commission
& Executive (HSC/E), who are the safety regulator and enforcement body for the railway.

8. Powers in the Railways Act 2005 allow for the transfer of HSC/E’s railway responsibilities to the OYce of
Rail Regulation (ORR), to create a single economic and safety regulator for the rail industry. HSE’s existing
railways staV will transfer to ORR. The Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974 will remain as the statutory
basis. The transfer is expected to take place on 1 April 2006.

The Channel Tunnel

9. The Channel Tunnel is subject to binational UK-French safety regulation through the Intergovernmental
Commission and the Channel Tunnel Safety Authority established under the Treaty of Canterbury. DfT
provides the head of the UK delegation to the Intergovernmental Commission, while HSE (ORR after the
transfer of rail safety responsibilities in April) provides the head and most of the members of the UK
delegation to the Safety Authority.

Road

10. The Secretary of State for Transport has overall statutory responsibility for road safety. The Department,
with the Highways Agency, sets standards for highway construction, while individual highway authorities are
responsible for implementing measures in support of road safety on their networks.

11. There is a well developed system for ensuring that new road vehicles are designed and constructed to the
latest safety (and environmental) standards. The safety standards to which vehicles must comply are mostly
set at European level, although there is an increasing trend to establish standards at global level through the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).

12. For many years the Department has recognised the value of taking a leading role in both fora to help
secure UK policy objectives for safer vehicles to reduce the risk of accidents and the risk of injury to road users.
Our ability to influence is firmly based on the quality of the evidence we use to support our policy objectives.
The department can draw upon a strong evidence base from investigating accidents—both at the scene (which
helps identify contributory factors) and from post-crash analysis of injuries and consequences (which provides
an understanding of injury patterns) over many years.

13. A number of other organisations are involved in delivering road safety:

— Local authorities are our principal partners. Around 90 per cent of all casualties occur on local roads.
The Highways Agency manages the strategic road network in England, though not in Scotland,
Wales or Northern Ireland where this matter is devolved.

— The Police are responsible for enforcement of road traYc law, and collecting accident statistics, and
in England and Wales the Home OYce are their “parent” department and set overall police
priorities.

— The Driving Standards Agency administers the driving test and the register of approved driving
instructors.
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— The Vehicle Operator Services Agency operates the MoT test, licences heavy goods vehicle
operators, and carries out related enforcement activity.

Accident investigation

14. On the roads, the primary responsibility for investigating accidents rests with the police. Because of the
large number of road accidents, the number of new lessons of greater applicability that might be learnt from
any individual crash is limited. There is considerable data from the Department’s on-going programmes of
accident investigation about the ways in which infrastructure, vehicles and human behaviour both contribute
to and respond to accidents. Our ability to draw meaningful conclusions is considerably enhanced by the large
number of accidents investigated over many years.

15. Since serious accidents are rare for the other modes, it is important that the best possible evidence be
gathered from each one in order to improve understanding of the factors which contribute to accidents, and
to learn lessons which could reduce risks in the future. These modes have separate accident investigation
organisations. While formally part of the Department for Transport, the Maritime Accident Investigation
Branch, Air Accident Investigation Branch and the Rail Accident Investigation Branch operate
independently. Their existence as organisations separate from the safety regulators is itself a risk management
strategy. They undertake “no blame” investigations. This reduces the risk that anyone fearing prosecution
might decline to provide evidence which might help to prevent a repeat incident. It also gives a degree of
assurance that any failures in the regulatory system that might have contributed to an incident are subjected
to independent scrutiny. The three organisations work together through the Board of Transport Accident
Investigators to identify best practice, explore synergies and improve eYciency.

Memorandum by the Foods Standards Agency

Executive Summary

The status and powers given to the Food Standards Agency (FSA) in our founding legislation have been
critical in enabling us to develop an open and transparent approach to the assessment, management and
communication of risk. We believe this approach has helped us to achieve significant successes in the
management of public health risks related to food and drink, which is our first priority. It has also generated
consumer confidence in food and the way in which it is regulated and thereby contributed to market stability.

Our role as regulator is to set the regulatory framework. Food businesses are responsible for ensuring they do
not sell unsafe food; we should intervene only where the benefits of doing so justify action.

Our practical experience has led us to adopt an integrated model of risk assessment, management and
communication where two-way communication with stakeholders takes place throughout the policy process.
Our experience has also demonstrated that in our field it is rarely, if ever, possible to adopt a formulaic
approach to handling risk. We aim to blend expert advice (with all the limits of uncertainty) with participatory
decision-making, in order to reach a judgement on what action, if any, should be taken in each case.

Key lessons we have learned about handling risks include:

— the importance of risk assessment being conducted by independent scientists without vested
interests, and the value of answering questions about risk that are framed with due regard to society’s
concerns;

— the need to acknowledge uncertainty—saying what we know, what we don’t know, and what we are
doing about it—whilst taking proportionate and precautionary action;

— the need for risk management to incorporate knowledge of the attitudes and risk appetites of
stakeholders, the costs and benefits of diVerent options, practical delivery and enforcement, and
feedback about eVectiveness in order that better decisions are taken; and

— where there are meaningful choices to be made, the importance of giving people information on
which they can make their own judgements about handling of risk, communicating clearly what a
complex technical risk means in terms of practical action.
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Introduction

The role of the Food Standards Agency

I. The statutory objective of the Food Standards Agency (FSA) is to protect the health of the public and the
other interests of consumers in relation to food and drink.14 The FSA was set up in April 2000 against a
background of loss of public confidence in the regulatory system for food safety and standards. This loss of
confidence was attributed, at least in part, to public suspicion that critical decisions about food safety were
taken behind closed doors and that less weight was given in these decisions to protecting consumers than to
protecting the interests of the food industry. The result of this loss of confidence was a proliferation of “food
scares” that not only further damaged consumer confidence, but also led to market instability and threatened
the interests of the food industry itself.

II. For this reason, the FSA was deliberately set up as a separate Government department, at arm’s length
from the political process (although accountable to the Westminster Parliament and to devolved equivalents
through health Ministers) and with a clear objective. The independence of the FSA is given eVect both by its
formal status as a non-Ministerial UK Government Department, led by a Board appointed by UK Ministers
to act in the public interest, and by its powers to publish information and advice. These powers to publish
extend to the FSA’s advice to Ministers,15 ensuring our advice is free from political influence. The FSA’s
powers to publish are coupled with a duty to ensure that consumers are kept informed and advised about
matters that significantly aVect their capacity to make informed decisions about food.16

III. Our formal status and powers have enabled us to develop an open and transparent approach to the
assessment, management and communication of risk. Our new Strategic Plan17 makes it clear that although
our first priority must continue to be food safety, diet-related diseases cause far more illness and premature
deaths and so we will play our part in dealing with the very real risks posed by poor nutrition. We have
achieved notable successes through this approach:

— figures from the Health Protection Agency show we have secured an 18.7 per cent reduction in
foodborne illness between 2000 and 2004, on track to meet our target of a 20 per cent reduction by
2006; and

— an increasing consumer awareness of dietary health with, for example, the proportion of consumers
saying they usually look for information on salt content of food labels increasing from 22 per cent
in 2000 to 53 per cent in 2005 (see Annex 5)

IV. Consumer confidence has also increased, and this success is welcomed by industry. Market stability and
investor confidence are enhanced by good regulatory systems that consumers trust and that assure consumer
protection through consistent application of national (and international) standards. Decisions on handling
risk in the UK have the potential to have significant economic repercussions, given the globalisation of the
food supply; the UK food industry itself has recognised that the FSA’s open and evidence-based approach
has done much to reduce unnecessary food scares.

V. Our role as regulator is to set the regulatory framework; food businesses are responsible for ensuring they
do not sell unsafe food. We see as the ideal, a balanced and eVective market where businesses manage
eVectively the food safety hazards within their products, processes and premises; empowered consumers have
the information they need to make choices; and the regulator intervenes only where the benefits of doing so
justify action—for example to counter food fraud and the risks it poses to public health, to consumer
confidence, and to the economic wellbeing of honest businesses.

VI. There is a range of benefits that we take into account when deciding whether action is justified. We
consider the potential for improvements to public health; potential savings to the public purse; other benefits
to consumers such as improved consumer choice; and potential benefits to industry and other stakeholders,
such as improved consumer confidence in food and the way it is regulated.

Key points in handling risks related to food

VII. As Lord Philips said in his report on the BSE Inquiry, “the Government does not set out to achieve zero
risk, but to reduce risk to a level which should be acceptable to the reasonable consumer”.18 The FSA’s
practical experience demonstrates that it is rarely, if ever, possible to take a formulaic approach to dealing with
the risks faced by society, not least because all risks are not equally acceptable to consumers or to the public.

14 Section 1(2), Food Standards Act 1999.
15 Section 19, Food Standards Act 1999.
16 Section 7(2), Food Standards Act 1999.
17 Chapter 2, Strategic Plan 2005–10: Putting Consumers First. Food Standards Agency (2005).
18 Paragraph 1293. Volume 14, Responsibility for Human and Animal Health. The BSE Inquiry (2000).
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VIII. We do not believe that risk assessment, management and communication can or should be separate,
sequential activities. Our open and transparent approach has moved us away from the sequential model of
“assess, decide, tell” towards a more integrated model that has engagement with the public and with other
stakeholders at its core. We therefore undertake risk communication throughout the policy process. The
overarching test for us is to blend expert advice (with all the limitations of uncertainty) with participatory
decision-making and, in doing so, reach a judgement on what action, if any, should be taken in each case.

IX. Risk assessment, management and communication each has its own challenges:

— In order to withstand external scrutiny, the assessment of risk in relation to food is undertaken by
independent scientists free from the influence of vested interests. However, scientific risk assessment
does not exist in vacuo. The framing of questions at the beginning of the process needs to be sensitive
to the questions about the risks that society would want to ask (lay membership of scientific
committees has been key in this regard). The results of risk assessment should be open to scrutiny
and challenge, to ensure that divergent scientific views can be heard and assessed.

— Scientific risk assessment cannot “prove” safety, but is the starting point for our judgements on risk
management. EVective risk management also requires knowledge of legal, technical and practical
considerations, the attitudes and risk appetites of consumers and other stakeholders, the costs and
benefits of diVerent options, and the practicalities of delivery and enforcement. Reviewing the
eVectiveness of our decisions and their implementation benefits our performance as managers of risk.
We aim to be consistent and proportionate, and base our recommendations and actions on the
balance of risks and benefits to everyone concerned but, in line with the Food Standards Act 1999,
we will always attach the greatest weight to protecting the interests of consumers.

— Our practical experience shows that public trust and confidence are built through being open about
risks and uncertainty: saying what we know, what we don’t know and what we are doing about it;
and oVering considered advice in non-technical language.

Responses to Questions Posed by the Committee

We have structured the main part of this written evidence around the questions posed by the Committee in its
call for evidence.

1. (A) By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined and,
where appropriate, incorporated into public policy?

(B) What is the scope for other methods of public consultation, in order to determine public attitudes to risk?

1.1 The FSA uses a range of methods to allow us to keep step with the views of the public. We commission
annual surveys of Consumer Attitudes to Food surveys and Quarterly Tracker reports; these have enabled us
to build up a picture of how opinions are changing. Over the last five years, there has been a trend towards
healthier eating and an increase in demand for reliable and practical information on all aspects of nutrition,
food and health. People are now more concerned than previously about levels of salt, fat and sugar in food
and the accuracy of food labels, and less worried than previously about food safety issues like BSE.

1.2 The population is not homogeneous. EVective handling of risks requires an understanding of the diVerent
attitudes and appetites for risk of diVerent citizens and groups of citizens—whether as consumers, parents,
employees or employers. It also requires consideration of the best way to communicate complex messages to
diverse audiences.

1.3 For eVective policy development, it is still important for us to undertake formal consultation exercises and
to maintain open channels of communication with key representative groups from the consumer, enforcement
and business communities. However, we have supplemented these traditional mechanisms with a range of
other means of engagement, including regular stakeholder fora chaired by the Chief Executive, and open
meetings on a range of policy issues.

1.4 The FSA has also used a range of deliberative methods to assess attitudes and appetites for risk in relation
to diVerent policy issues, including e-approaches, citizens’ jury and work with those organisations through
which we can access the views of citizens whose voices are less often heard. We encouraged wide discussion
of the issues relating to the promotion of foods to children through, for example, a dedicated interactive area
on the FSA website, through which individuals could submit their views on a range of proposed policy options,
and organising a webcast public debate “Defusing the Diet Timebomb”.
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1.5 We commission research using qualitative methods to determine attitudes to risks when specific issues
emerge. For example, we convened focus groups to understand the attitudes and responses of parents to
findings that semicarbazide, a potential carcinogen, was present in the seals of baby food jars. This qualitative
research also informed our risk communication strategy (see Annex 1).

2. Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical
to use non-monetary measures of well-being?

2.1 Monetary valuation raises methodological, philosophical and ethical issues, particularly when dealing
with risk to human life. There are three valuation approaches that are most commonly used when there is no
market price.19 The greater the uncertainty about the risk, the more diYcult it can be to attach meaningful
monetary values to diVerent risk management options. But every decision to act (or not to act) carries with it
an implicit lower (or upper) value on human life. Monetary valuation and use of cost-benefit analysis provide
a transparent aid to help decision making but they do not remove the need for judgement and they are not the
only tools available.

2.2 We do have some experience of facilitating public discussions about the value of life implied by diVerent
risk management options related to food policy (see Annex 2), and this leads us to believe that in the right
circumstances the public is willing to engage in such discussions. However, we believe that such discussions
are only likely to be successful if they are conducted openly and transparently in circumstances where the
public can see that those facilitating the debate do not have a vested interest in any particular outcome. As the
Prime Minister said in his foreword to the Strategy Unit’s 2002 report on handling risk,20 “Bodies like the
Food Standards Agency. . . have shown that more open processes, based on evidence, are more eVective at
handling risks and winning public confidence than secrecy”.

2.3 The FSA is currently undertaking exploratory work to update estimates of the cost of foodborne illness
to include the cost of pain, grief and suVering, and to provide a means of evaluating in these terms the
eVectiveness of diVerent approaches to further reduce foodborne disease. If this work leads to possible new
methodologies, we will consult widely on both the methodologies and their possible application.

3. Is it possible to identify fundamental principles that should be applied across the public sector, and are the same
principles equally applicable to the private sector?

3.1 Yes. On the basis of our experience over the past six years, we would identify the following principles as
important to eVective risk management and communication:

— Risk assessment should be evidence-based and undertaken by independent experts.

— Assessing and managing risks to the public should be an open process, with two-way
communication, and where policy makers are honest about uncertainty (see Annexes 2 and 3).

— Assess the intended and unintended consequences of decisions before they are made. Developing a
risk management strategy requires a good understanding of the environment in which the measures
are to be applied, otherwise there is a risk that interventions may be impractical or create
unacceptable, unrelated risks as a consequence. For example, when we learnt of semicarbazide
contamination in baby food jars, we issued advice to parents on feeding their babies, to minimise the
risks of microbiological contamination of foods prepared at home, in the event that parents would
chose to avoid manufactured baby food (see Annex 1).

— Open discussion—with those who may be aVected—of the potential risks and the options for
handling them both enables better risk management decisions to be taken (because it makes it easier
to assess the potential consequences before final decisions are made) and increases the prospects of
risk communication being eVective (because stakeholder concerns can be identified earlier and
addressed where possible).

— Treat adults as adults. Where there are meaningful choices to be made, we give people information
on which they can make their own judgements about handling of risk. During the Foot and Mouth
epidemic, we issued precautionary advice on food produced near Foot and Mouth Pyres, whilst
taking prompt action to collect the scientific evidence to determine whether predicted levels of
dioxins in these food occurred in practice (see Annex 3). We recommended that a UK objective in

19 The alternatives are (a) looking at the directly measurable costs associated with the issue, (b) using a “willingness to pay” (WTP)
approach or other quasi-market method to assess the value that individuals or society places on reducing risk, and (c) using Quality
Adjusted Life Years (QALY) or Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY) which are essentially cost-eVecitveness approaches to health
interventions. Each approach has strengths and weaknesses. These are discussed in HM Treasury guidance Appraisal and Evaluation
in Central Government (the Green Book), Management of Risk—Principles and Concepts (the Orange Book) and Managing Risks to the
Public: appraisal guidance.

20 Risk: Improving Government’s Capability to Handle Risk and Uncertainty. Strategy Unit, Cabinet OYce (2002).
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future EU negotiations should be to ensure that single dose dietary supplements that exceeded
national or EU limits should be allowed to be sold at the discretion of the Member State, provided
they carried additional advice on the possible side eVects of high doses—this approach recognises
that taking dietary supplements is a matter of personal choice.

— Be open about what action is being taken and why. In the case of Sudan I (see Annex 4), we published
the details of aVected food products, reminding food businesses of their responsibilities for ensuring
they do not sell unsafe products and for removing aVected products from the supply. Action was
taken both because there was a potential, albeit very small, risk to public health and also because the
food was adulterated and consumers had the right to know—and the right to choose to throw away
or return the food if they wished.

— Get the right information and advice to the right people. We try to communicate clearly what a
complex technical risk means in terms of practical action. For example, the advice we gave to
pregnant women on caVeine intake used real examples and everyday foods to illustrate our advice;
when high levels of arsenic were found in hijiki seaweed, we disseminated information through the
Japanese restaurant trade and the Japanese Residents Association, which publishes a newsletter read
by the majority of the Japanese community in the UK.

4. How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments?

4.1 Where public perceptions and expert assessments diverge, we need to understand why.

— Sometimes public awareness of significant risks is low—the public cannot make informed choices if
they are not aware of the risks presented by diVerent options. There may then be a need to raise
public awareness and provide consumers with the tools and knowledge to take decisions about risk
for themselves. For example, the FSA salt campaign (see Annex 5) aimed to raise awareness of the
documented risks from too much salt. The campaign website includes information on salt levels
commonly found in processed foods with advice on how to check the labels.

— Sometimes the questions the public asks are diVerent to the questions the experts are answering. Our
experience suggests that public trust can be undermined if the experts avoid addressing the questions
that concern the public, and only consider the questions they want to answer. For example, the FSA
contribution to the Government’s GM Dialogue included independent assessments of consumer
opinions21 and indicated that although there was still some suspicion and concern surrounding the
safety of GM food, the potential impact of GM crops on the environment was the main area of
consumer concern about GM food.

— Sometimes there are real divergences between public perception of risk and expert assessment of the
risk. In such cases our judgements about risk handling need to take into account both the level of
risk and the public’s views on whether they want to take it.

— Sometimes, where risks are chronic and very uncertain, the expert assessment may not provide a clear
basis on which the public might take decisions. In such cases, we engage with a broad range of
stakeholders to enable us to take into account the range of opinions on likely risks and extent to
which diVerent interventions reduce both the median risk and the bounds of uncertainty. Wherever
practicable, and particularly if the possible risk or level of uncertainty is high, we will commission
research or other investigations to reduce the level of uncertainty and facilitate better regulatory
decision-making

5. How should policy deal with risks that are unknown or poorly understood, such as those associated with new
technologies?

Dealing with unknown or poorly understood risks

5.1 We sometimes have to deal with food-related risks that are unknown or poorly understood, yet have the
potential to cause serious damage to public health (see Annex 3 for an example). Our approach is to be open
about what we know and what we don’t know, and act quickly to implement appropriate measures to reduce
associated health risks. In doing so, we are aware of the need to avoid using the absence of certainty, on one
hand as a reason for delaying proportionate action, and on the other hand as an excuse for taking action other
than that needed to protect the public. If any new evidence emerged, we would then review our risk
management approach and change our advice or intervention if this were justified.

21 http://www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/gm rep.pdf
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5.2 Our handling of the possible risk of BSE in sheep provides an example. For example, in spite of all its
uncertainties, BSE risk from cattle is well characterised when compared to the possible risk of BSE in sheep.
BSE has never been found in the sheep flock but it could be there,22 but masked by the presence of scrapie.
We have been open about this. We have not advised against the consumption of sheep meat, but will continue
to recommend precautionary and proportionate measures to protect the public against the possible risk of
BSE in sheep. We have also been clear on the measures we are taking to reduce the uncertainty.

5.3 More often, there are food-related risks where we have a good measure of understanding of some, or
many, of the contributing factors and can therefore make confident statements about what we do know. The
realisation of a risk is often contingent on a number of circumstances, each of which is unlikely. In such cases,
we can say that a risk, if it exists at all, is likely to be very low.

Dealing with risks associated with new technologies

5.4 We are developing our horizon scanning capacity to help provide early indications of impactful trends and
issues. But we will never be able to foresee all emerging risks. For example, before Sudan I was first detected in
spices in 2003, there was a widespread and general awareness that globalisation of the food supply posed new
risks, but the implications of this specific risk were not identified.

6. How should policy balance the health and safety interests of the current population against those of future
generations?

6.1 The FSA’s objective is to protect the interests of consumers in relation to food, both now and in the future.
We therefore take the health of future generations seriously when deciding where to put our resources. Our
Strategic Plan for the next five years23 makes clear our objective to influence the eating habits of the next
generation and sets out how we will do this, for example by working in partnership to strengthen the “healthy
eating” part of the curriculum and improve what children eat at school, and by securing changes to the way
food is promoted to children.

6.2 We also take seriously the need to consider long-term impacts when developing policy, and the FSA is
developing guidance for staV to this end. This will necessarily mean that the balance between the interests of
current and future generations is highlighted. Ultimately a judgement would be needed about whether or not
to proceed, but the advantages of a robust sustainability assessment are that any trade-oVs are made
transparent. However, we recognise that the solutions to the majority of sustainable development challenges
may not be in the gift of any one part of government (or even any one nation). Our scope for influence may
sometimes be limited to drawing attention to the need for action.

7. Are there any particular or unusual problems arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks?

7.1 Yes. For example, cancer has a high dread factor and some forms of cancer are multi-factorial diseases
to which constituents of food (both contaminants and naturally occurring) may contribute in some
circumstances. Accordingly, there are particular challenges for us in sensitive and proportionate risk
communication. In general, risks that are involuntary, unknown, lead to dread, or aVect children and the
vulnerable are perceived to be large and/or unacceptable.

7.2 Benefit is an important part of the equation of public perception of risk, and so risks that are unknown
and potentially catastrophic and have no identified benefit are likely to rouse significant public concern.

30 January 2006

Annex 1

SEMICARBAZIDE

1. The presence of semicarbazide in foods such as chicken and shrimps is used as an indicator of the illegal
use of nitrofurazone, a banned veterinary drug. In July 2003 the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
received reports that semicarbazide had been found unexpectedly in jars of food, including baby food. Further
investigation revealed that a compound used to form the seals of food jar lids also led to the formation of
semicarbazide. Information on the toxicity of semicarbazide was at that time limited; work was urgently put
in hand to obtain more information on the risks posed by semicarbazide and to investigate alternative
chemicals for use in forming the seals of food jar lids. However, immediately banning the use of these jar seals

22 Laboratory research has shown that sheep can be artificially infected with BSE, and there is a recent report of natural transmission of
BSE between infected and uninfected sheep in an experimental facility.

23 Chapter 4, Strategic Plan 2005–10: Putting Consumers First. Food Standards Agency (2005).
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would have brought with it the risk that alternative, untested sealing systems would fail resulting in potentially
life threatening bacteria contaminating jars of food during storage.

2. EFSA published advice in October 2003 that the risk from the presence of semicarbazide was very small.
Nevertheless there was a concern that parents, alarmed by reports of these findings, would seek alternative
sources of food for their babies. The FSA provided information about both semicarbazide, and about suitable
alternative food for babies. We provided tips on preparing nutritious food for babies in a way that minimised
the potential for microbiological contamination, in order to mitigate the possible unintended consequence of
parents preparing food for their babies themselves for the first time.

3. Our risk communications on this issue were informed both by the science and by pre-announcement
qualitative research to gauge possible consumer responses, attitudes and behaviour. This helped us to get
across appropriate advice and information on an emotive issue for parents. Honesty and clarity, even about
uncertainty, were important to gain trust, as was a clear statement on action being taken to address the issue.
We made clear that the FSA was not advising parents to use alternative foods, but gave advice to parents who
might prefer to use alternative foods. Our advice was given on our website, and supplemented a press release
and broadcast interviews.

4. The eVectiveness of this risk communication was then tested with further consumer research to gauge
people’s reactions to the issue following media reporting of the EFSA announcement and our statements. This
suggested that the story had been worrying, but that it was not going to have major lasting impact on people
or behaviour in most cases. Most felt that on balance it is better to be open about a potential problem so that
people could make an informed decision, rather than have it kept quiet.

5. Subsequently, EFSA has concluded that new information about semicarbazide shows it is not a concern
for human health at the levels found in food.

Annex 2

REVIEW OF THE OVER THIRTY MONTHS (OTM) RULE

1. The FSA’s review of the over thirty months (OTM) rule provides a good example of developing a
proportionate approach to risk management. The rule excluded cattle aged over 30 months from the food
supply and was put in place in 1996 as a component of the BSE controls to protect people from vCJD.

2. In September 2005 the Government decided, on the basis of advice from the FSA, to switch to the
European-wide system of testing cattle over the age of 30 months for BSE. The OTM review provides the
unusual example of the FSA advising a change which would lead to very small increase in risk. The key
judgement in framing the FSA advice was whether continued spending on the OTM controls was worth the
slightly higher level of protection achieved. Maintaining the OTM rule would have placed a value on the cost
of preventing a fatality of between £2.4 billion (based on the best estimate of additional risk) or £480 million
(based on the realistic worst case of additional risk).

3. We began the review with an open public meeting, following which we established a Core Stakeholder
Group (with representatives of diVerent industry sectors, enforcers and consumers), supported by an expert
risk assessment group which brought together the best national and international expertise on BSE.

— The risk assessment group provided scientific advice on the risks to consumers posed by OTM cattle
under various options for replacing the rule by BSE testing.

— The Core Stakeholder Group considered the costs and benefits of those options in both human
health and monetary terms,24 taking account of the legal and practical implications.

4. The review of OTM rule addressed both considerable scientific complexity (and uncertainty) and “diYcult”
issues such as the cost of the risk management measures per life saved with OTM in place. As the absolute
risks of the diVerent risk management options could not be measured, the risk assessment was based on
estimation of the relative risks of the diVerent approaches and the outcome of disease modelling research
commissioned by the FSA. The process brought together scientific risk assessment with stakeholder
engagement so that all interested parties could see the assumptions and uncertainties that went into the
assessment, and challenge both the experts and each others’ views. It demonstrated that transparency in
process and independence from vested interests is required for public confidence in scientific assessment of
risk, and allowed the FSA to engage with stakeholders on the monetary value of life implied by diVerent risk
management options.

24 For further details see the OTM Rule Review: Core Stakeholder Group Report, March 2003; paragraphs 44–46. Appendix 6 of the
report provides a note on the valuation of human life in economic appraisal.
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Annex 3

DIOXINS AND FOOT AND MOUTH PYRES

1. During the 2001 Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak, burning carcasses on pyres posed a potential health
risk of increasing the concentration of dioxins in the food chain. A formal risk assessment, based on the best
science available on factors such as pyre combustion, atmospheric dispersion and food chain modelling,
indicated that it was very unlikely that levels of dioxins would pose any risk to public health. However, the
uncertainties in the estimates of the risk were very large. The FSA decided to commission a programme of
monitoring levels of dioxins, in food produced in the vicinity of pyres, to better assess the risk. Since any
dioxins would only be apparent in aVected food after some time,25 and given the levels of risk and uncertainty
in this case, we issued precautionary advice to farmers with animals on land within 2km of a pyre. The advice
explained the risk assessment and the proposed monitoring programme, and suggested that people who
consumed whole milk and whole milk products only from animals within 2km of pyres may wish to vary their
diet to include milk and milk products from other sources. Reaction to this advice was generally very positive:

“We warmly welcome the FSA’s warning. There’s a very sensible application of the precautionary
principle… we think they’ve done exactly the right thing in emphasising that there is a very small risk
and then telling the people who are most likely to be exposed to that small risk what the situation
is, so that they can make up their own minds.” Charles Secrett, Director, Friends of the Earth, 25
May 2001.

“The risks are so incalculably small that the FSA could easily have sat on the information and said
nothing…. Instead, it has played the whole thing beautifully… In short, it has treated the British
adults as adults. It has also behaved with utmost responsibility on its own account and remit…
Would that there were more public bodies like that.” The Press and Journal (Aberdeen), 26 May
2001.

2. When the subsequent tests from the monitored milk concluded there was no increased risk of dioxins from
pyres, we lifted our precautionary advice.

Annex 4

SUDAN I

1. Sudan I is a red dye that is used for colouring solvents, oils, waxes, petrol, and shoe and floor polishes. Its
presence in food is illegal. Chilli powder adulterated with Sudan I, originating from India, was first identified
in 2003.

2. Despite its presence in food being illegal, Sudan I has nevertheless been found in a number of products
owing to the use of adulterated spices, therefore the FSA conducted a risk assessment. The Chairmen of the
Committees on Toxicity, Carcinogenicity and Mutagenicity advised that it is prudent to assume that Sudan
I is a genotoxic carcinogen and that dietary exposure should therefore be as low as reasonably practicable.
The FSA therefore advised consumers that whilst there was no risk of immediate illness from eating food
containing Sudan I, it could contribute to an increased risk of cancer—at the levels present, the risk was likely
to be very small although it cannot be quantified. Consumers should not therefore be exposed to it
unnecessarily.

3. The FSA first wrote in 2003 to manufacturers who use chilli powder or chilli products as part of the
ingredients in their products, asking them to ensure that if the chilli was imported from India it had not been
adulterated with Sudan I. Relevant trade associations, such as the Seasonings and Spices Association, the
Food and Drinks Federation and the British Retail Consortium, have been reminded over the last two years
that that their members should check ingredients imported from outside the EU to ensure that they are fit for
purpose.

4. In July 2003 the first European Commission Decision came into force requiring cargoes of dried and
crushed or ground chilli coming into any EU Member State to be accompanied by a certificate showing they
have been tested and found to be free of Sudan I. Any consignment that does not have a certificate is detained
for sampling and analysis. All consignments found to contain Sudan I are destroyed.

25 It would have been a period of weeks before dioxins deposited on grazing land would have been consumed and subsequently
accumulated in the fat of the cattle and finally excreted in their milk.
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5. Currently, there is no agreed EU-wide risk management approach to be used when products are identified
as being adulterated with Sudan I. However, food businesses must comply with the responsibilities set out in
law to ensure the safety of their food products (Regulation (EC) No 178/2002). In the light of the risk
assessment (see above), the FSA has reminded businesses of their responsibility to withdraw contaminated
products from the market and to inform consumers. Since 2003, the FSA has provided information about
Sudan I on its website and communicated information via the media (press, national television, national and
local radio). The information provided contained details of aVected products so that consumers were able to
avoid these.

Annex 5

SALT

1. As a public protection body, we recognise that the risks posed by poor nutrition are just as real—if not
more so, in terms of the costs to society—as those posed by chemical, radiological and microbiological
contamination.

2. The UK population eats too much salt. The current average daily salt intake for UK adults is 9g,26 with
expert advice being that the population as a whole would benefit from reducing their salt intake to 6g a day.27

About 75 per cent of salt consumed is from processed foods, 10–15 per cent is added by consumers and 10–15
per cent is naturally present in food. Eating too much salt is a significant risk factor in developing high blood
pressure and cardiovascular disease (the main components of which are coronary heart disease (CHD) and
stroke). High blood pressure contributes to over 170,000 deaths per year in England alone. CHD is estimated
to have cost the NHS £7.91 billion in 2003 and stroke £1.655 billion in 1999.

3. Our salt campaign aims to raise awareness of the documented risks from too much salt. The campaign
website includes information on salt levels commonly found in processed foods and gives people advice on
how to check the labels.

4. Consumer research suggests that the campaign has been eVective with more people claiming to look at
labels for information on salt and more people claiming to choose to buy products with less salt in them.28 The
campaign is continuing and the challenge for the future is to sustain it so that consuming too much salt
continues to be seen as a significant public health risk.

5. In addition to the salt awareness campaign, both the FSA and Department of Health have been working
in step with the food industry to reduce the amount of salt in a wide range of foods. All sectors of the food
industry—retailers, manufacturers, trade associations, caterers, public procurement and suppliers to the
catering industry—are now engaged in the salt reduction programme.

Memorandum by Mr Charles P Hancock, Loughborough University

The purpose of this short paper is to propose that the House of Lords Economic AVairs Committee’s current
enquiry into the role of Risk Management in Government should consider the nature of Risk Management
within health and social care.

I, Charles P Hancock, am Programme Director of the Healthcare Risk Management Post-graduate courses
at Loughborough University. In this connection I work closely with the English Community Care
Association, the largest representative body for community care in England.

There are serious shortcomings evident in the management of risk management within the NHS.

1. The overwhelming majority of managers who have the title of “risk manager” have never undergone any
formal training in that discipline but have instead been arrived at their position via a number of routes. Many
NHS risk managers have entered the NHS originally as Occupational Safety and Health oYcers and have been
promoted into a Risk Management post. Such individuals tend to emphasise the Health and Safety aspects of
the role at the expense of other, strategically more important, considerations. The absence of formal
preparation for the broader elements of risk means that very commonly clinical risk management becomes
the prerogative of the clinicians with others within Risk management departments feeling unable to challenge

26 Henderson et al (2003), The National Diet and Nutrition Survey: adults aged 19–64 years; volume 3, London:TSO.
27 Committee on Medical Aspects of Food and Nutrition Policy (COMA) and recently endorsed by its successor, the Scientific Advisory

Committee on Nutrition (SACN).
28 Salt campaign tracker research conducted, on behalf of the FSA, by RSGB August 2004 to January 2005.
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decisions made or opinions oVered. The restricted nature of the preparation has the consequence that very
commonly risk managers are unable to see their role in terms of it’s strategic dimension. Regrettably many
who have a limited experience within the NHS have very commonly spent many years working within the same
institution.

2. The greater part of the work of many risk managers is in fact reactive. The investigations that they conduct
or cause to be conducted are in fact investigations into an incident which has happened. The only Risk
Assessment tool that has been widely promoted is Root Cause Analysis and that is itself only of any value in
retrospective analysis.

3. There is a pressing need for risk management techniques and skills to be learned by all health professionals
and managers of healthcare delivery systems. The introduction of a “no fault” compensation system within
the NHS will mean that all NHS professionals will be expected to justify (in risk management terms) the
actions that they have taken.

4. There is also a need for greater vigilance by healthcare managers to ensure that risk assessments
undertaken at admission of a patient (eg the manual handling risk assessment) are correctly completed and
the requisite action plans made known to staV.

5. In respect of the independent health and social care sector there is a pressing need to replace some of the
currently inflexible requirements and especially in respect of staYng with a more flexible approach based upon
risk management systems.

6. An example of this is the current requirement that in certain categories of care home there must be a
registered nurse on duty. There is a pressing need for this requirement to be amended and for the need for the
presence of a registered nurse to be determined by means of risk assessments.

7. The encouragement of care homes to adopt policies and procedures based upon risk assessments would
encourage care home proprietors and managers to be more innovative in their management styles and lead to
an improvement in the quality of life of residents.

8. Inevitably such an approach would mean that there would be an increased need for training in all aspects
of risk management within care homes. The pivotal role that the independent sector now plays in the delivery
of health and social care is becoming increasingly known but less often acknowledged. Training in risk
management within care homes must be financed from Government sources and this must include training for
the senior managers as well as other staV. It is a common experience within the Independent Sector that
whereas training dependent initiatives within the state sector are funded from within relatively generous
training budgets the small to medium Care Home is struggling to survive on the fees paid by Local Authorities.

I am prepared to give oral evidence if required in support of this statement.

February 2006

Memorandum by The Home Office

Introduction

The following evidence is in response to the Committee’s call for evidence of 27 October 2005 and subsequent
correspondence with the Clerk to the Committee. The evidence addresses the Committee’s particular interest
in policies related to crime against the person, which we have taken to mean violent and sexual crime. It begins
with an explanation of how the risks in the Government’s crime reduction programme are managed, before
addressing the three specific questions that the committee intends to consider which seem most relevant to
crime against the person.

Overall crime against the person

The Home OYce’s objectives are underpinned by the public service agreements that must be fulfilled during
the spending review period 2004–08. The first objective is that people are and feel more secure in their homes
and daily lives, and to achieve this we must:

— Reduce crime by 15 per cent, and further in high crime areas, by 2007–08; and

— Reassure the public, reducing the fear of crime and anti-social behaviour, and building confidence
in the Criminal Justice System without compromising fairness.
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The Home OYce’s performance against the targets to reduce crime and the fear of crime is measured by the
British Crime Survey.

In monitoring performance on reducing crime, the Home OYce receives monthly submissions from police
forces detailing the current level of oVences. Where the level of a particular oVence has risen, we would seek
to uncover the reasons for this in discussion with the police and, through Government OYces for the Regions,
Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships (CDRPs). However, operational policing of local priorities will
often directly contribute to the changing levels of diVerent oVences. For example, where policing resources are
directed at tackling a particular category of oVence, a number of outcomes are possible:

(i) a reduction in the level of this oVence due to targeted enforcement work;

(ii) increased detection and therefore recording of the oVence by the police due to the increase in
police activity;

(iii) increased reporting of the oVence as the public becomes more confident in the ability of the police
to deal eVectively with their report.

It is also the case that targeting police resources at a particular category of oVence will on occasion create a
displacement eVect as a proportion of criminals change their behaviour and move into other areas of crime,
leading to increases in the level of these oVences.

There remains the risk, of course, that the police recorded crime statistics used by the Home OYce to monitor
performance against crime reduction targets, will not be reflected by the British Crime Survey results. This is
a particular risk in the case of those crimes which continue to be subject to under-reporting, most notably
domestic violence and sexual oVences. However, the introduction of specialist domestic violence courts and
sexual assault referral centres, which are intended to encourage the reporting of these crimes and improve the
delivery of justice to victims, allow greater analysis of the nature and extent of these crimes, and therefore the
development of interventions to reduce their occurrence.

In identifying risks to the department’s crime reduction programme, the Home OYce consults regularly with
a wide range of stakeholders, including other government departments, the police, other crime reduction
agencies and practitioners, and the voluntary and private sectors. For example, we were closely involved in
the cross-departmental preparation for the implementation of the Licensing Act 2003, and, to respond to any
possible increase in alcohol-related crime and disorder, an Alcohol Misuse Enforcement Campaign was held
during November and December 2005 to coincide with the change in the law and bear down on irresponsible
drinking. Similarly, we sit on a number of mobile telephone industry groups to aid our ability to predict and
monitor crime trends in relation to this rapidly evolving technology. This has led to stolen mobile telephones
being blocked across all networks, and, in support of this industry action, the Government introducing
legislation to prohibit re-programming. Both of these measures help to reduce the value of stolen mobile
telephones to criminals. We are also running an ongoing publicity campaign to raise awareness of the
increased risk to individuals of robbery if they are seen to be carrying such new technology.

By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined and, where
appropriate, incorporated into public policy?

To meet the Home OYce’s second public service agreement, set out above, we must reduce the public’s fear
of crime. As such, the preferences and attitudes of the public towards the risks related to crime against the
person feed directly into our strategic objectives, and hence determine Home OYce policy.

An individual’s perceived risk of becoming a victim of crime is determined by a range of social, environmental
and personal factors. This perceived risk is likely to be greatest among those living in an area with high levels
of crime, those who have been a victim of crime, those who are vulnerable, isolated or poorly informed, and
those who witness or are subjected to anti-social behaviour. The British Crime Survey measures the level of
this fear of crime among the public, which is now lower than it was in 2002–03.

However, in developing and analysing policy to tackle crime against the person, it is also possible to take a
more detailed approach to identifying attitudes to risk than that taken by the British Crime Survey. Economic
preferences and attitudes towards risk can be determined and measured by two broad classes of approach:

(i) revealed preference; and

(ii) stated preference.

The former depends on an analysis of actual behaviour of individuals which “reveals” their preferences. The
latter involves the use of instruments whereby individuals can state their preferences directly (or in a way in
which their preferences can be inferred).
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The problem with revealed preference approaches in the context of crime risk is that it is diYcult to take
account of all factors which might determine individuals’ behaviour so that the eVect of varying levels of crime
risk can be isolated. These include the diVerent types of crime risk themselves. Therefore, paying a property
price or rental premium to live in an area with lower levels of crime is likely to reduce the risk of several types
of crime—robbery, theft and burglary, for instance—as well as secure other benefits, such as lower levels of
anti-social behaviour and better environmental amenities. However, interventions to reduce crime tend to
target particular crime types or, at least, a diVerent “mix” of crimes, from that on which any particular revealed
preference study is likely to be based. This means that the preference measures obtained from a revealed
preference study of property prices might well not tally very closely with the measures which are needed to
appraise any given policy, therefore limiting the value of such measures.

The stated preference approach uses survey-based instruments to establish hypothetical scenarios in which
respondents can make tradeoVs about crime risks and factors which they might care about. These scenarios
can include quite precise information about the types of risk faced, the consequences and other issues, and
hence can be used to obtain information on specific crime types and risks. Survey questions can also be
constructed in such a way that responses can be checked for consistency and validity. This can help to counter
the issues presented by the hypothetical nature of the exercise, as well as a number of known problems with
the way individuals tend to respond to survey questions. The Home OYce recently sponsored a piece of
research which used this approach to measure individual preferences for reductions in risk of a range of crimes
of violence against the person.29

A third, “hybrid” approach can also be used to “construct” preferences for changes in crime risk, and is
generally termed “benefits transfer”. This would involve the combination of crime-specific information with
evidence gathered in other (in this case, non-crime) contexts. Thus, evidence gathered in the health services
field on the consequences people associate with a particular set of health impacts can be applied to information
on the risks and impacts of crime, where the health impacts of crime are similar. This has the benefit of being
more practical and more amenable to generalisation than other approaches, at the expense of an increase in
the potential for error in the measurement of the particular preferences of interest—for example, the
preferences of those individuals at risk of crime in a particular location where a policy might be introduced.
However, because of the multiple impacts of crime (eg against victims, employers and the public sector), and
the resulting diYculties in obtaining evidence tailored to every specific case in question, some form of benefits
transfer is likely to be necessary to estimate the full costs of crime. This is the approach currently adopted in
the Home OYce Cost of Crime Programme (see below).

Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical to
use non-monetary measures of well-being? What is the scope for other methods of public consultation, in order to
determine public attitudes to risk?

Economic approaches to the measurement of preferences towards risk generally produce monetary values, or
at least permit monetary values to be derived. The Home OYce’s Cost of Crime Programme produces
estimates of the cost of a range of crimes, broken down by:

(i) costs incurred in anticipation of crime (eg attack alarms, insurance);

(ii) costs incurred as a result of crime (eg the physical and emotional impacts on victims, reduced output
through time oV work); and

(iii) costs incurred in response to crime (eg the costs of criminal justice).30

In most cases, the emotional costs of crime against victims represent the most significant proportion of the
total cost of crime against society. Emotional costs are here valued by applying evidence on the physical
impacts of crime (derived from various sources, including the British Crime Survey) to evidence on preference
from two sources: the health services literature for information on individuals’ assessments of the benefits of
diVerent health states relative to one another; and the transport research literature for information on
individuals’ monetary valuation of risks to their health and safety. They are therefore estimated using the
‘benefits transfer’ approach outlined above. The resulting estimates are presented in the table below.

29 Atkinson, G, Healey, A, Mourato, S, Valuing Violent Crime: A Stated Preference Approach Oxford Economic Papers, 2005, 57(4):
559–585.

30 See Dubourg, R, Hamed, J and Thorns, J (2005) The economic and social cost of crime against individuals and households 2003–04,
Online Report 30–05, London: Home OYce.
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Summary of average costs of crimes against individuals and households in 2003–04
by crime type and by cost category

2003 prices
Criminal

Intangible Tangible Justice
Costs in costs as a costs as a System

anticipation consequence consequence response to Average
OVence category of crime (£) of crime (£) of crime (£) crime (£) Cost (£)

Violence against the person 2 5,472 3,005 1,928 10,407
Homicide 374 860,380 453,982 144,239 1,458,975

Wounding 2 4,554 2,521 1,775 8,852
Serious wounding 2 4,554 2,521 14,345 21,422
Other wounding 2 4,554 2,521 978 8,056

Sexual oVences 8 22,754 5,378 3,298 31,438
Common assault 0 788 398 255 1,440
Robbery 21 3,048 1,612 2,601 7,282
Burglary in a dwelling 398 646 1,086 1,137 3,268
Theft 111 192 324 217 844

Theft—not vehicle 33 118 183 301 634
Theft of vehicle 916 800 2,223 199 4,138
Theft from vehicle 166 266 376 50 858
Attempted vehicle theft 86 194 166 65 510

Criminal damage 49 472 220 126 866

Source: Home OYce Online Report 30/05 Table 2.1

The Cost of Crime Programme is not currently able to estimate all of the economic costs of crime against
individuals. Costs of changes in individual behaviour (eg avoiding areas with higher levels of crime) are not
included due to a current lack of evidence; neither are the costs of the fear of crime estimated directly. Costs
associated with various aspects of the characteristics of crime risk are also not included (e.g. costs associated
with feelings of violation or lack of control). A programme of research is ongoing to address these evidence
gaps.

The cost of crime model was published in July 2004 and is available on the Home OYce website.31

How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments?

The media plays a significant role in shaping public perceptions of the risk of becoming a victim of crime
against the person. In a recent study, media coverage of high profile cases of violent crime was demonstrated
to aVect perceptions of public safety.32 The sense of fear among the public engendered by such media coverage
is likely to be accentuated by incidents of violence in which the victim is attacked by a stranger, often without
apparent motive. This often leads to the public holding distorted views on the extent to which they are at risk
of becoming a victim of crime against the person.

An example of this is the extent to which children are at risk of acts of sexual or other violence from strangers.
Media coverage of this issue often leads to the public perceiving there to be a higher risk of harm to children
from strangers than is the case. It is known that the majority of abuse of children is in fact committed by a
person known to the child, and we believe that it is the role of everyone involved in crime reduction to educate
the public about the actual risks and how individuals can best safeguard themselves and their children. This
would include explaining the vetting processes that are completed by the Criminal Records Bureau and others
in assessing the suitability of individuals to work with children.

The importance of communicating directly with local communities on the risks of crime is also demonstrated
by the study mentioned above. This noted that stories in local media that presented a positive view of the local
community had the eVect of reducing the public’s fear of crime. People largely form their perceptions of crime
as a result of their experiences in the local community, and it is through local channels that accurate
information on the risk of violent crime can be most eVectively communicated. It is for this reason that the
Home OYce encourages CDRPs to work with their local media to ensure that there is balanced reporting of

31 (See http://www.homeoYce.gov.uk/rds/economic—update1.html.)
32 “Feeling Safe by Comparison: Crime in the Newspapers”, Social Problems, vol. 37, Liska and Baccaglini.
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violent crime. In informing communities of the action being taken to tackle crime, and sharing accurate
information on the level and types of crime locally, CDRPs can contribute to the public holding a fear of crime
that is more likely to be proportionate to the actual risk of becoming a victim of crime. In this way individuals
should be neither unduly concerned nor complacent about the risks they face, and able to make informed
decisions about the precautions they might wish to take to protect themselves.

However, although it is possible for crime reduction agencies to educate the public about the risks they face,
including the actual likelihood of becoming a victim of crime and the possible consequences of this, it is far
more diYcult to determine and influence the extent to which the public is prepared to accept particular actual
risks. In general, it seems that people are less prepared to accept risks over which they have little or no control
(e.g. the risk of a rail or airline accident), despite the risks involved in activities over which individuals do have
complete or significant control often being greater (e.g. the risk of a road traYc accident). Similarly, it seems
that the public’s acceptance of a risk can diminish drastically after a high-profile event, before returning to
previous levels over a period of time. This causes diYculty for public policy as initiatives often require time
and investment to establish, and therefore often cannot keep pace with public attitudes to risk.

Home OYce

25 January 2006

Memorandum by Imperial Tobacco Group PLC

Introduction

1. This submission is made by Imperial Tobacco Group PLC (ITG) in response to a specific request made by
the House of Lords’ Select Committee on Economic AVairs for evidence on the science of Environmental
Tobacco Smoke (ETS) and the assessment of risk in relation to government policy.

Background

2. The vast majority of people in the UK are now reported to believe that ETS is harmful to the non-smoker.
That belief has been fostered over the past three decades by individuals and organisations campaigning
specifically for the regulation of smoking.

3. An example of one such campaign group is Action on Smoking & Health (ASH), a non-governmental
organisation which describes its methods as including “advocacy and lobbying of all relevant stakeholders for
practical public policy measures to control tobacco . . .” In deploying that methodology, ASH asserts that
exposure to ETS causes death and disability from diseases ranging from cervical cancer to stroke, claims that
such assertions are based on science and calls for regulation to ban smoking in public places.

4. When this issue first arose over 30 years ago, many of the then critics of smoking expressed the view that
ETS did not appear to cause harm to non-smokers. On occasions, they did so when specifically addressing the
question whether or not there was scientific evidence to justify regulation of smoking in public places.

5. For example, Dr Ernst Wynder, the first major researcher to link cigarette smoking with lung cancer, said
in 1974 that he did not believe that “passive smoking really hurts the health of somebody who sits next to you.”
Ten years later, in 1984, Dr. Wynder concluded:

“Should lawmakers wish to take legislative measures with regard to passive smoking, they will, for the
present, not be able to base their eVorts on a demonstrated health hazard from passive smoking.”

6. Dr E Cuyler Hammond of the American Cancer Society and the lead researcher of the CPS I study (the
first of two one-million person studies of cancer incidence in the United States) stated in 1975: “There is no
shred of evidence that a non-smoker can get cancer from ‘second hand’ smoke and there is a lot of evidence that
he cannot . . ” Dr Hammond added that to suggest passive smoking could cause cancer was dishonest and he
would be prepared to testify to that in a court. As recently as February 2001, Prof Sir Richard Doll said: “the
eVects of other people smoking in my presence are so small that it doesn’t worry me.”

7. Governmental agencies in the United States came to a similar conclusion in the 1970s. In a 1971 joint study,
the Federal Aviation Administration, the Department of Health, Education & Welfare and the National
Institute for Occupational Safety & Health together examined the health aspects of smoking on commercial
passenger aircraft. The study’s conclusion was as follows:

“. . . inhalation of the by-products from tobacco smoke generated as a result of passengers smoking
aboard commercial aircraft does not represent a significant health hazard to nonsmoking passengers.”
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8. Even public health reports during this period acknowledged that ETS did not pose a health hazard to the
non-smoker. For example, the 1979 US Surgeon General’s Report stated: “Healthy nonsmokers exposed to
cigarette smoke have little or no physiologic response to the smoke, and what response does occur may be due to
psychological factors.” The 1982 US Surgeon General’s Report, which dealt with cancer, stated that the
available evidence is not suYcient to conclude that atmospheric tobacco smoke causes lung cancer in non-
smokers.

9. In light of this history, how are we to explain the fact that today many people accept as proven the notion
that ETS is harmful to the non-smoker? The answer is that, beginning in the 1970s, public health advocates
set out to obtain and to publicise evidence that ETS is harmful to health, while frequently ignoring the scientific
method. For example, if investigators were unable to achieve statistical significance at the standard 95 per cent
confidence level to confirm their a priori hypotheses, they merely lowered the confidence level to 90 per cent.
This approach to science resulted in the publication of a number of flawed studies, many of which received
widespread attention in the general media around the world. The objective was simple. If ETS could be
portrayed as harmful, this would justify the limitation of smoking in public places as well as in the workplace,
thus depriving the smoker of the opportunity to smoke. This, of course, is consistent with the major public
health aim of getting smokers to give up smoking.

10. The same type of approach to ETS can be seen in the California Environmental Protection Agency’s 2003
conclusion that ETS causes breast cancer. Dr Michael Thun, the chief epidemiologist for the American Cancer
Society, commented that the “published evidence” underlying this conclusion could not “withstand careful
scientific scrutiny” and that advancing this conclusion could be more damaging to the credibility of tobacco
control “than a deliberative approach that acknowledges the limitations of the evidence currently available.” The
EPA panel, however, thanked Dr Thun for his comments, acknowledged its recognition that “there is
uncertainty in the evidence”, but refused to alter its conclusion.

11. In a 1992 Report, the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) characterised ETS as a Group A
(ie, human) carcinogen. A US Federal District Court criticised the EPA’s methodology, stating:

“In conducting the ETS Risk Assessment, EPA disregarded information and made findings on selective
information; did not disseminate significant epidemiologic information; deviated from its Risk
Assessment Guidelines; failed to disclose important findings and reasoning; and left significant questions
without answers. EPA’s conduct left substantial holes in the administrative record. While doing so, EPA
produced limited evidence, then claimed the weight of the Agency’s research evidence demonstrated ETS
causes cancer.” (4 F. Supp. 2d 435, 466 (1998)).

12. Moreover, any researcher publishing data that do not support the claimed health danger of ETS is
attacked by public health advocates as not acting in the interests of public health. Thus, when the British
Medical Journal published data from the American Cancer Society (CPS I) study in 2003, showing no
association between ETS exposure and disease, the author, Dr J Enstrom, was widely criticised. The crux of
the criticism had less to do with his data than the fact that his study was funded in part by tobacco
manufacturers. The Editor of the BMJ was subjected to the same criticism. In a reasoned rebuttal to that
criticism, the Editor concluded with these words: “. . . I found it disturbing that so many people and
organisations referred to the flaws in the study without specifying what they were. Indeed, this debate was much
more remarkable for its passion than its precision.”

13. An example of the eVect that the advocacy approach to science can have on policy making can be found
in the Scottish Parliament’s recent deliberations on its smoking ban. In its briefing paper “Passive Smoking:
A Summary of the Evidence,” ASH relies on the 1992 USEPA Report referred to above, describing it as “a
major review.” ASH records that the EPA classified ETS as a “Class A (known human) carcinogen,” but does
not tell the reader that the EPA’s methodology was criticised by a US Federal District Court. In evidence to
the Scottish Parliament on the Smoking, Health and Social Care (Scotland) Bill, ASH argued against
exemptions to a smoking ban other than in exceptional cases, concluding: “Any possible exemption should be
justified in terms of the acceptability of exposing members of the workforce to a preventable Class A carcinogen.”
Once again, there was no reference to the judicial criticism of the methods that led to that unwarranted
conclusion. When the Scottish Health Committee took oral evidence on the proposed smoking ban, there was
an acceptance among its members that ETS is a Group A human carcinogen.
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ETS and Health

14. We believe that public policy toward smoking in public places should be grounded in fact and proper
scientific methods. It is unfortunate that policy in this area appears to have been driven by the passion of
tobacco control advocates rather than by a dispassionate assessment of the science relating to ETS. In a proper
evaluation, consideration should be given to (i) the characteristics of ETS and its constituents; (ii) the eVect
of ventilation on ETS in the indoor environment; (iii) the biological mechanisms that allow humans to thrive
in a chemical environment; and (iv) the epidemiological studies that have been carried out regarding ETS.

The Characteristics of ETS and Its Constituents

15. ETS is a mixture of exhaled mainstream tobacco smoke and smoke from a smouldering tobacco product
(often referred to as “sidestream smoke”). This mixture is diluted in indoor air, and aged. The major
contributor to ETS is the atmosphere itself which, in turn, is largely comprised of ambient (or outside) air.
There is no environment in real life that is chemical and particle free and, in fact, the vast majority of smoke
constituents that contribute to ETS are already present in ambient (or outside) air from other sources. Thus,
the constituents of ETS that have attracted the most attention from public health bodies, such as
benzo[a]pyrene and carbon monoxide, are already present in ambient (or outside) air.

16. The concentration of those ETS constituents that have drawn the attention of public health bodies has
been calculated for public places. Performing that calculation, even for the atmosphere in a public place with
the highest levels of ETS, such as a pub, reveals that these ETS constituents are present in very small amounts.

Ventilation
17. Public health advocates, including the authors of the 2005 Royal College of Physicians’ Report, claim that
ventilation is not eVective in removing ETS from the air. In fact, studies of ventilation have been performed
in environments where the highest levels of ETS can be expected, such as pubs, restaurants and casinos. These
studies show that through proper ventilation it is possible to reduce the concentration of ETS constituents in
the air to a level which is comparable to that found in completely smoke-free venues. It is worth noting that
no amount of ventilation can reduce the concentration of ETS constituents to a level below that which is found
in ambient (or outside) air. The suggestion made by public health advocates that extreme levels of ventilation
are required to achieve this result is simply baseless.

Chemicals and Biological Mechanisms

18. Chemicals are ubiquitous; the environment in which we live is composed of chemicals. Thus, humans are
continuously exposed to chemicals, including those that have been labelled as “toxic” or “carcinogenic.”
Benzo[a]pyrene, formaldehyde and nitrosamines, to name just a few, have been labelled as carcinogenic. These
chemicals are naturally present in food and in the air that we breathe.

19. Humans have evolved a network of biological structures and functions that serve as defences to low levels
of exposure to chemical carcinogens. As the first line of this defence, metabolic detoxication renders
potentially toxic molecules less toxic, more water-soluble and excretable. When reactive molecules are created,
the architecture of the cell presents barriers to that metabolite reaching the DNA which is contained in the cell
nucleus. A series of DNA repair mechanisms are available to correct DNA modifications if they occur. Cell
cycle checkpoints, which regulate cell division, can act to delay cell division to allow DNA repair to occur.
Finally, apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is the final defence employed to remove a cell with DNA
modifications and prevent the consequence of replicating a damaged genome.

20. The presence of these interlocking and staggered systems and structures helps to explain why exposure to
a small amount of a carcinogen will not produce an adverse biological response, such as cancer. This results
in there being a threshold below which exposure to a carcinogen is of no biological consequence. The scientific
literature yields numerous examples of this threshold eVect in the case of chemicals such as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, nitrosamines, arsenic and formaldehyde.

Epidemiology

21. In light of (i) the low concentrations of ETS constituents that are present in public places, and (ii) the
biological mechanisms available to deal with chemical exposures, it would be anticipated that epidemiological
studies would show no greater incidence of disease in ETS-exposed non-smokers compared to non-exposed
non-smokers. In fact, a dispassionate evaluation of the epidemiological studies shows that there is no
diVerence in disease incidence between the exposed and the non-exposed non-smokers.
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22. It is true that a number of observational epidemiological studies have reported increased relative risks for
lung cancer, coronary heart disease (CHD) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in groups
exposed to ETS, in comparison to groups without ETS exposure. At the same time, a number of studies have
found no association between ETS exposure and those diseases. The studies reporting an association have
calculated the relative risks in the ETS groups to be less than 2.0 and, in many cases, barely more than 1.0. In
some studies, the reported association was determined to be statistically significant and in others it was not.

23. Epidemiologists generally place little weight on observational studies reporting an association between an
exposure and a disease where the reported relative risk in the exposed groups is less than 2.0. (Observational
studies are those in which the researcher takes his subjects as he finds them, whether smokers, drinkers or
vegetarians; such studies are subject to the problem that other characteristics of the subject which are related
to the disease of interest may also be related to the exposure of interest, such as smoking.) Relative risks barely
in excess of 1 are likely to be susceptible to problems of exposure measurement, bias and confounding.
Observational epidemiology is a blunt instrument that is not capable of interpreting small relative risks.

24. Studies of ETS are susceptible to various biases that tend to inflate the reported relative risks. Primary
among these is misclassification bias (the tendency of current or former smokers to claim that they are “never
smokers”). Because these persons are statistically more likely to be married to smokers, the observed relative
risk in such “never smokers” exposed to ETS is inflated. Similarly, recall bias (the tendency of persons with
disease to be more likely to report prior exposure than those without disease) is a factor which permeates the
study of ETS and tends to inflate the reported relative risks.

25. The problem of confounding, common to all observational studies, is particularly acute in the case of ETS.
Confounding occurs when other factors related to the exposure of interest (ETS) are also related to the
outcome (disease). In the case of ETS and lung cancer, for example, persons with ETS exposure, particularly
from a spouse, are more likely to have other characteristics that are themselves statistically associated with an
increased risk of lung cancer. These factors include poorer diets, greater alcohol use, lower socio-economic
status and other environmental exposures. It is probable that it is the consistency of confounding, rather than
any property of ETS, which accounts for the small increased incidence of lung cancer observed in some studies.
The same issue of confounding arises in connection with the study of ETS and CHD.

26. Some epidemiologists have attempted to combine various observational studies through the technique of
meta-analysis in an attempt to obtain statistical significance from studies of ETS and a particular disease.
Good practice in meta-analysis requires studies that are comparable in populations examined, outcomes
measured and other factors (such as potential confounders) included in the studies. The studies combined in
ETS and lung cancer meta-analyses, however, do not conform to good practice. They are not comparable
either in populations studied—the studies vary in the geographic populations and definitions of “exposure to
ETS” within those studies—or in the measurement of other confounding factors.

27. Moreover, because meta-analysis is essentially the combination of the data or results from many
underlying data studies, its reliability is dependent on there being a complete and unbiased set of underlying
data studies. There is, however, a well-known tendency for smaller studies with negative (non-significant)
results to be either rejected for publication or not submitted for publication in the first place. The absence of
such negative studies from the overall meta-analysis results in what is known as “publication bias.” In an area
as politically sensitive as ETS, the problem of publication bias is particularly acute, and probably results in
overstatement of the observed relative risk.

28. The epidemiological studies considering ETS and CHD have yielded a particularly troubling anomaly for
public health advocates. While the relative risk for CHD of smokers is approximately 1.7, that of non-smokers
with ETS exposure (who have perhaps 1/500th or less the exposure of smokers) is approximately 1.3. This
finding is incompatible with any known understanding of a dose-response relationship. Public health
advocates have attempted to explain away this anomaly by invoking the CHD mechanisms of platelet
aggregation and endothelial dysfunction. This anomaly cannot be explained, however, by reference to these
mechanisms.

29. Given the low level of exposure to ETS (approximately 1/500th that of the smoker), there is no reason to
believe that ETS causes respiratory diseases such as COPD, emphysema, chronic obstructive bronchitis or
adult onset asthma in otherwise healthy non-smokers. There are no studies showing that such low level
exposure results in these diseases. Indeed, those exposed to ETS have no clinically significant loss of airflow,
which is the hallmark of COPD. As with lung cancer and CHD, the epidemiological evidence does not show
a diVerence in the incidence of these diseases between the non-smokers exposed to ETS and the non-smokers
not exposed to ETS.
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Conclusion

30. It is Imperial Tobacco’s view that regulation should be a proportionate response to risk. Properly analysed
and understood, the scientific and statistical evidence on ETS leads to the conclusion that a ban on smoking
in public places cannot be justified on health grounds.

9 February 2006

Memorandum by the International Risk Governance Council

Determination and, where appropriate, incorporation into public policy of the preferences and attitudes of the
population towards risk

1. IRGC sees a strong need to understand public attitudes to risk and for risk managers (including policy
makers) to engage with the public as part of the process of risk management. How those responsible for
managing risks should engage with interested parties and/or the general public needs careful thought. The
IRGC has set out in its first authoritative publication on “Risk Governance: Towards an integrative
approach” an approach to analysing risks and to then building models for stakeholder engagement and
participation based on diVerent types of risk (summarised in Appendix 1, below). The following paragraphs
use that thinking and approach as the basis for responding to each of the questions raised in the Call for
Evidence.

2. IRGC understands risk to be an uncertain consequence of an event or an activity with respect to something
that humans value (definition originally in: Kates et al. 1985: 21). The inclusion of values within the factors
by which a risk and its potential consequences are evaluated suggests that any assessment of risk by
government must be at least informed by an understanding of the values of those who may benefit or incur
harm or loss from the risk.

3. IRGC views risk governance as a “translation” of scientific expertise, procedural logic and core principles
of governance (eg accountability, transparency, eVectiveness, eYciency and strategic vision/focus) to the
context of risk and risk-related decision-making. In IRGC’s understanding, risk governance includes the
totality of actors, rules, conventions, processes, and mechanisms concerned with how relevant risk
information is collected, analysed and communicated and management decisions are taken. Encompassing the
combined risk-relevant decisions and actions of both governmental and private actors, risk governance is of
particular importance in, but not restricted to, situations where there is no single authority to take a binding
risk management decision but where, instead, the nature of the risk requires the collaboration of, and co-
ordination between, a range of diVerent stakeholders. Risk governance however not only includes a
multifaceted, multi-actor risk process but also calls for the consideration of contextual factors such as
institutional arrangements (eg the regulatory and legal framework that determines the relationship, roles and
responsibilities of the actors and co-ordination mechanisms such as markets, incentives or self-imposed
norms) and political culture, including diVerent perceptions of risk.

4. In general terms, IRGC advocates the notion of inclusive governance. First and foremost this means that
the four major actors in risk decision making, ie political, business, scientific and civil society players, should
jointly engage in the process of framing the problem, generating options, evaluating options, and coming to
a joint conclusion. This has also been the main recommendation of the EU White Paper on European
Governance (EU 2001a). This document endorses transparency and accountability through formal
consultation with multiple actors as a means for the European Union to address the various frames of
governance issues and to identify culture-sensitive responses to common challenges and problems. Similarly
to the actors determining the governance of a political union, it is obvious that the actors participating in risk-
related decision making are guided by particular interests which derive not only from the fact that some of
them are risk producers—whereas others are exposed to it—but, equally, from their individual institutional
rationale and perspective. Such vested interests require specific consideration and measures so that they are
made transparent and, if possible, can be reconciled. Inclusive governance, as it relates to the inclusion part
of decision making, requires that (Trustnet 1999; Webler 1999; Wynne 2002):

— there has been a major attempt to involve representatives of all four actor groups (if appropriate);

— there has been a major attempt to empower all actors to participate actively and constructively in
the discourse;

— there has been a major attempt to co-design the framing of the (risk) problem or the issue in a
dialogue with these diVerent groups;
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— there has been a major attempt to generate a common understanding of the magnitude of the risk
(based on expertise of all participants) as well as the potential risk management options and to
include a plurality of options that represent the diVerent interests and values of all parties involved;

— there has been a major eVort to conduct a forum for decision-making that provides equal and fair
opportunities for all parties to voice their opinion and to express their preferences; and

— there has been a clear connection between the participatory bodies of decision-making and the
political implementation level.

5. If these conditions are met, evidence shows that actors, along with developing faith in their own
competence, use the opportunity and start to place trust in each other and have confidence in the process of
risk management (Kasperson et al. 1999; Viklund 2002; Beierle and Cayford 2002: 30f.).

6. The IRGC’s risk governance framework identifies four classes of risk with the main criteria for classifying
a particular risk being the quality of information about it:

— simple (for which causal relationships are clear and agreed)

— complex (for which it is diYcult to identify and/or quantify causal links, often because of a multitude
of potential causal agents and eVects)

— uncertain (when, although the factors influencing the issues are identified, the likelihood of any
adverse eVect or the eVects themselves cannot be precisely described)

— ambiguous (when data or information gives rise to several meaningful and legitimate interpretations
of accepted risk assessments results)

7. For each class of risk, IRGC suggests a diVerent risk management approach including increasing levels of
stakeholder participation in the decision making process, as follows:

— for simple risks, the appropriate decision maker (government; regulator; etc) should act according
to existing legal instruments or on the basis of precedence

— for complex risks, an epistemological discourse involving technical experts with the intention of
finding the best estimates for characterising the risks under consideration (eg best possible
scientific advice)

— for uncertain risks, a reflective discourse in which technical experts and key stakeholders are involved
in a process that seeks to identify the additional margins of safety required to avoid potentially
adverse impacts

— for ambiguous risks, a participative discourse should be created as a platform for competing
arguments, beliefs and values to be openly discussed.

(Please refer to Appendix 2 of this submission for further detail.)

8. Our emphasis on governance rather than governments or administrations is meant to underline the
importance that IRGC places on the inclusion of stakeholders and public groups within the risk handling
process. It does not follow that we believe that all risks should be treated in the same way. Rather, we submit
that it would be appropriate to adopt a flexible approach to public participation, and that there will be risks
(which we define as ambiguous) where the resolution of the ambiguity through full public participation is a
necessary step towards defining an appropriate risk management approach.

Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical to
use non-monetary measures of well-being? What is the scope for other methods of public consultation, in order to
determine public attitudes to risk?

9. The economic benefits and costs of any risk are an integral part of the data-set needed by decision makers.
However, we advise that costs remain no more than a part of a broader set of data, including such other critical
elements as injuries, health impacts and lives lost independent of monetary values. It has been the experience
of the last decades that assigning a monetary value to human life has neither been accepted by policy makers
and the public nor does it help to assign the necessary trade-oVs between too much and too little protection.
Monetary calculations are often based on an over-simplification of the costs and benefits involved.

10. In our comments sent to HM Treasury in January 2005 (public consultation on Managing Risks to the
Public: HM Treasury Appraisal Guidance) we made two, specific points which are relevant to this issue:

—“The Treasury in H 5.25 proposes using a Value of a Statistical Life of about USD 3m (1-1.5m GBP),
whereas the US Government currently uses a VSL of about USD 5m.” In order to avoid possible
controversies, we would advise absolute transparency with regard to determining the monetary
values.
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— “I am not convinced that it is wholly correct to establish a general principle for the establishment of
benchmark economic values which dismisses diVerences in wealth (H5.30-5.31). Wealth can help those
with it to undertake risk management strategies (eg private health insurance is an optional cost in the
UK) even if income levels are low. It can also resource other strategies, such as moving from the aVected
area (or country).” Here, we would advise against the use of over-simplified aggregations or
averages.

11. For any risk there will be a great many factors for which monetary values will be diYcult, even impossible,
to develop. Indeed, all factors are assessed by individuals according to their personal values and context. It is
partially for this reason that IRGC recommends that risk appraisal (the process of bringing together all
knowledge elements necessary for risk characterisation, evaluation and management) includes both risk
assessment (identifying and exploring, preferably in quantified terms, the types, intensities and likelihood of
the consequences related to a risk) and concern assessment. With regard to the latter, we draw the attention
of the Select Committee to six factors identified by HM Treasury in its consultation document on Managing
Risks to the Public, against which concerns can usefully be evaluated:

— Perception of familiarity and experience with the hazard;

— Understanding the nature of the hazard and its potential impacts;

— Repercussions of the risk’s eVects on equity (inter-generational, intra-generational, social);

— Perception of fear and dread in relation to a risk’s eVect;

— Perception of personal or institutional control over the management of a risk;

— Degree of trust in risk management organisations.

12. For a thorough concern assessment, the repertoire of the social sciences such as survey methods, focus
groups, econometric analysis, macro-economic modelling, or structured hearings with stakeholders may be
used.

Fundamental principles that should be applied across the public sector and their applicability to the private sector

13. As stated earlier (Paragraph 3), IRGC believes in the application of the principles of good governance to
the assessment, appraisal, management and communication of risk and risk-related decisions. Whether
decisions are made in the public or private sector, or by individuals, we would add that all decision makers
should adopt a set of criteria which include the following:

— EVectiveness: Does a proposed solution/option achieve the desired eVect?

— EYciency: Does a proposed solution/option achieve the desired eVect with the least resource
consumption?

— Minimisation of external side eVects: Does a proposed solution/option infringe on other valuable
goods, benefits or services such as competitiveness, public health, environmental quality, social
cohesion, etc.? Does it impair the eYciency and acceptance of the governance system itself?

— Sustainability: Does a proposed solution/contribute to the overall goal of sustainability? Does it
assist in sustaining vital ecological functions, economic prosperity and social cohesion?

— Fairness: Does a proposed solution/option burden the subjects of regulation in a fair and equitable
manner?

— Political and legal implementability: Is a proposed solution/option compatible with legal
requirements and political programmes?

— Ethical acceptability: Is a proposed solution/option morally acceptable?

— Public acceptance: Will a proposed solution/option be accepted by those individuals who are aVected
by it? Are there cultural preferences or symbolic connotations that have a strong influence on how
the risks are perceived?

14. To the above list we would add the need for the risk governance process to match the “span” of the risk.
In today’s globalised world, many risks are international and trans-boundary (can move across frontiers eg
physical, national, organisational, etc). Applying this final principle requires that a risk with an international
and/or trans-boundary dimension be addressed through an organisational structure of an equal scope.
Examples of this principle in practice include the UK’s membership of the Financial Stability Forum and, in
a very diVerent context, the UK not being a member of the International Commission for the Protection of
the Rhine.
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Consistency and coherence in the application of risk assessment and management policies across government departments
and agencies

15. The application of the principles of good governance to risk assessment and management as referred to in
Paragraph 3 above seems a crucial prerequisite for enhancing intra-governmental consistency and coherence.
Additionally, a classification of risks into risk categories (ours characterises all risk issues as either simple,
complex, uncertain or ambiguous) which then forms the basis for varying the risk management approaches
and the manner by which risk decisions are made seems to be a useful tool to guarantee a certain degree of
“like-mindedness”.

16. We would certainly endorse steps to ensure consistency and coherence across government department and
agencies (and, additionally, between levels of governments eg national and local), but we would not support
an approach by which all risks would be subject to an identical treatment. Rather, we would encourage an
approach by which, for example, all risks with major unresolved uncertainties and serious potential for
damage are accorded a precautionary approach which emphasises the establishment of resilience within
systems and people and in which decisions are taken only after a thorough reflective discourse involving risk
experts and key stakeholders.

Cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments

17. Although risk communication implies a strong role for risk professionals to provide information to the
public rather than vice versa, it should be regarded as a mutual learning process. Concerns, perceptions and
experiential knowledge of the targeted audience(s) should thus guide risk professionals in their selection of
topics and subjects: it is not the task of the communicators to decide what people need to know but to respond
to the questions of what people want to know (“right to know” concept, see Baram 1984). Risk management
implies crucial value judgments on three levels. The first set of value judgments refer to the list of criteria on
which acceptability or tolerability should be judged, the second set determine the trade-oVs between these
criteria, and the third set of values should assist in finding resilient strategies for coping with remaining
uncertainties. Using informed consent on all three value inputs does not place any doubt on the validity and
necessity of applying the best of technical expertise for defining and calculating the performance of each option
on each criterion. The magnitude of risks should reflect technical expertise as best as possible, since “real”
victims are at stake. Setting priorities within risk management, however, would imply the need to have social
or political forces determine the criteria of judging tolerable levels of risk, whereby the technical assessments
are used as one important input among others to compare diVerent options. Public input is hence a crucial
contribution for determining the objectives of risk policies and for weighing the various criteria that ought to
be applied when evaluating diVerent options.

18. In addition, risk management relies on eVective risk communication. Risk communication requires
professional performance both by risk and communication experts. Scientists, communication specialists and
regulators are encouraged to take a much more prominent role in risk communication, because eVective risk
communication can make a strong contribution to the success of a comprehensive and responsible risk
management programme.

19. EVective communication, or the non-existence thereof, has a major bearing on how well people are
prepared to face and cope with risk. Limited knowledge of, and involvement in, the risk management process
can lead to non-acceptance of the management approach or to inappropriate behaviour in emergency or risk-
bearing situations (for example, when facing a pending flood or handling contaminated food or water).

20. There is the additional need to ensure that, when eVorts are made to ascertain public perceptions of a
possible policy initiative, those seeking this information remain open to the possibility that the public may
oppose the policy initiative; in such circumstances, the principle of transparency requires that the assessment
of concerns precedes the taking of the risk decision.

Poorly understood risks, such as those associated with new technologies

21. We would suggest that the dominant characteristic of the risks associated with a new or emerging
technology is uncertainty. As is currently the case with Nanotechnology, there is a considerable time delay
between the development of scientific knowledge about the technology and its potential uses and the
evaluation of possible toxicological eVects or the new technology’s social implications. In such circumstances,
IRGC recommends an approach based on precaution (thus ensuring that decisions are reversible and their
impacts containable) and resilience (preparing stakeholders for possible surprises). IRGC also suggests that
decision makers involve a broad range of participants (experts; directly aVected stakeholders) in a discourse
aimed at reducing the inherent uncertainty as much as possible.
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22. New technologies can also be classed as ambiguous. Despite no longer being an “emerging” technology,
nuclear energy continues to be subject to diVerences of opinion based more on diVerent values and
interpretations of data than on diYculties in accessing relevant facts. When faced with ambiguous risks, IRGC
recommends that risk decision making involve the widest possible range of participants, including the general
public, in a participative decision making process. Achieving success also requires that the risk is framed
equally by all participants in the process: in the case of nuclear energy, for example, this may require the
inclusion of many linked issues such as impact on carbon emissions (climate change) and security of energy
supply (continuity of services).

Balancing the health and safety interests of the current population against those of future generations?

23. We suggest that the adoption of the principles of fairness and sustainability should assist in assuring a
full balance between current and future interests: decisions should be fair to both and sustainable through to
the future.

24. The issue becomes slightly more complicated by the occasional need to invest at the expense of a current
generation in reducing a risk for future generations. One topical example of such needs is the current debate
within the UK and other countries of how best to secure energy supplies in the medium- and long-term. In
governance terms, a failure to invest when there is almost universal awareness of the risk could be interpreted
as not respecting the principle of fairness.

Particular or unusual problems arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks

25. The events of 11 September 2001, the December 2004 tsunami and Hurricane Katrina are but some
examples of recent rare and catastrophic risks. IRGC classifies these as examples of risks with high
uncertainty. Although there are many dissimilarities in the three examples there are also a number of
commonalities, notably the post-event heightening of awareness throughout society of the range of risks to
which we are all potentially exposed. Other common factors include the relative lack of panic of those directly
aVected and the determination of survivors to rebuild their shattered lives.

26. Both of these latter factors stem from resilience, often linked with capacity building, which we define as
a protective strategy to build in defences to the whole system against the impact of the realisation of an
unknown or highly uncertain risk. For institutions involved in planning for and dealing with the consequences
of such events, resilience requires, inter alia, flexible decision-making structures and co-ordination
mechanisms between “those in charge” and seeks to ensure responsive action based on adaptive management;
staV need to be well prepared for crisis, able to take decisions based on incomplete information, fast and
eVective in communication and skilled to perform protective measures under severe time constraints. For
individuals, there is the need to develop the personal capacity to deal with sudden events, whether through
taking physical steps to mitigate adverse eVects or through maintaining adequate insurance with which to
finance the recovery from them.

27. We suggest that a capacity for resilience can be both innate and encouraged. For organisations and key
decision makers, simulation exercises encourage thinking about worst-case scenarios and provide a relatively
safe environment in which to build trust within relationships that will need it if ever put to the test. For
individuals, there should be an emphasis on eVorts to educate people to understand that surprises can and do
happen. Such eVorts should begin in schools.

26 January 2006

APPENDIX 1

IRGC’S FRAMEWORK FOR RISK GOVERNANCE

Our evidence is based heavily on work conducted since June 2004 in an IRGC project looking at “Basic
Concepts of Risk Characterisation and Risk Governance”. This project is developing a framework for risk
governance to help analyse how society could better address and respond to major systemic risks—in
particular those which have the potential to harm human health and safety, the economy, the environment
and/or the fabric of society at large. In September 2005, IRGC published a White Paper, “Risk Governance—
Towards An Integrative Approach”, which outlines a prototype version of this framework. The main author
of the publication is Ortwin Renn, who is Professor for Environmental Sociology at the University of
Stuttgart. A copy of this document is appended to this evidence. Below we give a short summary of the
framework.
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The IRGC’s framework maps out a structured approach which guides its user through the process of
investigating global risk issues and designing appropriate governance strategies. This approach combines
scientific evidence with economic considerations as well as social concerns and societal values and, thus,
ensures that any risk-related decision draws on the broadest possible view of risk. The approach also states
the case for an eVective engagement of all relevant stakeholders.

Figure 1: The IRGC Risk Governance Framework
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Drawing on learning from a selection of current approaches to what has often summarily been termed “risk
analysis” or “risk management”, the framework oVers a full risk handling chain embracing from how risk is
identified, assessed, managed and monitored to how it is communicated. This chain, which is in reality rarely
sequential, breaks down into four main phases. The first phase, “pre-assessment” captures, and brings to the
open, both the variety of issues that stakeholders and society may associate with a certain risk as well as
existing indicators, routines, and conventions that may prematurely narrow down, or act as a filter for, what is
going to be addressed as risk. The second phase, “risk appraisal”, provides the knowledge base for the societal
decision on whether or not a risk should be taken and, if so, how the risk can possibly be reduced or contained.
Risk appraisal thus comprises a scientific assessment of both the risk and of questions that stakeholders may
have concerning its social and economic implications. The third (and most controversial) phase, “risk
characterisation and evaluation” makes a judgement call on whether or not a risk is acceptable or—in view
of the benefits it provides and if subject to appropriate risk reduction measures—at least tolerable. Input for
this decision comes both from compiling scientific evidence gained in the appraisal phase (risk
characterisation) and from assessing broader value-based issues and choices that also bear on the judgement
(risk evaluation). The fourth phase, “risk management”, designs and implements the actions and remedies
required to tackle risks with an aim to avoid, reduce, transfer or retain them. Based on the development of a
range of management options, risk management decisions are taken and put into practice. The final element
of the risk handling chain, “risk communication”, is of crucial importance in all phases of addressing and
handling risk. It should enable stakeholders and civil society to understand the risk itself and the rationale of
the results and decisions from the risk appraisal and risk management phases when they are not formally part
of the process. Even more importantly, when they are themselves involved in risk-related decision-making,
risk communication must also help them to make informed choices about risk, balancing factual knowledge
about risk with personal interests, concerns, beliefs and resources.
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As a major add-on to these phases and elements, the framework looks at how risk-related decisions are made
when a range of actors is involved. Indeed, many of today’s burning risk issues greatly exceed the problem-
solving capabilities of individual actors, whether they are government, industry, the scientific community,
NGO’s or civil society as a whole. Instead, good governance of these risks entails co-ordination and possibly
reconciliation of a wealth of roles, perspectives, objectives and activities—an eVort which must mostly happen
across the frontiers of countries, sectors, hierarchical levels, disciplines and risk fields.

The framework furthermore argues that in many of today’s risks either one or several of three main features
can be observed: firstly, the diYculty of establishing a clear relationship between a risk’s causes and its eVects;
secondly, the limited reliability of such a relationships; and, thirdly, the degree of controversy both over what
scientific evidence actually means for those aVected and over the values and priorities to come into play when
judging whether or not to “go with” the risk. Depending on which of the above features is dominant, the
framework distinguishes between “complex”, “uncertain”, “ambiguous” and “simple” (if none of the above
features is given) risks. For each of them it then suggests diVerent strategies for assessing and managing the
risk, including the extent to which decisions should involve consultation with stakeholders. These strategies
and the instruments appropriate to them are summarised in Table 2.

The IRGC’s framework for risk governance is not intended as a recipe or checklist which can guarantee that
no relevant aspect gets overlooked while analysing a risk and its governance processes and structures—the
framework cannot replace thinking or, for that matter, creativity. It is, however, hoped that, by building into
conventional “risk analysis” soft issues such as societal values, concerns as well as perceptions of risk and by
looking into the interactions required between the various actors involved in the process, it can contribute to
the development of better balanced and more inclusive and eVective risk governance strategies.

The framework is currently being tested for eYcacy and practicability—ie can the framework help ensure that
all relevant issues and questions are being addressed, and, does it support the development of appropriate risk
governance strategies. Tests are conducted in the form of short case studies applying the framework to
diVerent risks, including those related to genetically modified organisms, stem cells, nature-based tourism and
the European gas infrastructure. The results from these tests will serve as input to any necessary revisions to
the framework.

APPENDIX 2

RISK CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR RISK MANAGEMENT

Knowledge Management Appropriate Instruments Stakeholder
Characterisation Strategy Participation

1 “Simple” risk Routine-based: — Applying “traditional” decision-making Instrumental
problems (tolerability/ — Risk-benefit analysis discourse

acceptability — Risk-risk trade-oVs
judgement)

(risk reduction) — Trial and error
— Technical standards
— Economic incentives
— Education, labelling, information
— Voluntary agreements

2 Complexity- Risk-informed: — Characterising the available evidence Epistemological
induced risk (risk agent and — Expert consensus seeking tools: discourse
problems causal chain) — Delphi or consensus conferencing

— Meta analysis
— Scenario construction, etc

— Results fed into routine operation

Robustness- — Improving buVer capacity of risk target
focussed:(risk through:
absorbing system) — Additional safety factors

— Redundancy and diversity in designing safety
devices

— Improving coping capacity
— Establishing high reliability organisations
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Knowledge Management Appropriate Instruments Stakeholder
Characterisation Strategy Participation

3 Uncertainty- Precaution-based: — Using hazard characteristics such as Reflective
induced risk (risk agent) persistence, ubiquity etc. as proxies for risk discourse
problems estimates

Tools include:
— Containment
— ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable)

and ALARP (as low as reasonably possible)
— BACT (best available control technology),

etc.

Resilience- — Improving capability to cope with surprises
focussed: — Diversity of means to accomplish desired
(risk absorbing benefits
system) — Avoiding high vulnerability

— Allowing for flexible responses
— Preparedness for adaptation

4 Ambiguity- Discourse- — Application of conflict resolution methods Participative
induced risk based: for reaching consensus or tolerance for risk discourse
problems evaluation results and management option

selection
— Integration of stakeholder involvement in

reaching closure
— Emphasis on communication and social

discourse

APPENDIX 3

ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL RISK GOVERNANCE COUNCIL

Formally instituted in June 2003, the International Risk Governance Council (IRGC) is an independent not-
for-profit organisation established as a Private Foundation under the Swiss Civil Code and is based in Geneva,
Switzerland. IRGC’s purpose is to help the understanding and management of global risks that impact on
human health and safety, the environment, the economy and society at large. In doing so, IRGC:

(i) aims to anticipate major risk issues, thereby improving awareness and the way such risks and the
uncertainties and ambiguities involved are assessed;

(ii) develops concepts and tools of risk governance that have relevance across diVerent fields,
organisations and countries; and

(iii) provides policy recommendations to key decision makers in government and industry and, where
appropriate, the general public.

For its projects and other activities IRGC seeks the collaboration of and brings together a wide range of people
from diVerent backgrounds, disciplines and sectors (i.e. academia, business, government and administration
as well as civil society). IRGC and its work relies entirely on financial support and donations from
governments, industry and grant-making foundations. Further information about IRGC may be found at
www.irgc.org.

Our evidence, above, is based closely on ongoing project work conducted by IRGC since June 2004 in which
we have developed a risk governance framework. This framework is summarised in appendices 1 and 2 to this
submission. The project has been led by Professor Ortwin Renn, Chair of Environmental Sociology at the
University of Stuttgart, who is also the author of the IRGC White Paper (“Risk Governance—Towards An
Integrative Approach”) in which the risk governance framework is described in more detail.
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Memorandum by Living Streets

1. About Living Streets

1.1 Living Streets is a national charity which campaigns for better streets and public spaces for people on foot.

1.2 The history of Living Streets demonstrates the strength of our agenda. We were formed in 1929, as the
Pedestrians Association. We have grown rapidly in the last few years and our work is supported by a network
of 21 branches, 2,000 supporters, 32 local authority members and a growing number of corporate members.

1.3 As well as working to influence others, we also carry out a range of practical work to implement our vision.
This includes facilitating Community Street Audits (which engage with the people using streets to identify
improvements) and providing training and consultancy to practitioners who design and manage our streets.

2. Responding to the consultation

2.1 This response discusses risk management as it applies to the street environment, particularly the practical
implications of risk assessments. It is based on our background of work with local authorities and local
communities to improve the street environment for pedestrians and community life.

2.2 The response addresses the issue more generally from this perspective rather than using the detailed
questions in the call for evidence issued by the Committee.

3. Overview of risk management and the pedestrian

3.1 Living Streets’ interest in the issue of risk comes from how risk management by local highway authorities
aVects the environment for pedestrians. We are concerned that local highway authorities interpret risk
management in a very conservative way that assesses only the immediate liabilities rather than a more
fundamental assessment of the risk of diVerent solutions. While there are other fundamental reasons why
streets have become more dangerous and less attractive for pedestrians, the rigid interpretation of risk is a
contributory factor to this.

3.2 National guidance can add to excessively risk averse behaviour by local authorities. For instance guidance
from the Department for Transport promotes a risk averse attitude to street design with “defensive”
engineering techniques to separate traYc from people, such as:

— guard railing at the edge of pavements;

— installation of subways and pedestrian bridges; and

— installation of traYc islands, which act like sheep pens corralling people in the centre of streets.
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3.3 Living Streets has been concerned that the Draft Corporate Manslaughter Bill would mean that local
authorities would be less likely to override such guidance as they would face greater liability for any pedestrian
deaths, even if they believed that to override the guidance would be in the best interests of the community in
that area. Appendix A, attached to the end of this response, is a letter from Living Streets to the Home OYce
in 2005 expressing our concerns.

3.4 The impact of conservative risk assessment coupled with national guidance means that the street
environment becomes very unattractive to pedestrians and people are therefore less willing to walk to shops,
services or to their work. At its extreme, this can result in villages being split in two by both traYc and defensive
engineering to prevent pedestrians crossing. The risk assessment is focussed on avoiding immediate liabilities
rather than assessing a wider interpretation of risk. Risks not considered, but which can result from the
defensive measures outlined above, include:

— the impact on public health (people are less likely to walk and therefore more likely to be overweight
or obese);

— greater numbers of car journeys at higher speeds contributing to climate change; and

— declining social capital as people are less likely to meet and chat in the street and to build informal
networks of friendship and association. Areas with lower levels of social capital have been associated
with lower economic growth, social exclusion and poorer health.33

3.5 There can also be a danger that risk assessment does not take account of the impact on diVerent groups.
Safety measures like bridges or subways will in many cases be unusable by the elderly or those with disabilities.

3.6 As part of the failure to address wider risks, local authorities often respond on an ad hoc basis to an
immediate single problem, or perception of a problem. For instance there could be examples of people crossing
the road near but not on a pedestrian crossing. One response to this could be to install guardrails so that it is
more diYcult to do this. This could well result in people still crossing but further away with the side eVect of
cars driving faster as drivers believe that pedestrians now no longer likely to cross. Higher speeds make any
accident more serious—a pedestrian hit by a car travelling at 40mph has an 85 per cent chance of being killed
compared to 5 per cent at 20mph.

3.7 Safety audits of proposed new roads or revisions to road layouts can also be treated as “gospel” rather
than being considered in a broader context against other risks. They should be treated more as a tool to ensure
that road safety concerns are balanced against other risks and that the relative scale of the risks are considered.
Members and oYcers of local authorities need to have the confidence to override its recommendations after
such a consideration.

3.8 There are examples of local authorities who have taken a more innovative approach and have acted
contrary to the guidance from the Department for Transport, for instance Norwich City Council, Nottingham
City Council and the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea.

3.9 The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea has aimed to rationalise and streamline street furniture
and maintain the free movement of pedestrians to create a more pedestrian friendly street environment. To
achieve this aim, Deputy Council Leader Daniel Moylan overrode professional advice and transferred the risk
for the project onto himself and the Cabinet. The decision to do this was widely supported by elected members
of both parties represented on the council and was taken after very careful consideration of all relevant factors,
including the likely eVect on public safety.

3.10 Members took the political decision not to install guard rails on the new crossings and went to great
lengths to test the safety consequences of their choice. Through observation, they established that guard rails
encouraged dangerous behaviour as pedestrians often bypassed the crossing altogether. Even so, council
oYcers could not agree to propose the decision to create the open crossings but the members were confident
enough to stand by their instincts and go ahead with the work. Extensive monitoring of the new crossings,
using CCTV and accident records, showed that they did not generate any more accidents than previously.34.
A full report on the eVect of removing the guardrails over the three years since the decision was made is due
in early 2006.

33 “People who have high levels of social capital can be expected to benefit from a wider range of opportunities and positive social and
economic outcomes than those with lower levels of social capital. Extensive academic research has associated links between social
capital and economic achievement, health, education, crime and quality of government.” OYce of National Statistics, Social Trends
33, 2003.

34 Local Leadership for Better Public Spaces: Building Sustainable Communities, CABE, 2004.
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4. Risk assessment and the community

4.1 Living Streets argues that the risk assessment of street design should involve the pedestrians who use them
on a regular basis. As Nick Starling of the Association of British Insurers said at the risk inquiry evidence
session on 8 November, we are all risk managers all our lives and people “are probably better at managing
risk than we give them credit for”.35 Regular pedestrian users of streets will know how they and other
pedestrians use the street and can better inform the design of streets.

4.2 We therefore call for power to be devolved down to local communities to make decisions about their
roads. As a first step, local authorities should work with local communities when deciding on how to manage
risk in street design. One way to do this is through Community Street Audits. Living Streets works directly
with local authorities to carry these out.

4.3 Community Street Audits are a method for evaluating the quality of streets and public spaces from the
viewpoint of the people who use them rather than those who manage them. Community Street Audits bring
together local people’s knowledge of their own neighbourhoods with the expertise of Living Streets to identify
the issues and challenges and generate options and ideas for improving their local areas. Community Street
Audits involve facilitators taking people out to look at how places work for people on foot. Instead of using
tick boxes and lists of questions, we use the tools of observation and conversation to encourage a fluid, natural
response to the street environment.

4.4 Beyond this first step, Living Streets argues for the creation or development of neighbourhood structures
to represent the views of the local community in the design and management of streets. The Government’s
proposed “double devolution” (to both local councils and neighbourhood structures and communities) needs
to address the issue of risk management. Neighbourhood structures and communities need to have flexibility
to address risk management within a framework where there is a clear understanding of where responsibilities
lie for this.

5. Recommendations for public policy

5.1 Whilst we work with local authorities and communities directly, we believe that central government has
a role in influencing an environment that is more conducive to a more realistic attitude to risk:

— Central government guidance needs to allow for flexibility in how local agencies interpret the
guidance so that they can act in the way that is best suited to their local circumstances in consultation
with the aVected community. In terms of risk, the guidance should be high level and goal setting.

— Central government should continue to devolve more powers to neighbourhood level where
communities can be engaged in decisions made by transport authorities. Frameworks for the
devolution of power to neighbourhoods (for instance the proposal from the OYce of the Deputy
Prime Minister for a National Neighbourhoods Framework) should address the issue of risk and be
clear about how risk is allocated to the local authority, neighbourhood body or community
organisation best able to manage the risk. The overall framework for local government should
encourage local councils to consult and engage their community on decisions aVecting streets,
including to address risk.

— Local authorities should be given the power and authority to make decisions for their community,
in consultation with that community. National policy should be high level, setting the overall goals
but allowing local authorities and other local and regional agencies to reach those goals in a way
that suits their area. This would allow local authorities to assess risks more appropriately for their
community.

— The regulatory and inspection framework for local authorities should allow flexibility for local
authorities to take decisions that are in the interests of their community but which might go against
central government guidance.

6. Examples of risk assessment and management

6.1 Living Streets has a number of practical examples of good practice in risk assessment in street design.
Please contact us for details.

10 January 2006

35 Uncorrected evidence, House of Lords Economic Committee, 8 November 2005.
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APPENDIX A

LIVING STREETS RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT CORPORATE MANSLAUGHTER BILL

July 2005

Living Streets would like the opportunity to comment on the draft Corporate Manslaughter Bill. As the issues
relating to corporate manslaughter do not usually fall within our remit, we have only recently become aware
of the implications of the draft bill, and thus we have missed the deadline to submit our response. Nevertheless,
we hope that it will be possible for our views to be considered by Ministers.

Living Streets (formerly the Pedestrians Association) is a national charity which campaigns for better streets
and public spaces for people on foot. We undertake Community Street Audits for neighbourhoods and local
authorities, and we have local branches and aYliated groups across the country.

We are concerned that the Bill as currently drafted will reduce the scope of local authorities and others
responsible for the public realm to improve conditions for pedestrians. This will be counter to government
policy to improve the quality of public spaces (as set out in the Public Service Agreement 8, on which the
ODPM leads); to increase the levels of walking and cycling (as set out in the Department for Transport’s
Action Plan on Walking and Cycling); and to reduce the level of childhood obesity (as set out in Public Service
Agreement 4, on which the Department of Health leads).

Our concern is with Clause 3(3)(b) of the draft Bill, which requires a jury to consider whether an organisation
failed to comply with “any code, guidance, manual or similar publication that is concerned with health and
safety matters and is made or issued . . . by an authority responsible for the enforcement of any enactment or
legislation of the kind mentioned in paragraph (a)”. We believe that the eVect of this clause would be to
increase the risk-averse nature of the traYc engineering profession in this country. Current guidance from the
Department for Transport favours defensive engineering techniques for our streets—for example:

— guard-railing at the edges of pavements;

— installation of subways and pedestrian bridges;

— the separation of traYc from people;

— traYc islands—so-called ’sheep-pens’- in the centre of streets.

All of these techniques, whilst ostensibly intended to increase pedestrian safety, often create worse conditions
for pedestrians and thus contribute to the reduction in walking which has taken place in recent years.

Whilst some local authorities—for example, Norwich City Council, Nottingham City Council, and the Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea—have acted in contrary to the guidance from the Department for
Transport, following careful risk assessments—most local authorities apply the guidance without
consideration of the detrimental impact on pedestrians.

We are concerned that, should the legislation be passed in its current form, it would kill oV the innovations
that we are currently seeing from those local authorities committed to improving public space. This will make
the task of our branches and supporters more diYcult, and be contrary to government policy. We would
therefore strongly urge that the Corporate Manslaughter Bill, whilst still requiring local authorities to comply
with health and safety legislation, should not require them to follow any ‘code, guidance, manual, or similar
publication’. Local authorities should simply be required to demonstrate that they have carefully quantified
the risk associated with their decisions, and that they have acted in accordance with their own decisions on
the balance of risk.

Memorandum by the Local Government Authority

Background

The LGA welcomes the opportunity to comment on the government policy on the management of risk. The
issue of risk management is one which has rapidly climbed up the agenda of local government particularly in
the last five years. This increased focus is as a consequence of a general rise of awareness of risk management
as an issue for local government. The other driver has been the importance that the Audit Commission has
placed on risk assessment in its determination of the performance of upper tier authorities. In the February
2006 consultation document “Use of Resources” issued by the Audit Commission there are a number of
references to risk management, for example:
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1. Key line of enquiry:

The council’s medium-term financial strategy, budgets and capital programmes are soundly based
and designed to deliver its strategic priorities.

Criterion for judgement at Level 3 performance

— the corporate business plan takes account of risk assessments and financial contingency
planning

2. Key line of enquiry:

The council manages performance against budgets

Criterion for judgement at Level 3 performance

— the council uses agreed processes to adjust and approve budgets in year informed by a risk
assessment

3. Key line of enquiry:

The council manages its spending within the available resources

Criterion for judgement at Level 3 performance

— the council’s policy for reserves and balances is based on a thorough understanding of its needs
and risk and is properly and clearly reported to members

Included within the Use of Resources section of the CPA guidance, in addition to the above, is a key line of
enquiry on how well does the council’s internal control environment enable it to manage its significant business
risks. I have attached the relevant pages from the Audit Commission guidance for the Committee’s
information.36

There are further references to risk assessment and risk management in the guidance but by outlining the
above examples the intention was to illustrate the depth and importance of this issue for local authorities if
they wish, as they do, to obtain high performance classification from the Audit Commission.

Local Government and Risk Awareness/Assessment Management

The work that local government, either on its own or in partnership with the private, voluntary and other
public agencies, is involved in ranges from community based infrastructure to personal services. Each area of
work has diVerent degrees of risk some of them which may not be the most obvious one. Some examples derive
from Birmingham where the threat of corporate manslaughter charges has been an issue.

— the possible failure by the Council to inspect all the trees that are at the road side as to the possible
danger from the trees a number of which were planted some years previously; eg three people killed
when a tree fell on their car in a suburb of the city;

— the possible faulty operation of a manhole cover on a road into the city, eg the manhole cover was
the cause of an accident which killed a young mother;

— the possible actions of staV in a childrens centre run by the Council in the early ’70s which has only
come to light in recent years leaving the Council potentially liable for compensation to the children
who passed through the home during the time specific staV were employed—estimated at many
hundreds of children with total claims potentially running to some millions of pounds

These examples could be illustrated by many others. It is however the nature of the services that local
authorities provide, often with inadequate funding, that lays them open to risk and therefore potential claims
from its users of services and citizens hence the importance of risk management.

36 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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Response to Specific Issues Raised by the Committee

Issue

Practical problems that local authorities face when attempting to implement risk assessment and risk
management procedures

Comment

— the engagement of members and senior oYcers who are already struggling to balance a number of
diVerent agendas;

— the identification of the risks in a managed way which leads to containment or mitigation actions by
the relevant members/oYcers;

— the potential costs of some of the containment/mitigation factors;

— the buy in of other stakeholders who have a role to play in either creating or minimising the risk eg the
action of publicans with regard to binge drinking and subsequent/community individual concerns
regarding the outcome of such drinking;

— maintaining and reviewing a viable, manageable risk assessment process.

Issue

Are risk management guidelines suYciently clear and transparent

Comment

Local government is exposed to risk in a number of its roles as demonstrated by the following examples: Eg
as an agent for government—schools and DfES guidance for children going on school trips. The guidance is
adequate but as recent events have demonstrated there remains an issue of risk.

Eg as a provider of services housed in buildings—swimming pools and the regulations dealing with emissions.
The guidance is adequate but requires knowledgeable implementation.

Eg as a parent in the case of looked after children—the guidance is determined locally based on national good
practice but faulty information can expose a child to risk as evidenced in the recent shooting of a young girl
who was thought to be visiting her father.

Whilst good clear guidance is obviously helpful there are a substantial number of cases where complete
information, knowledgeable experienced staV and a corporate culture of duty of care is far more important
than written guidance.

Issue

What are the practical problems associated with implementing them

Comment

— scale of the issue—in the tree example there are in excess of 1 million publicly owned trees in
Birmingham—how quickly and at what cost can the trees be surveyed and appropriate action taken;

— level of expertise available to implement the outcomes of risk assessment is variable eg it is an issue
for local government that as a society we are not producing suYcient numbers of experienced social
workers with vacancy/turnover rates rising as high as 25 per cent in their profession is some parts of
the country;

— financial resources available—in a too centralised government approach to local funding the ability
for local government to raise suYcient funds to implement the necessary capital works to ensure
compliance with building standards may not be forthcoming leading to the full or partial closure of
public buildings;

eg faults found in a certain type of construction used in the building of multi storey car parks in the
’70s/’80s lead to closures of such car parks in many cases as the cost of repairs to comply, quite
correctly, with the appropriate standards could not be aVorded by many councils. There were many
such examples in the West Midland area alone.
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Issue

Does current practice tend to promote risk averse responses by local authorities

Comment

In the main what has happened is an increase in risk awareness and how to manage the consequent risks rather
than becoming risk averse. However, in the area of child care there has been some practice changes that have
resulted in an increasing number of children being taken into care. The issue is more one of proportionate
response to known risk and the majority of local government is striving to arrive at the appropriate level of
response to a known or emerging risk rather than a blanket approach to avoid any risk.

Eg a primary school with a green grass play area stopped use of the play area after a child had tripped and
broken an ankle on a rabbit hole. Upon consideration the local authority reopened the play area but the
janitor now checks for rabbit burrows on a regular basis.

Issue

What, if anything, could be done to improve the situation where there are problems

Comment

The greater awareness there is of risk assessment and risk management amongst oYcers and members the
greater the ability to deal appropriately with diVering levels of risks. The involvement of the appropriate level
of oYcer and elected members is crucial to ensure that the council appreciates and understands often quite
complex risk issues.

Eg in a large PFI contract the risk attached to gaining planning approval for say forms of waste
disposal can be financially substantial and that risk needs to be understood in the fixing of the price
of the contract.

This type of risk is becoming increasingly understood across local government as experience of such
agreements is spread. The dissemination of good practice with regard to risk management may be something
that the Committee may wish to pursue.

Issue

Views about the existence and impact of the so called compensation culture

Comment

In the late ’90s there was a review by Lord Woolf into personal injury claims. The main aims of Lord Woolf’s
reforms were to reduce cost, delay and complexity in the way personal claims were handled and to prevent
litigation where possible. The underlying objective of the reforms was to encourage all sides to isolate the areas
in dispute at an earlier stage and reach early resolution. The reforms were implemented from April 1999 and
raised the level of awareness of personal claims within local government. The change of approach in handling
such claims combined with a growing public awareness of the ability to claim created, for a period of time, a
focus on personal injury claims arising in the main from street work matters eg trips on raised paving stones
and potholes and injuries to vehicles. The action of lawyers in raising awareness amongst the public about
their ability to claim has also been one of the factors in raising the profile of compensation claims.

Issue

Is there a real or perceived compensation culture and how has it aVected local authority behaviour with respect
to risk management

Comment

The area where the growth in compensation claims has most impacted on local authority behaviour is with
regard to the risk assessment of the level of insurance cover on authority needs to carry in respect of such
claims. Since 9/11 in America the cost of insurance cover has escalated and in determining the level of
insurance cover, the level of self insurance and the level of risk to be carried has certainly been an issue for
authorities. What has also happened is a tightening up of how such claims are dealt with in the terms of
evidence required etc this cross refers to the changes brought about by the Woolf enquiry.
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Issue

Is there tangible statistical evidence concerning the magnitude and impact of the compensation culture

Comment

There are no overall figures collated on compensation claims. The larger authorities will have information
about the individual volume and value of personal injury claims as part of their monitoring of the insurance
costs and liabilities facing an individual authority. It may be that the Committee may be able to obtain some
overall information from the major insurance companies such as Zurich who are used by local government to
provide insurance cover.

Conclusion

There has been a growing awareness of the need for risk management over the past five/six years in local
government and that has much to commend it. However, the LGA is concerned that the increasing regulation
and control exercised by central government may have reached the “tipping point” and becoming counter
productive and is stifling innovation and creating a culture where risk averseness rather than risk awareness
may be rewarded.

I thought it might be helpful to the Committee if I attach as part of the evidence an example of how an
authority approaches risk management. I therefore attach the following documents:37

1. Risk management policy statement.

2. Risk management strategy.

3. Risk management methodology.

The LGA would be happy to meet with the Committee to discuss this issue further.

March 2006

Memorandum by Professor Ragnar Lofstedt and Dr Robyn Fairman,
King’s Centre for Risk Management

Introduction

To set our comments in context for this inquiry we take the view that we live in a post trust society, where
following a spate of regulatory scandals such as BSE, the public no longer trust policy makers and regulators
as they used to. To address this issue, policy makers moved away from the consensual style of regulation to
a “new” style of regulation which incorporates a number of characteristics including the following:

(a) It aims to be more inclusive than exclusive, encouraging greater public and stakeholder participation
in the policy making process, either via citizen panel and citizen juries;

(b) It calls for regulatory strategies to be completely open and transparent and for regulators to be
accountable for any policy that they propose;

(c) Regulators are asked to take more into account of environmental and social values and to use the
precautionary principle and other risk-averse measures more frequently;

(d) It aims for a distinct separation of risk assessment (science) from risk management (policy making);

(e) Science is seen in a diVerent light. The media increasingly questions scientific findings, and many
stakeholders and the public take the view that that scientists are just another stakeholder.

To address the questions raised by this inquiry it is important, we feel, to consider that we are now operating
within a new style of regulation in the UK.

By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined and, where
appropriate, incorporated into public policy?

To date regulators are encouraged to seek greater public and stakeholder participation, as we saw for example
with regard to GM Nation. However, to be clear this process is not problem free. In many cases participants
tend to be self-selecting. Most people, believe it or not, do not want to participate in policy making, preferring
to go home after work see their loved ones and discuss the day, rather than participate in a citizen panel. As
a result, public participation exercises in many cases receive low response rates, in the order of 2–10 per cent
at most. Those that do participate usually do so because they have a specific interest with regard to the topic

37 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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at hand and they also more often than not have time on their hands (pensioners, students, house men or house
wives). One way to address the conundrum of the self selection process is to focus more on face-to-face
ethnographic interviews, rather than engage in mass public dialogue campaigns, as this would uncover how
the public actually perceives the risk in question. These types of studies, based on cognitive mapping, or mental
models processes, coordinate the knowledge of the diverse experts as well as securing public understanding of
the analytical results leading to better (proactive) risk communication strategies.

Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical to
use non-monetary measures of well-being? What is the scope for other measures of public consultation, in order to
determine public attitudes to risk?

Of course monetary values can be estimated—whether they are meaningful and useful is another question.
This question assumes that decisions are made based on an economic rationality. We would argue that viewing
the world through the lens of economic rationality with individuals acting as maximisers of expected utility
may make the formalisation and transparency of decision-making simpler, but it does not necessarily make
decisions more understandable, amenable or acceptable to people with diVerent knowledge frames. People
tend not to make choices solely on what gives them maximum utility, choices are also guided by social norms,
ethics, values, morality and by the scripts and routines they live their lives through.

Of course an economic analysis is a vital part of public policy decision-making and should help guide
decisions. However to base formalised decision-making on such a rationality will lead to decision-makers
adjusting the inputs to the framework to produce the outputs they “feel” and “know” are “correct” and
politically acceptable.

Is it possible to identify fundamental principles that should be applied across the public sector, and are the same principles
equally applicable to the private sector?

Risk is a term that is important in policy. It is a “catch all” term that refers to some degree to uncertainty of
outcome, or negativity of outcome. Risk has a technical meaning. Risk, in its technical sense is some
combination of the likelihood of an adverse event and the severity of the harm. In technical risk assessment
such a definition will provide the framework for risk assessment but in practice most risk assessment are in
qualitative rather than quantitative and use tool such as risk matrices. Risk assessment therefore even using
a technical definition can be highly judgemental.

The form of risk assessment used is determined by:

— the use to which it will be put (planning and resource tool, scientific decision-making, rating or
ranking etc),

— the nature of the risk (environmental, health, financial or management),

— the expertise of those conducting the assessment,

— the uncertainty, ambiguity and variability of the risk,

— the controversy or political sensitivity attached to the outcome of the assessment.

Fundamental principles are possible to establish but the range of risks, contexts and uses that they will have
to cover will mean that they will need to be flexible, broad and goal based. How useful such vague principles
will be in ensuring consistency and transparency is questionable.

Again it is hard to answer the applicability of private sector risk management techniques to the public sector.
The use of risk management in the private sector tends to focus on financial risk management, and to a lesser
degree organisational risk management of wider risks. The principles that underlie these are applicable to a
greater or lesser degree (depending upon the “product” of the public service). Their applicability to questions
of public sector decision-making in relation to policy is limited at best.

Is there sufficient consistency and coherence in the application of risk management and management policies across
government departments and agencies?

Risk, risk assessment and risk management are context driven. Consistency in the basic principles of risk
management as discussed above may be possible between departments, especially if the principles are broad
and all encompassing. Consistency in the use of tools would be theoretically be possible if the toolkit was large
enough to encompass all possible ranges of use, risk type and political sensitivity. Although theoretically
possible it is likely that this is practically too onerous.
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From an external perspective there is a lack of coherence in the application of risk management in government.
However risk, as constructed by diVerent parts of government, has a meaning derived from the terms of
reference of that department, the historical roots of risk concepts with in that arena, the legal structures and
powers governing that risk area, and the policy tools and approaches used within specific domains. The
application of a “one size fits all” approach, particularly if that approach is based on an economic rationality
will prove diYcult to implement, and have very little practical benefits.

If the tools of risk management do not fit the culture of where those tools are used, they will become irrelevant
and become part of the formulaic “tick box” approach to analysis and assessment. This will have negative
repercussions for the management of risk.

How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments?

There are several ways of addressing this issue discussed in the risk literature. One method advocated by
certain bodies is that in such cases all one needs to do is to “educate” the public(s) so that they become more
“rational”. This is a rather simple way of looking at the conundrum and will in most cases fail as the public(s)
do not want to be talked down to. Another way advocated by certain stakeholders is to have a broad decision
making process where the public and stakeholders can help formulate the agenda (even the up front scientific
agenda which the policy may originate from). Such a strategy is highly likely to fail as well, for two reasons—
self selection bias as identified in paragraph 1 and secondly, it would cause major conflicts between the
advocates (NGOs) and the science community: something that is already occurring in some instances in this
country, leading arguably to greater public distrust of science. One further way would be via the risk-ranking
approach advocated by a number of US researchers, most notably a group at Carnegie Mellon University.
Such an approach would encourage both experts and publics rank risks and where there are agreements in the
ranking processes then those risks in question can be regulated.

How should policy deal with risk issues that are unknown or poorly understood, such as those associated with new
technologies?

Integrated risk management strategies

Where ever possible policy makers should make their decisions on (peer reviewed) science. When such science
is not available, some form of risk assessment should be advocated but this should not be based on expert
judgement and quantitative probabilities alone, but wherever possible incorporate social and environmental
values. Such methodologies have been successfully put forward by a number of bodies most notably Canada
(Q850), United States (National Research Council) as well as the Royal Commission for Environmental
Pollution here.

Precautionary principle

Some regulators and policy makers advocate the use of the precautionary principle. This is on the whole
diYcult to refute as we all want to be better safe than sorry. What the precautionary principle actually means,
however, is diYcult to pinpoint as past studies indicate up to 19 formulations, although suYce it to say that
the most common usage of it is that one needs to take action when an activity raises threats to the environment
or human health. Many member state countries, most notably Germany and Sweden, have used the
precautionary principle with some degree of success for thirty years, a recent study by the European
Environment Agency espoused the virtue of it. Even the European Commission has become involved with
regard to the meaning of the precautionary principle, and in 2000 published a communication to clarify its
meaning, concluding that the principle should be placed within an existing framework of risk management.

On the whole, most policy makers are pleased with the Commission’s communication. In the Communication
itself argues when applying the precautionary principle one needs to take into account the following:

— Proportionality: “Measures must make it possible to achieve appropriate levels of protection”;

— Non-discrimination: “Comparable situations should not be treated diVerently and diVerent
situations should be treated the same way”;

— Consistency;

— Examination of benefits and costs: “A comparison must be made between the most likely positive
and negative consequences of the envisaged action and those of inaction in terms of overall costs to
the community”;
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— Examination of scientific developments: “Measures should be maintained as long as the scientific
data are inadequate, imprecise, and inconclusive, and as long as the risk is considered too high to be
imposed on society.”

However, the precautionary principle is not always used the way as advocated by the European Commission.
In many cases, the principle has been mis-used and always become a law unto itself. Questionable rulings over
the past few years include the European Commission’s decision to ban the importation of ground nuts from
Africa, citing the precautionary principle (although scientific studies indicate that eating these ground nuts
increases the rate of liver cancer by 1 death per 100 million people). Therefore, if the precautionary principle is
to remain a credible tool, then it needs to be used within the parameters set out by the European Commission’s
communication, as its misuse will lead to public and stakeholder distrust of European regulators and worse
policymaking overall.

Science

What complicates matters still further is what should be the role of science. At the present time scientists do
not play the prominent role they once did. Rather, scientific results today are increasingly questioned by the
media, stakeholders, the public, and other scientists claiming contrary evidence. There are several reasons for
this demotion, one of which has to do with past scandals. With regard to BSE, for example, scientists were
wrong to categorically state that in the late 1980s that there was no link between BSE and vCJD. In addition,
other studies indicate that public knowledge is important and should not be quickly discounted by scientists.
That said one needs to take into account the consequences of downplaying scientific results in the setting of
regulations. For example, by not focusing on enough on the scientific dimension, the media has amplified the
controversy around the MMR jab as a national health risk, with more than 50 per cent of parents now
confused as to whether there is a link between the jab and child autism.

Media

The media needs to become more responsible in how it communicates risks, science and uncertainty. In many
cases this has not been the case. In many cases risks (such as MMR) are amplified when in fact they should
be attenuated which leads to unnecessary public concern. One prominent example is the January 2004 farmed
salmon scare which was caused by a number of US scientists trying to act as policy makers. That is, using their
study which showed higher levels of PCBs in farmed salmon from Scotland than from wild salmon caught oV
the coast of Alaska, and then applying US EPA food consumption guidelines, set for anglers catching
recreational fish rather than US FDA, UK FSA or Who guidelines, they concluded that the farmed salmon
was unsafe to eat. The study was quickly circulated throughout Europe and the US leading to widespread
concern that one should not eat farmed salmon, despite significant health benefits of doing so. It is because
stories such as this that we welcome Roger Harrabin’s (BBC Today programme) risk reporting guidelines and
it is because of these stories that one of us (R.Lofstedt) has been encouraging via talks and advice (eg European
Commission: DG SANCO, EFSA, journalists: Financial Times) the take-up of these guidelines more globally.

Are there any particular problems arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks?

There are two main factors that stand out with regard to rare but catastrophic risks. Firstly, research from
the 1970s and 1980s shows that the public(s) are on the whole much more concerned about risks that happen
infrequently but have high “kill” factors associated with them than risks that do not have it (so called dread
factor). This is one of the reasons why most of us are more worried about flying than driving even though
driving causes many more deaths per year than flying. Related to this is the so called familiarity factor. Publics
are more concerned about risks that they do not recognise than risks that are familiar to them. We are much
more familiar with risk events that happen often than we are with rare, catastrophic ones. Secondly, the media
tends to amplify rare catastrophic risks while attenuating risks that happen frequently. Hence air-plane
accidents, terrorist attacks receive much more attention than the annual influenza outbreak, even-though the
latter will on average kill more people than the former on an annual basis.

January 2006

Memorandum by Dr Ute Navidi, Director, London Play

London Play is one of the most influential children’s charities in London, with a mission to ensure that every
child in London has high quality, accessible and inclusive play opportunities. London Play supports and co-
ordinates out-of-school play services across the capital, provides a voice for the capital’s playwork profession,
and campaigns for all London children’s right to play.
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I am writing to make a brief submission to this Inquiry with some evidence concerning the government’s
approach to risk management.

Last November, I was pleased to represent the Children’s Play Council of which my organisation, London
Play, is an active member, at the conference on Risk and redress: preventing a compensation culture. It was a
rare opportunity to be part of an event addressed by six government ministers in one day: Lord Hunt
(Department for Work and Pensions), Fiona MacTaggart (Home OYce), Lord Adonis (Department for
Education and Skills), Lord Falconer (Department for Constitutional AVairs) and Jane Kennedy
(Department of Health) and Baroness Ashton (who chairs the Ministerial Task Force). All bore witness to the
significance with which the government views the apparent growth in Britain’s “compensation culture” which
lies behind the Compensation Bill making its way through Parliament. Baroness Ashton said while it is
arguable whether we have a compensation culture or not, a growing risk aversion is a significant problem. We
concur with this statement as it relates to play, and with Lord Hunt who told the conference that “Good risk
management is not risk assessment; it is avoiding serious risk”.

Speaking from the floor, I addressed the ripple eVects of the “compensation culture”, specifically the problem
which risk aversion has created in play. The growing culture of caution has led to bans on many childhood
activities such as making handstands, yo-yos, and daisy-chains, with children being required to wear goggles
for playing conkers. I said that we as a society need to reassess the way actual injuries are being handled:

“A tabloid recently asked me to comment on the case of a four-year-old who fell from a tree branch
only one foot above the ground, who unfortunately broke his arm and whose mother received several
thousand pounds. (It was a tree that generations of children had played on, and the “oVending”
branch was cut oV.) This illustrates the willingness of local authorities to pay up to a parent claiming
compensation as this appears to be a cheaper option than going to court. Local authorities in
London have taken down play equipment rather than invest in its maintenance, no doubt worried
about potentially large pay-outs. This has led to even fewer play opportunities for children, and adds
to the fears surrounding outdoor play rather than encouraging children to test their abilities in
challenging play.”

Recent years have seen the development of a contradictory attitude to children’s play. Growing childhood
obesity and a more sedentary lifestyle has made people realise that children should spend more time playing
in an unstructured way outdoors. In fact, medical research suggests that only 60 minutes spent by children in
this way would, in some age groups, be suYcient to deal with children’s weight problem. On the other hand,
parents and carers are becoming more fearful of letting children play outside. We need to address this
contradiction, and in fact London’s play providers do what they can to do this, especially London’s Adventure
Playgrounds which often have a hard time surviving in today’s funding climate. Haringey’s Somerford Grove
Adventure Playground was the first to open last summer after around two decades.

It is welcome that the Play Safety Forum’s leaflet ‘Managing risk in play provision’ and the Health and Safety
Executive now hold the position that risk in play has its benefits. It would be helpful if the Guidance to the
Compensation Bill were to reflect their and our understanding.

In a broader sense, the government could help reverse the trend towards ever-greater fear of outdoor play
particularly among parents and carers, through a national awareness campaign on “The benefits of risk-taking
in children and young people’s play” in partnership with the play sector. London Play—the pan-London
regional voluntary organisation promoting high quality and accessible play opportunities for children in the
capital, would be very keen to cooperate.

29 January 2006

Memorandum by Professor John Maule, Leeds University Business School

Within the last thirty years there has been a large body of research and theory to explain how individuals and
groups of individuals perceive and act in the face of risk. In contrast to statistical/economic risk assessment
procedures that underlie formal risk assessment, we know that the general public use intuitive forms of
thinking that often lead to a diVerent understanding of what risk is and the degree of risk involved. This work
spans a large number of areas and is very well developed in peer-reviewed research. Three examples of the more
important aspects are listed briefly below:

People, including experts, use heuristic forms of thinking that are much simpler than those by economic/
statistical models. These forms of thinking are highly functional in that they allow people to make quick and
reasonably accurate judgements with comparatively little eVort and small amounts of knowledge. However,
they do lead to error and bias. These errors and biases can explain some of the anomalies in public action—
extreme risk aversion with respect to letting their children go out alone, despite formal statistics indicating
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the child deaths from being abducted by strangers have not changed since the end of the Second World War;
information security strategies of many large organisations involve spending too much on some threats but
not enough on others.

There are many motivational biases that lead people to over-estimate the likelihood of some threats and under-
estimate the likelihood of others. For example, there is undue optimism that leads people to over-predict the
likelihood of good things happening to them or their organisation and underestimate the probability of bad
things happening to them or their organisation. At a corporate level, even when organisation can be persuaded
to think about possible negative outcomes of their actions, these are never negative enough; when you tell them
this and get them to adjust, still they do not adjust enough! At a personal level health education programmes
suVer from the fact that people under-predict the likelihood of bad things happening to them.

People take account of qualitative aspects of threats that are totally ignored by formal risk assessments. For
example, the perceived control that a person has over a threat crucially aVects their judgement of risk. This
can explain why people are relatively risk taking in the context of driving and smoking but so averse to new
technologies such as GM.

Emotion plays a crucial role in risk assessment. Put simply, people can use their current emotional state as a
basis for judging risk—if they feel anxious then it must be risky, if they feel good it must be safe! Thus
immediate emotional reaction can determine judgement of risk rather than the wealth of scientific
information. Indeed, over a period of time people lay down threat related memories which can be “marked”
emotionally (ie the emotional experience is stored along with the factual information about the event). The
mere mention of the threat activates the memories and the emotion, such that the risk judgements are sustained
by the negative emotion—stigmatization. Thus regardless of the quality of the scientific evidence and
argument, the perceived risk remains the same, determined by the emotional reaction.

The above, and many other aspects that I have not covered, lead to biased perceptions of risk. Given that
policy makers are themselves subject to these eVects and respond to biased public opinion there are many
examples where policy itself is biased eg in Britain we spend much more on saving a life on the railways (low
perceived controllability) as compared with saving a live on the roads (high perceived controllability).

These issues have important implications for developing eVective and sensitive risk communication.

In this short communication I have tried to illustrate some of the work on human judgement and decision
making developed from a psychological stand-point. This work can boast two Nobel Laureates (Herbert
Simon, Daniel Kahneman) but is largely unknown outside of academia, despite the huge relevance it has. My
experience of running courses on judgement and decision making for senior professionals (eg managers,
doctors, police oYcers) and running course on risk communication for the public and private sector has
revealed not only the total lack of knowledge about this work, but also the immediate resonance it has with
the delegates and the insights that it can provide them.

9 January 2006

Letter from Mr John Hickey, Chief Executive, Medical Protection Society

You have asked for any evidence that the Medical Protection Society may have as to whether there is a
“compensation culture” in the United Kingdom.

Firstly, I should say that the answer to this question depends very much on how one defines “compensation
culture” as, arguably, such a term should not only consider the frequency of claims, but also their value.

In the UK, MPS has in membership 20,000! general practitioners and 18,000! specialist hospital
practitioners, the majority of whom undertake some private practice. For both groups there is no evidence
that the frequency of claims is rising (indeed the converse appears to be true for general practitioners).

Turning now to the value (or severity) of claims and the associated claimant legal costs, particularly for
patients who have suVered very severe injuries, these are increasing and, in my view, can be considered as part
of a “compensation culture”, especially claimant legal costs. If you wish, we could provide you with data
which show:

— The relative significance of catastrophic injury claims in clinical negligence. This is worse than the
standard Pareto distribution that is sometimes assumed for insurance type claims; for example
around 60 per cent of MPS’ estimated outstanding reported claim costs arise from just 4 per cent
of claims by number. Thus a falling claims frequency does not imply that the cost of indemnifying
individuals who are the recipients of these claims is falling.
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— The increasing cost of compensation for the larger claims. Improving mortality assumptions imply
higher payments as they have to cover the costs of care and loss of earnings awards for much longer
periods. In this regard, there have been no comprehensive, prospective, longitudinal studies of the
mortality of the recipients of NHS awards for catastrophic (normally birth related) injury. At the
moment life expectancy is based upon the educated “guesses” of experts for both sides, often
compared with “normal” life expectancy for that age. Such a study might help to generate proper
impaired life mortality tables which could be used by the courts to (a) ensure that damages awards
did not over- or under- compensate injured patients and, (b) enable more confident pricing of
annuities—these annuities would be required so that defendants could meet their obligations to
provide court awarded periodical payment orders.

— Reductions in the discount rate and other means of calculating the likely expected future costs of
care often represent upward only challenges to the levels of damages in severe injury cases. There are
cases ongoing at the moment in which, if diVerent, lower, indices for the cost of future care are
accepted by the court, will result in significant increases in the levels of damages awarded. While this
would aVect adversely the subscriptions MPS has to charge its members, more importantly it would
cause a very significant increase (running to many hundreds of millions of pounds) in the cost burden
of clinical negligence that the NHS currently carries. Changes in discount rates in the past have
caused stepwise increase in the levels of damages awarded for the few, while ignoring the needs of
the majority who have suVered significant impairment that has not resulted from clinical negligence.
It is for this reason that MPS, since 1989, has been an advocate of a ring-fenced no fault
compensation scheme for all brain impaired children irrespective of cause. Indeed the Chief Medical
OYcer proposed a compensation scheme for birth related injuries in the recent Making Amends
paper.

— The very significant increases in claimant legal costs that have arisen since the Woolf reforms of 1998
and which the National Health Service Litigation Authority has described not as the compensation
culture but the “vulture culture”.

19 April 2006

Evidence submitted by Medical Protection Society (MPS)

Background

1. The Medical Protection Society (MPS) is the world’s leading indemnifier of health professionals. As a not-
for-profit mutual organisation, MPS oVers support to members with legal and ethical problems that arise from
their professional practice.

2. MPS membership oVers peace of mind to more than 235,000 health professionals and their patients
worldwide. Members commonly seek help with clinical negligence claims, complaints, medical council
inquiries, legal and ethical dilemmas, disciplinary procedures, inquests and fatal accident inquiries. They have
access to expert advice from a 24-hour emergency helpline and, where appropriate, legal assistance and
compensation for patients who have been harmed through negligent treatment. We also run risk-management
and education programmes to reduce adverse incidents and promote safer practice.

3. MPS is not an insurance company. All the benefits of membership of MPS are discretionary as set out in
the Memorandum and Articles of Association.

Introduction

4. MPS welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Committee’s inquiry into “The Government’s Policy
on the Management of Risk”.

5. MPS has extensive experience in clinical negligence litigation and is well placed to comment on the
frequently cited growth in compensation claims and whether the fear of litigation gives rise to defensive
practice or medical professionals becoming “risk averse”, that is where the actions of practitioners are more
closely connected with protecting themselves from litigation than providing patient care.

6. MPS provides indemnity against clinical negligence claims for GPs and private practitioners. Negligence
claims in the public hospital sector are managed by the NHS Litigation Authority (NHSLA).

7. The answer to the question on whether there is a “compensation culture” in the United Kingdom depends
very much on how one defines “compensation culture”. The absolute number of clinical negligence claims has
fallen over the last few years. From MPS’s perspective, the phrase “compensation culture” should not only
consider the frequency of claims, but also their value.
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8. MPS has provided statistics that illustrate, by reference to the largest 25 settled claims in the years 1992–95
and 2002–05, that the value of claims arising from catastrophic injuries has significantly increased from the
first period to the second period.

MPS UK GP Subscriptions

9. In the UK, excluding Scotland, the average GP subscription paid by MPS members increased from £1,262
in 1995 to £3,013 in 2005. This represents an annual rate of increase of 9.1 per cent per annum.

10. For a full-time GP practising in Scotland the subscription has increased from £1,159 in 1995 to £1,943
in 2005. This represents an annual rate of increase of 5.3 per cent per annum reflecting the lower claim costs
experienced in Scotland.

The Largest 25 Settled Claims

11. An analysis of the 25 largest claims (UK GP and private practitioner) settled in the periods 1992–95 and
2002–05 reveals that the average large claim size has increased from £607,000 in the first period (with claims
ranging in size from £240,000 to £1,632,000), up to £1,360,000 in the second period (with claims ranging in
size from £684,000 up to £3,780,000). This equates to a compounded annual rate of increase of 8.4 per cent
for the average of the largest 25 claims in each period.

— The largest claim in the second period was 2.3 times the value of the largest claim in the first period
(a compounded annual rate of increase of 8.8 per cent).

— The 25th largest claim in the second period was almost three times the value of the 25th largest claim
in the first period (a compounded annual rate of increase of 11 per cent).

12. The annual increase in the retail prices index for the period was 2.5 per cent.

Breakdown of Costs for Large Settled Claims

13. For the 25 largest claims settled in each of the respective periods, the total damages awarded are shown
along with the amount of claimant costs and defence legal costs:

Claimant Legal Defence
Total Costs Of Costs as per cent Costs as per
Claim Paid By Claimant of Defence cent

Period MPS Damages Legal Costs Damages Costs of Damages

1992–95 £15,166,885 £12,535,849 £1,794,468 14.3 £836,568 6.7
2002–05 £33,994,044 £27,604,987 £4,559,476* 16.5 £1,829,579 6.6

* Claimant costs on the more recently settled claims may not yet be finalised.

14. The table demonstrates that the sum of the top 25 damages awards increased by 120 per cent from the first
period to the second. More significantly, it shows that the sum of claimant costs increased by more than 150
per cent. There may be good reasons why society, through the courts, would wish to increase the compensation
available to often catastrophically injured patients, but it is less clear why claimant costs should have increased
to an even greater extent. For the top 25 claims settled in 2002–05, for every £100 of damages awarded to a
seriously injured patient, claimant legal costs were a further £16.50. This compares with £14.30 for every £100
of damages for the top 25 claims settled a decade earlier; an increase of 15.4 per cent.

Distribution of Outstanding Reported Claims

15. The settled large claims tell only part of the story for MPS and other compensators of claimants who have
suVered serious bodily injuries. In any one year MPS will have greater amounts of outstanding claims costs
than it will actually pay out in that year. Outstanding claims costs relate to claims reported to MPS and also
incidents which have occurred and may become claims in the future.
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16. As the graph below shows, the number of reported outstanding claims that we estimate to be worth more
than £100,000 represent less than 13 per cent of all outstanding reported claims by number, but represent just
over 80 per cent by estimated value.
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Current/Future Threats to the Level of High Claim Awards

17. The cost of the largest claims disproportionately drives the amounts that compensators such as MPS face
and the subscriptions that we must consequently levy on members. Increases in the costs of claims must be
reflected in increased costs for general practitioners and for the cost of private practice. The first is ultimately
reimbursed by the Department of Health, the second will inevitably present an additional cost for providers
of private health-care to pass on to their patients.

18. There continues to be further pressure by claimants to increase the level of damages awarded by the courts.
As well as increasing the cost of medical indemnity for the future, these changes, if implemented, will have a
severe retrospective eVect. The costs to the NHS will increase to an even greater extent as the NHSLA has
more claims arising from catastrophic injuries than MPS. However the NHS can self fund periodical payment
orders and will not therefore have to purchase annuities on the open market.

19. MPS requested its actuaries, Lane Clark & Peacock, to demonstrate the eVect on a potential award for a
catastrophically injured patient based upon the current discount rate and the mortality basis that were in force
through the period 2002–05 and then to reassess the level of the award if lower discount rates, diVerent
mortality tables and indexation factors were to be applied all of which would increase substantially the levels
of damages awarded. It should be noted that all these factors are currently being challenged by claimants.

Child, now aged 10, suVered a delay in diagnosis of meningitis leaving him severely brain damaged and
dependent upon others for full time care. Costs for past losses, future needs and associated costs have been
agreed as follows:

— Full care for life starting at £60,000 per annum.

— Loss of earnings starting at £15,000 per annum.

— Costs of therapies and treatments starting at £10,000 per annum.

— Plus accommodation £100,000 (one oV).

— Plus past losses £100,000.

— Plus claimant costs £300,000.
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— Plus defence costs £100,000.

— Age at date of settlement 10—normal life expectation.

20. The diVerent scenarios are shown in the table below.

A B C D
As B but now using

discount rate of 0 per
Present money terms cent

value of award—normal to reflect possible As C) but allowing for
population mortality As A but now using increase in cost of future costs to increase in

Ogden tables version 3. Ogden tables version 5. annuity purchase to line with earnings rather
Annual Discount rate 2.5 per Discount rate 2.5 per meet a periodical than prices(discount

Head of Damage Cost cent. cent. payment order. rate % "1.5 per cent)

Cost of Care
including
Therapies and
Treatments (life) £70,000 £2,186,00 £2,334,000 £5,136,000 £9,725,000

Loss of Earnings
(to age 65) £15,000 £354,000 £360,000 £714,000 £1,148,000

Plus other one oV
costs (legal costs,
accommodation
etc) £600,000 £600,000 £600,000 £600,000 £600,000

Total £3,140,400 £3,294,000 £6,450,000 £11,473,000

Explanation of Scenarios

21. Column A shows the position as it stood for claims settled in the period 2002–05 ie using a discount rate
of 2.5 per cent, Ogden Tables version 3.

22. Column B uses the Ogden Tables (version 5). It should be noted that hundreds of severely injured patients
receive NHS awards each year, but there is no systematic gathering of the survival data from these patients.
If gathered, we believe that the actuarial profession could construct mortality tables for such impaired lives,
perhaps by nature/extent of injury. The information would enable courts and annuity providers to use
evidence based data to inform decisions on likely future longevity for this class of injured patient. Although
it may be unlikely that catastrophically injured patients will exhibit the same mortality as the general
population, for ease of exposition, the example of future costs uses normal life expectancy throughout.

23. Column C shows the eVects of changes to the way in which an award is delivered to the patient. Courts
are now able to award periodical payments. The belief that there would be little diVerence between the
discount rate set by the Lord Chancellor and the rate of discount used to price annuities (which defendants
often have to purchase to match the court award) is not in our experience currently borne out in practice. There
is currently no significant market for these annuities. Open market quotations that we have sought we believe
to have been based upon discount rates in the range "0.5 per cent to 0.5 per cent compared with the discount
rate set by the Lord Chancellor, currently 2.5 per cent. MPS welcomes the principle behind periodical
payments but there are very real practical diYculties which remain to be addressed.

24. Column D shows the eVects of changes to the rate at which future costs are assumed to increase: currently
the rate of increase is based upon price inflation (RPI) but claimants argue that future costs should be increased
in line with earnings. It may be estimated that changing the rate of future escalation from rates based on
estimated future prices to rates based upon estimated future earnings could be equivalent to a reduction in the
discount rate of 1.5 per cent per annum.

Notes

1. The periods 1992–95 and 2002–05 were chosen to provide a 10 year period to measure the eVect of changes
in value of the largest claims.

2. Two four year periods were chosen to increase the number of large claims that could be included in the
study.

3. Claims before 1992 were not included as these are not representative of current claims against MPS
members.

4. There may be some additional claimant legal costs to pay on claims settled in 2005.
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5. Current outstanding claim values are stated here in current money terms and do not allow for any claims
inflation before time of settlement.

6. Claims estimates are subject to inherent risks and uncertainty.

7. RPI statistics: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme—economy/Rp02.pdf

2 May 2006

Memorandum by the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE)

Executive Summary

1. NICE contributes to the NHS by helping healthcare organisations and practitioners to adopt cost-eVective
and appropriate practice and in so doing reduce the risk of failing to meet national healthcare standards.

2. NICE’s own methods and processes for dealing with the inherent uncertainties of an evidence base of very
variable quality are designed to minimise the risk of error in guidance or that guidance will fail to meet the
needs of its various audiences.

3. NICE manages risks to the robustness and relevance of its guidance by employing rigorous methods and
procedures, safeguarding the independence of these procedures, ensuring the transparency of the ‘audit trail’
from evidence to recommendations, including stakeholders—particularly patients and the public—in the
guidance process, providing opportunities to appeal against its decisions, periodically reviewing its decisions,
and by helping healthcare organisations to implement its guidance.

4. In addition, NICE field-tests its draft public health guidance so as to take account of local knowledge and
experience as a way of overcoming barriers to implementation.

5. The best available evidence is not always very good or complete. NICE’s advisory bodies have competence
in making scientific value judgements in these circumstances, but they cannot legitimately impose on the NHS
their own social value judgements about the ethical principles, preferences, culture and aspirations that should
underpin NHS care. A Citizens Council helps NICE take account of social value judgements in its guidance.

6. These social value judgements are relevant to issues such as the appropriate methods for valuing human
life and health, restrictions on the treatment of particular groups of patients, and the balance between
regulation and individual liberty.

7. Because the resources for the NHS are finite, and the use of cost-ineVective interventions in one area of
practice will deny the availability of cost-eVective interventions in another, NICE values and compares the
health outcomes of clinical and public health interventions. NICE’s preferred approach is cost–utility analysis.
It has adopted as the principal measure of health outcome the quality-adjusted life year (QALY). EYciency
cannot be the sole criterion for deciding ‘value for money’, so other social value judgements about fairness
must influence NICE’s decisions.

8. The principles arising from social value judgements enable NICE to minimise the risk of discrimination
occurring inadvertently in the process of guidance development. These principles cover factors such as age,
gender and sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, self-inflicted conditions, and patient
choice.

9. NICE is consulting on principles suggested by its Citizens Council for governing the imposition of public
health measures on the population. These principles reflect consideration of the relative roles of individuals
and the state in looking after people’s health, and instances where meeting the health needs of the overall
population may inconvenience or harm a minority.

10. NICE’s prime concern is to reduce the risk of sub-standard performance by healthcare organisations and
practitioners. However, it also provides important support for individuals who wish to understand the risks
and benefits of treatment options through versions of guidance specially designed for patients and the public.

11. A particularly challenging topic for NICE is that of patient safety in relation to Creutzfeldt-Jacob Disease
(CJD). The Chief Medical OYcer has asked NICE to produce guidance for the NHS on how best to manage
the risk of transmission of CJD and variant CJD (vCJD). The guidance, to be published in May 2006, will
advise on surgical practice and the choice of surgical instruments for procedures involving tissues which are
classified as high or medium risk for CJD and vCJD.
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1. Introduction

1.1 NICE welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Economic AVairs Committee’s request for evidence
for its inquiry into government policy on the management of risk.

1.2 In this memorandum we describe NICE’s place within a broader system for reducing particular risks in
the healthcare system—i.e. that healthcare organisations will provide sub-standard, cost-ineVective or
inappropriate services, and that some patients may not benefit from best practice because of where they live.

1.3 We also discuss NICE’s methods for managing scientific uncertainty within the body of evidence on
clinical and public health interventions, assuring the quality and credibility of its guidance, and incorporating
social value judgements in the development of guidance. These methods are relevant to the Committee’s
interest in:

— dealing with scientific uncertainty in policy decisions;

— the problem of maintaining public confidence in decision-making, particularly when decisions are
about controversial matters and in the glare of media attention; and

— how policy consistency can be achieved.

1.4 In addition, NICE’s experience of deriving working principles from social value judgements may shed
light on other questions raised by the Committee, such as those on:

— the appropriate methods for valuing human life and health;

— restrictions on the treatment of particular groups of patients; and

— the balance between regulation and individual liberty.

1.5 We have not been able to respond to all the Committee’s questions, since some are about matters that lie
outside NICE’s remit or area of expertise.

2. About NICE

2.1 The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) is the organisation responsible for
providing national guidance on the promotion of good health and the prevention and treatment of ill health.

2.2 NICE produces guidance in four areas of health:

— public health—guidance on the promotion of good health and the prevention of ill health for those
working in the NHS, local authorities and the wider public and voluntary sector

— health technologies—guidance on the use of new and existing medicines, treatments and procedures
within the NHS

— clinical practice—guidance on the appropriate treatment and care of people with specific diseases
and conditions within the NHS

— interventional procedures—guidance on whether interventional procedures used for diagnosis or
treatment are safe enough and work well enough for use in England, Wales and Scotland.

2.3 NICE guidance helps to improve public health and make access to healthcare more equal across the
country.

3. NICE’s Role in the Management of Risk

3.1 NICE guidance gives substance to the national healthcare standards, one of the corner-stones of the
system for performance improvement in the NHS. In the context of risk management, therefore, NICE
contributes by helping healthcare organisations and practitioners to adopt cost-eVective and appropriate
practice and in so doing reduce the risk of failing to meet national healthcare standards.

3.2 Given NICE’s role, it is essential that its own methods and processes for dealing with the inherent
uncertainties of an evidence base of very variable quality minimise the risk of error in guidance or that
guidance will fail to meet the needs of its various audiences.

4. Scientific Uncertainty in Guidance Development

4.1 NICE manages risks to the robustness and relevance of its guidance by:

— adopting rigorous procedures for assessing evidence and making recommendations;

— safeguarding the independence of these procedures from the influence of vested interests;

— ensuring the transparency of the ‘audit trail’ from evidence to recommendations;
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— including stakeholders, particularly patients and the public, in a systematic way;

— providing opportunities to challenge decisions and enabling periodic review of decisions;

— tailoring guidance products, including advice on implementation, to the needs of its various
audiences, and monitoring uptake by the NHS.

4.2 These arrangements, collectively, are also important in that they oVer ‘accountability for reasonableness’.
They provide NICE guidance with a legitimacy that would otherwise be lacking, and have been commended
on scientific and technical, as well as political, grounds (see, for example, World Health Organization 2003).
Evidence is now emerging to suggest that this approach is acceptable to the public.

Robust methods

4.3 NICE bases its conclusions on the ‘best available’ evidence. Guidance is invariably based on a systematic
review of the relevant published, and unpublished, literature. Although NICE is prepared to accept
unpublished data, it does so only where there are clear and valid reasons related to commercial or academic
confidentiality, and only then on the basis that enough of the relevant data can be quoted in a form which
enables it to justify and explain its recommendations. NICE believes that the data on which its guidance is
based should normally be in the public domain (that is, accessible in print or electronic formats). Only in this
way can there be professional and public confidence in its guidance. Evidence from stakeholder groups,
including patients and their representative organisations, is an important part of the evidence considered.

Independence

4.4 NICE guidance is prepared by the independent expert members of its advisory committees and the
guideline development groups that operate through the National Collaborating Centres in NICE’s network
of contributors. Although NICE seeks the views of the relevant professions, patient/carer organisations,
manufacturers and government, the work of its advisory committees is independent of any vested interests.
All members are required to declare interests, and any declarations are made public. Where there are potential
conflicts of interest, members withdraw from discussions. Full details of committees and guideline
development groups are published on the NICE website together with the minutes of their meetings.

Inclusiveness

4.5 The development of NICE guidance involves all those who have, or might have, an interest as either
‘consultees’ or ‘commentators’ (for technology appraisals) or ‘stakeholders’ (for clinical and public health
guidelines). These include relevant professional bodies, patients and carer organisations, and (in the case of
manufactured technologies) healthcare industries. All are involved with determining, at the start of the
process, the scope of the guidance; all have an opportunity to comment on initial drafts of guidance; and all
have the opportunity to make representations about the proposed final version of the guidance.

Transparency

4.6 The documentation supporting all NICE guidance is freely available on its website, apart from data
submitted as ‘commercial in confidence’ or ‘academic in confidence’. Initial and final drafts of all forms of
guidance are published, and interested parties may comment even if they are not registered as stakeholders or
consultees. NICE guidance attempts to explain the reasons for advice and the interpretation that its advisory
bodies have placed on the available data. Those who rely on NICE guidance can therefore follow the ‘audit
trail’ from evidence to final recommendations, and the public and others can more readily hold NICE to
account.

Appeals and review

4.7 NICE gives consultees and stakeholders the opportunity to comment on draft versions of all NICE
guidance. In the technology appraisals programme, consultees have additional rights of appeal to a panel
appointed by NICE’s board. As NICE is a public body, its guidance can also be challenged in the UK (and
EU) courts.

4.8 A review date is specified when guidance is published (other than for interventional procedures). This is
the date when NICE will consider the options for review of the guidance. These review dates are usually 3-4
years after publication, but if significant new data are anticipated or emerge the review dates may be brought
forward.
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Support for implementation

4.9 NICE disseminates its guidance to the NHS and stakeholders using a variety of methods, including paper-
based systems, electronic media and partnerships with stakeholder organisations. The strategy is to send key
information to those with a responsibility for implementing guidance, allowing more detailed information to
be drawn as required from NICE’s website. There is a short, plain English version of each piece of guidance
aimed at patients and the public.

4.10 The extent to which guidance is appropriately implemented is of obvious concern to NICE. Guidance
that is either not implemented, or not implementable, is clearly valueless. For these reasons, NICE has
developed guidance on implementation for healthcare organisations, including tools such as templates for
costing and planning implementation. It has also commissioned research on the take-up of guidance in the
NHS to inform future implementation support strategies.

5. Public Health Guidance and Uncertainty

5.1 Public health practice is based on well-established analytical methods for identifying and quantifying
patterns of disease in the population, discovering associated risk factors and their distribution, and
investigating the role of ‘risk conditions’ such as poverty, low educational attainment, family composition,
discrimination, social exclusion and other factors tending to determine social position.

5.2 Less developed than this epidemiological evidence base is the evidence base for public health
interventions, particularly interventions aimed at narrowing health inequalities. In part, this is because the
research is lacking, especially research on the cost-eVectiveness of interventions. But it also reflects other
problems:

— There are diYculties in bringing into the evidence base research from other disciplines (given the
inter-disciplinary and multi-sectoral nature of public health action) and non-experimental types of
research.

— There are gaps in the conceptual apparatus for describing inequalities in health, defining clearly the
goals of policy, and distinguishing the idea of determinants of health from that of the determinants
of health inequalities.

— Factors in the local setting—such as the capacity of local agencies, the resources of the community,
and the particular patterns of health-related problems or deprivation—can significantly increase or
reduce the likelihood that an intervention found from research to be eVective will work in a given
neighbourhood.

5.3 For these reasons there are risks that public health interventions will be ineVective (or even damaging),
less eVective than expected, or that they will increase health inequalities because of failures in targeting and
tailoring and/or greater take-up by groups higher in the socioeconomic scale.

5.4 NICE manages these risks principally through the processes described in the previous section. However,
an additional component designed to take account of the significance of context to successful implementation
of public health guidance is the combining of local knowledge and experience with the assessment of
interventions whose eVectiveness is scientifically demonstrable. In particular, draft guidance is field-tested
through field-work meetings in diVerent parts of the country with practitioners working at a local level—
preferably with vulnerable or disadvantaged groups—who have not been previously involved in the guidance
development process. These meetings consider both the barriers to implementation and mediating factors that
could determine the success of interventions. This stage in the process helps to ensure that guidance describes
the best ways of carrying out the recommended interventions and is tailored to the needs of the population
groups for whom the interventions are intended.

5.5 As a further safeguard NICE also seeks to clarify theoretical issues aVecting the fitness for purpose of
public health guidance by exploring the conceptual problems surrounding health inequalities referred to above
(see, for example, Graham and Kelly 2004).

6. Social Value Judgements and NICE Guidance

6.1 The best available evidence is not always very good and is rarely (if ever) complete. It may be of poor
quality, lack critical elements, or both. Those responsible for formulating NICE’s advice about eYcacy,
eVectiveness, cost eVectiveness and safety are therefore inevitably required to make judgements.

6.2 The members of NICE’s advisory bodies are appointed for their competence in making scientific value
judgements but neither they nor NICE’s board can legitimately impose their own social value judgements on
the NHS and the patients that it seeks to serve. Social value judgements are central to NICE’s role, as they
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take account of the ethical principles, preferences, culture and aspirations that should underpin the nature and
extent of care provided by the NHS.

6.3 NICE established a Citizens Council to help it develop the broad social values that NICE should adopt
in preparing its guidance. It also uses other methods, such as opinion surveys, to gather information about
public attitudes to priority setting. In its composition the Citizen’s Council reflects the age, gender,
socioeconomic status and ethnicity of the people of England and Wales. Members do not represent any
particular section or sector of society; rather, they bring their own personal attitudes, preferences, beliefs and
prejudices. None of the members is a healthcare professional. The Citizens Council goes through a facilitated,
deliberative process to reach conclusions on important questions for NICE. NICE’s recent report on social
value judgements was strongly influenced by the work of the Citizens Council (NICE 2005a).

6.4 These social value judgements and the principles for the development of NICE guidance arising from them
are important in trying to ensure the appropriateness and public acceptability of guidance. The principles
cover both the nature of the processes that underpin NICE’s work but also how NICE and its advisory
committees integrate into their decision-making considerations about factors such as age, gender and sexual
orientation, social class position and social roles, ethnicity, and self-inflicted conditions, and the priority to be
attached to health inequalities. (See appendix 1 for a full summary of these principles.)

6.5 The social value judgements have a bearing on some of the issues the Economic AVairs Committee is
concerned with, including appropriate methods for valuing human life and health, restrictions on the
treatment of particular groups of patients, and the balance between regulation and individual liberty. We
discuss these connections in the following section.

7. Valuing Human Life and Health

7.1 NICE is not in the business of valuing human life, but it is concerned with valuing and comparing the
health outcomes of clinical and public health interventions. The resources for the NHS are finite, and the use
of cost-ineVective interventions in one area of practice will deny the availability of cost-eVective interventions
in another. NICE recognises that both it, and its advisory bodies, have a responsibility to avoid issuing
guidance that would incur ‘opportunity costs’ that would lead to the substitution of one form of inequality by
another one. Thus, for both legal and bio-ethical reasons, in undertaking technology appraisals and
developing clinical guidelines it must take account of economic considerations.

7.2 NICE’s preferred approach to the economic evaluation of clinical interventions is cost–utility analysis. In
developing its clinical guidance, NICE is required to confine its estimation of costs to those falling on the NHS
and personal social services. In its public health guidance, however, it is expected to expand the cost base to
include other available public funds.

7.3 The principal measure of health outcome adopted by NICE is the quality-adjusted life year (QALY). This
embodies the important social value judgement that to count only gains in life expectancy, without considering
the quality of the additional life years, omits important dimensions of human welfare. Value judgements
embodied in health-related quality-of-life measures can be reasonably captured in terms of: physical mobility;
ability to self-care; ability to carry out activities of daily living; absence of pain and discomfort; and absence
of anxiety and depression.

7.4 There are also value judgements in the ways in which these elements are combined and the scoring given
to the various combinations of levels of functioning. The use of cost–utility analysis in resource allocation has
aroused a substantial debate. Charges of discrimination against children, elderly and disabled people, and
people who are terminally ill, have led some to conclude that the use of QALYs leads to impermissible trade-
oVs in setting priorities. Nevertheless, most bio-ethicists and political philosophers are generally prepared to
accept cost–utility analyses provided that they are used to inform, rather than direct, decisions about setting
priorities, and that other considerations are available to constrain morally oVensive trade-oVs.

7.5 NICE’s position is that while it endorses the use of cost–utility analysis in the economic evaluation of
particular interventions, such information is a necessary, but not suYcient, basis for decision-making. First,
despite its rejection of eYciency as the sole criterion for deciding cost eVectiveness, NICE and its advisory
bodies nevertheless require some indication of the range of cost per QALY values that are acceptable. Without
such information, inconsistencies between diVerent forms of NICE guidance, and diVerent advisory bodies,
would be inevitable. Second, if it is accepted that NICE and its advisory bodies should have latitude in their
interpretation of the cost eVectiveness of particular interventions, some indication of the nature of the social
value judgements they should adopt is necessary. Guidance on the nature of the social value judgements that
should be adopted is essential to ensure fairness as well as, again, to avoid inconsistencies between the
decisions of diVerent advisory bodies (or even the same body on diVerent occasions).
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7.6 Where one intervention appears to be more eVective than another, NICE and its advisory bodies have to
determine whether the increase in cost associated with the increase in eVectiveness represents reasonable ‘value
for money’. This is generally done by calculating the incremental cost-eVectiveness ratio. As already stated,
the preferred approach is the cost (£) per QALY, although in some instances it has been necessary to use the
cost (£) per life year gained or (particularly for anti-cancer drugs) the cost (£) per disease-free life year.

7.7 There is no empirical basis for assigning a particular value (or values) to the cut-oV between cost
eVectiveness and cost ineVectiveness. The consensus amongst NICE’s economic advisers is that NICE should,
generally, accept as cost eVective those interventions with an incremental cost-eVectiveness ratio of less than
£20,000 per QALY and that there should be increasingly strong reasons for accepting as cost eVective
interventions with an incremental cost-eVectiveness ratio of over £30,000 per QALY.

7.8 These reasons include the degree of uncertainty surrounding the estimate of the incremental cost-
eVectiveness ratio and, where appropriate, reference to previous appraisals. NICE and its advisory bodies
should also consider social value judgements, including consideration of the nature of the condition, the
particular patient population, and the intervention itself.

8. Restrictions on the Treatment of Particular Groups of Patients

8.1 The NHS seeks to provide comprehensive healthcare for the population of the UK that is free at the point
of need. Patients should not be denied access to NHS treatment simply because of their age, disability, faith,
gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status or race, because their illness may be self-inflicted, or because
of some other ‘non-health indicator’. However, as discussed in the previous section, on bio-ethical and
economic grounds, limits have to be placed on healthcare provision that take account of both eYciency and
equity.

8.2 The principles arising from social value judgements enable NICE to minimise the risk of discrimination
occurring inadvertently in the process of guidance development. The relevant principles are as follows.

Age

8.3 NICE clinical guidance should only recommend the use of a therapeutic or preventive measure for a
particular age group when there is clear evidence of diVerences in the clinical eVectiveness of the measure in
diVerent age groups that cannot be identified by any other means.

Gender and sexual orientation

8.4 In setting priorities there is no case for NICE or its advisory bodies to distinguish between individuals on
the basis of gender or sexual orientation unless these are indicators for the benefits or risks of preventive or
therapeutic interventions.

Socioeconomic status

8.5 In developing clinical guidance for the NHS, no priority should be given based on individuals’ income,
social class or position in life, and individuals’ social roles, at diVerent ages, should not influence
considerations of cost eVectiveness. Nevertheless, in developing its approach to public health guidance, NICE
wishes its advisory bodies to promote preventive measures likely to reduce health inequalities associated with
socioeconomic status.

Race (ethnicity)

8.6 NICE clinical guidance should only recommend the use of an intervention for a particular racial (ethnic)
group if there is clear evidence of diVerences between racial (ethnic) groups in the clinical eVectiveness of the
intervention that cannot be identified by any other means.

Self-inflicted conditions

8.7 NICE and its advisory bodies should avoid denying care to patients with conditions that are, or may be,
self-inflicted (in part or in whole). If, however, self-inflicted cause(s) of the condition influence the clinical or
cost eVectiveness of the use of an intervention, it may be appropriate to take this into account.

Patient choice

8.8 Although respect for autonomy, and individual choice, are important for the NHS and its users, they
should not have the consequence of promoting the use of interventions that are not clinically and/or cost
eVective.
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9. The Balance Between Regulation and Individual Liberty

9.1 As part of the ongoing process of developing social value judgements NICE asked its Citizens Council to
suggest principles that should govern the imposition of public health measures on the UK population, paying
due attention to:

— the relative roles and responsibilities of individuals to look after the health of themselves and their
families, as against the roles and responsibilities of the state

— issues relating to interventions that may sustain or improve the overall health of the population,
while nevertheless inconveniencing many, or even harming a minority.

9.2 The Council’s report is available for public consultation (NICE 2005b), following which it will be
considered by NICE’s board.

9.3 In arriving at its recommendations the Council considered a number of viewpoints along with case studies
on the limitation of pack sizes for paracetamol as a measure to reduce suicides among young people,
fluoridation, and obesity. The recommendations cover responsibilities for the public’s health, the balance
between needs and benefits versus harm and inconvenience, when and how the state should intervene, how
mandatory interventions should be introduced and monitored, and openness and public involvement—see
appendix 2 for a fuller version of the recommendations.

10. NICE Support for Risk Assessment by Individuals

10.1 As indicated above, NICE’s prime concern is reduce the risk of sub-standard performance by healthcare
organisations and practitioners. However, in performing this larger function NICE also provides important
support for individuals who wish to understand the risks and benefits of treatment options. The versions of
guidance for patients and the public are specially designed for this purpose.

10.2 Most NICE guidance concerns risks other than the safety of treatments. However, the focus of guidance
on interventional procedures is on the safety as well as the eYcacy of, mainly, new procedures. (Interventional
procedures are mainly surgical procedures for diagnosis or treatment that involve gaining access to the inside
of a patient’s body or a body cavity, or using electro-magnetic radiation.) As with other types of guidance,
there is a version for patients, but, in addition, and to reflect the greater risks to safety posed by this type of
treatment, NICE has produced a leaflet for patients setting out the issues to be considered in giving consent
to procedures for which the balance between benefits and risks is uncertain.

11. Patient Safety and Reduction of Risk of Transmission of CJD

11.1 A particularly challenging topic in NICE’s programme of guidance on interventional procedures is that
of patient safety in relation to Creutzfeldt-Jacob Disease (CJD). The Chief Medical OYcer for England, on
behalf of all the UK Chief Medical OYcers, asked NICE to develop and publish guidance directly to the NHS
on how best to manage the risk of transmission of CJD and variant CJD (vCJD).

11.2 The guidance, to be published in May 2006, will advise on surgical practice and the choice of surgical
instruments for procedures involving tissues which are classified as high or medium risk for CJD and vCJD.
These currently comprise brain and spinal cord, posterior and anterior (front and back) of the eye, nasal
epithelium (inside of the nose) and, for vCJD only, lymphoid tissue (lymph glands including tonsils) generally.
The guidance will make recommendations about whether reusable instruments or disposable instruments
should be used in diVerent procedures, including balancing the potential risks of CJD and vCJD transmission
via reusable instruments against the risks to patient safety of using potentially technically substandard or
unreliable disposable instruments. It will also look at the way surgical instruments are sterilised and cleaned.

27 January 2006
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APPENDIX 1

SOCIAL VALUE JUDGEMENTS—SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLES

These guidelines describe the social value judgements that should, generally, be incorporated into the
processes used to develop NICE guidance and be applied when preparing individual items of NICE guidance.
The Institute recognises, however, that there will be circumstances when—for valid reasons—departures from
these general principles are appropriate. When departures from these principles are made, the reasons should
be explained.

Principle 1

The fundamental principles that underpin the processes by which NICE guidance is developed should be
maintained for current, and applied to future, forms of guidance.

Principle 2

For both legal and bioethical reasons those undertaking technology appraisals and developing clinical
guidelines must take account of economic considerations.

Principle 3

NICE guidance should not support the use of interventions for which evidence of clinical eVectiveness is either
absent or too weak for reasonable conclusions to be reached.

Principle 4

In the economic evaluation of particular interventions, cost–utility analysis is necessary but should not be the
sole basis for decisions on cost eVectiveness.

Principle 5

NICE guidance should explain, explicitly, reasons for recommending—as cost eVective—those interventions
with an incremental cost-eVectiveness ratio in excess of £20,000 to £30,000 per QALY.

Principle 6

NICE clinical guidance should only recommend the use of a therapeutic or preventive intervention for a
particular age group when there is clear evidence of diVerences in the clinical eVectiveness of the measure in
diVerent age groups that cannot be identified by any other means.

Principle 7

In setting priorities there is no case for the Institute or its advisory bodies to distinguish between individuals
on the basis of gender or sexual orientation unless these are indicators for the benefits or risks of preventative
or therapeutic interventions.

Principle 8

In developing clinical guidance for the NHS, no priority should be given based on individuals’ income, social
class or position in life and individuals’ social roles, at diVerent ages, when considering cost eVectiveness.
Nevertheless, in developing its approach to public health guidance, NICE wishes its advisory bodies to
promote preventative measures likely to reduce those health inequalities that are associated with
socioeconomic status.

Principle 9

NICE clinical guidance should only recommend the use of an intervention for a particular racial (ethnic) group
if there is clear evidence of diVerences between racial (ethnic) groups in the clinical eVectiveness of the
intervention that cannot be identified by any other means.
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Principle 10

NICE and its advisory bodies should avoid denying care to patients with conditions that are, or may be, self-
inflicted (in part or in whole). If, however, self-inflicted cause(s) of the condition influence the clinical or cost
eVectiveness of the use of an intervention, it may be appropriate to take this into account.

Principle 11

Although respect for autonomy, and individual choice, are important for the NHS and its users, they should
not have the consequence of promoting the use of interventions that are not clinically and/or cost eVective.

Principle 12

It is incumbent on the Institute and its advisory bodies to respond appropriately to the comments of
stakeholders and consultees and, where necessary, to amend the guidance.

The board is aware, however, that there may be occasions when attempts are made (directly or indirectly) to
influence the decisions of its advisory bodies that are not in the broad public interest. The board requires the
Institute, and members of its advisory bodies, to resist such pressures.

Principle 13

Priority for patients with conditions associated with social stigma should only be considered if the additional
psychological burdens have not been adequately taken into account in the cost–utility analyses.

APPENDIX 2

MANDATORY PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES—EXTRACT FROM CITIZENS COUNCIL
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Who has responsibility for the public’s health, individuals or the state?

Principles

Where possible people should have freedom of choice and be responsible for their own health. We should
attempt to educate people to adopt a healthier lifestyle and try to persuade them to access the help they need
voluntarily. But ultimately, and if necessary, we should adopt mandatory measures.

Freedom of choice is overridden by the responsibility not to cause harm to others. Where others are being
harmed by a particular activity the state has a right to intervene.

Points to consider

An individual whose behaviour deliberately puts others at risk could face legal penalties.

2. Where does the balance lie between needs and benefits versus harm and inconvenience?

Principles

Any mandatory measure should lead to overall improvement in the health of the population.

Interventions that provide benefit for the greater number are justified even where a small minority might be
disadvantaged.

Minor inconvenience resulting from an intervention should have little bearing on whether or not it is made
mandatory.

Mandatory measures should lead to worthwhile benefits compared to the cost. A broad view of costs and
benefits needs to be taken as some may not be immediately apparent.
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Points to consider

Care should be taken that interventions address a genuine public health problem rather than the latest
media fad.

3. When and how should the state intervene?

Principles

Choice of intervention should be based on the seriousness of the problem, the extent of harm or danger within
the population and the number of people it will aVect.

It should be accepted that the quality of the evidence needed to justify a public health intervention might be
lower in the case of an urgent national emergency, for example bird flu or bio-terrorism.

Mandatory public health measures should aim to promote equality of outcome. This may mean treating some
people diVerently from others in order to reduce health inequalities.

The potential adverse eVects of a mandatory public health intervention on vulnerable members of society
should always be considered.

Points to consider

If the condition being addressed is common, it is right to target the intervention at the most vulnerable groups.
For example, flu vaccinations are targeted at older people and those most likely to suVer serious side eVects
if they get flu.

Interventions should attempt to address the cause of a public health problem (for example, promoting healthy
foods to children) as well as focussing on the problem (for example, prescribing exercise for already obese
people).

4. How should mandatory interventions be introduced and monitored?

Principles

Any mandatory measure should be monitored on an ongoing basis once implemented. If monitoring reveals
significant harmful consequences, the measure should be reconsidered in order to limit damage.

Where vulnerable groups are at risk, monitoring should be particularly rigorous.

Points to consider

Measures should only be introduced if they are practical and achievable.

Wherever possible, measures should be piloted first before being extended to the whole country.

There should be a provision to review and stop the measure in the future if it turns out to be unfavourable. It
is important that measures are reversible.

5. Openness, trust and public involvement

Principles

There must be openness and transparency in implementing mandatory measures and in explaining the reasons
behind them.

Wherever possible, public health interventions should be preceded by public information and/or consultation,
debate and feedback.

Memorandum by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

Introduction

1. This document provides written evidence from the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minster (ODPM) to the
House of Lords Select Committee on Economic AVairs. The evidence is divided into three parts:

(i) Part One—General Evidence in response to questions posed by the Committee in its Request for
Evidence.
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(ii) Part Two—Specific Evidence in relation to the questions posed by the Committee on the
interpretation and implementation of policy by local authorities in respect of parks and beaches.

(iii) Part Three—A comment on flood risk in the context of the Thames Gateway.

Part One—General Evidence

By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined and, where
appropriate, incorporated into public policy?

How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments?

2. HM Treasury’s Managing Risk to the Public—Appraisal Guidance provides a set of basic principles to
eVectively manage risk including: openness and transparency, wide involvement of those concerned in the
decision making process, a proportionate and consistent response to risk, the use of evidence, and the
allocation of responsibility for managing risks to those best placed to control them. The guidance also provides
a framework to test how important public concern is, what is driving it, and how concerns might be addressed.

3. For example, ODPM has issued a series of guidance notes to provide advice and assistance to Fire and
Rescue Authorities and those who were asked to develop Integrated Risk Management Plans (IRMP),
including advice to fire authorities on the consultation arrangements the Government expects to be
undertaken when developing an IRMP for their area. This guidance makes clear that any person or
organisation that might have a legitimate interest in the proposals under consideration, or may be aVected by
those proposals, should have the opportunity to express their views. Therefore, Fire and Rescue Authorities
are required to fully consult their local communities and allow 12 weeks for that consultation.

4. However, it is not the role of Ministers to agree the operational proposals in an authority’s plan; that is for
elected members of the authority concerned. They are best placed to act on the professional advice of Principal
OYcers and to balance the competing local demands on available resources for the benefits of the communities
they serve. Furthermore, these proposals will, of course, be subject to consultation with the local community,
as required under IRMP.

5. The Government recognise the importance of considering how the impact of IRMPs can be assessed. We
have, therefore, established an IRMP Strategic Steering Group which provides a forum for a wide range of
stakeholders (including the Chief Fire OYcers Association, the Confederation of British Industry and the Fire
Protection Association) to consider the general process of IRMP setting by Fire and Rescue Authorities in
England so as to ensure that correct processes have been gone through and that a robust risk analysis has taken
place. The Group identifies the need for further advice and guidance to be issued and acts as a facilitator for
improving the standard of the overall IRMP process by initiating specific pieces of work from steering group
members or through a third party.

Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical to
use non-monetary measures of well being? What is the scope for other methods of public consultation, in order to
determine public attitudes to risk?

6. HM Treasury’s Green Book—Option Appraisal in Central Government is available to all and is recognised
as the authoritative source of guidance on how option appraisal should be undertaken. The Local Government
PFI Project Support Guide (2005–06) requires that project options should be appraised in line with Green
Book methodology. The Green Book provides support for option appraisal in both monetary and non-
monetary terms including: economic rationale; strategic impact; environmental impact; equality; health; and
consumer focus.

7. An example of where local authorities attach monetary values to risk is in the context of management of
reserves. In the December 2001 White Paper Strong Local Leadership—Quality Public Services it was
explained that local authorities need to ensure that they have budgeted for suYcient reserves to cover all
significant identified risks and a reasonable allowance for those that are unidentified. This was given legislative
backing by section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003, which requires local authority chief finance oYcers,
to report on the robustness of budget estimates and the adequacy of proposed financial reserves when
authorities are making council tax decisions.
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Is it possible to identify fundamental principles that should be applied across the public sector and are the same principles
equally applicable to the private sector?

8. HM Treasury’s Orange Book—Management of Risk—Principles and Concepts provides a framework for
risk management that is applicable across the public sector and forms the basic understanding of risk
management across government. It enshrines the principles and concepts that support risk management
processes such as risk appetite and risk assessment, it also provides a Risk Management Assessment
Framework to enable organisations to test the maturity of their risk management. However, it does not and
should not define specific models of risk management. Each organisation diVers in size and scope and has
diVerent pressures and levels of maturity, this means that risk management must be adapted and tailored to
meet the needs of the organisation using a variety of techniques and approaches. The key is consistent
application of the broad principles outlined in the Orange Book that provide the framework within which risk
management can be conducted.

9. Similar principles and concepts to those tested in the Risk Management Assessment Framework also
underpin the Key Lines Of Enquiry that support the current corporate assessment process for the
Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA) and the Use of Resources judgement carried out at all local
authorities by the Audit Commission as part of the Code of Audit Practice. For single tier and county councils,
both the corporate assessment and the Use of Resources judgement are elements which contribute, along with
assessments of service performance to the annual CPA categorisation of the councils from 0 to 4 stars. As well
as giving the public a clear indication of how councils are performing, CPA categorisation provides a basis
for determining Government interaction with councils, from freedoms and flexibilities for best performers to
engagement with the poorer. The Audit Commission are currently considering proposals for applying the
CPA to district councils in the near future, including the extent to which the Use of Resources judgement will
be taken into account.

Is there sufficient consistency and coherence in the application of risk assessment and management across government
departments and agencies?

10. Across government there is, as mentioned previously, widespread use of HMT’s Orange Book, to provide
the framework within which Government Departments can operate risk management. Widespread use of
OYce of Government Commerce (OGC) Project and Programme Management disciplines, such as Projects
in Controlled Environments2 (PRINCE2), also support the application of a consistent methodology for the
management of risk. Significant projects and programmes are subject to OGC Gateway Reviews which are a
useful means of both providing independent assessment of the likelihood of successful delivery and ensuring
a good standard of management.

11. Local authorities’ approach to risk management is currently assessed through the use of resources
judgement which is carried out by the Audit Commission at each council every year, as part of their work
under the Code of Audit Practice. In addition risk management is considered as part of the current
Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA) corporate assessment carried out once over a three-year
period at single tier and county councils.

12. ODPM is developing arrangements for a new performance framework. It is intended to secure better
outcomes for people and places by:

— Ensuring greater accountability to users and partners.

— Focusing attention on the issues that are most pressing in the area.

— Enabling Government to meet its responsibilities in a more strategic and flexible way.

— Supporting greater flexibility for local innovation.

Issues around risk are clearly relevant to the development of the new performance framework, particularly in
respect of inspection.

13. ODPM’s recent consultation paper Inspection Reform: The Future of Local Services Inspection looks
beyond structural change to the role and focus of inspection beyond 2008, and considers the role that
inspection should play within a more flexible performance framework. It builds on the proposals announced
in the Budget by the Chancellor to rationalise public service inspection, and enable better co-ordination and
reduce duplication; better prioritisation and a more risk-based and proportionate approach to inspection.

14. As part of the work on the new performance framework, ODPM is encouraging the delivery of improved
regulatory services at the local level, including more eVective risk assessment in respect of trading standards
and consumer protection, through participation in the Local Authority Better Regulation Executive and other
arrangements for implementing the Hampton Report.
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15. ODPM is currently working with stakeholders, both across Whitehall and externally, to develop a new
strategy for local government. A White Paper is due for publication in June 2006, and clearly the issues
surrounding risk management will be explored as part of the process leading up to this, through policy
development and implementation, in partnership with key stakeholders.

How should policy deal with risks that are unknown or poorly understood, such as those associated with new technologies?

Are there any particular or unusual problems arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks?

16. Where risks are poorly understood or likely to be unknown two complimentary approaches can be
taken—horizon scanning, scenario testing and similar techniques, and adopting a cautious staged process to
development.

17. For example ODPM works with other Government Departments through the auspices of the Domestic
Horizon Scanning Committee to scan for potential risks and to analyse and test how the risks might be
mitigated. Working with civil contingency experts, nationally, regionally, and locally (including with local
authorities and the emergency services), plans and related communication strategies are tested and refined,
and contingency procedures are put in place.

18. At a local and regional level Resilience Forums bring together a broad cross-section of practitioners who
actively assess risks in their areas and undertake horizon scanning. This means that a wide range of skills and
experience is brought to bear on issues. The Resilience Forum mechanism also allows issues identified at local
or regional level to be escalated to national level for policy consideration and advice, where necessary—as
happened over aspects of the Ghost Ships in the North East and the Great Heck tyre dump in Yorkshire and
the Humber.

How should policy balance the health and safety interests of the current population against those of future generations?

19. Balancing the costs and benefits of risk management to future generations can be done through taking a
forward look at issues identifying the consequences that activity undertaken now will have in the future. One
such example is the work undertaken in ODPM to address the issue of decent homes.

20. Poor housing can aVect children’s health and their choices in life. That is why the decent homes
programme is working to safeguard the wellbeing of future generations, by ensuring that all social tenants
have decent homes, and increasing the proportion of vulnerable private sector households that live in
decent homes.

21. By working together with local authorities and housing associations we have made considerable progress
in the social sector: in 2001, 68 per cent of families with children lived in decent homes, and by 2003, that figure
had risen to 73 per cent. We have also increased the proportion of vulnerable people in the private sector—
including families with children—who live in decent homes to 65.5 per cent in 2003, and we are ahead of our
target to increase the proportion to 70 per cent by 2010.

Part Two—Specific Evidence on Interpretation and Implementation of Policy by Local

Authorities in Respect of Parks and Beaches

Parks

22. ODPM leads on policy for liveability and quality public spaces, including parks. There is evidence that
some public space managers are using risk as a reason for removing play equipment, or are responding to
perceived or actual risk in an extreme way, for example removing hanging baskets, closing paddling pools etc.
Such approaches may be detrimental to our objective to create quality public spaces. To get a more accurate
picture of how risk is perceived and managed in the public realm, our sponsored agency, CABE Space, will
shortly be commissioning research into this issue; ODPM and DCA are invited to sit on the steering group
for this work. More broadly, we support, and will continue to participate in, the DCA’s work on the
compensation culture, risk perception by the public and management of risk by public bodies. In particular,
we are keen to ensure that local authorities and other public space managers have proper support and guidance
on identifying and managing risk, and to promote a balanced perception of risk in the public realm.
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Beaches

23. With respect to beach safety, where services are commissioned or provided by local authorities, this is
done at their discretion. No information is collected centrally on whether and how local authorities undertake
risk assessment in relation to decisions on these services. Jim Fitzpatrick however has taken an interest in this
area and has recently facilitated a meeting between interest parties

Part Three—Comment on Flood Risk in the Context of the Thames Gateway

24. One last matter concerns evidence given at an earlier Committee session by the Association of British
Insurers. Their Director of General Insurance expressed concern over ODPM’s ability to mitigate flood risk
in relation to the Thames Gateway. ODPM takes the issue of flood risk in the Thames Gateway seriously. Risk
is managed through a range of measures including ensuring correct application of national planning policy
on flood risk. Planning Policy Guidance Note 25 (PPG25) does this by promoting a risk based sequential
approach at all levels of the planning process: aimed at assessing flood risk and directing development first to
areas of lower flood risk. This approach manages risk by ensuring that in those extensive areas at risk of
flooding with no lower risk options, the new development that is necessary to maintain their economic and
social well-being is appropriate to the level of risk, and safe, without increasing flood risk elsewhere, and,
where possible reduces flood risk overall.

25. In the context of flood risk PPG25 states that local planning authorities (LPAs) should consider the
information available on the nature of flood risk and its potential consequences and accord it appropriate
weight in the preparation of development plans and in determining applications for planning permission.
LPAs should require developers to submit a Flood Risk Assessment with applications for planning permission
in the Environment Agency’s mapped flood risk areas. PPG25 is clear that flood risk involves both statistical
probability of a flood occurring and the scale of the potential consequences.

26. In order to enable local planning authorities to apply planning policy eVectively, ODPM is funding
Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (SFRAs) across the Thames Gateway to assess flood risk and inform
planning decisions. SFRAs will assist planners in taking decisions to ensure that no inappropriate
development takes place in areas at risk of flooding. The SFRA for East London is already complete and
assessments for the entire Gateway will have been completed by April 2006.

27. ODPM works closely with the Environment Agency through regular liaison meetings about
environmental implications of housing growth and the Sustainable Communities Plan. There is an “early
warning” system in place whereby EA and ODPM can discuss specific developments where there are
significant environment issues at an early stage.

January 2006

Memorandum by the Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS)

1. The Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS) is a registered charity and an associate
Parliamentary Group. Its charitable objective is, “To promote transport safety legislation to protect human
life”. Its aim is to advise and inform members of the Houses of Parliament on air, rail and road safety issues.
PACTS brings together safety professionals and legislators to identify research-based solutions to transport
safety problems having regard to cost, eVectiveness, achievability and acceptability. We welcome the
opportunity to contribute to the current inquiry.

2. This submission will respond to the questions of how the preferences and attitudes of the population
towards risk can be incorporated into policy and how policy should respond where there is a divergence
between public and expert perceptions of risk.

3. There is an element of risk in all daily activity and it is not the role of government, nor is it of necessity
desirable or practical, to attempt to eradicate all risk from everyday life. As a society and as individuals, we
accept diVerent levels of risk for diVerent activities. PACTS would suggest that these diVerential and
contradictory attitudes to risk and their reflection in road safety policy can limit the eVectiveness of road
casualty reduction policies and practices.

4. Road trauma is the leading cause of accidental death for people under the age of 50 and the second most
common cause of death for children aged 10–16. Although significant and commendable progress has been
made in reducing the casualty rate, it remains the case that each year more than 3,000 people are killed and
more than 30,000 are seriously injured in collisions.
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5. It is necessary to accept a level of risk as part of the convenience of personal motorised transport. However,
PACTS is concerned that there is insuYcient reflection of the disproportionate level of death or injury risk
from road casualties in policy and resources. PACTS would suggest that this is in part due to ambivalent
community attitudes to road safety measures, which can be reflected within decision making structures, as well
as the inconsistent application of risk methodologies across transport modes.

6. It is a contradiction that, while road safety, drink driving and speeding in suburban streets regularly feature
as concerns in community safety surveys, at the same time, hostility is expressed towards the use of road safety
measures known to be eVective such as cameras and some traYc calming. There is thus a tension not only
between contradictory community attitudes, but also between public perception and expert advice based on
risk analysis that supports such measures. The key element within this tension is competing perspectives on
the locus of risk.

7. One illustration of where reducing the risk of road casualties is seen as the responsibility of a range of actors
is Sweden’s road safety strategy. In 1997 the Swedish Government introduced the Vision Zero strategy, which
aims to achieve zero road collision fatalities by making safety paramount over other transport aims and
explicitly sharing responsibility for road casualty reduction between all road users:

“Previously, most of the responsibility for a traYc accident was placed on the individual road user. However,
according to “Vision Zero”, this responsibility is shared by all those who have an eVect on, or participate in
road traYc:

— Politicians who make decisions concerning community planning and traYc issues.

— Planners who implement political decisions concerning the shape and design of society and the road
transport system.

— Road managers, like the Swedish National Road Administration and the municipal authorities, that
construct and maintain roads.

— The police who ensure that traYc rules are followed.

— Vehicle manufacturers and dealers.

— Organisations that strive to improve road safety in society.

— Companies, organisations and private individuals that purchase transport services.

— Companies, organisations and private individuals that transport goods and people.

— All those who use roads and streets.”
(Swedish National Road Administration, 2004)

8. By contrast, in this country there is a higher degree of individualisation of road risk. As such, there is an
anomalous level of tolerance for the risk, or casualty rate, and a reluctance to engage in risk reduction
measures that is not reflected in attitudes towards other harmful activities in which individuals can engage.
For example:

— Misuse of guns is not tolerated at all

— Behaviour that spreads disease evokes very low levels of tolerance

— Crime against the person or property frequently elicits demands for strong punishments and

— Misuse of substances, although subject to a range of attitudes, also elicits demands for strong
punishments.

9. The individualisation of road risk is further evident when considered in comparison to attitudes towards
casualties in other modes of transport. The 1994–2003 average rates of fatality per billion passenger kilometers
across the modes varies greatly:

— Air 0.00
— Rail 0.4
— Bus/Coach 0.3
— Car 2.838

— Motorcycle 113
— Pedal cycle 39
— Pedestrian 52
(DfT, Road Casualties Great Britain: 2004, p116)

38 This includes the driver and passenger.
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A casualty rate similar to that found in road collisions would be deemed unacceptable across other modes of
transport where passengers have little or no agency in maintaining their own safety standards. As a response
to this “duty of care”, the railway industry, for example, is required to minimize risk to as low as reasonably
practicable for both their employees and passengers.

10. There is indeed a higher level of individual responsibility for safety in a road environment. However,
PACTS would suggest that the application of risk assessment models and the distribution of safety
improvement resources according to the location of the burden of risk—on the individual road user compared
to railway undertakings—are inconsistent. Whereas the State chooses to exert its full influence on the
regulation of the railways to ensure all railway undertakings contribute to the safety of the industry, road
safety policy displays an over-emphasis on the responsibility of the individual. Further action by the State on
enforcement, engineering and education is needed before the burden of risk can reasonably lie with the
individual road user.

11. PACTS therefore recommends that consideration be given to the use of the as low as reasonably
practicable risk methodology in road safety strategies to deliver additional road casualty reductions. This
would require a holistic assessment of risk in the road environment that shares responsibility for generating
and addressing risk between all the relevant actors.

30 January 2006

Memorandum by Mr D R Robin Sutcliffe, Chairman, Play Safety Forum

I write on behalf of the Play Safety Forum, a group sponsored by the Department for Culture Media and Sport
and convened by the Children’s Play Council. It brings together the main national organisations in England
with an interest in safety and children’s play. Members include representatives from providers, regulatory
bodies and expert agencies. A full list of members is attached.

On behalf of the Forum I would like to submit evidence, which we hope your inquiry will find helpful. Over
the past 10 years play providers have been increasingly concerned that the goal of absolute safety has had a
growing negative impact on the play experience of children. This has operated at a number of diVerent levels,
compliance with standards has become increasingly onerous and fear of litigation has inhibited providers from
taking risks.

In response to this, the Play Safety Forum has produced a position statement, Managing Risk in Play39

(enclosed), which has been endorsed by all members of the group. This document has made a significant
diVerence to attitudes within the play field, but needs wider recognition within other sectors, notably, the
insurance industry. In particular the document has given support to oYcers responsible for play and been used
as evidence in the courts against spurious compensation claims.

We hope that this document and the work of our committee will be useful for you and would be happy to give
any evidence that may be of assistance in this important issue.

19 January 2006

Play Safety Forum Members

Association of Play Industries
Child Accident Prevention Trust
Children’s Play Council
Health and Safety Executive
Institute for Sport and Recreation Management
Institute of Leisure and Amenity Management
Kids
Local Government Association
National Early Years Network
National Playing Fields Association
National Family and Parenting Institute
NSPCC
Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents

39 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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Adviser

Prof David Ball, Centre for Decision Analysis and Risk Management, Middlesex University

Memorandum by Mr Tim Toulmin, Director, Press Complaints Commission

I thought it might help if I first made a few general points about the PCC—which will not of course be news
to your Chairman!

The PCC administers the editors’ Code of Practice—the set of rules for newspaper and magazine journalists,
which covers areas such as accuracy and privacy in reporting, and the behaviour of journalists in researching
stories. I am enclosing a copy of the Code, Clause 1 of which is relevant to the reporting of risk.40 The PCC
takes complaints under the Code from people who are aVected by a particular story, and is chiefly a
conciliation service which negotiates mutually acceptable resolutions to legitimate complaints. These might
be corrections, apologies, follow up articles or letters for publication, or private undertakings about future
conduct. In 2005 we resolved a record 348 cases, summaries of which can be found on our website
(www.pcc.org.uk).

The Commission also publishes rulings on certain cases which, if critical of an editor, must be published in his
or her publication prominently and in full. This is a powerful sanction which focuses the minds of editors on
making oVers to remedy complaints where there might be a breach of the Code.

There are seven editors and 10 lay people on the Commission (including the Chairman), and there are no
journalists on the Commission’s full time staV. This high degree of independence from the regulated industry
is unusual in press self-regulatory organisations.

Turning to the subject of how the print media cover risk-related topics, your inquiry has already touched on
some of the diYculties of establishing specific rules for this area beyond the general rules on accuracy which
are applicable to all stories. These include the swift nature of the business of journalism, the fact that individual
journalists, sub-editors and editors will not always, or often, be experts in the particular field that is being
written about, and the role of the originators of the information in possibly exaggerating scientific findings in
order to achieve greater publicity. This latter point is particularly important to bear in mind. The relevant rules
on accuracy state that “the press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted
information”. Note that there is no general duty to ensure that information that is published is always
accurate. For instance, an editor might successfully defend a complaint that the positive impact of a new drug
has been exaggerated, on the grounds that the newspaper was correctly reporting the claims of a drug company
or researcher and not asserting for itself that the claims are true. The test for the editor is to show that he or
she had grounds to publish the claims, and that he or she has done so in accordance with the Code’s rules on
distinguishing between conjecture and fact.

The same applies for the presentation of statistics. Of course, the rules on accuracy apply to journalists and
editors when reporting statistics, but they are entitled to form their own view on their meaning, providing
again that they distinguish between their view and the established facts of the matter.

There is also the somewhat obvious fact that newspapers only have a limited amount of space in which to
present thorough research or complicated analyses of risk. There is a particular challenge in summarising what
might be quite textured research into a short headline of no more than a few words. Inevitably, parts of the
story might be omitted or editorial decisions taken about the prominence aVorded to one aspect of the story
with which others might not agree. The PCC’s approach to headlines mirrors the law—that the headline of
an article should be read in conjunction with the text before considering whether it is misleading—but does
go a bit further. The Commission has recently found against newspapers where the headline has been out of all
proportion to the position as correctly outlined in the article. Neither of these cases involved stories about risk.

Complaints about risk or the misleading presentation of statistics are in fact rare. This might indicate that
there is no general concern about the manner in which risk is communicated by the press, suggest reader
sophistication in digesting how the information is presented, or suggest that those who could complain are
insuYciently aware of the current rules set out in the Code of Practice and the role of the PCC.

With regard to complaints from government and public bodies, the PCC can and does receive them, and will
deal with them in the same way as any other complaint. I am enclosing one or two examples for your
information.41

40 Evidence submitted but not printed.
41 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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It is worth mentioning that there could be a role in helping to raise standards for things other than writing new
rules. As Lord Wakeham has pointed out, there was a useful initiative a few years ago involving the Royal
Society and the Social Issues Research Centre (SIRC), whereby they provided newsrooms with a list of experts
on a particular subject to encourage journalists to get an informed view if a newsworthy story arose on that
subject. This sensibly recognised that journalists cannot be experts in every field, and that in time-poor
newsrooms journalists are more likely to seek the views of someone if they have their contact details handy.
They also provided guidelines on Science and Health Communications, which were endorsed by Lord
Wakeham (as chairman of the PCC), in order to improve accuracy in reporting. I am not sure what the Royal
Society’s and SIRC’s views are about whether this approach has been successful, or indeed whether the
guidelines have since been updated.

In general, standards in reporting rise on the back of workable, common sense rules, and the receipt of good
complaints through which the Commission’s case law can be developed. This filters through the industry, with
editors nationally learning from the mistakes of others. We would therefore encourage all those concerned
about the reporting of risk to complain to us. If the Committee has any recommendations about how the PCC
can improve awareness of its service then we would be grateful to receive them.

10 February 2006

Letter from Mr Keith Davis, Director of Engineering Affairs, Royal Academy of Engineering

The Royal Academy of Engineering welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Select Committee’s call for
evidence on Government Policy on the Management of Risk. The enclosed response has been prepared from
contributions made by a number of Fellows of the Academy who were involved in the production of a series
of reports on risk. Copies of these reports are enclosed.42 As this is a response from The Royal Academy of
Engineering, the comments focus on the handling of risk in the engineering context. However, the points can
all be generalised to deal with risks of diVerent sorts, particularly the problems of reconciling expert and lay
perspectives on a risk.

The Royal Academy of Engineering’s activities in this area are ongoing. Recognising, for example, that the
act of attaching an economic value to a human life raises several practical and moral questions, the Academy
is organising a seminar on 16 February 2006 entitled “The Economics and Morality of Safety”. In the seminar
those diYcult questions regarding the value of life and human wellbeing will be addressed.

26 January 2006

Memorandum by the Royal Academy of Engineering

0.1 Over the past two years, the Royal Academy of Engineering has pursued a number of activities on the
topic of risk and risk management, and published a series of reports based on those activities. These have
covered risk management methods, risks due to the eVect of human operatives, and diVerences between
technical calculations of risk and public perception. The answers below come in large part from findings and
recommendations presented in those reports.43

1. By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined and, where
appropriate, incorporated into public policy?

1.1 It is not within the Royal Academy of Engineering’s area of competence to comment on the eVectiveness
of opinion surveying techniques, focus groups etc. However, a working party of the Academy has studied and
reported on public attitudes to risks associated with technology. A number of conclusions about the
population’s attitude to risk were reached, and published in the report “The Societal Aspects of Risk”.

1.2 The report showed that it is unhelpful to talk about the attitudes towards risk of “the population” as such.
Even when two events have similar mathematically calculated levels of risk, public perceptions of the
significance of the risks may vary a great deal. Not everyone views the possibility of death from smoking with

42 Evidence received but not published.
43 The reports in the Risk series are The Societal Aspects of Risk, January 2003,

http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/publications/list/reports/The–Societal–Aspects–of–Risk.pdf; Common Methodologies for Risk
Assessment and Management, January 2003,
http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/publications/list/reports/Common–Methodologies–for–Risk–Assessment.pdf; Risks Posed by Humans
in the Control Loop, January 2003,
http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/publications/list/reports/Risk–Posed–by–Humans.pdf; The Risk Debate–Trust Me I’m an Engineer (a
transcript of the debate), June 2004,
http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/publications/list/reports/RAE–risk–debate.pdf; Humans in Complex Engineering Systems (the
proceedings of a workshop), January 2005,
http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/publications/list/reports/Humans–in–Complex–Engineering–Systems.pdf.
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the same seriousness; generally, opinions about the acceptability of risks vary amongst the population
according to political views, personal experience and other factors.

1.3 However, some general points can be made about the roots of diVerent individuals’ attitudes to risk, and
the factors to which those attitudes are sensitive. A broad conclusion of the report was that views and attitudes
are very complex and conditioned by emotional factors. Thus, “fear of flying” is not reduced by reciting air
travel safety statistics or by explaining the niceties of aeronautical engineering. (The answer to question 5
further outlines the issues that dictate the acceptability of a risk).

1.4 The Academy’s report emphasises that the emotional factors that condition peoples’ attitudes are real and
hence as valid as the engineer’s calculations of potential risks. Attitudes are modified according to how risks
are presented and the ways in which people are involved in the issues surrounding the risk. This must
unfortunately mean that attitude surveys will be extremely diYcult to analyse in order to yield useful general
conclusions.

2. Can appropriate monetary values be estimated and attached to risk-related factors? Is it appropriate and practical
to use non-monetary measures of well-being? What is the scope for other methods of public consultation, in order to
determine public attitudes to risk?

2.1 It is part and parcel of engineering practice to evaluate risks in economic terms, in respect of physical
assets, business continuity, machine reliability and the insurance risk of death or injury. What is more
controversial is the practice of putting a financial value on human life and limb and factoring this into risk
assessments. Yet, in the absence of anything better, it needs to be recognised (especially by media, parliament
and government) that economic assessment is necessary as an aid in deciding priorities. However, there is an
urgent need to find a more practicable and societally-acceptable means of making decisions on acceptable
levels of risk.

3. Is it possible to identify fundamental principles that should be applied across the public sector, and are the same
principles equally applicable to the private sector?

3.1 It is certainly possible to identify fundamental, cross-sector principles regarding, in particular, risks posed
by human operatives in complex systems. There is no reason to assume that there should be diVerences
between public and private sectors in the identification and application of fundamental principles. The Royal
Academy of Engineering held, as part of its ongoing risk activities, a workshop on the theme of “Humans in
Complex Engineering Systems”. This brought together representatives from a number of industries, to hear
presentations from the medical, aviation and process sectors. It was felt in the course of that workshop that
there were many lessons that could be transferred across sectors. The series of studies on risk also involved
the working group visiting organisations in diVerent sectors, and these too revealed lessons that could
exported from one sector to another.

3.2 The working group found that there were three distinct levels at which these lessons apply. Firstly, at the
strategic and organisational level there is a need for aims and objectives to be set out clearly by the company
governing board or government department “management council”, and translated into relevant terms in
order to provide guidance to the operative at the “sharp end”. Secondly, at the management level, there has
to be an honest and rigorous examination of the design of the control operative’s job. This is because
technological changes lead to more automation in industries that used to rely more on art and feel, and this
has led to increased pressure and stress. Finally, at the workface, be it a cockpit, a nuclear power station
control room or an operating theatre, systems have to be provided that make the operatives’ repetitive and
routine tasks meaningful and robust. In very general terms a well-designed system would be one in which all
of the routine would be automated and the operative would only perform those tasks requiring experience,
knowledge and awareness in extraordinary situations.

3.3 The reports in the risk series also identified the kinds of lessons that should be learnt. The first of these
concerns the development and communication of a risk policy. All organisations and their constituent parts,
whether public or private, must have an explicit risk policy. Everything we do involves risk, but we need to
know whether we are expected to play safe even at the risk of missing beneficial opportunities, or whether the
potential prize is so great that we can take risks in the attempt to gain it. Those working in a hospital
responsible for hygiene should not take risks. The experienced cardiac surgeon faced with a critically ill patient
whose condition requires pioneering surgery techniques is expected to take risks in order to save a life. The
risk policy should explain what strategies operatives should employ to stay in line with the risk policy when
things do not run smoothly. A bus driver needs to know whether strict adherence to speed limits is more or
less important than punctuality. An air traYc controller needs to know how to function when the computer
aids are not working reliably.
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3.4 It is very important to ensure that the whole organisation is aware of the corporate vision and risk
management strategy, and involved in its formulation. The risk management strategy needs to define the
overall philosophy of the organisation in handling risk, and management has to be prepared to invest in this
eVort and to involve the work-face staV in the exercise. Failure to do this and then to communicate an imposed
top-down strategy will lead to frustration and confusion in the control loop. The lesson is that operatives at
all levels in all sectors need risk strategies expressed in terms relevant to their role.

3.5 Another set of lessons concerned the place of training in dealing with risk. For example, there should be
regular re-training in areas where technological developments mean that tasks change a lot, rather than
certification depending on a gate-system where an individual qualifies once and for all time. The “Risks posed
by Humans in the Control Loop” report noted that continuing training of already certified personnel was a
key recommendation in the Bristol baby heart operation inquiry. Risks posed by human operatives should be
managed with regard to the competency of not just the new operator but also the experienced operator who
needs to keep up to date with the evolving working environment. Good uses of training were seen when
industries were in the midst of substantial changes caused by technology or organisational development. When
these large changes in the required job competencies had been recognised and large scale retraining schemes
implemented, good practice often followed.

3.6 As regards types of training, simulator training was identified as being of great use and importance.
Another example of good practice was the take up of Crew Resource Management (CRM) training in a
number of industries, which have recognised that in addition to technical skills certain non-technical skills are
required to secure a successful outcome. These include communication skills, workload management and team
working.

3.7 A final lesson concerned error-reporting. Risk can be better controlled when there are eVective error-
reporting systems. It is necessary to avoid a blame culture which might result in suppression of concerns over
safety. Also, it is important that errors are reported even when they do not result in an accident. It is a strength
of the aviation industry that near-misses and potential accidents are investigated and corrected with as much
seriousness as they would be if they had led to an accident.

3.8 In drawing these lessons from the workshops and visits, it was felt that the Civil Aviation Authority was
exemplary in its treatment of risk. Since hazards in aviation tend to give rise to catastrophes that cause multiple
fatalities, and seriously damage company profiles, the aviation sector has had to put a great deal of investment
into risk management. They have felt the pressure more than the medical industry since, in medicine, fatalities
occur one by one and, because they are oVset against significant benefits (saving lives or ameliorating
suVering), they are seen as less unacceptable. But the medical sector could learn some useful strategies from
civil aviation practices.

3.9 Transferring these lessons about training is easier in some areas than others. The principles and basic
processes for assessing human performance are highly transferable between industries. The processes of
supervision and management (accident investigation, quality systems, etc.) are required in most industries and
there should be no barrier to transferability. However, there are real and fundamental diVerences between
sectors such as medicine and aviation, so some lessons will need adaptation in order to allow migration
between sectors.

3.10 The “Risks Posed by Humans in the Control Loop” report identified a number of bodies that could
promote cross-sector learning due to their collaborative and co-ordinating role. These include the Human
Factors National Advisory Committee; the Royal Academy of Engineering; the Royal Aeronautical Society;
and European Union Thematic Networks—such as the Process Industries Safety Management Thematic
Network.

4. Is there sufficient consistency and coherence in the application of risk assessment and management policies across
government departments and agencies?

4.1 The Academy lacks the data to assess whether there is consistency and coherence across government
departments and agencies. However, a superficial assessment of, for example, transport and energy policies
and practice suggest a wide variation in approach. Recent implementation of a safety regime in the ship sector
of the Ministry of Defence, due in part to the ongoing delegation of responsibility to industry, is an exemplar
in a complex field.44

44 See “Recent Developments in the Safety Regime for Naval Ship Design”, forthcoming in Quality and Reliability Engineering
International, 2006.
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5. How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert assessments?

5.1 It is almost inevitable that public perceptions of risk will diverge from those of experts. To deal with this,
it is helpful to know the genesis of public perceptions of risk and the reasons that people tend to find a risk
more or less acceptable. Knowing why there is a divergence in the perception of risk may help to resolve
tensions. The “Societal Aspects of Risk” report identified some of the factors that make people more or less
accepting of risks:

— Acts of God or nature are more acceptable than acts of people

— Failures of public or community enterprises are more acceptable than those of profit making
enterprises

— Risks are more acceptable if we are in control or have been involved in the decisions leading to the
presence of a risk

— Risks are unacceptable if there are no clear benefits for some “deserving” group

— Familiarity makes a hazard more acceptable

— Dispersion of incidents over time and place makes a risk more acceptable

— We feel protective toward the innocent or vulnerable, the very young or old

— Recurrent incidents are less acceptable than the first occurrence

— Smaller incidents in a poorly understood operation cause more anxiety than larger incidents in a
familiar operation—due to worry about the faults that might lie behind the incident

— Response to an incident aVects acceptability—eg denial is detrimental to acceptability.

5.2 Looking at those of the above factors that it is possible to control, one lesson that suggests itself is that,
in order to deal with situations where public and expert views diVer, there is a need to make sure that there is
trust and understanding between the public and experts. Trust can come with education, since often people
see risks as more serious when they arise from unfamiliar sources. One of the diYculties that the nuclear and
chemical industries face in managing public perceptions of nuclear and chemical risks is that their activities
and processes are so remote from everyday knowledge. So one way to promote trust is simply to do everything
one can to educate people about the science and engineering involved.

5.3 Another way of developing trust is to ensure that there are good communications between those making
decisions and those whom the decisions will aVect. This needs to be two-way: the decision-makers need to
know what those potentially aVected think of them, as well as the aVected knowing, personally if possible,
those who are making the decisions. The communications also need to start early—the problem of diverging
views between public and experts is exacerbated when the “experts” are allowed to go too deeply and too far
into an issue before involving the public. Too often the public is presented with the solution before it knows
what the problem is. The currently proposed energy review will be an interesting case to watch. Already we
have “nuclear” solutions, “renewable” solutions, “hydrogen fuels” etc. being proposed. What is needed first
is a clear enunciation of the perceived issues, problems and opportunities so that the debate first focuses on
the public’s needs and how these may or may not be met unless we change course. Many members of the public
will resist change unless they see a clear benefit.

5.4 It is important to note in debates between experts and the public that sometimes expert and public
perceptions diVer not because of a diVerence in attitude towards risks, but because of a diVerence in knowledge
about the situation. Technical expertise is not the only expertise. When it comes to environmental issues, there
is often important and useful local knowledge. When this is the case, local opinions should be solicited
proactively to be incorporated into decision making.

5.5 Finally, the extent to which expert views are believed and trusted by the public will also depend on the
following factors: whether there are any potential benefits an expert might receive for coming to a given
decision; whether the experts appear to understand the concerns of the general population; the expert’s track
record; and whether they appear to be honest and will accept liability if things go wrong. Bringing these things
out into the open should encourage trust where trust is appropriate, eg when it is clear that the expert is not
giving an opinion that will benefit a few (including themselves) over the majority.

5.6 When there is a strong reaction to a potential risk, such as in the case of GM crops, it is important to
present information in as unbiased a way as possible, and in a manner that can be comprehended by the public.
In the case of GM crops, a lot of media coverage emphasised the risks without mention of the potential
benefits. In these kinds of contentious cases it is important to encourage special interest groups not to seek to
eliminate all risks in their area of concern without giving attention to the benefits those technologies could
have for the wider community—such as the benefits of GM crops to third world countries. As well as having
the right to minimise the risk, there is a responsibility for allowing others to benefit where possible.
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5.7 However, for all of this discussion about the diVerences between expert and public perception of risk, it
must be acknowledged that the conventional separation between the technical (the province of engineers and
scientists) and the social (the province of managers, politicians and the public) cannot survive scrutiny.
Engineering decisions inevitably include social considerations, just as many apparently political decisions
require technical judgements. It is often hard to tell just where the “technical” ends and the “social” begins.
This of course makes it especially diYcult to make decisions which involve risk, since there are many
conflicting, yet closely related aspects of this risk. The “Societal Aspects of Risk” report gave a number of
suggestions for dealing with complex decisions. One approach was the “Regulatory Balance Sheet.” With this,
the best scientific and technical analysis (with uncertainties properly exposed) is first presented. An agreed
balance sheet of other factors that should be taken into account in the decision (preferably with the
involvement of key stakeholders) is then provided. The final decision can then be explained in terms of a
judgement about the balance of these factors. This conceptually simple presentation ensures greater
transparency in the decision making process, and should help to resolve many of the tensions that arise due
to the presence of diVerent perceptions of a risk. Such a balance sheet will also help to clarify who stands to
gain and who might lose from a risky development. For example, even if the risk of an accident from a new
chemical plant is very low, it still presents a dis-benefit for local inhabitants compared with no plant and no
risk. On the other hand, there may be compensations such as increased employment opportunities, but these
may be unevenly distributed and relevant to only some of the plant’s neighbours.

6. How should policy deal with risks that are unknown or poorly understood, such as those associated with new
technologies?

6.1 New technologies pose a serious problem for policy makers. Even those at the forefront of technology
have diYculty in accurately assessing the potential impacts, good or bad, of emerging technologies. A
technique used by engineers when faced by unknown and poorly understood risks is that of “option analysis”.
This requires engineers to develop and explain the actions they would take if a project developed in various
ways, identifying the crucial stages in development where “gates” should be set up. It is best practice in safety
critical industries such as oil refining, nuclear or aerospace to set up such “gates” in development programmes.
The enthusiasts and project promoters are forced to submit to an audit by disinterested, but experienced and
knowledgeable, third parties to ensure that the balance of potential benefits and hazards is still favourable.
Such audits need to be especially mindful of the potential for political or business pressures to override sound
technical and scientific judgement. Those prone to such overriding temptations need always to be made aware
of the responsibilities for their actions. This needs to be done by an authoritative and robustly independent
appointee (eg MoD safety advisors).

6.2 It is always the case that scientists’ and engineers’ expertise is limited by the current state of knowledge.
Hence such experts can only comment on a risk as they currently understand the relevant subject. Yet society
and the media often demand definitive, black or white answers, and if those answers are ultimately found
incorrect the expert is deemed to have lied. To achieve a more balanced approach to risk, government needs
to work to temper what is expected of experts, and work toward recognition of the fact that science, technology
and society itself must continue to move forward and that this cannot happen without an element of
uncertainty and risk.

7. How should policy balance the health and safety interests of the current population against those of future
generations?

7.1 Various concepts like “sustainable development” or the “precautionary principle” are proposed as means
of safeguarding the interests of future generations. While these may be helpful in focusing the mind they are
not substitutes for a rigorous risk assessment and management systems and the appropriate application of
agreed and demonstrable processes.

8. Are there any particular or unusual problems arising in cases of rare but catastrophic risks?

8.1 Particular problems arise because these kinds of risks are likely to be perceived very diVerently by the
specialists and non-specialists. In analysing public attitudes to risk it is clear that there is a “dread factor”
which aVects any hazard that threatens the sudden death of many people in a localised area, and hence the
public are more likely to resist anything that poses such a risk. Thus there is a quite diVerent reaction to a few
hundred passengers killed in a single jumbo jet crash, or major rail accident, and to the cumulative thousands
who die in many separate accidents on the roads, in the health sector, or the continued loss of deep sea
fishermen.
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8.2 Policy makers have the responsibility to ensure that there are appropriate civil defence plans in place to
deal with the aftermath of a catastrophe. However, they also have responsibilities for education and
reassurance. The very rarity of catastrophe means that the risks can be managed. Secondly, great care should
be taken in announcements that a catastrophe is on its way. If an oYcial says that an Avian Flu pandemic is
not a matter of “if”, but “when” then panic should be expected. The mathematical models that predicted tens
of thousands of cases of CJD as a result of BSE were probabilistic forecasts subject to all sorts of uncertainties.
Language and presentation are all important. It seems hard for the media and politicians to deal with
uncertainty and so education in this regard seems necessary for both school children and the wider public. This
ought to be the role of government to sponsor but needs to be handled carefully to avoid the contrary messages
of manipulation and spin.

26 January 2006

Memorandum by Professor Peter Taylor-Gooby, University of Kent

Question 1: By what practical means can the preferences and attitudes of the population towards risk be determined
and, where appropriate, incorporated into policy?

Question 5: How should policy deal with cases where public perceptions of risks diverge significantly from expert
assessments?

These two questions contain the implicit assumption that the mass public share common attitudes. This
approach derives in part from a basic premise of democratic government (namely that public policy can
express a popular will that once formulated can be treated as consensual) and in part from methodological
assumptions common in psychology and economics. Psychological work often assumes that all individuals
share a common basic cognitive and perceptual make-up, so that experiments or studies on a small number of
people can automatically be generalised. Economic approaches often identify individuals as undiVerentiated
consumers or producers, as it is sometimes put, as “homo oeconomicus”.

These assumptions are helpful in many cases and have enabled a great deal of progress in understanding of
risk. However, there are a number of strands of work (influenced principally by sociology and social
psychology) which stress diVerences between population groups in their attitudes and preferences and in their
approach to expert assessments. Here I wish to draw attention to recent research on risk and trust.

In recent articles on trust in government and in private providers in relation to pensions and on public trust in
scientific experts in relation to GM (Taylor-Gooby 2005, 2006 attached), I have identified relevant diVerences
between the attitudes of diVerent social groups. The key point is that, while there is a general consensus on
mistrust in both state and non-state pension providers on the one hand, and on lack of confidence in
government and business in relation to the management of GM food on the other, the responses of diVerent
social groups diVer. As might be expected, better educated and more middle-class groups appear to be much
more confident about taking responsibility themselves for managing the relevant risks, while lower down the
class and educational attainment ladder, people are more likely to voice acceptance of what government and
the authorities oVer, despite their scepticism, through lack of any feasible alternative.

Middle-class people may, for example, talk of resolving low trust in state or non-state pension providers
through taking control of their own savings, through investment in second homes, small business and stock
market vehicles. They are also much more likely to declare a lack of trust in government and a willingness to
engage actively in public debates about issues like GM food. Conversely, the response of working class people
to mistrust in pensions is typified by the remark: “they are not going to let you starve, are they?”, and to
scepticism about the management of GM food by: “the government needs to repay our trust . . . We have nothing
but blind faith in what they present to us”.

The relevance of these findings to Question 1 above is that some social groups may be much more responsive
to the consultative methods used, for example, in the GM Nation? debate than others. A democratic debate
needs to invest energy into contacting hard-to-reach groups.

The relevance to Question 5 is that the views of some social groups may be more likely to diverge from those
of experts that others, for reasons to do with the general confidence of the social groups in engaging in such
debates rather than the issue in hand. Examination of the issues needs to explore why divergence in perception
of risks exist and to be sensitive to the face that agreement with experts may reflect the belief that little can be
achieved by expressing disagreement rather than by a genuine appraisal of the options.
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Question 6: How should policy deal with risks that are unknown or poorly understood such as those associated with new
technologies?

A key problem is maintaining trust in experts and risk managers. One widely used approach which has been
prominent in European debates is the Precautionary Principle: the view that if the consequences of an action
are unknown, but may have major or irreversible negative consequences, then it is better to avoid that action.
Problems arise in assessing the likelihood and extent of potential negative consequences and balancing these
against possible benefits from the action. A number of viewpoints, including the analysis of trends in
regulatory frameworks by management experts (for example, Power, 2004), the discussion of legal
developments (for example, O’Neil, 2002) and the speculative sociology of “risk society” (for example, Furedi,
2002) suggest that the Precautionary Principle is over-used in a way that prevents or slows possible beneficial
developments. One point, which is often over-looked in debate.

Professor Dick Eiser and Dr Matthew White review some recent social psychological work on trust in a paper
presented at the Social Contexts and Responses to Risk research network conference on Taking Stock of Trust
(Eiser and White, 2005, available at http://www.kent.ac.uk/scarr/papers/papers.htm ). They point out that risk
management systems can respond to a possible risk issue in one of two ways: the systems may identify it as a
real problem demanding action, or not as not a problem. However this identification is independent from
whether the problem is actually real or imagined. This gives rise to four possible outcomes in any episode of
risk identification:

— Real problem correctly identified leading to an appropriate response (eg Chernobyl fallout; AIDs)

— Real problem incorrectly identified leading to a damaging lack of response (eg BSE in the early
stages; decay of the rail system before Hatfield; Thalidomide before the Sunday Times exposé

— Issue that is not a problem correctly identified leading to an appropriate lack of response (eg MMR
vaccination)

— Issue that is not a problem incorrectly identified as a problem leading to an inappropriate response
(eg concern about sparks induced by mobile phones leading petrol stations to ban them from
forecourts).

The research demonstrates that these identifications have rather diVerent impacts on public trust.
Importantly, “false alarms” (incorrectly identifying something that is in fact not a problem) have much less
eVect in damaging trust than do “misses” (incorrectly identifying something that is in fact a problem as not a
problem). The Precautionary Principle is much more likely to produce “false alarms” than “misses”, and also
likely to produce some correct identification of problems.

Eiser and White go on to discuss research that indicates that openness is also important in building trust. When
risk managers are open with the public about both their successes and failures (correct and incorrect
identification of risks) this has a less damaging eVect on trust than when they simply report successes. In
particular, transparency about “false alarms”—cases where issues are incorrectly identified as problems that
need action when in fact they do not—appears to have relatively little eVect in reducing public trust.

This research is at an early stage. It is likely that many other factors influence public trust. In particular, the
context in which the risk managers make decisions (for example, the impact of their correct and incorrect
judgements on the running of transport, energy, health and other services) and the extent to which incorrect
judgements are repeated are likely to influence trust. However, this work has an important bearing on the
Precautionary Principle. Debates about the principle do not always take account of the fact that it is likely in
general to help build public trust while abandonment of it may undermine trust. The principle has a value
beyond its immediate impact in cases where the risks identified by it are genuine that is often not
acknowledged.

2 December 2005
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Memorandum by the Tobacco Manufacturers’ Association

Part 1 of the Health Bill

Environmental Tobacco Smoke and Risk

Part 1 of the Health Bill currently in Parliament bans smoking in all public and work places, subject only to
a few minor exemptions that will be determined by Parliament, in the first instance in the primary legislation,
and later in regulations made under the Act that will be subject to the aYrmative procedure. Smoking or
permitting smoking in a smoke free place, and failing to display required notices, will become criminal
oVences.

Justification for the ban is claimed to lie in scientific evidence concerning the risk that environmental tobacco
smoke may have for the health of the non-smoker. However, the legislation is also seen and promoted by its
proponents as an important means of substantially reducing the prevalence of smoking in the population, by
creating circumstances—much reduced opportunities for the smoker to smoke—that it is claimed will
influence many smokers to quit the habit.

On tobacco issues—including environmental tobacco smoke—government has been advised by the Scientific
Committee on Tobacco and Health, but the future of the committee is now uncertain. In its reports of 1998
and 2004, SCOTH concluded that, on the basis of the published scientific evidence, environmental tobacco
smoke is a serious hazard to the health of the non-smoker. Whilst minutes of certain meetings of the SCOTH
have been made available after requests under the Freedom of Information Act, those papers have been
redacted, most particularly where it has been considered that content falls under s.35 of the Act which protects
information relting to the formulation of public policy. Thus the proceedings of the SCOTH are far from being
transparent.

Anti-smoking activists—most now part of a formal alliance led by Action on Smoking and Health (ASH)—
have long campaigned for a comprehensive smoking ban. Their campaign has concentrated on media activity
which has been successful in convincing the public that environmental tobacco smoke is a substantial hazard
to the health of the non-smoker.

From 1997 (and in its 1998 White Paper, Smoking and Health) to the beginning of 2004, the Government gave
its support to voluntary action as being the most appropriate means of achieving its tobacco targets. It
endorsed the Public Places Charter which sought to achieve best practice in the hospitality sector. Although
the most significant targets of the Charter were met, in the face of intense pressure from anti-smoking activists
and perceived public opinion, in 2004 the Health Secretary launched a major consultation, Choosing Health,
of which smoking policy was one major part.

The outcome was a White Paper in 2004 that proposed a smoking ban in all public and work places, subject
to certain exemptions, one of which was licensed premises that did not prepare and serve food. This became
an election manifesto commitment.

After the election, there was public consultation on the framework of the smoke-free provisions of a Bill and
possible regulations. A Bill was then introduced (together with a Partial Regulatory Impact Assessment) and
was argued in Committee in the Commons in the terms that it was originally drafted. However, it emerged
that the proposed legislation did not have the wholehearted support of the new Health Secretary, certain other
Ministers, and a body of government backbenchers, all of whom wanted a more inclusive smoking ban. The
outcome was the declaration of a “free vote” at Consideration of the Bill on 14 February. The free vote is to
be on amendments standing in the name of the Health Secretary and Public Health Minister. These provide
three options—the ban to include genuine private membership clubs; to include all licensed premises; or the
exemption provisions to stand as originally stated in the Bill (exempting genuine private membership clubs
and exempting certain licensed premises meeting the conditions stated in regulations).

Given this very brief résumé, it might be reasonable to presume that in determining public policy and
legislation, the scientific evidence on environmental tobacco smoke has been considered in detail in a thorough
and objective manner and that the conclusions that have been drawn are robust; that there can be confidence
in the Regulatory Impact Assessment that has been made on the legislative proposals; that the facts have been
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accurately and fairly reported by the media; and that there is public support for the policy that is being
promoted.

Such presumptions would be wrong.

There has not been a thorough and objective assessment of the scientific evidence that is available. Even on
the basis of the pronouncements of the SCOTH and others to the eVect that there is an elevated risk of serious
diseases (lung cancer and heart disease) in non-smokers exposed to environmental tobacco smoke, the level
of risk is of such a low order that most epidemiologists would generally refuse to acknowledge it as worthy of
even the slightest concern were it not to be such a useful tool in the “war” against smoking.

The main components of the Regulatory Impact Assessment published with the legislation were inevitably
largely speculative as to the outcome of the proposed ban on health and smoking prevalence. Major items were
based on estimates of health gain derived from the application of the insecure and very low relative risks found
in the epidemiology.

The public has a poor perception and understanding of the ways in which risk can be measured and expressed,
and understandably so in the case of environmental tobacco smoke which involves complex epidemiological
and statistical methods and manipulation. Public understanding has not been assisted by the way in which the
scientific evidence has been reported. That has invariably been in headline terms that have alarmed by
misinterpreting or misunderstanding the original research, or by using prepared press handouts rather than
relying on analysis or questioning of the research paper(s).

The decision made in the White Paper Choosing Health and in the Health Bill as introduced in Parliament, to
exempt licensed premises that did not prepare and serve food from the smoke free provisions of the Health
Bill, was one of a political nature. It was a means of providing a small measure of choice and freedom for
smokers and, most importantly, also a means of responding to public opinion. The latter was expressed
formally by the OYce for National Statistics in its report, Smoking Behaviour and Attitudes: when oVered a
choice of options, a substantial majority of people favoured facilities being provided for smokers and non-
smokers in licensed premises. The state of public opinion was deliberately confused by the publicity aVorded
to repeated opinion polls that were not representative of the population as a whole and deliberately did not
oVer respondents a choice of smoking policy options, but only asked whether a ban was favoured or not.

The proposed compromise that the exemptions clause of the Bill represented was, however, disrupted by
disagreement amongst Ministers and government backbenchers. For the Prime Minister, the issue of smoking
was sui generis.

In the case of environmental tobacco smoke:

the population has not been provided with an accurate portrayal of the scientific evidence on risk
upon which preferences and attitudes could be determined and expressed properly; nonetheless, the
majority of the public favours facilities for smokers and non-smokers being provided in licensed
premises and does not favour a comprehensive ban on smoking;

it is virtually impossible to attribute monetary values that have any real validity to environmental
tobacco smoke as a risk factor, if risk factor it is at all: the order of risk reported in epidemiological
studies is inconsistent, uncertain and, in any event, of a very low order and may be accounted for by
bias and confounding; furthermore, there are no relevant data on the actual, real world impact of
environmental tobacco smoke on the health of the non-smoker, if there is any eVect at all;

if the same “principles” were to be deployed consistently elsewhere, there would be cause for the
banning of a very great many other activities, products etc.;

there has not been independent, objective, expert assessment of risk and what has been promoted to
the public has been further distorted by the nature of the reporting of the available evidence.

In 2004, the Tobacco Manufacturers’ Association made two major submissions—to the Health Department
for England and Wales and to the Scottish Parliament, respectively in response to the Choosing Health
consultation and to a request from the Health Committee of the Scottish Parliament for supplementary
evidence on the scientific evidence on environmental tobacco smoke and the health of non-smokers. These
submissions were identical in many respects but, whilst the submission in England and Wales summarises the
scientific evidence, that to the Health Committee in Scotland provides detailed listings. Copies of the two
submissions follows.45

13 February 2006

45 Evidence submitted but not printed. Documents can be found at www.the-tma.org.uk
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Memorandum by Mr Rob Wheway, Director of Wheway Consultancy

I have carried out risk assessments and safety checks of both indoor and outdoor play facilities on behalf of
Child Accident Prevention Trust (CAPT), Institute of Leisure and Amenity Management (ILAM), National
Playing Fields Association and The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (ROSPA).

It is my experience that fears based on myth often cause people to incorrectly define risk. This is widespread
and I therefore prepared a document “Urban Myths about Children’s Playgrounds”, which has been circulated
to many Local Authorities. Please find a copy enclosed.46

A further complication is that in the area of “Health and safety” safety is often easy to define, and measurable
by accidents, whereas health tends to be more long-term. The result for children is that they may be prevented
from challenging and exciting activities, which whilst it may reduce the number of accidents is injurious to
their overall health; a document “Managing Risk in Play Provision” is helpful in this regard and a copy is
enclosed for your information.

The perception of risk is also culturally biased. We are a car based culture and therefore allow cars to drive
at 30 mph down residential roads, with the very high risk that children will be kept indoors and therefore suVer
obesity or type 2 diabetes. This high risk we accept because of the car based culture. My research (with
Dr Alison Millward) for The Joseph Rowntree Foundation “Facilitating play in housing estates” can be
downloaded from www.jrf.org.uk.

6 February 2006

46 Evidence submitted but not printed.
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